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Ebook Introduction

Peter Roberts’s Checkpoint was the leading newsletter of British science
fiction fandom in the 1970s, running from the trial issues #00 and #0 in April
1971 to issue #100 in September 1979 – although there was an interregnum
when it all became too much for Peter and other editors, Darroll Pardoe and
then Ian Maule, bravely took over the burden. An earlier run of seven issues
(initially titled Lostwithiel Check-Point as a nod to Cornish nationalism) was
devoted entirely to fanzine reviews rather than news, and has been relegated
to an Appendix.
Besides being an indispensable newszine for 1970s fandom, Checkpoint
at its best was great fun to read, with Peter Roberts delighting in strange
erudition (not many fans would open their convention report with an adapted
stanza from that gloomy eighteenth-century poem “The Grave” by Robert
Blair), teasing readers with headlines like SUNKEN P’U RISES AT
NIGHT! or the Jello-related FLASH! SCIENTIFIC WORLD QUIVERS!,
and announcing his reclamation of the editorship in issue 74 with ...
Alerted by strange signs in the heavens and unnatural noises in the
wardrobe, former CP editor Peter Roberts was able to unmask Ian
Maule’s miserable scheme to turn Checkpoint into an annual onepage listing of recent Perry Rhodan reprints.
In later issues even the space left at the end of Checkpoint for the mailing
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details was worth looking at, with the return address introduced by some
cryptic phrase or saying. “Kill the fatted beetroot!” it said on one issue, to the
possible bafflement of fans who didn’t know Peter was a vegetarian. Other
examples were “Klaatu Borada Nikto! But never mind, here’s
CHECKPOINT 82.” “Come out, Neville! It’s CHECKPOINT 88.” And of
course, “The Gostak distims the Doshes! – but we don’t care, we’ve got
CHECKPOINT 96.” When, for reasons which even at the time seemed
deeply stupid, I subtitled one of my own 1970s fanzines The Journal of
Eschatological Morphology, Checkpoint responded by briefly becoming The
Journal of Ecclesiastical Necrology (incorporating Dead Vicars’ Monthly).
So much for nostalgia. This ebook edition is closely based on the online
archive of Checkpoint that was completed in 2007. The website’s home-page
text – only slightly edited – appears as Web Archive Introduction below. The
whole thing has been run through a spelling checker, with some attempt to
preserve fannish spellings like “poctsarcd” while correcting actual typos,
whether introduced by the rekeying team or lurking in the original printed
text. Most foreign quotations and proper names have been taken on trust
except where the ebook editor knew better or could easily look things up: for
example, relevant issues of the fanzine Granfalloon can be found online at
Fanac.org, settling the question of whether it was McDade or MacDade Blvd
in the editorial address – Checkpoint gave both, though not in the same issue.
With three editors and a wide variety of formats differently interpreted
by the many volunteers who created the online version, Checkpoint was
something of a challenge to adapt to ebook form. Most issues were duplicated
in UK quarto format (10" x 8"), but the first series used foolscap paper (13" x
8") and the Pardoe issues were photocopied on A4, folded to give four A5
pages ... and hence much gnashing of teeth from fans who liked to file their
newszines in a neat uniform run. Significant changes for this edition began
with the regretted omission of most of the graphics, though with exceptions
recorded below. Checkpoint artwork was erratically reproduced via stencil
duplication, with results often unsuitable for this terrifyingly upmarket
collection, especially in the early years. See the artwork index in this ebook
for a fuller list, and the web archive for rough scans. Many issues had no
artwork at all.
Nevertheless, this ebook offers a modest selection of images that came
out reasonably well and are funny or fannish (as distinct from
undistinguished fillers, random clip art of soldiers or mushrooms, etc), or
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once in a while even have some relevance to the context. Included are Harry
Bell’s mastheads for issues 65 (reproduced at the head of this introduction),
76, 77 and 91; Carl Bennett’s masthead for issue 83; the photo of Rob
Jackson heading his mini-biography in issue 65; Bill Rotsler’s cartoons for
issues 74 and 78; Taral’s cartoon for issue 92; and Don West’s BIG CON
spoof ad in issue 79, masthead cartoon of our editor Peter Roberts for issue
80, and further mastheads for issues 81 (homage to Peter’s famous
vegetarianism), 85, 97 and 99. There are also a couple of uncredited items
from included fliers.
Elsewhere, most of the fancy typewriter-doodle text divisions – as
discussed in the learned contribution about Distings – have become simple
horizontal rules. I haven’t even tried to rationalize the variegated use of
single and double quotation marks, though for the sake of personal peace of
mind have sorted out the nested quotes (single inside double and vice-versa,
but not single inside single or double inside double) and multi-paragraph
quotations – sometimes shown in Checkpoint with quote marks at the
beginning and end only, but more often (and more correctly) with a new
opening quote mark as reminder at the beginning of each paragraph, a style
here adopted throughout.
As with those dividing lines between sections, many weird
and wonderful arrangements of punctuation were used to form the
“Conker” box that carried dire warnings of when it was time to
resubscribe. A low-budget graphic (see right) has reluctantly been
substituted. If you want to imagine this being authentically made
up of typed asterisks, colons, double quotation marks or even full
stops, please feel free.
Instead of this box, some early Checkpoints used status code characters
placed against the typed or handwritten address at the end of the issue: T for
trade with the recipient’s fanzine, N for a news contribution, R for review
copy, S for sample issue and so on, with a number denoting the final issue.
Thus from the address (not transcribed below) on Checkpoint 3, fan
historians can learn that the now world-famous publisher Malcolm Edwards
was already a big spender, paid up to issue 7, and that he was then (May
1971) at King’s College, Cambridge.
So much for pedantry. Here’s the final word from Peter Roberts in email
he sent when the web archive project was completed:
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“Bloody hell. Checkpoint electronically raised from the dead...
Please thank everyone involved in this strange and unsettling task. I
feel guilty now at having done nothing to help...” (11 August 2006)
Creating Checkpoint in the first place was a big help, boss.
David Langford
October 2018
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Web Archive Introduction
An on-line archive of Peter Roberts’s famous 1970s British SF/fan newsletter
Checkpoint, including the issues edited by Darroll Pardoe (#47 to #62) and
Ian Maule (#63 to #73). The issue list at right [here moved to Contents] is
expanded from the Memory Hole Fanzine Bibliography. The last remaining
issue of the second series was uploaded on 7 September 2006, just over a
year after this project was launched. On 18 February 2007, the first-series
archive was also completed. All 111 issues are now on line.
Checkpoint continued the British sf newsletter tradition of Ron
Bennett’s 1959-1971 Skyrack, whose entire run is also archived on line (well
done, Greg Pickersgill). With Peter Roberts’s blessing, Checkpoint was
succeeded by Ansible.
A regular feature was the Checkpoint Fan Poll, also continued by
Ansible.
Issue breakdown
How we got 111 as the total number of issues:
• First series
All issues
7
• Second series
Trial issues #0 and #00
2
Main run #1-#100
100
#46 later supplement
1
#63a poll supplement
1
Total

111

Thanks to those who transcribed Checkpoint:
Sandra Bond (6 issues)
Claire Brialey (7)
Bridget Bradshaw (1)
Ned Brooks (9)
Bill Burns (+)
Rob Jackson (16)
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Earl Kemp (+)
Dave Langford (21+)
Jim Linwood (1)
Samuel Mcdonald (3)
Ian Maule (4)
Murray Moore (1)
Mark Plummer (1++)
Alison Scott (1)
Peter Sullivan (36+)
Paul Vincent (5 – including the long and tedious subject index)
A couple of points for pedants: the above figures add up to one more issue
than the reality, since in a bout of early enthusiasm two of our heroes
transcribed the same Checkpoint. The + (as in Ralph 124C41+) is extra credit
for a supplement or for doing just a page or two of the long Checkpoint 1
(First Series), which was eventually assigned in small sections to make it less
intimidating – Jim Linwood gets the main credit, for rekeying six of its
foolscap pages.
Thanks for other help
When this project began, various paper issues of Checkpoint were
missing from the Langford hardcopy file. I’m deeply grateful to the following
benefactors for providing needed photocopies and/or scans: Bruce Gillespie,
Rob Jackson, Murray Moore, Peter Roberts, and Robert Lichtman.
Thanks finally to Checkpoint’s editors for giving permission:

Peter Roberts
Darroll Pardoe
Ian Maule
– David Langford
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The Checkpoint Fan Poll
This highly informal poll of British fanzine activities began in Checkpoint
under Peter Roberts’s editorship in 1972. It appeared as a separate Robertsproduced supplement in the years – entries marked with asterisks below –
when Checkpoint itself was edited by other hands. After Checkpoint ceased
in 1979 and was succeeded by Ansible, Dave Langford (who had conducted
and published the results of a parody poll earlier in 1979 – see “1978-1979
spoof” below) continued to run the poll for some years as the
Checkpoint/Ansible Fan Poll. Categories remained the same, with the
addition of “Worst Thing” from the 1980-1981 poll onward.
In Checkpoint
1971-1972 fan poll results
1972-1973 fan poll results ... 1972-1973 ballot
1973-1974 fan poll results
1974-1975 fan poll results *
1975-1976 fan poll results *
1976-1977 fan poll results
1977-1978 fan poll results
1978-1979 fan poll results
In The Northern GUFFblower
1978-1979 spoof (“Worst Things”) fan poll results
In Ansible
1979-1980 fan poll results ... 1979-1980 ballot
1980-1981 fan poll results ... 1980-1981 ballot
1981-1982 fan poll results ... 1981-1982 ballot
1982-1983 fan poll results ... 1982-1983 ballot
1984-1985 ballot
Some discussion of this poll appeared in Ansible 25. It was skipped owing to
general voter apathy in 1984, as perhaps foreshadowed by editorial Angst in
Ansible 39 and recorded in Ansible 40. The poll finally died in 1985: see
Ansible 43.
14

David Langford
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Fliers and Other Extras
Most of these items were included with the current issue of Checkpoint;
asterisks mark those that were mailed separately.
TAFF ballot forms, passim
British Weird Fantasy Society flier, included with Checkpoint 10 and
[identical flier] Checkpoint 15
“Paranoia Fandom” flier, included with Checkpoint 13
Lurk fanzine flier, included with Checkpoint 14
1972 DUFF ballot form (for the first-ever DUFF race), included with
Checkpoint 16
Madcap fanzine flier, included with Checkpoint 19
Contact, included with Checkpoint 27
mi 3:6, included with Checkpoint 34
“Newcastle in ’74” Eastercon bid flier (the convention later known as
Tynecon 74) – included within Checkpoint 35
Review Supplement included with Checkpoint 41
[*] Post-Eastercon Supplement to Checkpoint 46 (distributed both
separately and with late copies of #46)
* Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards rules and 1975 Ballot – meant
to be mailed with Checkpoint 59 but apparently sent separately
Profile of Rob Jackson (with photo), an insert in Checkpoint 65
* Not Checkpoint 96 – “alternative” fan poll promulgated by the evil
Langford
Checkpoint regularly carried voting forms for TAFF and other fan funds –
duly linked if available on line. Another regular extra was Eric Bentcliffe’s
mini-fanzine mi (also known as AmiZINE STORIES), containing reviews
and/or gossip. One example of mi has been transcribed for inclusion here
since it cross-refers to Checkpoint itself. Peter Weston kindly provided a scan
of the hoax ad from the Eastercon 22 programme book, discussed in two
early issues.
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Checkpoint 00, April 1971
Edited & Produced by Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ
Restormel Press Publication: 34.
6.4.71 : trial issue 00.
NEWSZINES’ VALUE: Since the departure of Skyrack British fandom has
been without a regular newszine beyond the BSFA Bulletin, and the imported
Locus and Focal Point don’t really fill the gap. The value of a fannish
magazine of news and waffle lies in its stimulus to fanac and fan contact, and
the need for a specifically British newszine can be found in the decline of
groups in fandom, the increased sercon influx through the BSFA, and the
unevenness of fan publishing in the U.K. By supplying news, chatter,
comment and discussion, a newszine can prove extremely helpful.
NEWSZINE’S SALUT: Ah, now this is where we come down from the
fantasies inspired by old copies of Fanac – and tell you all the worst: you see,
I’ve been thinking that I might revive Checkpoint as a new fannish newszine
with fanzine reviews (which previously accounted for the whole magazine)
relegated to a secondary role. The initial idea is that of a small four page
thing which would appear either fortnightly or monthly, depending on
interest, volume of news, and mundane factors. The likelihood of there not
being sufficient news from the U.K. at present to fill even four pages means
that Checkpoint would be padded out with fanzine reviews and such.
For Checkpoint to work there must be a regular inflow of news;
naturally its success will depend on me, the editor, but the readers’ reactions,
support, and individual information must be the basis for the whole,
otherwise the result will be a non-newszine (an interesting nihilistic antiproject, I suppose; but monthly?).
At the moment I intend issuing one more trial Checkpoint (after the
Con) to see whether there is any kind of support for the idea. If there is, then
I’ll make a start on a proper run of the newszine.
So please write if you are interested in the idea and please comment,
suggest, and babble on to your heart’s content – above all Checkpoint needs
news, con news, proposed fanzines, hoaxes revealed, fans on tv or in the
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news, fannish campaigns, groups coming or going, births, deaths, marriages,
moves, visiting foreign fans, apas, slanshacks, and even sf. Ok?
send him to Boston.
Terry Jeeves for taff in 71.
vote.
FINANCE & THINGS: If Checkpoint gets off the ground it’ll be available
for letters and news, trade (but only with other newszines – Egg will remain
the normal tradezine), and money. I’d like to keep the price as low as
possible whilst still covering costs, so I suggest five issues for 4/20p (2nd
class) in the U.K. Owing to the weird airmail printed matter rates I can offer
foreign airmail subscriptions at 4/20p as well (8/$1) – please send dollar bills
or IMOs in the U.S., not cheques (there’s 60 cents conversion fee on a $1
cheque). In Australia, please send money to David Grigg.
Ideally, I’d prefer everyone interested to subscribe with extra issues
added on for news supplied and so on. Incidentally, this Checkpoint is being
distributed with Egg 4 as well as at Worcester, and the next trial issue will
also go to all Egg readers plus anyone who has expressed interest in this Cp.
Conventions in Britain: Next gathering after Worcester appears to be the
SPECULATION II conference at the Birmingham & Midland Institute on
June 12th. 25/- for the whole thing; but beware of the sercon. Contact Peter
Weston, 31 Pinewall Ave, Birmingham 30 for further information. After that,
It’s NOVACON I at the Imperial Hotel, Birmingham on November 13th &
14th. The GoH is James White and registration is 50p from Vernon Brown,
c/o Room 623, Pharmacy Dept, University of Aston, Birmingham. Finally,
next year’s EASTERCON 23 will be in the 180 room Imperial Hotel,
Blackpool, and is being organized by the Manchester Group.
Apas in Britain: The times are not entirely right for apas everywhere, but
OMPA, the Offtrail Magazine Publishers Association, is producing a
combozine for publicity purposes, specifically for EASTERCON 22. 350
copies are being produced and will be collated at the convention, probably on
Friday night. The 60th mailing contained 185 pages from 11 members. The
61st is due soon. Contact Ken Cheslin, 36 Chapel St, Wordsley, Stourbridge,
Worcs. for details. A new APA is planned by John Hall, 2 Knights Croft, New
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Ash Green, Dartford, Kent. God only knows what this will be like, but
anyone interested can send a SAE to John for further information.
Fanzine Collectors: Since there seems to be no opportunity for exchanging,
selling, or buying fanzines in any other regular column, it seemed like a
relatively sane idea to start one in Checkpoint. Ads will be free to all
subscribers up to five lines – write and ask about anything larger.
For Sale (from the editor): Operation Fantast (ed. Ken Slater) 15,
16, 17, 18. rust stains on 15-17 from the staples, otherwise ok.
1953-55. 6p each, plus postage: Also En Garde (ed. Richard
Schultz) 4, 5, 6. An American Avengers fanzine – very thick &
with photos – 10p ea. Supplementary issue 5½ free with others.
Plus postage, please.
Fanzine Reviews: Next issue, there’ll be one or two full length reviews, plus
a brief listing of all fanzines received. This will continue to be the pattern in
future Checkpoints. Only those fanzines reviewed fully will receive their
particular issue of Checkpoint free.
– Peter Roberts –
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Checkpoint 0, April 1971
14th April 1971. Trial Issue 0.
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts 87 West
Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, U.K. on a fortnightly basis. It’s available for
news, trade with other newszines and, I’m afraid, money. The standard sub
(from issue one) will be 5/20p (2nd class) & 4/20p (1st Foreign airmail subs
are 8/$1 (banknotes or IMOs only, please). Australian Agent is David Grigg,
1556 Main Rd, Research, Victoria 3095. This issue is free and is being
distributed with Egg 4, thus becoming a postmailing to OMPA 61 and
appearing in APA-45 27. Illustrations are by Dany Frolich.
EASTERCON 22 SUCCESS: This year’s British Easter convention put on
in Worcester by Pete Weston and the Birmingham group was generally
considered to be the finest for several years. At least 331 people registered
before Easter and an estimated 250 fans attended despite the rail go-slow.
The Giffard Hotel is a frighteningly modern establishment and awed some
fans by possessing lifts that worked and a variety of gadgets in each
bedroom, some of which also worked. The modernity of the Giffard caused
some trouble (cigarette ash & so on) with the management, as did the usual
freeloading – several fans were thrown out for no apparent reason and those
in overspill hotels were refused service at the Giffard on Sunday evening,
causing a few unhappy scenes. Nonetheless it was hoped that the hotel might
be persuaded to host another convention in a few years time.
The Guest of Honour was Anne McCaffrey, Fan GofH was Ethel
Lindsay, & Toastmaster was Phil Rogers. Brian Aldiss, James Blish, John
Brunner, Bob Shaw, Ken Bulmer, Chris Priest, James White, and Don
Wollheim were amongst the professionals present; absent, though expected,
were Keith Laumer, Ted Tubb and Mike Moorcock.
The bar stayed open long enough to displace the usual parties, although
a large St.Fantony open party on Saturday night was happily enjoyed. The
Monday morning boat-trip was sufficiently attractive to be over-attended
with the result that the boat made two one-hour trips instead of the one long
voyage planned.
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The Fancy Dress Party was actually a success, an event unknown in
British fan circles. The winning costume from more than 50 entries was a
splendid Space Viking – names & details next issue. Auction prices seemed
fairly low – a Bradbury manuscript went for £10, an unpublished Mack
Reynolds for only £3 or so. £2 was paid for a copy of The Enchanted
Duplicator (2nd Ed) and other fanzines went at respectable prices.
Several con-reports are planned and Checkpoint will contain more
information next issue.
DOC WEIR: The Doc Weir Award for fannish popularity and general
distinction was presented to Phil Rogers at the Eastercon banquet. John
Brunner received the British Fantasy Award for Jagged Orbit. The Ken
MacIntyre Award for fanzine artwork was not presented this year.
THE BRITISH WORLDCON BID: A discussion on Sunday
morning’s con programme failed to settle anything. Support for a British
World convention bid in the seventies was apparent, but difficulties arose
over the timing of the bid, the likelihood of success, and the staffing of the
Worldcon committee. It was agreed that the bid must be made in either 1975
or 1976 in direct competition with Stockholm and Australia, and European
delegates stated that Britain would probably receive the Continental
convention if a 1975 bid was successful, even though the European cons had
been planned in 72, 74, & 76, Argument as to which year would be best was
involved and highly theoretical, Pete Weston who had originally suggested
the idea was no longer happy with the role of Chairman which was
unanimously offered him – the work required for Eastercon 22 had
effectively soured him, although he allowed for a subsequent change of mind.
A good con site had been discovered in Brighton with room for over 800 and
plenty of overspill hotels if necessary. The Birmingham con site may not be
completed in time, and was therefore dropped. Several volunteers came
forward as Worldcon committee members, but the whole matter has still to be
discussed further.
My personal view, and that of several others, is that we should admit our
lateness in the race and wait until the 1980’s for a proper British bid,
supporting Stockholm in 1976 as a reasonable alternative. I’ll nevertheless
wait and see just what finally happens.
SLANCON 72: Next year’s British Easter convention will be held at the
Imperial Hotel in Blackpool – this was confirmed at Worcester; there was no
opposition. The committee consist of Tony Edwards, Bill Burns, and Harry
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Nadler and they’re issuing a new series of Meteor as Progress Reports, the
first of which has appeared. The tariff is up again – £4.85 for a single B&B –
but this, I suppose, is inevitable. Oh yes, the hotel has an indoor heated
swimming-pool, by God, and the manager is reputed to read sf...
Registrations are being taken now & Bill Burns, the Treasurer, can be
contacted c/o Orion Press, 81 Marlborough Rd, Salford, M8 7DT, Lancs.
Why Slancon? The South Lancashire Con, would you believe...
EASTERCON IN 73: No bids were placed for the Easter convention in
1973. The Giffard was suggested once again, but the Birmingham group
weren’t mad enough to organize yet another convention. OMPA members are
considering placing a bid, possibly for the South Coast; but all remains
extremely nebulous.
OMPA NEWS: On Friday evening at Worcester the Ompa Combozine
was collated and later distributed free to convention members. It consisted of
26 pages from Ken Cheslin, Darroll & Rosemary Pardoe, Peter Roberts,
Terry Jeeves, Sam Long, John Coombe, & Gerald Bishop. Ken may have
copies left if you want one.
The 61st OMPA mailing is out and contains 198 Pages from 11
members, including immediate postmailings. Contact Ken Cheslin, 56 Chapel
Street, Wordsley, Stourbridge, Worcestershire for further information.
Final total for the 60th mailing was 199 pages.
TAFF NEWS: An emergency ballot (without platforms) was distributed
at Worcester. The final candidates, if you haven’t heard, are Mario Bosnyak,
Per Insulander, Terry Jeeves, and Peter Weston. The deadline for voting is
July 1st 1971 and those wishing to vote must have been active in af fandom
prior to September 1970. 40p or more must accompany the TAFF vote. I will
be running a form with the next Checkpoint, but anyone in hurry can receive
one from Eddie Jones, 72 Antonio St, Bootle, Lancs, L20 2EU.
Checkpoint supports Terry Jeeves for TAFF; but any vote for TAFF will
doubtless go to a fine delegate, so vote this time, eh?
FANTASY GAME: Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks. is proposing to start a new postal fantasy game based
loosely on the German game Armageddon and has issued a couple of
information sheets on the subject. Midgard 1 & 2 are available for those
interested from Hartley.
CoAs: Gerald Bishop, 18 Pelham Place, Leeds, LS7 3QZ (temporary).
Sam Long, Box 401, RAF Croughton, nr. Brackley, Northants.
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Keith Walker, Psychiatric Training School, Burnley General Hospital,
Burnley, Lancs.
John D. Berry, 1 Place Anatole France, F37 Tours, France (until Sep).
John Brosnan, Flat 1, 62 Elsham Rd, Kensington, London W14.
FANZINES & COLLECTORS: Any adverts in here are free if they’re
under five lines. The En Gardes mentioned in Checkpoint 00 have been sold.
Moneymoneymoney – ahahaha!
I have a few copies of David Grigg’s The Fanarchist 1 – they’re free,
but please send 3p postage if you want one.
Gord Hallenberger, 3550 Warburg (Lahn), Alter Kirchhainor Weg 52,
Germany, is looking for British fanzines, poor sod, and is willing to pay for
recent issues. He writes English and is thinking of coming to Britain this
August.
A few more of my own fanzines are left hanging around, particularly
numbers of Checkpoint’s first series. All stencils have been burnt so these are
the last. 5p for 2 issues – the number in brackets indicates remaining copies:
Checkpoint Sample issue (19), 1 (8), 2 (1), 4/5 (7), 6/7 (16), 8/9 (14).
CRUCIFIED TOAD 1 (Printed – 28pp: A4 size).
Editor: John Muir, 50 Holker St, Manchester M13 0DE, United
Kingdom.
Available for: LoC, contribution, trade, 4/- or 50¢.
The larger part of this first issue is given over to artwork, mainly sword
& sorcery stuff by David Britton, and in fact the love of illustration and
decoration even pervades the text. A criticism of Clark Ashton Smith, for
example, discovers his prose to be ‘arty’ and ‘Byzantine’ and another on
Lovecraft follows the same lines. Crucified Toad thus offers its readers visual
interest in its artwork and writings that depend on a visual reaction to an
author, not an intellectual one.
All this is fair enough, as long as you like what you’re seeing and if
David Britton’s curious style is not to your taste, then you might as well
forget Crucified Toad. Personally, I find ‘Return of the “Madonna & Child”’
and one or two other pieces extremely impressive – this must, however, be a
fairly subjective view on my part.
Where the difficulties do arise are in the articles, both the main ones
being reprinted from the forties and fifties. Autolycus and S.J. Sackett both
write in the manner of their subjects (Lovecraft & Smith), that is, with a large
purple pen. Both bring up criticisms of the authors concerned and then
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attempt to answer them with talk of ‘clarinets’, the richness of ice-cream,
ivory-towers, and similar appeals to the senses which are irrelevant and
meaningless in literary criticism. All that’s left is the original series of
criticisms, still unanswered.
The remaining writings consist of some non-descript film reviews, a
‘fact feature’ on ghosts in a hotel, and a fairly rational piece on ‘Comix
Fandom’ by Steve Moore. Crucified Toad is thus a well-presented fringe
fanzine, but one that is essentially empty beyond the artwork. If that doesn’t
worry you, fair enough – I still enjoyed it too.
PJR.
I’ve still a mass of fanzines I’d like to review and. I’ll try and get through
some of them next time. Since I normally receive seven or eight fanzines a
week, you’ll appreciate my sad inability to cover absolutely everything,
although I will start to simply list some of those that I don’t intend reviewing.
Next issue out: April 28th 1971.
Your chances of receiving the first issue free are slim if there’s a cross here
.... News or money is the answer.
A Restormel Press Publication: 86. (Egg 4 will arrive seamail – it is out)
CHECKPOINT 0
from:
Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ
Return Requested if undelivered.
PRINTED MATTER ONLY.
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Checkpoint 1, April 1971
29th April 1971. Issue One.
Restormel Press Pub: 37.
Checkpoint is a news & reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs., U.K. on a fortnightly basis. It’s available for news
and £££.
Subs are 5/20p (2nd class) or 4/20p (1st). Foreign airmail subs are
8/dollar – in the U.S. Checkpoint’s agent is Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt
6B, Brooklyn N.Y. 11201, and in Australia it’s David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd,
Research, Victoria 3095. Illustration opposite by Bill Rotsler.
BRITISH WEIRD FANTASY SOCIETY: This is a newly formed group
which is intending to deal with all aspects of fantasy and horror. Its main
features will be a monthly bulletin and a quarterly magazine and these two
are already progressing with Keith Walker editing the bulletin and Phil
Spencer the magazine. Rosemary Pardoe is the first secretary and is now
accepting membership fees of 75p. Ro’s address is: 15 Selkirk Court, Whitley
Rd, London N17 6RF. Phil’s magazine is to be called Dark Horizons, by the
way.
OBSCENE REVELATION IN CON BOOK: Malcolm Edwards, who
doesn’t mind shredding magazines, completed the jig-saw offered by the
Rare SF Mail Order Company of New York which appeared in this year’s
Eastercon programme book. He discovered a drawing of a fan in a propellor
beanie reading a copy of Amazing and wiping his arse with the pages,
together with appropriate captions. Intrigued, Malcolm wrote to the address
given (a Mr. C.Resnais) and received a reply from none other than dear old
Charles Platt (retd.) who confessed responsibility for the ad: “Unable to
attend the Eastercon this year I decided to have a little fun at the expense of
puritanical Pete Weston and his Birmingham thickie mates. Weston would
never print anything of that kind knowingly, and wouldn’t accept an ad if he
knew it came from me... an exercise in getting past him and having a belly
laugh.” Spare copies of the programme book are available from the con
committee...
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[Image not included in Checkpoint but inserted here for clarification.]
SF ON THE RADIO: George Hay’s Radio London Sf programme can be
received a long way from the capital with a good tuner & aerial. First
Saturday of every month at 11.15am, repeated following Thurs: 8pm. 95.8
MHz on VHF. Music, interviews, discussions, and even interviews at the
Globe. The BSFA Tape Department has (or will have) tapes.
FANZINES FOLDED: Some British readers may not have heard that
the Hugo-winning SF Review has folded, Dick Geis flinging it all in because
of overwork and incipient proish tendencies. The two prestige printed
fanzines in Britain have packed up: Stan Nicholl’s Gothique and Stardock.
Rosemary Pardoe writes that Seagull is also a fanzine of the past – “I’m
finding that non-fannish, and – to a lesser extent – other fannish activities
leave me no time or money for it.” Rosemary’s plans for reprinting the works
of Matthew Gregory Lewis will continue and she’ll be staying on in OMPA.
Brian Williams tells me that he’s finished with fanzines, thought Neoeil (his
poetry zine) will continue. Greg Pickersgill, having lost his co-editor, is
threatening to close Fouler after a few issues; that’s far from definite as is
most news from Haverfordwest.
IMMINENT ISSUES: From Gray Boak: “Such a superb con requires
something out of the ordinary for a conrep, so I am to publish a special issue
of Cynic giving a transcript of the Fanzine Panel, comments on said panel,
and a running commentary on the con as a whole. Contributions, particularly
those dealing with the serious & constructive side of the programme (and the
films) are still required. This is a serious attempt to commemorate Eastercon
71 (Petecon), and all help will be gratefully received. Ian Williams will
probably publish a con-oriented Maya in July, with photos if possible. Fouler
6 out in the second week of May. The spectre of Nemesis is still around after
three years and issue 4 stands some chance of appearing (before 3!).”
GETTING IT TOGETHER: You may know all this, but I didn’t so
here it all is (and thanks to Mary Legg for the info). John Ramsey Campbell
and Jenny Chandler married, in January. Harry Bell is engaged to Irene
Taylor, Mike Ashley is also engaged, and so is Sharyn Stead. Bill Burns is to
marry this August and leaves thereafter for the U.S. Adj Cook is married and
is planning a round-the-world trip next year. Finally Bob Smith & Mary
Grigg married earlier this year. Congratulations and suchlike to one and all.
AL DE BETTENCOURT WHERE ARE YOU? Al is an American
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serviceman living in Berlin who attended the Heicon & this year’s Eastercon.
Mary Legg would like his address...
LONDON FAN CENTRE: More unauthenticated Haverfordwest news
suggests that John Hall & Roy Kettle are moving into a large flat in the fair
capital with spare space for all visiting fans. Whether this actually constitutes
a centre, I wouldn’t like to say, but still...
SF UNIVERSITY: Don’t get too excited, that’s the Simon Fraser Univ.
in British Columbia, but Patricia Rowlatt (SFU SF Sec, c/c SF Student Soc,
Simon Fraser U, Burnaby 2, B.C., Canada) is asking for sample copies of
fanzines. In fact she asks me: “what are some of the exciting back issues to
come?” Must be a time-warp, Mr.Sulu. Anyway fan editors take note;
*money* is offered.
FANZINE COLLECTORS: Terry Jeeves (230 Bannerdale Rd,
Sheffield, S11 9FE) has one or two back issues of Erg and Triode for sale.
SAE if you’re interested. I still have one batch of David Grigg’s Australian
fanzine The Fanarchist for free – just send a 2½p stamp.
extra late news – Keele’s duplicator has broken; this will be late...
FANZINES RECEIVED: Unfortunately every fanzine cannot be reviewed
fully; the following list, however, gives basic details of fanzines received
since April 1st. An exclamation mark denotes that the magazine is
recommended. Inclusion on this list does not preclude a later, full-length
review. All fanzines are also available for trade, LoC, etc.
Algol 16 (printed – 44pp:A4) Andrew Porter, 55 Pineapple St. Apt 3J, Brooklyn,
N.Y.11201, USA. 75¢ (5/$3). Ethel Lindsay, U.K. Agent, 25p. John
Bangsund, Australian Agent, 75¢ (Aus). Sf & general-Lupoff, White,
Benford, Kenney.
Beabohema 14 (duplicated – 29pp:A4) Frank Lunney, PO Box 551, LeHigh Univ.,
Bethlehem, Pa. 18015, USA. 50¢. Sf & general – George Hay, Jeff Smith,
etc.
Cynic 2 (duplicated – 25pp:A4) Graham Boak, 3 Rydelands, Nuthurst,
Cranleigh, Surrey, UK. Free Fannish-Patrizio, Linwood, Ian Williams,
Andrew Stephenson.
Dynacence 2 (duplicated – 44pp:A4) Mike Juergens, 257 Florence St, Hammond,
Ind. 46324, USA. 35¢ (3/$1). Sf-Pauls, Chauvin, Leon Taylor, etc.
The Fanarchist 1 (duplicated – 18pp:¼to). David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research,
Victoria, Australia. 5/60¢ (Aus). This issue free. U.K. Agent, Peter Roberts,
4/20p. Fannish & general – Cameron, St.Baker, etc.
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Focal Point 21, 22, 23, 24 (duplicated – 22, 12, 12, 10pp:¼to) Arnie Katz, 59
Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn NY. 11201, USA. & rich brown, 410 61st
St, Apt D4, Brooklyn NY.11201, USA. Australian Agent, John Bangsund,
12/$3 (Aus). News & fannish – Carr, Bob Shaw, Norm Clarke, etc.
Fouler 5 (duplicated – 31pp:¼o) Greg Pickersgill & Roy Kettle, The Pines,
Haylett Lane, Merlins Bridge, Haverfordwest, Pembs, Wales. 8/50p. Literary
& fannish – Holdstock, Platt, Fortey, John Hall, etc.
Granfalloon 11 (duplicated – 62pp:A4) Linda Bushyager, 5620 Darlington Rd
Pittsburgh, Pa.15217 USA. 60¢ (4/$1) Sf & fannish – Gaughan, Delap,
D’Ammassa.
Haverings 48 (duplicated – 10pp:¼o) Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton,
Surrey, UK. 6/40p US Agent, Andy Porter 6/$1. Australian agent, John
Bangsund, 6/$1 (Aus). Fanzine reviews.
Middle Earthworm 13 (duplicated – 12pp:¼o) Archie Mercer c/o Harvey, 2
Stithians Row, Four Lanes, Redruth, Kernow, UK Free Tolkien news &
letters.
Munich Round Up (spirit Duplicated 32pp:A4) Waldemar Kumming, 8 Munchen
2, Herzogspitalstr 5, Germany DM.1 (12/DM.10) In German. Sf & general.
No-Eyed Monster 17 (duplicated – 69pp: ½ A4) Norman Masters, 720 Bald Eagle
Lake Rd, Ortonville, Michigan 48462, USA 30¢ (4/$1). This issue contains a
single story, ‘Paradise Playland’ by Paul Powlesand. Usually sf & general.
Parallax 0 (spirit duplicated – 7pp:A4) julien raasveld, St Bernardsesteenweg
623, 2710 Hoboken, Belgium. Free. In English. Fiction, as yet.
Quicksilver 2 (duplicated – 46pp:¼o) Malcolm Edwards, 236 King’s College,
Cambridge, CB2 1ST, UK. 6/50p, 6/$2. Sf – Disch, Blish, Platt, Charnock,
etc.
Scottishe 58 (duplicated – 17pp:¼o) Ethel Lindsay, all as for Haverings above
30¢ or 15p. Sf & general – andy offutt.
SF Commentary 18 (duplicated – 24pp:¼o) Bruce Gillespie, P0 Box 245, Ararat,
Victoria 3377, Australia 18/$3 (Aus), 18/£1.50 (air 18/£3.50). UK Agent,
Malcolm Edwards. Sf & films – Brosnan, Barry Gillam.
SF Times 118/9 (printed – 82pp:A4) Hans-Joachim Alper, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Str. 6, Germany. DM.1.50 (year/DM.10) In German. Sf
reviews.
Somerset Gazette 4 (duplicated – 18pp:¼o) Noel Kerr, 19 Somerset Place,
Melbourne, Australia 3000 4/$1.50 (Aus). Heicon rep – normally sf &
general.
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Terran Times 3 (duplicated – 45pp:¼o) Shayne MacCormack, 49 Orchard Rd,
Bass Hill, N.S.W., Australia 2197. 40¢ (Aus). Star Trek & general.
THE WSFA JOURNAL 74 (Duplicated – 48pp:¼o).
Editor Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton, Maryland 20906, USA.
UK Agent Peter Singleton, 6044, Broadmoor Hospital, Block 4,
Crowthorne, Barks, RG11 7EG. Australian Agent Mike O’Brien.
available for: Trade, Loc, contribution, 50¢, 20p (8/$3.25, 9/£1.10)
I always find The WSFA Journal a difficult fanzine to review, largely
because of its indistinct purpose and its mixed contents. The trouble lies in its
regularity and its relation to the Washington SF Club: it’s partly a newszine,
partly a clubzine, and mostly an ordinary genzine. There is a visible
tendency, however, for the whole thing to fall between its various existences
and subsequently achieve none of them.
There’s an entertaining preoccupation with bureaucracy in the journal;
for example, when I opened the envelope some twelve strips of paper floated
out carrying messages informing me that I was receiving the fanzine (and
each of its five or six extra supplements) in trade for Egg, for review, etc. and
yet others telling me that I was mentioned on page something-or-other and
my fanzine was reviewed on page something-else. The colophon lists six
overseas agents, including Belgium and South Africa, thirteen associate and
contributing editors, various translators, and ‘consultants’ on subjects varying
between computer science and mythology... Ah well, I suppose it’s all good,
clean egoboo.
The centrepiece of this issue is the Polish sf author, Stanislaw Lem. Lem
is a difficult author for consideration, partly because of his heavy and often
technical style and partly because of translation difficulties – his best known
novel, Solaris, comes into English via French and the short story I translated
for Vision of Tomorrow came from the Polish via German. Nevertheless, in
this issue David Halterman reviews Solaris, and there are two long articles by
Lem which originally appeared in Quarber Merkur. Heavy going unless
you’re really interested in Lem and sf theory.
The remainder of the magazine contains Thomas Burnett Swann’s
regular column, this time on King Kong, the last hero; also the regular
checklist from Mark Owings (Walter Miller is dealt with), Doll Gilliland’s
fanzine reviews (becoming ever shorter, unfortunately), book reviews, letters,
and a couple of uninteresting, but competent articles. The WSFA Journal
virtues are regularity, thickness, and an ability to turn up something
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interesting in every issue, despite a seeming tendency to print extremely
obscure articles. Covers are always good (and printed too), though interior
layout is uninspired and helped only by Alexis Gilliland drawings.
Recommended, with reservations.
CYPHER 4 (Duplicates – 47pp: ¼o).
Editors: James Goddard & Mike Sandow, 1 Sharvells Rd Milford on
Sea, Lymington, Hants, SO4 0PE.
US Agent: Cy Chauvin, 17829 Peters, Roseville, Michigan 48066, USA.
Available for: 13p (5/50p), 35¢ (5/$1.50), trade, LoC, contribution.
The unavoidable article in this issue is one by Kingsley Amis, not a
reprint or transcript, but a genuine two-pager in answer to Ballard’s interview
in the previous issue. As far as I know, this is the first comment from Amis
on sf since his celebrated New Maps of Hell in 1959 and it seems his tastes
haven’t changed at all (“1950s SF is better than most new SF, that I agree
with.”). His blustering style and tangled ideas makes Amis a fine recruit for
the Second Foundation; try this, for example:
“Even the illiterate bards of Anglo-Saxon pre-feudal society needed
talent of its sort, or they would soon find themselves demoted to cleaning out
the latrines – which is all a steadily growing majority of ‘writers’ inside and
outside SF are fit for.” So much for literary criticism.
After this scoop, Cypher settles down into its usual hotch-potch of
assorted articles on sf. There is a piece on sf reprinted from Soviet News, a
technical exposé on the failure of authors to work out compound interest
properly when talking of vast wealth collected by long-lived or long-sleeping
investors, and an article on Barry Malzberg by Leon Taylor. Together with a
vague piece on symbolism in sf by George Hay, these form the usual Cypher
material: usually competent, often interesting, but all very mixed – stacked
together without any noticeable sign of an editor in the background.
Finally, an interview with John Brunner who usually manages to say
something interesting, but is saying so much nowadays that unfortunately he
tends to repeat himself. “Sf no longer excites me.” is the only quote worth
lifting. Book reviews and letters (the latter well edited) conclude Cypher 4.
Cypher, then, needs further editing – a development of an editorial
personality as well as an improvement in presentation. At the moment it
looks a lesser magazine than it is, with typing around illustrations, pica
facing, and non-descript artwork. It improves every issue, nonetheless.
Recommended, but once again with reservations.
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Maya 2 (duplicated – 46pp: ¼o).
Editor: Ian Williams, 6 Greta Terrace, Chester Rd, Sunderland, SR4
7RD, County Durham, U.K.
Available for: trade, LoC, contribution, 10p.
It’s a pity that Maya 2 was produced in a hurry because it has good
illustrations by Harry Bell and Jim Marshall and a fairly competent layout as
well. Unfortunately the duplicating puts paid to the whole thing, leaving
some pages sadly illegible. It’s an unlovely point to start a review on, but
regrettably Maya’s cruddiness is the first thing that strikes the reader.
The contents, however, are worthy of something better. Gray Boak’s
column (‘Zero-Zero He Flies’ – ow.) is as interesting as always although it is
directed at newcomers to fandom, or possibly the recently gafiated. Gray
urges publishers to join OMPA which I second, and cries Terry Jeeves for
TAFF, which I also second. In fact it’s obvious that Gray and I agree on a lot
of points – not too surprising since “Gray Boak” is one of my pseudonyms.
Idiotic name, but some people believed it: “boak” is a Cornish dialect word
for “sham” or “fraud”.
David Pringle’s ‘Race Death in SF’ is an interesting little sercon piece
which suddenly surfaces from its fannish surroundings. David invokes
virtually every sf author and a selection of critics to prove a variety of points
about the changes in science fiction and its current emphasis on destruction,
both of the self and the race.
Mary Legg looks back on her entry into fandom eight years ago in a
light Crabapplish style. It seems that anecdotes of the past and short histories
are becoming increasingly popular in fandom, probably the result of Harry
Warner jr’s work on the forties and fifties in America.
Finally there’s a piece on Doomwatch by Roje Gilbert, a few poems and
such, and a fine letter column and fanzine review section (exhaustive, as
opposed to short). Ian’s editing shows right the way through Maya, giving the
magazine a personality – the sort that Cypher lacks. It all reminds me of my
own Mor-farch, he said agedly, except that it’s probably better.
Recommended, if you can read it through the duplication.
late news...
LA FAN KILLED: Edwin Baker, former Treasurer of the LASFS and
well-liked club-attendee, was found in his car on the 22nd April, shot through
the head. Police are checking the theories that it was either a robbery or a
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‘thrill-killing’ by a stranger. Edwin Baker joined the LASFS in 1950 and was
a keen Esperantist, keeping all the club’s records in that language during his
term of office as Treasurer. After returning from the draft his interest in sf
and fandom declined, although he continued in the LASFS to keep up his
friendships and acquaintances.
BRITISH FAN HISTORY: Walter Gillings’ “The Impatient
Dreamers” (published in Vision of Tomorrow) and Frank Arnold’s “First
Thursday of the Month” (published in Cypher) are to be expanded and turned
into a book. On a somewhat different tack, Gollancz has just bought Don
Wollheim’s The Universe Makers, a personal view of sf and its world.
1972 LA WORLDCON: Membership is currently up to 265.
Supporting fee is still five dollars: LA Con, PO Box 1, Santa Monica,
California, USA 90406.
CoAs:
Archie & Beryl Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc, Helston, Cornwall.
Ron Bennett, British School, B-7010 SHAPE; Belgium.
Harry Bell, 9 Eskdale Gdns, Lyndhurst Est, Low Fell, Gateshead,
Co.Durham, NE9 6NS.
Leigh Edmonds, 2/28 Ardmillan Rd, Moonee Ponds, Victoria, Aus.
Ron & Linda Bushyager; Apt B 211, Sutton Arms, 121 Macdade Blvd,
Folsom, Pa. 19033, USA.
Ian Maule, 59 Windsor Terr, South Gosforth, Newcastle on Tyne.
Please note that my Keele address is the simplest one to use up until
June/July or so, The Bristol one is still ok, but there’s a two or three day
delay. Next issue out 13th May 1974. There’ll be a British fanzine checklist
(revised from the one in Egg 3) next time – if there’s sufficient room. Many
more fanzines have been received since the list in this Checkpoint; sorry, but
they’ll have to wait until next time.
Send *money* or **news** if there’s a cross here: ____
CHECKPOINT 1
Printed Matter Only.
from: Peter Roberts,
The Hawthorns,
Keele, Staffs.,
United Kingdom.
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Return Requested if undelivered.
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Checkpoint 2, May 1971
13th May 1971. Vol.II no.2.
Restormel Press Pub:.
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, U.K. every fortnight or so. It can be yours for news
or *money*. Subs are 5/20p (2nd Class) or 4/20p (1st Class). Airmail subs
are 8/dollar (4/20p). US Agent is Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B
Brooklyn, NY.11201. Australian Agent is Dave Griggs, 1556 Main Rd,
Research, Victoria 3095. Checkpoint 2 is duplicated by Darroll & Rosemary
Pardoe, to whom thanks.
EASTERCON NOTES: Pete Weston informs me that this year’s Worcester
con had a total of 404 registered members and 284 official attendees. The
hotel management are described as “very pleased” which isn’t too surprising
considering their estimated takings of £4000. Sat. night’s bar income was
reckoned by the staff to be their highest ever, and the management would
probably be glad to host another con, if it wasn’t for the increasing size of the
Easter conventions. Peter is looking for photos of the con, by the way,
particularly views of the riverboat. These are for possible publication and will
naturally be returned (P.R. Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton,
Birmingham, B38 9AE).
Fancy Dress winners: Best Costume – Fred Hemmings (Space Viking).
Most Comic – Dave Kyle (Spirit of 1st Fandom). Best Lady’s Costume –
Eileen Weston (Olivia). Others – Robert Hepworth (The Fly), Alan Donnelly
(Yellow Martian), Alan Denham (Overlord), unknown (The Reptile) all from
the Aston Sf Group. Special Chairman’s Prize – Pauline Dungate.
MELBOURNE IN 75! Robin Johnson writes: “Simultaneous
announcements were Made at the Melbourne and Brisbane Cons this Easter
of the selection of Melbourne as the site for the forthcoming Australian
Convention in 1975, hopefully the 33rd Worldcon.” No further news at
present.
LOS ANGELES IN 72! Special reduced rates are now available for
British members – don’t get too excited mind, it’s still £2 for the supporting
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membership. But that’s cheaper than five dollars and you don’t even have to
pay that much postage, since I’m now the UK Agent for the LA Worldcon.
The £2 offer is open until August 1st, thereafter it will be £2.50... Supporting
membership entitles you to the four Progress Reports (I’ve just received the
first – 20 printed pages with fine Kirk & Barr illoes), the programme book
itself, plus a final report after the convention. Join before August, eh?
CHECKPOINT: On trying to find where Keele had hidden its
duplicator, I found that it had been removed (probably permanently) and that
no other machines were accessible. Thus Darroll & Rosemary Pardoe
duplicated both this issue and the last (ta to you both). To make things easier
the next few issues will only be four pages in length and will not contain
cartoons – back to normal when I return to Bristol.
FANZINES RECEIVED: The following fanzines have all arrived
since last issue. An asterisk shows that the issue is recommended. Inclusion
in the list doesn’t preclude a later, full review....
Canticles From Labowitz 7 (duplicated: 34pp.A4). Gary Labowitz, 1100
Betzwood Dr, Norristown, Pa.19401, USA. 40¢. Fiction – Nelson,
Schweitzer. (also includes a reprint of The Planeteer 5 (1936) by Blish &
Miller.)
Qwertyuiop 4 (duplicated: 47pp.quarto). Sam Long, Box 401, RAF Croughton,
Nr.Brackley, Northants. 2/-. Fannish & general.
Energumen 5 (duplicated: 40pp.A4). Mike Glicksohn, 267 St.George St, Apt 807,
Toronto 180, Ontario, Canada. 50¢. General – Avram D, Berry, etc.
Pegasus 7 (spirit duplicated: 47pp.A4). Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. Free. Sf & general – Schultz, Coulson, etc.
Outworlds 6 (printed: 32pp.A4). Bill & Joan Bowers, Box 87, Barberton, Ohio
44-203, USA. 50¢ (4/3 dollars . UK Agent: Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd,
Sheffield, S11 9FE (17½p). Aus Agent: Michael Cameron (A40¢). Artwork,
sf, & general- Greg Benford, Gilliland, Pauls, Rotsler, Fabian.
Focal Point 25, 27 (duplicated: 12pp (ea).A4). Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt
6B, Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. 6/dollar. UK Agent: Peter Roberts.
Australian Agent John Bangsund (12/A3 dollars). Fannish & news – Carr.
Entropion 2 (duplicated: 32pp. quarto). Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff
Ext 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal, SA. 30¢ (4/R1 or dollar), 20p (6/£1).
General & verse – Mervyn Barrett, etc.
Riverside Quarterly 4/4 (printed: 79pp half quarto). Leland Sapiro, Box 40,
University Sta, Regina, Canada. 60¢. Sf & verse – Moskowitz, Callahan...
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Chao 2 (duplicated: 24pp. quarto). John Alderson, Box 72, PO Maryborough,
Victoria, Australia. 20 centsA, 40¢ or 15p. Sf & general.
The Fanarchist 2, 3 (duplicated:19 & 20pp: quarto). David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd,
4 Research, Victoria 3095, Australia. 15¢ A. UK Agent: Peter Roberts. 10p.
Fannish & general.
Boy’s Own Fanzine 1 (duplicated: 43pp. quarto). Leigh Edmonds & John
Foyster, 2/28 Ardmillan Rd, Moonee Ponds, Victoria 3039, Australia. 50¢ A.
General – Bangsund, Symonds, etc.
Free Orbit 2 (duplicated: 30pp.fscp). Audrey Walton, 25 Yewdale Cresc,
Coventry, Worcs. CV2 2FF. 10p. Fiction.
Aspidistra 1 (duplicated: 24pp.A4). Susan Glicksohn, 267 St.George St, Apt 807,
Toronto 180, Ontario, Canada, 25¢. Sf & heavy raps – Gilliland..
Locus 81 (duplicated: 10pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av,
Bronx, NY 10457, USA. 12/3 dollars, 10/3 dollars 50 in Europe, or 10/3A
dollars 50 in Australia. Aus Agent: Bruce Gillespie. News.
The Little-Read Stool Book (duplicated: 2pp.fscp). Piers R. Koontz, The Pines,
Haylett Lane, Merlins Bridge, Haverfordwest, Pembs. Free. “Egregious
nonsense”.
Parallax 21 (spirit duplicated: 7pp. quarto). julien raasveld, St. Bernardsestenweg
623, B-2710 Hoboken, Belgium. Free. In English. General.
All the above are normally available for trade or contribution (or LoCS, with
the exception of the newszines), as well as money.
NEW UK FANZINE: Phil Muldowney & Lisa Conesa have both written to
say that they intend publishing Zimri, a fanzine of general interest which is
specifically aimed at newcomers from the BSFA and so on. (Phil
Muldowney, 7 The Elms, Stoke, Plymouth, Devon). They’re on the lookout
for contributions, naturally.
BRAVE NEW WORLD FILM: Pat Rowlatt announces that a film of
Huxley’s novel, Brave New World, is to be made at Simon Fraser Univ. in
British Columbia, Canada, where use can be made of the futuristic
architecture and suitable student extras. Director will be Peter Hall (Three
into Two Won’t Go & Perfect Friday) who has been making a name for
himself with his circus-like interpretation of Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Mordecai Roshwald (Level Seven) will also be at the university this month,
teaching courses in SF in the Sociology Dept. Like Pat says: emigrate now!
BADGE COMPETITION: A prize of £5 is offered by the BSFA for
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the best badge design. Entries should be on unruled paper with name,
address, and membership number. Send to Ken Eadie, 44 Melverton Av,
Bushbury, Wolverhampton, WV10 9HN.
GANNETFANDOM: Harry Bell writes to advertise The North East
Gannetfandom & Drinking Society which meets every Tuesday night in the
Gannet in Sunderland. Head Dwarf is Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd,
Sunderland, Co.Durham, SR4 7RD.
FOCAL POINT: I am now British Agent for this, the best fannish
newszine in America. Focal Point contains columns (occasional or regular)
by such as Terry Carr, Ted White, Bob Shaw, and others. Subs & such have
yet to be full arranged, but it’ll certainly be available by air and I sincerely
recommend it. Arnie Katz is now sole editor, by the way, rich brown having
relinquished his position.
ASSORTED NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: Fred Patten says Forgotten
Fantasy, a minor US prozine, is folding with its fifth issue; it specialized in
obscure Victorian fantasy and was intending to print artwork by such as
Alicia Austin, Tim Kirk, and George Barr. Distribution problems finished it.
Tom Reamy, from Dallas, is trying to sell sf scripts to Hollywood – not with
much success so far. Ned Brooks, 713 Paul St, Newport News, Va.23605,
USA, has sent me a Hannes Bok Illustration Index. 24, very thorough, printed
pages. Price is one dollar (50¢ to N3F members). Vaughan Bode is also to
receive the same treatment. Mervyn Binns has set up the Space Age
Bookshop and would appreciate contacts with UK jobbers: Box 126L,
Elizabeth St Post Office, Melbourne, Victoria 3000, Australia.
FANZINE COLLECTORS: Robin Johnson, 2/28 Ardmillan Rd,
Moonee Ponds, Vic, 3039, Australia, is holding a postal auction on 37 copies
of Amra (12, 14-49). Current high bid is £47. Ahem... Meanwhile, the
Operation Fantasts have gone to Ed Connor and I now have Pegasus 4, 5 &
6 to offer (ed. Joanne Burger) Thick US zines – say 10p each with postage
included. Checkpoint Vol 1, 2 is gone – I still have copies of the others, as
advertised last issue (2/5p).
BRITISH FANZINE AWARDS? Phil Muldowney suggests some new
awards for Eastercons: best British fan writer, best fan artist, and best
fanzine. “The Ken McIntyre award is too restrictive,” says Phil, “and the Doc
Weir is for general fanning and the BSFA. There is no general award that
carries any prestige in the fanzine world.” Publicity and prestige are Phil’s
main reasons for the suggestion. It might be an idea for the new series of
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Novacons, perhaps? Comments?
WAR BULLETIN FOLDED: Dave Berg has finished with his
Diplomacy magazine and it will cease publication unless someone else takes
it over. This leaves Albion as the only current Diplomacy mag in Britain.
THE SOMERSET GAZETTE 5 (Duplicated – 42pp: ¼o).
Editor: Noel Kerr, Box 1267L, GPO Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 4/one dollar 50 (A).
The Somerset Gazette’s first year has established it as the foremost
Australian fanzine which is not totally devoted to sf (as is SF Commentary its
nearest rival) and which is both regular and well-produced. It is connected
with the Melbourne SF Club and thus is produced in what appears to be the
hot-bed of Australian fanac. This fifth issue contains a report on the MSFC
by Mervyn Binns who surveys the state of the group and the rise of fandom
throughout the country. It seems to be aimed at the newcomer to the club or
interested outsiders and is therefore quite useful as a guide or introduction to
the science fictional scene in Australia.
Allan Tompkins’ long article on Erle Cox is mildly interesting, but is
more than a little obscure. Cox was an Australian author whose most famous
sf novel was Out of the Silence (1925). From the brief summary given it
appears to be a pastiche of Burroughs or Haggard, but apparently it is a
recognized classic both in Australia and America. Allan gives a biography of
Cox as well as a checklist of his works.
John Brosnan writes about the double-decker bus trip he undertook last
year (from Singapore to Italy) and Robin Johnson completes his Heicon
report (which filled all of the fourth issue) with an account of his fannish
travels in Britain and the US. The subject matter makes the latter enjoyable
and John’s style prevents the bus trip saga from becoming too tedious.
Finally there’s a fine article on cartoons and their role by Weg and a
piece on Australian fandom in the late fifties and early sixties by John
Foyster. No letter column, strangely enough, but I can’t remember whether
this is an ordinary feature.
The Somerset Gazette thus presents a varied selection of articles with the
emphasis on ‘selection’ – there’s no overt sign of “publishing-whatever-Ican-get” – and its fine presentation makes it easily the best regular Australian
fanzine. Recommended.
COA: Alistair Noyle, 32 Pemberton Park, Gelli Rd, Llanelli, Carms, Cymru.
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MIKE MOORCOCK: Alan Brien in The Sunday Times (9.5.71)
devotes his column to praising Mike & Jerry Cornelius in particular –
plugging like that should do quite a lot for his sales as well as his status...
NEXT ISSUE: Should be out on 30.5.71. Today is May 11th and these
stencils may be run off & returned by the end of the week. Complex.
CHECKPOINT 2
Printed Matter Only.
from: Peter Roberts,
The Hawthorns,
Keele, Staffs,
Great Britain.
Return Requested if undelivered.
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Checkpoint is a news and reviewszine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs., UK. every fortnight or so. It can be yours for news
or *money*. Subs are 5/20p (2nd. class) or 4/20p (1st class). Foreign airmail
subs are 8/dollar (4/20p). US Agent is Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B,
Brooklyn, NY, 11201. Australian Agent is Dave Grigg, 1556 Main Rd,
Research, Victoria 3095. Checkpoint 3 is duplicated by Darroll & Rosemary
Pardoe, to whom thanks.
SPECULATION CONFERENCE: This Birmingham conference on
Saturday, June 12th, is the next item on the fannish calendar. It is being held
at the Birmingham & Midland Institute (10.00am – 6.00pm) and costs £1.25
including lunch. Tickets are available from the Secretary, BMI, Margaret St,
Birmingham 2 (Phone: 021-236 3591). Speakers will be James Blish (‘Some
Nebulae’); John Brunner (‘Looking Back at the Future’); Philip Strick
(‘Heinlein – A Perspective’), and Chris Priest (‘Difficulties and Solutions’).
Also present is George Hay’s National Book League & Science Fiction
Foundation exhibition (‘The Best of SF’) and a *bar*. There’ll be a room
party the night before at the Imperial Centre Hotel (the site for the Novacon);
rates are about £2.75 B&B (Phone: 021-236-6751).
NEW BIRMINGHAM GROUP: Continuing in the tradition of
Midlands expansion in the fannish field, the Birmingham SF Group has been
reorganized after a lapse of some five years. Meetings will be a mixture of
the formal (talks, films, auctions, displays, and so on) and the informal
(drinking). The first meeting is on Friday, June 25th at 8pm in the George
Room of the Imperial Hotel. Hold fast friends, the centre of the Universe is
shifting again...
HOAX & COUNTERHOAX: Charles Platt writes to say that I have
been misinformed regarding the “Resnais” jigsaw advert in the Eastercon
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programme book and adds “I have been happily in America for the last few
months, out of contact with British fandom, uninterested in it, and happy to
remain that way.” Since I’m unable to verify my original information, I
naturally retract my initial statement in Checkpoint one. The source of the
advert thus remains open to rumour...
Pete Weston considers the advert “a pretty feeble trick” particularly
since people may have written unwittingly to “The Rare SF Co”. He is more
perturbed, however, by a malicious letter received from a ‘Leslie Smith’ with
a New York PO Box address which both he and I consider a further hoax. It
manages to accuse Pete Weston and the Convention committee of ‘smearing’
Amazing Stories (oh, and the rest of British fandom too). Anyone receiving
this or similar letters should disregard them.
RADIO SUCCESS: Radio London’s SF programme is now fortnightly
by popular demand: Sunday morning, repeated Monday lunchtime on
95.8Mhz VHF.
BELGIAN CON: The weekend of 17/18th April saw the gathering of
some sixty fans in Antwerp for the Belgian National SFan II Convention. The
Saturday session was held at the Cecil Hotel, coincidentally the centre of
Antwerp fandom in the middle and late fifties, and was devoted to a business
meeting which discussed various European SF awards and future
conventions. A rambling party followed which continued well into Sunday
morning. The Sunday session included French and Flemish speakers, a
forceful & authoritative address by GoH Donald Wollheim and some
entertaining reminiscences by Fan GoH Jan Jansen who spoke of the days
when Alpha & Contact were names of note in the international fan field. The
entire con was excellently coordinated, in 3 languages, by Chairman Simon
Jukes and attendees included Martin Box, Paul Torfs, Danny de Laet, &
Willy Magiels from Antwerp, Michel Feron from Hannut, George Coune
from Brussels, Leo Kindt from Rotterdam, & Ron Bennett from SHAPE.
(Skyrack News Service)
VISITORS TO UK: Expected this August are Philip Jose Farmer
(staying in Scotland), Charles Platt and wife, and Australian Peter Darling on
his way to Noreascon.
IMMINENT ISSUES: Speculation will probably appear in June; on
hand are the complete proceedings of the Eastercon (minus the fanzine panel
which is destined for Cynic), a Piers Anthony column intended for SFR,
Larry Niven’s revised Presicon speech, four pages of Eastercon photos, and
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more. The photos will have a wide distribution, including Cynic, some 1800
copies being printed. Pete Weston now has his own duplicator, a Gestetner
260, acquired through Exchange & Mart. Quicksilver 3 is promised for July
and Erg 35 is on stencil with conrep and the 3rd episode of the Postal
Menace. Material on hand for Egg includes Gray Boak’s column, a new
column by John Brosnan, and an article by James Parkhill-Rathbone on
fandom (particularly that of the thirties in Britain). It’ll probably appear
July/August.
FANZINE COLLECTORS: Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd, Whalley
Range, Manchester, M16 8HP wishes to buy/swop/steal the following old
fanzines: Grimwab, Amble, Mor-farch, Compass, and Badinage. I have one
spare copy of The Mentor 17 on Clarke here and I’ll accept subs at 10p a
copy for future issues. The same rate applies to The Fanarchist (Dave Grigg)
starting with no.4.
GLADIATOR SPORT: Returning to Belgium after an enjoyable
week’s visit to England for the Eastercon, Ron Bennett had what he describes
as an “interesting experience” on the M1 when the right hand front tyre of his
car blew out, forty miles north of London. “In the right hand lane too,” says
Ron who is still wondering how the various cars involved in the game of real
life dodgems managed to avoid a collision. Meanwhile poor Ethel Lindsay
has failed her first test – the best of luck next time, Ethel. Me? I just stick to
the buses... (and the radish-eating Moulton, natch).
RESUSCITATED: Hartley Patterson has taken over War Bulletin,
formerly Dave Berg’s Diplomacy mag, and expects to have no.12 out by the
end of the month, Midgard 3 is now out as well.
TERRY JEEVES FOR TAFF: Supported by Checkpoint, Keele SF
Circle, all resident members of the Bristol & District SF Group, and the
Lostwithiel in 84 Committee! Vote Jeeves for TAFF!
FANZINES RECEIVED: The following fanzines have been received
since last issue. All are normally available for letters, contributions, and
trades as well as *money*. An asterisk indicates that the fanzine is
recommended.
Tomorrow And... 5 (printed:28pp.A4). Jerry Lapidus, 54 Clearview Dr, Pittsford,
NY.14534, USA. 50¢ (5/2$). Sf & fiction – offutt, etc.
Moebius Trip 7 (duplicated:36pp.A4). Ed Connor, 1835 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604,
USA. 3/$1. Sf & general – Chapdelaine, Pauls, etc.
Beabohema 15 (duplicated:46pp.A4). Frank Lunney, 212 Juniper St,
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Quakertown, Pa.18951, USA, Sf & general – Laney, Katz, etc.
Starling 17 (duplicated: 40pp.A4). Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 1108 Locust St,
Columbia, Mo.65201, USA. 35¢ (3/$1). General – Tucker, etc.
Outworlds 7 (printed:47pp.A4). Bill & Joan Bowers, PO Box 87, Barberton,
Ohio 44203, USA. 4/$3. UK Agent: Terry Jeeves, 230Bannerdale Rd,
Sheffield, S11 9FE. 4/80p. Australia: Dennis Stocks. 4/$A2. – Berry, Jodie
Offutt, Gilliland (Sf & general).
The Mentor 17 (duplicated:39pp.A4). Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst,
NSW.2076, Australia. A25¢. UK Agent: me. 10p. general.
Locus 82 & 83 (duplicated:8ppe.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av,
Bronx, NY.10457, TFSAO 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 236 King’s
College, Cambridge, CB2 1ST. Australia: Bruce Gillespie. 10/£1.50.
10/$A3.50. Sf newszine – Barr (83).
Focal Point 28 & 29 (duplicated:12ppe.A4). Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt
6B, Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. 6/dollar. UK Agent: me. Aust. Agent: John
Bangsund. Fannish newszine – Carr, Warner, White, etc.
Norstrilian News 27 (duplicated:3pp.¼o). Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. 20/$A1.20. UK Agent: Mervyn Barrett,
178 Walm Lane, London NW2. US Agent: Charlie Brown. 10¢. 3p. Sf &
fannish newszine.
BASRA Journal 4/1 (duplicated:22p.¼o). J. England, 64 Ridge Rd, Kingswinford,
Staffs. £1 (membership BASRA). Amateur scientifics.
4M 1 (Printed:20pp.A4).
Editor: Trevor Jones, 7 Weller Place, High Elms Rd, Downe, Orpington,
Kent, BR6 7JW.
Available for: trade, contribution, LoC, 5p.
The editorial in this new British fanzine explains that their policy for
contributions will favour sf and fiction and adds: “..a lot of fans think of
fanzines as being magazines about fans. This we are not!” All of which is a
pity, since if there’s one oversubscribed field in British fanzines, it’s the
straight sf scene; few indeed are the British fanzines that don’t feature sf
articles or reviews and even the amateur fiction writers are catered for by a
variety of publications (although admittedly irregular ones).
Nevertheless the first issue has a certain faanish flavour, including as it
does a fake letter column (B.W.Allthis, Phil Bluebottle, etc) and a column by
George Townsend, 4X-ample, which is said to “libel a few sf fans”. The
review section is mixed and somewhat over-brief if this is what 4M intends to
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concentrate on. The remainder consists of a short story by B.K.Lascher,
‘Ama’, an assessment of VoT by D.F.Burke, and a progress report on
Amazing/Fantastic by Jack Rivers.
4M indulges in three editors (Trevor Jones, Roger Jones, and George
Townsend) and manages to communicate a welcome feeling of editorial
presence and control (something frequently lacking in first issues and indeed
many fanzines generally). Worth supporting, I’d say.
COAs: Pete Weston (home telephone) 021-459 1573.
Jim Linwood, 125 Twickenham Rd, Isleworth, Middx.
Ron Bennett, British School, SHAPE, BFPO 26. (Quicker than
alternative)
Bruce Gillespie (see p.3).
HUGO NOMINATIONS: On the off-chance that someone hasn’t seen
them:
Novel: Ringworld (Niven), Star Light (Clement), TAU Zero (Anderson),
Tower of Glass (Silverberg), Year of the Quiet Sun (Tucker). Novella:
‘Beastchild’ (Koontz), ‘Ill Met in Lankhmar’ (Leiber), ‘The Region Between’
(Ellison), ‘The Thing in the Stone’ (Simak), ‘The World Outside’
(Silverberg). Short Story: ‘Brillo’ (Bova & Ellison), ‘Continued on Next
Rock’ (Lafferty), ‘In the Queue’ (Laumer), ‘Jean Dupres’ (Dickson), ‘Slow
Sculpture’ (Sturgeon). Drama: ‘Blows Against the Empire’ (lp),
‘Colossus:The Forbin Project’, ‘Don’t Crush That Dwarf, Hand Me The
Pliers’ (lp), ‘Hauser’s Memory’, ‘No Blade of Grass’. Pro Artist: The
Dillons, Freas, Gaughan, Eddie Jones, Jeff Jones. Pro Mag: Amazing, Analog,
F&SF, Galaxy, WoT. Fan Artist: Austin, Fabian, Gilbert, Kirk, Rotsler. Fan
Writer: Carr, Digby, Fishman, Geis, Pauls. Fanzine: Energumen, Locus,
Outworlds, SFR, Speculation.
For what it’s worth, my choice is: Energumne (or Energumen), Mike
Gilbert, and Terry Carr. The professional stuff I leave...
NOVACON: Vernon Brown now has about 70 members and a Progress
Report should be out before you read this Checkpoint. 50p to Vernon at
Room 623, University of Aston, Birmingham.
BRITISH FANZINE AWARDS: Several people have expressed
interest in Phil Muldowney’s suggestion last issue and John Piggott has
several ideas on their administration: “1. The voting shall be carried out in
two stages – nomination & final ballots. 2. Nomination ballots should be
generally distributed. 3. Eligible to nominate will be: a) con members) b) all
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fans normally resident in the U.K. 4. Nominees must be normally resident in
the U.K. and must produce or regularly appear in U.K. fanzines. 5.
Nomination ballots should be accompanied with a donation; the organisers
should be separated from the con committee. 6. Final ballots should contain
three nominees in each category & should go to con members & other
voters.”
Mailing Codes: ‘T’ is for trade, ‘A’ is for apple, ‘S’ is a sample, a number is
your last paid issue, ‘N’ is for news, and the dreaded ‘XXX’ is your very
final issue.
Jeeves for Taff!
CHECKPOINT 3
from: Peter Roberts,
The Hawthorns,
Keele, Staffs,
Great Britain.
Printed Matter Only.
Return Requested if Undelivered.
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Checkpoint 4, June 1971
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staff, UK. Every fortnight or so. It can be yours for news
or money: subs are 4/20p (2nd class: 5/20p) and 8/$1 (foreign airmail). US
Agent is Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn, NY 11201.
Australian Agent is Dave Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research, Victoria 3095.
Checkpoint 4 is being duplicated at Bristol and is dated 14th June 1971.
Restormel Press Pub: 41.
HEINLEIN & BRUM: On my way down to Bristol I stopped off at the
Speculation Conference at the BMI last Saturday and indulged in a day of
sheer sercon sf which almost (but not quite) tempted me to start going to con
programmes in the future instead of lounging around in the bar. Owing to a
connecting bus running too early, I missed John Brunner’s opening which, I
gather, looked back at the prophesies made in the sf of thirty or forty years
ago. Philip Strick looked at Heinlein in an entertainingly vicious manner
which smothered his continual plea that he actually enjoyed and admired the
writer. Chris Priest pulled Anderson’s Tau Zero apart and made several
demands for scientific and sociological standards in assessing the worth of
science fiction. Finally James Blish examined Ringworld and the apparent
trend back to ‘straight’ sf in relation to the Hugo and Nebula awards.
Pete Weston told me that he estimated an attendance figure between 75100, much the same as last year; there seemed to be an average of sixty
attendees at any one time with a considerable turnover of people. The party at
the Imperial Hotel on Friday night apparently went well and the conference
itself was lively and animated with heated debates on Heinlein, Larry Niven,
and Tau Zero. A vocal trio of George Hay, Rog Peyton, Bob Parkinson, and
Dr. Cohen kept audience response at a high level and other fans and authors
present included Mark Adlard, Peter Tate, Vic Hallet, Rog Peyton (with
bookstore), Malcolm Edwards, the Pardoes, & others. The NBL-SF
Foundation book show was adequate without being exciting and was
cumbered with some hideous crayoned scrawls and scribblings which George
Hay said had ‘accreted’ somewhere in the exhibit’s tour.
A very unfortunate and subjective response from me likened the
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conference to a nightmare dream of a miserable convention (few fans, few
rooms, extremely short, ancient porters, book-lined interiors, and so on). I
must hasten to add that this view did not reflect anything on the conference or
my expectations about it; but the continued similarities with and
remembrances of my dream managed to unnerve and unsettle me somewhat
at intervals throughout the day.
Nevertheless, it seemed to be a successful event and also succeeded in
attracting a fair number of local people who may now continue in the fannish
fold through Pete Weston’s reestablishment of the Birmingham SF Group.
NEW MANCHESTER GROUP: Pete Presford is said to be forming a
new sf group, as opposed to the Delta Group who have been largely
concerned with the cinema and amateur films. The first meeting will be at
8pm on the first Wednesday in July before when a suitable pub will have to
be discovered. ‘Oozlot’ is the proposed name for the club and anyone
interested can contact Pete at 10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth Reddish, Stockport, SK5
7EY or phone him at 061-480-1452.
BWFS PROGRESS: Keith Walker tells me that the British Weird
Fantasy Society is “progressing remarkably well”. The first issue of the
bulletin is already out and the second is in preparation. The first issue of Dark
Horizons (the quarterly journal) should be out by the end of the month and
response to Whirlpool (the equivalent to the BSFA’s Orbiter) is pretty fair.
All that’s needed now, says Keith, is a few more members to share the
success. 75p for membership should go to Rosemary Pardoe, 15 Selkirk
Court, Whitley Rd, London, N17 6RF.
SLANCON CHANGES: Although unconfirmed, three people have
written saying that the 1972 Eastercon will not be held in Blackpool, since
the NUT have booked the Imperial Hotel. Instead it’s to take place in
Harrogate.
TAFF NEWS: Locus (address opposite) puts the TAFF treasury at $842
(about £350) and the number of votes received at 78 (Europe 47, USA 31).
The final ballot should soon be available, but I intend duplicating a copy of
the Emergency Ballot for distribution with this Checkpoint (although
overseas subscribers may have to do without because of postage difficulties).
Please vote if you’re entitled to and remember that Checkpoint supports Terry
Jeeves.
GRUNCHY GANNETS: Ian Maule announces that Gannetfandom
now incorporates Civil-Service fandom and Ian Williams whispers news of
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new blood & old blood surviving (Thom Penman will not – surprise –
gafiate). Ian will be down in London for the September Globe meeting, so
beware of the dwarf! If you’re confused, it’s only the North East
Gannetfandom & Drinking Society which meets every Tuesday night in The
Gannet at Sunderland ...
GRAY BOAK’s supplier of A4 duplicating paper has packed up and
Gray wants to know of any firm who supplies the stuff by post or home
delivery. For that matter I’d like to know of any cheap suppliers too. Does
anyone have any addresses?
FANZINE COLLECTORS: I’ve just had a clear-out of old
OMPAzines; it was a sad undertaking since these had formed my earliest
introduction to fandom-at-large and fan publishing; but I’ll never reread them
after the intense scanning I initially gave them and space is at a premium in
any case. Size and quality vary, so I’ll just ask 4p per item or 4 for 5p, 10 for
10p!
Dolphin 4 (Elinor Busby), Hex 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 (Charles Wells), Fenris 7
(Dave Hulan), Whatsit 2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 13 (Ken Cheslin), Cognate 2, 4, 5, 6, 7
(Rosemary Hickey), UL 8, 9, 10, 11/15, 16, 17 (Norm Metcalf), Sizar 8, 9
(Bruce Burn), Quartering II 1, 3, 2 (Don Fitch), Binary 3, 4 (Joe Patrizio),
Cyrille 4, 6 (Bill Evans). I still have a copy of ERBdom 1 which must be
worth somebody’s while (or are Checkpoint’s readers too literate?) 25p if you
want it. The OMPAzines, by the way, vary in date between 1962 and 1965;
everything includes postage. Pegasus 4, 5, 6 are still around at 10p each – all
large US spirit-duplicated fanzines from Joanne Burger. I also have copies of
The Fanarchist 4 (Dave Grigg) at 10p each (5/50p). No more copies of the
first issue now remain (though Dave may have some).
FANZINES RECEIVED: The following fanzines have been received
since last issue. All are normally available for letters, contributions, or trades
as well as money. An asterisk indicates that the fanzine is recommended.
Fouler 6 (duplicated: 32pp. ¼o). Greg Pickersgill & Roy Kettle, The Pines,
Haylette Lane, Merlins Bridge, Haverfordwest, Pembs. 10p (6/50p).
Faanishness and insults – Bryn Fortey, Ritchie Smith, Ian Maule, etc.
2 (printed: 20pp. A4). Trevor Jones, 7 Weller Place, High Elms Rd, Downe,
Orpington, Kent, BR6 7JW. 8p (5/35p). 25¢. Sf – Jeffers, etc.
Parallax 2 (spirit duplicated: 14pp. ½ ¼o). julien raasveld, Steynstraat 5/7, B2710 Hoboken, Belgium. Free. Fiction – Bertin, Wyndham (Edgar).
The Ley Hunter 18 & 19 (duplicated:20pp&17pp:¼o). Paul Screeton, 5 Egton
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Dr, Seaton Carew, Hartlepool, Co. Durham. 10p. Zodiacs, leys, etc.
Chao 3 (duplicated:25pp.¼o). John Alderson, Box 72, PO Maryborough, Victoria,
Australia. 30A¢, 40¢, 15p. Sf & general – Phillips.
The Fanarchist 4 (duplicated;34pp.¼o). David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research,
Victoria 3095, Australia. 5/$A1, 5/50p. UK Agent: me. Sf & fannish –
Bangsund, Foyster (fnz panel), Cameron, etc.
Haverings 49 (duplicated:11pp.¼o). Ethel Lindsay. Courage House, 6 Langley
Av, Surbiton, Surrey. 6/40p, 6/$1. US Agent: Andy Porter. Australian Agent:
John Bangsund. Comments on fanzines.
Scottishe 59 (duplicated:23pp.¼o). Ethel Lindsay, as above. 15p, 30¢. Sf &
general – George Charters, etc.
Energumen 6 (duplicated:46pp.A4). Mike Glicksohn, 267 St. George St, Apt 807,
Toronto 180, Ontario, Canada. 50¢. Sf & general – Offutt, etc.
Luna 19 & 20 (printed:32ppe.½ ¼o). Frank & Ann Dietz, 655 Orchard St, Oradell,
NJ.07649, USA. 35¢, 12/$4. UK Agent: Gerald Bishop, 10 Marlborough Rd,
Exeter, Devon, EX2 4JT. 12/£2.40p Sf news & reviews.
The Mentor 18 (duplicated:43pp.¼o). Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd,
Normanhurst, NSW 2076, Australia. 3/$1, 7/£1. UK Agent: me. Sf, fiction &
general – Wodhams, Chauvin, McCormack, etc.
WSFA Journal 75 (duplicated:48pp.A4). Don Miller. 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton,
Maryland 20906, USA. 50¢ (8/$3.25). UK Agent: Peter Singleton, 6044
Broadmoor Hospital, Block 4, Crowthorne, Bucks RG11 7EG. 6/£1. Aus.
Agent: Michael O’Brien. Sf & general – Burnett Swann, Warner, etc.
Norstrilian News 28 (duplicated:6pp.¼o). Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. 20/$1.20. UK Agent: Mervyn Barrett,
178 Walm Lane, London Nw2. 3p Australian news.
Locus 84 (duplicated:10pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av,
Bronx, NY 10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 236 King’s
College, Cambridge, CB2 1ST. 10/£1.50. Aus. Agent: Bruce Gillespie.
10/$A.3.50. Sf news & reviews – Patten, Pauls.
Midgard 3 (duplicated:4pp.fscp). Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks. Free. Fantasy wargaming.
FANZINES UNLIMITED: Phil Muldowney asks that contributions for
Zimri should be sent to Lisa Conesa, 54 Whalley Range, Manchester, M16
8HP rather than to Phil himself. Malcolm Edwards (address above) is agent
for SF Commentary (9/£1.50): No. 21 will have The Original SF Anthologies
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(Gillespie) & stuff by Rottensteiner & Gregg. No. 22 will have a 20 page
Lem article on Sex in Sf. No. 20 has Lem on Borges.
ENERGUMEN 7 (duplicated:38pp.A4).
Editor: Mike Glicksohn, 267 St. George St, Apt 807, Toronto 180,
Ontario, Canada.
Available for: Trade, Loc, contribution, 50¢.
It isn’t too hard to see why Energumen is amongst this year’s Hugo
nominees, nor is it difficult to understand its reputation as an art-conscious
fanzine. Mike balances content with illustration and uses a fairly standard
layout in standard one-colour mimeography. This, perhaps, gives it an
advantage over Bill Bower’s Outworlds, a fanzine which delights in
experimentation and a variety of reproductive methods and which places its
contents second. Mike apologizes, somewhat tongue-in-cheek, for the lack of
artwork in Energumen 7, despite a Rotsler portfolio and fine drawings from
Kirk, Austin, Carter, and Shull (plus printed covers from Jack Gaughan);
nonetheless, Energumen 6, a ‘sercon issue’ published simultaneously with 7,
the ‘fannish issue’, contains even more artwork on the one-drawing-per-page
standard that Mike has set for his fanzine.
Nevertheless, even if the fine duplicating and impressive artwork have
led to the Hugo nominations, the actual contents still remain, for me at least,
the most important aspect of any fanzine, including Energumen. The point is
well illustrated in Arnie Katz’s column, ‘Light of Other Days’, wherein Arnie
looks back at BEM (“a scruffy-looking publication”) and looks at the gems it
contains as well as some anecdotes concerning its publishers, Tom White &
Mal Ashworth. One of these gems, Willis’ “How to BNF without tears”
(from BEM 1, April 1954), is reprinted immediately after Arnie’s article.
Together with a fine little piece on home-made lie-detectors by Bob Shaw,
these three items form a central core of first-class fannishness from which the
editor can elaborate and build. Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, the rest of
the magazine doesn’t reach the same high standards.
Rosemary Ullyot and Susan Glicksohn both use the same dialogue style
in their columns and it’s a rather difficult structure with which to succeed; the
hectic incidents and snappy answers somehow seem to fall a little flat. It
might work better with a con report or have more appeal when the
participants are well-known, rather than being used to describe personal and
domestic happenings. Ted Pauls’ column and the letters section both give a
lot of space to the current American fan-feud: the new fannish New Yorkers
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vs the rest. It’s mostly bitching about cliques and mutual rudeness and as far
as I can see I’ve friends on both sides. Mike handles the feuding fairly well,
but nonetheless allows Ted Pauls’ ‘Salty Kumquat’ column to continue it. I
suppose it’s typically fannish and boosts circulation but the whole thing will
probably turn extremely boring if it’s permitted to trundle on for any length
of time. Energumen 7 then has three excellent articles (one reprinted) and
supporting material which is both creditable and entertaining. The division
between the sercon and fannish issues has put paid to the usual criticism of
Energumen’s uncohesive mixture, though I suppose this may return with the
eighth issue. As it stands, Energumen 7 is a beautiful presentation: highly
recommended.
IMMINENT ISSUES: Greg Pickersgill, Malcolm Edwards, and possibly
Phil Spencer are thinking of starting a new rock fanzine, tentatively entitled
Boogie Music. Anyone interested should contact Greg or Malcolm. Erg 35 is
now out and so is Psywar 3 (Keith Walker). Fouler 7 is due out July.
OSFAN 15 (duplicated: 32pp. A4).
Editors: Marsha Allen & Douglas Clark, 6218½ Hancock Av, St. Louis,
Mo. 63139, USA.
Available for: trade, LoC, contribution.
Normally I choose fanzines I enjoy for review in Checkpoint, but every
once in a while something appears which is so ghodawful bad that I’m
tempted to give it the full treatment in the hope that it might warn others off.
The arrival of Osfan 15 was just such an occasion...
Now the Osfan Group have plenty of enthusiasm and obviously enjoy
putting their club fanzine together; however the result is a mess visually. A
curious system of mailing the thing flat with a couple of staples through the
open side means that Osfan invariably arrives without a cover, something of a
minor blessing I suppose, having seen some of their past efforts at cover
design.
Interior layout is unbelievably scrappy and possibly even worse than the
proverbial British crudzine. In addition Osfan is adorned with artwork that is
stunningly nauseating; the grotesque deformations of the female body picture
in every issue are enough to put anyone off his breakfast and yet they even
have a J.T.Rikosh Award named after one of their ‘artists’ ...
I’m afraid I didn’t have the intestinal strength or mental courage to read
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this issue, but at a guess it will contain several boring reports of parties where
the writer will display his lecherous virility by listing all the women he
touched, made, leered at, or fondled (probably including grandmothers and
female pets for good measure). When I first read one of these, I thought the
writer a rather nasty adolescent; now I’m no longer sure what to think.
I note that this issue contains a list of Doc Clark’s 1970 film viewing,
“How I rate the movies I saw last year”. It consists of a list, in order, of 105
general films, the majority of which possess no merit whatsoever ...
Amazing.
There we are then: keep clear of Osfan for the sake of your stomachs.
I’m sorry I can’t find one good thing to say about the fanzine, especially
since the OSFA Group may be a nice bunch of people. It’s just that Osfan,
under Hank Luttrell’s editorship, used to be a serious newszine rival to
Locus. Nowadays it’s hardly a rival to Ruffcut...
GRANFALLOON 12 (duplicated:52pp.A4).
Editor: Linda Bushyager, Apt B211, Sutton Arms, 121 MacDade Blvd,
Folsom, Pa. 19033, USA.
Available for: trade, LoC, contributions, 60¢ (4/$1).
Granfalloon used to be a large, good-looking, but essentially nondescript fanzine something like the late an unlamented Sirruish. Recently,
however, Linda has found a new batch of writers and columnists who have
helped place Granfalloon amongst the higher ranks of fan magazines and
who have made it one of my personal favourites.
In this issue there are three excellent fannish articles. The first by Arnie
Katz (‘I have Seen the Future and it is Scruffy’) wherein John (uh, well it’s
actually written under the pseudonym of John D. Berry, you see...) looks at
fandom in the sixties and attempts some extrapolations. The second is a new
and entertaining column by Mike Glicksohn, mainly centred around his
addiction to buying artwork by Gaughan. Finally John.D.Katz has a small
reprint from his personalzine, Log.
For the sercon there are, unfortunately, the inevitable book reviews and
a small piece on ‘Borrowed Plots’ by Don D’Ammassa. Andy Offutt gushes
(as only he can) about moon-shots and thunder with his ‘Remembrances of
31st Jan 1971’ when he was down at Cape Kennedy. There’s also a playlet by
Ron Miller which isn’t too bad, nor conversely too good, and a very
interesting piece on professional American SF artistry by Mike Gilbert.
I think the answer to Granfalloon’s success lies in Linda’s abilities as a
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collector of good items and a demander of the same from the writers and
artists she admires. Her editorial and other natterings are inferior to the works
of her contributors, but aren’t (in this issue at least) too prominent or too selfcongratulatory. Fine artwork is provided by Austin, Gilbert, Kinney, Grant
Canfield and others, although the lettering is disappointing. Despite its
shortcoming, Granfalloon remains an established favourite and I recommend
this issue in particular highly.
COAs: julien raasveld, Steynstraat 5/7, B-2710, Hoboken, Belgium.
Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch Grove, Wembley, Middx., HA9 9TF. (June
27th)
NEW WORLDS: Issue 202 is now out in the new paperback format
under the title of New Worlds Quarterly 1; it contains stories by Disch,
Sladek, Ballard, M.John Harrison, David Redd, Keith Roberts, & B.J.Bayley.
Locus, I note, prints the complete contents of the first three issues and a
summary of the fourth. Hmm, I think I might start a new book column for sf
freaks in the absence of a British sf newszine, but fear not fans! I shall keep it
in its place ... Meanwhile. There’s always Locus.
TUNISIAN HORROR: A letter from Tunisia announces a new
sf/horror fantasy film magazine by the original name of Fantastic Worlds.
The editor is American and the magazine is printed in North Africa by a
Hungarian/German firm! $1.25 for the first 40 page issue from David Soren,
22 Chauncey St, Apt. 18, Cambridge, Mass. 02138, USA.
CHECKPOINT: Reprinting of items or news is welcome, but please
credit Cp and give the address and appropriate sub rates. Harry Bell did the
cartoon on p.1, by the way. Next issue may contain the promised checklist of
British fanzines, but I won’t commit myself! I’ll be back in Keele by then as
well ...
‘T’ – trade, ‘N’ – news, ‘R’ – review, ‘S’ – sample, ‘XXX’ – last issue, any
number – final paid issue, ‘A’ – agent, ‘J’ – jesus.
CHECKPOINT II.4
Printed Matter.
From:
Peter Roberts,
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The Hawthorns,
Keele, Staffs,
Great Britain.
Return Requested if Undelivered.
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Checkpoint 5, June 1971
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 5 26th June 1971
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK. every fortnight or so. It can be yours for news
or money: subs are 4/20p (1st Class), 5/20p (2nd Class), and probably 5/$1
(foreign airmail). US Agent is Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B,
Brooklyn, NY 11201. Australian Agent is David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd,
Research, Victoria 3095. Checkpoint 5 is duplicated by Darroll & Rosemary
Pardoe, to whom thanks. Restormel Press Publication: 43.
NOW YOU SEE IT, NOW YOU DON’T: Peter Colley writes to say that
the Slancon (Easter 72) has been moved yet again from Harrogate (in Yorks)
to Chester (Cheshire). Slancon, you remember, stands for the South
Lancashire con... Peter says: “Anybody wanting to attend the con should get
a map containing Lancs., Ches., & Yorks., get a pin, close their eyes, and try
their luck at the new game FIND-A-CON, guaranteed to spread the conattendees over the widest possible area.” Peter adds that Tony Edwards is
now in charge, since Bill Burns is off to get married in America. Personally I
consider Chester a fine town, especially since it’s one of only three places
that I can reach directly (by bus) from Keele... Should attract more Southern
con-goers as well.
DOWN UNDER FAN FUND: Robin Johnson announces that DUFF is
not restricted to an Australian/American axis, but that European fans may be
nominated as well (although they’ll be in competition with the Stateside
fans). The fund will operate in a similar way to TAFF and the Australia in 75
committee has pledged $500 to start the fund off. Nominations for fans to
attend the 11th Australian Convention in 1972 will probably close in October
with final voting up to May 1972 (as with TAFF, candidates must find
nominators and sign attendance pledges). A fine idea by the Australians, I’d
say, and well worth supporting.
MAD SF GROUP: This now seems to be the preferred title for
‘Oozlot’, the new Manchester And District sf group recently started by Peter
Presford, Peter Colley, and Lisa Conesa. Their first meeting will be at the
Albert Inn, William St, off School Lane, Didsbury, Manchester between 8pm
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and 10.30pm on July 7th. Peter Colley will be editor of Satellite, their
monthly newszine, and fees for membership should be about 40p or so.
AUSTRALIA IN 75! Mervyn Barrett and I are now British Agents for
the World Convention bid from Melbourne. Latest news is that Leigh
Edmonds has been elected Chairman of the A75 Committee and David Grigg
has also joined, making a massive band of eighteen (eight in Melbourne and
others in four State capitals). Note that the first issue of the Australia in 75
Bulletin is now available (address etc on page 2).
LOS ANGELES IN 72! Remember that would-be British members can
join through me at a doubly-reduced rate of £2 (attending £2.75), but only
until August 1st. Thereafter the rate goes to £2.50 (£3.25 attending).
Membership entitles you to Hugo nomination & voting, four finely printed &
illustrated Progress Reports, the conbook, and a Final Report. Don’t regret it
next year, people... Join now!
FANZINES RECEIVED: The following fanzines have been received
since last issue. All are normally available for letters, contributions, or trades
as well as money. An asterisk indicates that the fanzine is recommended.
Moebius Trip 8 (duplicated:49pp.A4). Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604,
USA. 35¢ (3/$1). Sf & general – Mary Legg, Gary Mason, etc.
Son of the WSFA Journal 18, 19, 20, 21 (duplicated:10ppe.A4). Don Miller, 12315
Judson Rd, Wheaton, Md.20906, USA. 20¢ (30p, 8/£2). New reviews.
Mathom 1 (spirit duplicated:2pp.fscp). Grahame Lamb, 171 Plumstead Rd E,
Thorpe St.Andrew, Norwich, Norfolk, NOR 93S. Free. Tolkien news.
The Middle Earthworm 14 (duplicated:12pp. ¼o). Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick
Parc, Helston, Kernow. Free, Tolkien news and letters.
Gamma 5 (spirit duplicated:7pp. ¼o). Phil Spencer, 65 Southdown Rd, Portslade,
Brighton, BN4 2HL. Free. Tolkien & fantasy.
Psywar 3 (duplicated:10pp. ¼o). Keith Walker, Psychiatric Training School,
General Hospital, Burnley, Lancs. 10p. Occult – Bertin, Curran, etc.
Sandworm 12 (duplicated:22pp.A4). Bob Vardeman, P0 Box 11352,
Albuquerque, NM.87112, USA. 50¢, General, Arrakis, & letters.
MRU 119 (spirit duplicated:36pp.A4). In German. Waldemar Kumming, 8
München 2, Herzogspitalstr.5, Germany. DM 1. Sf & fannish – Brunner, etc.
Black Knight 2 (spirit duplicated:29pp. ¼o). Phil Spencer, address above. 10p.
Rock & popular music – John Hall, Pardoes, etc.
Midgard 4 (duplicated:6pp.fscp). Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks, Free. Fantasy wargaming. (No 5 also included).
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Cipher 1 (duplicated:8pp.A4). Chris Couch, 203 A Carmen Hall, 595 W.114th
St, New York, NY 10027, USA, 25¢. Fannish & general.
Norstrilian News 29 (duplicated:4pp. ¼o). Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. 20/$1A.20. UK Agent: Mervyn Barrett
178 Walm Lane, London NW 2. 3p. Sf news & reprints – Burnett Swann.
Australia in 75 Bulletin 1 (duplicated:9pp. ½¼o). Leigh Edmonds, 2/28
Ardmillan Rd, Moonee Ponds, Victoria 3039, Australia. 12/$2A. A75 news.
Starling 18 (duplicated:34pp.A4). Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 1108 Locust St,
Columbia, Missouri 65201, USA. 35¢, (3/$1). Sf & general – Coulson, &c.
Focal Point 30 (duplicated:14pp.A4). Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B,
Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. 6/$1. UK Agent: me. Fannish – Carr, Warner.
Fanews 11 (spirit duplicated:6pp.A4). In German. Gerd Hallenberger, 355
Marburg (Lahn), Alter Kirchainer Weg 52, Germany. 10/DM 1.50. News.
Locus 85 (duplicated:8pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av,
Bronx, NY.10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch
Grove, Wembley, Middx, HA9 9TF. 10/£1.50. Sf news.
BRITISH FANZINE CHECKLIST: I’ve had several recent requests for a
new checklist and the one opposite is the result. Since producing it there have
already been some changes and new issues; however, the checklist can be
brought up to date with the above listing. The only corrections I’ve noted are:
Speculation 28 (not 26) and 0racle 23 (though 19 is the last I’ve seen). Room
prevented a listing of proposed fanzines, I’m afraid.
FANZINE COLLECTORS: Ian Maule, Ed Connor, & Keith Walker
have sent various amounts for the OMPAzines; these will be sent off
July/August when I return to Bristol. Ian also has the Pegasi. Greg Pickersgill
is looking for fanzines in return for pbs or cash (address opp).
BRITISH FANZINE CHECKLIST : 3rd Edition : June 1971
The following checklist is the third attempt at compiling a guide to
science fiction and fantasy fanzines currently being produced in the United
Kingdom. An initial listing appeared in Egg 3 and a revised edition was later
printed by Phil Spencer for the BSFA’s Fanzine Distribution Service. This
third checklist differs from the previous two in listing proposed and currently
inactive fanzines plus those noted only by hearsay. These have all been
placed after the main listing.
My definition of ‘fanzine’ is nebulous and uncertain, but I have included
all the magazines that engage in the fannish practice of trading, thus
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embracing some fringe publications and perhaps excluding the more
professional money – only fan magazines.
Apazines which are restricted to their group’s membership are not
included in the full list, but are mentioned afterwards. Virtually all the British
apazines go through OMPA, The Off-Trail Magazine Publishers’ Assoc.
Genapazines are, however, listed in full.
The checklist contains the title of the fanzine, the number of its last
issue, the name and address of the editor, the subscription rate, and a brief
descriptive note. All fanzines are normally available for trade, contribution,
or letter of comment, as well as simple money.
Corrections and further information are welcome (specifically
circulation figures, preferably divided into ‘home’ and ‘abroad’).
Armageddon 2. Ian Penman, 30 Weldon Av, Grangetown, Sunderland,
Co.Durham, SR2 9AB. 15p (3/37½p) Comics & fantasy.
Black Knight 1. Phil Spencer, 65 Southdown Rd, Portslade, Brighton, BN4 2HL
Free. Book fanzine.
Checkpoint 5. Peter Roberts, The Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs. 5/20p. News and
fanzine reviews.
Crabapple 10, Mary Legg, 71 The Fairway, Banbury, Oxon. 5p. Fannish and
general.
Crucified Toad 1. John Muir, 50 Holker St, Manchester, M13 ODE. 20p. Fantasy
and general.
Cynic 2. Gray Boak, 3 Rydelands, Nuthurst, Cranleigh, Surrey. Free. Fannish and
general.
Cypher 4. James Goddard, 1 Sharvells Rd, Milford on Sea, Lymington, Hants.
SO4 OPE. 13p (5/50p). Science Fiction.
4. Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ. 15p (4/50p).
Fannish and general.
35. Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd, Sheffield, S11 9FE. 4/30p. General.
FHTV 3. John Coombe, Luney Barton Farm, Sticker, St.Austell, Kernow. Free. Sf
& farming.
2. Trevor Jones, 7 Weller Place, High Elms Rd, Downs, Orpington, Kent, BR6
7JW. 8p (5/35p). Sf & fiction.
Fouler 6. Greg Pickersgill, The Pines, Haylett Lane, Merlins Bridge,
Haverfordwest, Pembs, Cymru. 10p (6/50p). Fannish & general.
Free Orbit 2. Audrey Walton, 25 Yewdale Cresc, Coventry, Warks, CV2 2FF,
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10p. Fiction.
Haverings 49. Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey.
6/40p. Comments on fanzines.
Interplanetary News Mike Parry, 149 Stewart Rd, Leyton, London, E15 2BD. 10p.
Astronautics & UFOs.
Les Spinge 23. Darroll Pardoe, 15 Selkirk Ct, Whitley Rd, London N17 6RF Free.
Fannish & general.
The Ley Hunter 19. Paul Screeton, 5 Egton Dr, Seaton Carew, Hartlepool
Co.Durham. 10p. Zodiacs, leys, orthotenies, etc.
Maya 2. Ian Williams, 6 Greta Terrace, Chester Rd, Sunderland, SR4 7RD.
Co.Durham. 10p, Sf & general.
The Middle Earthworm 13. Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc, Helston, Kernow,
Free. Tolkien & chatter.
Moon Leopard 1. Ann Girling, 54 Corbett Rd, Hollywood, Birmingham. Free.
General.
Oracle 19, Ian Penman, 30 Weldon Av, Grangetown, Sunderland, Co.Durham. 7p.
Comics.
Psywar 2. Keith Walker, Psychiatric Training School, Burnley General Hosp,
Lancs. 10p. Fantasy & occult.
Quicksilver 2. Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch Grove, Wembley, Middx, HA9 9TF.
6/50p. Science Fiction.
Qwertyuiop 4. Sam Long, Box 401, RAF Croughton, Nr.Brackley, Northants. 10p.
Fannish & general.
Scottishe 59. Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey. 15p.
Sf & general.
Seminar 2, Trevor Goring, 18 Corbett St, Smethwick, Warley, Worcs. 17½p.
Fantasy & comics.
Speculation 26. Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30.
15p. Science Fiction.
Wadezine 7. Audrey Walton, 25 Yewdale Cres, Coventry, Warks, CV2 2FF. Free.
General.
Limited Circulation Fanzines: Vector (BSFA), BSFA Bulletin (BSFA), BWFS
Bulletin (BWFS), Mallorn (Tolkien group), BASRA Journal (Amateur
Science Group), Meteor (Slancon members), Pablo (Darroll Pardoe, OMPA),
Whatsit (Ken Cheslin, OMPA), Osteen U.Review (Sam Long, OMPA),
Seagull (Rosemary Pardoe, OMPA), Moth (David Piper, OMPA), Stylus
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(Keith Walker, OMPA), Black Angel (Phil Spencer, OMPA), Binary
(Patrizio, OMPA), Vagary (Roberta Gray, OMPA), ’Ot on the Trails (Gerald
Bishop, OMPA), Tykky-dew (Peter Roberts, OMPA), Off-Trails (OMPA),
30% Bran (Peter Roberts, ANZAPA), Bletherings (Ethel Lindsay, FAPA),
Express Toad (Peter Roberts, APA – 45), War Bulletin, Albion, Midgard
(Games zines). Note that Cynic, Erg, Les Spinge, and FHTV also go through
OMPA and Egg goes through OMPA and APA-45.
In Hibernation: Mor-farch (Peter Roberts), Nemesis (Rod Gilbert),
SoNF (Howard Rosenblum), The Scarr (George Charters), Zine (John Hall),
and Relativity (Bryn Fortey).
Reported, but Unseen: Sting, Balthus, Shadow, Sub-Plot, Ultima Thule,
Comet, Utopia, An Adzine, & Hot-Damn – nearly all comic or horror
fanzines, I believe.
Peter Roberts.
TAFF NEWS: American voting forms give the deadline as July 10th, so
if this Checkpoint comes out in time European subscribers will receive
another copy of the ballot. Eddie Jones has had 98 European votes so far: an
all-time record for any British/European TAFF race. TAFF Platforms are
printed below.
Mario Bosnyak: Mario, who was born in Italy in 1929 and has lived in
Germany for 16 years, is a new factor in TAFF. Usually very well known
fans are proposed. Mario is well known to those who were interested in
Heicon – he was the secretary and the man mainly responsible for the
successful running of the convention. He’s never published a fanzine & has
written few letters to them. Though he started reading sf in 1939, he never
heard of fandom or sf clubs until 1967, but has been working hard since. His
ideal is to promote international fandom and contacts between fans from all
over the world, He speaks 5 languages and is uniquely qualified to do this.
He is at present involved in planning the first Eurocon which will take place
in 1972. He is charming and very easy to talk to as those of us who met him
at St.Louiscon or Heicon can enthusiastically testify! If he wins, Mario would
be a fine ambassador for most of European fandom. Why not vote for him?
(Nominators: John Brunner, Walter Ernsting, Fred Patten, Tom Schlück, and
Don Wollheim).
Per Insulander: Internationalism is the key word these days, and in the
light of this we think Per Insulander is a perfect choice. He’s well known
both in Sweden and abroad, and he’s also one of the fans responsible for the
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growing Swedish interest in foreign fandoms. Per has been active in Swedish
fandom for a long time by now and among his credentials can be mentioned:
editor of SF Forum, Forum International, Mentat, Asgard, and the Swedish
Fanac, secretary of the Stockholm in 76 bidding committee, chairman of the
next Scandinavian convention. He’s also a regular congoer and a popular
party-conversationalist. Why always pick an Englishman (or a German)? Try
something brand new! Try a Swede! (Juanita Coulson, Hans – Werner
Heinrichs, John-Henri Holmberg, Manfred Kage, Lesleigh Luttrell).
Terry Jeeves: There just couldn’t be a better or more deserving person
than Terry Jeeves for TAFF. Terry is one of Britain’s finest fans and is also
active from Argentina to Australia, cartooning and writing his way through a
host of fanzines. Terry is a member of First Fandom and started in 1938 by
subbing to Walt Gillings’ Scientifiction. Since then he has attended most of
Britain’s Eastercons and has been active in the ESFA (former chairman),
N3F, and the ISFCC (vice president). Evidence of his wide fannish range is
easy to come by: publisher of the fine fanzine Triode, and his current
OMPAzine Erg, former editor of Vector, bibliographer of Astounding,
illustrator and cartoonist, and holder of a clutch of con art awards, article
writer and author, and winner of the N3 short story competition. Just think of
the Jeeves’ TAFF report – he’s an excellent fan writer, cartoonist, and cinephotographer! As one American fan says: “I quite honestly would enjoy
meeting one and all of the British fans... but if we must be restricted to one,
let it be Terry Jeeves!” (Bill Bowers, Lynn Hickman, Ethel Lindsay, Darroll
& Rosemary Pardoe, Peter Roberts).
Pete Weston: Pete is the outstanding British fan of the past five years.
He began his fannish career as a member of the Birmingham group, has gone
on to co-found the Univ.of Aston group, organized the Speculation
conferences, and ran Eastercon 22, the largest UK con ever held. But Pete is
not just a club fan! His journal of SF criticism, Speculation, is one of the
international mainstays of contemporary fandom. Pete is a thoughtful writer,
a zesty social figure, and an all round good fellow. His wife Eileen will
accompany him to Boston should he win – and he should win: he’s the
natural choice. (Greg Benford, Charlie Brown, Ken Bulmer, Waldemar
Kumming, Chris Priest).
AEGEAN CRUISE: Mario Bosnyak is planning a convention on board
ship for September 1973. The Argocon will last ten days and the cruise will
start in Trieste (taking in Corfu, Crete, Dubrovnik, &c). If the con gets off the
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ground, a lottery will be held next year for all paid members: 1st prize, a free
cruise; 2nd, ½ price cruise; 3rd, an Eddie Jones painting. The cruise itself
should cost between 800 and 1000 DM (about £100). (Fanews)
NOVACON: The first progress report is now out with 55 members
listed (though I believe this is already outdated). Hotel rates at The Imperial
Birmingham are £2.75 b&b (plus 10%) single (£4.50 double). 50p to join
from Vernon Brown, Room 623, Pharmacy Dept, Univ.of Aston,
Birmingham. (Nov. 13/14th).
NEW WORLDS: The Arts Council have discontinued their grants to
both New Worlds (about £1500) and Ambit (£400). The latter will almost
certainly fold as a result. Hurrah for jolly Conservatives...
VANCOUVER IN 75? is neatly pencilled on a couple of recent
Canadian envelopes, and my simple comment is *No*.
BRITISH FANZINE AWARDS: Phil Muldowney is preparing a flyer
on the subject. Meanwhile Greg Pickersgill suggests the following categories:
Best Fanzine, Best Layout & Overall Appearance, Best Artist, Best Writer
(Sercon), Best Writer (Fannish), Best Individual Article (Sercon), ditto
(Fannish), Best Fanzine Reviewer, & Best Fiction. Greg also advocates the
same series for ‘Worst etc’: “Maybe pretty evil & demeaning, but what’s the
point of getting so damn serious about what is in the last analysis just a
game?”
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS: Airmail rates go up on July 1st. I shall
honour existing subs, but I’m afraid prices thereafter will rise, especially
since I see mention of a 15p minimum rate! This will probably mean
remailing from overseas agents...
Code: ‘N’ – news, ‘XXX’ – last issue, ‘T’ – trade, ‘A’ – aardvogel ‘S’ –
sample, any number – your last paid issue.
CHECKPOINT vol.II 5.
from:
Peter Roberts,
The Hawthorns,
Keele, Staffs,
Great Britain.
Return Requested if Undelivered
Printed
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Checkpoint 6, July 1971
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 6 22nd July 1971
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK. (87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ)
every fortnight or so. Please note that I shall be in Bristol from 15th August
to 1st September and that Checkpoint 7 will be published there. Subs are
4/20p (1st Class), 5/20p (2nd Class & Europe), and 6/$1 (foreign airmail). US
Agent is (though I haven’t heard from him) Arnie Katz, 59Livingston St, Apt
6B, Brooklyn, NY.11201. Australian Agent is David Grigg, 1556 Main Pd,
Research, Victoria 3095. Checkpoint 6 is duplicated by Darroll & Rosemary
Pardoe, to whom thanks. Restormel Press Publication.: 45.
THE KRAKEN WAKES! Ron Bennett has just published Skyrack 96,
neatly scooping me on several items. What monster have I disturbed to harry
the good ship Checkpoint? Ron reports the death of August Derleth and the
unconfirmed death of John W.Campbell, amongst other things; no further
news except that the dates are the 4th and 11th of July respectively.
TAFF RESULTS: Mario Bosnyak is easily the winner, receiving 138
votes out of 335 votes cast. Total European votes amounted to 181, an
amazingly high number, especially since it beats the US total of 154 (which I
presume also includes votes from Australia, South Africa, and so on).
Mario Bosnyak 32 (US) + 106 (Eu) =
Terry Jeeves 44 + 22 = 66
138
Per Insulander 27 (US) + 20 (Eu) = 47
Peter Weston 51 + 33 =
84
European vote breakdown (from Skyrack) is: UK (48), Germany (52),
Sweden (19), Italy (46), Austria (11), Holland (2), Belgium (2) and Turkey
(1). Methinks I see the spectre of block-voting there, but I suppose it can’t be
helped.
It looks like poor old ‘Hold Over Funds’ didn’t get anything...
TAFF cash is said to stand at over $1,200. Not at all bad, eh?
WHO’S WHO IN FANDOM: Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Pd,
Sheffield, S11 9FE is compiling a fan directory and would like the following
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information: full name, address, age, phone no., occupation, hobbies, fan
activities, interests, etc. “Miss out any item you don’t want published,” says
Terry. Send him your slips of paper, people.
YOUR CHANCE OF (FRENCH) FAME: Philippe Hupp, 34 rue
Bossuet, 57 Metz, France intends to write a long article on fanzines for a
French prozine, either Galaxie or Horizons du Fantastiques, and needs US.,
British, Canadian, and Australian fanzines. I don’t know whether this is to be
a regular feature or a single piece, but interested faneds should send their
wares to Philippe.
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS: I’m assured by the denizens of
Newcastle’s GPO that the 15p minimum rate does not apply to articles of
printed matter, so rates have only gone up from 3p to 4p (Australia: 3frac12;p
to 5p). As a result the new airmail sub will be 6/$1 and not 5/$1 as feared last
time. Ok?
FANZINES RECEIVED: The following fanzines have been received
since last issue. All are normally available for letters, trades, or contributions
as well as money. An asterisk indicates that the fanzine is recommended.
Scythrop 22 (duplicated:47pp. ¼o). John Bangsund, Parergon Books, GPO Box
4946, Melbourne 3001, Australia. 6/$A.2.40. UK Agent: Ethel Lindsay,
Courage House, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey. 6/90p. General – Le Guin.
3 (printed:20p.A4). Trevor Jones, 7 Weller Place, High Elms Rd, Downe,
Orpington, Kent, BR6 7JW. 5/35p (5/$1.20). Sf & fiction.
35 (duplicated:19pp. ¼o), Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Pd, Sheffield, S11
9FE. 8p, 4/30p. General & personal – Alan Burns, etc.
Gegenschein I (duplicated:26pp. ¼o). A.25¢. Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av,
Faulconbridge, NSW 2776, Australia. Sf.
*Energumen 8 (duplicated:54pp.A4). Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av,
Apt 205, Toronto 150 Ontario, Canada. General – Katz, Koontz, etc.
Entropion 3 duplicated:32pp. ¼o). Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff Ext.4
Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa. 30¢, 15p. General.
Science Fiction Times 120/1 (printed:92pp.A4). Hans-Joachim Alpers, 2850
Bremerhaven 1, Weissenburger Strasse 6, Germany 1.50DM. In German.
Cynic 3 (duplicated:27pp.A4). Gray Boak, 3 Rydelands, Nuthurst, Cranleigh,
Surrey. Free. General – Fortey, Jhim Linwood, etc.
1 (duplicated:36pp. ¼o), Brian Robinson & Paul Skelton, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester M12 4QH. Free. Sf & General – (VoT checklist).
Midgard 6 (duplicated:10pp.fscp). Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
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Beaconsfield, Bucks. Free. Fantasy wargaming. (also War Bulletin 15)
Locus 86, 87 (duplicated.8&21pp.A4), Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony
Av, Bronx, NY.10457. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards 28 Kinch Grove,
Wembley, Middx HA9 9TF. 10/£1.50, Sf news & reviews – Barr, etc.
Skyrack 96 (duplicated:4pp. ¼o). Ron Bennett, 52 Fairways Dr, Forest Lane,
Harrogate, Yorks. Free. News & fnz sales.
Badmouth (printed:22pp.A4). Lynn Hickman, 413 Ottokee St, Wauseon, Ohio
43567, USA. Free. General – Liz Fishman, Lisa Tuttle, etc.
OSFiComm 2/1 (printed:2pp.A4). Peter Gill, 18 Glen Manor Dr, Toronto 13,
Ontario, Canada. Free. OSFIC newsletter.
FANZINE CHECKLIST: The British fanzine checklist in Checkpoint 5 can
be updated with the above listing plus the one in 5. Hartley Patterson reports
that Midgard/War Bulletin is freely available for trade and mentions another
comic zine, Unicorn (Mike Higgs) in its 3rd issue. Keith Walker reports
another horror zine, Masque now in its 4th issue, and says that Psywar 3
appeared in both quarto and A4 editions!
FANZINE COLLECTORS: Ian Maule is looking for
Zenith/Speculation 1-23, Badinage 2 & 3, and any issues of Garbistan (Platt).
Ian’s address is: 59 Windsor Tce, South Gosforth, Newcastle on Tyne, NE3
1YL. John Piggott (17 Monmouth Rd, Oxford, OX1 4TD) is selling the
following: Vector 35 & 54 (5p e), Luna 2, 7, 10, 12, 13, & 14 (2½p e), SF
Commentary 4, 5, & 9, Stardock 3, Shadow II, Starling 14, Somerset Gaz. 3,
Beabohema 6 & 10. (all at 10p e). John is also looking for copies of
Psychotic/SFR before issue 37 and will pay almost any price. Note that Ron
Bennett has two pages of fanzines for sale in Skyrack 96.
NEW BIRMINGHAM GROUP: The first issue of their Newsletter
records an attendance of thirty at their inaugural meeting on June 25th in the
George Room of the Imperial Hotel. Pete Weston’s programme for the group
looks impressive, with Mike Moorcock, Ken Bulmer, Brian Aldiss, Jack
Cohen, and Philip Strick promising to give talks or lectures in the future;
there’s also a possibility of a regular mini-bus trip to the London Globe
meetings. Membership of the group is 50p pa (plus entrance charge of 10p,
non-members 15p). Contact Vernon Brown, 65 Forest Rd, Quinton,
Birmingham 32 if you’re interested. Meetings are on the third Friday of every
month, by the way.
EUROCON 1: The First Europa Report has appeared and contains
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articles & information in three languages (Italian, French, & English). The
con is to be held in Trieste, 12-16th July 1972, and supporting membership is
$4 (attending: $7) from Eurocon I, CCSF, Casella Postale 423, 30100
Venezia, Italy. Current membership is 118 from 19 different countries. Any
fan is eligible to vote for the Europa SF Awards and British voters should
send their nominations to Jean Muggoch, 99 Ealing Village, London W.5,
before the 31st of December 1971. Categories include: Best SF Novel (over
35,000 words, published 67-71); Best Short Story (pub. 70-71, under 35,000);
Dramatic Presentation (70-71); Artist (Pro or Amateur, 70-71); Pro Mag (at
least 4 issues, 3 in 70-71); Fanzine (do); Non-Specialized Magazine (any SF
issue, 70-71); Essay (67-71); and SF Comic (70-71). Further details from
Jean.
SECONDARY UNIVERSE 4: I’ve received a report on this sercon
gathering to take place in Toronto, 9-11th October, 1971. Registration is $3
from SECON 4, 566 Palmerston Av, Toronto 174, Ontario, Canada,
Participating are: Fred Pohl, J. G. Ballard, Judith Merril, etc.
LA WORLDCON 1972: Remember that supporting membership rates
rise to £2.50 after Aug. 1st. So send your £2 to me, your greedy friendly
British Agent before that deadline...
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: A column by Gerbish, supposedly listing
some of the sf books due out this month & next month. Please note that
publishers being what they are, these lists cannot be entirely complete or
accurate and appearance here does not guarantee that a book will actually
appear.
July Books: Hardbacks. Robert Hale: Destination-Terra (K.Hassler),
The Alien Earth (Michael Elder), The Year of the Quiet Sun (Wilson Tucker)
& The Galactic Colonizers (Norman Jensen). Gollancz: Galactic Pot Healer
(Phil Dick), & The Shores of Another Sea (Chad Oliver). Hutchinson: The
Nature of the Catastrophe (ed. Moorcock & Jones). Sidgwick & Jackson:
Pollution! (anth. 400+ pages, including City, etc), Double, Double (John
Brunner), & SF Special 5. Macdonald. Science Against Man (ed. Cheetham).
Paperbacks. Arrow: The Ship That Sailed The Time Stream (G.
Edmondson), & Rituals of Infinity (Mike Moorcock). NEL: Masters of the Pit
(last of the Michael Kane reprints by Mike Moorcock), & The Captives
(Mike Fisher). Corgi: New Writings in SF 19 (ed. Carnell), & The Andromeda
Strain (Crichton). Mayflower: The Time Dweller (Mike Moorcock). Panther.
The Coming Self-Destruction of the USA (Alan Seymour), Orbit 3 (ed.
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Knight), The Naked Sun (Asimov). Sphere: Hothouse (Aldiss), & Project
Dracula (Alan Scott). Tandem: Hauser’s Memory (Curt Siodmak). Pan
(Ballantine): The Wooden Star (William Tenn).
August Books: Hardbacks. Gollancz: The Candy Man (Vincent King),
& The Sun Grows Cold (Howard Berk). Secker & Warburg: Ends (J.
Hughes). Hale: Out of the Void (Leslie Stone), The Mask of Jon Culton
(Edward Ludwig), & The Touch (Daniel Keyes).
Paperbacks. NEL: Have Space Suit – Will Travel (Heinlein). Tandem:
Light A Last Candle (Vincent King), Thongor Fights the Pirates of Tarakus
& Thongor At the End of Time (Lin Carter). Panther: The End of Eternity
(Asimov). Mayflower: Warriors & Warlocks (ed. Douglas Hill). Pan
(Ballantine): The Wood Beyond The World (William Morris).
Gerald Bishop: 1971.
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: I trust I shall have time to consider
books more fully in the next month or so, meanwhile I commend to your
attention William Tenn’s The Wooden Star (Pan/Ballantine), one of six new
books, at 30p (75¢) eleven short stories, including ‘Null-P’ and ‘Eastward
Ho!’ and bears a fine cover. I’d consider Tenn to be one of the better authors
of the old sf establishment. Also received from Pan is Vortex, a collection of
Russian stories which I’m told are surprisingly readable and not the hard-core
science stuff you might expect. Another fine cover, sadly uncredited. Both
books should be in the shops by now.
GERMAN NEWS: (From Gerd Hallenberger). An English edition of
Andromeda-Nachrichten, the SFCD’s newszine, is planned. Editors will be
Dieter Steinseifer, Helmut Pesch, & Gerd Hallenberger and material will be
taken from all three current German newszines. =/= Marburg is bidding for
the 72 SFCD Con. =/= Some FOLLOW members are planning ‘Who’s Who
in Sorcery’, containing information on ghosts, witches, sorcerers, dwarfs,
giants, demons, etc. =/= Gerd will probably be over in Britain this August, by
the way, visiting London and Bristol.
ODDMENTS: Dr. Lionel Funt, member of the SFU SF Soc (Canada),
has won a Nuffield Foundation Fellowship and will be studying for a year at
Oxford University. =/= The Space Age Bookshop (Melbourne) opened with a
fannish party on Wed, July 7th. Ron Graham & Merv Binn are proprietors.
=/= Charles Platt has written an article on fandom and is looking for a
publisher (Locus).
COAs: Jerry Kaufman, 417 W 118th St, Apt 63, New York, NY.10027
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USA
Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, Apt 205, Ontario, Canada.
CHECKPOINT II: 6.
from:
Peter Roberts,
The Hawthorns,
Keele, Staffs,
Great Britain.
Return Requested if Undelivered
Printed
Matter
Only **
(XXX – last issue)
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Checkpoint 7, August 1971
Checkpoint 7 is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87 West
Town Lane, Bristol, B64 5DZ, UK (until Sep 5th) every fortnight or so –
more ‘or so’ recently, I’m afraid. Subs are available at 4/20p (1st Class),
5/20p (2nd class & Europe), and 6/$1 (foreign airmail). Still no word from
Arnie Katz, so North American subs and renewals should be sent straight to
me, please – cash only. Australian Agent: David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd,
Research, Victoria 3095. Cartoon by Harry Bell. News from Harry Nadler,
Ron Bennett, Ethel Lindsay, Gerd Hallenberger, Daniel Say, Malcolm
Edwards, Gerald Bishop, Phil Spencer, Bryn Fortey, Mary Reed, and Jim
Goddard – plus several publications noted in the text. Many thanks to all...
Restormel Press Publication: 46. 18th August 1971.
CHECKMATE! Harry Nadler says that next Easter’s convention, formerly
known as SLancon, will be held in the Blossoms Hotel, Chester, under the
title ChessManCon. Chairman Tony Edwards (4 Admel Sq, Hulme,
Manchester 15) will take registrations (50p) whilst Bill Burns is in America.
A Progress Report on the con should be out within a week. Harry also asks
me to correct a mistake in Skyrack! – Tony Edwards is Chairman, whilst
Harry is in charge of Vice...
NEW BRUM BOOKSHOP: Rog Peyton has formed the Andromeda
Book Co. and has opened a shop at 38 Reddall Hill Rd, Old Hill, Warley,
Worcs. which will be open on Saturdays only from August 7th. Rog’s postal
trading will continue under the new name and the old address (131 Gillhurst
Rd, Harborne, Birmingham, B17 8PG). His tenth catalogue is now available.
FANNISH TV: Harry Nadler again: “Granada tv grabbed me the other
week (July 27th to be precise) and did a live interview for their Newsday
programme. I talked about the formation of L’Incroyable Cinema and its
present circulation of 2000, all to a background of King Kong battling his
prehistoric playmates. The interviewer was Mike Scott who treated the
interview in a serious manner and seemed quite taken aback that a magazine
devoted to films of fantasy and imagination could develop from Salford of all
places!”
Last Sunday (15th) Mike Moorcock appeared on One Man’s Week
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having featured in the week of Jack Trevor Story, apparently. Mike
announced the birth of a son, Max, for which congratulations...
For the benefit of those abroad and those without, sf on tv is now most
ably represented by The Guardians (ITV, Sat) This is a thirteen part serial,
each episode of which can be taken separately, set in a future Britain
modelled on contemporary Greece: the government has failed, the ‘General’
has seized power, the royal family has fled, and law and order is enforced by
the semi-military Gs, or ‘Guardians of the Realm’. Doubtless critiques will
shortly appear in various British fanzines.
FANZINES RECEIVED: Not so many recently, especially when you
recall all those titles promised in July. Ah well, the following fanzines have
been received since last issue. All are normally available for letters, trades, or
contributions as well as money. An exclamation mark indicates that the
fanzine is recommended.
Cypher 5 (duplicated:52pp.A4). James Goddard & Mike Sandow, 1 Sharvells Rd,
Milford-on-Sea, Lymington, Hants, SO4 0PE. 5/50p. US Agent: Cy Chauvin.
5/$1.50. Sf – Greg Benford, Terry Jeeves, Leon Taylor, etc.
Zimri 1. (duplicated:46pp.A4). Phil Muldowney & Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd,
Whalley Range, Manchester, M16 6HP. 10p. General – Beryl Mercer, etc.
Mickey 8 (duplicated:23pp.A4). John Kusske, Route 2, Hastings, Minn.55033,
USA. 25¢. Personal & general.
Tomorrow And... 6 (printed:28pp.A4). Jerry Lapidus, 54 Clearview Dr, Pittsford,
NY.14534, USA. Sf & general – Andy Offutt, etc. 5/$2.
Crossroads 11 (duplicated: 31pp.A4). Al Snider, Box 2319, Brown Station,
Providence, Rhode Island 02912, USA. 3/$1. Sf& general – Offutt, Ed Cox.
The WSFA Journal 76 (duplicated:136pp.A4). Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd,
Wheaton, MD 20906, USA. 4/$1.75 (this issue $1.25). UK Agent Peter
Singleton, 6044, Broadmoor Hosp, Block 4, Crowthorne, Berks, RG11 7EG.
Sf, etc.
Locus 90 (duplicated: 10pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av,
Bronx, NY.10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch
Grove, Wembley, Middx HA9 9TF. 1/£1.50. Sf news – (J.W.C. memorial
issue – Pohl, Simak, &c). (Sorry – don’t know where 88 & 89 got to!)
The Mentor 19 (duplicated:67pp. ¼o). Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd,
Normanhurst, NSW.2076, Australia 3/$1. UK Agent me. 7/£1. Sf & fiction –
Wodhams, &c.
Norstrilian News 30 (duplicated 3pp. ¼o) Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
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Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia, 20/$1.20. Aussie news.
Wombat 1 (duplicated:12pp. ¼o). Ron Clarke – address above. Free. General.
Cynic 3½ (duplicated:2pp.A4). Gray Boak – see CoAs. Oddments.
Fanews 12 & 13 (spirit duplicated: 6ppe.A4). Uwe Sitzenstock, 3321 Salzgitter,
Ohlendorf, Gartenweg 2, Germany. 10/1.50 DM. German news (In German).
SF Commentary 20 (duplicated:A4). Bruce Gillespie – address above. 9/$3. UK
Agent Malcolm Edwards – address above. 9/£1.50, Sf – Lem, etc.
FANZINE NEWS: Bryn Fortey has folded Relativity and “ceased
pretending” that the fourth issue will ever appear. Bryn also believes that Ian
Williams has handed Maya over to Ian Maule, though this is unconfirmed.
Phil Spencer thinks the prospect of a combined ‘rock fanzine’ is “somewhat
remote” and will certainly not be titled Boogie Music in any case! Ethel
Lindsay’s Haverings will be out at the end of August and Scottishe at the end
of Sept. Mary Legg (20 Woodstock Close, Oxford, OX2 8DB) is looking for
early issues of her fanzine, Crabapple, and warns: “Let this be a lesson to
you to keep copies of your own fnz!” Finally, Keith Walker (Psychiatric
Training School, Burnley General Hosp, Lancs) is looking for a British
‘agent’.. for Psywar – reasons are obscure, but contact Keith if you’re
interested.
SFR SUBSCRIBERS: Ethel Lindsay asks “that I would wish any
British fan who thinks they are due a refund after the demise of SFR to let me
know. I thought I had it all straight, but just heard from someone who’d been
missed. Wouldn’t like this to happen to anyone else!” – 6 Langley Av,
Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6QJ.
FANZINES AVAILABLE: I’ve just received copies of Ron Clarke’s
The Mentor 19 – big 68 pages (do not accept less!) – 7/£1 or 15p each. There
are still a couple of copies of Dave Grigg’s The Fanarchist 4 left @ 10p each
or 5/50p – no.5 has been issued and should arrive soon. Both the above are
genuine Australian fanzines, if you didn’t know.
A search has uncovered some copies of defunct fanzines from earlier
agencies: two copies of Hugin & Munin 7 (Richard Labonte, 1968) @ 10p
each and copies of Magic is Afoot (a folk/music fnz by Ed Reed, 1970) @
10p each, nos. 2, 3, & 4 – 3/20p. No more news of Focal Point, I’m afraid.
FANZINE COLLECTORS: The OMPAzines have been sent off by
now, Gray Boak has some fanzines for sale (6 Hawks Rd, Kingston-uponThames, Surrey, 1KT 3EG) and so has James Goddard (SAE to 1 Sharvells
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Rd, Milford-on-Sea, Lymington, Hants, S04 0PE). I too have another batch
which I’ll list below – contact me before Sep.1st unless you mind waiting
until December.
@ 5p each, 5/10p: Hobbitalia 1 (Paul Doerr), Osfan 3-15 (Doug Clark),
SF Newsletter 11-21 (Don Blyly), Wadezine 3-7 (Audrey Walton), Mult 3
(Phil Cooper), The Planet Comicollector 1, 2 (Dave Womack), The Fantasy
Collector 123 & 131 (Caz Cazedessus), The BSFA Bulletin 12, 13, 17-19
(Archie Mercer), The Amazing Dancing Bear (John Hall), Magic Fun Giant 8
(Will Schubert), The Newport News 11, 16 (Ned Brooks), Scream 1, 2, 5
(Keith Walker).
@ 10p each, 4/20p: No Eyed Monster 15-17 (Norm Masters),
Granfalloon 7 (sans Gilbert portfolio) (Linda Bushyager), Gothique 9 (Stan
Nicholls), Fusion 2 (Jim Grant), Monolith 2 (Mike Ashley), Speculation 19
(Pete Weston), Con 2 (Chris Priest), Seminar 1 (Trev Goring), Free Orbit 1
(Audrey Walton), Die Schmetterling 7 (Dick Schultz), Tightbeam 63 (Gary
Labowitz), Ad Infinitum 4 (Barcelona Club), Haverings 35 (Ethel Lindsay),
L’Ecran Fantastique 4 (Alain Schlockoff), Clavileno 1 (J.Ferron),
Andromeda 62 (SFCD). I’ve also a large number of Vectors (BSFA) which
I’ve listed before.
SO WHAT ELSE CAN I SELL? Well, I found some comics in the
attic... 5p each if anyone wants them! (Most are ‘well read’, some more than
others; all are complete) 5/20p: UK – Gene Autrey & Champion 3, Forbidden
Worlds 7, 8. Adventures into the Unknown 18, 19. Out of this World 4,
Mystery in Space 13. Amazing Stories of Suspense 7. Turok, Son of Stone 7.
US – The Aquanauts 1197. The Nature of Things 77. Strange Tales 94. Turok
26 House of Secrets 32. House of Mystery 105. Strange Adventures 113.
Tales of the Unexpected 63.
Sf Magazines – ex collection – 12 ½p each plus post: F&SF Sep 64 to
April 68 (missing Nov 64 & Sep 66), Feb, April, May, June 69. Analog Dec
66, Jan 67, May, July, Aug, Oct, Nov, Dec 67. F&SF (US) Mar 58, WoT
(10p) Sep, Jul 65, Spring, Summer 67. Astounding (UK) May 57 (includes
EFR’s ‘Nuisance Value’), New Worlds 48 (bit worn) & 51. Analog Sep 66,
Feb 68. All these @ 5/50p or 10/80p – plus post.
And I suppose I might as well fill the page up with some books: de
Camp – The Floating Continent (Compact), A Planet Called Krishna
(Compact), Lest Darkness Fall (Pyramid, 5p). Brunner – Now Then
(Mayflower), To Conquer Chaos (Ace, 10p), The Day of the Star Cities
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(Ace), Listen! The Stars/The Rebellers – J. Roberts (Ace Dble); Robert
E.Howard – The Garden of Fear (Crawford 10p). All the above @ 7½p each,
unless stated, plus post. Ex-collection.
Any Checkpoint subscriber can advertise fanzines (for sale/wanted) free
(If under five lines), by the way. Yes, it can be a wonderful life, even without
money...
CoAs: Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey, 1KT
3EG.
James Goddard, Woodlands Lodge, Woodlands, Southampton. (after
Sep 1.)
Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 74, Balaclava, Vic.3183, Australia.
Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic 3001, Australia.
WEIRD TALES: (being a column of odd notes & comments). Gerald
Bishop is announcing his temporary fafiation since “I’ve very nearly been
thrown out of my B.Sc. course at Leeds because I’ve been spending too much
time working on sf projects...” Nonetheless Gerbish will stay in OMPA and
continue with Luna, the BSFA Tape Section, and Checkpoint’s book news.
/O/ Ethel Lindsay has “just failed my third attempt at the driving test. Put in
right away for another. Never say die Lindsay!” I think the record stands at
forty or more, Ethel – only another 37 to go! /O/ A Keele graduate, John Park
(4570 West 12th Av, Vancouver 8, B.C., Canada) is taking over regional
fandom in British Columbia, taking part in con panels, and wielding power in
the BCSFA and UBCSFS (work them out yourselves); John is also
submitting stories to the prozines. Keele fandom exists! /O/ Al & Linda
Lewis arrive in England this month on a teacher exchange deal; they should
be at the Sept. Globe meeting. /O/ Ron Bennett (52 Fairways Dr, Forest Lane,
Harrogate, Yorks) has a book, magazine, and comic listing which is valid till
his return to the continent on 25th August. Ethel Lindsay is now dealing in
mystery & detective books; lists on request. /O/ Bill Burns and Mary Ensley
are to be married in the States on August 28th, returning to Britain next
February. /O/ A new London apa (tentatively named WANK) is planned –
the name of Greg Pickersgill (allegedly working in the British Museum!) is
not unattached... /O/ The Mount Royal, 1965 London Worldcon site, was
partially damaged by fire on July 21st.
Extract from a letter to Ron Bennett from Brian Aldiss: “Philip Strick
and I are completing our history of sf, The Billion Year Spree, to be published
one of these fine days by Weidenfeld & Nicholson in the UK and Doubleday
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in the US. And despite rumours to the contrary, I’m at work on a new sf
novel.” Brian also had an article on fiction-writing and the role of the author
in The Guardian (Aug 9th, I think) and a long interview in the August
Penthouse (which has a Harlan Ellison short as well). /O/ Malcolm Edwards
notes that New Worlds didn’t actually apply for an Arts Council renewal this
year, being financially secure for the time being. Not that it would have
received one anyway... /O/ Chris Priest has sold another novel in the US plus
film rights to a New Worlds Quarterly short story. Happy man. (Norstrilian
News)
Comments on the proposed British Fanzine Awards: (Malcolm
Edwards) – “I suggest an added category: ‘Best & Worst Single Issue’. Don’t
see why Greg should set up a ‘Best Fanzine Review’ category, just so there’d
be something he could be nominated for! Why not add ‘Best Newszine’ or
‘Best Fanzine Produced by Malcolm Edwards’, etc, etc?. Would actually
suggest having awards for Best Fanzine, Artist, and Writer and a series of
commendations or whatever for the rest. It may just be a game, but you don’t
have to tell other people that!” (Bryn Fortey) – “It might be ‘just a game’, but
I nevertheless think that ‘worst’ awards would hurt.” (Ian Maule) – “In my
opinion British fandom is too small to give a comprehensive or legitimate
vote. As to John Piggott’s suggestion of distributing final ballots to con
members – the majority are not fans and have no interest in fandom.”
I’m afraid I’m still fence-straddling; the awards may be worthwhile if
there’s enough general support, otherwise they’ll be as feeble as apa egoboo
polls – and that’s really feeble!
WEIRD TALES: (cont). Gerd Hallenberger (3550 Marburg (Lahn),
Alter Kirchhainer Weg 52, Germany) has copies of the new German fan
directory which lists 411 German fans, names and addresses, plus additional
info. Cost is DM 1.50 per copy. /O/ James Goddard had a letter in defence of
Brian Aldiss’s sf novels in the last Book News (a free news-sheet found in
book-shops). /O/ Phil Spencer notes: “the Nat.West. has a facility for putting
the symbol of the trade on cheques for business customers, so soon there
could be fannish cheques with aardvarks and wombats all over them... I’d
hate to get a personalized cheque from Greg Pickersgill though...” /O/ Archie
Mercer sends clippings from The Guardian (June 30th) on new quarantine
restrictions: “Likely to have to spend six months in isolation are marsupials
such as the kangaroo, wombat, and koala bear. The duck-billed platypus, the
aardvark, dolphins, whales, and porpoises will not need to be quarantined.” I
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think that makes good fannish sense... In addition: “Mr Waterhouse added:
‘the only animals which we are asking to be made subject to quarantine
restrictions for life are vampire bats. I am happy to say there are very few of
them in this country...’” Silly Animal Fandom will not be affected...
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (a column by Gerald Bishop). Books
due August, but not listed last time:
Hardback: Sidgwick & Jackson – Second van Vogt 0mnibus, Gravitator (Hugh
Darrington). Macdonald – The Last Hurrah of the Golden Horde (Norman
Spinrad) Gollancz – Postmarked the Stars (Andre Norton).
Paperback; Sphere – Twilight of the Vilp (Paul Ableman).
September – Hardback: NEL – I Will Fear No Evil (Robert Heinlein), The Gods of
Foxtrot (David Levy). S&J – The Time Tunnel (Murray Leinster), Gollancz –
City of Illusions (Ursula Le Guin. Hale – Butterfly Planet (Philip High),
Space Statium (H.U.Bevis). McGibbon & Kee – T Minus Tower (Derek
Maitland). Faber – Damnation Alley (Roger Zelazny), The Best SF Stories of
Brian Aldiss (revised & updated), Solaris (Stanislaw Lem).
Paperback: NEL – The Pastel City (John Harrison). Mayflower – A Spectre is
Haunting Texas (Fritz Leiber). Panther – Lord of Light (Roger Zelazny).
Arrow – The Ganymede Takeover (Dick & Nelson). Pan (Ballantine) – The
Last Unicorn (Peter Beagle), Satellite 54 Zero (Douglas Mason), Dark Stars
(ed. Robert Silverberg). NEL (Signet) – Level 7 (Mordecai Roshwald). Puffin
– Heartsease (Peter Dickinson).
Gerald Bishop (1971).
American Books for September (just received from Joanne Burger):
Hardback: Doubleday – The Hugo Winners vol II (ed Asimov), The Committed
Man (M. John Harrison), Once There Was A Giant (Keith Laumer). Little –
The First Team (John Ball), Putnam – Chronopolis & Other Stories
(J.G.Ballard). Walker – Peregrine Primus (Avram Davidson). Sherbourne –
The Edge of Forever (Chad Oliver).
Paperback: Ace – Humanity Prime (Bruce McAlister), Cats Eye (Norton), Starborn (Norton). Peoples, Machines (Jack Williamson), Gather in the Hall of
the Planets, In the Pocket (K. M. O’Donnell). Signet – The Byworlder (Poul
Anderson), The Continent Makers (de Camp), Today We Choose Faces
(Roger Zelazny). Dell – The Undefeated (Laumer). Berkley – To Your
Scattered Bodies Go (Farmer). Bantam – Sex And the High Command (John
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Boyd). Ace – Fortress of the Six Moons (Scheer – Perry Rhodan, 7).
Joanne Burger (1971).
PAPERBACKS AND MAGAZINES RECEIVED: In the Adult Fantasy
series from Pan/Ballantine is William Morris’s The Wood Beyond The World,
described as “The first great fantasy novel ever written” though that epithet
comes from Lin Carter whose introduction contains some curious definitions
of fantasy and allied genres. William Morris is slightly better known for his
sociological novels and practical philosophy, but this book is an interesting
addition to the ranks of current paperbacks. The Adult Fantasy series is a fine
idea, excellently presented; I’ll attempt a longer review later, though! (40p,
by the way).
From Orion Press, 81 Marlborough Rd, Salford, M8 7DT, comes
L’Incroyable Cinema 3 & 4. The magazine is something of a successor to
Alien Worlds and contains articles on the fantasy (including horror & sf) film
and the people behind it. No 3 contains an interview with William Shatner
from Star Trek with some fine Eddie Jones illos and a mass of photos.
There’s also an article on the film, Things To Come, plus letters and reviews.
No 4 has a piece on Hitchcock and assorted film notes and news. Both issues
are well-printed (no 4 has an improved typeface), extremely well Illustrated
with photos and some Eddie Jones artwork, and of great interest to any and
every film fan. Recommended at 25p each...
SEA-SERPENTS AVOID ICEBERGS! Rules and maps are now
being finalized for the fantasy game of Midgard, master-minded by Hartley
Patterson (The Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd, Beaconsfield, Bucks) and loosely
based on the German game, Armageddon, which was on display at the
Heicon. Players are, for the most part, divided into three groups: wizards,
heroes, and merchants. Some may be classed as rulers and given a piece of
territory within Midgard (from which they can trade, make war, look for
hidden spells, explore, or in which they can build extremely strong castles
and retire from active participation); other players may be released to roam
free... Anarchic fantasy may be the result, though Hartley should know most
of what is occurring in Midgard. Game starts later this year and the end of
August is the deadline for would-be rulers. A news-sheet is issued regularly
and some thirty players have joined so far, so contact Hartley if you’re
interested.
NEXT ISSUE: I’ll include a batch of fanzine reviews (Shadow,
Beabohema, and SF Commentary) which were shouldered out this time. All
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news to Bristol for next time, please. Anything sent to Keele after August
12th will be remaining there until I return, I’m afraid.
CODE: XXX – last issue. ‘number’ – last paid issue. S – sample. N –
news.
CHECKPOINT II.7.
from
Peter Roberts
87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
Great Britain,
Return Requested
if undelivered.
Printed
Matter
Only –
AUSTRALIA IN 75!
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Checkpoint 8, September 1971
Checkpoint 8 is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorne, Keele, Staffs., UK. every fortnight or so. Subs are available at
4/20p (1st class), 5/20p (2nd class & Europe), and 61/$1 (foreign airmail).
North American subs & renewals straight to me, please – cash only (or
IMOs). Australian Agents David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research, Victoria
3095. Cartoon by Harry Bell. Duplication in red because I’ve run out of black
ink! News this issue from Jerry Kaufman (US), Harry Bell, Mary Legg, Nick
Shears (South Africa), Daniel Say (Canada), Malcolm Edwards, Gerald
Bishop, Ben Prole, Ian Maule, Philippe Hupp (France), and other
publications.
Restormel Press Publications 48. 6th September 1971.
DALLASCON BID FOLDED: This must therefore leave Toronto
unopposed as the site for the 1973 worldcon. Good luck to them! (No further
news at present, I’m afraid).
BRUM GROUP: Future meetings include Mike Moorcock (Sept.17th),
Prof. John Fremlin on ‘Limitations of Population’ (Oct.15th) and Philip
Strick on “a major sf writer” (Dec.17th). The second meeting of the group in
July attracted some forty people when Jack Cohen talked about “The
Possibility of Life on Other Planets.” Meetings are at 8pm at the Imperial
Hotel, Birmingham.
PRE-WORLDCON PARTIES: (Jerry Kaufman) “There were two
parties last night (29th), one hosted by Charlie & Dena Brown honouring
Eddie Jones and Mario Bosnyak, the other hosted by Arnie & Joyce Katz and
honouring an exhausted Bob Shaw who’d only arrived that afternoon (the
party had been planned when Bob had thought he would get in several days
earlier and the plans were stuck to through his uncertainty and illness). Both
parties were attended by this writer and each was nice and enjoyable with
luminous attendees. (I shan’t say whom because there were people at each
who had promised to be at the other!).” The next issue of Checkpoint will
appear as soon as I have the Hugo results, although there’ll probably be a
delay because of the usual duplicating difficulties.
CHESSMANCON: The first Progress Report has appeared, but gives
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no further info than that previously published in Checkpoint. There’s a photo
of the hotel, however, and some historical guff about Chester. 50p
registration to Tony Edwards, 4 Admel Sq, Hulme, Manchester, M15 6EN.
EGGED ON: Egg 5 has appeared and is being mailed to British
recipients with this Checkpoint. I’ve slashed the mailing list, he said
viciously, down to 150 or so – if you haven’t responded to the last couple of
issues, I’m afraid I’ve abandoned you... (15p will bring relief, though!).
Thanks to Martin Ricketts – the other Bristol fan – for production help.
F&SF FILMS: Ben Prole has noted some items from the NFT’s new
programme. There’s “Explorations of Fantasy in the Cinema”: L’Age D’Or,
King Kong, Duck Soup, Citizen Kane, The Thief of Bagdad, Things to Come,
Alice in Wonderland, Triumph of the Nazi Party, Orphee, Rashomon, The 7th
Seal, Strike, Marienbad, Strangelove, La Strada, Siegfried, Theorem,
Rosemary’s Baby, War of the Worlds, Juliet of the Spirits, Exterminating
Angel, etc.
Then there’s a “Tribute to Hammer” with twenty of their films.
On 21st September at 6.30 and 8.45pm are two lectures by Philip Strick
on Scenes from Sf, including two films compiled by James Gunn: Plot in Sf
(Poul Anderson discusses three basic stories defined by Heinlein and how
these have been adapted for his own work) and SF Themes (Forry Ackerman
on the history and development of the sf film) plus items from Trieste (1971).
At the same times on October 5th Philip Strick introduces two more of
these Gunn films: New Directions in Sf (Harlan Ellison) and an interview
with George Pal (creator of Destination Moon, etc), plus more from Trieste.
More details next time, I hope.
BOOK NEWS: Some additions from Malcolm Edwards; (August) The
Year 2000 (Harry Harrison, ed. Faber); The Committed Men (M. John
Harrison. Hutchinson); Inter Ice Age Four (Kobo Abe. Cape). (September)
Out of Space & Time, and Lost Worlds (Clark Ashton Smith. Neville
Spearman); The Aleph (Borges. Cape). Malcolm has also heard from
Cornmarket Reprints who intend to publish a series of reprints on late 18th
and 19th century predictive literature.
TAPE CORRESPONDENCE: Gerald Bishop: “The BSFA is
reorganizing its tape section and in the general administrative upheaval there
will be a chance for you (even if you are not a BSFA member – though
having a tape recorder does help) to join our list of people wanting to
correspond on tape.” Write to Gerald Bishop, 10 Marlborough Rd, Exeter,
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EX2 4TJ for details (SAE).
THE GOTHIQUE ERA: Keith Walker (Psychiatric Training School,
Burnley Gen.Hosp., Burnley, Lancs) is intending to publish a special issue –
“a nostalgic look-back at the duplicated fanzines of the pre-litho days of the
late lamented Gothique fanzine.” Keith wants to borrow or buy pre-66 horror
fanzines, particularly Gothique 1-5, Genus, Carpathia, Monsters Inc, Movie
Thrills, and Clthu 1. He’ll pay registered postage both ways...
WEIRD TALES: assorted oddments. Phil Farmer is apparently over
here – there should be a special Globe meeting this month. /// Joanne Burger
is planning to come over from Texas for the next Eastercon. /// Julia Stone
moves to Leeds in October to do a BA in Textile Management. Australian fan
Peter Darling should be attending a course at Coventry next year. /// Steve
Stiles was married to Gale Burnick on August 28th. Claire Toynbee and
Maynard Hogg (both well-known British Columbia fans) were married on
September 4th. /// Harry Bell has gained an A Level in art (Grade B) and
currently has four oil paintings on show in the Novo Gallery in Newcastle
(until Oct). /// Bob Shaw, John Brunner, and Peter Mabey were three known
British fans at Boston. /// Apparently there was an ad in last week’s paper for
a lecturer in sf at London. /// The Simon Fraser SF Society in British
Columbia is in the centre of university sf activity. Plastic Man is being
filmed there and Brave New World next May. Sf courses are on or planned in
the English, Geography, and Modern Languages departments (Slavonic sf!).
Finally there are plans for a Summer SF Festival at the university in 1972. ///
The BSFA (South Africa) short story competition has attracted a response of
well over a 100 requests for entry forms – total membership of the club is
only 50.
FANZINES RECEIVED: The following have been received since last
issue. All are normally available for letters, trades, or contributions as well as
money. An exclamation mark indicates that the fanzine is recommended.
Riverside Quarterly 5/1 (printed:79pp, ¼o). Leland Sapiro, Box 40, Univ. Station,
Regina, Canada. 4/$2. Sf, fiction – Blackbeard, Warner, etc.
Wadezine 8 (duplicated:26pp.fscp). Audrey Walton, 25 Yewdale Crescent,
Coventry, CV2 2FF, Warks. Free. General & verse.
Psywar 4 (duplicated; 10pp.A4). Keith Walker, Psychiatric Training School,
Burnley, Lancs. 10p. Occult.
Outworlds 8 (duplicated:53pp.A4). Bill Bowers, Box 87, Barberton, Ohio 44203,
USA. 60¢. UK Agent: Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd, Sheffield, S11 9FE.
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25p. Aussie Agents Dennis Stocks. Sf & general – Poul Anderson, Lowndes,
&c.
Potlatch 4 (duplicated:30pp.A4). Joyce Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6-B,
Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. 35¢. Faanish – Terry Carr (Carl Brandon), &c.
Forthcoming SF 3 (spirited;6pp.A4). Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. 30¢. Book lists.
The Sasquatch Saskatchewanian (printed:12pp.1/8o). Leland Sapiro – as above.
free – general.
Locus 93 (duplicated:8pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx,
Ny.10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch Grove,
Wembley, Middx. HA9 9TF. 10/£1.50. Sf news.
Focal Point 3/1 (duplicated:29pp.A4). Arnie Katz – as above. 3/$1. Faanish.
SF Arena 0. (duplicated:5pp. ¼o). Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd.,
Sunderland, SR4 7RD, Co.Durham. Free. Sf – trial issue.
Norstrilian News 31 (duplicated:3pp. ¼o). Bruce Gillespie, GPO BOX 5195AA,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. Free? Reprinted US news.
Australia in 75 – The Facts. (printed: 12pp. ½ ¼o). John Bangsund, GPO Box
4946, Melbourne, 3001. Free. Worldcon bid – information.
Q-Con 71 (duplicated:44pp. ¼o). Dennis Stocks, Box 2268, GPO Brisbane,
Queensland 4001, Australia. Conrep, &c.
FANZINE NEWS: Ian Williams’ new SF Arena (see above) is “intended to
be a very small circulation zine distributed to people who want to play an
active part in talking about and criticizing sf.” Ian is modelling it on JOE,
John Foyster’s old zine, so contact him if you’re interested.
Maya 3 will indeed be edited by Ian Maule and will keep to the same
policy as before – litho covers next time, says Ian.
Focal Point has ceased as a newszine and has now reappeared as a fine
faanish genzine – I don’t think I’m agent any longer... Money has been
refunded, anyway.
WANTED – RAY BRADBURY! (Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way,
Northcliff 4, J’burg, South Africa): “I’m willing to buy or trade copies of
fanzines including any material on or by Ray Bradbury. Please hurry as they
are needed urgently.”
MOR-FARCH 3: I’ve just discovered three spare copies of this last
issue (with Krumhorn, the LoC supplement) @ 10p. Plenty of copies of the
second issue (& K) also @ 10p. None left of Mor-farch 1, I’m afraid.
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COA: Al & Linda Lewis, c/o Meridian School, Garden Walk, Royston,
Herts.
BEABOHEMA 16 (duplicated:34pp.A4).
Editor: Frank Lunney, 212 Juniper St, Quakertown, Pa.18951, USA.
Available for: Trade, Loc, contribution, 50¢.
Frank’s recent policy for Beabohema must gladden the hearts of truefannish fans the world over; gone is the phrenetic sercon atmosphere of the
early BaBs, complete with its feuds and back-stabbing, and in its place there
is a quieter and far more entertaining fannish mood. To complete the victory
Frank announces the end of ‘Turnip Country’, the book review column. Thus
the final result is the transformation of Beabohema into a good-looking
fanzine whose closest ‘competitor’ may be something like Granfalloon or
even Energumen.
I make these comparisons largely to stress the remaining gap between
BaB and the highly fannish zines such as Potlatch, Egoboo, and Focal Point.
These last three are examples of retrogressive revival, if such a thing is
possible; they conscientiously emulate their fannish forebears, particularly in
regard to production and presentation – cheap paper, hand-cut illoes, & so on.
Beabohema, however, is representative of the new fannish fanzines: one that
combines humorous and light contents with fine artwork and careful attention
to layout. This issue, for example, contains a beautiful printed cover by James
Shull and other impressive work by Mike Gilbert, Grant Canfield, and so on.
I can’t help feeling that this is the new and most important trend in
contemporary fanzines; the ‘New York’ faanish zines, though immensely
enjoyable, are fighting a rearguard battle which they’re losing to this
powerful new breed of fanzine.
And so from the general to a quick survey of the particular: the 16th
issue. Frank seems to be a little short of material this time, though I suppose
I’m still making comparisons with the old monster-size sercon issues. High
spot is another instalment of Terry Carr’s ‘Entropy Reprints’, a piece from
Inside (I’m afraid Terry forgets to name the editor) called ‘How They Did
For Doggie At The Curbside’ by David R.Bunch. It’s as nasty as the title
suggests – probably nastier – and is a powerful and effective anecdote made
yet more surprising by its original appearance in a fanzine of fifteen years
ago. To compliment the story, Terry also reprints Ken Potter’s advert for the
‘Society For the Abolition of Life’ (from Brennschluss). Arnie Katz also
appears with a short column entitled ‘Paper Tiger’ wherein he considers the
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paper-eating habits of his wife, Joyce. Gary Hubbard’s ‘The Cracked Eye’ is
the longest contribution to Beabohema 16 and the one I found least
interesting; it’s just a collection of thoughts whilst meandering along a street,
written in such a style that I initially suspected it of being some sort of
parody. Perhaps it is... Finally, there’s a rather abbreviated letter-column and
the final book-review section.
Beabohema is undoubtedly a good fanzine that’s being overshadowed
by those that are even better, notably Energumen. My quick diagnosis is that
Frank still isn’t giving BaB the personality and distinctiveness of the
Canadian fanzine. I must admit that it’s a bloody difficult thing to do when
you’re sole editor and don’t have the benefit of a local group to give an
atmosphere to your production – something you can point to and say: “That’s
the essence of Beabohema!” I enjoy Frank’s fanzine nonetheless and hereby
recommend it.
SHADOW 13 (duplicated:46pp. ¼o)
Editor: David Sutton, 66 Watford Rd, Kings Norton, Birmingham, B30
1PD.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 18p (2/$1).
Shadow has long been recommended to me as The Fanzine To Get if
your interests lie within the dark borders of the horrific and fantastic (and I
should thus immediately note that by and large my interests don’t), so its
sudden arrival was something of a long-awaited surprise. It took me into a
sub-world of fandom where I quickly became confused and rather lost. When
Dave mentions “fandom” he means something similar to the one I know and
live within; but at the same time it’s sufficiently different to distort it
completely and render it strange and alien. Horror fans, I feel, are a more
sercon and more self-contained breed than their sf equivalents – you can’t
really be a faanish horror fan, if you see what I mean...
Anyway, Shadow 13 is a well-produced and generally serious
publication devoted to the macabre, having little artwork (though a fine Dave
Fletcher cover) and minimal, but competent, layout. Some of the contents I
found immediately interesting, notably the obscure reviews – one on Cornish
Tales of Terror (which must be an excellent book, if genuine!), for example,
and several on some of those British horror fanzines no one except Keith
Walker ever seems to hear about. The remaining articles and so on are
somewhat more specialized: a checklist of werewolves in fiction (by Brian
Frost); bibliographies of Shirley Jackson and Eddy Bertin (the first with a
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biography by Dave Sutton and the second with an autobiography-cumeditorial!); a skimpy piece on ‘Horror in the Theatre’ by Keith Walker – if
Mediaeval Drama appears as a category in the sub-title, it’s a slightly
miserable discovery when you find only two short sentences devoted to it;
and finally a brief lettercol.
As you can see, I’m rather at a loss to review Shadow – it just doesn’t
seem to fit into the normal variegated run of fanzines and sticks out as
something from without, like a fanzine on pot-holing might... Nevertheless
there’s many an sf fan whose tastes include fantasy and horror and Shadow,
being quieter and more intelligent than the average Gore Horror Gut
Creatures product which occasionally rises from the depths of its subfandom, should serve such a fan well. Recommended, if that’s your Thing.
SF COMMENTARY 21 (duplicated: 50pp.A4).
Editor: Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne, Victoria 3001,
Australia.
UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch Grove, Wembley, Middx, HA9
9TF.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 9/$3 (9/£1.50).
SF Commentary is one of the most consistently entertaining sercon
fanzines and succeeds where others don’t for several reasons, Firstly, Bruce
doesn’t insist on a 100% accept-no-other sf-only approach, but includes a
rambling editorial and a piece by David Grigg, ‘Highway 31 Revisited’, in
which Dave gives an account of a fannish visit to Sydney. Secondly, Bruce is
careful with his book review; normal practice seems to favour a mixed
collection of oddments lumped together in an indigestible mass. SF
Commentary however, seems to collect them to more purpose – a look at the
original fiction anthologies in this issue, for example. Finally, Bruce
generally seems to like much the same authors as I (so much for objective
fanzine reviewing!). Production too is pleasant, if a little plain, and has
incidentally improved considerably since the earlier issues.
In SF Commentary 21 there’s a long article by Franz Rottensteiner based
on George Hay’s collection, The Disappearing Future. Franz is something of
a curious writer, given to stunning generalizations at times and delighting in
esoteric references, the obscurity of which prevent much further argument –
for example; “..the only in-depth linguistic analyses of an sf author I have
ever seen are by Ryszard Handke, a Polish linguist...” Other curiosities may
just be translation difficulties, but generally Franz manages very well and is
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usually interesting (and often right, too).
The letter column is fairly good, but has a tendency to be dated –
unavoidable for Australian fanzines in general, I suppose.
A small complaint is Bruce’s use of reprints: a translation from Quarber
Merkur is fair enough; but taking stuff from Speculation and The Fanarchist
is pushing it... Nevertheless, SF Commentary pursues the right course and
appears regularly as well. Recommended.
FANZINES FOR FRANCE: Philippe Hupp (34 rue Bossuet, 57 Metz) is
still looking for English-language fanzines for a review column in a French
prozine, Horizons du Fantastique. If they don’t accept it on a regular basis,
Philippe will transfer it to the semi-pro L’Aube Enclavee (ed. Henry-Luc
Planchat) which has a print run of 2000.
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: The Last Unicorn (Pan/Ballantine – 40p)
“is the story of a quest, the search by the unicorn – immortal, infinitely
beautiful – for her lost fellows.” The prose appears to be in the slightly
sentimental and very wistful fantasy style, but since the obligatory magician
is called Schmendrick it can’t be all bad. Satellite 54-Zero by Douglas Mason
(Pan/Ballantine – 30p) appears to be a species of space opera; a quick flip
through revealed two misuses of the word “gambit” and little else of interest.
More important and far more worthy is Robert Silverberg’s new anthology,
Dark Stars, which boasts a fair collection of sf stars (Aldiss, Dick, Ellison,
Ballard, and a dozen more). Some have been anthologized before but they’re
not that common – “a book of dark dreams for a dark time.” Opinion may
change after a full reading but at the moment I’d recommend the Silverberg
book and leave the others to those whose tastes may tend that way. The Last
Unicorn is by Peter Beagle, by the way.
CODE: Any number – your last issue. ‘XXX’ – final (renew now!). R –
review inside. N – news supplied. J – jumbuck supplied. A – agent.
CHECKPOINT II. 8
AUSTRALIA IN 75!
from
Peter Roberts
The Hawthorns
Keele, Staffs
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Checkpoint 9, September 1971
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 9 14th September 1971
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK. every fortnight or so. Subs are available at
4/20p (1st class), 5/20p (2nd class & Europe), and 6/$1 (foreign airmail).
North American subs & renewals straight to me, please – cash or IMOs only.
Australian Agent: David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research, Victoria 3095.
News this issue from Jerry Kaufman (US), Gray Boak, Bob Smith (Aus).
Restormel Press Publication: 49.
HUGO RESULTS:
Best Novel – Ringworld (Larry Niven)
Best Novella – ‘Ill Met in Lankhmar’ (Fritz Leiber)
Short Story – ‘Slow Sculpture’ (Theodore Sturgeon)
Prozine – Fantasy & Science Fiction
Pro Artist – Leo & Dianne Dillon (one Hugo each)
Drama – No Award
Fanzine – Locus (ed. Charlie & Dena Brown) one Hugo each.
Fan Writer – Dick Geis
Fan Artist – Alicia Austin
The First Fandom Award went to John W Campbell; the Pat Terry Humour
Award was presented to Ron Goulart for After Things Fell Apart; the Big
Heart Award went to Doc Barrett. Plaques were given to Warner, Simak,
Asimov, and Silverberg. Jerry Kaufman adds that he hears new complications
were adopted at the worldcon business meeting. As noted in CP 8 Toronto
will stage the worldcon in 1973.
KINGSTON SF GROUP: Gray Boak announces the formation of a
new sf group in Kingston, Surrey. Gray is secretary, Jhim Linwood is
chairman, and Brian Hampton is treasurer. For arrangements and other info,
write to Gray at 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, 1KT 3EG.
NOVACON PROGRESS: The Second Report has appeared and now
lists 79 members (the ideal target being 100). James White is GoH and others
attending (and appearing on the programme) include Ken Bulmer, John
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Brunner, Jack Cohen, and Pete Weston. 50p to join – Vernon Brown,
Pharmacy Dept, University of Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham 4.
(Nov.13/4)
SYNCON II IN 72! Bob Smith notes: “At the second meeting of fans
interested in organizing the 11th Australian SF Con in Sydney, held at my
home on August 1st, a committee was formed for this purpose. Chairman:
Bob Smith; Secretary: Shayne McCormack; Treasurer: Gary Mason. Also
included are Peter Darling, Ron Clarke, Laura Molesworth, and others.” Bob
invites your support and suggestions. (1/64 Elouera Rd, Cronulla, NSW
2230).
NOTES: I’m afraid my return to Keele was delayed slightly, thus I
haven’t been that quick with the Hugo results (add the normal duplicating
difficulties to that as well...); nonetheless I thought it worth while to put out a
special issue for their sake, even though I haven’t received much other news
recently, and therefore you have here a rather thin Checkpoint...
FANZINES RECEIVED: An asterisk indicates a recommendation.
Haverings 50 (duplicated:10pp. ¼o). Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley
Av, Surbiton, Surrey. 6/40p. Fanzine comments.
Cipher 2 (duplicated:17pp.A4). Chris Couch, 201 W.81st St, Apt 5R, New York
10024, USA. 25¢. Faanish – Terry Carr, Arnie Katz, etc.
Moebius Trip 9 (duplicated:48pp.A4). Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604,
USA. 3/$1. Sf & general – Jeeves, Pohl interview, etc.
Starling 19 (duplicated:44pp.A4). Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 1108 Locust St,
Columbia, Missouri 65201, USA. 3/$1. Sf & general – Coulson, etc.
Potlatch 5 (duplicated:30pp.A4). Joyce Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B,
Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. Faanish – Terry Carr, Bob Tucker, etc. 35¢.
Sandworm 13 (duplicated:30pp.A4). Bob Vardeman, P0 Box 11352, Albuquerque,
NM 87112, USA. Sf & general – 50¢.
The Mentor 20 (duplicated:85pp. ¼o). Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst,
NSW 2076, Australia. Sf, fiction, & general – Chandler, etc. UK Agent: Peter
Roberts. 5/£1.
MRU 120 & 121 (spirit duplicated. A4). Waldemar Kumming, 8 München 2,
Herzogspitalstr.5, Germany. In German. DM 1. General – Eastercon photos.
Fanews 14/15 & 16/8 (spirit d.12&16pp.A4). Uwe Sitzenstock, D-3321 SalzgitterOhlendorf, Gartenweg 2, Germany. In German. 10/1.70dm. News.
Gegenschein 2 (duplicated: ¼o). Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge,
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NSW 2776, Australia. Sf & general. 30¢.
Chao 4 (duplicated. ¼o). John Alderson, Box 72, P0 Maryborough, Victoria,
Australia. 30¢. 40p (40d ?). General.
SF Times 122/3 (printed.A4). Hans – Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Str.6, Germany. In German. DM 1.50. Sf – Nowak, etc.
ZELAZNY STORIES: Passed on by the BSFA – “I am looking for all the
stories by Roger Zelazny which could have appeared in British or American
fanzines... I have authorization to translate anything by him for my fanzine,
Nyarlathotep. I could buy these issues, but I would prefer to receive them
freely or, at least, a photocopy of the texts.” (Jacques Guiod, 19 Rue Monge,
Paris 5). Gray – Boak suggests Kallikanzaros 1 – 3 and I seem to recall
Zelazny in Granfalloon (?). If you can help, write to Gray or myself, or
preferably straight to Jacques.
Next issue full-sized. Code – ‘XXX’ final issue. ‘number’ you are paid
so far. ‘T’ – trade. etc...
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Checkpoint 10, October 1971
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 10 9th October 1971
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK, every fortnight or so. Subs are available at
4/20p (1st Class), 5/20p (2nd Class & Europe), and 6/$1 (foreign airmail).
North American Agents: Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx,
NY. 10457. Australian Agent: David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research,
Victoria 3095. Duplicated by Darroll & Rosemary Pardoe. Back issues
available at standard rate or 10/$1 (seamail). News this issue from Nick
Shears (SA), D.West, Brian Robinson, John Piggott, Hartley Patterson, Bryn
Fortey, and various publications. Restormel Press Publication: 50.
1973 EASTERCON: The possibility of OMPA members running the British
Easter, Convention in 1973 which was hinted at Worcester now seems to
have developed and a bid will definitely be made, Ken Cheslin (36 Chapel St,
Wordsley, Stourbridge, DY8 5QP, Worcs) appears to be in charge and since
Kench is also OMPAn AE, this seems fair enough. The proposed site is
Birmingham, specifically the Midland Hotel (under new management since
the 65 Brumcon). The manager swears that the bars will stay open as long as
anyone wants to drink, incidentally. A mixed con is planned, probably with a
fannish emphasis, and it’s intended that the whole thing will be run by
OMPA members. The bid will, of course, need confirming at Chester next
Easter; but at the moment no other bids exist, so...
OMPA itself now has 25 members and the 63rd mailing has just
appeared with 220 pages from 14 people (total for the 62nd was 258pp).
Enquiries should go to Ken at the address above.
NOVACON: The third Progress Report has appeared showing that
member-ship has risen to 106, above that considered as a hopeful target.
Hotel Booking Forms for the Imperial were also distributed (£2.75 + 11% is
the charge for a single with b&b) and various other arrangements
(commemorative covers, fancy dress party, banquet, and so on) have been
made. Appearing on the programme will be John Brunner, Chris Priest, Bob
Shaw, James Blish, Ken Bulmer, James White, Pete Weston, Jack Cohen, and
others. Novacon is on the 13th/14th of November and membership is 50p
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from Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept, Univ of Aston, Gosta Green,
Birmingham 4. I warn you, though – I’ll be there!
LACON: The 2nd Progress Report is now available and lists 351 thus
far registered for the 1972 Worldcon. Britain, I note, has eight members,
compared to Germany’s ten and Australia’s thirty four... If you want to
register, send £2.50 to me; you’ll receive the four pre-con reports,
programme book, and final report plus, of course, Hugo nominating and
voting ballots. A new 40p supporting membership is also available which
will entitle you to membership card and LACon badge only. Any queries can
be sent to me.
LATE COA: Terry Hughes, 407 College Av, Columbia, Mo 65201,
USA.
FANZINES RECEIVED: An asterisk indicates a recommendation.
Midgard 8 & 9 (d.12&9pp. ¼o, A4, & fscp!). Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7
Cambridge Rd, Beaconsfield, Bucks. Free, Fantasy gaming.
2 (d.50pp. ¼o), Brian Robinson, 122 Mile End Lane, Heaviley, Stockport,
Cheshire, SK2 6BY. Free, General – Jeeves, Taylor, &c.
Qwertyuiop 5 (d.31pp. ¼o). Sam Long, 49 Park Close, Oxford, OX2 8NP. 10p or
25¢, General & personal.
36 (d.21pp. ¼o), Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd, Sheffield, S11 9FE. 4/30p.
General & personal.
SF Commentary 22 (d.50pp.A4). Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. 9/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28
Kinch Grove, Wembley, Middx HA9 9TF. 9/£1.50. Sf – Lem, Rottensteiner,
&c.
Norstrilian News 32 (d.5pp. ¼o). Bruce Gillespie as above, 20/$1.20. News.
Scythrop 23 & 24 (d.23pp&4pp. ¼o). John Bangsund, Parergon Books, GPO
Box 4946, Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. 6/$240. UK Agent: Ethel
Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey. 6/90p. General.
Wombat 2 (d.26pp. ¼o). Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst, NSW 2076,
Australia. Free. General & personal – Chandler, &c.
Fanews 19/20 & 21/22 (sd.10&12pp.A4). Uwe Sitzenstock, D-3321 SalzgitterOhlendorf, Gartenweg 2, Germany. 10/2.70DM. German news (in German).
Tellus International 1 (d.6pp.A4). Gerd Hallenberger, D-3550 Marburg, Alter
Kirchhainer Weg 52, Germany. 10/65p. German news (in English).
Energumen 9 (d.54pp.A4). Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, Apt 205,
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Toronto 156, Ontario, Canada, 50¢. Sf & fannish – Silverberg, White, &c.
Locus 94/95/96 (d, 9, 10, & 8pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av,
Bronx, NY 10457, USA, 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, as above.
10/£1.50. Sf news. 1971 Hugo Award winner, incidentally.
Rats 10 (d.23pp.A4). Bill Kunkel & Charlene Komar, 72-41 61st St, Glen-dale,
NY 11227, USA. 25¢. Faanish – Ray Nelson, Bob Leman, &c.
WSFA Journal 77 (d.48pp.A4). Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton, Md.
20906, USA, 4/$1.75. UK Agent: Brian Robinson, see above. Sf & general.
Son of the WSFA Journal 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, & 29! Cd.10pp average. A4)
Don Miller, as above. 12/65p. book news & reviews.
Granfalloon 13 (d.60pp.A4). Linda Bushyager, 111 MacDade Blvd, Apt B211,
Sutton Arms, Folsom, Pa 19033, USA. 4/$2. Sf & general – Tucker, &c.
(‘d’ by the way stands for ‘duplicated’, ‘sd’ for ‘spirit duplicated’. ‘A4’ covers
British A4 paper size, American quarto, and European quarto)
FANZINE NEWS: Note that Charlie & Dena Brown have now become US
Agents for Checkpoint. Many thanks to them. // Brian Robinson (address
above) is the new UK Agent for The WSFA Journal, having taken over from
Don Turnbull’s temporary stint. // Rumours that Speculation may fold are
circulating – apparently Pete is returning manuscripts.// Trevor Jones is said
to be shortly engaged and thus 4M may also fold.// Malcolm Edwards,
however, denies rumours that Quicksilver may go the same way. // A London
co-operative, VUG Publications, plan to print the following fanzines: Fouler,
Quicksilver, Macrocosm (Rob Holdstock), Motorway Dreamer (John Hall),
and an enigmatic Gilbert...
COAs: John D.Berry, 35 Dusenberry Rd, Bronxville, NY 10708, USA.
John Foyster, c/o 6 Clowes St, South Yarra, Victoria 3141, Australia.
John Piggott, Jesus College, Cambridge. (university term)
TAFF NEWS: There will be no TAFF race next year, mainly because
of financial difficulties. The Americans will choose someone to send to the
1973 Eastercon, however, and voting will close earlier than usual to allow
more time for travel arrangements. (Locus 95)
NOREASCON: Total membership for the 1971 Boston worldcon was
2078, an estimated 1600 actually attending. Various items of interest
appeared at the Business Meeting: the Drama Hugo has been expanded to
include all media; the Best Pro Artist and Best Fan Artist awards have been
reorganized to prevent anyone winning both; mail balloting for worldcon
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sites is now confirmed; and finally the notorious NASFiC was revived (an
American national con for years in which the Worldcon leaves that country),
though Hugoless. Defeated were a motion to change the Hugo into an English
language award and Irwin Strauss’ cartographic guidelines to the rotation
zones which caused some amusement at Heicon. For a full coverage of
Noreascon, I recommend Locus 95.
WEIRD TALES: The first volume of a bibliography of French sf has
been published by Michel Liesnard (Ave E.de Meersam 43, Berchem SteAgathe B-1080, Bruxelles, Belgium).// South African news: SFSA short story
competition has now had 320 requests for entry forms, all from SA, J’burg
fan Trevor Watkins intends entering the Cape-to-Rio yacht race next year;
Melanie Stevens and Chris Muir married on Oct 2nd.// Philip Strick
interviewed Arthur Clarke on Late Night Line a couple of weeks ago;
subjects were various, but included satellites...// Malcolm Edwards is
engaged and is planning to marry in Feb/March next year.// Tolkien news:
D.West (48 Norman St, Bingley, Yorks, BD16 4JT) is publishing 450 copies
of Illustrations to J.R.R.Tolkien on Nov 20th. Price £1.80 (26 illustrations,
printed one side only, 10x7 1/2 ). There’s a pre-publication offer @ £1.50, by
the way. A folk/rock group from the Gloucester area are Tolkien addicts and
take their lyrics from his works. Called Dragblod The Firefly they consist of
three blokes and a girl and are looking for bookings which they’ll play for
expenses. Contact: Cleveland Wrecking Yard, 175 Newcastle St, Burslem,
Staffs.// Anne Girling is now in residence at the Lady Spencer Churchill
College of Education at Wheatley, Oxfordshire.
NEWS: I’ve held this issue of Checkpoint for some time in the hope that
more news of some description might appear. However, it doesn’t seem that
much actually will. I know this is partially the result of a lack of anything
peculiarly interesting transpiring in British fandom, but nonetheless I would
still appreciate a postcard or letter from you if you have information or just
gossip, chatter, or comment, For example, news from London is notably
lacking – what does finally reach me comes by a roundabout and curious
route, perhaps because Londoners assume that someone must already have
told me of any happenings. I must therefore assure you that no letter is
considered redundant or superfluous and I do appreciate receiving them.
With some luck there’ll be a Gerbish column next time, though that
rather rests in Gerald’s hands (and the publicity men of the publishing
companies too...).
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SCYTHROP 23 (duplicated:23pp. ¼o)
Editor: John Bangsund, Parergon Books, GPO Box 4946, Melbourne
3001. UK Agent: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton,
Surrey. Available for: trade, contribution, LoC, 6/$2.40 or 6/90p.
The arrival of an issue of Scythrop is an event to brighten the day and
restore all faith in fandom and fanzines; it must, indeed, equal the discovery
of a Hyphen in the letter-box, although Scythrop’s inconsistency and
irregularity (spiced with continual rumours of disaster) adds the feeling of
relief to its reception, Hyphen and Irish Fandom may have been taken for
granted; but you clutch a new Bangsund fanzine and give thanks that another
has actually appeared and that you’ve really got one. You may safely gather
from this that Scythrop is one of my favourite fanzines and one that’s only
matched for enjoyment by occasional issues of the American fannish
fanzines, Energumen, or Fouler. That’s not to say that Scythrop bears any
resemblance to Fouler, I hasten to add. The Aussiezine is beautifully
produced and organized and bears all the signs of careful and intelligent
editing.
This 23rd issue is somewhat smaller than the two previous ones and
slightly less meticulously laid out, However, John has cast his net once again
and captured a good few pieces. D.G.Compton, author of Chronocules, &c,
writes a short informal article advocating the broadening of the sf field
(amongst other things). He does seem to contradict himself though, since he
also suggests that the label ‘sf’ should be abolished or perhaps made
‘respectable’; the article itself is enjoyable, but the conclusions and
suggestions are, as you see, more than somewhat confused.
George Turner and Henry Coachman write a batch of book reviews
which are fairly reasonable, especially since their individuality manages to
appear. Henry Coachman also adds his own, somewhat Philistine humour:
“The cover is the best part of the book: illustrates nothing inside, but may be
presumed to be symbolic of something such as a sheila in a fishbowl hat.” (on
Farewell Earth’s Bliss by David Compton).
Finally there are a couple of poems by James Goodwin and a fine reprint
from The Review by Peter Mathers who takes a twisted look at Workers’
Theatre. In addition there’s a letter column which includes a filk song from
Poul Anderson and a mass of Feghoots by Bob Bloch, Archie Mercer, and
others plus John’s own ambulating editorial, ‘The March of Mind’.
If you don’t see every issue of Scythrop, I’m afraid you’re missing the
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best fanzine around today. I suggest you rectify the situation at once – highly
recommended.
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The BWFS is alive!
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The BRITISH WEIRD FANTASY SOCIETY, catering for all devotees of
fantasy, horror and the supernatural, is now fully operational. For a
reasonable yearly membership fee, an exciting array of services is available.
There is the society’s magazine, Dark Horizons, and a monthly Bulletin with
news and information, free advertising and details of Society services. Other
services include, a lending library (already quite extensive), a fanzine library
where you can keep up with the latest fan-magazines, a magazine chain,
circulating the professional magazines, an amateur writers circle where you
tales can receive constructive criticism, and you in turn can offer comments
on others’ stories, an Information bureau and a correspondence circle. Future
plans also include a Convention. All these services are yours for 75p, the
annual subscription, which should be sent to the secretary, ROSEMARY
PARDOE, 15 SELKIRK COURT, WHITLEY ROAD, LONDON, N17 6RF.
If your interests lie anywhere in the macabre genre, the BWFS is the ideal
thing to involve yourself in. Join Now!
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C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 11

6th November 1971

Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK, every fortnight or so. Subs are available at
4/20p (1st Class), 5/20p (2nd Class & Europe), and 6/$1 (foreign airmail).
North American Agents: Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx,
NY 10457. Australian Agent: David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research,
Victoria 3095. Duplicated by Darrell & Rosemary Pardoe. News this issue
from: Joanne Burger (US), Gerald Bishop, Phillipe Hupp (RF), Ian Maule,
and Mary Legg. Restormel Press Publication: 51.
NEW ANALOG EDITOR: Ben Bova, a member of the SFWA and the New
England SF Assn, is the new editor of Analog (following an interim period
after John Campbell’s death last July). Ben Bova himself is a novelist (The
Duelling Machine, &c) and anthologist (The Many Worlds of SF).
THE MADDING CROWD: On October the 23rd the long expected
meeting between the M.A.D. and Gannet groups took place. Pete Presford,
Lisa Conesa, Brian Robinson, and Pete Colley made the journey up to
Sunderland (and the Gannet pub). Report is said to be forthcoming.
Pete Presford (10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth Reddish, Stockport, SK5 7EY –
phone: 061 480 1452) would like to hear from any other groups who might
relish a similar visit from the ‘hard core’ of the Manchester Group. A floor is
all that’s required and the invitation is a two-way one (just give them a little
notice first).
INTERGALACTIC GANNETCON? Ian Maule suggests a small
Northern con and is ‘seriously considering’ such a thing. “What I had in mind
was to hire a few rooms (one for films, another as a lounge for drinking &
talking) over a Saturday and Sunday so bed and breakfast would have to be
found for the one night.” Ian notes that twenty to thirty people would be
about the right number for everyone to meet everyone else. Ideas and
comments: 59 Windsor Tce, South Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE3
1YL.
TV AND RADIO: BBC Radio 3 are broadcasting a series of four half
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hour programmes on “Ideas in SF” at 9.55pm on Thursdays with Christopher
Evans. Over Christmas they will be doing four more on Horror fiction (Thus:
6.30pm). Both will probably be available from the BSFA Tape Library.
Kit Pedler, creator of the BBC tv series, Doomwatch, is setting up a
think-tank along the lines of the programme to fight environment problems.
It’s to consist of a nucleus of forty scientists, economists, and artists (+
computer) and will produce a Which?-like magazine.
ETHEL LINDSAY asks that I apologise on her behalf for her “lengthy
silence”; her widowed father died in Scotland on Oct 7th and Ethel had to
close up the home and tend to arrangements, returning to find a mass of mail
and other work. My condolences to Ethel and I’m sure that everyone will
understand her difficulties.
FANZINES RECEIVED: An asterisk indicates a recommendation.
Speculation 29 (d.53pp.¼o). Pete Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30. 5/£1 or 4/$2. Sf – Blish, Niven, Strick, Conquest, &c.
Shadow 14 (d.41pp.¼o). David Sutton, 66 Watford Rd, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30. 20p or 50¢. Horror & fantasy – Campbell, Bertin, &c.
Pozitron 71/1 (p.65pp.1/8o). Arpad Toth, Tudomanyos Fantasztikus Klub,
Budapest XI, Bocskai ut 37, Hungary. Sf. (in Hungarian...)
The Middle Earthworm 115 (d.18pp.¼o). Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall. Free. Tolkien chatter.
Locus 98 (d.10pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx, NY
10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch Grove,
Wembley, Middx HA9 9TF. 10/£1.50 (airmail). Sf news.
Scottishe 60 (d.28pp.¼o). Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton,
Surrey. 15p or 10/$3. General – Geis, Birchby, &c.
Fanews 23/5 (sd.18pp.A4) Uwe Sitzenstock, D-3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf,
Gartenweg 2, Germany. 10/2.7odm. German news (in German).
Crossroads 12 (d.35pp.A4). Al Snider, Box 2319, Brown Station, Providence, RI
0912, USA. 3/$1. Fannish & general – Benford, &c.
Forthcoming Sf 4 (sd.3pp.A4). Joanne Burger, address opposite. book news.
What A Weird City! (d.7pp.A4). Joanne’s Noreascon rep.
Fan Addressen (d.37pp.A4) Gerd Hallenberger, 355 Marburg, Alter Kirchhainer
Weg 52, Germany. Details & address of 411 German fans.
HUNGARIAN FANDOM: With Pozitron (see above) came a letter asking
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for contacts, particularly with sf groups – something you might care to take
up, especially since the Hungarian fanzine will have an English summary
next time. From what I could decipher this time, it seems that they’re reading
Aldiss, Simak, &c;and managing to see 2001 and sundry other films. (But
when did Brian write Szürkeszakall!?).
HOST A FAN? Phillipe Hupp, a French student and assoc. Editor of
L’Aube Enclavee, is wondering whether anyone can accommodate him for
three weeks or so next summer, after the Eurocon. He’s willing to help out in
part payment (French lessons, German lessons, or even collating!). 34 rue
Bossuet, 57 Metz, France, if you can help.
GERMAN NEWS: The Fan Poll 1971 Results: Best Fanzine – 1/
Andromeda (SFCD), 2/ Munich Round Up (Kumming), 3/ Quarber Merkur
(Rottensteiner) 4/ SF Times (Alpers). Best Single Issue: SF Times – Comics
(Alpers). Best Fan Author: 1/ Helmut Pesch, 2/ Dieter Steinseifer. Best Fan
Critic: Franz Rottensteiner. Best Fan Artist: Helmut Pesch. Best Article
Writer: Franz Rottensteiner. Best German Novel: 1/ Zone Null (Franke) 2/
Der Zeiter (Jeschke) 3/ Jesus in Osaka (Herburge). Best Translation:
Computer Streiken Nicht (Knight). Best Film: 1/ Rückkehr zum Planet der
Affe 2/ Satyricon. Best tv: Das Millionspiel. For full results, see Fanews
23/6.
ANZAPA: The 19th mailing of the Australian & New Zealand Amateur
Publishing Association has just arrived – page count: 104 + one matchbox. $3
membership – Dennis Stocks, Box 2268, GPO Brisbane, Queensland 4001
for full details.
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: New British releases (October).
Hardback: Sidgwick & Jackson: Now Comes Tomorrow (R.M.
Williams), The Man in the Moone (ed. Pizor & Allan – C18/19th sf). Hale:
The Touch (Daniel Keyes), A Crack in Time (Mark Carrel), The Pyramids
From Space (Jack Bertin). Gollancz: Candy Man (Vincent King), The Wizard
of Earthsea (Ursula Le Guin), The World’s Best Sf 1971 (ed.Carr &
Wollheim). Michael Joseph: Hot Wireless Sets (D.G.Compton). Souvenir:
Mutant 59 – The Plastic Eater (Kit Pedler & Gerry Davis). Longmans: Earth
Abides (G.R. Stewart), The Midwich Cuckoos (Wyndham) – both abridged
school readers. Faber: Anywhen (James Blish), The Stainless Steel Rat’s
Revenge (Harry Harrison). Heinemann: The Molecule Men (Fred & Geoffrey
Hoyle – two short novels). Bodley Head: The Homemade Dragon & Other
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Incredible Stories (Norman Hunter).
Paperback: Pan: Earthlight (Arthur Clarke). Penguin: The Lotus Caves
(John Christopher), The Space Hostages (Nicholas Fisk), Titus Alone &
Gormenghast (Mervyn Peake), Catweazle (Richard Carpenter). NEL:
Methuselah’s Children (Heinlein), A Fighting Man of Mars & Llana of
Gathol (ERB). Corgi: Barefoot in the Head (Brian Aldiss). Sphere: The
Compleat Werewolf (Anthony Boucher), Neutron Star, A Gift From Earth, &
The World of Ptavvs (Larry Niven). Panther: Nightfall 2 (Asimov), The
Overloaded Man (Ballard). Mayflower: The Queen of the Swords (Mike
Moorcock), England Swings Sf (ed. Judith Merril).
Non Fiction: Allen Lane/Penguin: The Penguin Book of Comics (ed
Aldridge). Ian Allen: Film Album 2 – Horror (Allen Eyles).
NOVEMBER – Hardback: Hodder: The Overman Culture (Edmund
Cooper). Cape: Wintersol (Thacker & Earnshaw). Gollancz: Nebula Awards
6 (ed.Simak). Gresham: A Message From Earth (Kenneth Hassler).
Macgibbon & Key: T Minus Tower (Derek Maitland). Joseph: Out of the
Mouth of a Dragon (Mark Geston). Stacy: Tarzan’s Quest (ERB).
Paperback: NEL: Indoctrinaire (Chris Priest). Panther: Don’t Pick The
Flowers (D.F.Jones). Corgi: Star Trek 4 (James Blish), Danny Dunn on the
Ocean Floor (Williams & Abraskin). Sphere: The Syndic (Kornbluth). Faber:
Best SF 5 (ed.Edmund Crispin). Cape: Musrum (Thacker & Earnshaw).
Non Fiction: NEL: A World Away (Maeve Gilmore – a biography of
Mervyn Peake). Penguin: The Enlarged Devil’s Dictionary (Bierce).
Gerald Bishop, 1971.
FRENCH BOOK NEWS: Paperbacks: J’Ai Lu: Killdozer (Sturgeon) –
Dec. I Robot (Asimov), Shambleau (C.L.Moore), The Weapon Shops of Isher
(Van Vogt) – 1972. Ailleurs et Demain/Laffont: The Left Hand of Darkness
(Le Guin), Nova (Delany), Dune Messiah (Herbert).
Two books about sf have appeared – no further details.
Sf specialist Jacques Goimard is taking three university courses on
science fiction.
Philippe Hupp.
US BOOK NEWS: Joanne Burger publishes Forthcoming Sf @ 3/$1
and indexes to sf (68, 69, & 70) at 3/£1 – 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake Jackson,
Texas 77566, USA. They’re all very comprehensive.
CAMBRIDGE SF GROUP: This is in fact a university society with some
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fan members, though it’s open to all. Meetings are in the Maypole at 8.30pm
every Thursday (in full term) and the pub is in Park St, Cambridge. Vick
Hallet and John Piggott are two of the fans involved.
BIRMINGHAM SF GROUP: Forthcoming meetings include Phil
Strick on Dec 17th (at the Imperial Hotel), Prof.Fremlin on ‘The Limits of
Population’ (Jan 21st), and Brian Aldiss on Feb 18th. The Oct 15th meeting
with James Blish was described as the best to date, some fifty-five attending
a talk which treated on factual science in sf and included a put-down of some
unnamed, recent authors of the ‘British School’.
Membership of the Brum Group is now at 62 and Novacon membership
looks like exceeding 150.
NEW EGG AGENT: Seth McEvoy (Box 26, East Lansing,
Mich.48823) is the new American agent for my fannish fanzine, Egg, after a
gap of some months when Ed Read relinquished the post. Anyone interested
can send $1 to Seth for three issues.
FANZINE NEWS: The New York and general US dock strike is, of
course, still the reason why nobody has been receiving many American
fanzines recently; there’s an embargo on European surface mail. // VUG
publications is said to be a hoax. Wow. /// Maya, says Ian Maule, progresses
and the next issue will be some 50 pages long. //// I’m afraid copies of The
Fanarchist 5 still haven’t arrived over here, though they’re supposed to be
being airmailed RSN.
APA-45: The 29th mailing of APA-45 has just been issued. Page count
is 608, with a revised 641pp for mlg 28. Ken Fletcher won the Egoboo Poll
for the second year with Lesleigh Luttrell and Bob Vardeman coming second
and third. Uh, and I came 13th... Membership is only $1, though it’s
restricted to those born in 1945 or after. (Lesleigh Luttrell, 1108 Locust St,
Columbia, Mo.65201, USA). Fifteen on the waiting list, I’m afraid.
Code: XXX = final issue, S = sample, ‘number’ – last paid issue, &c.
CHECKPOINT II.11
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Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK, every fortnight or so. Subs are available at
4/20p (1st Class), 5/20p (2nd Class & Europe), and 6/$1 (foreign airmail).
North American Agents: Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx,
NY.10457, USA. Australian Agent: David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research,
Victoria 3095. Duplicated by Darrell & Ro Pardoe.
Restormel Press Publication: 52.
NOVACON SUCCESS: The first British November sf convention was held
last weekend at the Imperial Centre Hotel, Birmingham, and was judged to be
an exceedingly fine innovation with a pretty good chance of continuing.
About 150 people turned up giving the local fringe fans a good view of
British fandom in all its diversity and splendour – only the Durham ‘Gannett’
group appeared to be completely absent (although Brian Burgess and the
notorious meat-pies were also sadly missing). The convention was chaired by
Vernon Brown and his committee of four: Ray Not-the-Author Bradbury,
Alan Denham, Alan Donnelly, and Pauline Dungate. Help was also provided
by the hotel whose manager happened to be an avid sf reader and the rest of
the Brum Group who use the Imperial as their regular meeting place.
GoH was James White and other professionals present included John
Brunner, Anne McCaffrey, Ken Bulmer, James Blish, Bob Shaw and Kit
Pedler. Chris Priest wasn’t able to make it, unfortunately. Overseas fan
attending were Mario Bosnyak (Germany), Fred Lehrer (US), and Peter
Darling (Australia); the absence of a large continental contingent was one
major difference between this Novacon and the normal British Eastercon.
The Imperial has fairly good facilities for a small convention with two
bars (a public and a residents) and plenty of room. Drinks were served until
demand and money were thin (about 3.30am) and the residents’ bar stayed
open all day – the first time I’ve encountered this at a con. The hotel appears
to have been extensively modernized, the new swivel-cum-rocking chairs in
the bar producing hours of entertainment, for example. Trouble with the hotel
was, as far as I know, minimal (one room party was moved on, though not
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ended, after a noise complaint).
As usual I attended very little of the con programme (Saturday, 10.00am
to 1.00am Sun., Sunday 10.00am to 4.30pm), but did catch part of James
White’s speech which was amusing and well received plus a talk on fanzines
by Pete Weston wherein Pete discovered that the last Speculation had cost
him £50 to produce, a fact he’d have preferred not to have found out... Other
items were as follows: Jack Cohen on ‘Man’s Successors’, Ken Bulmer &
panel on ‘SF Publications’, John Brunner and Kit Pedler on ‘Writing for the
Screen’, Bob Shaw on the ‘Noreascon’ (I would have gone had service at a
nearby Chinese Restaurant been somewhat quicker!), James Blish, Jack
Cohen, and Dr.Johnson on ‘Pantropy vs Terraforming’, and J.Young on
‘Robots and Robotics’. The Time Machine, Village of the Damned, and Jason
and the Argonauts were the three films shown on Saturday. The Programme
Book is an attractively produced publication, though electrostencilled, and
contains a John Brunner song, ‘Only A Robot’, and Bob Shaw on James
White. Ray Bradbury produced a special Novacon commemorative cover –
the first of its kind, since the Post Office strike prevented the Eastercon cover
from receiving its special cancellation.
WHO WAS THAT HIPPY I SAW YOU WITH LAST NIGHT? I
arrived in Brum at 11 am on Friday and immediately bumped into Pete
Weston in Hudson’s Bookshop which had detracted me from the straight
course to the hotel. On finally arriving, however, I noted a disappearing
James White and absolutely no one else, so after checking in (“Which firm
do you belong to, sir?”) I wandered off into the famed new shopping centre,
The Bull Ring, and quickly lost myself amidst indoor fountains, torrents of
escalators, open-plan shops, and budgie cages – all to a Musak
accompaniment... As a topic of conversation, however, it succeeded quite
well; about 50% of fans hated it, 20% liked it, 25% shrugged their shoulders,
and 5% talked sf.
Gray Boak arrived early in the afternoon and, in the absence of anyone
else, we returned to the Bull Ring for the best meal that Woolworth’s could
offer: greasy egg and chips. In the evening, however, a mass of fans poured
into the Imperial and I managed to chat and drink into the early hours,
visiting a quiet party in 329 (Dave Rowe’s?), and finishing in the lounge bar
with the last of the few: Fred Hemmings, Hartley Patterson, Ted Ball, Roy
Kettle, and other late night wanderers.
Breakfast at the Imperial (8.30am, honest!) was small, but acceptable –
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½r Cruttenden making his large and acceptable by demands, pleas, and
outright scavenging. Saturday passed as before with much talk and trips to
the bar, punctured by a trip to a Danish Restaurant with Fred, ½r, Gray Boak,
Brian Hampton, Rambling Jake, and a couple of local fannish girls. Later on
there was a Fancy Dress Party in 324 where Sam Long won a bottle of vodka
dressed as ‘Pontius Pilot’ with toga and sundry aviational gear; Brian
Hampton managed a very credible imitation of a daisy, though the remainder
were largely second outings for Eastercon costumes. Migrating between that
party, Ray Bradbury’s party, and the bar kept me going until 5.00am or
thereabouts.
The final day was comparably quiet, though I did manage to make the
acquaintance of Peter Darling (over from Australia for eighteen months or so)
and the two representatives of the M.A.D. Group, Peter Colley and Peter
Presford who kindly gave me a lift back to Keele along with the half-ton of
ancient Shaggys and Crys which I’d managed to pick up. Since they stopped
off for coffee at Keele, they now have the doubtful honour of being the first
fans to have visited me in my northern habitat – a rare and unlovely glimpse
of the Roberts world...
If my photos turn out, they should appear in Speculation some time;
otherwise I can promise nothing except the possibility of a longer conrep
(and, I trust, better) in Egg. Briefly, however, the whole affair was extremely
enjoyable and a good deal better than some past Eastercons (1968, 1970, for
example). My thanks to the Brum Group.
NOVACON 1972: Three bids were made for next year’s con: Pauline
Dungate for the Imperial, Birmingham; Lee Hopewell for Nottingham; and
Fred Lerner for Teaneck, New Jersey (seconded Mario Bosnyak & myself).
Pauline Dungate’s bid won very soundly and doubtless further details will
appear in the near future.
FANZINES RECEIVED: An asterisk indicates a recommendation.
Focal Point 32 (d.35pp.A4). Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn,
NY 11201, USA. 3/$1. Faanish – Warner, Shaw, Carr, &c.
Pozitron 71/2 (p.66pp.1/8o). Arpad Toth, Trdomanyos Fantasztikus Klub,
Budapest XI, Bocskai ut 37, Hungary. Sf. (In Hungarian).
Fanews 25 (sd.16pp.A4). Uwe Sitzenstock, D-3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf,
Gartenweg 2, Germany. 10/2.70dm. German news. (In German).
Locus 99 (d.8pp.A4) Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx, NY
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10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch Grove,
Wembley, Middx HA9 9TF. 10/£1.50 (airmail). Sf news.
Satellite 4 (d.3pp.¼o). Peter Colley, 2 Bristol Av, Levenshulme, Manchester,
M19 3NU. 6/18p. MAD Group newsletter.
Chao 5 (d.25pp.¼o). John Alderson, Havelock, Victoria 3465, Australia. 30¢ or
40p (15p sounds more likely). Sf & general.
ADDENDA (BOOK NEWS):
November/Hardback: Remploy: Seeds of Life, White Lily (Taine). Faber:
First Contact (Hugh Walters).
November/Paperback: Corgi: Inside (Dan Morgan), New Writings in SF
4, 5 & 6 (ed.John Carnell).
December/Hardback: Hutchinson Education: Day of the Triffids
(Wyndham).
December/Paperback: Sphere: The Other Side of the Mountain (Michel
Bernanos). Panther: Nebula Award Stories 3. NEL: Swords Against Devilry
(Leiber). Pan/Ballantine: Lost Horizon (James Hilton), Phantasies, Lilith
(George Macdonald), Alpha One, Great Short Novels of SF (ed. Silberberg).
Gerald Bishop, 1971.
CORRIGENDUM: Gray Boak duplicated Checkpoint 11, not the
Pardoes (as stated in that issue’s colophon). Gray apologises for the
duplicating – his duper packed in half-way through and at this very moment
is probably in the hands of the small grey men from Gestetner...
PHIL DICK, GoH: The 2nd Annual Vancouver SF Convention on Feb
18/19 1972 will have Phil Dick as Guest of Honour. The con will be taking
place at the Hotel Biltmore and anyone interested should write to SF3 c/o
Student Society, Simon Fraser Univ, Burnaby 2, British Columbia, Canada.
PHILIP WYLIE DEAD: Philip Wylie, the well-known general-and-sf
author (When Worlds Collide, &c) died of a heart attack on the 25th of
October, aged 69. (Locus 99)
CoAs:
Peter Darling, The Grange, Copeswood, Coventry, CV3 1HS.
Greg Pickersgill, Flat 1, 62 Elsham Rd, Kensington, W14.
Mick Rowley, 71 Church St, Tamworth, Staffs.
Ken Eadie, 1 Prosser St, Park Village, Wolverhampton, WV10 9AS.
Ed Reed, Box 681, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.06106, USA.
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last issue.

DELTA GROUP HALLOW-E’EN: “On Saturday the 31st of October, the
Delta Group (Manchester) held its annual Hallow-E’en Party at the home of
Tony and Marjorie Edwards. Also present were the LiG Group who
journeyed from Liverpool and consisted of the entire Shorrock family, Eddie
Jones, Tom Hogan, Suzanne & Kim. Numerous other fen who arrived will
have to remain anonymous, due to an increasing alcoholic haze on my part,
though I do recall Pete Presford of the MAD Group putting in an appearance.
As is to be expected at these gatherings much bheer and wine were
consumed, interspersed with a buffet laid on by Tony and Marjorie (I don’t
mean they actually laid on it of course...).
“The traditional apple-ducking went exceedingly well, so well in fact
that I for one began to suspect that the bowl being used did have punch in it!
“Before everyone became too plastered to think straight, there were
several interesting discussions on definitions of fantasy and sf and, of course,
on the merits of 2001. Harry Nadler projected a silent version of The Seventh
Voyage of Sinbad which was enjoyed by everyone, though some of the ad-lib
dialogue provided by the audience had to be heard to be believed. Blame it on
the booze.
“The party went on into the very early hours and finally broke up with a
vague plan of visiting Belle Vue Zoo sometime on the Sunday.
“Harry & Marie Nadler, Lynda & I arrived at the Zoo about two thirty
and though we saw no sign of other fen (apart from the occupants of the ape
house), we had a great time looking at the animals and drinking, and giving
little Lindsay Nadler rides on the fun fair, and drinking, and drinking, and
drinking...” (Chuck Partington, via Satellite).
TED CARNELL IN HOSPITAL: Locus 99 reports that Ted Carnell is
being treated for near crippling arthritis and would appreciate letters: Ward
M-6, Royal Masonic Hospital, Hammersmith, London W6.
GERMAN FANZINE CHECKLIST: Fanews 25 prints a full list of
German language fanzines currently being produced (with addresses, &c).
Thirty six are listed of which I’ve seen a bare half dozen. Anyone interested
in contacting this segment of international fandom might well start here –
address in the ‘Fanzines Received’ column.
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Checkpoint 13, December 1971
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK (87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ until
January 1st) every fortnight or so. Subs are available at 5/20p (2nd Class) and
6/$1 (foreign airmail) – longer subs (10/40p) welcome. North American
Agents: Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx, NY.10457, USA.
Australian Agent: David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research, Victoria 3095.
Restormel Press Publication: 53. 18th December 1971.
NOVACON: Pete Weston tells me that “the manager of the Imperial Hotel is
apparently ‘delighted’ with Novacon takings. His chain (Centre Hotels) are
now anxious to attract the 1973 Eastercon to one of their hotels.” Would
bidders please note and contact Pete Weston, 31 Pinewall Avenue, Kings
Norton, Birmingham 30. Reduced rates &c may be offered.
Registration for Novacon II is now open: 50p to Pauline Dungate, 8
Stirling Court, Stirling Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham 15.
Finally, there is a Novacon Fanzine Auction – further details of which
appear under the heading ‘Fanzine Collectors’ inside.
SPECULATION III CONFERENCE: Philip Strick will be Chairman
of this fairly sercon gathering next year. The date is the 24th of June and the
place is Birmingham University. Contact Pete Weston (address above) for
further details.
LACoN: Rick Sneary asks if anyone has any auction material for the
1972 Worldcon, particularly writers and publishers. Please notify Rick or
myself if you have. Registration is still £2.50 or 40p for badge and card
membership only; I also have copies of the first and second Progress reports
– send 5p along (in stamps) if you want to see one.
TORCON 2: The ubiquitous Pete Weston is British Agent for the 1973
Worldcon in Toronto, Canada. Robert Bloch is Guest of Honour and Bill
Rotsler Fan GoH; the con itself is being held at the Royal York Hotel on
September 1st-3rd 1973. Supporting membership is $3 (about £1.10) until the
end of 1972.
GANNETCON: Ian Maule and Pete Presford (10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth
Reddish, Stockport, SK5 7EY) are still considering ideas for a small,
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informal convention to be held next year in the north of England. Thus far the
suggestions point to a camp-site gathering in June “in the Notts/York area”,
the main decider being cheapness. Please contact Ian or Pete if you have any
ideas or concrete answers to problems.
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (by Gerald Bishop). Addendum to
the December list last issue: Hardback, Minerva Press – Tales of Mystery &
Imagination (Poe with Harry Clarke’s illos: @ £56.30!).
January 1972.
Hardback: Faber: Poems (Mervyn Peake). Gollancz: Ringworld (Larry
Niven), A Maze of Death (Phil Dick).
Paperback: Sphere: New Worlds Quarterly 3 (ed.Moorcock). Panther:
Let The Fire Fall (Kate Wilhelm), Earth Is Room Enough & The Starts Like
Dust (Asimov). Mayflower: Undersea City (Pohl & Williamson). Penguin:
Mr Pye (Mervyn Peake). Peacock: Citizen of the Galaxy (Heinlein). Arrow:
Solar Lottery (Phil Dick). Pan: The Moonstone (Wilkie Collins). Ballantine:
Breakthrough & Phoenix Prime (Richard Cowper). Corgi: New Writings in Sf
20 (ed.Carnell). NEL: Whipping Star, Dune, The Heaven Makers, The
Santaroga Barrier, The Dragon In The Sea, & The Worlds of Frank Herbert
(all Herbert.
ETHIL THE FROG: This is the Pythonesque title for a new postal
games magazine and organization. John Piggott (17 Monmouth Rd, Oxford)
and Will Haven are running it and intend to specialize in British Abstraction,
a variant of Diplomacy, whilst including regular Diplomacy and perhaps
Risk, Shogi, &c. Novices welcome – write to John for further details.
BRUM GROUP: I managed to attend the last meeting en route from
Keele to Bristol and heard Phil Strick happily stirring up trouble and abuse by
reading an execrable passage from Tau Zero and comparing it with some fine
Disch, Ellison, and even Sturgeon (all received with cries of “That’s not sf!”);
Phil demanded that sf readers should open their categories somewhat wider...
Attendance was estimated at 35-40.
The group’s AGM will be on January 7th, followed by Professor
Fremlin on ‘The Limits of Population’ (Jan 21st), a social meeting (Feb 4th),
Brian Aldiss visitation (Feb 18th), talk on sf fandom’s history (Mar.17th),
and Diane Lloyd, editor of Corgi Books (21st April).
Meetings are in the Imperial Hotel, Birmingham, and normally start at
8.pm – non-members welcome.
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Harry Bell
Anne Boak
Dave Douglass
Jim Marshall
Ian Maule
Ian Penman
Thom Penman
Irene Taylor
Ian Williams
And all honorary members of ‘Gannetfandom’
wish all readers of Checkpoint a Merry Christmas & A Prosperous New Year.
TOLKIEN ILLOS: D.West (48 Norman St, Bingley, Yorks, BD16 4JT)
apologizes for any delays, since he has spent some time in hospital. As stated
earlier, the 26 bound illos are £1.80 and are printed in colour. The Coulsons
are US Agents. ($4.50)
RESTORMEL FANAC: Mundane activities are, I’m afraid, cutting
deeply into my time and there’s not much chance of Egg 6 appearing before
Easter. Still, it’ll leave more time for LoC writes – 27 letter have been
received so far and more are always welcome (copies of Egg 5 are available:
15p or 35¢ (Dave Grigg in Australia, Seth McEvoy in the US)). Work on
Morfarch 4 actually continues!

[included flier]
Does your heart quail and your face pale at the mention of
AARDVARK
fandom?
Do you hide your head in horror when approached by
WOMBAT
fandom?
Does your stomach turn and your penis shrivel at the very thought of
RAT
fandom?
Score 10 for each YES, 5 for each DON’T KNOW, 0 for each NO.
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If you scored 25 or over (and, there again, even if you didn’t), then you are a
potential member of
P*A*R*A*N*O*I*A F*A*N*D*O*M
Yes, Paranoia fandom. The new organisation for all those who suffer from
acute persecution mania.
Led by its dynamic, tall dark and handsome First Speaker, aided and
abetted by his uniquely talented, quite otherworldly Liaison Officer, Paranoia
Fandom seeks to unite all people who feel that the whole world is against
them. We’d like to introduce you to some extra-ordinarily gifted paranoids,
who have created an exciting, mind-bending vision. These are people who
see in a drop of water all the countless millions of plankton, every single one
of them thirsting for vengeance against a pitiless humanity. Who can examine
the foulness of one human being and envisage whole organisations made up
of these same beings. Who forecast such wonderful inventions as the napalm
bomb, the iron maiden, the chastity belt, John J. Pierce and the Spanish
Inquisition!
It must be obvious to all that the foul and despicable world of sciencefiction fandom will not allow such a fine, upstanding institution as Paranoia
Fandom to blossom into existence unhindered. For this reason, it is
imperative that as many potential paranoids as possible contact us at once,
before our enemies have time to adjust their stun guns to kill. Just contact our
First Speaker or Liaison Officer for full details. DO NOT SEND ANY
MONEY NOW. At no stage will you be under obligation to join or to make
any monetary contributions.
Write to:
First Speaker Piggott, 17 Monmouth Rd. Oxford, OX1 4TD; or
Liason Officer Maule, 59 Windsor Tce, S. Gosforth, N/c NE3 1YL.
We look forward to hearing from you.
FANZINES RECEIVED: All are normally available for letter, trade, &c.
An exclamation mark indicates a particular recommendation.
Energumen 10 (d.52pp.A4). Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, Apt 205,
Toronto 156, Ontario, Canada. 50¢. Sf & fannish – Liebscher, Price, Carr.
Chao 6 (d.¼o) John Alderson, Havelock, Victoria 3465, Australia. 30¢ or 40p. Sf
& general.
Gegenschein 3 (d.54pp.¼o). Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
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2776, Australia. 3/$1. Sf & general – Cy Chauvin, Bob Coulson, &c.
SF Commentary 23 (d.50pp.A4). Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. 9/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28
Kinoh Grove, Wembley, Middx HA9 9TF. 9/$1.50. Sf – Lem, Chapdelaine,
Le Guin, &c, &c.
The Fanarchist 5 & 6 (d.25&24pp.¼o). David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research,
Victoria 3095, Australia. 5/$1. UK Agent: myself. 5/50p. fannish.
The Mentor 21 (d.99pp.¼o). Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst, NSW
2076, Australia. 2/$1. UK Agent: myself. 5/£1. Sf & fiction.
Entropion 4 (d.32pp.¼o). Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4,
Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa. 30¢ or 15p. Fannish & general.
MRU 122 (sd.46pp.A4). Waldemar Kumming, 8 München 2, Herzogspitalstrasse
5, Germany. DM 1. Sf & fannish – Blish, Kage, Petri, &c. (In German).
Fanews 27/30 (sd.24pp.A4). Uwe Sitzenstock, D-3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf,
Gartenweg 2, Germany. 10/DM 2.70. German news. (In German).
SF Times 124/5 (p.136pp.A4) Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Strasse 6, Germany. Sf & underground. (In German).
Locus 100 (d.17pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx, BY.
10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, address above. 10/£1.50.
Sf news – Harry Warner, &c.
Some very fine fanzines this time; but none from Britain, you’ll note. Only one
from the US as well, the result, I believe, of the continuing dock strike (or its
aftermath).
FANZINE NEWS: Bob Wilson (210 Markland Dr, Apt 1001, Etobicoke,
Ontario, Canada) has sent an information sheet on Mechta, a new sercon
magazine devoted to “comment, criticism, and scholarship in sf.” The first
issue should appear soon, price 35¢. Pete Colley and Pete Presford are
starting a fanzine (address on page one); no title has been chosen so far. I
might note the continued existence of the Central Contributor’s Pool, an
organization designed to help the new faned with material. It rests with Roger
Waddington, 4 Commercial Street, Norton, Malton, Yorks, at the moment.
FANZINE COLLECTORS: A postal auction of various fanzines is
being held in aid of Novacon funds. Material is varied, but includes Shaggys,
Axes, Fanacs, Yandros. Skyracks, and so on. Closing date is Jan 31st 1972 –
lists from Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept, Univ of Aston, Gosta Green,
Birmingham 4.
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I now have copies of Dave Grigg’s Australian fmz, The Fanarchist 5
and 6, at 12p or 5/50p. Otherwise, there’s single copies of the following:
Shaggy 58 (12p), Gothique 9 (10p), complete Son of New Futurian 1-4 (5p
each, 12p the lot), Monstrosities 2 (Doug Smith – 80pp, including Planet of
the Apes transcript, @ 15p), Granfalloon 9 (15p), The Mentor 19 (20p), No
Eyed Monster 16 & 17 (5p each).
Your last issue, if crossed. Rates on
first page.

Number of your
last issue

CoA:
Mr & Mrs Dany Frolich, 615 Alvar St, New Orleans, La.70117, USA.
Terry & Carol Carr, 1525 Oregon St. Berkeley, Ca.94703, USA.
John D.Berry, 625 Scott, 607, San Francisco, Ca.94117, USA.
TV & RADIO: (Gerald Bishop) Christmas this year is a bit of a boom
time for sf & horror on radio and tv. Christmas week includes (included by
the time most of you read this, but the BSFA Tape Library will have copies
of everything, we hope. Write to Gerald Bishop, 10 Marlborough Rd, Exeter,
EX2 4TJ for details) four Tales of Horror and the Supernatural by
Blackwood on Radio 4 in the mornings, The Horror Story on Thursday
evening at 6.30 (Radio 3), part 2 being Evans & Jonathan Miller talking
about ghosts and M.R.James, and A Ghost Story For Christmas on BBC 1
(‘The Stalls of Barchester’ by M.R.James – 11.05pm Christmas Eve).
‘Pioneers, Oh Pioneers’ is a play on Radio 4 (20th) by Rod Coneybears and
appears to be an sf-fantasy – it stars Ed Bishop from UFO.
Christmas Day has Verne’s Around The World in 80 Days on BBC 1
and Captain Sinbad on my local ITV station (Westward). The following
Monday sees the start of James Hilton’s Lost Horizon in 10 parts at 8.45am
(R4). On Tuesday 28th there’s a 1½hour complete Dr.Who feature on BBC 1
at 4.20pm – Dr Who And The Daemons. A new series starts in the first week
of 1972. Ray Bradbury’s play ‘The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit’ is being
broadcast on Radio 4 at 3pm, Wednesday 29th. All this is in addition to the
regular Land of the Giants, Joe 90, and Star Trek, making it a Wonderful
Xmas?
Gerald Bishop.
The Horror Story on the 30th has Evans & Ballard on Psychohorror,
incidentally.
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Any news for Checkpoint 14, please send to Bristol before 30th or so. Next
issue will be largely devoted to reviews. Advertising sheets are freely
included if fannish, 25p charge if you’re trying to sell something! 100 copies,
please. Try and renew subscriptions before they actually expire, please, since
it makes everything somewhat easier. Thanks. A Happy New Year to
everyone (he said, in the best approved manner)...
HARRY BELL DID THE CARTOON!
CHECKPOINT II 13
from:
Peter Roberts
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ
United Kingdom.
Printed
Matter
Only
AUSTRALIA IN 75!
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Checkpoint 14, January 1972
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 14 18th January 1972
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK. Subs are available at 5/20p (2nd Class &
Europe) or 6/$1 (foreign airmail) – longer subs (10/40p) welcome. North
American Agents: Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx,
NY.10457, USA. Australian Agent: David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research,
Victoria 3095.
Restormel Press Publication: 54. Australia in 75!
LARRY NIVEN, CHESSMANCON GoH: The second issue of Meteor
gives further details of the forthcoming British Eastercon, including the fact
that Larry Niven is to be Guest of Honour and will be travelling over here
with his wife, ‘Fuzzy Pink’. Other speakers likely to appear are John
Brunner, Ken Bulmer, Harry Harrison, and Philip Strick (possibly Brian
Aldiss as well). A film competition (amateur), fancy dress party, and chess
tournament are also planned.
Membership is currently at 126 (with 10 from the USA, 7 from
Germany, 3 from Sweden, and one from Holland) and is available at 50p
from Tony Edwards, 4 Admel Sq, Hulme, Manchester. The con is, of course,
over Easter weekend at the Blossoms Hotel (£3 single b&b) in Chester.
TOLKIEN: Professor Tolkien was 80 earlier this month and, not
unsurprisingly, articles have been appearing thick and fast. I’ve noted a
couple in The Guardian (which is running a readers’ debate on the merits of
Lord of the Rings at the moment) and one in The Sunday Times (Jan 2nd)
with a photo by Lord Snowdon. Review on BBC 2 is doing a programme on
Tolkien, though its initial appearance was cancelled after Chevalier’s death.
Allen & Unwin are also issuing special display material to booksellers this
year.
The British Tolkien Society appears to be reorganizing itself after recent
troubles and inactivity. The AGM was being held at Keith Bridges’ home on
Saturday 15th January, but I’ve no details of that yet.
MERVYN PEAKE: The National Book League (7 Albemarle St,
London W1) is presenting an exhibition of the writings and drawings of
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Mervyn Peake until the 25th January. It’s open from 10am to 6pm on
weekdays and 2pm to 6pm on Sundays (25p admission). Readers of ‘Book
News for SF Freaks’ last issue will have already noted Penguin’s publishing
of Mr Pye on January 27th. The Guardian had an article on Peake and his life
in Sark (with bizarre photo) in the edition of January 5th.
BRUM GROUP: The Novacon has now become an official activity of
the Birmingham Group – “This is to ensure that it does have a future, not to
grasp any sort of ‘power’,” says Pete Weston. 66 people are now on the
membership list which is open to all and includes the 12 monthly bulletins
(50p to Geoff WInterman, 509 Jockey Rd, Wylde Green, Sutton Coldfield.)
ADVENTION: (David Gridd). Advention, the first con ever to be held
in Adelaide, was one of the most informal and outlandish conventions ever
seen in Australia. The committee’s advertising campaign was not as good as
it should have been so only about fifty people turned up, though this turned
out to be about right in terms of accommodation.
The organizers were the Adelaide University SF Association who hired
a converted farmhouse at Belair National Park in the rugged hills of
Adelaide. Fans were housed in two large dormitories, giving the whole thing
a strange, youth-camp effect. Now we know just which fans snore... Cooking
was done at the farmhouse by the femmefans present and was a credit to their
ability.
Bushwalks and talking to pretty femmefans occupied more of the
weekend (Dec 31st-Jan 3rd) than the programme; but some interesting items
were discussed all the same, the main star being a round-table discussion held
by Jeff Harris on ‘Pseudo Science in SF’. The first half was held unofficially
at 3am when half a dozen fans, suffering from sleep deprivation and muscle
fatigue after a midnight bushwalk, thrashed out the theory behind the Slaver
stasis field. Late on the Sunday an informal jam session occurred with John
Bangsund (piano), Lee Harding (vocal), and Merv Binns (whistle); this lasted
nearly two hours and ended with nearly the whole convention crammed into a
room around the piano.
Advention was certainly no average Australian con: the organization
was almost nil, the programme sparsely attended, and the consite incredible;
but it was, all in all, the most informal and socially enjoyable con I have ever
attended.
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (Gerald Bishop). Add to January
list: Hardback: Faber: Var the Stick (Anthony) Cape: Our Gang (Starring
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Tricky & His Friends) (Roth).
Paperback: Penguin: Chocky & The Chrysalids (Wyndham), Brave New
World (Huxley), 1984 (Orwell), Catseye (Norton), The Weathermonger
(Peter Dickinson) – last two are juveniles.
February: Hardback: Hale: Voice from Earth (J.M.Graham), The Time
Winder (H.U.Bevis). Souvenir: Mutant 59: The Plastic Eater (Pedler &
Davis). Cape: For Fear of Little Men (John Blackburn), The Tenth Session
(Rafe Quilty).
Paperback: Panther: Bug Jack Barren (Spinrad). Corgi: Venus + X
(Sturgeon). Sphere: The Alley God (Farmer), The Pawns of Null A & The
World of Null A (van Vogt), Moonchild (Aleister Crowley). NEL: Agent of
Chaos (Spinrad), Through A Glass Clearly (Asimov), The Weapon Makers &
The Weapon Shops of Isher (van Vogt). Pan: This Perfect Day (Ira Levin),
Command Morning (Pearl Buck).
WEIRD TALES: The massive fanzine list is the result of the US dock
strike’s aftermath – some of these arrived with October postmarks, so
American faneds please note and excuse any delays on the part of British
fans. // Pete Presford (10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth Reddish, Stockport, SK5 7EY) and
Pete Colley are asking for material for two new fanzines, Malfunction &
Madcap. // 64th OMPA mailing totalled 296 pages from 17 members.
Another combozine is planned for Easter.

[included flier]
Announcing Lurk!
THE FANZINE THAT SNEAKS UP WHEN YOU’RE NOT LOOKING....
(... or at least, it would have done if we hadn’t made this announcement.)
LURK is the title of our new fanzine, our first venture into fan pubbing.
(COME BACK HERE THIS INSTANT!!!)
Yes, we know all about the firstish phenomenon, but we’re determined to be
the exception (probably won’t be tho’ – SIGH!)
However, YOU LOT out there can brighten up the situation (for us at least),
by simply...
CONTRIBUTING!
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We’ve got plenty of artwork, for the time being at least, an’ we ain’t gonna
publish no pomes, but ANYTHING ELSE is welcome.
LURK is intended to be primarily an OMPAzine, but non-OMPAns can get a
copy of the firstish simply by sending us their name and address (and a stamp
if you’re feeling generous). After that, a LoC, contrib. or trade will usually be
required. We won’t take subs. (Not that you’d be mad enough to pay out
MONEY for something like this, now would you?)
With any luck, LURK ONE will appear in the April 1972 OMPA mailing,
and is/will be published by:MIKE & PAT MEARA, Flat A, 5 Kendleston Road, Derby, ENGLAND.
FANZINES RECEIVED: an asterisk indicates a recommendation.
Afan 2 (d.42pp.A4). Dave Hulvey, Rt 1, Box 198, Harrisonburg, Va 22801, USA.
Free. Fannish & general – Arnie Katz, Dennis Stocks, &c.
Beabohema 17 (d.45pp.A4). Frank Lunney, Box 394, Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pa.18105, USA. 50¢. Fannish & general – Carr/Bok, &c.
Beabohema 18 (d.35pp.A4). As above – Arnie Katz, Lapidus, Schalles, &c.
37 (d.20pp.¼o). Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd, Sheffield, S11 9FE. 4/30p.
Personal & general – Alan Burns.
Fanews 31/2 (sd.10pp.A4). Uwe Sitzenstock, D-3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf,
Gartenweg 2, Germany. 10/3.70dm (foreign). German sf & fan news.
Fangle 1 (d.19pp.A4). Ross Chamberlain, 50 East First St, New York,
NY.10003, USA. 35¢. Faanish & personal – Arnie Katz, Bill Kunkel.
Focal Point 33 (d.29pp.A4). Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn,
NY.11201, USA. 3/$1. Faanish – Carr, Glicksohn, Toomey.
Forthcoming SF Books 5 (d.7pp.A4). Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, Usa. 4/$1. US books till Dec 1972.
Gamma 6 (sd.2pp.¼o). Phil Spencer, 65 Southdown Rd, Portslade, Brighton,
BN4 2HL. Tolkien Society news.
Gamma 7 (sd.2pp.¼o). As above.
Haverings 51 (d.8pp.¼o). Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey. 6/40p.
Comments on fanzines received.
3 (d.31pp.¼o). Brian Robinson & Paul Skelton, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. 3p stamp. General.
2 (d.66pp.A4). Tom Collins, 43 Butler St, Meriden, Conn.06450, USA. Free.
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General – Walter Breen, Marion Z.Bradley, Lowndes, &c.
Locus 101 (d.8pp.A4). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx,
NY.10457, USA. 12/$3. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Kinch Grove,
Wembley, Middx, HA9 9TF. 10/£1.50. Sf news & reviews.
Locus 102 (d.10pp.A4). As above – Jack Gaughan column.
Locus 103 (d.21pp.A4). As above – magazine survey, &c.
Mescific 30 (p.22pp.½A4). Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, Bucks, SL3
7DQ. 7½p. Fiction & general – Steve Joyce, &c.
Mescific 31 (p.35pp.½A4). As above (9p)
Midgard 9 (d.20pp.fscp). Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks. Free. Fantasy gaming – final rules (1st draft).
Moebius Trip 10 (d.45pp.A4). Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill. 61604, USA.
3/$1. Sf & general – Mervyn Barrett, Leon Taylor, &c.
News From Bree 4 (d.8pp.¼o). Hartley Patterson (see above). Free. Tolkien
Society news.
Placebo 1 (d.16pp.A4). Moshe Feder & Barry Smotroff, 142-34 Booth Memorial
Av, Flushing, NY.11355, USA. 25¢. General – Bill Kunkel.
Potlatch 6 (d.30pp.A4). Joyce Katz, 59 Livingston St, Brooklyn, NY 11201,
USA. 35¢. Faanish – Bob Tucker, Carr/Degler, Arnie Katz, &c.
Potlatch 7 (d.30pp.A4). As above – Carr/Coleman, Arnie Katz, Burley.
Rats! 11 (d.24pp.A4). Bill Kunkel & Charlene Komar, 72-41 61st St, Glendale,
NY.11227, USA. 35¢. Faanish – Carr/Chuck Harris, Katz.
Rats! 12 (d.30pp.A4) As above – Carr/White, Greg Shaw, Arnie Katz.
SF Arena 1 (d.11pp.¼o). Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd, Sunderland, SR4
7RD. Free. Sf discussion.
Tomorrow And... 7 (p.22pp.A4). Jerry Lapidus, 54 Clearview Fr, Pittsford,
NY.14534, USA. 5/$2. SF & fannish – andy offutt, Koontz, &c.
Twentieth Century Unlimited 3 (sd.16pp.A4). Andy Porter, 55 Pineapple St,
Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. Personal & general – Glicksohn, &c.
Your last issue, if crossed. Rates on
Number of your
first page.
last issue
CHECKPOINT’S INTERNAL ORGAN: My apologies to a number of
people for considerable delays in the mailing of recent issues; my listing has
become somewhat unwieldy after fifteen numbers and a new one is now in
operation. However, Checkpoint itself will be extremely irregular until my
Finals finish in June – common sense and conscience tell me that I should be
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working at this very moment, in fact... Now, after that, mind, there should be
a fair old stream of fanzines (and Mor-farch fanciers may like to know that
I’m in touch with Roger Woods once again.)
FRENCH BOOKS AND ASSORTED NEWS: The writer Jean-Pierre
Andrevon organized a large convention in Grenoble last month. Some forty
films were shown (Metropolis, Dr. Strangelove, &c) and there were several
art and comic exhibits (with material by Ed Emsh, Finlay, Gaughan, and so
on).
Forthcoming and recent sf books: paperback: J’Ai Lu: Cosmic Rape
(Sturgeon), The Caves of Steel (Asimov), The Voyage of the Space Beagle
(van Vogt), & The Players of Null A (van Vogt). Denoel: Creatures of Light
And Darkness (Zelazny).
Hardback (?): Ailleurs et Demain/Laffont: Bug Jack Barron (Spinrad)
Futurs sans Avenirs (J.Sternberg), & Stand on Zanzibar (Brunner).
Galaxie/OPTA: Dorsai (Dickson), Isle of the Dead (Zelazny), & Zei (de
Camp). CLA/OPTA: Tschai (Vance) & The Fall of the Towers (Delany).
(Philippe Hupp)
FANTASTIC FILMS: Walt Lee (PO Box 66273, Los Angeles, CA
90066, USA) is taking orders for his massive Reference Guide to Fantastic
Films. It has 20,000 film listings from 50 countries over a period of 75 years.
Prepublication price is $22.50, so it’s something for the specialist or fanatic.
Thanks to the Pardoes for the duplicating
CHECKPOINT II.14
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Peter Roberts
The Hawthorns
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Checkpoint 15, March 1972
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 15 17th March 1972
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK. Subs are available at 5/20p or 10/40p (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/£1 (foreign airmail). Australian Agent: David Grigg,
1556 Main Rd, Research, Victoria 3095. North American Agents: Charlie &
Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx, NY. 10457, USA. Duplicated by
Darroll & Rosemary Pardoe. News this time from: Malcolm Edwards,
Rosemary Pardoe, Hartley Patterson, and Peter Weston. Restormel Press
Publication: 55.
CHESSMANCON: The con hotel filled up fairly quickly it seems; I didn’t
return the booking-form immediately and was relegated to the Peacock Hotel
instead of the Blossoms. Further details of the con programme are available:
films to be shown include The Jester’s Tale (directed by Zeman of Baron
Munchhausen fame), Return of the Cybernaughts [sic], Barbarella,
Fahrenheit 451, and Godzilla Vs the Thing. Lisa Conesa (54 Manley Rd,
Whalley Range, Manchester, M16 8HP) is organizing a chess tournament, as
befits the con’s title, and Rog Peyton (address on last page) is looking after
the Ken McIntyre Memorial Award for UK fanzine artwork (the fund for this
now stands at £24.12). Registration details on the back page. Hope to see you
there.
DOREEN PARKER, GoH: This year’s Novacon in Birmingham will
have as Guest of Honour the well-known British convention and organization
(!) fan, Doreen Parker; membership details and the like are on the back page.
HUGO NOMINATIONS: I now have copies of this year’s Hugo
nomination forms, if anyone wants them. Only Noreascon and LACoN
members are eligible, though you can join the latter by sending £2 to me,
Peter Roberts. The 3rd LACon Progress Report has also arrived and I’ll be
happy to send it to anyone interested as a sample (3p stamp, please). Of
possible Best Novel contenders, The World Inside (Silverberg), The Traveller
in Black (Brunner), and Operation Chaos (Anderson) have been ruled
ineligible for various reasons.
PEOPLE: Malcolm & Christine Edwards were married on February
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12th and Graham & Pat Charnock on February 29th. My felicitations to all...
// Sam Moskowitz was at a recent Globe meeting and Larry Niven should be
in London before the Eastercon (Fred Pohl will probably be over here as
well). // Bill Kunkel & Charlene Komar, famed editors of the American
faanish fnz, Rats!, will be in Britain late April/Hay and plan some visiting
before returning to marry in the US in June.
QUARTERLY FANZINE DIRECTORY: A printed card has arrived
from Ray Denton, 3 Collingwood Court, Folkestone, Kent, asking for details
of fanzines for inclusion in the listing. He wants to know the title, address,
page number & size, repro, and rates plus brief comments on content. Not a
CIA plot, says Ray.
A Tolkien meeting report from Hartley Patterson will appear next issue,
as well as Gerald Bishop’s column of Book News.
FANZINES RECEIVED: An asterisk indicates a recommendation.
Amseph 1 (26pp:¼o:d). Andrew Davey, 5 Spring Gardens, Harewood, Leeds,
LS17 9LL. Fiction, verse, &c. Thom Penman, Nick Shears, &c. 15p)
Anduril 0 (14pp:¼o:d) John Martin, 27 Highland Drive, Bushey, Herts. Official
Bulletin of the Tolkien Society news, &c. (20p)
*Cipher 4 (26pp:A4:d) Chris Couch, Route 2, Box 889, Arnold, Missouri 63010,
USA. Faanish – Arnie Katz, Jay Kinney, &c. (35¢)
*Cipher 3 – as above: Jim Reuss, &c. (25¢)
Cor Serpentis 2 (29pp:¼o:d). Christine McGowan, c/o Union, Monash U,
Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australia. General (reprints). (free)
Cover 1. (41pp:A4:d). Jeff Schalles, Box 288 GCC, Grove City, Pa.16127, USA.
General. (40¢)
Cypher 6 (70pp:A4:d). James Goddard & Mike Sandow, Woodlands Lodge,
Woodlands, Southampton, Hants. Sf – Aldiss interview, &c. (15p)
*Egoboo 13 (28pp:A4:d). John D.Berry & Ted White, 35 Dusenberry Rd,
Bronxville, NY.10708, USA. Faanish – Bob Shaw, Rotsler, Demmon. ($1)
*Egoboo 14 (12pp) – as above. Letters.
Ethil The Frog 1 (3pp:fscp:x). John Piggott, Jesus College, Cambridge, CB5 8BL.
New postal Diplomacy zine. (5p)
Fanews 33/4 (14pp:A4:sd). Uwe Sitzenstock, D-3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf,
Gartenweg 2, Germany. In German. Sf, fan, & media news. (10/3.70dm)
Fanews 35/6/7 (20pp) – as above.
Fanews 38 (6pp) – as above.
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*Focal Point 34 (23pp:A4:d). Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6-B, Brooklyn,
NY.11201, USA. Faanish – Terry Carr, Harry Warner. (3/$1)
Forthcoming SF Books 6 (5pp:A4:d). Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. Publishers’ lists. (US) (3/$1)
Free Orbit 3 (30pp:fscp:d). Audrey Walton, 25 Yewdale Crescent, Coventry, CV2
2FF. Fiction – Sneyd, Noyle, &c. (Free?)
*Granfalloon 14 (59pp:A4:d). Ron & Linda Bushyager, 111 MacDade Blvd, Apt
B211 Sutton Arms Apts, Folsom, Pa.19033, USA. Fannish & general. Ted
White, Arnie Katz, Don D’Ammassa, &c. (60¢)
*Kratophany 1 (27pp:A4:d). Eli Cohen, 417 W 118th St, Apt 63, New York,
NY.10027, USA. Fannish & general – Boardman, Kaufman, &c. (50¢)
*Locus 104 (8pp:A4:d). Charlie & Dena Brown, 2078 Anthony Av, Bronx,
NY.10457, USA. Sf news. (12/$3) UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 75a
Harrow View, Harrow, Middx. (10/£1.50).
*Locus 105 – as above.
Locus 106 – as above.
Locus 107 – as above (6pp).
Locus 108 – as above (10pp) + Jack Gaughan article.
Macrocosm 1 (42pp:A4:d). Rob Holdstock, 15 Highbury Grange, London N5.
Fiction – Leroy Kettle, Bryn Fortey, etc. (10p)
Malfunction 1 (27pp:2/4o:x). Pete Presford & Pete Colley, 10 Dalkeith Rd,
Sth.Reddish, Stockport. Fannish & general. (free?)
Maya 3 (37pp:2/4o:d). Ian Maule, 59 Windsor Tce, South Gosforth, Newcastle
on Tyne, NE3 1YL. Faanish – Eastercon (71) reps – Boak, &c. (10p)
Moebius Trip 11 (30pp:A4;d). Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill. 61604, USA.
General – Philip Jose Farmer, andy offutt, &c. (50¢)
Mota 2 (28pp:A4:d). Terry Hughes, 407 College Av, Columbia, Mo.65201, USA.
Fannish & general – Arnie Katz, Creath Thorne. (25¢)
Mota 3 (33pp) – as above. Faanish – John D.Berry, &c.

[included flier]
The BWFS is alive!
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The BRITISH WEIRD FANTASY SOCIETY, catering for all devotees of
fantasy, horror and the supernatural, is now fully operational. For a
reasonable yearly membership fee, an exciting array of services is available.
There is the society’s magazine, Dark Horizons, and a monthly Bulletin with
news and information, free advertising and details of Society services. Other
services include, a lending library (already quite extensive), a fanzine library
where you can keep up with the latest fan-magazines, a magazine chain,
circulating the professional magazines, an amateur writers circle where you
tales can receive constructive criticism, and you in turn can offer comments
on others’ stories, an Information bureau and a correspondence circle. Future
plans also include a Convention, All these services are yours for 75p, the
annual subscription, which should be sent to the secretary, ROSEMARY
PARDOE, 15 SELKIRK COURT, WHITLEY ROAD, LONDON, N17 6RF.
If your interests lie anywhere in the macabre genre, the BWFS is the ideal
thing to involve yourself in. Join Now!
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Osfan vol.III.0 (3pp:A4:d). Mike Mannon, 6218½ Hancock Av, St Louis,
Missouri, 65159, USA. St.Lois club news. (free?)
Osfic 25 (31pp:A4:p). Peter Gill, 18 Glen Manor Dr, Toronto 13, Ontario,
Canada. Last issue. General – Glicksohns, &c. (free)
Outworlds 3/1 (24pp:A4:d). Bill Bowers, Box 87, Barberton, Ohio 44203, USA.
General – Brunner, Lowndes, Glicksohn, &c. (60¢)
Psywar 5 (11pp: A4+¼o:d) Keith Walker, Psychiatric Training School, Burnley
General Hospital, Lanes. Occult, &c. (free?)
Rats! 13 (20pp;A4:d) Bill Kunkel & Charlene Komar, 72-41 61st St, Glendale,
New York 11227, USA. Faanish – Arnie Katz, Berry. (35¢)
Rats! 14 (32pp) – as above. Bob Shaw, John D.Berry, Harry Warner.
Sandworm 14 (26pp:A4:d). Bob Vardeman, Box 11352, Albuquerque, NM.
87112, USA. General – Beetem, &c. (50¢) Sandworm 15 (34pp) – as above.
Tucker, Tackett, &c.
*SF Commentary 24 (50pp:A4:d). Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. Sf – Lem, Gillam, &c. (9/$3)
*SF Commentary 25 (50pp) – as above. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards.
*SF Times 126 (99pp:octo;p) Hans-Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Strasse 6, Germany. In German. Sf news & reviews.
Starling 20 (31pp:A4:d). Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 1108 Locust St, Columbia,
Missouri 65201, USA. Fannish & general. (35¢)
Tellus International 2 (6pp:A4:d). Gerd Hallenberger, D-3550 Marburg, Alter
Kirchhainer Weg 52, Germany. In English. Sf news. (10/65p)
Terran Times 4 (43pp:¼o:d), Shayne McCormack, 49 Orchard Rd, Bass Hill,
NSW 2197, Australia. Star Trek, &c. (free?)
The Hog on Ice 1 (16pp:A4:d) Creath Thorne, 1022 College Av, Columbia, Mo.
65201, USA. Personal & general. (25¢)
The Middle Earthworm 16 (20pp:¼o:d) Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall. Tolkien letter-zine. (free)
The Phantom Detective/Pulp Era 75 (30pp:A4:p). Lynn Hickman, 413 Ottokee St,
Wauseon, Ohio 43567, USA. Pulp mags & reprints/collecting.
TNFF 31/6 (29pp:A4:d). Arthur Hayes, Box 1030, South Porcupine, Ontario,
Canada. N3f news &c reports.
*Tomorrow And... 8 (64pp:A4:p+d). Jerry Lapidus, 54 Clearview Dr, Pittsford,
NY.14534, USA. Sf & general – offutt, Gerrold, Vardeman.
War Bulletin 25 (4pp:fscp:d). Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
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Beaconsfield, Bucks. Diplomacy zine. (3p)
*Warm Heart Pastry 1 (15pp:A4:d). Neal Goldfarb, 30 Brodwood Dr, Stamford,
Conn. 06902, USA. Faanish – Bob Shaw, Greg Benford. (35¢)
Wombat 3 (50pp:¼o:d). Ron Clarke & Shayne McCormack, 78 Redgrave Rd,
Normanhurst, NSW 2076, Australia. General. (free)
Zimri 2 (50pp:A4:d). Lisa Conesa & Phil Muldowney, 54 Manley Rd. Whalley
Range, Manchester, M16 8HP. General. (10p)
Twelve British fanzines, twenty eight American, five Australian, five
German, and two Canadian... The fact that Checkpoint is a month overdue
shows slightly, I fear.
FANZINE NEWS; Malcolm Edwards has folded Quicksilver and is
now editor of the BSFA’s Vector (whilst Gray Boak now has the BSFA’s
duplicator). Note the five new UK fanzines in the above list, plus the return
of Maya, under new editorship (Ian Maule).
CONVENTION PROGRESS REPORTS RECEIVED: I’ll be happy
to make this a regular feature if con publicists continue to send along their
information and reports:
CHESSMANCON (Chester, UK, Easter 72) ... Meteor 3 received. Registration is
50p from Tony Edwards, 4 Admel Sq, Hulme, Manchester 15. 160 have
joined so far. Blossoms Hotel now full (overflow hotels available). GoH is
Larry Niven. Pros probably in attendance: Brian Aldiss, Fred Pohl, Harry
Harrison, James White, Ken Bulmer, &c.
NOVACON II (Birmingham, UK, 4-5th Nov 72) PR 1 received. Registration is
50p from Jeff Hacker, 92 Wisley Way, Harborne, Birmingham B32 2SU. 39
have joined so far. Imperial Hotel. GoH is Doreen Parker.
LA WORLDCON (Los Angeles, US, 1-4th Sep 72) PR 3 received. Membership is
£2 (associate) from myself (UK Agent). 568 have joined so far. International
Hotel. GoH is Fred Pohl. More info from me available.
TORONTO WORLDCON (Canada, Sep 73) PR 1 received, Membership is £1.20
from Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Birmingham B38 9AE (associate). 391
joined so far. Royal York Hotel. Bob Bloch is GoH.
EASTERCON 72 (Melbourne, Aus, Easter 72) PR 2 received. Membership is £2
(associate) from Space Age Books, 317 Swanston St, Melbourne, V. 3000,
Australia. Savoy Plaza Hotel. No GoH.
COAs: Malcolm Edwards, 75a Harrow View, Harrow, Middx.
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Bob Rickard, 31 Kingswood Rd, Moseley, Birmingham 13 9AN. Ken
Slater, 39 West St, Wisbech, Cambs, PE13 2LX.
Dave Bendelow, (add postcode: DH8 5LN).
BWFS NEWS: (Rosemary Pardoe) “Phil Spencer had to give up the
editorship of the Society magazine before he got an issue out. I took over as
editor and have now put out two issues. The society Bulletin has been coming
out monthly as planned. The new secretary is Sandra Sutton (66 Watford Rd,
Kings Norton, Birmingham 30). The society seems to have got off the ground
now, I’m pleased to say. We hope to get some sort of meeting together at the
Chessmancon.”
ANDROMEDA BOOK CO: Catalogues 13 & 14 have arrived from
Rog Peyton (131 Gillhurst Rd, Harborne, Birmingham B17 8PG) and present
lists of magazines & pbs for sale, as well as author check lists (Dick, Simak,
Herbert); well-printed too, with McCabe cover on 13.
CHECKPOINT II.15
from:
Peter Roberts
The Hawthorns
Keele, Staffs
Great Britain
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 16, March 1972
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 16 20th March 1972
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, The
Hawthorns, Keele, Staffs, UK. Subs are available at 5/20p (10/40p) (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/$1 (foreign airmail). North American Agents: Charlie
& Dena Brown, 20?8 Anthony Av, Bronx, NY.10457, USA. Aussie Agent:
David Grigg, 1556 Main Rd, Research, Victoria 3095. Duplicated by Darroll
& Rosemary Pardoe. News from: Gerald Bishop, Roberta Gray, and Hartley
Patterson. Restormel Press Publication: 56.
DOWN UNDER FAN FUND: A voting form should be included in this
issue with details of DUFF and the candidates. The Coulsons, who originally
intended to stand, have dropped out leaving Lesleigh Luttrell and Andy
Porter in the running. According to Locus the fund now has $600 in the
Treasury and needs another $200 or so (in the unlikely event of it falling
short the candidates have agreed to make up the difference, though this will
curtail their stay in Australia) Should any British fans have currency
difficulties they can send me the 40p required and I’ll ask Dave Grigg to
forward the Australian equivalent to John Foyster.
FREDRIC BROWN DEAD: Well-known Sf and mystery writer
Fredric Brown died earlier this month at his home in Tucson, Arizona, aged
65. In 1947 he won the Mystery Writers’ Poe Award for The Fabulous
Clipjoint and was always a celebrated writer of sf short stories and humour.
TOLKIEN SOCIETY AGM: (Hartley Patterson) “Jan 15th: about a
dozen members, attended; it was held at the home of TS Chairman, Keith
Bridges. This was by far the most successful meeting of the Society, as a lot
was achieved with a minimum of argument. The Chairman went over the
accounts and explained the sorry mess the now departed Treasurer had left
them in. Arthur Cruttenden, however, had sorted them out after many hours
hard labour. It was found that the Society was still in credit, so funds were
hastily transferred to the new Treasurer, Archie Mercer. The Society has
about 90 members out of 200 known Tolkien fans in Britain.
“The Secretary, Belladonna, mentioned in her report the 80th birthday
present she sent on behalf of the Society to Prof. Tolkien: a jar of tobacco,
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which was apparently very well received.
“The Constitution (101st. draft) was finally approved and a new
committee elected, including, in addition to the above, Jon Simons of London
University Hobbit Soc. as Vice-Chairman and your humble reporter as
member without portfolio. The committee coopted Steve Thomson as editor
of the Society’s zine, Mallorn, and John Martin as editor of the newsbulletin,
Anduril.
“At a later meeting, the sub was fixed at £1 p.a. (75p for smial members)
which would cover 4 Mallorns and as much else as possible. There will be a
TS meeting (moot?) at CHESSMANCON and also at EUROCON in Trieste.”
FANZINES RECEIVED: Only two days have passed since the last listing,
so the column is fairly short. An asterisk, as always, indicates a
recommendation (‘A4’ by the way stands not only for British A4 paper, but
also American & Continental ‘Quarto’. ‘d’ is duplicated (mimeo for
Americans), ‘sd’ spirit dupered (ditto), ‘p’ printed, and ‘x’ xeroxed.)
Cipher 5 (23pp:A4:d). Chris Couch, Route 2, Box 889, Arnold, Missouri 63010,
USA. Faanish – Ray Nelson, Doug Lovenstein, &c. (35¢)
Cover 2 (52pp:A4:d). Jeff Schalles, Box 288 Grove City College, Grove City, Pa.
16127, USA. General. (50¢)
Cynic 4 (34pp:A4:d). Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey,
1KT 3EG. Faanish – Eastercon (71) reps – Kerry, Gilbert, &c.
Energumen 11 (58pp:A4:d). Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, Apt 205,
Toronto 156, Ontario, Canada. Fannish & general. (75¢)
Fanews 39/40/1/2 (26pp:A4:sd). Uwe Sitzenstock, 3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf,
Gartenweg 2, Germany. In German. Sf & fan news. (10/3.70dm)
Starling 21 (31pp:A4:d), Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 1108 Locust St, Columbia,
Missouri 65201, USA. General – Coulson, Thorne, &c. (50¢)
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: New British books (Gerald Bishop’s
column).
FEBRUARY: (not listed last time) HARDBACK: Gollancz: Ariel Like A
Harpy – Mary Shelley & Frankenstein (Christopher Small). Rapp & Whiting:
Orbit 6 (ed Knight). Leslie Frewin: Horror Man – Karloff (P. Underwood).
Academy/MacMillan: Illustrators of Alice (Ovenden – ill.).
PAPERBACK: Penguin: A Clockwork Orange (Burgess), Titus Groan
(Peake) Animal Farm (Orwell). Sphere: Saliva Tree (Aldiss). Panther: The
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Green Man (Amis). Academy/MacMillan: Illustrators of Alice (Ovenden –
ill.).
SFBC Selection: The Preserving Machine (Phil Dick)
MARCH: HARDBACK: Sidgwick & Jackson: If It Had Happened
Otherwise (ed. J.C.Squire – contains sf by Winston Churchill), Out Of Their
Minds (Simak). Gollancz: The Lathe of Heaven (Le Guin), Conscience
Interplanetary (Joseph Green), Dread Companion (Norton), Patterns of
Chaos (Colin Kapp), The Disappearance (Wylie), Hungry As Hunters (David
Thompson), Dimension X (ed.Knight), Greenshards (Marie Buchanan), The
Universe Makers (Don Wollheim on sf). Cape: The Ruined Map (Kobo Abe).
Faber: Fugue for a Darkening Island (Chris Priest) Hale: Flash (E.C.
Williams). Joseph: The Golden Virgin (Alan Dipper). Hamilton: Sword of the
Spirits (John Christopher). Davis Poynter: Stanley Kubrick Directs
(A.Walker). Cornmarket Press: The Reign of George VI, 1900-1925 (Anon),
Memoirs of the Year 2500 (Mercier). The Last Man (Mary Shelley – 3 vols),
Eureka: A Prophecy of the Future (R.Williams – 3 vols), The Air Battle
(H.Lang), The Coming Race (Edward Lytton), The Battle of Dorking
Controversy (G.Chesney et al), Three Hundred Years Hence (William Hay),
A Crystal Age (W.H.Hudson), News From Nowhere (Morris). Looking
Backward (Bellamy).
PAPERBACK: Penguin: The Day of the Triffids (Wyndham), The War
of the Worlds (Wells), The Lotus Caves (Christopher). Panther: Orbit 4 (ed
Knight), Slaughterhouse 5 (Vonnegut). Sphere: Captive Universe (Harry
Harrison), The Primal Urge (Aldiss), Space Lords (Smith), The Men in the
Jungle (Spinrad). Tandem: Priest Kings of Gor (Jakes).
NEL: Revolt in 2100 (Heinlein). Mayflower: The King of Swords, The
Queen of Swords, The Knight Of Swords (Moorcock). Corgi: The Best From
New Writings, 1 (ed Carnell). Arrow: Jagged Orbit (Brunner). Hodder: The
Secret People, Stowaway to Mars (Wyndham). Pan: 100 Years of Sf
(ed.Knight) – 2 vols., Spectrum 4, Spectrum 5 (ed.Amis & Conquest).
Ballantine: A Voyage To Arcturus (Lindsay), The Water of the Wondrous Isle
(Morris).
SFBC Selection: The Pollinators of Eden (John Boyd)
APRIL: HARDBACK: Gollancz: The Tombs of Atuan (Le Guin), Holding
Wonder (Henderson), Kuldesak (Cooper). Faber: The Day After Judgement
(Blish). Sidg & J: Nightwings (Silverberg), Timescoop (John Brunner), SF
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Special 6 (Alley God, Space Lords, Profit of Doom). P. Davies: Stonehenge
(Harry Harrison & Stover).
PAPERBACK: NEL; The Sleeping Sorceress (Moorcock), Dune
(Herbert), Pan: R is for Rocket & S is for Space (Bradbury), The Palace of
Eternity (Shaw). Piccolo: The Making of Dr.Who (Hulke & Dicks). Panther:
God Bless You Mr Rosewater (Vonnegut), Destination: Universe (van Vogt).
Mayflower: The Dying Earth (Vance). Corgi: A Wilderness of Stars
(Ed.Nolan). Tandem: Donovan’s Brain (Siodmak), Rockets Galore
(Mackenzie). Sphere: New Worlds 4 (ed.Moorcock), The Eyes of Heisenberg
(Herbert). Ballantine: The Cream of the Jest (Cabell), Lud-in-the-Mist (Hope
Mirrlees).
SFBC Selection: The Caves of Karst (Lee Hoffman).
[Gerald doesn’t mention the three sf novels listed by Penguin for March –
Black Easter (Blish), Do Androids &c, 3 Stigmata of P.E. (Dick)]
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: Phoenix (Richard Cowper, Ballantine, 30p):
“It was dangerous bravado, for the rebel of the 24th century could find
himself rehabilitated. But Bard had a plan, a scheme rather: he would enter
the Caves of Sleep until he reached the age of 21 and then he could be his
own man without let or hindrance, and with control of a fairly large fortune.
But eyen in the 24th century, schemes and plans have a way of going awry...”
Breakthrough (Richard Cowper, Ballantine, 30p): “If a man lives in two
worlds, and both are real, what then? Is he mad, or sane? One person, or
two?” Neither of the Cowpers look much good, quite honestly. However,
Bob Silverberg’s new anthology of best sf stories, Alpha 1 (Ballantine, 35p),
contains a fine selection with fourteen stories by Bester, Aldiss, Ballard, and
lesser writers (Poul Anderson, Vance, etc). His other anthology, Great Short
Novels of SF (Ballantine, 35p), is a rather curious mixture of six novellas
from Chandler’s Giant Killer (1945) to Zelazny’s The Graveyard Heart
(1964); as a whole it’s uneven, but it may be useful to have some of these in
print again (Two Dooms (Kornbluth), Telek (Vance), 2nd Game (MacLean),
& Beyond Bedlam (Guin)).
Two novels I highly commend to you are Phantastes and Lilith (both
Ballantine, 40p each) by George MacDonald. MacDonald was a Scottish
novelist and Congregationalist minister (before being dismissed for heresy)
and lived from 1824-1905, writing some 25 or so novels in that time. As a
writer of novels set in rural Aberdeen, he gained some importance as a
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precursor of the Kailyard school; but Phantastes (1858) and Lilith (1895) are
fantasy novels with highly allegorical and mystical themes. The later book
descends at times into moralistic dialogues, but they’re disguised by the
surrealistic nature of the characters and the setting. There’s also a certain
Christian optimism (“Life was a cosmic holiday!”) which I find distasteful,
though the modern reader can counteract this by observing that all is illusion
– after the Absurdists the most innocent of passages seem ambiguous. These,
then, are important books in the development of fantasy, whilst they should
appeal to the general reader, since MacDonald is a fair stylist and a
competent novelist.
RATS! 14 (Bill Kunkel, 72-41 61st St, Glendale, NY.11227, USA. and
Charlene Komar, 85-30 121st St, Kew Gardens, NY 114125, USA.)
Rats! is a recently revived faanish fanzine (this is the 7th issue in the
new series, in fact) which owes a lot to the revival of the New York faneds
and the major faanzines, Focal Point, Potlatch, and Egoboo. The appearance
is fairly similar with hand-cut Rotsler and Ray Nelson cartoons, though this
particular issue boasts a printed cover by Tom Foster; however, the content is
the sort of individual and personal one that you come to expect from the good
faanish fanzines. Both editors contribute introductory columns, Bill’s
‘Drivel’ rambling all over the place with conversations on the toughness of
rats and the possibilities of being a Jewish King. Bob Shaw tells of his love
for jigsaw puzzles: “..the thing which passes for my intellect keeps telling me
that assembling jig-saw, puzzles is a futile, counter-productive, mindless
exercise in which an author who has been published in Vision of Tomorrow
has no right to indulge.” ‘Kabab’, John Berry’s column, is a purposeful
exercise in writing something out of nothing (typical faanish ploy, scream the
sercon mass) and, not unsurprisingly, is still both readable and amusing.
Frank Lunney’s new column, ‘Accidents’, varies in interest, but nonetheless
has a fine introduction, whilst Harry Warner on ‘The Fapaish Fifties’ is
fascinating (unless, unlike me, fan-history is of no interest to you). The letter
column, ‘Locsmith’, is somewhat weak this time, but even, so is better than
the average mess found in many fanzines. Good issue of a good fanzine –
electrostencilled Lovenstein and Canfield cartoons as well. I must admit that
the faanish fanzine at its best holds a particular delight for me; but not to
enjoy Rats! would place you deep within the underground corridors of sercon
gloom.
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Checkpoint 17, June 1972
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 17 9th June 1972
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87 West
Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are available at 5/20p or 10/40p
(2nd Class & Europe) and 6/$1 (foreign: airmail). Australian Agent: David
Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Victoria 3053. US Agents: Charlie & Dena
Brown (new address unknown as yet). South African Agent: Nick Shears, 52
Garden Way, Northcliff 4. Johannesburg, Transvaal. Restormel Press
Publication: 57.
SNAFU: Chaos reigns as usual. The original Checkpoint 17 has been lost,
whether in the post or not I don’t yet know. It was typed out a week or so
after the Chester convention and contained a conrep as well as notice of Ted
Carnell’s death; not as much as a carbon remains and thus I am confused as
to just what was printed in the missing issue. If it turns up, I’ll extract the
information therein, of course. This, incidentally, is the third time a
Restormel Publication has disappeared, though I did have one or two copies
of the others at least.
As a result of this my apologies for a period of fafia were not circulated
in advance. I’ve now finished my Finals and am busy on the ancient fanac
trail again – Egg 6 is on stencil and partly duplicated. Checkpoint will, I trust,
return to some sort of regularity as soon as possible.
Please note that my Bristol address is replacing the Keele one which is
now dead; I’d be grateful if faneds who’ve used this now note the return to
Bristol as a CoA. Ta. I may, however, be at my Keele flat until August, so
potential visitors should write first... David Grigg has a new address and the
Browns were last heard of when in the process of moving. Nick Shears is the
new S.A. agent and not just in name either since Checkpoint now has four
South African subscribers (to whom welcome). Heigh ho.
OLDE NEWS: This issue is so late that I’ve had the Nebula Award
results for some weeks, even though I haven’t yet printed the nominations...
Here are the SFWA awards, anyway:
Novel:
1) A Time of Changes (Silverberg)
2) The Lathe of Heaven (Le Guin)
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Novelette:

Novella:

Short Story:

3) The Devil Is Dead (Lafferty)
4) Margaret And I (Wilhelm)
5) The Byworlder (Anderson)
6) Half Past Human (Bass)
1) Queen of Air and Darkness (Anderson)
2) Mount Charity (Pangborn)
3) Poor Man, Beggar Man (Russ)
4=) A Special Kind of Morning (Dozois)
4=) The Encounter (Wilhelm)
1) “The Missing Man” (McLean)
2) “The Infinity Box” (Wilhelm)
3) “Being There” (Kosinski)
4) “The God House” (Roberts)
5) “The Plastic Abyss” (Wilhelm)
1) “Good News From the Vatican” (Silverberg)
2) “The Last Ghost” (Goldin)
3) “Horse of Air” (Dozois)
4) “Heathen God” (Zebrowski)

SPECULATION CONFERENCE: A flier is enclosed with details of this
annual sercon event. I shall attempt to be there, as per last year. There is also
a Brum Group meeting on the previous night (Friday, 23rd June) at the
Imperial Hotel where speakers and attending fans will be staying. If you want
to stay there that night write to: Mr.M.Scott, Manager, Imperial Centre Hotel,
Temple St, Birmingham 3 and mention the conference.
EASTERCON 72 REPORT: (David Grigg) “Eastercon 72 could have
been called Australia’s first hotel convention (unless you like to count the 71
Easterminicon which was held entirely at the bar of a pub) and as such was
an interesting experiment. The Savoy Plaza is an old and distinguished hotel
with real lift operators instead of that old-fashioned push-button idea; it has,
however, been extensively modernized. The convention floor was a vast
space of which we only used a third most of the time, although another part
was opened up when there was multi-programming.
“Generally things were good with the first real room parties occurring
and lots of crazy things happening on the programme: the Elizabeth Foyster
Half-Hour, for example; Lee Harding talking about selling UFO books to
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hippies; John Foyster talking about Old Polyps, occasionally the pulps too;
Robin Johnson as God in The Paul Stevens Show; Lee Harding as Buck
Rogers in the first live radio episode seen in the round; and...
“And a rotten banquet (but a good counter meal in the bar in the
basement). Ron Smith (who, according to a recent Locus report, ‘recently
surfaced in Melbourne’ after being here for ten years!) gave a Guest of
Honour speech on the new range of pornographic books he intends to publish
and what it was like to sleep with Harlan Ellison.
“I didn’t get much sleep during the convention, all things considered;
there were all-night films and all-night listenings to Ron Smith and all-day
talkings with lots of odd people. At once stage I drove 20 miles to go to bed,
not being a resident of the con; but I’ll live.
“Eastercon 72 was good; but remember that this is only a regional con –
the real Australian convention is in Sydney in August. We are planning to
charter a Melbourne tram to get there... I suggest British fans capture a crosschannel hovercraft and go there too, because the way things are going here ...
wow!”
PETE & EILEEN WESTON: “Born yesterday (Tuesday) a daughter.
Mother and baby doing well.” Congratulations – sorry I’ve lost the date,
though! // Pete is also busy with a Speculation photo page from the
Chestercon. Mike Meara’s been printing photos and I’ve supplied him with
some of the pictures.
CoAs: Peter Roberts (see colophon)
David Grigg (likewise)
Ray Denton, 39 Ellis St, Brinsworth, Rotherham, S60 5DH.
Gary Labowitz, Box 15727, Philadelphia, Pa.19103, USA.
Elliot Shorter, Box 309, Bronx, NY.104689 USA.
David Sutton, 194 Station Rd, King’s Heath, Birmingham, 14.

BRITAIN’S OWN ‘ACADEMIC’ SCIENCE FICTION
EVENT
The third SPECULATION Conference will be held this year on Saturday
24th June at the University of Birmingham.
Chairing the meeting this time will be Philip Strick, well-known lecturer
on science fiction for London’s City Literary Institute. He will introduce
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three other speakers:
EDMUND COOPER, author of nine SF novels including ‘All Fools
Day’, ‘Seahorse in the Sky’ and ‘Son of Kronk’. Occasional critic for the
Sunday Times on science fiction matters, he will speak on ‘Violence in SF’.
JOHN SLADEK, prolific short-story writer for New Worlds, author of
THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM, and currently preparing a survey of offbeat scientific theorists. He will speak on the subject of ‘Science Fiction &
Pseudo-Science’.
GEOFF DOHERTY – Science fiction critic and fan, author of a book on
SF for schools. He will talk on the theme of ‘Science Fiction – Does it Have
A Future?’
There will also be panel discussions and opportunities for audience
participation. Lunch arrangements are being made by the University at
moderate cost.
Do support Britain’s own ‘academic’ conference on science fiction by
registering now. Tickets are 70p each, or half-price to full-time students.
Applications should be addressed to:- ‘Speculation III’, c/o Extra-mural
Department, BMI, Margaret Street, Birmingham 3.
The conference itself will take place at the School of Education building
on the University’s Edgbaston campus.
Further information on request from:- Peter Weston 31 Pinewall
Avenue, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30, 021-459 1573
- – - – - – - – - – - – TEAR OFF – - – - – - – - – - – “Please send me ticket(s) for the SPECULATION-III Conference on June
24th. I enclose the sum of £___, being payment at the rate of 70p per ticket.”
NAME: _________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________
Return to “Spec.-III”, Extra-Mural Dept, BMI, Margaret St, B.3.
FANZINE CLEARANCE: The following fanzines are offered for exchange,
or, failing that, sale. I’m, looking for a number of oddments as well as
complete runs of certain titles (I’d particularly like Ape 12 & 16, Phile 6, one
or two Focal Points, and many issues of Locus). Please write first if you’ve
anything to exchange – preference will be given to exchangers, otherwise
first come, first served.
Crabapple 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10 @ 8p each. Alien/Alien Worlds 1-16 complete:£1
3, 5, 7 @ 5p each. Nadir 4 @ 5p (all except for last ‘pro’ ish)
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13, 14, 15, 25, 34 @ 5p each. Cynic 2 @ 5p
Cypher 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 @ 8p each.
Vector 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 @ 15p each. 8, 10, 11, 12 @ 10p each. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 43, 44, 45, 46 @ 8p each (will
exchange for issues after 55: one for one basis) – forgotten:39 in last list too.
1, 2 @ 5p each. The Magazine Collector (1953) 2 @ 5p. Plinth 3 @ 5p
Seagull 1, 3, 4, 5, 8 @ 5p each. Nightmare 1 @ 5p. The New Futurian 8 @ 8p
3, 4, 5, 8 @ 5p each Linklox @ 5p Seminar 1, 2 @ 5p each.
European Newsbulletin/Link 1-5: 10p. Shades of Evil 4 @ 5p
OMPAzines assorted: (pre-1967) @ 40pages for 5p. new (post-67) ditto. (I’ll try
and sort out anything particularly wanted – some mailings are virtually
complete, incidentally)
Luna Monthly 16, 19, 20 @ 5p each. Habakkuk II/2 @ 18p. Asmodeus 3 @ 8p
Moebius Trip 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 @ 8 each. Cry 145, 146, 148 @ 15p each (I am
looking for issues of Cry, particularly 135 & 147). Restormel Pubs (last
chance for defunct titles – back issues of everything except Mor-farch, Egg,
& Checkpoint will soon be consigned to the pile of duplicating crud-sheets –
ploughed back in, as it were...)
Tykky-dew 4 @ 4p (articles by Ed Reed & Bryn Fortey). Rest are mostly apazines,
mostly mailing comments (OMPA, APA-45, & ANZAPA), and all 3p e.
Hybyn-bubyn 1, 2. Cronogas-du 1. 30% Bran 1, 5, 7, 8. Express Toad 2, 3.
Scribendi Cacoethes 1, 2. OO of the 1972 Despair Brigade 1.
Finally assorted crudzines (SFN, OSFAN, &c) for the price of postage.
Postage is included in all above – Take 2p off each fanzine if you order more
then five (ie 5 ‘late’ Vectors, for example, cost 30p, not 40p)
Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ
PS: Anyone fearing for my fanzine collection (and there may be some
that might) should know that many of the above are duplicates... Americans:
dollar bills are acceptable (very, in fact). 1p = 3¢.
PPS: A few more: Riverside Quarterly 3/4, 4/3, 4/4, 5/1. @ 10p each.
Iceni 3, 4, 5 @ 5p each. Shadow 13 @ 8p. Heckmeck 20, 24 @ 5p each.
Canticles From Labowitz 7 @ 8p. Hugin and Munin 7 @ 10p Love 3, 4: 5p.
FANZINES RECEIVED: More chaos, I’m, afraid, as the lost issue’s listing
was not recorded. I’ll try and sort out what’s been received since Checkpoint
16 by the 19th issue. These are one or two that have arrived since I’ve been in
Bristol.
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Antares News 1 (18pp:A4:d) Sezar Ergin, Bakanliklar, PO Box 56, Ankara (G10), Turkey. In English & Turkish. Newszine.
The Middle Earthworm 17 (20pp:A4:d). Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall. Tolkien letterzine. (free).
The Turning Worm 2 (38pp:A4:d). John Piggott, 17 Monmouth Rd, Oxford, OX1
4TD. Letterzine + conrep & fmz; rvws. (40p or $1 – LoC preferred)
FANZINE NEWS: Ron Clarke is “freezing subs” for The Mentor – “I’m
saving for the Toronto Worldcon in ’73 and the $45 per ish is too much per
quarter, I figure.” Wombat will continue irregularly, however, and Ron will
presumably return to TM in a year or so. // Dick Geis is starting a new,
personal zine. // The first part of Ray Denton’s quarterly Fmz Directory will
now appear in Sting; the response, predictably, wasn’t was it might have
been.
TURKISH NEWS: Turkish Fandom Lives! A convention, Ancon 71,
was held in Ankara last December, though only two people turned up out of a
dozen potential attendees. The Turkish SF club, SFFC, is well-supported
however, and is now looking for foreign members. Forms are available from
Sezar Ergin at the address above (in the fmz list) and membership (10
International Reply Coupons p.a.) entitles you to the newszine and the
journal, Antares, as well as perks like free Turkish comics. There are a
number of Turkish fen looking for correspondents in English, incidentally.
POLISH FANDOM? An unexpected letter has arrived from Edward
Kuffel, Rumia, ul.Sabata 7. woj.gdanskie, Poland, He’s looking for SF
correspondents, primarily in Britain, and would like to receive books and
magazines in exchange (where possible for stamps &c). He writes good
English, too.
BOOK NEWS: I haven’t heard from Gerald Bishop recently and, if I
recall correctly, he’s plagued by exams and suchlike. I hope his column will
return to Checkpoint within a couple of issues.
BRUM GROUP: Programme evenings are held at the Imperial Centre
Hotel on the third Friday of every month, whilst informal gatherings occur on
the first Friday. Things usually start around 8pm. On the 16th June there’s an
Isaac Asimov film and on the 21st July Tom Shippey, of the English Dept. in
Birmingham University, is talking about plot themes in sf.
Anyone wanting to join the Group (a regular newsletter is sent out)
should send 50p to Geoff Winterman, 509 Jockey Rd, Wylde Green, Sutton
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Coldfield.
OMPACON: I’ve received details of proposals for next year’s British
Eastercon. However, most of it is DNQ at the moment whilst contacts are
being made and guests invited. More news later, doubtless.
GOING TO THE TORCON? (Pete Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30.) “For years I’ve wanted to see a full-scale Worldcon and
now I’ve decided to do something about it; I want to go to Torcon II in 1973.
It would, however, certainly be cheaper if some sort of reduced-rate
‘package’ flight could be arranged. This is where you come in. As European
representative for Torcon II I’m selling memberships in the convention with
the hope that sufficient numbers will be interested in making the trip with me
(I’m definitely going – one way or the other!).
“So – here’s the plan. Register now for the con, and then in six months’
time we’ll try to present a proposal of costs, &c. Any trip planned will
obviously include a stay of two weeks or so in the U.S. or Canada. If you are
at all interested, send me your money now (£1.20) which gives you
membership, Hugo nomination and vote, Programme Booklet, and Progress
Reports – even if you don’t actually attend.
“We already have about six people who seem serious about this; another
six will mean success. Torcon II will be held 1st-3rd Sept. 1973 at the Royal
York Hotel, Toronto. GoH is Robert Bloch. Fan GoH is William Rotsler.
Costs? I just don’t know at this stage; but with air fare, hotels, eating and
drinking money, don’t expect to spend less than £100. But that’s only £1 per
week between now and then...”
Peter Weston.
NOTES: Despite the delay with this issue, I don’t seem to have much in
the way of news. Perhaps everyone assumed that my period of fafia was the
equivalent of a death-knell for Checkpoint? I’d like to continue this newszine,
however, so please send along any information you might come across.
Checkpoint is free to suppliers of news, of course.
CHECKPOINT II:17
from:
Peter Roberts
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ
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Checkpoint 18, June 1972
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 18 20th June 1972
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, West
Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK – Subs are available at 5/20p or 10/40p
(2nd Class & Europe) and 6/01 (foreign airmail). Australian Agent: David
Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Victoria 3053; US Agents: Charlie & Dena
Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Ca.94116; South African Agent: Nick
Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg Transvaal. News this
issue comes from: Peter Weston, Hartley Patterson, Nick Shears, Philip
Payne, James Goddard, Gerald Bishop, and others. Restormel Press
Publication: 59.
LESLEIGH WINS DUFF! The result of the Down Under Fan Fund voting
to send either Andy Porter or Lesleigh Luttrell to Syncon II, the Australian
National Convention this August was, as follows:
Lesleigh Luttrell 12 votes (Aus) 78 votes (US) 90 (total)
Andy Porter
11 votes (Aus) 47 votes (US) 58 (total)
Odd votes were also given to Redd Boggs, Bill Rotsler, Buck Coulson, and
Bill Burns, since write-in votes were allowed, making the total number of
votes cast 153 and the money raised $A.891 ($1061). Votes were received
from several other countries including Great Britain. The money is easily
sufficient to cover the air fare and should leave a good sum over for other
expenses; the fund is still open for further contributions, however (send to
John Foyster or Fred Patten).
Lesleigh will be GoH at the Syncon, incidentally. (Norstrilian News)
TIM DAVEY, SF READER: Peter Weston heard that Tim Davey, the
14 year old British boy recently sentenced to six years’ imprisonment in
Turkey, is keen on science fiction and sent him some books and a letter. Pete
received a grateful reply, so if anyone else who cares to help cheer Tim up
wants to send books or letters, please write to: Tim Davey, British Consulate
General, Tepebasi Begogh, Istanbul, Turkey.
HUGOS AND THE LACoN: I now have Hugo voting ballots if anyone
is interested. It’ll cost you, of course... £2 is still the rate for associate
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membership of the Los Angeles World Convention this year and one of the
perks of membership is the Hugo voting. The 4th Progress Report has arrived
incidentally; membership is now 919, including 23 from Great Britain. Also
available is the voting form for the 1974 Worldcon, a contest between
Washington D.C. and New York. Copies of this and previous reports are
available from me, if anyone wants to see a sample.
PSEUDONYMS AND SUCHLIKE: Gerald Bishop (10 Marlborough
Rd, Exeter, EX2 4TJ) now bears the title of Consultant: Science Fiction for
Halkett & Laing’s Dictionary of Anonymous and Pseudonymous English
Literature. Anyone who can help with accurate information should contact
Gerald. Book News for Checkpoint should be ready in a fortnight or so, by
the way.
HUGO NOMINATIONS: Deadline for ballots is August 1st.
Novel:
Magazine:
Dragon Quest (McCaffrey)
Amazing
Jack of Shadows (Zelazny)
Analog
The Lathe of Heaven (Le Guin)
Fantastic
A Time of Changes (Silverberg)
Fantasy & SF
To Your Scattered Bodies Go (Farmer)
Galaxy
Novella:
Fanzine:
Dread Empire (Brunner)
Energumen
Fourth Profession (Niven)
Granfalloon
A Meeting With Medusa (Clarke)
Locus
Queen of Air & Darkness (Anderson)
SF Commentary
A Special Kind of Morning (Dozois)
Short:
“All The Last Wars At Once” (Effinger)
“The Autumn Land” (Simak)
“The Bear With A Knot In His Tail” (Tall)
“Inconstant Moon” (Niven)
“Sky” (Lafferty)
“Vaster Than Empires And More Slow” (Le
Guin)
Drama:
Fan Writer:
The Andromeda Strain
Terry Carr
A Clockwork Orange
Tom Digby
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I Think We’re All Bozos On This Bus
L.A. 2017
THX-1138

Artist:
Vincent Di Fate
Kelly Freas
Jack Gaughan
Jeff Jones
John Schoenherr

Susan Glicksohn
Rosemary Ullyot
Bob Vardeman
Harry Warner,
Jnr.
Fan Artist:
Alicia Austin
Grant Canfield
Wendy Fletcher
Tim Kirk
Bill Rotsler

WEIRD TALES: Since several people have asked you may care to know
that I received a 2/2 (the Gentleman’s degree) in English and American
Studies and the wits amongst you can thus write to me as Peter Roberts, BA.
I hope to make it an MA in a year; but that’s still to be arranged. // Philip
Payne is leaving for a three month stay in America – he doesn’t say where, so
I can’t warn fan groups or give an address. // London Tolkien meetings take
place on the fourth Saturday of every even month at The Cock (off Euston
Rd). Keith Bridges can supply a map. // Hartley Patterson tells me that Postal
Diplomacy is now booming in the UK, flyers in sets sold in shops and ads in
promags like Games & Puzzles; there are now five fanzines devoted to the
subject and another is due from Ian Maule & Harry Bell. // The Checkpoint
Fan Poll seems to be doing ok; results will appear in the 21st issue so you can
probably send ballots up to July 10th. The 21st issue will be an annish of
sorts and will be larger than usual with a round up of the year’s activity in
Britain and abroad; subscribers and renewals before the 20th CP will receive
this as an ordinary issue, thereafter it will count as two. //
CoA: Charlie & Dena Brown, see colophon.
FANZINES RECEIVED: As promised last time, here’s the list of fanzines
that became unbalanced after the original 17th CP disappeared. Those
particularly recommended are marked with an asterisk. Virtually all editors
send free issues for letters of comment, contributions, and so on (newszines
are, however, exceptions).
(30p:A4:d). Dave Hulvey, Rt 1, Box 198, Harrisonburg, VA.22801, USA.
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Fannish – (contributors) Mae Strelkov, Keller, Goodman, &c. (free)
aFricAN 1 (59pp:A4:D). Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, J’Burg,
Transvaal, South Africa. UK Agent: Lisa Conesa (see Iseult). Fannish and
general (+ section on Bradbury) – Ray Bradbury, Ed Connor, &c. (20p)
Algol 17 (44p:A4:p). Andy Porter, 55 Pineapple St, Apt 3J, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201,
USA. UK Agent: Ethel Lindsay (see Haverings). Sf & general – Bloch,
Bangsund, Lupoff, Benford, Lowndes. Superb zine. (30p)
Alpha 9 (42p:A4:sd). Folkert Mohrhof, 2071 Hoisbüttel, Teichweg 3c, Germany.
In German. Sf fiction & articles. (DM 1.20) ) .
Binary 12 (15p:A4:d). Joe Patrizio, 7 Oakwood Rd, Bricket Wood, St. Albans,
Herts. Sf & fannish – William Temple, Gray Boak (free)
Canticles From Labowitz 8 (36p:A4:d). Gary Labowitz, PO Box 15727,
Philadelphia, Pa.19103, USA. Fiction – Schweitzer, Gardner &c. (50¢)
Chao 7 (50p:¼o:d). John Alderson, Havelock, Victoria 3465, Australia. Sf &
general – Jack Wodhams, Mae Strelkov, &c. (40¢ or 20p)
Cipher 6 (20p:A4:d). Chris Couch, Route 2 Box 889, Arnold, Missouri 63010,
USA. Faanish – Greg Shaw, Sanvito. (35¢ – LoC preferred)
Cowboy Angel 1 (20p:A4:d). Doug Carroll, 407 College Av, Columbia, Mo.
65201, USA. General – Terry Hughes, Turner, Stooker, &c. (25¢)
Cypher 7 (68p:A4:d). James Goddard & Mike Sandow, Woodlands Lodge,
Woodland, Southampton, Hants. Sf – Harbottle, Pringle, Jeeves. (15p)
Fanews 43/7 (55p:A4:sd).
Fanews 48 (6pp).
Fanews 49 (6pp).
Fanews 51 (6pp).
Fanews 52 (6pp).
Uwe Sitzenstock, 3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf, Gertenweg 2, Germany. In German.
Sf and fan news. (DM 3.70 – foreign subs). The 50th issue will be a special
one.
Fanzine Field Report 1 (11p:A4:d). Gary Labowitz (see Canticles). A listing of
fmz requiring material + sundry statistics, &c. (free?)
Forthcoming SF Books 7 (4p:A4:d). Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson; Texas 77566, USA. List of US Books till June. ($1/3 air)
Gegenschein 4 (22p:¼o:d). Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776 Australia. General – Dillon &c. (35¢ or 15p)
Gegenschein 5 (45p). UK Agent: James Goddard (sea Cypher).
Gothique Era (21p:A4:d). Keith Walker, c/o 25 Selby Rd, Speedwell, Bristol, BS5
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7SN. Horror – David Sutton, &c. (free)
Haverings 52 (8p:¼o:d). Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6
6QL. Fanzines received + comments. (misnumbered 51). (10p)
4 (38p:¼o:d). Brian Robinson & Paul Skelton, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. General – Mike Meara, Seale. (free?)
Idiocy Couchant 1 (10p:¼o & A4:d). ½R Cruttenden, Idiocy Couchant, 11 Heath
Lodge Site, Welwyn, Herts. General – Gray Boak. (10p)
Iseult 1 (44p:¼o:d). Lisa Conesa. 54. Manley Rd, Whalley Range, Manchester,
M16 8HP. General – Archie Mercer. Mary Legg, &c. (15p)
Locus 109 (8p:A4:d). Charlie & Dena Brown (see CoA’s column). Sf news.
British Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 75a Harrow View, Harrow, Middx. (£1.50
for 10 – airmail)
Locus 110
Locus 111
Locus 112
Locus 113
Macrocosm 2 (48p:A4:d). Rob Holdstock, 15 Highbury Grange, London N5.
Mainly fiction – Hatch, Marsh, Stephenson, Kettle, &c. (15p)
Madrgal 1 (15p:¼o:d). Steve Carrigan, 158 Sutton Common Rd, Surrey. General
– Rev. Leonard Rivett, &c. (free?)
Mallorn 5 (27p:fscp:d). Keith Bridges, 31 Great Dell, Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
Tolkien Society – articles, &c (Free? TS is £1 p.a.)
Metanoia 8 (25p:A4:d). Greg Shaw, 64. Taylor Dr, Fairfax, Calif.94930 USA.
Faanish – Carr/Willis, John D. Berry, &c. Fine zine. (free)
Moebius Trip 12 (50p:A4:d). Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604, USA.
General – Walker, McCormack, Glyer, &c. (50¢)
Mota 4 (26p:A4:d). Terry Hughes, 407 College Av, Columbia. M0.65201, USA.
Faanish & general – Ray Nelson, Luttrells, &c. (25¢ – LoC pref)
MRU 123 (36p:A4:sd). Waldemar Kumming, 8 München 2, Herzogspitalstr.5,
Germany. In German. General – Arthur Clarke, Petri, &c. (DM 1)
Niflheim (2p:A4:d). Hartley Patterson, Cambridge Rd, Beaconsfield, Bucks.
Introduction to Postal Diplomacy in general. (free)
OSFiCOMM 2/10 (4p:1/8o p). Gordon Van Toen, 74/2 Castlebury Crescent,
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada. Ontario Sf Club newszine. (free? $4 pa)
Osfic Quarterly 1 (23p:A4:p). John Douglass & Gordon Van Toen (as above)
General – Mike Glicksohn, Susan Glicksohn, Taylor, 4 PC &c. (50¢)
Outworlds 3/2 (23p:A4:d). Bill Bowers, PO Box 87, Barberton, Ohio 44203,
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USA. General – Piers Anthony, Ted Pauls. Excellent zine. (60¢ or 20p)
Outworlds 3/3 (d+p). UK Agent: Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd, Sheffield,
Sheffield, S11 9FE. – Poul Andersen, John Brunner, Benford, &c.
Parallax 5 (30p:A4:sd). Julien Raasveld, Steynsfraat 5, B-2710 Hoboken,
Belgium. In English. General – Bertin, &c. (50¢ o.n.o.)
Parallax 6 (22p) – Mike Moorcock, John Piggott, &c.
Paranoid 1 (13p:¼o:d). Ian Maule, 59 Windsor Tce, South Gosforth, Newcastle
on Tyne, NE3 1YL. General – Bryn Fortey, John Hall, &c. (free)
Placebo 2 (42p:A4:d). Barry Smotroff & Moshe Feder, 147-55 71st Rd, Flushing,
N.Y. 11367, USA. General – Will Straw, &c. (35¢)
Potlatch 8 (22p:A4:d). Joyce Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6-B, Brooklyn, NY
11201 USA. Faanish – Carr/Bjo, Tucker, Kunkel, &c. Good fmz. (35¢)
Pozitron 71/3 (64p:1/8o:p). Arpad Toth, Tudomanyos Fantasztikus Klub,
Budapest XI, Bocksai ut 37, Hungary. In Hungarian. Sf. (Free?)
Rataplan 7 (22p:¼o:d). Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria 3183,
Australia. General – Lesleigh Luttrell, Bucklin, &c. (Free).
Rataplan 8 (22p). – Bangsund, Gillespie, Gillam Lesleigh Luttrell.
Robot Blues 1 (7p:A4:d). Terry Hughes (see Mota) Fannish. (Free)
Scottishe 61 (22p:¼o:d). Ethel Lindsay (see Haverings). General – andy offutt,
Archie Mercer, &c. (15p)
SF Arena 2 (5p:¼o:d). Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd, Sunderland,
Co.Durham, SR4 7RD. SF Book Reviews. (Free)
SF Times 127 (100p:1/8o:p). Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Strasse 6, Germany. In German. Sf news, reviews, &c. (DM3)
Son Of The WSFA Journal 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41
(av.10p:A4:d) It would look impressive if I typed them in a column; but I’m
tiring fast, I fear. Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaten, Md.20906, USA.
News and reviews. UK Agent: Brian Robinson (see Hell). (12/70p)
Starworlds 1 (34p:A4:d). Verne O’Brian, c/o 1320 Arthur Av, Las Vegas, Nevada
89101. USA. Sf, articles & fiction – Laney, &c. (30¢)
Symbiosis 1 (2p:A4:d). Keith Walker, c/o South Newlands, Bradworthy,
Holsworthy, Devon. Conrep + notes on BSFA/BWFS. (Free)
Fanarchist 7 (26p:¼o:d). Dave Grigg, PO Box 100, Carlton South, Victoria
3053. Australia. UK Agent: me. Fannish & general. (5/50p)
The Mentor 22 (52:¼o:d). Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst, NSW
2076, Australia. UK Agent: me. Fiction & general – Chandler, &c. (5/£1)
The Penultimate Blimp 1 (14p:¼o:d). Ron Clarke (as above). Fannish (free).
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The Turning Worm 1 (4p:fscp:d). John Piggott, 17 Monmouth Rd, Oxford, OX1
4TD. Discussion on fandom & fanzines. (5p)
The WSFA Journal 78 (48p:A4:d), Don Miller (see Son of WSFAJ). UK Agent:
Brian Robinson (see Hell). Sf & general – Moskowitz, Warner, &c. (50¢)
Viewpoint 7 (22p:fscp:d). Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, SL3 7DQ,
Bucks. Sf & general – Chris Priest, Vernon Brown, &c. (12p)
War Bulletin 30 (6p:A4:d). Hartley Patterson (see Niflheim). Postal Diplomacy
magazine. (sample free?)
74 fanzines received: the moral? I should publish more regularly and without
eight week gaps. Heigh ho. Thanks to all faneds, nonetheless.
FANZINE CLEARANCE: Yet more fanzines that I’m offering for
exchange or sale. I’m particularly anxious to acquire Skyrack 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 19,
20, 21, 22, 29, 50, 91, & 95. Send details of any fmz you want to exchange,
please – preference given to exchangers, otherwise first come, first served, as
usual.
FOR SALE:
Skyrack 5, 4, 65, 87, 64, 80, 77, 49, 48, 46, 45, 36, 23, 89, 74, 85@4p
ea. 4M 3: 5p. Pozitron 71/1, 2, 3. @5p each. Shadow 5, 14 @ 10p each.
Hannes Bok Illo Index @ 15p. Son of WSFAJ 1 to 41: 50p. Amseph 1: 5p
Focus (1956) 2, 3, 5, 8 @ 8p each. Kiwifan (1957) 7, 8 @ 8p each. Cypher 6,
7 @ 8p each. Canticles from Labowitz 8 @ 8p. Chao 5, 6, 7 @ 5p ea. Albion
23, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33 @ 5p each. Moebius Trip 9, 10, 11 @ 8p each.
Postage is included in all above – Take 2p off each fanzine if you order
more than five (ie. 5 Skyracks, for example, cost 10p, not 20p). 1p = 3¢
FANZINE NEWS: Pete Boston’s Speculation should be posted out much the
same time as this Checkpoint if all goes well. It is at least partially duplicated
and a collating session is planned. // Phil Muldowney appears to have
gafiated (pressure of work) and Andrew Stephenson is now coeditor of Zimri
(with Lisa Conesa).
WANTED: James Goddard (Woodlands Lodge, Woodlands,
Southampton) urgently requires a copy of The Birth of the Gods by Dmitri
Merezhkovskii published in London by Dent in 1925. “I’m trying to get this
for Leon Stover who wants it for research into his new novel. If anyone has a
copy, or can get a copy, I’d be grateful.”
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SARF EFRICAN NEWS: (Nick Shears) Sarf Efrican femmefan, Theresa
Jackson, was involved in the recent student protests at Witwatersrand
University in Johannesburg and received minor injuries when beaten with a
wooden truncheon. // Trevor Watkins is travelling in Europe and the U.K.,
meeting fans and attending conventions when possible. // S.A.’s first
convention will be held next year; it’ll be run by the SFSA and may be in
Durban, though that remains undecided. // Simon & Mary Scott recently
returned from Rhodesia, having changed their minds about emigrating there,
and report that they failed to contact SF-Alpha, the Rhodesian club, which
has been silent for some time. // Star Trek and similar tv programmes are
apparently popular as supporting shorts for full-length films; South Africa
has no tv, of course. // Bernie Ackerman is publishing a Diplomacy fanzine,
The Foreign Office Journal, and wargaming fans seem quite active. //
Entropion has now been consigned to ANZAPA, leaving aFricAN as the only
genzine in South Africa.
MORE WEIRD TALES: Erg 40 will, says Terry Jeeves, be a “minor
annish”; Terry, incidentally, has just bought a new Opel Kadette. // Hartley
Patterson reports a new game from Waddington’s, called 4000 AD: “It’s a
space war game using a three-dimensional board, and the designers have
evidently swotted up on their sf. It’s my belief it would make an excellent
postal game.”
ART ORBITER: Peter Colley (2 Bristol Av, Levenshulme,
Manchester, M19 3NU) is starting a round robin for artists in Britain: “If you
are an artist,” says Pete, “and would like criticism of your work by other
artists, join Art Orbiter: you criticize other artists’ work and they in turn
criticize yours.” There will be no membership fee and minimum activity
requirements are four sides of quarto ‘per orbit’ (five or six times a year).
Anyone interested in taking part should write to Pete.
CHECKPOINT II. 18
from:
Peter Roberts
87 West Town Lane
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Bristol, BS4 5DZ
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Checkpoint 19, July 1972
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 19 3rd July 1972
Checkpoint is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87 West
Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are available at 5/20p or 10/40p
(2nd Class & Europe), and 6/$1 (foreign airmail). Australian Agent: David
Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Victoria 3053; US Agents: Charlie & Dena
Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Ca.94116; South African Agent: Nick
Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal. News this
issue comes from Jan Jansen, Nick Shears, John Piggott, Ian Maule, and
others. Restormel Press Publication: 61.
OMPACON IN BRISTOL: Next year’s British Eastercon will be held in
Bristol, almost certainly in the Grand Hotel (the Hawthorns, home of the ’67
Eastercon, is not available). Competition has been increased in the city
because of the new hotels being built or recently finished and thus rates
should be quite fair. Further details remain unconfirmed; but membership is
50p from Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, Bucks, SL3 7DQ. Sam
Long will shortly be American Agent, since he is leaving Britain in July.
SPECULATION III: This year Birmingham’s annual one day
conference on science fiction was held at the University of Brum, a rather
depressing red-brick place and at least three miles (as the Roberts walks)
from the station. It was organized by Pete Weston and the university extramural department and attracted at least fifty people, roughly the same as the
two previous years. Pete apologized to me several times for the arrangements,
or rather the lack of them, at the lunch and coffee breaks; but personally I
preferred the place to last year’s soul-destroying setting, the Arts Centre. I
must say I enjoyed the conference and that seems to be a general feeling
amongst those who attended. Pete, however, doubts whether the series will
continue, since the growth of the Brum group and the start of the Novacons
has lessened the need for such an event in Birmingham.
The conference started on a fannish note by being late, however Geoff
Doherty, sf fan and anthology editor, soon appeared and delivered a talk on
the well-worn theme, ‘SF – Does It Have A Future?’; Geoff hit out at hardcore sf and read some James Joyce and Brian Aldiss, resulting in a fairly
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interesting and entertaining talk. Phil Strick, chairman of the conference and
a well-known cinema critic and sf lecturer, then gave a beautiful survey of
humour in science fiction; Phil is an excellent speaker and a particularly fine
reader, so I’d recommend tapes of this, since Gerald Bishop (of the BSFA
Tape Library) was busy at work with his recorders, monitor and headphones.
Phil read from Vonnegut, Beaumont, Disch, Frederic Brown, and, of course,
Phil Dick; his conclusion was that humour and sf are closely linked and,
although satire and parody are pre-eminent, certain authors are using humour
somewhat more interestingly and in something of a new way (Disch, for
example).
John Sladek, well-known American sf writer who has been resident in
Britain for some time, talked on ‘Pseudo-science in SF’, a subject on which
he is presently writing a book. Much of the material should be known to
readers of Martin Gardner’s Fads and Fallacies In the Name of Science
which John recommended (available in Denver pb, incidentally). His talk
indicated that a certain overlap exists between sf and pseudo-science, though
John really only had time to skim through the subject. Edmund Cooper, sf
author and critic, stopped at the conference just long enough to give a talk on
‘Violence in SF’; I rather think that the sight of him was of more interest than
his subject, since he is one of the few British sf writers who doesn’t seem to
have much contact with fans and, indeed, other professionals. His analysis of
violence in sf was somewhat sketchy and not in any way memorable,
unfortunately. A panel discussion was held afterwards with Phil Strick, Geoff
Doherty, John Sladek and Brian Aldiss which attempted to continue with the
same topic; however, the audience seemed to control most of this session and
guided the whole thing firmly away from any relevancy to the subject.
Speculation III lasted from 10am to 6pm, though there was a Brum
Group meeting cum party the previous night (June 23rd) and some attendees
stayed on in Birmingham for an evening meal on Saturday. People present
included Forry and Wendayne Ackerman (which surprised me, at least!) en
route to Trieste, Brian Aldiss, Mark Adlard, Chris Priest, Jack Cohen, Dave
Kyle, Josephine Saxton, Tony & Simone Walsh, Malcolm & Christine
Edwards, Tony Sudbery, Fred Hemmings, Dave Rowe, and many others. The
occasion seemed somewhat more fannish than last year, although of course
there’s no alternative to the programme; it’s probably due to the good people
who turned up.
A curious postscript was that Josephine Saxton and I had both been
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invited to the same party that evening at Keele and I encountered her there
later, dancing energetically despite a somewhat wearying, though interesting,
day. – PJR.
SARF EFRICAN NEWS: The SFSA’s annual short story competition
will be judged by Michael McCabe and anyone thinking of entering should
remember that the deadline is August 31st. It’s open to outsiders and details
are available from Mrs.G.Ball, 34 Jubilee Av, Dawnview, Germiston, South
Africa.
CoAs:
Tony & Simone Walsh, 36 Wanscow Walk, Henleze, Bristol.
Danny Frolich, 7444 St.Charles Av, Apt 3N, New Orleans, La.70118,
USA.
FANZINE NEWS: The second issue of Fantastic Worlds, a plush
horror and comic zine, has apparently appeared (says a postcard from the
Republic of Tunisia!). I didn’t receive a copy of the first issue, so I can’t
recommend it one way or the other. David Soren (22 Chauncey St, Apt 18,
Cambridge, Mass.02138, USA) will sell you one for a dollar, however. //
Fouler has apparently folded and Cynic may disappear after one more issue;
neither report should be taken as 100% definitive, of course. // John Piggott
considers the response to The Turning Worm 2 “gratifying” and intends to
publish again in early August, possibly on the occasion of Ian Williams’
birthday when John, poor fool, is visiting Gannetfandom. // Maya 4 is
apparently 2/3rds on stencil and should be finished by the time this
Checkpoint is posted. We’ve heard such tales before, Ian... It has litho covers,
“nice blue paper”, and contains material from John Hall, Ian Williams, and
John Piggott.

[included flier]
MADCAP – MADCAP – MADCAP – MADCAP – MADCAP – MADCAP
– MADCAP – MADCAP – MAD
O.K. so this is another flier for yet another fanzine, and of course we are
asking for contributions, why not.
The first issue of MADCAP will be out when you read this, so if you
want to know what kind of zine you are going to write for, well send a guided
missive to one of the two address’s below....
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Pete. E. Presford.
10. Dalkeith rd.
Sth. Reddish,
Stockport, SK5 7EY.

Or;
Co-Editor.

Pete Colley.
2, Bristol Ave.
Levenshulme,
Manchester.

So arise you fans of to-morrow ( and yester-year. ) and write, write dam thee,
it can only boost your egoboo.
If you are not a typical egoboo seeking fan I do have another fanzine to
which you can write, but be warned, for the one and only
MALFUNCTION.
Does not dwell on the pleasant side of things, ( well only in the sexy side. ) so
if you feel like being foolish, and who does’nt some-times.
Drop me a line, at my address only, Pete Colley has decided that CoEditorship of two brilliant fanzines is just to much; so please drop a line to
yours ( yours ) if you want a copy of either zine.
MADCAP. 1. Out in July.
MALFUNCTION. 2. Out in September. ( I hope.) Bye...
Peter Sullivan, hero transcriber of this issue, adds: “I haven’t tried
to fully replicate the true awfulness of the layout of the [Madcap]
flyer, as it would require too much kludging of the HTML. But at
least all the awful grammar and mis-punctuation is still there.”
(June 2006) Not for nothing was 1970s Manchester & District
fandom known far and wide as the MaD Gruop.
FANZINES RECEIVED: Those with an asterisk are recommended.
Chao 8 (50p:¼o:d). John Alderson, Havelock, Victoria 3465, Australia. General –
Iain Ban, &c. (40¢ or 20p)
Energumen 12 (50p:A4:d). Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, 205,
Toronto 156, Ontario, Canada. General – Bill Watson, Warner, &c. (75¢)
5 (46p:¼o:d). Brian Robinson & Paul Skelton, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. General – Meara, Conesa, &c. (LoC + 3p)
Mobius Trip 13 (52p:A4:d). Ed Connor, 1805 N Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604, USA. Sf
& general – Jeeves, Walker, &c.; (2/$1)
MRU 124 (46p:A4:sd). Waldemar Kumming, 8 München 2, Herzogspitalstr. 5,
Germany. In German. General – Chessmancon photos, Petri, &c. (DM 1)
Norstrilian News 3/1 (4p:¼o:d). Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic.
3001, Australia. Sf & fannish newszine. (6/$3)
Paranoid 2 (9p:¼o:d). Ian Maule, 59 Windsor Tce, South Gosforth, Newcastle on
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Tyne, NE3 1YL. Fannish & general – John Hall, Ian Williams. (free)
Placebo 3 (54p:A4:d). Moshe Feder & Barry Smotroff, 142-34 Booth Memorial
Av, Flushing, NY.11355, USA. General – Hank Davis &c. (35¢)
Vector 60 (40p:1/3o:p). Malcolm Edwards, 75a Harrow View, Harrow, Middx.,
HA1 1RF. BSFA Journal – Sf – Brunner, Strick, Gillespie (30p or 60¢)
Viewpoint 8 (28p:fscp:d). Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, Bucks., SL3
7DQ. Sf & general – Dave Rowe, &c. (12p)
WSFA Journal 79 (52p:A4:d). Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton,
Md.20906, USA. Sf & general – Swann, Warner, Gilliland, &c. (60¢)
SFANCON III (Belgium, April): (Jan Jansen) “We had a really good con
here – attendance was far higher than we, at our most optimistic, had
expected; the chapel and its cobbled courtyard contrasted nicely with the
space painting of Andre Beguin which adorned the walls, part of an
exhibition arranged through SFAN and the gallery owner. Round about 120
people were present at the main afternoon sitting, and with the official
programme breaking down often enough there was plenty of time for friendly
banter and getting to know each other better.
“Mike Moorcock, Guest of Honour, spoke about Ted Carnell and then
about his own work, mainly Behold The Man which has seen Flemish
publication. Ron Bennett, Fan Guest of Honour, was in the unique position of
being able to compare Antwerp activities in the fifties and the seventies.
“SFAN awards were presented to Julien Raasveld for his English
language fanzine, Parallax, and Eddie Bertin for his professional short story
collection, De Achtjaarlijkse God. Other than that there was the presentation
for the winning short stories in SFAN’s yearly Belgian contest. This was won
by Thijs van Ebbenhorst Tengbergen, with Eddie Bertin and M. Van Loggem
as runners-up. Paul Torfs, publisher of the club magazine, Info-Sfan, was also
presented with an honourable certificate in appreciation of the work he does
to keep the club together.
“But this doesn’t, can’t, describe the atmosphere. Outside the chapel in
the courtyard a temporary bar was set up and a sandwich counter at the other
end; in between were some eight yards of tables covered with new and
second-hand sf and fantasy hardcovers, paperbacks, and comics – probably
the biggest choice ever offered at one go in Belgium. According to later
reports from the dealers it was quite profitable too.
“The film, 2001, drew record attendances both on Friday night and one
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Sunday, when several would-be spectators had to be turned away: full house.
“Conclusion: Here there be fans...” (Jan Jansen)
NOTES: This issue is only being duplicated two days after Checkpoint 18, so
many British subscribers will receive two together. The 20th CP should
appear in 10 days or so and then there will be a gap of nearly a month before
the annish, Checkpoint 21. Since this will contain the Fan Poll results, could
any voters please send ballots in before the 10th of July; the write-up of the
results will resemble that of Fanac, rather than the straightforward listings of
Skyrack. // Many of the fanzines for sale in the 17th issue are still available,
though the Crys, Seagulls, Cyphers, Oz and early Crabs have gone. I’m also
selling the Corgi New Writings in Sf (ed Carnell) 1 to 14: offers for the lot, or
10p each (inc postage); good condition. There are piles of F&SF for sale as
well – write if you’re interested (1964-9).
STOP DUPER! Speculation 30 has just arrived. // The Aliens and
almost all the Vectors listed for sale in Checkpoint 17 have been sold. // Sam
Long, the US Agent for the OMPAcon, will be at: Det 11, 6WWg, Patrick
AFB, Florida 32925 – a long way of saying Cape Kennedy, I believe.
OMPA: This, the only British apa, now has 25 members. The 65th
mailing ran to 447 pages from 18 members and the 66th bundle contains 198
pages from 11 members (there’s usually a large number of postmailings).
Anyone interested in joining OMPA should contact the Association Editor,
Ken Cheslin (36 Chapel St, Wordsley, Stourbridge, Worcs., DY8 5QP).
Last issue, if crossed. Rates on
Your sub expires at
page one.
this issue.
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Checkpoint 20, July 1972
Checkpoint 20 is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87
West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are available at 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free. US Agents:
Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Ca.94116. Australian
Agent: David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Victoria 3053. South African
Agent: Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
(8/R1). Back Issues: vol I: sample, 1, 4/5, 6/7, & 8/9; vol II: 00, 0, 1 to 20.
Quantities vary, though the price is the same, namely 4/10p or 6/50¢
(overland). News this issue from: Lisa Conesa, Ian Williams, Eric Bentcliffe,
Tony Triggs, Dave Rowe, Gerald Bishop, David Grigg, and others.
29th July 1972. Restormel Press Publication: 63.
EUROCON 1: (A report from Dave Rowe) “Fred Hemmings, Howie
Rosenblum, and myself arrived in Trieste in a beaten-up Morris Minor, a
monument to British Engineering and made of thirteen years’ accumulation
of rust and dust, which just made the 2000 mile journey there and back. At
our first camp site in Trieste we met Belgian fan, Claude Dumont, his wife
Yvette, dog Jan, and two children; they’d brought their duplicator, as they
had at Heicon, and once again spent the con publishing conreps and oneshots. I even got a mention in the first one and had, with John Brunner, to
master the French typewriter’s key-board to help fill the second. The
Dumonts couldn’t speak English and we couldn’t speak French; but mime,
repeating, and mutual fanac saw us through.
“Tuesday we moved to another site. The sunshine had turned to rain and
wind; Trieste, we found, was famous for its wind. In Maritime Station (a sea
terminal built of marble and stone which looked like a municipal town hall)
we met Nigel Haslock in fawn 1930s football shorts and ½R Cruttenden,
beaming as usual. They were both shifting furniture and artwork for the con. I
use the term ‘artwork’ loosely, since it turned out to be either excellent or
horrible, mainly the latter; this included the Salvador Dali which he spued up
in an off-moment back in ’39. Some of the sf art for covers and posters,
however, more than made up for this, though kept apart from the ‘Mastra
Internationale d’Arte Fantascientifica’! Unfortunately in order to afford the
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con hall, a colour programme, and so on, the con committee needed the art
show and film festival; this led to some art critic saying what went where,
artists demanding that their artwork be moved or that more pieces be
displayed, and suchlike.
“A display of artwork and fanzines to be voted upon by the con
attendees for the Europa Awards was moved into a room behind the
speakers’ platform and could only be reached when the programme wasn’t on
and the caretaker wasn’t looking. The latter, by the way, looked like a plump
docker and had lost his voice, sounding like Donald Duck with laryngitis; he
gave his many directions with a series of whistles, clucks, and claps.
“The programme, as usual, started at least half an hour late and the
introduction was in Italian, French, and German, so I’ve no idea what was
said. John Brunner then gave his Guest of Honour speech which, amongst
other things, attacked the translators of sf novels, thus starting things off on a
good international note. The next piece was in French, giving me a good
excuse to try on the portable translators; these were like transistor radios with
earpieces and the idea was to dial the appropriate language. It may sound
simple; but nobody told us which language was on which number, the power
of some of the models varied considerably, and the translators themselves
often had trouble keeping up with the speaker.
“I won’t try to report on the programme, since it quickly descended into
chaos. Instead I’ll talk about what really made the con: meeting the fans.
There was a party, for example, in the dungeons of the Castelio di San Giusto
where the Mayor showed me round and we listened to an over-amplified
group; the French fans were freaking out with gusto and the Anglo-Italian
mob were doing their best as well. The next night there was a party in the
Museum of Modern Art and I was introduced to some young Italian fans who
were forming the Club Padovano SF. We had a great time discussing the
writing of sf and the works of, believe it or not, Eric Frank Russell. The
British fans, however, had to leave en masse as there was only one car and
we moved to a bar near Vernon Brown’s hotel where the party in fact
continued, since a troop of seventeen international fans descended upon us.
“The following day Fred Hemmings and I managed to see some of the
films, including a Canadian cartoon, ‘Evolution’, which we’ve decided to
show at the OMPAcon, if possible. Other films included a beautiful send-up,
‘Beware, The Blob!’ and a Stanislaw Lem film (not Solaris, which wasn’t in
fact shown).
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“On Saturday I actually saw some of the programme, namely Forrest J.
Ackerman. His projectors didn’t arrive, however, and he spent an hour
improvising a speech which he gave slowly and with a lack of humour to
help the interpreters. When the projectors arrived he had to interrupt his talk
to make way for two other items. That was typical of the con.
“By this time many fans had disappeared and the audience for the last
item on Sunday evening was almost non-existent. In the morning, however,
we had a chance to say what we thought about the Eurocon. The general
opinion was that it was a first attempt at a genuinely international con; but it
wasn’t fannish enough and would have been better if held in one large hotel,
instead of being spread out all over the place. These are the faults that will
need correcting by the second Eurocon in Brussels, 1974 (Fred Hemmings is
UK Agent).” (Dave Rowe)
TRUFANNISHNESS: Michel Feron, well-known Belgian fan, smashed his
car at Trieste, but refused to go to hospital until the con was over. He seems
ok, however, and intends coming to the Novacon by ’plane. Brum, beware...
FANZINES RECEIVED: Those that are particularly recommended are
asterisked.
Beardmutterings 2 (28pp:A4:p). rich brown, 410-61st St, Apt D4, Brooklyn,
NY.11220, USA. Faanish and personal. (sample free – no subs)
Cor Serpentis 3 (38pp:1/8o:p). Carey Handfield, 2 Banoon Road, South Eltham,
Vic.3095, Australia. MUSFA journal – sf (Foyster, &c) (50¢)
Fanews 53/4 (12pp:A4:sd). Uwe Sitzenstock, 3321 Salzgitter-Ohlendorf,
Gartenweg 2, Germany. In German. Newszine (sf/fannish) (10/3.70dm)
Forthcoming SF Books 8 (4pp:A4:d). Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. New US book lists. (3/$1 airmail)
Haverings 52 (10pp: ¼o:d). Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6
6QL. Comments on fanzines received. (6/40p)
Locus 115 (10pp:A4:d). Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. Sf newszine. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards, 75a Harrow
View, Harrow, Middx. (10/£1.50 airmail)
Locus 116 (10pp)
Macrocosm 3 (42pp:A4:d). Rob Holdstock, 15 Highbury Grange, London N5. Sf
fiction. (John Brosnan, Bryn Fortey, Jack Marsh, &c) (15p)
Madcap 1 (24pp: ¼o:d). Peter Presford & Pete Colley, 10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth.
Reddish, Stockport, SK5 7EY. General. (Free?)
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Maya 4 (32pp: ¼o:d). Ian Maule, 59 Windsor Tce, South Gosforth, Newcastle on
Tyne, NE3 1YL. Fannish. (Ian Williams, John Piggott, &c) (20p)
(9pp: ¼o:d). Brian Robinson, 9 Linwood Grove, Manchester, M12 4QH. A
one-shot by the editors of Hell and Lurk. (free)
Rataplan 9 (20pp: ¼o:d). Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 74, Balaclava, Vic.3183,
Australia. General. (Lesleigh Luttrell, &c) (free?)
Scottishe 62 (23pp: ¼o:d). Ethel Lindsay, (see Haverings). Fannish and general.
(Ella Parker, &c) (15p)
SF Commentary 26 (120pp:A4:d). Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA,
Melbourne, Vic.3001, Australia. UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards (see Locus).
Sf articles and criticism. (Gillespie on Aldiss, Gillam, Suvin, &c) (9/£1.50)
Speculation 30 (74pp: ¼o:d) (Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30. Sf and fannish. (Brunner, Phil Strick, Bulmer, &c) (20p)
Zimri 3 (82pp:A4:d). Lisa Conesa & Andrew Stephenson, 54 Manley Rd, Whalley
Range, Manchester, M16 8HP. General. (Aldiss, Hay, &c) (10p)
FANZINE NEWS: First, two forthcoming fanzines: “Blazon, The Magazine
of Science Fiction and St Fantony, is due out later this year; edited by Eric
Bentcliffe, lay-out by Eddie Jones. The first issue will contain material by
Bob Shaw, Ken Bulmer, Ted Tubb, Larry Niven, John Owen, ‘Hurstmonceux
and Faversham’ (a new *Harrison* saga), the late Doc Weir, Ron Bennett,
and Jan Jansen. Artwork by Eddie, Atom, and Jeeves. The first issue will be
litho and have a print run of 500; it will be sent out FREE, courtesy of the
Knights of St.Fantony. To ensure getting a copy, write to (or send your
fanzine to) Eric at 17 Riverside Crescent, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire, CW4
7NR.” Eric adds that material for future issues is welcomed and that these
will be available for ‘the usual’. // “Paranoid 3, special King Kon issue, is
due in a few weeks time,” says Ian Maule (address under Maya above). It
includes “conrep from Thoth Penman, feelthy pictures of Goblin in the nude,
locs, and an article from Leery Chortle...” // Haverings, says Ethel Lindsay, is
now going on a quarterly schedule. // My own Egg 6 has appeared, by the
way, though I misjudged the print-run and I doubt whether there are any
spare copies. Write and see if you’re interested, however.
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (Gerald Bishop’s column) “Reminder,
following my introductory remarks this time last year: in spite of the vast
resources of Aardvark House (International) Data Services Division these
lists are only offered as a guide, and books listed herein may not appear on
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schedule, or ever; such is the whim of the publishers (hopefully) of said
books. But all the following have been noted in various sources as being
scheduled for publication.”
JULY/Hardback: Dobson: Ipomoea (Rackham), New Writings In SF 20
(ed. Carnell). Gollancz: Other Days, Other Eyes (Bob Shaw), A Pocketful of
Stars (ed. Knight). Hodder: Who Needs Men? (Cooper). Lib Assn: The Tale
of the Future (I.F.Clarke). Sidgwick & Jackson: Volteface (Adlard), New
Writings In SF 21 (ed. Carnell).
Paperback: Ballantine/Pan: The Worm Ouroboros, The Mezentian Gate,
A Fish Dinner in Memison (E.R.Eddison). Faber: Best SF Stories of Brian
Aldiss. NEL: I Will Fear No Evil (Heinlein), Battle of Sydney (John Vader).
Penguin: Brave New World (Huxley), Animal Farm, 1984 (Orwell), Titus
Groan (Peake), Space Hostages (Fiske). Sphere: Lords of the Starship
(Geston), Pawns of Null-A (van Vogt). Tandem: Rocannon’s World (le Guin).
AUGUST/Hardback: Gollancz: The Wind From The Sun (Clarke), Of
Time And Stars (Clarke), The Gods Themselves (Asimov), Android At Arms
(Norton). MacGibbon & Kee: 334 (Disch). Sidgwick & Jackson: Destiny
Doll (Simak), The Lost Worlds of 2001 (Clarke – also paper edition).
Paperback: Ballantine/Pan: Don Rodriguez, Beyond The Fields We
Know (Dunsany). Bantam/Corgi: The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit (Bradbury),
Star Trek 6 (Blish), Soldier Erect (Aldiss). NEL: The Airs of Earth (Aldiss),
Swords Against Death (Leiber), A Princess of Mars, Synthetic Men of Mars,
John Carter of Mars, Escape on Venus, Pirates of Venus, Gods of Mars,
Master Mind of Mars (Burroughs). Sphere: Year’s Best SF 5 (ed. Aldiss &
Harrison). Tandem: Vornan-19 (Silverberg).
SFBC: Prostho Plus (Piers Anthony)
[Gerald notes that the Penguins I added to his list in Checkpoint 16 did
not appear – a fault of their ‘forthcoming books’ list, I fear; one that I’d like
to add, however, is Peake’s Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor
(Academy pb) which I’ve not noted before, although it may have been around
for some while. It does exist since I possess a copy – forked out 60p for it
too...]
BOOKSELLERS: A couple of recent catalogues: Andromeda Book Co 17
(Rog Peyton, 131 Gillhurst Rd, Harborne, Birmingham, B17 8PG) contains
cover and items of interest to Trekkies, plus de Camp checklist, plus huckster
lists of new paperbacks (UK & US), few hardcovers & magazines, and war
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games. // 2nd list from David Turner (PO Box 2612, Menlo Park, Ca.94025,
USA) is strong on used hard and paperbacks, new US hardbacks, Arkham
House, Mirage, & Advent Press.
CoA (correction or better alternative to the one given last time): Sam
Long, Box 4946, Patrick AFB, Florida 32925, USA. (US OMPAcon Agent).
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: Upon returning to Bristol from Keele I
was confronted with a massive pile of books from Pan/Ballantine and I’m
still busy reading them. Hopefully, I shall be able to review them within the
next couple of issues; but for the moment, let me bring to your attention Bob
Shaw’s The Palace of Eternity (Pan – 30p). An initial survey of the novel
looked promising; it’s divided into three parts: The Humans, The Egons, and
The Syccans; and this rather led me to believe that each part would explore
the same situation from the viewpoints of each group. Nothing quite so
interesting is attempted, however, and the divisions are barely more than
three long chapters in an adventure story, although each indicates a slight
shifting of emphasis and provision of further knowledge. An uninteresting
person, Tavernor, is caught up in an interstellar war between ‘Humans’ (I’d
prefer ‘human beings’ rather than the adjective on its own, but still...) and
‘Syccans’. In the course of the novel he uncovers some incredible facts about
the nature of the war and the universe itself – or I should say, Bob Shaw
uncovers those facts, since they’re produced like ‘deus ex machinas’
whenever you’re wondering what might happen next. The Palace of Eternity
is competently written and will probably carry the reader along; but I warn
you that you’ll feel cheated by the time you’ve finished. The novel promises
a lot and ends by giving you nothing.
PROJECTS PROFESSIONAL: Cornmarket Reprints (42 Conduit St,
London, W1R 0NL) have sent along a catalogue of their ‘History of the
Future Series’. The titles have been listed in previous Checkpoints and I
should just note that they’re expensive (the cheapest is £3.40) especially
since some are available in paperback anyway (Looking Backward, for
example, is obtainable for 25p, whilst CR are asking £6 for it). To be fair,
they do have new introductions by such as Prof.Asa Briggs and Prof. Tom
Clareson and many of the titles are extremely obscure. Perhaps a few delicate
suggestions to your local librarian might not go amiss? // The Cornmarket
Reprint project acknowledges the help of the SF Foundation and George Hay
is also active elsewhere, initiating the following (taken from a letter to Lisa
Conesa): “Plans are going ahead for an animated film series for tv, based on
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James White’s Space Hospital novels. These will be handled by HDH Films,
London, in association with their partners in Paris and Milan.” // Finally,
from another letter to Lisa. Here’s Brian Aldiss: “On Monday (10th July)
Margaret and I drive away from here in £5000 worth of loaned BMW. I’m
going to drive through Europe for the Daily Telegraph, down to the
Dalmatian Coast. It should be jolly. I’ve worked like a fiend on Billion Year
Spree, now finished, and long for a change of scenery and that thrill of
excitement in having all of Europe in front of the windscreen.”
US BOOKS FOR AUGUST: (Joanne Burger) Ace: Perry Rhodan 16,
Best from F&SF 18, The Black Star Passes (Campbell), Big Time (Leiber),
The Omega Point (Zebrowski), Black Man’s Burden (Reynolds). Ballantine:
The Gold at the Starbow’s End (Pohl), Starflight 3000 (Mackelworth), The
Song of Rhiannon (Walton). Berkley: Chronopolis (Ballard), The Last
Starship from Earth (Boyd). Avon: Macroscope (Anthony), Holding Wonder
(Henderson). Lancer: The Return of Kavin (Mason), Overlay (Malzberg),
Ensign Flandry (Anderson). SFBC: From This Day Forward (Brunner).
Signet: Greybeard (Aldiss), Jack of Shadows (Zelazny). Pyramid: Falling
Torch (Budrys). Doubleday: Perchance To Dream (Knight), Recalled To Life
(Silverberg). Collier: Map of Narnia (Lewis).
Last issue, if crossed.
Your sub expires at the issue
Rates on first page.
numbered.
WEIRD TALES: Mary Legg sends news of some recent marriages: Mike
Ashley, whose new wife is named Sue; Alan Chorley, ex-BaD Group; and
Pam ‘Storeybods’ Storey who has married Captain John Bull and who may
thus be moving to the Middle East. // Ian Williams and Ian Maule have been
renewing contacts in Manchester with a recent visit to the MaD Group. //
Dirce Archer, a well-known American fan in the past and chairman of the
1960 Worldcon, died on May 18th. She was 66. (Locus). // Sarf Efrican fans,
Melanie & Christopher Muir, have enlarged fandom with the birth of a girl
on July 17th. Congratulations to them all. // A play by Michael Irving is or
was recently on at the Half Moon Theatre in London. It’s called Dan Dare
and is apparently attracting quantities of children. The Mekon, however, is
played by a girl... // Dave Rowe met three French faneds looking for traders
whilst he was in Trieste. They are: Henry-Luc Planchat (L’Aube Enclavee) 11
rue Bel-Air, 57000 Metz; Jean LeClerc, 17 rue des Vallees, 91 Brunoy
(Cloac); and Dominique Planterruse (One Shot), 344 Morvan, 76 Bihorel,
France. // The first anthology of indigenous South African sf is currently
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being compiled by Niels Christiansen.
OMPAcon: The first Progress Report has now appeared and lists 102
members, plus another 14 from OMPA itself. Fred Hemmings (20 Beech
Road, Slough, SL3 7DQ, Bucks) will take 50p from you if you want to join
OMPAcon, next year’s British Easter convention. I was somewhat premature
last time in announcing that it would be in Bristol; this seems likely, but has
not yet been finalized. Fred also asks me to say that the Hawthorns Hotel was
rejected as unsuitable as well as unavailable.
TOLKIEN STUFF: Tony Triggs notes that the music to the BBC Radio
series, The Hobbit, has been issued on an lp, namely David Cain’s Music
(REC 91). The price is £1.99 and the record features the BBC Radiophonic
Workshop and David Munrow with the Early Music Consort; music from The
Jew of Malta and Much Ado About Nothing is also included.
NEXT ISSUE will be a rather large annish and will contain the Fan Poll
results plus a number of reports from centres of fan activity over the last year.
Only overseas subscribers will receive this airmail, I’m afraid, since the cost
of posting trade and complimentary copies will be somewhat high.
CHECKPOINT II 20
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
PRINTED MATTER ONLY
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Checkpoint 21, August 1972
Checkpoint 21 is the annish of a news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample Copy is free for
the asking. Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San
Francisco, Ca.94116. (Australia) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South,
Victoria 3053. (RSA) Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4,
Johannesburg, Transvaal. Back Issues: (vol I): sample, 1, 4/5, 6/7, 8/9; (vol
II): 00, 0, 1 to 7, 9 to 20. Quantities vary, though the price is the same – 4 for
10p or 6/50¢ (seamail).
Heading this issue is by Harry Bell, illo inside by John D.Berry.
Heading last issue was by Nick Shears, incidentally. Contributors this issue
are: Archie Mercer, Hartley Patterson, Peter Weston, Ian Williams, Gray
Boak, David Grigg, Susan Glicksohn, and Nick Shears.
31st August 1972. Restormel Press Publication: 64.
A CAST OF SEVERAL: The first thing I should say on the celebration of
Checkpoint’s first year of publication is a line of thanks for the various fans
who’ve supported this, the lone British newszine. The circulation has been
encouraging, if hardly in the Locus class; forty-four people have forked out
money for this issue, nineteen of them from abroad, though the highest has, I
think, been fifty-one (the result of cajoling backsliders at the
Chessmancon).In addition a further seventeen fans receive regular copies for
trade, agenting, and consistent news-gathering, and there are always a large
number of free copies for odd pieces of information received or as samples.
The total circulation is thus around the eighty mark with ninety or a hundred
copies of each issue printed.
As always, I have plans for the future; but I don’t intend to put them into
print at the moment, since that always seems to destroy them. However, I
hope to continue with Checkpoint as a newszine and I trust I’ll be back with a
second annish in 1973.
Peter Roberts.

RESULTS of the 1971-1972
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C*H*E*C*K*P*0*I*N*T FAN POLL
Compiled by Peter Roberts from forms sent out with Checkpoint 17 and
returned by subscribers and others.
Twenty five people voted in this, the first British Fan Poll since those
taken by Ron Bennett in Skyrack back in the late fifties and early sixties. The
poll covered British fanac from Easter 1971 to Easter 1972, the first year of
Checkpoint’s publication. All fans were eligible to vote, though the majority
(19) were Checkpoint subscribers; only a few attempted every category and
some only voted in one or two.
The following fans voted: Harry Bell, Gray Boak, James Campbell, Pete
Colley, Ed Connor (U.S.A.), Bryn Fortey, James Goddard, Jan Jansen (Bel.),
Terry Jeeves, Ethel Lindsay, Mike & Pat Meara, Ian Maule, Hartley
Patterson, Joe Patrizio, Philip Payne, John Piggott, Henry Pijohn, David
Piper, Ben Prole, Dave Rowe, Nick Shears (R.S.A.), Brian Temple, Keith
Walker, Mike Watson, & Ian Williams.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Twenty two different titles were nominated,
sixteen of which received more than one vote. Five points were awarded to
the top place, four to the second, and so on down to one point for fifth Place.
Checkpoint itself was ineligible.
l) EGG (59 points). Edited by Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ, (15p, trade, LoC, &c). Two issues eligible (1971-72). Egg,
the journal of aardvark fandom, is best described as a fannish fanzine, since it
devotes little of its space to sf and prefers to concentrate on fans and fandom.
Egg 4 was late, finally appearing a month or so after the Worcester
Eastercon. It contained a Heicon report with a couple of pages of photos, plus
an anonymous parody, ‘Wired Tales’. Gray Boak’s regular column,
‘Kaleidoscope’, also appeared as well as the usual fifteen pages of letters in
‘Eggoboo’. The cover was a self-portrait by John Richardson and interior
artwork was provided by Bill Rotsler, Terry Jeeves, Alistair Noyle, and
others. It was the last Egg to use all gold paper. The fifth Egg was considered
by many the best issue so far and appeared in September 1971. The lead
article was by Hans-Joachim Alpers and dealt with the German group known
as ‘The Opposition’; James Parkhill-Rathbone, a UK fan from the thirties,
wrote on his attitude to fans and fandom; Gray Boak was present with his
‘Kaleidoscope’ and John Brosnan contributed the first part of his ‘Nog’
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column. The letter column was unillustrated and ran to thirteen pages. The
cover was once again by John Richardson and interior artwork (in black, red,
and green) was by Harry Bell, Dave Rowe, Atom, Bill Rotsler, Alistair
Noyle, and John Richardson.
2) CYNIC (42 points). Edited by Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston
upon Thames, Surrey, 1KT 3EG. (Free, trade, LoC, &c). Three issues
eligible. Cynic, like Egg, is a fannish fanzine, though Gray’s aeronautical
interests are sometimes apparent and thus in many ways it is more personal
zine than Egg. Both, incidentally, were distributed through OMPA. Cynic 2
contained a short piece by Andrew Stephenson, ‘With Both Barrels’, a tale of
Gannet fandom by Ian Williams, and fanzine reviews by Jhim Linwood and
Joe Patrizio. Gray contributed a long editorial and the letter column ran to
eight (A4) pages. The cover was by Kevin Cullen and interior artwork largely
by Alexis Gilliland and Andrew Stephenson. Cynic 3 contained a long article
by Stephen Barclay, a humorous exploration of the Icarus myth, Bryn Fortey
contributed a fannish piece and Jhim Linwood was present with fanzine
reviews. The cover was again by Kevin Cullen and the interiors were
decorated by Harry Bell, Dave Rowe, Atom, and Andrew Stephenson. Cynic
4, in best Boak tradition, was heavily disguised as something else – in this
case a one-shot on the ’71 Eastercon entitled ‘Worcester With Sauce’.
Between four pages of photographs, originally appearing in Speculation,
were four intermingled con reports from Vernon Brown, John D.Berry, Roj
Gilbert, and Andrew Stephenson. The remainder of the magazine was taken
up with a transcript of the ‘Fanzine Panel’ at Worcester; illustrations were by
Harry Bell, Dave Rowe, Andrew Stephenson, and Kevin Cullen. Unusually,
there was no LoC column.
3) SPECULATION (41 points). Edited by Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Av,
Kings Norton, Birmingham 30. (20p, trade, LoC, &c). One issue. Speculation
is Britain’s best known fanzine, five times a Hugo nominee and considered as
the foremost magazine of serious sf criticism in the world. Its recent
irregularity and the fannish bias of a poll such as this probably prevented
Speculation from coming top. The 29th issue contained four pages of photos
from the Worcester convention which Pete and the Brum Group organized
plus Pete’s normally fannish editorial. A transcript of James Blish’s talk ‘All
In A Knight’s Work’ and Larry Niven’s PresiCon speech, ‘My World And
Welcome To It’ were two main features of this issue. Philip Strick reported
on the Trieste Sf Film Festival and joined a debate with Tony Sudbery on the
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merits of Phil Dick. Book reviews and the letter column filled the rest of the
issue. Vincent DiFate provided a printed cover.
4) MAYA (37 points). Edited by Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest
Hall, Newcastle on Tyne, NE12 0HX. (10p, trade, LoC, &c) Two issues.
Maya had a far more confused start than either Egg or Cynic; but, with a
change of editors, it is now evolving into a fannish fanzine, gradually
divesting itself of book reviews and the like. Maya 2, edited by Ian Williams,
presented a curious mixture which included David Pringle’s ‘Race-Death in
Sf’, Roj Gilbert’s ‘Doomwatch Revisited’, Gray Boak’s column, ‘Zero-Zero
He Flies’, and Mary Legg’s reminiscent ‘Looking Back’. A letter column,
varied verse, and fanzine reviews also appeared. The cover was by Kevin
Cullen and most of the artwork, where visible, was by Harry Bell and Jim
Marshall. Maya 3 was edited by Ian Maule and was much improved visually.
Like Cynic 4, a large portion of the contents was devoted to the Worcester
convention with conreps from Ian Williams, Thom Penman, John Piggott, Ian
Maule, and Mary Legg. Gray Boak and Mary Legg reappeared with their
columns and Lisa Conesa contributed ‘The Motorized Beggar’. There was no
editorial, though the letter column remained. Almost all the artwork,
including a printed front cover, was by Harry Bell.
5) CYPHER (30 points), Edited by James Goddard & Mike Sandow,
Woodlands Lodge, Woodlands, Southampton. (15p, trade, LoC, &c). 3
issues. With Speculation’s irregularity, Cypher has come forward as a new
sercon fanzine for British sf fans. I’m afraid I no longer have the fourth and
fifth issues; but highlight of Cypher 4 was a piece by Kingsley Amis and
Cypher 5 contained an interview with Greg Benford and a controversial piece
by Terry Jeeves. Cypher 6 had a Brian Aldiss interview as its main attraction,
whilst Gordon Johnson talked on Wells, David Pringle on ‘SF & The Death
Of The Future’, and Eddy Bertin on sf in the Low Countries. An unusual item
was a long cartoon strip with satirical intent by David West and John
Constantine. A letter column and book reviews concluded the issue. Kevin
Cullen provided a printed cover with interior artwork by Terry Jeeves, Jack
Gaughan, Cy Chauvin, and Dany Frolich.
The next five positions were as follows: 6) Scottishe (19 points) edited
by Ethel Lindsay; 7) Fouler (16 points) edited by Greg Pickersgill and Roy
Kettle; 8) Hell (14 points) edited by Brian Robinson and Paul Skelton; 9)=
Shadow (11 points) edited by David Sutton and Erg (11 points) edited by
Terry Jeeves.
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The first five positions were clear early on in the voting, though they
took some time to arrange themselves in any definite order and even at the
close one extra ballot could have changed things. Egg attracted the largest
number of voters with Cynic second. Egg and Maya both had the highest
number of first-place votes (five each).
BEST SINGLE ISSUE: Only seven titles were nominated in this category,
1) MAYA 3 (4 votes) edited by Ian Maule (see above).
The only other fanzine to receive more than one vote was Greg
Pickersgill and Roy Kettle’s one-shot for the Worcester convention, The
Little-Read Stool Book.
BEST BRITISH FANARTIST: Sixteen people were nominated, twelve
receiving more than one vote. Three points were given to the top place and so
on downwards.
1) HARRY BELL (31 points). Harry has contributed to a large number of
UK fanzines over the last year. The founding of the Gannet Group in the
North-East seems to have woken him from his gafiation which started after
Grimwab folded in 1968 and much of his work, mostly cartooning, has
appeared in Maya. Harry has also contributed to Egg, Cynic, and, of course,
to Checkpoint itself.
2) KEVIN CULLEN (17 points). Kevin has risen quickly as a popular
artist for British fans and faneds, mainly concentrating on sf subjects, though
also producing a few cartoons. He has done cover work for Cypher, Maya,
and Cynic as well as interior illustrations.
3) DAVE ROWE (14 points). Dave is also a popular newcomer who has
done a wide variety of work for many British fanzines, notably Egg, Cynic,
Viewpoint, Vector, and others.
The next three positions went to: 4) Terry Jeeves (12 points); 5) Andrew
Stephenson (Ames) (11 points); 6) Arthur Thomson (Atom) (10 points).
BEST BRITISH FAN WRITER: Twenty people were nominated, only
eight receiving more than one vote. Three points were given to the top place
and so on downwards.
1) GRAY BOAK (20 points). Gray is one of Britain’s most active fans.
He has edited Cynic (placed 2nd in the Best Fmz section) and has naturally
written a considerable amount in that; but he has also contributed columns for
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Egg, Maya, and Binary and various individual pieces for other British
fanzines. His letter writing has been extensive, notably in Hell, but also in
foreign fanzines. His writing is largely humorous and closely linked to
fandom itself; however. Gray also has considerable outside interests which
also include... sf.
2) BOB SHAW (9 points). Bob Shaw’s fannish pieces are renowned for
their fine humour in the best Irish Fandom tradition. As far as I know,
however, he did not appear in any British fanzines over the last year, keeping
to the American fannish fanzines (Focal Point, Rats!, Energumen, &c).
Considering the comparative insularity of most British fans, Bob’s placing
here is fairly remarkable as well as pleasing in its own right.
3) TERRY JEEVES (8 points). Terry has been writing for his own
fanzine, Erg (placed 9th in the Best Fmz section); but has also contributed to
many other fanzines both in the UK and abroad. The level of Terry’s fanac
can thus be seen to be notably high, since he also appears in the ‘Best
Fanartist’ section. Terry was also a runner-up in the 1971 TAFF race.
The next three positions went to: 6)= Mary Legg (6 points), Ian
Williams (6 points), and Thom Penman (6 points).
BEST ARTICLE: Only seven pieces were nominated in this category.
1) ‘Looking Back’ (3 votes), Mary Legg’s reminiscent series in Maya 2
and Maya 3 in which Mary looks back on her time in fandom.
REVIVED FANZINE: Eleven fanzines were nominated, ranging from
Scientifiction to Egg and Speculation...
1) FOULER (6 votes) Edited by Greg Pickersgill & Roy Kettle. Fouler
was actually eligible for the Best Fmz section, since two issues appeared
during 1971-2. The strength of this vote, however, shows that many Fouler
fans had defective memories and probably pulled Fouler down to 7th place in
the main category. Fouler itself, seemingly dead now, was a brash and
invigorating fanzine of a generally fannish disposition which delighted many,
whilst alienating others. Perhaps it may yet return under another guise or in
its true form.
Walt Willis’ Hyphen (5 votes) came a close second.
That completes the first Checkpoint Fan Poll; my congratulations to the
winners and my thanks to the voters. I think the response was good enough to
warrant another poll next year – certainly it was higher than I anticipated,
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since I’d expected the ballots to disappear in a sea of fan apathy and had set a
minimum of only ten returns and an optimum of twenty. Despite the voting
strength of Gannetfandom, the polling seems to be from a fairly wide crosssection of British Fanzine Fandom as well.
A number of votes were ineligible (mainly for foreign material); but I
should note that Scottishe 55 lived long enough in several memories for it to
top the Best Single Issue category, despite its age.
Peter Roberts.
TEN YEARS AGO: In the Skyrack Poll for 1961, twenty one fans voted for
Best British fanac. For no good reason except gratuitous time-binding, some
of the results are given below.
Best British Fan Publications
Best British Fanwriters
(1961)
(1961)
1) The Atom Anthology (ed. Ella
1) Walt Willis
Parker)
2) John Berry
2) Orion (ed. Ella Parker)
3) Bob Shaw
3) Hyphen (ed. Walt Willis & Ian
Best Fan Artist: l) Atom. 2)
McAulay)
Eddie.
4) Bastion (ed. Eric Bentcliffe)
5) Skyrack (ed. Ron Bennett)
A few fanzines have lasted those ten years and received votes in both polls
Ethel Lindsay’s Scottishe came 7th in 1961 and 6th in 1971, whilst the
BSFA’s Vector came 10th in 1961 and 19th in 1971. Atom and Bob Shaw
also appear in both polls, you’ll note.
OTHERWHERE: The Egoboo poll seems to have disappeared, leaving only
the Locus poll for 1971 British representatives in the fan categories were
Speculation (8th, Best Fnz) and Arthur Thompson (6th, Artist).

THE FANNISH YEAR
A series of reports from centres of fanac in Great Britain and abroad...

GREAT BRITAIN: (1971/2)
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The B.S.F.A. (a report from Archie Mercer)
To begin at the low-point: Ted (known professionally as John) Carnell,
Chairman of the Association, died in harness shortly before Easter. Ted’s
successor in the Chair is author John Brunner, holder of the record for the
number of times he has won the Association’s Award. This Award,
incidentally, has this year (1972 in respect of 1971 publication) gone to our
original. Chairman, and the one-and-only President of the former
unincorporated Association, Brian Aldiss, for Moment of Eclipse.
Keith Freeman, as Vice Chairman and ex officio Chairman of the
Committee, has superintended a year of average activity on sundry fronts.
Doreen Parker has resigned as Company Secretary, being replaced by
accountancy-trainee Graham Poole of Cheltenham, Jill Adams continues to
reign competently over the Treasury, and has this year deservedly won the
‘Doc’ Weir Award by popular vote.
The Association’s biggest problem is still the editing, production and
above all the regularity of its journal, Vector, Currently it is being edited by
Malcolm Edwards of Harrow and printed professionally, and incorporates the
former BSFA Bulletin (still under Archie Mercer’s editorship) as a news
column.
The Association is collaborating in a number of fields with the recentlyformed ‘SF Foundation’. In particular, the membership has now agreed that
its book library should be loaned on a semi-permanent basis to this
Foundation; members will be entitled to borrow from it as now, but it will be
housed and administered by the Foundation which will naturally also be able
to make use of it for its own purposes, Elaine Wash, who has housed and
administered it for the past several years with notable efficiency, has set an
excellent standard for the Foundation to maintain.
The Association’s various far-flung enterprises continue to prosper.
About the furthest-flung is the magazine library, up in Ross-shire (hands up
who said “Wherever’s that?”) with Joe Bowman. The ‘Orbiter’ (round-robin
writers’ workshop), the advice bureau, the fanzine-introduction scheme, and
similar departments, remain in business – sometimes indeed with the accent
on the ‘busy’.
When all is said and done, the Association is perhaps not exactly the
most spectacular thing around, and seldom if ever has been. However, the
membership remains around the average 250-350 level, which seems to
indicate that there is still a need for it, a need which it fills (to my mind)
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reasonably effectively.
Archie Mercer.
Anyone interested in joining the BSFA, or wanting further details,
should contact Mrs E.A.Walton (Membership Secretary) 25 Yewdale Cresc,
Coventry, CV2 2FF, Warks.
The Tolkien Society (A report from Hartley Patterson)
A year ago the Tolkien Society was passing through one of the crises
that seem endemic to fannish organizations: the Bulletin Editor and the
Treasurer had gafiated, the magazine editor and publisher were refusing to
put out another issue without being paid for the last, and the Committee was
inactive and had not met for some time. Since then the TS has made a
remarkable recovery.
We now have over 100 members and mailings are hoped to be about 810 per year. The magazine Mallorn is following American precedent by
having a different editor for each issue; number six is expected soon from the
Chairman and it is theoretically quarterly. The other TS publication is Anduril
which carries news, though it is more a magazine than a newsletter.
We have good contacts with America where the TSA has unfortunately
ceased operations owing to the blindness of Ed Meskys. Its place has been
taken by the Mythopoeic Society. At Eurocon I in Trieste this year the
possibilities of European cooperation were also discussed.
The TS has always wanted to encourage local groups (smials) and in this
we differ from other such national societies. Smials are given a reduction in
subscriptions. At present the only regular meetings known to me are in
Liverpool (c/o Grahame Lamb) and London (c/o Keith Bridges). In
Manchester Tolkien fans are attached to the MaD Sf Group.
The TS is not, by the way, limited to the works of Tolkien; other
connected subjects are covered: mythology, fantasy, and so on. The
Committee (July 1972) consists of: Mrs V.Chapman (Secretary), Keith
Bridges (Chairman), Jon Symonds (Vice-Chairman), John Martin (Anduril),
Archie Mercer (Treasurer), and Hartley Patterson (Member without
portfolio).
Hartley Patterson.
All enquiries to Keith Bridges, 31 Great Dell, Welwyn Garden City,
Herts.
The B.F.S.
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Unfortunately a promised report from Sandra Sutton did not appear. The
British Fantasy Society, having dropped the ‘Weird’ from its title, seems to
be doing well in its emulation of the BSFA and has, I think, some 75
members to date. Try contacting Sandra Sutton, 194 Station Road, Kings
Heath, Birmingham 14 for further information.
The Birmingham Sf Group (A report from Peter Weston)
A few years ago I came across a little paragraph which made me smile
in one of those old British fanzines that existed under the shadow of Hyphen
and which no-one seems to remember now. I think it may have appeared in
Space Diversions, but if not it was certainly in one of the many similar fmz
spawned in the early nineteen-fifties by various now-vanished fan groups up
and down the country. The paragraph said something like this: “Now is the
time for a really big recruiting drive to build up the membership of the
plonkety-plonk Science Fiction Group.”
I smiled because in the light of the subsequent collapse of British
fandom and the almost complete absence of this sort of tight local group
throughout the sixties, that excited imperative from the past seemed
ridiculous in its very suggestion that normal people could somehow be
dragged in off the street and turned into fans. Yet now the wheel is turning
full circle again and my current project is to do precisely that – for fans can
be made, can’t they?
For the past year we have been running an experiment which may
eventually produce a definitive answer to that question. The experiment is the
resurrected Birmingham Sf Group, and it is based on the same hopeful theory
which inspired the formation of the BSFA in 1958 – that discussing sf could
serve as a bait to draw in readers who, after processing, would emerge as
keen new fans. And in all fairness I must admit that this ‘bait’ does provide a
lot of enjoyment to those of us in the area who already consider ourselves
fans.
The system works like this. We hire a large room at the much-loved
Imperial Centre Hotel, and regularly on the third Friday of each month we
have a meeting about sf. We may invite an author along, show a film, or have
some sort of discussion panel (a recent one on Star Trek was particularly
successful). After meetings Roger Peyton sells books and we all retire to a
private bar where, thanks to an arrangement with the kindly Magistrates’
Court, we can drink and talk until midnight.
That is the visible part of the Plan; the rest involves a lot of work
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through a proper Management Committee and a big effort to publicize the
Group within the area and to attract new people into becoming members.
This is where Vernon Brown is a key man, particularly since he is also
responsible for a monthly newsletter which really must appear on time
(during the week before a meeting). I originally produced this newsletter as a
simple duplicated thing; but under Vernon’s editorship it has grown into quite
an attractive little fanzine; the purpose remains the same, however – to
remind everyone of the forthcoming meeting and to encourage participation
in. Group affairs.
You can appreciate that all this is a lot more complicated than a simple
Globe meeting, and some fans might find such a regimented arrangement not
at all to their taste. Don’t forget though that these aren’t fans, and that Globetype Groups have been tried here before, several times. Without London’s
supply of professionals and fannish visitors previous Groups have remained
very small, ingrown affairs and have finally died. The theory this time is that
newcomers want to do something more than sit and look at each other, and
that a programme event breaks the ice for an evening as well as acts as an
attraction.
The present society is something I thought about for years; but I didn’t
do much until the summer of last year after the Worcester Convention when
we had reached a sort of high-point of fannish activity in the Midlands. As a
project I’ve found it a lot more satisfying than almost any other in which I’ve
been involved – certainly a lot more fun than organizing a convention or
conference for instance, although I think Speculation remains my first love.
And so far we can chalk up a modest record of success – 14 or 15
meetings with a programme each time, the same number of newsletters, and
average attendances that must number over 50 per meeting. At the last count
we had 73 paid-up members and nearly as many ‘interested parties’, the
majority of whom have been attracted since we began operations.
That does tend to prove one part of the theory – that for every sf fan
there must be hundreds who read the stuff fervently, but who have never
come into contact with other enthusiasts. The sort of people we want – and
are getting – are not those who “read an sf book last week but I forgot who
wrote it”, but the types who have kept a secret hoard in their attics for years,
and who have been laughed at for their obsession, just like us. Honestly,
that’s what they say!
So far then we’ve pulled in a large crowd of keen sf readers; but lately
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I’m getting rather apprehensive as the months roll by and they don’t enter
fandom. Perhaps you can lead a horse to water, but can’t make him drink;
for, despite the efforts made by Vernon and I to thrust all the latest news of
fandom under their noses, our followers remain largely uninterested. Talk of
the marvellous times had at Chester, that great new Peter Roberts fanzine, it
all seems to leave them cold.
There are some honourable exceptions such as Stan Eling, Meg Palmer,
and Hazel Reynolds, all of whom are infiltrating nicely into broader circles.
There are others attracted by the Group like Tom Shippey, who will probably
never be a true fan because he has too many other interests, but whose
presence will be a big asset to Speculation at least, and perhaps to some
future conventions.
The majority of real fans within the Birmingham Group remain the usual
faces seen at every convention – and yet where did we come from? Rog
Peyton, Martin Pitt, myself, from the previous attempt at organizing an sf
circle; Jack Cohen and Bob Rickard from the Interregnum period; Vernon,
Pauline, and a few good others from the Aston sf group (which must have
been one of the most potent of all recruiting sources). Perhaps I’m looking
for lasting results too quickly – for it is difficult to really enter fandom. How
long does it take most people before they stop festering on the fringes?
In the meantime the second Novacon is on the horizon, we have a
University course on sf this autumn which should attract yet more
newcomers, and Fred Hemmings is hoping to get a lot of new Birmingham
people to join next year’s Eastercon. Then perhaps the final and most secret
part of the Plan can be achieved, and Vernon and I can slip off the committee
to become just members of the herd, watching those crazy, keen neofans
organizing their local Group!
Peter Weston.
Enquiries to Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton, Birmingham
38.
M.A.D. Group
Pete Presford did not, unfortunately, provide a promised report from the
Manchester or Mersey & Deeside Group. When last heard of it was meeting
happily in a pub and producing a newsletter, Satellite. Contact Pete at 10
Dalkeith Rd, Sth Reddish, Stockport, SK5 7EY for further information.
LiG Group
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The Liverpool Group has really become a social gathering of friends and
I doubt whether they still hold organized meetings or encourage much in the
way of new activity. I should try the MaD Group first, anyway.
Gannetfandom (A Report from Ian Williams)
We huddle loosely around the North Sea shores in the North East corner
of our black and industrial land, but we like it. After all we’re fans and like
booze and women even if the latter are in short supply. Our small group is
fandom in microcosm comprising men of talent, idiots, and fuggheads. So I’ll
introduce us in no particular order.
Harry Bell: fat and furry, one of the best fanartists in the country. Ian
Maule: editor of Maya, has appalling taste in sf, but a dab hand at
reproducing. Dave Douglass: soon to produce a fanzine called The Rapists’
Weakly, quiet and loveable. Irene Taylor: doesn’t say or do much, but is nice
to look at and giggles exquisitely, belongs to Bell. Jim Marshall: a comics
fanartist and bloody good when he pulls his finger out and does something,
would-be freak. Thom Penman: highly intelligent, writes well, very
imaginative, totally insensitive, fugghead, and pet fool. Ian Penman: no
relation, edits comic fanzines, Oracle and Armageddon, professional
womanizer, and hateful creep. And that leaves me who’s responsible for
gathering all these idiots together every Tuesday in a pub called The Gannet;
used to edit Maya, was once fat and jolly, spasmodically send LoCs and
articles to faneds with known bad taste, and am currently giving up smoking.
Apart from sitting around talking, drinking, producing first class fanart,
fanwriting, fanzines, and laughing at Thom Penman, we sometimes talk about
projects that never get off the ground. We’ve always wanted to hold a
convention in Newcastle. I suggested it over a year ago and was faced with
an overwhelming chorus of ‘It’ll never come off.’ A couple of months ago
somebody suggested it again. Everyone was in favour, ‘Not enough time,’ I
said, but nonetheless wrote to a couple of people plugging it and dragged
Penman’s Ian and Thom and a sitar to a possible hotel. After that, Thom
wrote to everyone he knew plugging the hotel and the date whilst the rest
wallowed, unknown to him, in apathy. So there isn’t going to be a minicon in
Newcastle this August Bank Holiday. But in 1973, well that’s different...
If you are ever in Sunderland on a Tuesday night after 7:30, visit us in
The Gannet. Our undying friendship is won easily with the words: “What are
you all having then?”
Ian Williams.
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Enquiries to Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd, Sunderland, SR4
7KD.
Kingston Group (A Report from Gray Boak)
Meetings: my place, on the last Saturday of the month. Officers: Jhim
Linwood, self, and Brian Hampton. Regular attendees Sid Bounds, Fred
Hemmings, and Dave Rowe.
That should be enough to put people off altogether. Assorted other
people come (perm any number up to a dozen – in my room? I must be mad –
which I believe is the record). So-far-unfulfilled promises from Ethel
Lindsay, Arthur Thompson, and Alan Chorley – BaD Group in exile, did I
hear someone say?
Gray Boak.
Enquiries to Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey,
1KT 3EG.
Other sf groups in Britain are known to exist, though I can’t vouch for their
state of activity or fannish inclinations. Amongst these are a Glasgow group
containing at least one fan, James Campbell, and university groups at Aston,
Cambridge, and Oxford all of which contain several fans.
There’s also an informal meeting at The Globe in London, of course (the
first Thursday of every month, as ever); but organized groups in the big city
no longer exist, I rarely seem to get any information from London though
recent rumours indicate that all is not as fine and friendly as it might be at
The Globe, which seems rather sad.

ELSEWHERE: (1971/2)
Australia (a report from David Grigg)
Australian fandom in the last year has been showing an increase in kind
and numbers, A whole range of new fanzines has sprouted up and become
established institutions, whereas there were perhaps two regular fanzines two
years ago. One reason for this upsurge, I’d guess, is the interest being shown
in the Australia in ’75 bid and the enthusiasm this has stirred up. John
Bangsund’s Scythrop and Bruce Gillespie’s SF Commentary reached new
heights, the latter hitting the Hugo ballot this year for the first time, Leigh
Edmonds revived his excellent fanzine, Rataplan. New fanzines include John
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Alderson’s Chao, Eric Lindsay’s Gegenschein, Ron Clarke and Shayne
McCormack’s Wombat, whilst Ron continued with The Mentor and I
produced my own Fanarchist, A large number of one-shots filled the mails,
including a well-done hoax-zine, The Kraken Wakes. Another interesting
aspect of Australian fandom was the increase in the number of local groups
and conventions. In Adelaide an sf group was formed at the local university
and held film nights and discussions, becoming healthy enough by the
beginning of 1972 to put on the Advention, an enjoyable regional con. In
Melbourne Australia’s first specialist sf bookshop, the Space Age, started up
under the proprietorship of Merv Binns and featuring Lee Harding, one of our
best known sf authors, as its ace bookseller; much fannish activity has
centred around this bookshop. In Sydney the preparation for Syncon 72 has
taken up a lot of interest; but meetings of the SSFF still go on in association
with the old Futurian Society of Sydney, In Brisbane the F&SF Association
has been holding reasonably regular meetings and plans to hold a con at the
beginning of 1973. Our first hotel convention, the Melbourne Eastercon, was
a great success considering it’s only a regional, John Bangsund moved from
Melbourne to Canberra, so we expect to hear of a renaissance of the Canberra
Sf Club.
ANZAPA, the local amateur press association, continued with a growing
membership and returned to Melbourne hands when Leigh Edmonds was
given the OBE (Official Bloody Editorship) recently.
The number of new fans coming onto the scene at present is enormous;
one litmus tests I’ve had more enquiries about my fanzine from completely
unheard-of people in the last six months than I’ve ever had, and the same
seems to be true of other fanzine editors here.
This year the first of a projected series of fan funds to transport fans
across the Pacific, DUFF, started and the winner was American Lesleigh
Luttrell; she’ll therefore be coming to the 11th Annual Australian Sf
Convention, Syncon 72, in August.
David Grigg.
Canada (a report from Susan Glicksohn)
The sf year, which always seems to begin with the Worldcon, rather
than the recovery from New Year’s Eve parties, got off to a good start in
Toronto when this city played host to the fourth annual Secondary Universe
Conference, the first weekend of October. Many excellent scholarly papers
were featured. Academic interest continues to grow, with courses in sf and
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fantasy at the University of Toronto, York University, and Seneca College in
Toronto, as well as McGill University in Montreal and the University of
British Columbia in Vancouver. The Vancouver Sf Club held their second
successful regional con early in the new year, with Phil Dick as their guest of
honour. A group of Toronto sf and comic fans organized the first Cosmicon
last March at York University; the guest of honour was Jim Steranko, and
other interesting guests included Marvel’s Stan Lee and film director Alain
Resnais, who is planning a film based on Marvel characters. The Cosmicon
was so successful that – shazam! – another is planned for this autumn, with
more emphasis on sf.
Out in Calgary, Canada’s peripatetic goodwill ambassador, John
Mansfield, hosted sixteen half-hour tv shows on various aspects of sf and
comics, before being posted to Germany with the Canadian Armed Forces,
who knew he wanted to attend more European conventions! The club he left
behind also plans a convention, probably in November with Murray Leinster
as guest of honour.
The Canadian publishing scene is quite active; Energumen was
nominated for the Hugo award a second time, and not one but two Canfen,
Rosemary Ullyot and Susan Glicksohn, received Best Fanwriter nominations
(Mike Glicksohn refuses to say how he voted in that category). To foster
better communications among Canadian fans, the first-ever Canadian apa was
organized by Vaughn Fraser (PO Box 338, Corunna, Ontario). The second
Canadapa mailing is due out August 1st; the membership roster is full, but
interested non-Canadians are invited to put their names on the waiting list –
we have one Belgian and at least one American for variety!
The single most exciting event in Canadian fandom, though, is the
preparation for TORCON 2, the 31st World Sf Convention to be held here
Aug 31st to Sept 3rd 1973. This will be the 25th anniversary of TORCON 1
and to celebrate we plan to emphasize fandom and its history as well as sf.
We even have the same GoH, Robert Bloch – and remember, Bloch is
superb! Our fan GoH will be the talented Bill Rotsler. Programme plans are
still in the making, so if you have any ideas, please contact us at PO Box 4,
Station K, Toronto 12, Ontario. We hope to continue such good ideas as film
shows – perhaps with a Bloch Film Festival – and the small discussion
groups which proved so popular at Noreascon. A fan history display is also in
the works. Membership rates are $3 (£1.20) supporting, $5 attending until
December 1st, $4 and $7 thereafter and $10 at the door.
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The British agent for TORCON 2 is Pete Weston. Please contact him for
more information, memberships, and plans for a cheap package flight to the
TORCON. We hope to see you all in 1973!
Susan Glicksohn.
South Africa (a report from Nick Shears)
Organized fandom in Sarf Efrica falls almost entirely under the auspices
of the Science Fiction Club of South Africa (SFSA), which celebrated its
third birthday in June this year. In the past year we feel we have
accomplished a lot – a current membership of about 70; an established
Writers’ Circle providing criticism and guidance for aspiring authors; an
annual short story competition judged by professional writers; and contact
with various overseas fan groups, not to mention the normal meetings,
parties, etc, of any club. Our plans for the future include making the clubzine,
Probe, a semi-pro litho job, an exhibition to tour libraries, hobby fairs, and so
on, and Sarf Efrica’s first convention, the date and site of which will be
finalized this September.
Individual fan efforts are sparse, but improving. These are the SA
fanzines at present: Entropion and aFricAN (Nick Shears); Foreign Office
Report and Foreign Office Journal (Bernie Ackerman); Probe, And Having
Writ..., and SFSA Bulletin (Tex Cooper), But fans seem willing to become
involved in our own fandom now and quite a number subscribes to overseas
zines; maybe we can persuade them to contribute to them or even publish
their own.
Nick Shears.
That’s it, then, for this year. Many thanks to all contributors and I trust
something similar can be staged again in 1973.
This is your last issue. Sub rates
This is the number of
are on page 1.
your last issue.
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Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: US – Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Ca.
94116. Australia – David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Victoria 3053.
RSA- Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
Back Issues are 4/10p or 6/50¢ (seamail): (vol I) 0, 1, 4/5, 6/7, 8/9; (vol II)
00, 0, 1-7, 9-21. Quantities vary. News this issue from: George Wells, John
D.Berry, Terry Jeeves, Pete Weston, Gerald Bishop, Charlie Winstone, Brian
Temple, Ian Maule, Seth McEvoy, and Eric Bentcliffe. Restormel Press Pub.
66.
HUGO AWARDS: The following awards were presented at the LACon
banquets
Best Novel:
1) TO YOUR SCATTERED BODIES GO
(FARMER)
2) The Lathe of Heaven (Le Guin)
3) Dragonquest (McCaffrey)
Best Novella: 1) THE QUEEN OF AIR AND DARKNESS
(ANDERSON)
2) ‘A Meeting With Medusa’ (Clarke)
3) ‘The Fourth Profession’ (Niven)
Best Short
1) INCONSTANT MOON (NIVEN)
Story:
2) ‘Vaster Than Empires and More Slow’ (LeGuin)
3) ‘The Autumn Land’ (Simak)
Best Drama:
1) A CLOCKWORK ORANGE
2) The Andromeda Strain
3) THX 1138
Best Pro.
1) FRANK KELLY FREAS
Artist:
2) Jeff Jones
3) John Schoenherr
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1) F&SF
2) Analog
3) Amazing
Best Fanzine: 1) LOCUS
2) Energumen
3) Granfalloon
Best Fan
1) HARRY WARNER, JR
Writer:
2) Terry Carr
3) Susan Glicksohn
Best Fan
1) TIM KIRK
Artist:
2) William Rotsler
3) Alicia Austin
These were taken from Wabbit Twacks!! 4 (sic), the daily newssheet of the
LACon, and were kindly forwarded by George Wells, Checkpoint Hero.
Best Prozine:

fanzines received
Antares News 2 (4pp:A4:d) Sezar Erkin Ergin, Bakanlikar, PO Box 56, Ankara,
Turkey. (10 IRCs p.a.) This is the newszine of the SFFC, a new Turkish sf
club which has recently added a new area to the fan world. Information inside
includes Turkish fan and sf news, notes on fanzines received, and letters, Half
the issue is in Turkish, half in good English. It’s produced monthly and the
price includes membership of the SFFC. Useful for anyone seeking far-flung
contacts.
Antares News 3 (as above)
Antares News 4 (as above)
BSFG Newsletter II/3 (16pp:octo:p) Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept, Univ. of
Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham 4. (50p p.a.) The Brum Group news sheet
has turned into a miniature clubzine, this issue containing a poem by Charlie
Winstone, letters, and write-ups of a group discussion on Star Trek and the
Speculation III conference by Stan Eling. Also within are notes on future
meetings and a sort of quiz. This is yet another sign that the Brum Group has
become a power in the land and the price includes membership, so it’s well
worth considering if you’ve ever thought of dropping in on a meeting.
Fiawol 1 (4pp:A4:d) Arnie & Joyce Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn,
NY 11201, USA. (5/$1) With the transformation of Focal Point into a fully
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fledged fanzine Fiawol has sprung phoenix-like from the ashes of the old
fannish newszine to carry on the fight against Locus’ monopoly and to
uphold the traditions of Fanac. This, the first issue, contains a couple of short
editorials and a good crop of fannish news. I recommend it highly, though
I’m a little dubious about its chances of continuing at the moment.
Fouler 7 (30pp:¼o:d) Greg Pickersgill & Roy Kettle, Flat 1, 62 Elsham Rd,
London W14. (10p) In the Checkpoint Fan Poll Fouler was the fanzine most
people wanted to see revived and here, unexpectedly, is the seventh issue –
nearly a year after the sixth. It has the same vigour and viciousness as before
and, apart from the letters, is not at all dated. There is the usual introductory
fiction (of a sort) by Roy and Greg and some pitiful and pointless fillers by
Rat and Gannet fandom. More interesting oddments are John Brosnan’s ‘You
Know You’re Someone When...’ (fill in a name and an insult) and the
unexpurgated Audrey Walton attack on Fouler’s editors. Centrepoints are
Greg’s fanzine reviews, ‘Eyeball’, and the letter column, ‘Heap’.
Recommended if you are a British fan (it’s insular) and enjoy such as Private
Eye or Oz.
Iseult 2 (52pp:¼o:d) Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd, Whalley Range, Manchester,
M16 8HP. (15p) The fact that Lisa edits two thick fanzines, the other being
Zimri, seems indicative of her inability to sort good material from bad and
thus present a coherent fanzine. The covers of this issue are a neat example: a
fine Eddie Jones and an atrocious Brian Robinson. Inside there’s a mass of
material from at least thirteen contributors, mostly fiction and verse, but also
book reviews (George Hay) and – well – oddments. Beryl Mercer’s ‘March
of the Mad Onions’ is reprinted from Badinage 1, by the way. The readers, to
judge from the LoCs, seem to enjoy the magazine; but I much prefer Zimri at
the moment, though it’s early days for both titles.
Locus 117 (11pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (10/$3.50 – airmail) This is Hugo-winning, large circulation,
regular newszine from America. It concentrates on book news and short
reviews, thus annoying fannish fans, though it also covers conventions and
other large-scale fannish happenings. This issue, in addition to the usual,
contains a full write-up of the DUFF results and a list of fanzines received.
Recommended.
Locus 118 (as above.) Some fine cartooning, plus a write-up on Clarion.
2 (36pp:¼o:d) Mike & Pat Meara, Flat A, 5 Kedleston Rd, Derby, DE3 1FL.
(50p – sample free) This appears to be one of the more promising of recent
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British fanzines, having already formed some sort of personality of its own.
The main item is a transcript of Pete Weston talking about Speculation from
the 1971 Novacons I found it interesting, though its appeal may not be
obvious to the non-faned. There’s a Chessmancon report, somewhat
pedestrian perhaps, and the Speculation photo pages. Lurk is an OMPAzine
and contains mailing comments of no interest to outsiders; it is possible to
direct these to both the audiences of a genapazine (Warhoon is an example)
and this should be an aim to bear in mind. Developing, and worth
considering.
MRU 125 (42pp:A4:p) Waldemar Kumming, 8 München 2, Herzogspitalstr.5,
Germany. (5/DM6) Here’s an opportunity to examine one of Germany’s best
fanzines, since Munich Round Up 125 is an international edition published
for the Eurocon and contains the same material in four languages, including
English (MRU is normally all in German). This issue is devoted to the artist
Agnes Auffinger with an interview and eighteen prints of her fantastic and
eerie drawings. Not, obviously, a typical issue, but still a good one.
News From Bree 8 (9p:¼o:d) Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks. (free) Normally concerned with Tolkien matters, this
issue contains a Eurocon report from Hartley and thus has a wider circulation
than usual. The rest is letters.
Norstrilian News 3/2 (6pp:¼o:d) Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039, Melbourne,
Victoria 3001, Australia. (5/50p – airmail – I’m UK Agent) Good coverage
of Australian news – and there’s quite a lot of it nowadays – with a few
reviews and snippets from outside.
Osfan 3/2 (4pp:A4:d) Gigi Beard, 6218½ Hancock Av, St Louis, Mo.63139, USA.
(free?) The remnants of the Osfa clubzine that used to be a genuine challenge
to Locus in the days of yore. Some information for locals and two pages of
pathetic nonsense.
Starshambler 3 (10pp:¼o:d) Mike O’Brien, 158 Liverpool St, Hobart, Tas. 7000,
Australia. (free) There’s an interesting piece by the American Mike O’Brien
on doppelgangers and on the Creative Anachronists; but the rest is little more
than filler items, I’m afraid. Not without value, however.
FANZINE NEWS: Charlie Winstone (71 George Rd, Erdington,
Birmingham, B23 7QE) intends to produce Calliope, a fanzine devoted to sf,
s&s, and fantasy poetry; contributions wanted. // Paranoid, says Ian Maule,
has folded; he wants to spend more time on Maya. // Gannetfans Brian
Temple and Thom Penman are intending to produce Dark Days and Spindrift
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respectively; Brian at least would like material (22 Kirton Av, Newcastle-onTyne, NE4 9HH).

the sercon page
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (a regular column by Gerald Bishop):
SEPTEMBER / Hardback: Allen: 2nd Stage Lensman, Children of the
Lens, Masters of the Vortex (Smith). Collins; The Lord’s Pink Ocean
(Walker). Dobson: Star Watchman (Bova). Faber: Rx For Tomorrow
(Nourse). Gollancz: Pstalemate (del Rey), The Space Merchants (Kornbluth
& Pohl). Hutchinson: Elric of Melnibone (Moorcock). Joseph: Five Pieces of
Jade (Ball), The Mistress of Downing Street (Harris). McG & K: 334 (Disch).
Macmillan: This Suitcase Is Going To Explode (Ardies). NEL: An Asimov
Double (Starr). S&J: The Dreaming Earth (Brunner), Bug-Eyed Monsters
(ed.Cheetham), Tales From The White Hart, The Lost Worlds of 2001
(Clarke), Trilogy of the Future (ed.Wollheim – Simak/Vance/Delany).
Paperback: Arrow: A Case of Conscience (Blish). Mayflower: The
Queen of The Swords, The Mad God’s Amulet (Moorcock). NEL: Dune,
Dune Messiah (Herbert). Pan: The Pollinators of Eden (Boyd). Panther: Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? (Dick), Foundation, Foundation &
Empire, Second Foundation (Asimov). Sphere: Macroscope (Anthony),
Neutron Star (Niven), The Ice Schooner (Moorcock), Tandem: Let The
Spacemen Beware (Anderson).
SFBC: The 11th Galaxy Reader (ed.Pohl).
Gerald Bishop.
THE EUROPA AWARDS: The following awards were made at the
first Eurocon held recently in Trieste;
Artist: Karel Thole (Italy) Comic: Lone Sloane (France)
Prozine: Nueva Dimension (Spain) Fanzine: Speculation (UK)
Non-Specialized Magazines Viata Romaneasca (Romania)
The idea seems to be ‘pick a bit of everything’ and the open voting was
supplemented by ‘representative judges’. Pete Weston says that his award has
been described as “rather like a Victorian table-leg, complete with baroque
carving and dark brown varnish.” Ah, I envy you. Peter...
CALL ME ‘SIR’: Another Pete Weston report: “I’ve just received
confirmation from the University of Birmingham that I’m now an approved
lecturer for their Extra-Mural Department (you remember – the same crew
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who organized (?) this year’s Spec-III conference).
“I shall be giving a series of twelve lectures on sf, with Jack Cohen, and
I’m quite excited at this chance to do what Philip Strick has been doing for
the last three years in London.
“The course will cover most of the major writers – and I see from the
university prospectus that I’m talking on someone called ‘Hein’ (he says
wryly). It should attract some outsiders besides members of the local group,
and if successful it’ll probably be repeated or expanded into later terms.”

the fannish page
BERRY INTERESTING... (Some items of news from John D.Berry in the
USA): “News? Somehow I never really think in terms of news. Jay Kinney is
moving to San Francisco; there was a big going-away party for him at Arnie
& Joyce Katz’s last weekend, and I guess he’s on his way by now. He’s
going to do more underground comix, since he knows a lot of artists in San
Francisco, and that is the real focal point of the comix (most of the printers
are in SF or Berkeley), :: Cultural news-notes just this minute I heard an ad
on the New York radio for AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT, the film made from the British tv show, Monty Python, which I
saw when I was visiting Toronto last winter. The film is opening in NY,
which is, as far as I know, its first appearance in this country. :: I suppose you
already know this, but Arnie & Joyce have started a newszine, Fiawol, of
which two biweekly issues have come out. It’s limited to four pages, and it’s
going to be nothing but a newszine, not a small genzine the way Focal Point
was. After all, FP and Potlatch are still both alive; FP just had a new issue.
They have also published The Incompleat Terry Carr ($1) and the results of
the 1971 Egoboo Poll (for the calendar year 1970), with writeups by Annie,
rich brown, Jay Kinney, and Joyce. They’re going to revive the Poll, but they
are taking my suggestion and making it cover the ‘fannish year’, ie. from
worldcon to worldcon, instead of the calendar year. So there will be ballots
for a new. Egoboo Poll distributed after the LACon. (To catch up, this year’s
poll will cover the entire period from the end of 1970 to the LACon.) :: I quit
my position as fanzine reviewer for Amazing, and the last column is on the
stands now. Ted is going to reprint The Enchanted Duplicator, in four parts I
think, then resume fanzine reviews with the new reviewer being Ed Smith. I
haven’t seen any of Ed’s reviews, but Ted was quite happy with the sample
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column he did. :: There are, incidentally, a number of freaks, musicians,
artists, and so on in Ted’s area in northern Virginia (suburban to Washington,
DC), many of whom are also sf fans. They seem to get together a lot
informally, and Ted said a couple of them were thinking of forming a regular
sf club. Probably along the lines of the original Fanoclasts in NY, informal,
friends-getting-together, in contrast to formal sf clubs (of which there is
already one in Washington, the WSFA). Why, hell, Ted almost had me
convinced to move to Virginia late one night when I was there.”
JEEVES ACROSS THE WORLD: Terry Jeeves’ daughter Pauline
was married on August 12th in Letchworth. “She and husband have now
emigrated to Australia (Melbourne) so the Jeeves (in the guise of Bishops;
have started to infiltrate Australia.” Ah yes, I can just see Terry disguised as a
bishop... Erg 40, incidentally, is duplicated and about to be posted and Terry
is making spare cash doing artwork for a couple of local firms.
BIRMINGHAM GROUP: The Brummies get together at 8pm in the
Imperial Centre Hotel, Temple St, on the first Friday of the month for
informal meetings and the third Friday for formal meetings. Programmes Sf
Quiz (Oct 20th); Post-Novacon (Nov 17th); Dan Morgan (Dec 15th). See
‘Fanzines Received’ for contact addresses and the like.
Last issue, if crossed.
Your sub will expire at the
Rates on first page.
issue indicated here.
FANS MARRY FANS: The following weddings have, are, or will be taking
place; congratulations, of course, to everyone. Eddie Jones and Marsha Elkin,
currently in America, are planning to settle over here after the ceremonies.
Phil Rogers and Doreen Parker have invited several fans on their honeymoon.
Charlene Komar and Bill Kunkel were married by a fannish minister of the
Universal Life Church (from Fiawol 1).
FANS OF ROBIN JOHNSON will be glad to know that he’s over here
from Australia for a month or so (Sept 8th to Oct 4th). He’s based in
Buckinghamshire, can be reached c/o ANZ Bank, 71 Cornhill, London EC3,
and intends visiting fannish centres (even Birmingham).
FANS OF SETH McEVOY should already know that he’s the new OE
of APA-45, just beating Don D’Ammassa by seven votes to six. The latest
mailing, says Seth, was the 32nd and had only 389 pages with four of the 25
members not participating. OMPA, despair... The waiting list for APA-45 is
fifteen strong. Seth also notes that he has been appointed US Agent for the
Tolkien Society.
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FANS OF ERIC BENTCLIFFE may well have seen him recently,
since he’s been out a-visiting “mainly with those who favour Harrison above
all; but with Ron & Liz Bennett, Tony & Marge Edwards, and The Jeeves as
well. We even called to see Mal Ashworth in Appletreewick, Ron & I, but he
was out... or hiding. Had a very pleasant weekend playing cards on the
Shorrock lawn – dealer’s choice, of course... a most invidious idea of LiG in
which the game changes with each dealer. We ended up playing Harrison
Chang, the main rule of which seemed to be that every time it was Harry
Nadler’s turn to play he picked up 36 cards! I gather he has now dispensed
with the sling, however...”
CoAs: Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
NE12 0HX.
Andrew Stephenson, Flat 4, 12 Norfolk Rd, Maidenhead, Berks SL6
7AT.
Dany Frolich, 1933 Joann PI, New Orleans, La. 70114, USA.
John D. Berry, 35 Dusenberry Rd, Bronxville, NY 10708, USA.
CHECKPOINT II 22
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 23, September 1972
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 23 23rd September 1972
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal. Back
issues are 4/10p (6/50¢ – seamail): vol I – 0, 1, 4/5, 6/7, 8/9; vol II – 00, 0, 17, 9-22. Quantities vary. News this issue from: George Wells, Gerald Bishop,
John Mansfield, Ken Cheslin, Pete Weston, & Daniel Say.
Restormel Press Publication: 67.
THE TAFF RACE: I have a copy of the ballot distributed at the LACon for
this year’s Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund, the purpose of which is to chose a fan to
come over to a host convention in Europe (it’s not specified, though it’s
normally the British Eastercon). Candidates are: Howard DeVore (nominated
by Per Insulander, Ulf Westblom, Jack Chalker, Robert Coulson, Banks
Mebane), Frank & Ann Dietz (nominated by Waldemar Kumming, Gerald
Bishop, Jay Haldeman, Devra Langsam, Steve Stiles), and Len & June
Moffatt (nominated by Terry Jeeves, Ethel Lindsay, Juanita Coulson, Fred
Patten, Roy Tackett). Voting deadline is November 1st and it’ll cost you a
minimum of 40p; all fans active prior to September 1971 are eligible to vote.
The British administrator, Eddie Jones (72 Antonio St, Bootle, Lancs, L20
2EU) should have ballots and further details.
Checkpoint will not, I’m afraid, be actively supporting the race as in
previous years. I have several objections, notably the nomination of couples
and of people who’ve been over to European conventions within the last
couple of years.
WASHINGTON IN 74! The New York bid for the 1974 Worldcon was
withdrawn shortly before voting took place at the LACon, thus leaving
Washington as the site. Guest of Honour will be Roger Zelazny and Jay Kay
Klein will be Fan GoH. The membership is already at 256 and the price for
supporting DisCon II will be $3, the same as TORCON 2.
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LACon membership was finally 2521 with 1956 registered attendees.
(from Wabbit Twacks!! 4, the daily newssheet of the LACon)
OMPAcon 73: Ken Cheslin has sent news and proofs of the next
Progress Report which should be out soon. This is, of course, the British
Eastercon organised by members of OMPA and will now be taking place at
the Grand Hotel in Bristol, as rumoured in an earlier Checkpoint. Hotel
booking forms will be sent out with this PR and prices, though still uncertain,
will be under £4 per night for bed & breakfast (normal charge is £5.91) and
about £7 all in. Membership is 50p and there is a special reduction for
attendees wishing to become full members, if they pay before October 14th
(normally it’s 50p + £1.50; but if you’re early it’ll be 50p + £1.25). The
money goes to Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, SL3 7DQ, Bucks.
More on the OMPAcon inside.

fanzines received
BSFG Newsletter II/4 (14pp:octo:d) Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept, Univ of
Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham 4. (50p p.a.) Another issue of the
Birmingham Group’s new clubzine; there are short reports by Stan Eling on
recent meetings (a Tom Shipley talk and an Asimov film), a book review by
Pete Weston, some letters, and a Euroconrep from Vernon himself. Good for
locals and potential visitors, since price includes membership of the group.
Chao 9 (47pp:¼o:d) John Alderson, Havelock, Victoria 2465, Australia. (40¢ or
20p) More a personal fanzine than everything else, and John seems to be an
unusual person. There’s an interesting account of his touring in France, a
good piece by John Bangsund, some pitiful fmz reviews, and a fairly strong
letter column. Altogether Chao is something of a curiosity, and one that may
be worth examining.
Fiawol 2 (4pp:A4:d) Arnie & Joyce Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn,
NY11201, USA. (5/$1) Fiawol is a fine, new, fannish newszine, though
rather a short one. This issue has an editorial by Joyce and the results of the
’71 Egoboo Poll, so only two pages are left for news; the editors also seem to
be rather gullible and the Australians are already getting in a mess over a
couple of joke items which the Katzes have taken seriously. Recommended,
nonetheless.
Fiawol 3 (as above) All news this time; Ross Chamberlain cartoons.
Heckmeck 26 (6pp:A4:x) Manfred Kage, Eduard-Spranger-Strasse 24, D-8000
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München 45, Germany. (last issue) Manfred disappointingly says farewell to
his English-language, international fanzine; but he’d still welcome fanzines
and promises LoCs. The bulk of the issue deals with Eurocon I and its failure
– very interesting, and enlightening, reading.
Locus 119 (6pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (10/$3.50) A Hugo-winning newszine for the second year in
succession. Mostly sercon news; but it also contains conreps (one from the
Eurocon in this issue) and fanzine lists. Pete Weston is the new British Agent.
It’s regular and recommended.
Locus 120 (10pp – as above) Jack Gaughan column + book & magazine reviews.
Locus 121 (8pp – as above) LACon news and report.
Media 19 (2pp:A4:d) John Mansfield, PO Box 830, CFPO 5056, 757 BadenBaden 1, Germany (10¢) A newszine, in English, devoted largely to The
Avengers, Star Trek, and their actors; little interest unless you’re a fan of such
tv shows.
Möbius Trip 14 (56pp:A4:d) Edward Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604,
USA. (50¢) A particularly good issue of this fanzine which is normally
competent, though rarely outstanding. There’s a lot of reprints; but the
majority will not have been seen by many of Ed’s readers before. The article
The Guardian printed after the Chessmancon is in here and a piece by Leslie
Fiedler, no less, on Farmer. There’s a lot of Australian oddments, five articles
in all, and an interview with Joanna Russ. Möbius Trip is rather like a bran
tub; but there’s something good in every issue.
Mota 5 (42pp:A4:d) Terry Hughes, Route 3, Windsor, Mo.65360, USA. (25¢)
Mota is one of the American faanish fanzines and, as such, is almost
guaranteed to be good. Terry has a good editorial and Bill Kunkel a personal
column, ‘Petals’. Unexpectedly, John Brosnan appears with a saga of
ratfandom, ‘Barley Wine’, and John Berry makes it a duet with the story
behind the London soda siphon incident. There are fanzine reviews by the
Luttrells (with which I don’t agree...) and, naturally, a LoColumn. A very
enjoyable, fannish zine.
Nadir 5 (10pp:fscp:d) Charlie Winstone, 71 George Rd, Erdington, Birmingham,
B23 7QE. (free) Charlie returns to fan publishing after an eight year gap with
an introductory issue (which I think should actually be number six) largely
written by himself. The main item is a piece on modern tapestries, believe it
or not. It’s not without interest, but a bit vacant and messy at the moment.
Norstrilian News 3/3 (4pp:¼o:d&x) Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039, Melbourne,
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Vic.3001, Australia (5/50p airmail) This is a fine newszine for its coverage of
Australian fanac, the latter consisting mainly of the last Syncon as far as this
issue’s concerned. I’m the UK Agent.
Placebo 4 (20pp:A4:d) Moshe Feder & Barry Smotroff, 147-53 71st Rd, Flushing,
NY.11367, USA. (35¢) This is an unusual issue of Placebo, a fmz that started
as the SFFSAQC clubzine, but which has now become a “two-headed
personalzine” and looks like it’s heading in a fannish direction. This is a
shorter issue than usual and is entirely taken up with two rambling editorials,
Barry’s being the better, though both are entertaining. Placebo appears
unstable at the moment and rather reminiscent, in appearance, of the earliest
Beabohemas. It should improve within a couple of issues, I reckon, though
it’s certainly worth a look at the moment.
Rats! 15 (29pp:A4:d) Bill & Charlene Kunkel, 84-45 121st St, Apt 1-D, Kew
Gardens, NY.11415, USA. (50¢) Rats! is one of my favourite fannish zines
and I’m glad to see it back after all New York fandom plunged into limbo
some time ago. This issue presents some items from the tiny circulation
fanzine, Hot Shit, which was edited by John Berry. There’s also part of a
Noreascon report from Arnie Katz and Ray Nelson urging us to return to the
bicycle era (the radish-eating Moulton’s in working order, thanks). Bill has a
longish editorial and Charlene a very brief one; a LoColumn too, of course.
Highly recommended.
SF Times 128 (116pp:octo:p) Hans-Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weisenburger Str.6, Germany (DM 3) Not so much a fanzine, more an
underground publication dealing largely with sf and with many fan contacts.
This issue, as always, is packed with stuff and has excellent illustrations
(Helmut Wenske, in particular). Main item includes Stanislaw Lem (+ photo)
talking about himself and his work: ‘Sf & Pop Music’ with particular
emphasis on the Floyd (+ discography); and material on U.S. Sf by
Rottensteiner and Holzrichter. There are large news, reviews and film
sections – even a couple of short stories. A very fine, serious magazine. It’s –
uh – in German, though, friends...
Tellus Special 1 (10pp:A4:d) Gerd Hallenberger, D-355 Marburg, Alter
Kirchhainer Weg 58, Germany. (10/DM 6) Tellus is usually a newszine, in
English, about German fandom; this issue, however, is devoted to a
discography of ‘Sf pop-music’, mostly US and UK, with some 240 entries.
As such it may prove useful – such lists, invariably, and unexpectedly, are.
Andromeda Book Co. Catalogue 18 from Rog Peyton, 131 Gillhurst Rd, Harborne,
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Birmingham, B17 8PG. New and 2nd-hand pb sale lists, plus an Edmund
cooper checklist and some news items (mainly Star Trek).

the sercon page
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (a regular column by Gerald Bishop):
OCTOBER / Hardbacks: Cape: The Terminal Man (Crichton). Dobson:
Dreadful Sanctuary (Russell). Gollancz: Rule Britannia (du Maurier), Clone
(Cowper), World’s Best Sf ’72 (ed Wollheim). Heinemann: The Inferno (F.&
G.Hoyle). Joseph: Dark Inferno (White). McGibbon: An Alien Heat
(Moorcock).
Paperback: Arrow: The Seedling Stars (Blish). Corgi: Lion of Commare
& Against The Fall Of Night (Clarke). Mayflower: The Ice People (Barjavel).
NEL: Warlord of the Air (Moorcock). Pan: The Witchcraft Reader
(ed.Haining), Galactic Pot Healer (Dick), The Bodyguard (Mitchell).
Penguin: We (Zamyatin). Tandem: Nomads, Outlaws, Priest-Kings of Gor
(Norman).
SFBC: Candyman (King).
Gerald Bishop.
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: Some of the new Ballantines that are
appearing over here are exceptionally fine and the highlight of the whole
Adult Fantasy series was issued recently: David Lindsay’s A Voyage To
Arcturus (Ballantine, 40p). This novel has such energy and vision that it both
stunned and awed me. The writing is inconsistent and the novel is flawed and
imperfect; but there’s a power behind it which grips the reader. In addition,
certain passages (the Matterplay section, principally) are near perfect and
remain clear in the memory when the rest of the book hazes over into a
tumult of incidents, people, and philosophies. I have a suspicion, however,
that readers of tamer fantasies will not care for this – they won’t understand
the hero, for one thing. Another Adult Fantasy, however, is more in the
traditional vein: Hope Mirrlees’ Lud-in-the-Mist (Ballantine, 40p). Despite its
rather twee title, it’s an interesting book enhanced by a somewhat outlandish
vocabulary and peculiar turn of phrase which I found enjoyable; it tells of
two realms, the mundane and the enchanted, and the necessity of the two
melding into a whole. Rather pallid beside A Voyage To Arcturus; but
nonetheless worthwhile.
Pan’s own science fiction list is also rather pallid, I’m afraid. A two
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volume anthology by Damon Knight, 100 Years of SF (Pan, 30p each), is an
uneven collection, the better parts (and many of the worse) being readily
available elsewhere. The stories are loosely divided by content and range
from a curiosity by Kipling to Ballard’s fine ‘The Voices of Time’; the
second volume is perhaps slightly better than the first, though too much of
the collection is dependent on rubbish from the magazines of the fifties.
Talking of which, there are two ‘new’ collections from Ray Bradbury, R is
for Rocket and S is for Space (Pan, 25p each), which consist of a large
number of Bradbury classics from the forties and fifties. I’d consider him a
second or even third-rate writer and these stories serve to back me up. But if
you disagree with me, these two books present a good selection of his work
(fine covers too – uncredited as usual). Finally, there’s a John Boyd novel,
The Pollinators of Eden (Pan, 30p); despite the blurb on the back, this
‘connoisseur’ is not ‘chuckling with admiration’. It’s just about readable, but
very, very empty – it won’t even appeal to anti-literary sf fans, I fear: 300
years in the future and we still use carbon paper at 10¢; a time. That’s
progress, eh?
PJR.

the fannish page
1971 EGOBOO POLL: These are just some of the results from a fairly
comprehensive poll, one that was instigated by John Berry & Ted White in
Egoboo and conducted by Arnie Katz & rich brown with the help of the old
Focal Point. The results were massively delayed so that the voting was for
1970. A full listing is in Fiawol 2 and a longer write-ip will appear, I think, in
Focal Point.
Best Fmz: 1) SFR. 2) Focal Point. 3) Warhoon. 4) Speculation. 5)
Locus. 6) Energumen. 7) Outworlds. 8) Metanoia. 9) Egoboo. 10) Yandro.
Best Fanwriter: 1) Warner. 2) Carr. 3) White. 4) Bob Shaw. 5) Geis.
Best Humorist: 1) Carr. 2) Bob Shaw.
Best Critic: 1) Pauls. 2) Walker.
Best Fanartist: 1) Austin. 2) Kirk.
Cartoonist: 1) Rotsler. 2) Kirk.
Best All Time Fanzine: 1) Hyphen. 2) Warhoon. 3) SFR. 4) Quandry.
5) Innuendo. 6) Lighthouse. 7) Void & Slant. 9) Shaggy. 10) Yandro.
Fandom’s Hall of Fame: 1) Tucker. 2) Warner. 3) Willis. 4) Ackerman.
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5) Burbee. 6) Carr. 7) White. 8) Shaw. 9) Hoffman. 10) Laney.
BRITISH COMICON: John Mansfield, a Canadian currently living in
Germany, is the chairman of the 6th British Comic Con in London next July.
He hopes to make it more fannish than usual and promises more information
later. Address in ‘Fanzines Received’.
BRITISH AGENTS! Malcolm Edwards has given up the Locus agency
and Peter Weston (31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton, Birmingham, B38 9AE) is
the man to contact if you want to subscribe or renew. I have meanwhile
become UK Agent for Robin Johnson’s Australian news magazine,
Norstrilian News, and I’ll happily accept subs at 5/50p (airmail).
OMPANISTIC REPORTS: A few comments from Ken Cheslin on the
OMPAcon’s hotel: “When Fred Hemmings and I visited the Grand we were
most impressed by the friendliness and cooperation of all staff encountered;
we liked the bedrooms, some of the pleasantest I’ve seen, and the con
facilities are better than most with the main hall (ballroom) and one other
room (dividable into three) conveniently isolated from the rest of the hotel,
yet not actually distant. There is one bar next to the ballroom solely for
conmembers, plus two others (including a cocktail bar). There are plenty of
fair eateries near the hotel about fifteen of which we noted open on Sunday.
The hotel meals were also very generous.”
There are 140 members of the OMPAcon so far, by the way. Gerald
Bishop is looking after programme book advertising and it’ll cost £1.50 (fan
rate) for a full page – that’s higher than previous estimates.
My own view is that Bristol is a fine city and the Grand Hotel is wellsituated right in the old centre of mediaeval Bristol, close to the indoor
market (where you can buy Bode & Kinney underground comics, amongst
other things) and the post-war shopping centre. It’s also within walking
distance (easily) of the Christmas steps and the well-known dockland pubs.
NORTHERN IRELAND: Ed Dilworth and Graham Andrews, two
Irish fans, were slightly injured in recent bomb attacks in Belfast, says Bob
Shaw via Fiawol. All seems ok, however.

all the young dudes carry the news
DITMAR AWARDS: The Australian Sf Awards handed out at Syncon ’72
recently are as follows: Best Fmz: Sf Commentary (Gillespie); Best
Australian Sf: ‘Fallen Spaceman’ (Harding); Best International Sf: Ringworld
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(Niven). The con itself attracted some 120 attendees, including DUFF
winner, Lesleigh Luttrell, and was pronounced successful, despite an
uncooperative hotel. (from Norstrilian News)
INVASION OF THE PROFESSORS! Daniel Say reports the presence
in the U.K. of two Canadian professors, both of whom took sf courses at
Simon Fraser University. They’ll be here for the next academic year, by the
way. Dr Mason Harris (Westgate, Greenland Tce, Aberaeron, Card., Wales)
is a professor of English, has spoken at several sf conventions and specialises
in Wells and Lovecraft; Dr Murray Shoolbraid (11 High St, Leslie, Fife,
Scotland) is a professor of Russian, has given a talk at the Vancouver Sf
Convention, and has a good knowledge of Anglo-American sf as well as that
of Eastern Europe.
FROM DARKEST BELGIUM: Jan Jansen corrects some
misinformation in Checkpoint 20: it wasn’t Michel Feron that smashed his
car (Michel hasn’t got one), but Simon Joukes, another bearded Belgian. Jan
also notes that Sfancon 4 will be in Ghent next year and comments dismally
on the chances of Eurocon 2 being any improvement on Eurocon 1;
apparently another damn hall has already been booked in Brussels and there
will be at least three art exhibitions. No fannish items are planned – at least
thus far. More information later.
STAR TREK FANS: Rog Peyton has discovered a couple of new
British Star Trek clubs, namely the Friends of Leonard Nimoy (c/o Miss
Wendy Maddon, 13 Henderson Rd, Forest Gate, London, E7 8EG) and the
Scottish Society of Leonard Nimoy Fanatics (c/o Helen Ralston, 10 Red
Road Ct, Flat 6/2, Balornock, Glasgow, G21 4PF). Fascinating...
Your sub extends to the issue
Last issue, if crossed or
numbered. Renew early,
marked ‘S’ (sample).
please.
CHECKPOINT II 23
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
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Checkpoint 24, October 1972
C:H:E:C:K:P:O:I:N:T 24 7th October 1972
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Calif.
94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053; (RSA) Hick
Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal. Back issues
are 4/10p ( 6/50¢ – seamail): vol I – 0, 1, 4/5, 6/7, 8/9; vol II – 00, 0, 1-7, 923. Quantities vary. News this issue from; Ethel Lindsay, Dave Rowe, Robin
Johnson, Malcolm Edwards, Hartley Patterson, Eric Bentcliffe, Ian Williams,
Josephine Saxton, John Brosnan, & Gray Boak.
Restormel Press Publication: 68.
STOCKHOLM BID POSTPONED: The Swedish bid for the Worldcon has
been put back to an undetermined, but later date. It was scheduled for 1976
and it is now intended to bid another year, probably before 1980.
MILFORD CONFERENCE: Josephine Saxton tells me that there is to
be a small conference of sf writers in Milford-on-Sea, Hampshire, on October
13th. The purpose of the event seems to be to discuss sf and each others’
work and it has been organized by James and Judy Blish.
FILM FANDOM: (Malcolm Edwards) “A week ago last Thursday
there was an opening-night showing of Silent Running at the Casino
Cinerama to which luminous sf personalities contrived invitations (George
Hay at it again). Your roving reporter spotted in the front few rows of the
dress circle such well-known faces as Brian Aldiss, James Blish, Dr
Christopher Evans, Patrick Moore, Philip Strick, Peter Nicholls, George Hay,
and a number of fans with connexions: Rob Holdstock, John Hall, Jim
Goddard, Mervyn Barrett, Robin Johnson, Dave Rowe, and of course
himself. Afterwards we encountered John Brosnan and Roy Kettle outside,
fresh from seeing Tales of the Crypt – on the face of it, a much better way of
passing an evening. We were wondering what to do for excitement at 10.45
in London until Rob said he knew of a great little place that Sheila and he
went to for a late-night coffee. We followed them, and they led us to a
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cavernous Wimpy Bar in Piccadilly where the coffee was, I suppose, no
worse than usual, if only because Roy Kettle paid for ours. We left an hour
earlier than necessary, because I’d misremembered the train times. All in all,
a thrilling evening.” Robin Johnson, incidentally, says the film is worth
looking at – that’s all.
NEW SF MAGAZINE: Locus reports a new American magazine,
Vector Sf, which is going to be expensive and well-distributed. Don Pfiel is
the editor and the publishers are the Knight/Adam people.

fanzines received
Energumen 13 (52pp:A4:d) Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, 205,
Toronto 156, Ontario, Canada. (75¢) A beautiful fanzine that deserved the
Hugo Award, but came second, Energumen places great or equal emphasis on
artwork and this issue includes a Grant Canfield portfolio amongst
illustrations by Gilbert, Di Fate, and so on. Rosemary Ullyot and Susan
Glicksohn, both Hugo Fanwriter nominees, have their regular columns; Walt
Liebscher displays his fascination for words; and Angus Taylor has an
interesting piece, partly on Phil Dick. There’s a good letter column and a
couple of other lesser articles as well. An excellent fanzine, though you’ll be
lucky to get a copy since the print run is now limited. Highly recommended.
Gegenschein 5½ (22pp:¼o:d) Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776, Australia, (free?) A nameless fanzine that seems, however, to be a sign
of activity between issues of Gegenschein. It contains a few letters and some
oddments and plans for the future.
Gegenschein 6 (45pp:¼o:d) Eric Lindsay (as above). (35¢) A fairly typical fanzine
with a variety of articles, slightly reminiscent of Möbius Trip in style and
content. Contributors include Jack Wodhams, Nick Shears on Sarf Efrican
fandom once again, James Goddard on Cypher and fandom, Harry Lindgren
on maths, and assorted letter-writers. It’s a fairly competent fanzine; but the
artwork is pretty wretched.
Kratophany 2 (29pp:A4:d) Eli Cohen, 417 W. 118th St, Apt 63, New York, NY.
10027, USA. (50¢) The first issue was a good one and this, the second,
remains attractive. Highlight is a fine comic strip by Judy Mitchell and Mike
Mason, though Ginjer Buchanan’s column, ‘Jam Today’, is also enjoyable.
Janet Kagan’s column is a lesser affair and the editor and his letter-writers
take up the rest of Kratophany. Cover is a fine Di Fate, by the way.
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Recommended.
Locus 122 (7pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (10/$3.50 – airmail) UK Agent: Pete Weston. Locus, of
course, is the Hugo-winning newszine; it concentrates largely on sercon
news, though it also contains con reports and suchlike. A bunch of fliers is
also included. Recommended.
Locus 123 (10pp – as above) News and Harry Warner, jr, column.
Lurk 3 (34pp:¼o:d) Mike & Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash rd, Spondon, Derby, DE2
7QH. (50p – sample free) An ompazine that’s better than most, though it’s
been dependent on an interesting series of articles by Pete Weston (on the
production of a fanzine) for its first three issues – the last is printed this time.
Anne McCaffrey’s Guest of Honour speech from the ’71 Eastercon also
appears, otherwise there’s nothing much more than a few reviews and letters.
Malfunction 2 (17pp:¼o:d) Pete Presford, 10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth Reddish,
Stockport, SK5 7EY. (free?) Badly written and of minimal interest; Ian
Maule’s ‘Fabulous Fannish Car Trip’ is unexceptional and empty and the
other oddments are of negligible value.
Maybe 20 (26pp:A4:d) Irvin Koch, 835 Chatta Bnk Bldg, Chattanooga, Tn. 37402,
USA. (3/$1) A messy mass of odds and ends, somewhat tied in with the N3F
whose publications arc notoriously bad. Inside Maybe there are, I think, some
letters and magazine reviews scattered throughout the issue; I believe fan
fiction is usually published.
Outworlds III:4 (28pp:A4:d) Bill & Joan Bowers, PO Box 354, Wadsworth, Ohio
44281, USA. (60¢) A lesser issue of a usually fine fanzine. A column by
Susan Glicksohn is entertaining and there’s a review of Peter Brook’s
Midsummer Night’s Dream by Barry Gillam; but Jodie Offutt does some poor
reviews cum ramblings and there’s a reprint, for no good reason, of ‘The
Platypus Mythos II’. Outworlds is still a fine production for all that;
recommended.
SF Commentary 27 (16pp:A4:d) Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne,
Vic.3001, Australia. This, I hasten to note, is an untypical issue and this is
easily explained by the fact that it’s really JOE 5 in a thin plastic disguise. It
contains just one article: John Foyster’s ‘The Fauvo Thighs & Finagles of
Mr.B’, dealing with Ballard’s The Atrocity Exhibition in a rather technical
manner. SFC is usually good – this one’s strange, but interesting.
Son of the WSFA Journal 42-54, 56, & 57 (av.10pp:A4:d) Don Miller, 12315
Judson Rd, Wheaton, Md. 20906, USA. (12/70p) UK Agent: Brian Robinson.
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A massive series of an American reviews zine; too much is covered for it to
be really worthwhile and, of course, a lot of it is dated – even if every issue
was received direct (for example, somewhere in this lot there’s a review of
Checkpoint 1). There’s quite a lot of information within, nonetheless.
The Gamesletter VIII:37 & 38 (Don Miller – as above) (20¢) Mainly concerned
with Postal Diplomacy; but it also covers other games. Very useful if you feel
inclined to take up this hobby, since Don gives a mass of addresses and
reviews.
The Turning Worm 3 (42pp:A4:d) John Piggott, Jesus College, Cambridge, CB5
8BL. (40p – sample copy free) A new and pleasing British fanzine, The
Turning Worm has turned to outside contributors for the third issue and has
become slightly less of a personal zine. Gannet fandom predominates with
newcomer Brian Temple writing well, Ian Williams & Thom Penman
interviewing a fannish rock group, and Ian Maule considering the art of
editing letters; Dave Rowe has a piece on artwork in fanzines and John
himself contributes some good fanzine reviews. It’s devoid of artwork; but
well-produced and recommended.
Vector 61 (40pp:1/8o:p) Malcolm Edwards, 75a Harrow View, Harrow, Middx,
HA1 1RF. (30p for sample) The journal of the BSFA now looks better than at
any time since Rog Peyton was editor; furthermore, it’s actually interesting.
Main item is James Blish on ‘The Arts in Sf’, though there’s also an
interview with Mark Adlard. The rest consists of regular departments – news,
book and fanzine reviews, and letters. Recommended.
Viewpoint 9 (37pp:A4:d) Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, SL3 7DQ. (16p)
A British fanzine that’s not bad, though somewhat undistinguished;
Viewpoint 9 concentrates on the Chessmancon with reports from Sam Long,
Pauline Dungate, Tony Rogers, and John Steward – unfortunately they’re
mixed together poorly in a vague imitation of Cynic’s ’71 con reports. Jhim
Linwood does fanzine reviews and there are a few other oddments including
a fairly good letter column.
Wombat 3a (15pp:¼o:d) Ron Clarke, 75 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst, NSW 2076,
Australia. (free) A special poetry issue of a personal zine usually edited by
Ron & Shayne McCormack.
Last issue, if crossed or
Your sub extends to the
marked ‘S’ (sample).
issue numbered.
YOU MAY NOTICE that Eric Bentcliffe has revived Mi and that the first
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issue appears with this Checkpoint. Eric would doubtless appreciate
comments and feedback and you can write directly to him or to me.
Checkpoint is now on a regular fortnightly basis and you can safely work out
publishing deadlines by the date in the colophon; anyone wishing to contact
me in person or directly by post should write to 8 Pratt St (sic), Newcastleunder-Lyme, Staffs. This address will not last for long, so I’d rather it wasn’t
printed as a CoA.
CoAs: Darroll & Ro Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford, Huntingdon,
PE18 7SU.
George Senda, 3676 Keystone Av, 5-B, Los Angeles, Calif.90034, USA.
Mike & Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash Rd, Spondon, Derby, DE2 7QH.
FINNISH PARTY: (Dave Rowe) “Doreen and Phil Rogers’ party last
weekend was one hell of a success; my main impression of the reception was
a gathering of people as big as any UK con, a cheeky telegram from Archie
& Beryl, everyone asking what a neo like me was doing there, and meeting a
character actress who claimed to be Audrey Walton. The part afterwards
lasted till gone three. I seem to remember working my way through Phil’s
different hooch, then propping myself up at the bar, and helping Roy
Shorrock hand out and drink the other stuff. From this position it was hard to
tell how the party was going; but from the debris in the morning we must
have had a hell of a time.” // Eddie Jones & Marsha Elkin will be marrying in
Liverpool on November 11th.
FANZINE NEWS: Energumen will be folding with the 15th issue,
though Mike and Susan will continue fan publishing. // Cynic 5, the final
issue, should be out before the Novacon; Gray then intends selling off his
fanzine collection, though he’s by no means gafiating. Bryn Fortey is,
however, and would prefer no further fanzines. // Anduril will be independent
of the Tolkien Society with its third issue.
SERCON STUFF: The National Film Theatre, in collaboration with the
SF Foundation, will be holding a festival of sf films on the last two weeks of
June 1973. // John Brosnan is selling fanfic to girlie mags, believe it or not. //
An International Who’s Who of Sf is to be put out by White Lion Publishers,
London. It is to be produced in collaboration with the Sf Foundation and is
scheduled for late 1973. // Ethel Lindsay has passed on a mass of clippings
from American newspapers, mainly concerned with sf and horror films; if
anyone wants to see those, please send a 2½p SAE to me.
CASSETTE FREAKS: Ian Williams (6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd,
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Sunderland, Co. Durham, SR4 7RD.) has just bought a cassette tape recorder
and would be interested in exchanging tapes – particularly with faneds (“it’ll
save writing a LoC.”).
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Checkpoint 25, October 1972
C:H:E:C:K:P:O:I:N:T 25 21st October 1972
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
class and Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Calif.
64116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic. 3053; (RSA) Nick
Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg. Back issues available @
4/10p (6/50¢ – seamail); quantities vary. News this issue from: John Berry,
Jan Jansen, Hartley Patterson, Ian Williams, Ian Maule, Graham Poole, &
Ethel Lindsay. Restormel Press Publication: 69.
LACon Report (John D. Berry): “The worldcon this year was more like a
carnival than ever. It was one of those affairs where there are more people
you want to meet and talk to than you possibly can, and all the parties are
crowded. Even the closed-door parties. The last attendance figure I heard was
around 1800, which makes the LACon the biggest worldcon ever held – a
record that seems to be broken each succeeding year. With events scheduled
for an amazing spectrum of fringe fandoms, right down to contract bridge
players, the con took on the aspects of some kind of fair or festival condensed
into the halls and public rooms of a hotel.
“Most of the attendees had some feeling that the centre of the con was
science fiction or fandom; but some didn’t. Terry Carr was at the ‘Meet the
Pros’ party in the Penthouse on Thursday night, talking to a well-known sf
writer who felt neglected because nobody asked him for his autograph. Terry
turned round and collared the first person passing by. ‘Ask him for his
autograph,’ said Terry, ‘he’s a famous author.’ The passer-by shrugged and
said, ‘I’m just here chasing girls.’
“It seemed to be a con where everyone was wandering around looking
for The Party. I remember tramping through the halls on Friday night with
about eight other people, all well-known fans and all of us friends, trying to
find a party. Eventually we stopped in one of our rooms for a while and
realised we were a party. We had the restless urge to move on, though, to
keep looking, as half an hour later we were all dispersed over the hotel again.
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This sort of thing kept up for the first three nights of the con. On Friday or
Saturday, Ted White remarked that everyone he saw seemed to have a glazed
expression; people would greet each other and mutter something in passing;
but they were always looking for someone else. Among the fannish fans, or at
least the fans I spent most of my time with, there wasn’t a stable party till
Sunday night, when everyone seemed to find his way to Don Fitch’s room for
a semi-closed-door party. (What that means is that anyone that someone
knew was welcome in. This didn’t work perfectly, as I later found out that
Grant and Cathy Canfield were turned away because whoever answered the
door didn’t know them. Ron Turner, editor of Last Gasp Eco-Funnies, and
Larry Todd were about to be turned away when Ted White exclaimed, ‘Don’t
turn them away! I know them’, and told us who they were. Turner later
delivered a lecture to those of us who were holding a last-gasp party around
the pool, just before sunrise, about the terrible elitism of turning people away
from parties. He insisted that our criterion for entrance was being famous; he
was known to be famous so we let him in. We explained to him about
friendship, and about overcrowded rooms.)
“The only two panels I attended were those on ‘Fandom in the 50’s’ and
‘Fandom in the 60’s’; the one on the 50’s was good. It was held in a small
room behind the main ballroom; so those who got there to listen were few
and interested. Ted White was talking about the convivial feeling of cons in
the 50’s, when most people knew each other, and he looked out on the
audience and commented that nearly every face was at least vaguely familiar.
That could hardly have been said at the larger program items. Ted told us
how he had decided that the whole concept of numbered fandoms, which he
used to write about at length, was a lot of bunk. Terry Carr reminisced about
Fanac, which he feels found the role it did because of the voice in which it
was written; Fanac spoke as though all the disparate factions of fandom were
one family, and fans started believing the reflexion of themselves that they
saw in Fanac and made it the truth. Fanac was started when fandom was
actually rent by the bitter WSFS Inc. feud; but Terry and Ron Ellik refused to
take it seriously. It became a running joke. All they had to do was report the
facts of the tremendous lawsuits being thrown around, and everybody except
those directly involved would crack up. They even ran one news item, about
a huge lawsuit, under the headline ‘Can You Top This?’ That’s how Fanac
became indispensable.
“Lou Tabakow told some fine stories about the origins of the
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Midwestcons. It seems the first Midwestcon was got together on the spur of
the moment by Doc Barrett to welcome a visiting fan from overseas. The
next year someone else famous was coming through, so they organised
another con. It was held at first in Doc Barrett’s office; but once it became an
established con it was moved to Beastley’s-on-the-Bayou, the Midwestcon’s
first hotel. It was there that Harlan Ellison dropped a bag of water on Jim
Harmon’s head and Harmon ran upstairs and kicked Harlan’s door in. The
next year the Midwestcon had to leave town, so they moved to Cincinnati,
where it’s been ever since.
“The panel on ‘Fandom in the 60’s’ was a fiasco. Jack Harness was the
moderator; but he was not forceful enough to do the job. The panel was
almost exclusively made up of convention fans, giving an over-balance to the
con aspect of the 1960’s. Rich Brown tried to correct that by talking about
fanzines; but his talk was diffuse and he never got down to specific stories
and anecdotes, which is what makes a panel like that really come alive. Lon
Atkins appeared to talk about Southern fandom, and he was the only one who
really had fun with the panel. Tony Lewis cane up with an intriguing view of
East Coast con fandom: to him it resembled the ‘Regency Season’ of 19th
Century England, with a regular circuit of cons that everyone goes to. Con
fandom on the East Coast, he said, is much more cohesive now than fanzine
fandom, on account of this ‘Season’ approach. Rusty Hevelin commented
from the audience that it was only a few years ago that a ‘Con of the Month
Club’ was a joke...
“One of the most entertaining items of the con was the film shown by
the Australian fans, in support of their bid for Australia in ’75. Aussie Fan is
a super-hero spoof filled with fannish allusions and jokes. Robin Johnson
showed it over and over again throughout the con, whenever enough people
wanted to see it, and everybody seemed to love the film.
“The LA con never developed into a poolcon, even though there was a
large, warm pool just a few yards from the main building of the hotel. But
one of the disasters that had been predicted never occurred. It had been said
that there was no place to eat within walking distance of the hotel, which
would have left most fans without a car at the mercy of the hotel coffeeshop
(which did not stay open all night). It turned out, though, that there were quite
a few restaurants just a few blocks up Sepulveda Blvd, and I the evenings the
sidewalks were populated almost entirely by fans. The only trouble was that
all the best places were closed on Labor Day.”
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John D. Berry.
SFANCON 4: Jan Jansen has sent details of next year’s Belgian
convention in Ghent: “Plans are well under way, indeed almost complete,
except for some specific items. Contrary to previous conventions there will
be a semi-official pre-con day on the Saturday in order to cope with visitors
travelling some distance from their homes; there’ll be a welcome service and
a get-to-know-each-other session in a café-cellar, Rotonde, where, from ten
in the morning till sleep overcomes the Ghent organizers, fans will be
welcomed, introduced, and generally given the feeling of Flemish fandom at
its best.” The con itself is well-programmed and will be held at the casino;
cost of membership is about £1 and Jan suggests that English fans might like
to visit Ghent in 73. Unfortunately, I can’t provide the exact date at the
moment; but doubtless it’ll be noted shortly.
NOVACON II: I haven’t received any recent information on Britain’s
new annual convention and have, indeed, only just remembered to register.
But it should be held on November 4th and 5th in the imperial Centre Hotel,
Birmingham, and 50p registrations should be sent to Pauline Dungate, 8
Stirling Court, Stirling Rd, Edgbaston, Birmingham 16, or to Jeff Hacker.
Checkpoint 26 will appear immediately after the Novacon weekend with a
conreport. See you there?
A POSTAL FAN GROUP? It may sound a weird idea, and it probably
is; but Graham Poole and several others are forming such a group with a
round-robin of letters as their major form of contact. They are still looking for
a few more people (in the UK, please) to bring the group to an ideal number,
so if you’ve been looking for more fannish contact and involvement, but have
found few other fans on Lundy Island, try writing to Graham: 23 Russet Rd,
Cheltenham, Glos., GL51 7LN.
GIANT TAPEWORMS make lousy pets and Ben Prole, in the wilds of
Ghana, is faunching after fanzines of virtually any description – even sercon
stuff... One of the objects is to convert the natives (and his sf reading
colleagues), so send him a sample copy: PO Box 50, Bawku Secondary
School, Bawku, Upper Region, Ghana.
A PLAGUE OF GANNETS: News from the Northeast suggests
Paranoid 3 will appear after all, though it’ll be a final issue. Ian Williams is
interested in doing a fanzine review column and asks “if anyone would like
my services?” (presumably in the guise of fanzine reviewer...); Ian Maule is
also offering his services, or rather those of his duplicator for a reasonable
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fee. Write if you’re attracted...

fanzines received
Aleph 1 (40pp:A4:p) Jacques Soulier, 3 allee de Beziers, 69190 Saint-Fons,
France. Much of this fanzine is fiction, a common practice in many European
publications; but more interestingly, there is a large section on Trieste and the
Eurocon. At the moment Aleph looks rather sercon – whether it will ever
become somewhat more fannish, I’m not sure, though I rather doubt it; it’s a
pity, since French fandom is still something of an unknown quantity. It’s in
French, by the way.
Dzarmungzund 8 (70p:A4:d) Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake Jackson,
Texas 77566, USA. (free) This is a continuation of Joanne’s former fanzine,
the spirit duplicated Pegasus; it has all the faults of the latter I’m afraid: the
artwork is horrendous and looks like it’s been put onto stencils with a pair of
sharp false teeth (the cover, however, is printed and good, making the
contrast worse), whilst the written material is poor and messy – there seems
to be seventy pages of fillers and nothing substantial. Not recommended, I
fear.
Focal Point 35 (Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA.
(£/$1) One of the finest fanzines around, Focal Point rears its monthly head
again – after a gap of six months or so. After a long introduction from Arnie,
Terry Carr tells of his travels (of a fannish nature for the most part) in his
‘Infinite Beanie’ column and intersperses it with quotations from long-gone
fanzines (“Dick Lupoff on death: ‘When it happens, just don’t be there.’”);
Calvin Demmon’s column, ‘Cheese Sandwich’, is a personal one and is this
time devoted to an account of a recent beatnik party; finally John Berry takes
a look at Speaker’s Corner, not all that entertainingly, I fear. There’s a good
letter column and some excellent cartooning throughout. Focal Point is thus
highly recommended to one and all.
Granfalloon 15 (62pp:A4:d) Ron and Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans Av, Prospect
Park, Pa.19076, USA. (3/$2) Granfalloon came fifth in this year’s Hugo
voting; it’s large and attractively produced, though some of the artwork is
overrated – thus Walt Simonson, a minor Derek Carter (himself not the beset
of fan artists), is given a ‘folio’ supplement which he hardly deserves. But
Granfalloon’s contents vary considerably in quality and spoil the whole; the
principal offender is Linda herself who is a poor and rather tedious writer,
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given to long editorials about Hugo awards and suchlike subjects of minimal
interest. Then too there is a section of book reviews... However, on the bright
side Grant Canfield has a fine little personal piece, Arnie Katz is present, and
Jeff Glencannon does some good fanzine reviews. Granfalloon is
recommended, despite my criticisms, however; I just wish it would look
closely at itself and raise its standards to the highest fanzine level instead of
that of the good, but soon forgotten, also-rans.
Haverings 53 (11pp: ¼o:d) Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6
6QL. (6/40p) Haverings is now quarterly and consists, as always, of
‘comments upon fanzines received’. I always find it interesting, though the
frequent mistakes and typoes are an irritation, especially when they occur in
an address.
6 (52pp: ¼o:d) Brian Robinson and Paul Skelton, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. (free?) Hell is an OMPAzine and bears all the scars
of its origin. I’ve seen many worse; but this is only somewhat better and the
only item of any real merit is Ian Williams playing at columnist again with a
further saga of Gannet fandom. Otherwise there’s Mike Meara on Django
Reinhardt and precious little else – poor mailing comments and letter column,
plus sundry fillers. Hell appeared to have some energy and potential when it
first appeared; but its subsequent performance has been sadly disappointing.
Les Spinge 24 (4pp: ¼o:d) Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon, PE18 7SU. (free?) Just a short Spinge consisting of a four-page
editorial rambling, marking Darroll’s return to fanac after a brief bout of
gafiation (a nasty disease that hits the best of trufen).
Locus 124 (8pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (10/$3.50 – airmail) The latest issue of this popular sf
newszine contains all the details of the LACon Hugo voting in a mass of
figures – why, I’m not sure – plus magazine reviews and the usual items of
news. Pete Weston is UK agent and Locus is hereby recommended.
Parallax 7 (28pp:A4:sd) Julian Raasveld, steyn 5, B-27 10 Hoboken, Belgium.
(free?) Parallax tends to reprint quite a large amount of recent material which
was fairly well distributed in its original form. This issue has, for example,
Ron Clarke’s article ‘The Australian Fmz Explosion’ as a leading piece – it
appeared recently in, I think, The Penultimate Blimp. More worthy is a Ron
Bennett reprint from an obscure French fmz of 1956. The rest consists of
letters, a few non-descript reviews, and some fiction; it’s not great stuff,
though it does represent great effort and dedication – it’s in English, after all
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– and it has improved since its early issues. Parallax would stand up well in
British fandom as it is.
Scottishe 63 (23pp: ¼o:d) Ethel Lindsay (see Haverings) (15p) A thin, but
venerable fanzine, Scottishe continues along its customary path with a good
account by Ethel Parker of her visit to an Apollo launching and a nondescript article by Ken Cheslin on intelligence; book reviews are brief and the
locs are cut a little too severely for my liking; but Scot, together with Atom
(rather poor this issue, though) is usually an entertaining fanzine and a
regular fannish standard.
Sfinx 6 (25pp:A4:p) Allan Scott, New College, Oxford. (free?) Now printed and
with a large circulation, only part of which is in fandom, Sfinx has little of the
fanzine about it; it’s more of a university magazine devoted to sf fiction and
in that role it’s quite good. At least two of the pieces are extremely readable:
a Phil Dick story by Chris Morgan and a Pythonesque short by Kev Smith
with the fine start: “Howdy! Dis am de Queen Mudder speakin’!” In fact I’ll
recommend Sfinx as one of the best amateur fiction magazines I’ve yet come
across – and I usually detest the breed.
The Middle Earthworm 18 (20pp:A4:d) Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall. (free) A letterzine largely devoted to Tolkien, The Middle
Earthworm nevertheless allows space for all sorts of rambling and as such it
entertains. It’s also interesting as a last stomping ground of such British fans
of the early sixties as Mike Ashley and Adj Cook – not to mention Beryl
Mercer who makes a rare appearance as well.
Warm Heart Pastry 1½ (6pp:A4:d) Neal Goldfarb, 30 Brodwood Dr, Stamford,
Ct.06902, USA. (35¢) The first issue was a good one and this is just a
personal zine to let the world at large know that he’s back from the dead –
Neal Goldfarb, that is, not JC...
COME IN NUMBER SIX, YOUR TIME IS UP! A freind (sic) from
Stockport warns me that a new “secret service of terrifying magnitude” has
got my name down as a potential collaborator with alien invaders, who are
apparently expected shortly. I’m not alone, however, since “everyone who
has ever contributed to your zine or any other in the field of amatuer (sic)
publishing” is also on the list. Ah well, at least someone is reading
Checkpoint...
SUPER DUPER: The following ad has been passed on to me for the
titillation of potential faneds: “For Sale – surplus to the requirements of the
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Naval Wargames Society, one Gestetner 310T, £30 or offer, and one Roneo
250, £15 or offer. Ring 01-309 2562.”
6TH BRITISH COMICON: John Mansfield, the Chairman, has passed
on the following information: the 1973 Comicon will be held on the weekend
of July 21st/22nd at the Regent Centre Hotel, London W1 (b&b in double
room is £3.50 each). Guests of Honour are Frank Bellamy, of Dan Dare fame,
and Morris, apparently of Lucky Luke fame. Programming includes films and
such like. Membership is £1 to the treasurer, Diane Stokes, Dark They Were
and Golden Eyed, 10 Berwick St, London, W1V 3RG.
SUNDRY MEETINGS: Hartley Patterson notes some further British
fan activity not covered in Checkpoint 21: Herts Fandom meets on the
Saturday after the Globe (1st Thursday in the month) at Keith Bridges’ place;
the Tolkien Society meets on the fourth Saturday of every even month at the
Cock off Euston Rd (behind the Xerox building) at 7pm; finally, regular
Diplomacy meetings are likely to start in London soon – there are now six
new Diplomacy fanzines in Britain and the British Diplomacy Club has 150
members, after its first six months.
THE WORLD OUTSIDE: Ethel Lindsay has forwarded further
American newspaper clippings, if anyone is interested, including a Bill Glass
column (‘Slow Glass’) from the LA Staff. // Arthur C.Clarke will appear in
The Observer colour supplement on Oct. 29th, writing about his home in
Ceylon. // Brian Aldiss is writing fairly regularly for The Guardian; an article
on Oct. 10th described fandom and fanzines in fairly glowing terms. // Bram
& Diane Stokes appeared in The Observer colour supplement recently in
connexion with Dark They Were... // Prof. Tolkien’s son, a local priest,
appeared in The Evening Sentinel (Potteries) recently.
Last issue, if crossed, or marked ‘S’ (sample); a number indicates
the extension of your subscription – please renew early, eh?
CHECKPOINT II 25
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom....
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Checkpoint 26, November 1972
C:H:E:C:K:P:O:I:N:T 26
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 4/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free – free
copies are also provided for news gatherers. Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena
Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Calif. 94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box
100, Carlton South, Vic.3053; (RSA) Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way,
Northcliff 4, Johannesburg. Back issues available @ 4/10p or 6/50¢.
Cartoon by Don Allen, lovingly cut onto stencil with a dart and safetypin by PJR.
News this issue from Jan Janson and Nick Landau; Mi 3/2 is a flier with
Checkpoint.
Restormel Press Publication: 70.
4th November 1972.
NOVACON: OVER, GONE... The second issue of Novacon arrived last
weekend to brighten up these drear November days and to revive fannish
flames left smouldering since Easter. The con was arranged, as last year, in
the Imperial Centre Hotel, Birmingham, and the programme covered
Saturday and Sunday with many fans arriving on Friday night for an
unhindered bout of drinking and chatting. Guest of Honour was Doreen
Parker, now transformed into Mrs Phil Rogers, and other luminaries
(professionals by any other name) included Bob Shaw, Brian Aldiss, James
White, Ken Bulmer, Anne McCaffrey, Chris Priest, Philip Strick, Josephine
Saxton, Mark Adlard, and Rob Holdstock (that’ll cost you 50p, Rob...). The
programme was fairly light and ill-attended (by me, that is): two films
(Marooned & Island of Lost Souls) were shown and various panels were held,
including Brian Aldiss reading some unpublished short stories (and very
good too); the auctions were sensibly divided into book and fanzine sales –
something I recommend for the future.
So much for the serious bit. I arrived, with attendant angels and
seraphim, late on Friday afternoon and was met with a dubious wave of
hands and soft cries of “sshush” by a group of fans listening to the Last Goon
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Show; consolation in the form of Checkpoint subscriptions was, however,
quickly offered and I retired with the proceeds to chat over coffee with Gray
Boak until such time as the bar opened. Fans were beginning to arrive in
quantity and as opening-time drew near others came out of the woodwork for
the first drink of the evening. Bob Shaw, however, had had the envious good
fortune to have been chosen as a test subject for various brews of Guinness
earlier in the day – I looked around eagerly, but no such welcome to
Birmingham was offered to me. Nevertheless, I must admit that I lasted the
better part of the evening on the results of “Hello, Peter! Can I buy you
another?”
Eddie Jones and Eric Bentcliffe tried to con me (and Checkpoint
readers) into believing that Jack Gaughan and John Schoenherr had arrived,
whilst Marsha sang a welcoming aardvark song; I quickly returned to the
upstairs bar where a congregation of rat and gannet fandom were jeering
happily at passers-by. Ian Maule was the only representative from the NorthEast, John Brosnan represented Australia, and there thus remained the three
heavies: John Piggott, Greg Pickersgill, and Roy Kettle. I spent most of the
evening in the comfy chairs of the bar with these fellow faneds and Gray
Boak, thus forming a circle of British crifanac. Encouraged by this latter
thought we considered the state of Anglofandom; “What British fandom
needs...” I said, “... is a flamethrower,” finished Greg. Such was the level of
conversation: there will be no great projects or innovations in the near future.
Pete Weston came over and, after a while, told us of his grief and
annoyance at the pile of letters he was receiving from loud-mouthed neos
who were furious because they hadn’t received a Speculation by return post
(Pete has no back issues); at that moment a neo came up and said:
“Mr.Weston? I sent a sub to you, but never received your fanzine...” He was,
perhaps, slightly surprised at the reception that his innocent question
received.
In the early hours I wandered off and joined a ‘dealer’s choice’ card
session which included Bon Bennett, Norman Shorrock, Phil Rogers, Eric
Bentcliffe, Tony Walsh, Tony Edwards, and Ted Ball. Eric had just won
some incredible sum on three superb hands; but it didn’t seem to deter the
players too much. Virtually every game possible was attempted, the
favourites being Red Dog, Brag (naturally), and Ron Bennett’s ‘Greedy
Poker’ – Harrison Chang was also played, without too many ill effects. About
4:00am I went downstairs to get some cigarettes; the hotel lobby was ill-lit
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and deserted of guests and staff. All I could see in the dim silence was a
policeman, leaning on a counter and enveloped in a large cloak; he didn’t
look up at me, but just stared at two cats fighting, and giggled occasionally. I
didn’t stay down there long.
The Saturday was pleasant, except for a succession of rather unlovely
meals in Birmingham, but uneventful. Ken Bulmer hurried over at one point,
tears streaming down his aged cheeks, and said “Jan Jansen’s just arrived,
though it won’t mean much to you youngsters...” As regular Checkpoint
readers will know, however, Jan is a fine European news-gatherer and we
managed to meet later on. The small Belgian contingent at the Novacon
represented the only foreign fans present; most will be saving up for a trip
over to the 1973 Eastercon.
Gray Boak hold the first of two fanzine auctions on Saturday and prices,
even in the absence of American competition, were high. Ian Maule, for
example, paid 90p for three issues of Axe – though he may well have been
three parts drunk at the time. Half a dozen early Yandros fetched £2 and
batches of Energumens, Outworlds, Shaggys, and Granfalloons reached
similar prices. I finished up with some Axes, Discords and Canadian
Fandoms (from the 1940s) – others, principally Ian Maule, John Piggott,
Darroll Pardoe, and the Mearas, took away much larger bundles.
Just after midnight the Fancy Dress Party was held, an event which, for
once, I actually entered. Tony Walsh, British fandom’s acknowledged master
of fancy dress, had ingeniously wired up several sets of Norman Lights – the
pink, flashing emotion-indicators from Brian Aldiss’s The Primal Urge – and
had gathered together a group of eight people to wear them, Tony and
Simone Walsh, Gerry Webb, Norman Shorrock, Dave Kyle, Pete Weston,
myself, and one girl unknown to me duly mingled with the other contestants
and visitors, pinking when the fancy took us; Marsha Elkin, clad in a bikini,
was probably dazzled... We also surrounded Brian Aldiss himself who
enthusiastically cried “They like me! They like me!” and presented us with a
bottle of kummel; other winners included Vernon Brown and girlfriend in
animal masks of some sort, and an unknown fan in a pumpkin suit. An
honourable mention should go to Fred Hemmings, brightly dressed in orange
with a massive clockwork key protruding from his chest.. Damn punster...
Further drinking was done until late into the night and there seemed to
be a considerable amount of singing and rushing around (up to the roof, and
suchlike), so the next and final day was somewhat subdued. Eric Bentcliffe
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offered me a lift back to the Potteries and we loft early in the afternoon to
avoid falling asleep. If anything occurred thereafter, I’d be happy to hear
about it.
Peter Roberts
NOVACON III ALREADY? I don’t want to rush you through the
year, but the Birmingham Group have set up a committee for next
November’s con. Membership is again 50p, this time from: Hazel Reynolds,
40 Portia Av, Shirley, Solihull, Worcs. This year’s paid attendance was over
190, by the way.
FIRST FANTASY MINICON: Though primarily a get-together of
comic fans and hucksters, I thought I might mention this event; it’s scheduled
for December the 2nd at Lyndhurst Hall in Kentish Town, London. There’s
no membership charge and, as far as I know, no programme (beyond the
business of selling). Further information can be obtained from Nick Landau,
Room F-22, Rootes Hall, Univ. of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL.
EUROCON PROGRAMME: Jan Jansen has sent along a provisional
list of items for next year’s – sorry, I’ll type that again – 1974’s Brussels
Eurocon. It’s described as a “congress”, I gather, and seems aimed at
attracting Eastern European delegations – in fact the first group of Russian
fans are expected, amongst others. For a fortnight or so there’ll be the
following exhibitions: sf and fantasy painting; statues; ‘strange art’; sf
illustrators and designers of comic strips; UNESCO children’s sf drawings;
and sf films. The con itself opens on Wednesday, August 28th, and closes on
Sunday, 1st September. There’ll be speeches and films on Wednesday and
Thursday, Friday is a “fan day”, though this seems doubtful, since speeches,
debates, and films are also programmed, and Saturday is dominated by the
Banquet & Awards and the business meeting (though there are to be
unspecified “happenings”; finally, there’s a trip to a haunted castle on
Sunday. Attending membership will be over £4; Fred Hemmings is the
British Agent (20 Beech Rd, Slough, SL3 7DQ).

a few fanzines received
Idiocy Couchant 2 (13pp:¼o:d) Arthur Cruttenden, Idiocy Couchant, 31 Heath
Lodge Site, Welwyn, Herts. (10p) Rather a thin issue with a non-descript
‘diary’ editorial, a poor (in quality & quantity) letter column, and a short
piece on fandom as a haven for extrovert people. Saving grace for this issue
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comes in some fairly good fmz reviews from Keith Bridges, though I’m
perplexed at the review of Maya 2 which appeared at Easter 1971 and has
since changed editors.
Les Spinge 25 (19pp:¼o:d) Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon, PE18 7SU. (free) Another thinnish issue, but a very well
produced one, attractively laid out and with a good Dave Rowe cover.
Contents can hardly be described as good or bad – they’re just light-weight:
the editorial rambles, as it should do; but the letter-column has little to say
and an extract from a journal of the 1830s has less. Les Spinge finished with a
few fmz reviews which I and several others at the Novacon disagree with –
perhaps they’ll stir up some comment in what has otherwise become rather a
placid and a backwater fanzine.
Locus 125 (10pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (10/$3.50 – airmail) UK Agent: Pete Weston. Yet another
issue of the Hugo-winning sf newszine. This issue is largely given over to
book and prozine reviews with some 2½ pages of news. Headlines concern
Avon’s annual US reprint edition of New Worlds. Recommended.
Media 20 (2pp:A4:d) John Mansfield, PO Box 830, CFPO 5056, 757 Baden
Baden 1, Germany. (10¢) News notes on Star Trek and The Avengers – for
aficionados [sic] only, though even they must reconcile themselves to the
spelling which is atroashusse.
YET MORE CONS: The British Fantasy Society is apparently planning a
convention in the north of England next year: more details will be available
later, I trust. // The annual Belgian con noted last issue will, I believe, take
place in Ghent on the 19/20th of May 1973.
CHECKPOINT II 26
From:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
printed matter
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Checkpoint 27, November 1972
C H E C K P O I N T 27
18th November 1972
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca. 94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Gerald Bishop, Susan Glicksohn, Harry Bell, Jan
Jansen, Nick Shears, and Keith Walker.
Contact 1 is a flier with this issue. Restormel Press Publication: 71.
MOFFATS WIN TAFF!: A late note in Locus mentions that Len & June
Moffatt have won this year’s race for the Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund and will
therefore attend the British Eastercon in Bristol next year. No further news is
available at the moment, but congratulations anyway.
THE BRITISH PROZINE RISES FROM THE GRAVE: (Gerald
Bishop) “Trolling along a tube station the other day, my eye fell upon a
poster: ‘A new magazine of Sword & Sorcery, Horror & Sf’. Seeing that it
was published by New English Library, and as I was heading in that direction
anyway, I called in to find out more about it. Leaving with copies of the first
two issues, I had an amusing time on the journey home reading them.
“Each issue is 24 pages long on large format (12" x 9") good quality
paper, with full colour illoes throughout. Inside are the adventures of Wolff, a
Conan-type hero battling baddies, followed by Sir Leo, who does the same
thing in 19th century, aristocratic style; sf comes from the world of Xanadu
in the voluptuous form of Agar-Agar, a decent Barbarella. The issue finishes
up with a mainly pictorial story about something of other.
“It appears that this is an English version of a Spanish series, since it is
printed in Spain and has Spanish copyright. The English editor and writer is
Lawrence James (NEL’s Sf editor), and the artwork, according to the
signatures, is by Mareto, Jm Bea, Seisona, and Enric Sio.
“On the whole it’s better than Batman, more stimulating than
Spiderman, and more horrifying than The Hulk. As the posters say: Dracula –
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13p from your newsagent or bookstall.”
AMERICA 2, BRITAIN 1: The first issue of Don Pfeil’s plush (and
expensive) new prozine, Vertex, will be out in February; artwork by Barr,
Austin, & Di Fate, interview of Bradbury, fiction by Carr, Harrison,
Silverberg, Rotsler, &c. // Marvel are financing a horror pro-zine (not a
comic) edited by Gerry Conway – no title yet. (Locus 127)

the sercon page
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FANS: (A column from Gerald Bishop, noting
recent sf books published in Britain):
NOVEMBER: Hardback: BBC: Mandog (Dickison & Lamplugh); Cape:
Catholics (Moore), Devil Daddy (Blackburn); Faber: A Clash Of Cymbals
(Blish), Jack of Shadows (Zelazny); Gollancz: Nebula Awards 7 (ed.Biggle),
Byworlder (Anderson); Hale: Thirteen O’Clock & Other Zero Hours
(Kornbluth, ed.Blish); Hodder: The Year Dot (Lymington); S&J: The Best Of
John W.Campbell, Volteface (Adlard), Bug-Eyed Monsters (ed. Cheetham);
Stacey: Carnacki: The Ghost Finder (Hudson), Master of Villainy (Ash &
Elizabeth Sax Rohmer).
Paperback: Arrow: Creatures Of Light & Darkness (Zelazny); Corgi:
Star Trek I, II, & III (Blish); Mayflower: The Jesus Factor (Corley), The
Dragon Masters (Vance); NEL: Quest For The Future, The Weapon Masters
(van Vogt); Pan: The Preserving Machine (Dick); Panther: The Space-Time
Journal (ed.Merril), Grey Lensman (Smith), A Killing Thing (Wilhelm);
Penguin: Faust Aleph Null (Blish), Apeman, Spaceman (ed.Harrison &
Stover), Sirius, Starmaker, Last & First Men with Last Men In London
(Stapledon), The Ordeal of Gilbert Pinfold (Waugh), War Of The Worlds
(Wells); Sphere: Little Dog’s Day (Story), Sf Hall Of Fame I (ed. Silverberg
– 2 volumes!); Tandem: Tarnsman, Nomads, Priest-Kings Of Gor (Norman).
US Imports: Ballantine: The World’s Desire (Haggard & Lang), Evenor
(MacDonald).
SFBC Selection: Interface (Adlard).
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: The paperback reprinting of Phil Dick
novels in Britain is irritatingly haphazard: at least five different companies
have published a variety of his books in no discernible order and most Dick
fans buy the American paperbacks rather than wait for a delayed and by no
means certain publication over here. Pan, however, have just brought out one
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of his best novels, The Galactic Pot-Healer, and I thoroughly recommend
this if you haven’t already bought the American version. Although The Three
Stigmata Of Palmer Eldritch remains, in my opinion, the best of Dick’s
works, The Galactic Pot-Healer with its complex layers of reality, its
absurdist humour, and its sudden grotesqueries, should be placed damn near
the top. The Preserving Machine (Pan – 35p) has also just appeared over
here; it’s a good collection of early Phil Dick stories (from 1952 to ’66) –
nothing famous or exceptional, but nonetheless recommended.
Less creditworthy than these Phil Dick books is Panther’s first U.K.
publication of Doc Smith’s Lensman series; Grey Lensman (Panther – 35p) is
the latest in these abominable ‘classics’. I found myself in fits of laughter
throughout the first chapter – however, it soon wears off and becomes merely
tedious. Doc Smith’s hackwork should have been left in the mould. On the
brighter side, there’s a Judith Merril anthology, The Space-Time Journal
(Panther – 30p), which surveys ‘new wave’ sf and is mostly culled from New
Worlds. There are some fine stories inside – Ballard’s ‘You and me and the
continuum’ is outstanding, and Lang Jones’ neo-Borgesian (aha!) ‘The hall of
the machines’ is also exceptional. Other pieces by Aldiss, Keith Roberts, and
Michael Butterworth are worth mentioning, though the balance is then made
up with facile and rather insignificant oddments which pull the level down to
the patchy and mediocre. It’s still one of the best anthologies I’ve ever come
across – I’m just hard to please and eternally disappointed with the breed in
general.
Finally, there’s a couple of horror books: The Witchcraft Reader (Pan –
30p) edited by Peter Haining is a selection of stories by some of the big
names of sf (Sturgeon, Bradbury, and superb Bloch). Unexciting, though
Keith Roberts’ ‘Timothy’ appears within. The first Lovecraft collection, The
Haunter Of The Dark (Panther – 35p), has just been re-issued. If you like this
writer, and for some reason I do, then this is a collection of some of his
greatest stories, including ‘The Dunwich Horror’, ‘The Outsider’, ‘The Rats
in the Walls’, ‘The Call of Cthulhu’, and so on. They’re rather like gargoyles
– fascinating and almost amusing.
Peter Roberts
JOHN W.CAMPBELL AWARD: (Susan Glicksohn) “The JWC
Award for Best New Writer in the sf field has been announced by Analog
editor, Ben Bova. It will be sponsored by Conde Nast Publications Inc. in
recognition of John Campbell’s contribution to the sf field.
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“Rules for this award will be similar to those used for the Hugo Awards.
Writers eligible for the 1973 award must have had their first story published
no later than 1971. Any member of LACon or TORCON will be able to make
nominations for the 1973 award, but only members of TORCON will be
eligible to vote. Nomination forms will be mailed with TORCON Progress
Report 3, and voting ballots with PR 4. The award will be presented at the
TORCON Hugo Awards banquet.
“TORCON’s British Agent is Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Av,
Birmingham, B33 9AE – contact him for membership information.
Memberships are £1.20 or $4 (Canadian) supporting, after December 1st.”
SARF EFRICAN NEWS: (Nick Shears) “AFRICAPA is born! The
first South African apa will have its first mailing in January and any English
fans who want to get in on the ground floor (there’s a limited roster) should
write to me {{address in colophon}} and say so immediately. To make sure, I
suggest they enclose their six month’s membership fee (50p). Mailings will
be monthly, with a required minimum of three pages every three months.
Contributions to the first mailing should be on A4 paper, 25 copies, to arrive
by January 15th. Postmailings will not be recognized and each mailing will
be stapled together as a booklet.
“The SFSA Short Story Competition, judged by a write & broadcaster,
Michael McCabe, had all its prizes won by non-members... And McCabe
described the standard as disappointingly low. Hmm.”
RANDOM MOVEMENT:
Brian Temple, 78 Blandford Rd, Chirton Grange, North Shields,
Northumberland, NE29 8NX.
Keith Walker, Burnley School of Nursing, Burnley General Hosp.,
Lancs.
Dave Douglass, 123 Percy Rd, Hampton, Middx, TW12 2JS.
Andrew Stephenson, 19 Du Pre Walk, Woburn Green, High Wycombe,
Bucks.
Last issue, if crossed or marked ‘S’ (sample). A number indicates
the issue to which you have paid up.
APOLOGIES: It hardly needed a microscope to detect the cruddiness of last
issue’s duplicating. After wasting two evenings and a whole lot of paper, I
armed myself with a screwdriver and spent a messy Sunday in search of the
trouble; the result was the painful cranking out of a sub-standard Checkpoint
and a subsequent trip to Gestetners to replace a £4 bottom roller. Judging by
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Contact, this seems to have solved the problem, though I may be speaking
too soon. This fault not only delayed the last issue, but also the previous one,
since they were to be posted together straight after Novacon. Heigh-ho – all
is well now, I hope...
SOLANGOOSE FANDOM: (news from the North-East from a letter
from Harry Bell) “Gannetfandom as ever is a very loose association; indeed
I’m not really sure what holds us together at The Gannet. There was some
talk a while ago of moving a) to someone’s house or b) to another pub.
Gannetfans are not particularly fannish, as a matter of fact – more social.
Fandom itself gets discussed more on a Friday night in Newcastle in a pub
called The Post Office – Ian Maule, Brian Temple, Henry Pijohn, Robert
Jackson, and me mainly; kind of a neo-education night, but not a substitute
for Gannetfandom, more a supplement.
“Ian Williams is now supposed to be producing a personalzine of his
own (about 10pp) and Ian Maule, of course, is bringing out Maule’s Well and
has applied to join CANADAPA with it. Even Grimwab stirs fitfully in the
gafiant night.”
WEIRD TALES: Jan Jansen mentions that Mike Moorcock turned up
on the last night of the Novacon. // Keith Walker has the remnants of the
BSFA Fanzine Foundation; after the wholesale auctioning off at Chester there
is, says Keith, “precious little left.” // Philip Payne, Longmead, 15
Wilmerhatch Ln, Epsom, Surrey, is the new UK Agent for the Hugonominated fmz, Granfalloon.
FMZ REVIEWS: – back next issue!
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Three intrepids from Antwerp and
Ghent risked November fog and British
traffic to make their way to Novacon II at
Birmingham earlier this month. For one of
them, it was more of a pilgrimage, meeting
up again with several fans active in the
Fifties, who have managed to hold on to
fanac all thus time, and were there to
welcome him and make him feel at home in
which they succeeded to such an extent that
Jan Jansen promised to be back for
Ompacon next Easter.
Simon Joukers and Andre De Rycke,
accompanying fans, have expressed equal
willingness to revisit British conventions.
Since you will undoubtedly find a full
conreport in Checkpoint, enclosed with this
magazine, may we express our thanks and
appreciation to the convention committee
who gave us the incentive to visit, and to
spend a memorable weekend.
RAASVELD’S FOLLY Hoboken Nov 15
Whether to try and break the monopoly
of Info-Sfan as lonely flemish fanzine in
Belgium, or whether to draw other fen in the
maze of fanac. Julien Raasveld states that a
second ish of TEEN EN TANDER will
soon be forthcoming, containing the first
part of fanhistorical musings on Belgian
fandom, along with other fannish, rather
than pure sf/fantasy material. We have been
unable to ascertain what kind of welcome
the first issue received, if indeed it was not
utterly ignor’d by most recipiants.
PARALLAX, Julien’s regular fanzine
switched to English language because of
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lack of local response, which seems to ring
a bell, looking back 20 years. Parallax, on
the other hand, was included in the mailing
of PAPA (no, not pornographic) the new
Belgian APA, with a limit of 20 members,
and publishing in three languages (so far).
Only Julien knows whether the membership
roll is complete or whether there is room for
more.
GROWING UP Antwerp Nov 9
Info-Sfan 20 (out already) has an
article by Terry Jeeves on space warfare
(from Erg), along with short stories from the
yearly contest; plus the usual features and
book reviews. IS is the club magazine of
SFAN, the Flemish fan organisation and
contrary to review in Parallax may be had in
trade. Just prove you can read and
understand Flemish. The second best reason
I know for learning the language. Best of all
is the ability then to carry on a conversation
with Rosa.
BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS Schoten
Nov 14
We don’t know whether Birmingham
is in any way responsible by offering fanjan
a chance to exercise holding babies, but
chances are that Rosa, inundated by requests
to come along and have a good time, will
for the first time break down and join a
fangathering to be held in Ghent, november
25th.
This opens perspectives for future trips
to other conventions. Read CONTACT for
future instalments: Will fanjan be able to
persuade her to cross the Channel? Will
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Rosa give in to his increasing demands?
Will support from still active honorary
fantwerps help to change her previous
attitude to convention-visiting? to be
continued.
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CHECKPOINT 28 31st Dec. 1972
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif. 94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff Ext.4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Robert Jackson, Don Allen, Julien Raasveld, Ed
Connor, Harry Bell, Ian Maule, James Parkhill-Rathbone, Mary Legg.
mi 3 is a flier with this issue. Restormel Press Pub. 72.
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR... My thanks to everyone who sent Christmas
cards and greetings. Checkpoint has been taking an end of year break whilst
I’ve been in Bristol and far away from the Potteries-based duplicator – not, I
should note, that there’s been that much news coming in anyway; most of the
time has, I rather think, been spent watching tv. Nigel Kneale, the
Quatermass writer, had a rather fine play on tv (Christmas Day) called ‘The
Stone Tape’. Brian Aldiss appeared earlier on ‘Panorama’ talking, of all
things, on Mars, and Dr.Who has made several appearances – the latest
including all three doctors (William Hartnell, Patrick Troughton, & Jon
Pertwee). Promised shortly are interviews with Star Trek characters, William
Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. Now, however, I’m back in Newcastle and
away from the Idiots’ Lantern – and you can all think of me sitting here
waiting for the news to pour in...
To fans everywhere we wish a Happy New Year.
Don Allen
Harry Bell
Dave Bendelow
Gray Boak
Dave Douglass
Rob Jackson
Mary Legg
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Jim Marshall
Ian Maule
Ian Penman
Thom Penman
Henry Pijohn
Ritchie Smith
Irene Taylor
Brian Temple
Ian Williams
(Gannetfandom All)
NOT WITH A WHIMPER... Robert Jackson reports on the last hurrah of
the Novacon – the events of Sunday evening when “Mike Moorcock and
Charles Platt arrived. Chris Priest mischievously asked Allan Scott to repeat
for Mike’s benefit what he’d said about a certain author’s S&S books
(excepting Stormbringer) on the fantasy panel that afternoon, but Allan was
understandably reticent. Later the New Worlds people went downstairs to the
bar, leaving Anne McCaffrey and the rest to exchange Jewish jokes upstairs.
After Moorcock and Platt had departed, Brian Aldiss came back upstairs and
reported Mike’s attempt to buy a bottle of whisky which was visible on the
back of the bar. The management were astonishingly reluctant to part with it
and Mike eventually paid an exhorbitant price. What would he have paid for
it in singles?” Robert also notes that there was another Gannet at the Novacon
besides Ian Maule, namely himself. Sorry about that, squire.

fanzines received
Aleph Informations 4 (18pp:A4:x) Jacques Soulier, 3 Allee de Beziers, 69190
Saint-Fons, France. (Free to Aleph members) Assorted reviews of recent tv,
books, films, and even opera related to sf. In French.
Chao 10 (48pp:¼o:d) John Alderson, Havelock, Vic. 3465, Australia. (40¢) A
peculiar and very individual fanzine, largely thanks to its editor. Most of it is
personal, but there are some outside fanzine reviews and a letter column;
altogether it’s an untypical fanzine which you’ll have to decide upon
yourselves... personally, I’m not too keen.
Chunder 5 (20pp:¼o:d) John Foyster, 6 Clowes St, South Yarra, Vic.3141,
Australia, (free?) A collection of fannish reports, Chunder includes John
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Bangsund on a Sydney Sf Foundation meeting, Mike O’Brien on Tasmanian
fandom, and Mervyn Barrett on, curiously, Scicon 70; not a very cohesive
fanzine – but recommended nonetheless.
Cypher 8 (82pp:A4:d) James Goddard & Mike Sandow, Woodlands Lodge,
Woodlands., Southampton, Hants. (20p) Cypher is a massive fanzine largely
devoted to science fiction. This issue lays particular emphasis on Ted Tubb,
Phil Harbottle writing the first part of an evaluation of his work plus a
separate critique of his early novels; Ted Tubb himself has a piece on sf of
the fifties. Each to his own, but really the pulp rubbish of the Volsted
Gridban era should be left to rot in peace. Other than this Cypher contains a
cartoon strip, an interview with Robert Powell (from Doomwatch), a piece by
Walter Gillings, book reviews, and letters. It’s still a rather unattractive
fanzine in appearance and it generally lacks appeal for me; however many
people do enjoy it and it’s certainly worth examining.
Fanews 55 (12pp:A4:p) Ralf Kleinschnittger, 5868 Letmathe, Theodor-HürthStrasse 61, Germany. (10/4DM) A new editor and a new format, but Fanews
continues with its survey of German sf and fandom – the only German
newszine that’s regular, I believe. Recommended. In German.
Fanews 56 (8pp – as above)
Forthcoming Sf Books 10 (4pp.A4:d) Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. (3/$1 – airmail) Lists US sf books from October
to December.
Julien C.Raasveld’s Fanmagazine 0 (1pp:A4:sd) Julien Raasveld, Goodontijd 11,
B-2710 Hoboken, Belgium, (free) Just an announcement of a new address
(NB) and plans for the future of the magazine. In English.
Kwalhioqua 1 (11pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Leon, Ks.67074, USA. (free?) A
rather messy first issue of what promises to be a personal zine; no virtue in it
at the moment, but it may blossom...
Les Spinge 26 (12pp:¼o:d) Darroll & Ro Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon, PE18 7SU. (free) Another issue rapidly following on the last
two; there isn’t too much – a brief Novacon report, some letters, and a few
ramblings – however it’s all pleasant and attractively produced too.
Locus 126 (8pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif. 94116, USA. (10/$3.50 – airmail) UK Agent: Pete Weston. The
leading American news zine, mainly concentrating on sf. This issue also
includes Terry Carr on the LACon.
Locus 127 (as above – 10pp) Terry Carr on a trip to the Beagles (of Last Unicorn
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and mainstream fame).
Locus 128 (as above) Terry Carr on Bob Tucker.
2 (54pp:A4:d) Ron Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst, NSW2076,
Australia. ($5 – no spare copies!) A mixed fanzine containing elements of
Ron’s other zines – locs from The Mentor and The Penultimate Blimp, for
example – plus a few articles and another instalment of ‘Australian Sf Fans’;
this time it’s Bob Smith. All in all it’s fairly enjoyable.
Maule’s Well 1 (4pp:¼o:d) Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle on
Tyne, NE12 0HX. (free) A new personal zine with a few ramblings –
including some notes on Novacon.
Maya 5 (34pps:¼o:d) Ian Maule (as above) (20p) A fine, fannish fanzine and now
one of the best-looking productions in Britain. This issue has an entertaining
column by Ian Williams, lesser material from Andrew Stephenson, Lisa
Conesa, and Darrell Schweitzer, and a good letter and fanzine review column.
Recommended.
Maybe 21 (28pp:A4:p) Irvin Koch, 835 Chatt.Bnk.Bldg., Chattanooga, Tn 37402,
USA. (50¢) Maybe has the worst artwork I’ve seen in any fanzine since
Osfan and the worst layout in a printed zine bar none (no, not even RQ) – and
the contents, mostly poor letters and short fanzine reviews, don’t save it from
the crudzine pile.
Moebius Trip 15 (60pp:A4:d) Ed Connor, 1805 N Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604, USA. A
large fanzine which invariably contains something good, though rather in the
manner of a bran tub; this issue Walt Liebscher has an occasionally amusing
piece, otherwise there’s an interview with James Schmitz, an ugly
contribution from Jack Wodhams, and assorted others of various qualities.
Quite lively, quite interesting.
Mota 6 (23pp:A4:d) Terry Hughes, Rt 3, Windsor, Mo.65360, USA. (25¢) A
fabulous fannish fanzine with an idiot mixture – Grant Canfield on the lure of
dominoes, Lee Hoffman on crime, Creath Thorne on fandom, plus ramblings
and letters. Recommended.
Munich Round Up 126 (40pp:A4:p) Waldemar Kumming, 8 München 2,
Herzogspitalstrasse 5, Germany. (DM 1) Mostly given over to a Trieste
Eurocon report with photo pages. Recommended. In German.
Munich Round Up 127 (38pp – as above) Warburg conrep, book and film reviews,
and further photo pages.
Norstrilian News 4/1 (6pp:¼o:d) Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic.
3001, Australia. (5/50p – I’m UK Agent) The Australian newszine – this
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issue includes an LAcon report, plus local news.
2 (41pp:A4:p) Gordon van Toen, 74/2 Castlebury Crescent, Willowdale,
Ontario, Canada. (50¢) Still somewhat messy, like the old Osfic, but
nonetheless this Ontario clubzine is one of the more enjoyable of its type;
Mike Glicksohn contributes fanzine reviews and there’s a column from Susan
Glicksohn, plus reviews and a Mack Reynolds short story.
Outworlds 3/5 (40pp:A4:d) Bill & Jean Bowers, PO Box 354, Wadsworth, Oh.
44281, USA. (60¢ – UK Agent: Terry Jeeves, 20p) One of the finely
produced American fanzines, Outworlds has some particularly splendid
cartoonwork by Mike Gilbert and Dan Steffan in this issue. The contents,
however, don’t lag far behind: Robert Lowndes attacks swearing, Rick
Stooker tells a dirty story, Piers Anthony criticizes, and. Leon Taylor looks at
Silverberg. Recommended.
Paranoid 3 (4pp:¼o:d) Ian Maule (see Maule’s Well) (free) The last issue,
containing no more than a brief loc column.
The remaining half dozen will have to wait until next issue, I fear....
Last issue if crossed or marked ‘S’ (sample) or ‘R’ (review
within); a number indicates the last issue before your sub expires.
RUMOURS AND VAGUE PROJECTS: Gannet fandom having taken to
issuing various small personalzines, there’s talk of starting a Gannetapa – not
so much an amateur publishing association as a way of saving on postage. //
Brian Temple, another Gannet, has gone yet further and is considering
establishing ROMPA – a Rival Off-Trails Magazine Publishers’ Association.
// There is speculation that Granfalloon, like Energumen, will be folding after
an issue or two. // Fiawol, the American fannish newszine, appears to have
folded. // Outworlds is about to change again – it’ll probably become larger.
OLD FANS, BUT NOT TIRED: Don Allen writes: “Jim Cawthorne
and a few assorted oldies from the North East Sf Society will be gathering
here shortly for a bit of a knees up. Possibly New Years Eve. I’ve applied for
permission to have parking facilities available for all the wheelchairs...” //
James Parkhill-Rathbone, thirties fan and sometime associate editor of
Science Fantasy, thinks “it would be good to have some fans meeting here at
my place in London.” Anyone interested can phone (435-4801) or write (9
Lyndhurst Rd, Hampstead, NW3).
BOOKS ON THE FRINGE: James Parkhill-Rathbone is also editor of
The Idler and Academy paperbacks are bringing out an illustrated anthology,
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The Idler’s Pocket Companion, next Spring; only drawback is the £1.50
pricetag. // Mary Legg has noticed The Cruise of the Aardvark by Ogden
Nash at 90p – a must for Silly Animal Fans, of course.
SFANCON 4: Held in Ghent, Belgium, on May 19th and 20th,
SFANCON has Brian Aldiss as Guest of Honour and Gerd Kallenberger as
fan Guest of Honour. Attending membership is £1. I haven’t an address, but
try writing to Julien Raasveld (address in fmzs rvwd) for information.
CHECKPOINT II 28
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
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United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
Return Requested.
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CHECKPOINT 29 13th Jan. 1973
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif. 94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic. 3053; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff Ext. 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Gerald Bishop, Malcolm Edwards. All news – sf
or fannish – is appreciated and will, incidentally, get you a free copy of CP.
Deadline for next issue is the 27th of January – letters can be sent direct to
my present address: 8 Pratt St, Newcastle-u-Lyme, Staffordshire.
Restormel Press Publication: 73.
NO SF in 1975! “Jerry Jacks, of Sampo Productions which had been
planning to bid for the 1975 World Sf Convention in competition with
Melbourne, has now decided to withdraw. Officially the sire will be chosen at
Toronto in early September 1973, but it now looks unlikely that a ballot will
be necessary... So the Australia in ’75 bid has won, in all but official terms,
the right to run the 33rd Worldcon in Melbourne.” (Norstrilian News)
Reasons given for San Francisco’s withdrawal include the usual time &
money; the Stockholm in ’76 bid, a possible contender with Australia, was
withdrawn some time ago, you may recall. It’s really too late for any other
bid to be arranged for 1975 – the Vancouver in ’75 bid never really
materialized and any further contender must be from the West Coast region
of America – so it really does look like Australia in ’75. Good luck to all
concerned and I should note that I’m the British Agent, should you want any
further information.
HUGO NOMINATIONS: The third Progress Report for TORCON 2,
the 1973 Worldcon in Toronto, has just arrived; it contains, amongst other
things, a Hugo Nomination form (deadline: April 1st) on which all members
of TORCON 2 or the 1972 LACon are eligible to vote. Pete Weston (31
Punewall Av, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30) is the British Agent for
TORCON 2 and he’ll sell you a membership for $4 (associate) – roughly
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£1.50. The Progress Report also has a nomination form for the John W.
Campbell Award for Best New Sf Writer (same eligibility, same deadline).
Membership thus far has reached 900. A piece of legalese also circulated
with the PR says, incidentally, that all references to the NASFiC (at the
LACon) are “unconstitutional and ultra vires”, since the World Sf Society is
concerned solely with Worldcons... Doubtless there’ll be more on this everrecurring topic later.
LACon: I trust all British members have at last received their copy of
the Programme Book? It’s a fine publication, by the way, bound and printed
like a paperback book – and about the same number of pages too.

fanzines received
Fanews 57/8 (16pp:A4:p) Ralf Kleinschnittger, 5868 Letmathe, Theodor-HürthStr. 61, Germany. (10/DM 4). Sf & fannish news from Germany, including
fanzine reviews and so on; good, if you’re interested in continental fandom.
It’s in German, however...
Forthcoming Sf Books 11 (6pp:A4:d) Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. (3/$1 – airmail) Lists of American sf books to
be published from December to March and later.
Haverings 54 (8pp:A4:d) Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6
6QL. (6/40p) “Comments upon fanzines received.” Haverings is in some
ways more a loc substitute than a review column, but since Ethel covers just
over fifty different fanzines it’s useful as a market place. Unfortunately it
tends to be full of errors, so I should always try to double-check addresses
and suchlike before writing off to faneds mentioned in it.
7 (46pp:¼o:d) Brian Robinson & Paul Skelton, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. (Loc & 3p) An OMPAzine, but without mailing
comments, Hell has improved somewhat recently; it’s still unexceptional,
however. A lot of chatter from the editors, John Piggott on tree-felling, Pete
Presford on a fannish incident, and Mike Meara continuing the story of the
jazz guitar; these make up the contents, together with a poor letter column.
Locus 129 (10pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca. 94116, USA. (10/$3.50 – airmail) UK Agent: Pete Weston. Locus is the
big-circulation American newszine – good for sf and some fan news. This
issue has four pages of book reviews and a Harry Warner, Jr, column as well.
Locus 130 (14pp:A4:d) (As above) Three pages of book reviews, two of Rotsler
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cartoons, a Locus Poll ballot, and an index to Locus for 1972... plus news.
Madcap 2 (40pp:¼o:d) Pete Presford & Pete Colley, 10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth.
Reddish, Stockport. (20p) It’s much better than the first issue, but has yet to
reach even Hell’s level, I’m afraid. There’s a mess of contents – Ian Williams
with his Dwarf saga, Pete Colley on art, David Britton (supposedly) on Brian
mcCabe, poetry, record reviews, and a poor letter column – though I must
commend the editors for their efforts which result in Tim Davey, the boy in
the Turkish prison, sending a loc.
Norstrilian News 4/2 (4pp:¼o:d) Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039, Melbourne,
Vic. 3001, Australia. (5/50p – airmail) UK agent: me. Australian news with a
column of fanzines received – good, if you’re interested in Australian fans.
Philosophical Gas 12 (7pp:¼o:d) John Bangsund, PO Box 357, Kingston, ACT
2604, Australia. (5/$1) A FAPAzine, but also a personal one; it’s brilliant, of
course. Highly recommended.
Philosophical Gas 13 (18pp – as above) Just as good as the previous issue and
probably better; editor takes 90%, Bruce Gillespie & Ursula LeGuin take the
rest – some good cartoons too.
Scottishe 64 (24pp:A4:d) Ethel Lindsay (see Haverings). (15p) long-running
general fanzine, Scot is noted for its hand-cut Atom illoes and its
entertaining, though cut-down letter column; several pages of short book
reviews appear in ‘Nibblings’ and a too short editorial in ‘Natterings’ –
there’s also Ella Parker on a Cape Kennedy experience and a voyage with
Machiavarley. The A4 size, incidentally, is a one-off mistake.
Scythrop 26 (25pp:¼o:d) John Bangsund (see Philosophical Gas). (6/90p) UK
Agent: Ethel Lindsay. This isn’t SF Commentary 26, though you’d be
forgiven for thinking it was, since it’s a clever parody of Bruce Gillespie’s
fanzine, though done as a complimentary jest, rather than a cruel satire.
Despite the impressive display of names on the cover (who turned out to be
‘mentioned’ in the issue), there’s still a good list of contributors: Thomas
Love Peacock, George Turner (talking about Bruce Gillespie & SFC),
Stanislaw Lem, and mad criticism from Mervyn Barrett and others; there’s a
brief, but fine letter column too. An unusual issue, naturally, but excellent
nonetheless.
Scythrop 27 (24pp – as above). Another unusual issue, since this is more in the
personal style of Philosophical Gas – just John writing and producing mailing
comments on ANZAPA (readable ones too, unlike most). Recommended.
SF Commentary 28 (50pp:A4:d) Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne,
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Vic. 3001, Australia. (9/£1.50) UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards. Another
Australian faned decides to produce an unusual issue, since this SFC is a
collection of reviews of 1971 from Leigh Edmonds, Bill Wright, Harry
Warner, Jr, and Bruce himself; an unexpected offering and one that’s good to
read as well.
SF Commentary 29 (48pp:A4:d) (as above) A Special Violence Issue, more in
SFC’s normal style as one of the best serious sf fanzines in the world.
Stanislaw Lem writes an open letter to Phil Farmer, John Foyster writes on
Atheling, Bruce writes on Aldiss (a particularly fine piece), and Barry Gillam
considers Stanley Kubrick. Highly recommended.
SF Times 129 (52pp:A4:d) Hans-Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Strasse 6, Germany. (DM 3) Yet another special issue, since
this SFT is largely devoted to comics with articles on Underground, Marvel,
and superhero comics (one on Chinese comics too); there’s the usual review
and news section too. The whole thing is liberally (in both senses) illustrated
– mostly with Underground stuff, some very fine, others somewhat
nauseating. Recommend – it’s in German, though.
Siddhartha 1 (10pp:¼o:d) Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd, Sunderland,
Co. Durham, SR4 7RD. (free?) A personal zine, and a fairly interesting one,
though Ian isn’t writing as well as he can; it also includes some fanzine
reviews.
Speculation 31 (56pp:¼o:d) Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30. (20p) Britain’s top sercon fanzine reappears, the trend to a
long fannish editorial stopped, but otherwise good and interesting as ever.
There are some photopages from Eurocon, the Pohl speech from
Chessmancon, a short whimsical piece of near-fannishness from Brian
Aldiss, Brian Stableford on Silverberg, and a fine collection of reviews and
letters. Recommended.
The Last Shot (22pp:A4:d) Doug Carroll, 1109 Paquin, Columbia, Mi. 65201,
USA. (free) Subtitled ‘Columbia Fandom – 1967-1972’, this consists of
nostalgic fannish pieces by the Luttrells, Chris Couch, Doug, and Terry
Hughes. A one shot, it seems, but recommended.
Touchstone 1 (24pp:¼o:d) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic. 3053,
Australia. (free) Dave reappears with a personal cum apazine, having folded
The Fanarchist, and this first issue is mostly Dave’s own, finely-written
ramblings plus pieces by Christine McGowan, John Bangsund, and Leigh
Edmonds. It’s all enjoyable and probably better than TF ever was.
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Vector 62 (40pp:¼o:d) Malcolm Edwards, 75A Harrow View, Harrow, Middx.,
HA1 1RF. (30p) The new, improved, and – god help us – regular journal of
the BSFA. Articles are by John Sladek on pseudo-science, Joanna Russ, and
Phil Strick on the cinema; letters and news as well – recommended.
Zimri 4 (49pp:A4:d) Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd, Whalley Range, Manchester,
M16 8RP. (20p) Improving all the time, this Zimri has an interview and a
chat with old-time fan, Harry Turner, plus a Holdstock story, various other
oddments, and a fairly lively letter column.

the sercon page
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (a column by Gerald Bishop, listing new
British sf publications)
January: Hardback: Gollancz: The Time Masters (Tucker); Grey
Matters (Hjortsberg).
Paperback: Corgi: Tomorrow is Too Far (White). Coronet/Hodder:
Mindmix (Kelley). NEL: Ten assorted ERB Venus & Mars books. NEL/S&J:
Tales From The White Hart & Lost Worlds of 2001 (Clarke). Pan: The Short
Reign of Pippin IV (Steinbeck); Towards Infinity (ed. Knight); All Flesh is
Grass (Simak); The Puppet Masters (Heinlein). Pan/Picador: Ice (Kavan).
Panther: The Left Hand of Darkness (LeGuin). Penguin: Animal Farm
(Orwell); Chocky (Wyndham); A Clockwork Orange (Burgess). Sphere: The
Stainless Steel Rat (Harrison); New Worlds 5 (ed. Moorcock).
FORTHCOMING FABER SF TITLES: These are all for Spring or
Summer release: Tony Hale, Space Detective; Passage to Pluto (Walters –
both juveniles) Jack of Eagles; A Clash of Cymbals; Best Sf Stories of James
Blish (Blish) Jack of Shadows; The Doors Of His Face & Others (Zelazny)
Heart Clock (Morland)
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: Two new Adult Fantasies have appeared
from Pan/Ballantine, Deryni Rising and Deryni Checkmate (40p each), by
Katherine Kurtz, an American writer who has been receiving considerable
acclaim from connoisseurs of the fantasy genre – including, it seems, Lin
Carter who’s written the introductions to both these. The novels are set in a
“world parallel to ninth century Wales” – a curious idea, perhaps, and one
that hardly makes life easier for the authoress. Both are fantasies of the
traditional, post-LOTR type and have nothing really new except for the
addition of religion to sword & sorcery. For the fantasy addict only, I feel.
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Towards Infinity (Pan – 35p) is a straightforward anthology of sf stories,
mostly from the forties, edited by Damon Knight. Thankfully there’s a lot of
better sf being written nowadays, but this is the over-popular stuff we all
started on (Asimov, Bradbury, “Who Goes There?”, “Witches of Karres”,
and so on); it would make a good gift, though, if you know any schoolkids
with a fancy to read sf.
AMBASSADORIAL SF: There’s to be a seminar and exhibition of
American sf at the American Embassy, Grosvenor Square, London, on the
26th of January. Details from Robert Baker, Director of Student Affairs, US
Information Service (01-499-6000 – extension 617). Gerald Bishop and the
BSFA Tape Library will be recording this and Gerald will also have a tape of
John Brunner reading sf poetry – as heard at the Poetry Society on January
11th.
ODDMENTS: Pete Weston has written essays on Asimov and Heinlein
for a mammoth venture called Contemporary Novelists (St. James Press –
£9!); other authors covered include Aldiss, Ballard, Bradbury, Clarke, Hoyle,
Pohl, Vonnegut, Tolkien, Derleth, &c. // Malcolm Edwards notes that the
ubiquitous Lord Longford, chairman of Sidgwick & Jackson, has vetoed
Charles Eric Maine’s new novel, Alph – too pornographic, of course. //
Talking of freaks, Frederic Wertham’s The World of Fanzines: A Special
Form of Communications is to appear next September. Yes, he’s seen
Checkpoint, I fear.
FANZINES FOR SALE: I haven’t sold off any fanzines for quite a
while, so the pile has been building up – not unnoticed, either. A few are
noted below; take 2p off each fanzine if you’re buying more than one. Prices
include postage and money, I assure you, will help to pay for Cp.
Vector 54, 55 @ 8p each. M31 2 @ 8p. Chao 10 @ 5p. Dzarmungzund 1
@ 8p. Middle Earthworm 18 @ 4p. Malfunction 1 @ 4p. 4M 3 @ 5p. Osfic
25 @ 8p. Hannes Bok Illustration Index @ 8p. Idiocy Couchant 1 @ 4p. Sol
42 @ 8p. Is 1, 2, 3 @ 8p each. Shadow 5, 14 @ 8p each. Hell 2, 3, 4, 5 @ 5p
each. Madcap 1, 2 @ 5p each. Iseult 1 @ 5p. Cypher 7, 8 @ 8p each.
Parafanalia 11 – 5p. Viewpoint 7, 8, 9 @ 5p each. Moebius Trip 12, 13 @ 8p
each. The Fanarchist 5 – 5p. Skyrack 85 @ 4p. C20th Unlimited 3 @ 5p.
Gegenschein 4, 5 @ 5p each. N (Jan Jansen, 1955) 1 @ 5p. Parallax 5, 6, 7
@ 5p each. Jazz Parade 2 (1957) – 5p. Maybe 20, 21 @ 4p each. Erg 35, 36,
37 @ 5p each.
GERMAN FAN-POLL RESULTS: These are just the top positions from
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the annual German Fan Poll: full lists appear in Fanews.
Best Fanzine: 1) Andromeda 2) Munich Round Up 3) Quarber Merkur 4)
Andromeda-Nachrichten & Sf Times 6) Follow.
Best Fan Writer: 1) Helmut Pesch 2) Jürgen Maier 3) Folkert Mohrhof.
Best Fan Artist: 1) Helmut Pesch 2) Volker Diefenbach
Best Single Issue: Vienna Round Up.
Best Translation: 1) Test (Lem) 2) Lobgesang Auf Leibowitz (Walter Miller).
Best Film: 1) Willard 2) Der Omega-Mann 3) Odysseues.
Best Music: 1) Echoes (Floyd) 2) Alpha Centauri (Tangerine Dream) 3) In Search
of Space (Hawkwind).
BENELUXCON 1: (Julien Raasveld) “SFANCON 4 is now also
BENELUXCON 1, thanks to cooperation between the Belgian club, SFAN,
and the Dutch NCSF (Nederlands Contactcentrum voor Sf). Beneluxcon will
take place each year alternately in Belgium and the Netherlands. SFANCON
4/BENELUXCON 1 seems to be growing rapidly into a mini-Eurocon, since
amongst the attendees there will now be fans from Austria, Belgium,
Germany, France, Britain, Holland, Italy, and Spain.” Details of SFANCON
4 have been given in earlier issues of Checkpoint, incidentally. Julien also
adds that SFANCON 5 will be incorporated in the second Eurocon in
Brussels (1974), “so no more worries about Eurocon being too serious; a
combination of bheer and Flemish fandom will see to that.”
DEATH BY GARLIC: Sad news in a recent local paper – a Polish
immigrant in Stoke-on-Trent choked to death on a garlic leaf whilst asleep.
Apparently he was terrified of vampires and had strewn his room with garlic,
salt, wolfbane, and such like. Horror fans take note.
AMERICAN SF BOOKS: (Courtesy of Joanne Burger – listed
alphabetically)
February: Cities in Flight (Blish – SFBC); Among the Dead... (Bryant
– McM.); Sky Pirates of Callisto (Carter – Dell); The City & The Stars
(Clarke – Signet); The Fallible Fiend (de Camp – Signet); Gods & Golems
(del Rey – Ballantine); The Charwoman’s Shadow – Ballantine); Beyond The
Resurrection (Eklund – Doubleday); And Walk Now Gently Through The
Fire (Elwood – SFBC); The Man Who Folded Himself (Gerrold – Random
H.); The Fellowship Of The Hand (Hoch – Walker); The Overlords Of War
(Klein – Doubleday); The Vonnegut Statement (Klinkowitz – Delta); The
Natural Stars (Morgan/Kippax – Ballantine); A Spaceship for the King
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(Pournelle – DAW); A Pride of Monsters (Schmitz – Collier); Cemetery
World (Simak – Putnam).
Last issue if crossed or marked ‘S’ (sample) or ‘R’ (review
within); a number indicates the last issue before your sub expires.
NEW GROUP IN STAFFORD: “Stafford now has an sf group, mainly
students, but some out-of-town activities. Enquiries and suchlike to: Stephen
Pitt, 15 Silkmore Lane, Stafford. The Group would be glad to receive book
catalogues, fanzines, and similar ephemera.” (Vector)
AND A NEW GROUP IN NOTTINGHAM: “Nottingham University
Sf Discussion Group is primarily a society for students at Nottingham
University, but any fan in the area will be made extremely welcome.
Provisional agenda includes weekly meetings – on and off the campus –
annual dinner and a brewery visit. Membership is 25p for the entire
academic year. Contact Pete Wilde, Hugh Stewart Hall, University Park,
Nottingham, NG7 2QX.” (also from Vector, goddamit)
A FANNISH NEWSPAPER: Malcolm Edwards draws my attention to
The Chelmsford Independent, “Essex’s trendiest new newspaper-cumfanzine. Apart from boring local news about rabbits and food prices, it has
cartoons by our own Dick Howett (who just happens to be one of the editors),
reprints of his Vector and Quicksilver articles (without a word of
acknowledgment ... I’ll sue!), awful record reviews by John Hall,
pseudonymous book reviews by me, and film reviews by Penny Grant, a
friend of Chris Priest’s. What more could you want?”
FANZINE NEWS: Since David Grigg says that he’s folded The
Fanarchist, I can probably assume that my role as UK agent is over; don’t
send any further subs, anyway. Subscribers will be receiving David’s new
fanzine, Touchstone. // With The Mentor dormant, the only Australian
fanzine that I’m now agent for is Robin Johnson’s Norstrilian News – the
local equivalent of Checkpoint; it’s 50p for ten issues – sent airmail. //
Belgian fan Simon Joukes is to issue a new fanzine, Muirgheal (in English, I
think); 15p to Simon (Haantjeslei 14, B-2000 Antwerp).
RETURN OF MI! (see next issue)
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CHECKPOINT 30 27 Jan. 1973
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif. 94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic. 3058; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff Ext. 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Fred Hemmings, Nick Shears (RSA), Mike &
Susan Glicksohn (Can.), and Pete Weston.
Restormel Press Publication: 74. mi 4 is a flier with this issue.
FULL OF EASTER PROMISE: (Some notes on the OMPAcon in Bristol,
from Fred Hemmings) “As the con year enters its final three months, things
move ever faster – to the extent that personal correspondence and even some
items connected with the con slip slowly behind, to be caught up with even
more slowly. Membership is in the 280s which makes it the second largest
British con ever, even at this relatively early date. What has been pleasing to
note is the international aspect we have been acquiring, not only in recent
times, but from the very beginning. The membership includes fans from
Belgium, France, Germany, Holland, and Sweden, within Europe, while from
outside there are Australians, New Zealanders, and one from South Africa, as
well as a large contingent from America. The latest enquiry comes from
Turkey and will, I hope, eventually add another country to the list. Nor are
these just people who have joined, for many of them have already booked
their rooms; even the extra large hotel to be used this year is rapidly filling.
All the single and double rooms have long since been filled so the choice
now lies between twin and overflow – with all the irritation and time loss the
latter entails.
“The programme has now reached the stage of final drafting which
means that the process of obtaining speakers has begun, bringing another task
to my already type-warn [sic] fingers. Some, however, have already agreed
verbally, so that basis is laid. For the future: Progress Report number 3 has
now been completed in rough, so, with any luck, it should appear some time
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towards the end of February, giving a lot more detail than can possibly find
space here.”
Membership, I should note, is 50p from Fred (20 Beech Road, Slough,
SL3 7DQ, Bucks). The convention, of course, is held over Easter weekend –
this year it’s at the Grand Hotel in Bristol. Write to Fred Hemmings for
further information. Note, incidentally, that the deadline for adverts in the
Programme Book is fast approaching – February 28th.
ENERGUMEN ELIGIBLE: Mike & Susan Glicksohn have resigned
from the TORCON 2 committee “in order to comply with the World Sf
Society regulations concerning eligibility for the Sf Achievement Awards” –
in other words, their fine fanzine, Energumen, can be nominated for a Hugo
this year. “At TORCON 3 time,” says Susan, “we’ll take care not to be
publishing anything!” They’ll still be helping unofficially, of course.

fanzines received
Algol 19 (44pp:A4:p) Andy Porter, PO Box 4175, New York, NY. 10017, USA.
(4 issues for $3) UK Agent: Ethel Lindsay (4/£1.25). Algol now boasts a subtitle, “A magazine about science fiction”, as an indication of its new status as
a semi-professional fanzine with news-stand distribution. To back this up
there’s a wrap-around, coloured Di Fate cover and a finely printed and
illustrated interior with photos of contributors too. The contents are just as
high-powered and present an impressive list of professionals: Ray Bradbury
‘On a Book Burning’, Fred Pohl on ‘Sf as Social Comment’, Bob
Silverberg’s ‘Traveling Jiant’ (in Guyana), Ted White with a column, George
Turner on Australian sf, and Marion Z. Bradley with a long and somewhat
rambling article; there’s a good letter column too. With some luck Algol will
find itself nominated for a Hugo this year – it’s an impressive magazine and
I’m sorry I can’t do it justice here. Highly recommended.
Amoeboid Scunge 7 (4pp:A4:d) Jay Cornell & Seth McEvoy, 105 E. Wilson,
MSU, E. Lansing, Mi. 48823, USA. (free) Not, perhaps, in quite the same
league as Algol, but I must say I enjoyed it – particularly Seth’s half. It’s just
a few idiot ramblings and comments, but they’re good and daft.
Cowboy Angel 2 (20pp:A4:d) Doug Carroll, 1109 Paquin St, Columbia, Mo.
65201, USA. (25¢) A couple of oddments from Jim Turner and Roger
Vanous, a poor editorial, and nothing much more make up this issue – there’s
a rather good letter column, however. It’s mildly fannish overall.
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Energumen 14 (69pp:A4:d) Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, 205,
Toronto, Ontario, M6K 2Z9, Canada. ($1) This, the penultimate issue, is just
bloody fantastic ... Artwork first: there’s a printed Eddie Jones cover and an
Atom backcover (return of the British artists, eh?); interior artwork includes
fine stuff from Bill Rotsler, Grant Canfield, Jay Kinney, Lee Healy, and Tim
Kirk; there’s a mad cartoon from Derek Carter (a printed portfolio); a
portfolio of ‘Rotsler’s Stuff’; and finally a folio of artists’ interpretations of
Silverberg’s work – Canfield, Fabian, and Connie Faddis (with a signed,
double-sized, foldout, two-coloured, silk-screen printed piece ...). Roughly
half Energumen 14 is, in fact, devoted to its artists. For the rest, the issue is a
special one devoted to Bob Silverberg; Terry Carr takes some ‘Entropy
Reprints’ from his fanzine writings, Sandra Miesel considers Son of Man, and
Susan, Mike, and Rosemary Ullyot devote most of their own columns to
Silverberg and his work. Finally there’s an entertaining and interesting
fannish piece by Bill Rotsler and a fine letter-column. No one could expect
much more – if this doesn’t win a Hugo, the award itself will be devalued.
Highly recommended, you may gather.
Fanews 59 (8pp:A4:p) Ralf Kleinschnittger, 5868 Letmathe, Theodor-Hürth-Str.
61, Germany. (10/4dm) Fannish, sf, and film news from Germany – both
West & East – is best found in Fanews. But first must you German read.
Competent.
Gannetscrapbook 1 (38pp:¼o:d) Robert Jackson, 21 Lyndhurst Rd, Benton,
Newcastle on Tyne, NE12 9NT. (trades or locs only) Now here’s a nice thing
for me to find in the post. There’s nothing quite like a fanzine from people
you know and like and, much as I enjoy and admire – say – Energumen, it’s
not really the same as a fanzine from friends you’ve met. Gannetscrapbook is
a compendium of personal zines from Gannetfandom, the first issue
containing material from Henry Pijohn (good), Thom Penman (uh... typical),
Ian Maule (writing like Ian Williams), Rob Jackson (ho-hummy), Ian
Williams (haphazardly fine), Gray Boak (good & vicious), Harry Bell (ok), &
Mary Legg (ditto). I enjoyed it as a whole, but I can’t guarantee that an
outsider would.
Inworlds 1 (4pp:A4:d) Bill Bowers, PO Box 354, Wadsworth, Ohio 44281, USA.
(5/$1) UK Agent: Terry Jeeves (5/40p). This is the first issue of a new
monthly ‘review of Fanzines’ & letter-substitute – quite a good idea, I’d say,
and it doesn’t seem that the prestige publication, Outworlds, will suffer for it.
This issue is mostly introductory, though there are a couple of reviews and a
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rather angry letter from a failed trader.
Locus 131 (8pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Ca.
94116, USA. (12/$3) UK Agent: Pete Weston (10/$3.50). This is now the
standard newszine for the sf field – this issue’s lead story is Sam
Moskowitz’s intended revival of Weird Tales; other items include magazine
and fanzine reviews plus suggestions for Hugo nominees. Also noted,
incidentally, are the deaths of Mrs. H. P. Lovecraft and Mrs. Clark Ashton
Smith. Locus is recommended.
4 (36pp:¼o:d) Mike & Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash Rd, Spondon, Derby, DE2
7QH. (50p – sample copy free) Lurk is very much the traditional fanzine – an
editorial at the beginning, a couple of articles, book and fanzine reviews, and
a letter column to finish up with; it’s not bad, but not particularly exciting
either. This issue has James White’s speech from Novacon ’71 and an
interview with Larry Niven, Fred Pohl, Brian Aldiss, Harry Harrison, Bob
Shaw & Don Wollheim from Chessmancon ’72 as its highlights.
Prehensile 6 (53pp:A4:d) Mike Glyer, 14974 Osceola St, Sylmar, Calif. 91342,
USA. (35¢) This is the first issue I’ve seen of Prehensile, but it looks fairly
good, if, perhaps, somewhat heavy. By this I mean that there’s a large review
section (books, films, & records), yet another article on Bob Silverberg (by
Paul Walker), and Perry Chapdelaine on telepathy. What I found entertaining,
however, was a long article on Tom Digby (a rather fine, but obscure fan
writer) by Dan Goodman and an editorial on the LAcon – the letter column’s
not too bad either. It’s well worth looking at, anyway.
Rataplan 10 (24pp:¼o:d) Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 74, Balaclava, Vic. 3183,
Australia. (40¢) Rataplan nowadays is a loosely-constructed FAPAzine – a
rambling editorial interspersed with locs; it isn’t outstanding, but it is quietly
readable.
Sanders 21 (6pp:fscp:x) Dave Nee, 254 College Av, Apt B, Palo Alto, Calif.
94306, USA. (4/$1) Before Locus moved to San Francisco, Sanders was The
West Coast Newszine – what its status is now, I’m none too sure. Most of the
news is dated, partly the fault of seamail, partly because Sanders has just
been resuscitated – it covers books, comics, & cons in this issue; there’s also
a two-page article on comics & modern myth by Paul Moslander. The layout
is unusual: sideways foolscap, yet.
Sepulchre 1 (24pp:A4:d) Keith Walker, 3 Cromer Grove, Burnley, Lancs. (free?)
Keith has an unhappy knack for making his fanzines look unsightly, and
while Sepulchre is legible, the typing is done for quarto and the paper used is
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A4; the duplicating isn’t central, so the top two or three inches of the fanzine
are simply blank. There are some terrible drawings too. The contents,
however, are fairly interesting to monster fans: the whole issue is devoted to
articles on the Loch Ness Monster and sundry sea-serpents. Keith intends to
continue Sepulchre with similar thematic issues... a fairly good idea.
The Middle Earthworm 19 (20pp:A4:d) Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall. (free) This is a letterzine for Tolkien and fantasy fans –
the discussions are various, but range from dissecting the LoTR to
considering cats (not vice-versa, however). Interesting and often amusing –
even to a non-addict like myself.
Last issue if crossed, marked ‘S’ (sample) or ‘R’ (review within); a
number indicates the last issue before your sub expires.
SARF EFRICAN NEWS: (Nick Shears) “The South African con-committee
has decided that support for the con has been insufficient, so it’s indefinitely
postponed! Instead there’ll be a more intimate minicon at Nabcomspruit
(which is as silly as it sounds) later this year. If it’s successful, plans for a
proper con may be formulated.
“Before all this was decided, I resigned as Vice-President of both SFSA
and the concom because of their lack of purpose and direction, lack of
interest and activity by members of both the club and the committee, and the
importance of my own studies this year. It seems to have started a chain
reaction – I believe Niels Christianson, chairman of both committees, has
resigned as well. New members have been seconded to the SFSA committee
– Pat Ball and Tex Cooper. And now? It certainly seems as if SFSA is going
the way of the NFFF and BSFA – absolute apathy and divorced from
fandom. A pity.
“On the other hand, we’re putting on an exhibition in the foyer of the
Johannesburg Public Library from March 1st to the 18th. There’ll be six
showcases, two book showcases, and numerous pinboards, and the theme of
the exhibition will be ‘What is Sf?’ Subjects covered will be Afrikaans Sf,
Fandom is South Africa, Sf Comes True (moon landing, etc.), magazines and
pulps, Isaac Asimov, international fanzines, Clarke & Heinlein, and various
sf & fantasy film posters. Centrepiece of the exhibition will be a huge BEM,
or perhaps a triffid, built by Trevor Watkins (who’ll probably rope me into
doing half the work).
“Postal Diplomacy here progresses comfortably, with a new zine, Down
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Alien Skies, produced by Greg Lee and myself, to cover a number of games,
and Bernie Ackerman starting a new game in Foreign Office Report.
“Africapa is frozen at the moment, a couple more members being
needed to make it worthwhile. All going well, the first mailing should be in
March.”
TIM DAVEY, TURKISH PRISONER: Pete Weston urges faneds to
send along copies of their zines to Tim c/o The British Consulate, Instanbul
[sic], Turkey. He’s interested in sf and has already been known to send a loc
(to Madcap, in fact). The Brum Group, incidentally, were the first to get in
touch, following up a reference to sf in a film interview with Tim.
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CHECKPOINT 31 10th Feb. 1973
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif. 94116; (Aus) Dave Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Gerald Bishop, Pete Weston, Malcolm Edwards,
James Goddard, Ian Maule, Fred Hemmings, Keith Walker, and Dave Rowe.
Restormel Press Publication: 75.
FIRST EMBASSY CON? Two issues ago Gerald Bishop mentioned a
seminar at the American Embassy in London on sf; Pete Weston & Malcolm
Edwards sent further details – Malcolm noted: “Speakers/panellists include
Amis, Conquest, Blish, Aldiss, Weston and Richard Roud (of The Grauniad
and NY Film Festival). NASA films and Night of the Living Dead, plus a
foreign animated film of some kind, complete the programme, organised by
Phil Strick. There will also be an exhibition.” After the thing was over, Lisa
Conesa mentioned it in a letter as a “super minicon” and shortly after Fred
Hemmings sent the following report. Now if I’d thought it would’ve been a
minicon... ah well, so it goes. Here’s Fred now: “The 26/27th January saw a
new event in the annals of British (?) fandom when the American Embassy,
through its Student Information Office, held what was advertised as a
seminar & exhibition and turned out to be a Con – if a very mini one.
“I was unable to get there on the Friday when I gather that Kingsley
Amis and Robert Conquest were the highlights; but I was there the following
day when Brian Aldiss succeeded in stealing the show.
“Having arranged to meet a small group at the nearest tube station, I
arrived late – thanks to London’s incredible one-way-no-parking system –
and hurried into the hall expecting things to be well under way; I needn’t
have worried: true to fannish tradition things started late and became steadily
more so. The day began, eventually, with two NASA films – the first of
Apollo 16 and the other a somewhat out of date look at America’s future
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space programme and a few of the offshoots from it with which people come
into daily contact. No sooner was the hall lighted than a further blackout,
penetrated only by a pencil torch on the platform, signalled Peter Weston and
his slide show. Having missed all previous showings, I had quite looked
forward to this and was somewhat disappointed with the result. Even with
Peter’s commentary and interesting asides from Brian Aldiss, who made his
first appearance at this time accompanied by Chairman Philip Strick, there
seemed to be something missing. Perhaps the main trouble was the way the
talk, centered as it was around magazine covers, tended to overconcentrate on
those produced for Astounding, barely admitting the existence of so many
others. Phil Strick’s choice of animated films is not mine and since the one
that followed this was no exception, I shall say no more.
“After a fannish lunch at a local eatery known as the Dallas Cafe
(appropriately ridiculous), we returned in time to see Isaac Asimov’s mouth
which proceeded, amid technical inadequacies and faced with a time
shortage, to give a somewhat shallow review of post-Tremaine sf, mainly in
the magazines with Astounding and John Campbell again dominating the
proceedings. Jim Blish had by this time arrived and his scholarly dissection
which followed left very little of the film intact, though it was still worth
watching. During his talk Jim mentioned Campbell’s predilection for long
business lunches (with which another in the same film series concerns itself)
and said that when it was impossible to meet in person Campbell would write
letters thousands of words long criticizing and commenting on material
submitted; he cited one he himself had received in connexion with his Cities
in Flight series and how he had then spent four years crossing out, line by
line, the suggestions included as he used them.
“Brian Aldiss now returned to the stage and after a highly interesting
and entertaining talk of his own on the origin of science fiction ideas was
joined by Phil Strick, Jim Blish, and, after he was observed to be in the
audience, Chip Delany. Their discussion formed a post-mortem to the two
days, ranging far and wide over a variety of subjects, the audience, especially
those in fandom, joining in with abandon.
“Afterwards, I glanced at a poorly programmed computer producing
‘stories’ – these appeared to consist of condensed, condensed novels, the
difference being that these were all plot and no story rather than the other
way round. A two mile trip to reach the car (which was found to be suffering
from an almost flat battery and had to be push-started) before we went on to
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Gray Boak’s place and a ‘Kitten’ fan-meet didn’t serve as a Grand Finale, but
it was a good day for all that.”
The Guardian gave the event some considerable coverage, with a piece
in ‘Miscellany’ giving a transcript of a terrible computer-story and a later,
and well-written, article-cum-conrep. Pity I didn’t go, it seems.
MORE INFO ON SFANCON 4: Details of the programme for this
Belgium con were given by Jan Jansen in Checkpoint 25 and further
information has been printed since from Jan and Julien Raasveld. The
following is mostly mundane, but necessary information for potential
travellers; it comes from Simon Joukes, the con organiser (haantjeslei 14, B2000 Antwerpen, Belgium), via Dave Rowe: “SFANCON 4 will take place in
the World’s Most Gothic Town – that’s to say: Ghent – on May 19/20th
1973. It’ll also be titled BENELUXCON 1, as our sister organization, NCSF,
agreed to join the Committee. GoHs will be Brian Aldiss and the young
French author, Daniel Walther; Fan GoH is our German friend, Gerd
Hallenberger. Supporting membership is 50f (Belgian) – roughly 50p – and
attending membership is 100f (including a drink on Sunday morning!);
payments to my postal account: 4529 47. We expect around 150 to 200
attending members (this year, in Antwerp, we had 135 with Mike Moorcock
as GoH).
“The programme is more fannish than most European conventions,
although we’ve still got serious items. Accommodation: a) there’ll be some
rooms in the Cafe Rotondo, the Con place on Sat.19th, at very low prices –
about 150f. b) across the street is the Hotel de Karper – b&b (single) is 220f.
c) at the railway station (5 minutes walk) is a series of hotels – price range
150f to 275f b&b. d) Die Draeke youth hostel is at St.Pieters Plein, about ten
minutes walk away. e) Camping Vervoort is about 15 minutes away by
streetcar.
“If you arrive by boat at Ostend, Ghent is easy to reach both by car (60
miles on the motorway) or by railway. From Britain, the best way is by boat –
Dover/Ostend or Harwich/Zeebrugge. All members will receive a Hotel
Booking Form plus a map & guide to Ghent in English.”

the sercon page
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (Gerald Bishop lists new sf books for
February)
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February: Hardback: Gollancz: Wolfbane (Pohl & Kornbluth),
Tomorrow Lies In Ambush (Shaw), Inconstant Moon (Niven). Hart-Davis:
The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit (Bradbury – plays). Hodder: Terminal
(Cordell), The Mountains At The Bottom Of The World (Cameron). Sidgwick
& Jackson: A Choice Of Gods (Simak), Earthlight (Clarke), The Best of
J.W.Campbell (ed.Blish), The Probability Man (Ball).
Paperback: Corgi: Sturgeon in Orbit (Sturgeon). Hodder/Coronet:
Transit (Cooper). NEL: The Silkie (van Vogt), The Interpreter (Aldiss),
Weapon Shops of Isher (van Vogt), Carson of Venus, Fighting Man of Mars
(Burroughs). Pan: Gold The Man (Green). Sphere: The Hugo Winners: I 637, II 68-70 (ed.Asimov), Cryptozoic (Aldiss), Hothouse (Aldiss).
CAMPBELL AWARD: The following notes come from Leon Stover
via Jim Goddard: “The John W.Campbell Memorial Award For The Best Sf
Novel Of The Year is an event that will take place on the campus of the
Illinois Institute of Technology on 6th April 1973. The first of three prizes
consists of cash amounting to $600, a trophy especially designed by
advanced members of the institute of design, and an inscribed scroll. It
appears that everyone on the committee will be present (Brian Aldiss, Tom
Clareson, Harry Harrison, Willis McNelly, and myself), plus Ben Bova,
Gordy Dickson, and others.” This, I should note, is not to be confused with
the Campbell Award for new writers which will be presented at TORCON 2
(with members voting).
PAPERBACK RECEIVED: Joseph Green’s Gold The Man (Pan: 30p)
is a fairly straight sf adventure where the interest lies solely in the odd
situation – a 300 foot alien invader is captured and part of his brain is
hollowed out to allow control rooms for two persons so that the alien can be
used as a spy on its home planet. The novel is shallow apart from this
gimmick and further aliens have to be produced half way through to
resuscitate rapidly dying interest on the part of the reader. Not, I fear,
recommended.
SF MARKETS, YET... I don’t really want to follow in Locus’
footsteps, but Pete Weston has asked me to pass this on: “By the middle of
this year, a new fantasy magazine will be in publication in the USA. Entitled
The Literary Magazine Of Fantasy & Terror [sic], or simply F&T, it will
provide a showplace for new and talented authors. This, then, is an invitation
to little known but serious British authors to submit their finest efforts for
consideration. Payment will vary with the assessed quality, but – since we are
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a young and not wealthy publishing house – will probably average only about
1¢ per word at first. All submissions must be accompanied by self addressed
return envelope and two International Reply Coupons.” Editor is Amos
Salmonson, Box 89517, Zenith, Wa.98188, USA.
ARE YOU A WEIRD PUBLISHER? If so, F.C. Adams (R.D.1 Box
498, Lemont Furnace, Pa.15456, USA) would like to hear from you; he is
compiling a directory of all magazines, pro & fan, publishing material on
Lovecraft, Howard and similar authors. He also intends to produce a regular
newsletter for fans of the Lovecraft circle of writers.
STOP DUPER! Vonnegut’s Between Time & Timbuktu on BBC2 –
Sat.24th Feb.

fanzines received
Amoeboid Scunge 8 (4pp:A4:d) Jay Cornell & Seth McEvoy, 105 E.Wilson,
MSU, E. Lansing, Mi.48823, USA. (free) An entertaining fortnightly idiocy –
this issue has a few oddments from Scunge readers and a ‘scandal’ over
Locus (the theory being that it’s profit-making and hence ineligible for a
Hugo – I’ve heard that Charlie sends so many free copies to publishers and
authors that he makes a loss, but...). Recommended.
Bundalohn Quarterly 4 (28pp:¼o:d) John Bangsund, PO Box 357, Kinston,
ACT. 2604, Australia. ($1) BQ is an apazine-cum-personalzine; it has some
FAPA mailing comments, but most of it is taken up with John’s own,
charming kind of humour, although there are two fairly good articles from
Shayne McCormack and Paul Stevens. It’s as entertaining as any Bangsund
fanzine and I thoroughly recommend it.
Cynic 5 (26pp:A4:d) Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey,
KT1 3EG. (20p) Cynic has been long awaited by British fans: it’s a good
fannish production and one that I always enjoy. But it’s a pity it’s so short –
when there’s almost a year between issues, you’re led to expect something
rather large. Still, I’m glad to see it back for all that. Jean Finney has her
promised article on the professional Messiahs of the Globe, Jhim Linwood
reviews a few fanzines, and Gray talks of The Brunel Bridge Sunrise
Observance Society (of which I’m a practising member) – and the rest is
letters. Recommended.
Down Alien Skies 1 (1pp:fscp:d) Nick Shears & Greg Lee, 52 Garden Way,
Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, South Africa. (10/55p) This marks the start of a
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new series of Postal Diplomacy games; interested international players
should write to Nick or Greg for further information – games fee is 35p plus a
50p deposit which is forfeit if you drop out, but returned if you’re eliminated.
Egoboo 16 (24pp:A4:d) John Berry & Ted White, 35 Dusenberry Rd, Bronxville,
NY.10708, USA. ($1) Egoboo has long been one of my favourite fanzines;
this is the fourth annish, in fact, and is heavily disguised as a copy of Hyphen
(of which it is reminiscent in any case). It’s a splendid fannish creation and
carries probably the best column around at the moment – Calvin Demmon’s
‘Whole Hog’. Bill Rotsler has a fine column as well and John & Ted both
have long editorials. Even the letter column is good. What more could you
ask for? Highly recommended.
Fanews 60 (10pp:A4:p) Ralf Kleinschnittger, 5868 Letmathe, Theodor-Hürth-str.
61, Germany. (10/DM4) Fanews is probably the best place to find
information on German fandom – and sf, if that’s your interest. It’s a
straightforward newszine and a pretty regular one too. In German.
Gegenschein 8 (42pp:1/6o:d) Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776, Australia. (50¢) I’m afraid I always find Geg a rather ho-hummy
fanzine – the contents are ok, but nothing more. This issue is no exception:
Darrell Schweitzer on ‘generation ships’, John Alderson on ‘Why I Read Sf’,
Jack Woodham on ‘Why I like the USA’, Christine McGowan on aborigines,
plus other material from Leon Taylor and V.MacKenzie – unusually there are
no letters. There’s just nothing of particular interest there, I’m afraid, and
Eric is beginning to indulge his peculiar, apparent love of the mechanics of
duplicating – a rather dry and fruitless exercise.
Inworlds 2 (8pp:A4:d) Bill Bowers, Box 354, Wadsworth, Oh.44281, USA
(5/40p) UK Agent: Terry Jeeves. “A fanzine about fanzines” it says at the top
of the colophon, mainly meaning short fanzine reviews (quite useful & fairly
good) and a few oddments of news; its other function is as a letter-substitute.
Inworlds is monthly and I’ll be looking forward to future issues.
Locus 132 (8pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (12/$3) UK Agent: Pete Weston (10/$3.50). Locus is calling
itself an sf newspaper nowadays, and I suppose that describes it well enough.
Lead stories are that Random House has bought Ballantine books and that a
person called Heinlein is publishing a new novel (Robert Q. Heinlein’s I Will
Fear No Weevil, of course – Checkpoint is first with the news again!). Tony
Lewis reviews sf magazines – a monotonous task – and Rotsler has some fine
cartoons. Recommended.
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Norstrilian News 4/3 (4pp:¼o:d) Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039, Melbourne,
Vic. 3001, Australia. (20¢) I’m UK Agent (5/50p). Another newszine, this
time from Australia – a very fannish place these days. Lead story is another
hoax – Moorcock’s Breakfast In The Ruins was sent to a newspaper with a
note from James Colvin saying that Moorcock had died of lung cancer; great
importance was attached to this in the subsequent review... NN is, of course,
good for Aussie news and if any pommie bastard wants a copy, I’ve a few
samples spare.
Placebo 3.5 (22pp:A4:d) Moshe Feder & Barry Smotroff, 147-53 71 Rd, Flushing,
NY.11367, USA. (free?) This consists of locs on the third issue – not very
interesting in its own right, though the magazine proper is usually better.
They slaughtered an article I did on aardvark fandom (by request) – it appears
here, massively cut down, as a meaningless loc. Potential contributors
beware!
SF Times 130 (52pp:A4:p) Hans-Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Strasse 6, Germany. (DM3.60) A serious semi-professional
production, part newszine and part underground paper, Sf Times is largely
concerned with films this issue with the second part of Fernand Jung’s article
on sf and fantasy cinema. The rest is mostly reviews and news.
Recommended. In German.
Something Else 1 (36pp:¼o:d) Shayne McCormack, 49 Orchard Rd, Bass Hill,
NSW 2197, Australia. (4/$1.50) Shayne’s new fanzine is, I must admit, a lot
better than expected; it’s generally fannish and contains the first part of John
Bangsund’s autobiography, a history of primeval Aussie fandom, and two
lesser pieces by Bertram Chandler and Margaret Oliver.
Son of the WSFA Journal 58-68 & 70 (av.10pp:A4:d) Don Miller, 12315 Judson
Rd, Wheaton, Md.20906, USA. (20¢) UK Agent: Brian Robinson (12/70p).
This is mainly concerned with reviews – largely books and fanzines.
Naturally enough the early issues are somewhat dated by now. Quite useful.
Warm Heart Pastry 2 (11pp:A4:d) Neil Goldfarb, 30 Brodwood Dr, Stamford,
Ct.06902, USA. (free?) WHP has turned into a fannish personalzine – a good
one too – and this issue deals with the aftermath of the LACon with a report
from Neal and another from John Berry. Recommended.
Wombat 4 (50pp:¼o:d) Ron Clarke & Shayne McCormack (see Something Else)
(free) There’s always a mixed bag in Wombat – contributors include Barry
Danes, Jack Wodhams, David Hough, Christine McGowan, and Graham
Love (plus a number of would-be poets) and contents vary from conreports to
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a photo-illustrated trip to Cambodia. Letter column is fairly large. Always
interesting, if only in parts.
FANZINE NEWS: Viewpoint, says Fred Hemmings, is not unnaturally “in
cold storage” until after the Eastercon. // Next issue of Maya is due this
month, says Ian Maule; inside will be articles from Rob Jackson, Gray Boak,
John Piggott, John Hall, Terry Jeeves and, possibly, Ian Williams and Darrell
Schweitzer.
Last issue if crossed, marked ‘S’ (sample) or ‘R’ (review within); a
number indicates the last issue before your sub expires.
RETURN OF THE FANZINE AWARD: The following comes from a
letter from Keith Walker (3 Cromer Grove, Burnley, Lancs): “For the past
couple of months I have been toying with the idea of sponsoring a Best
Fanzine Award. I have recently purchased a piece of hardware which suitably
mounted should serve. I know that early issues of Checkpoint carried some
discussion on some similar award. However, so many things seem to get
talked of in fandom – and that’s all!
“Whether one of the two organisations I’m a member of – the BFS or
the BSFA – would sponsor it, I don’t know. However, I intend to make the
award a reality. My own feelings are that initially it should be a single
category award, ie. the best fanzine, that it should be judged by a panel, not a
popularity poll (perhaps I might persuade you, Peter, to serve on such a
panel), and that the award should be presented at Novacon (if the concom
agreed) rather than the Eastercon – Novacon seems to me the more fannish.
“The award would consist of the trophy which would be held for a year
and a scroll (to keep); the award would be the Fanzine Foundation Award;
the fanzine would be from the fantasy, sf, and fannish fields.
“I’d like you to throw the idea to your Checkpoint readers to chew over.
However you might like to stress that the award will be made, though details,
time and place remain to be negotiated.”
I’ve no space to comment here, but I would appreciate letters on this –
either for publication or to forward to Keith. I assume, incidentally, that he
means the award to be for a British fanzine.
MORE FANZINE NEWS: Cypher 9, says Jim Goddard, will be out
this month; it includes material from Harry Harrison, Brian Aldiss, Mark
Adlard, Jeff Clark, & Paul Walker. Mike Sandow is no longer co-editor.
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MIDGARD MOVES: Rowan Edwards and Graham England (11
Churchill Close, Didcot, Berks) are now running this mammoth postal
fantasy game, since Hartley Patterson and Will Haven have resigned their
posts. Game-start is anticipated soon and there are still a few places left.
Write if you’re interested.
BRUM GROUP: Pete Weston notes that the AGM was on Jan.19th: 95
members listed for 1972 and a favourable balance in the accounts of
NOVACON II.
CHECKPOINT II 31
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only.
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Checkpoint 32, February 1973
CHECKPOINT 32 24th Feb. 1973
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1 or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif. 94116; (Aus) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Gerald Bishop, Andy Porter (US), Simon Joukes
(Bel).
Restormel Press Publication: 76. mi 5 flies with this issue.
SAMUEL DELANY, GoH: “OMPAcon 73 are proud to announce that
Samuel R. ‘Chip’ Delany, Nebula & Hugo award winner, has agreed to be
guest of honour at this year’s Eastercon.” The Convention is at the Grand
Hotel, Bristol, over Easter weekend (April 20-23rd). Registration is 50p to
Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, Bucks, SL3 7DQ. The third Progress
Report is due out within a week or so and the deadline for advertising in the
Programme Book has been changed – it’s now March 15th.
ALGOL ELIGIBLE: Andy Porter has resigned from the TORCON 2
committee “in order to keep Algol eligible for the Hugo.” This follows the
similar resignation of Mike & Susan Glicksohn, announced in Checkpoint 30.
Andy has another reason for resigning, however, namely: “the ruling given
out by the committee as regards previous business sessions. Either the
conventions are going to be run for what will benefit fandom, or they are
going to be run for the benefit of Roberts Rules Of Order – the only
organization, if it actually exists, which is going to benefit from the Smookler
Ruling.” – This refers to “the piece of legalese” circulated with the last
Progress Report and mentioned in Checkpoint 29. Deadline for Hugo
nominations is April 1st, by the way
NEWS FROM NEW YORK: (Andy Porter) “The SFWA Banquet is in
limbo, now that the Silverberg’s have moved to San Francisco. No one
knows where or when, which is a distinct problem. Rich & Collen Brown and
John D. Berry have moved to the Washington DC area. Rich will be working
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for Reuters and has folded Beardmutterings. The Star Trek convention
attracted a total of 6000 attendees and was written up in The New York Times
[also The Guardian]. The Lunarians, 1957-founded NY fangroup, are
rewriting their constitution, which should please constitution-writers in
fandom (a lot, I suspect). The Balticon, held on the same weekend as the Star
Trek con, attracted about 250 fans, nearly all hardcore sf types; a good idea in
the future might be to have sf conventions the same weekend as comicbook
cons, &c, to weed out the chaff, as it were.”
BENELUXCON 1: Simon Joukes asks that I correct the impression in
the last issue of Checkpoint that he is the con organizer – the Ghent Group of
SFAN should get the credit. BENELUXCON 1 is also the official title and
not SFANCON 4. Simon adds “I believe this con will be very interesting for
British fans and it’ll also be a trial, on a somewhat smaller scale, for next
year’s Eurocon 2 in Brussels (combined with SFANCON 5, Aug.28-Sept.4th
1974 in the Manhattan World Trade Centre, Brussels.)”

fanzines received
Amoeboid Scunge 9 (4pp:A4:d) Jay Cornell & Seth McEvoy, 105 E.Wilson, MSU,
E.Lansing, Mi.48823, USA. (free) Another fortnightly issue of a small and
silly fanzine – shows signs of turning into a fannish newszine.
Recommended.
Instant Message 120 (8pp:A4:d) NESFA, PO Box G, MIT Branch Station,
Cambridge, Ma.02139, USA. (?) Almost illegible, but I can make out that it’s
the news-zine of the New England Sf Assoc. There’s no layout and
potentially interesting news items may be buried within pages of closely
typed officialese.
7 (25pp:A4:p) Kevin Smith & Allan Scott, Oriel College, Oxford. (15p) This
is an all fiction magazine and, though I haven’t read this issue yet, is
generally far superior to the normal fanfic collection. Contributors include
Rob Holdstock, Mike Rohan, Robert Jackson and Kev Smith.
Vector 63 (40pp:[o:p) Malcolm Edwards, 75a Harrow View, Harrow, Middx. HA1
1RF. (30p) Slightly late, but nevertheless good and far more regular than it
ever has been, Vector 63 is a special Brian Aldiss issue with a couple of
articles by Brian and critical material from Harry Harrison, James Blish, and
Philip Strick. Also included are some rather fine illustrations from Dave
Rowe and Andrew Stephenson and the regular news section from Archie
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Mercer. Next issue is due out shortly. Recommended.
WAITING FOR THE POSTMAN, but, o lordy, he jus’ don’ come.
Admittedly it has not been that long since the last two issues; but I would
appreciate any news you might have. Book news, however, should be back
next time, and I’ll soon be sending out ballots for the annual Checkpoint Fan
Poll – start thinking, eh? Meanwhile, following in the steps of the ‘Axe’
column in Focal Point, we have the final egoboo (see your name mentioned!)
for defaulting subscribers...
THE PIT: Subscriptions expire and the abyss yawns for the following:
Peter Darling, James Goddard, Brian Temple, Seth McEvoy (US), Kenneth
Hicks (US), Mel Merzon (US), & Paul Keske (US). Please renew soon.
AND THE PENDULUM: It’s swinging down on the following who
have one more issue before The Pit! James Campbell and James Farley (US).
A number in the box opposite denotes the last issue number of
your sub and even a letter may mean something – like ‘S’ (sample
only), ‘R’ (review within), or ‘T’ (trade) and ‘N’ (news supplied &
thanks). Fun isn’t it?
CHECKPOINT II 32
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 33, March 1973
CHECKPOINT 33 10th March 1973
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
Class & Europe) and 6/$1, 8/R1, 8/$1 (Aus) (foreign airmail). Sample copy
free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif. 94116; (Aus) Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic.3001; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Gerald Bishop, Ian Maule, Harry Bell, Andy
Porter (US), John Millard (Can).
Restormel Press Publication: 78.
NEWCASTLE IN 74: Gannetfandom have organized themselves
sufficiently to make a bid for the 1974 British Eastercon in Newcastle-onTyne. More details next issue. The only other proposal so far is a London
convention, largely devoted to comix and horror material, and run by Bram
Stokes. Official bidding time is at this year’s OMPAcon.
TORCON 2 NEWS: (John Millard, con chairman) “Total membership
is now over 1100. We have received over 100 nominations for the Hugo
Awards and about 60 for the John W.Campbell Award. Deadline for
nominations is April 1st 1973.
“All memberships received up to February 21st have been mailed by
printed matter rate. With the Postal System we have today, some have no
doubt gone astray, so we would like to hear from those who haven’t received
their memberships and also from those who have changed their addresses.”
John also advises any potential attendees of the world convention to book
Hotel reservations early – they can always be cancelled if your plans are
changed. Space at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, is limited, though there are
no other conventions over the same period as TORCON 2. UK Agent, if
you’re inclined to join or want more information, is Pete Weston (31
Pinewall Av, Kings Norton, Birmingham, B38 9AE).
OMPACON NEWS: The third Progress Report has appeared and
carries some details of proposed programme items. Films ordered include my
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personal favourite, Forbidden Planet, and also Dr.Strangelove and Voyage
To The End of The Universe; there are various shorts as well and also the 2nd
Delta Amateur Film Competition. Other items are nebulous, but Dave Kyle
will chair a fannish panel and both Brian Aldiss and Jack Cohen will be
doing something. Guest of Honour is Samuel Delany and membership is 50p
from Fred Hemmings, 20 Beech Rd, Slough, Bucks. SL3 7DQ.
ROMPA: Ian Maule has taken over Brian Temple’s idea of a new
British apa called ROMPA, The Rival Offtrails Magazine Publishers’
Association; “it is intended” says Ian “as a FUN apa along the same lines as
the original SAPS in America.” Anyone interested should contact Ian at 12
Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE12 0HX; British and
foreign fans welcome – and so are suggestions at this stage.
“Checkpoint, the only fortnightly newszine in England that brings out
three issues in two weeks – every month or so.” (Peter Darling)

fanzines received
Amoeboid Scunge 10 (6pp:A4:d) Jay Cornell & Seth McEvoy, 105 E.Wilson,
MSU, E.Lansing, Mi.48823, USA. (free) Scunge is turning into a fannish
newszine, which can’t be bad; it’s a splendid fortnightly plunge into the mad
minds of Chevy 39 fandom – Aljo Svoboda also contributes. Recommended.
(7)
Cypher 9 (58pp:A4:d) James Goddard, Woodlands Lodge, Woodlands,
Southampton. (20p) Another thick issue of Britain’s other serious sf fanzine –
fine cover and interior illos by Kevin Cullen and the typeface has at last
changed to elite. Contents include an interview with Harry Harrison, an
article by Brian Aldiss, various other articles, plus reviews, letters, and the
regular cartoon strip. I never find Cypher very interesting, I’m afraid; but
many others will recommend it – it’s probably because Jim Goddard’s stfnal
tastes don’t coincide much with my own (whereas Bruce Gillespie’s, for
example, do). (5)
Down Alien Skies 2 (4pp:fscp:d) Nick Shears & Greg Lee, 52 Garden Way,
Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal. (10/65p) A Diplomacy zine which
includes reviews and variants. Plenty of space for new players – contact Nick
if you’re interested.
Forthcoming Sf Books 12 (4pp:A4:d) Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
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Jackson, Tx.77566, USA. (3/$1) Lists of new American sf releases between
January and April 1973.
Girl’s Own Fanzine 1 (19pp:A4:d) Sue Smith, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst,
NSW.2076, Australia. (free) A collection of articles by various Aussie
femmefans, plus John Bangsund, with a common theme of fan marriages; the
pieces range from the entertaining to the sickly, but altogether it’s quite good
and I look forward to future issues – the letter columns should be interesting,
if nothing else... (4)
Instant Message 121 (2pp:A4:d) NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station, Cambridge,
Ma.02139, USA. (?) New England Sf Association’s regular newsletter – not
of much interest to the outsider, except for news of local events like the
annual Boskone con. (2)
Inworlds 3 (8pp:A4:d) Bill Bowers, PO Box 148, Wadsworth, Ohio 44281, USA.
(5/$1) UK Agent: Terry Jeeves, 5/40p. This is Bill’s new monthly fanzine
about fanzines – it includes short reviews, news notes, and letters and
oddments. Interesting and recommended. The latest Outworlds has appeared
as well, by the way. (7)
Locus 133 (8pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif.94116, USA. (10/$3.50) UK Agent: Pete Weston. A regular sf
newszine, this Locus also includes a run-down on sf magazines by Tony
Lewis. It’s not a fun zine (except for the cartoons) but it is a useful one. (6)
FANZINES RECEIVED: There’s still a stack waiting to be noted, I’m
afraid, & they’ll have to wait until next time. The number in brackets is a
subjective rating on a 1-10 basis – I may often recommend fanzines that I
personally don’t care that much for, hence the numbers may help to indicate
the sort of response I have to finding a particular fanzine in the morning post!
RANDOM MOVEMENT: Bill Bowers, PO Box 148, Wadsworth,
Ohio 44281, USA.
Gerald Bishop, 1B St.Luke’s Av, London, SE4 7LG.
Joe Patrizio, Schiehallion, 37 Gowantree Dr, Dunfermline, Fife,
Scotland.
Andy Porter, PO Box 4175, New York NY.10017, USA.

the sercon page
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BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (compiled by Gerald Bishop)
March: hardback: Cape: Killer Pine (Gutteridge), The Mountain At the
Bottom Of Worlds (Cameron), The Breast (Roth); Gollancz: The Fifth Head
Of Cerberus (Wolfe), The Early Asimov, The Farthest Shore (Le Guin);
Heinemann: A Nevil Shute Omnibus; Hodder: The Cloud Walker (Cooper);
Hutchinson: Machines and Men (Roberts); Longman: Breed To Come
(Norton).
Paperback: Arrow: The Isle of the Dead (Zelazny); Hodder: Wanderers
Of Time, and Sleepers of Mars (Wyndham); Mayflower: Count Brass
(Moorcock); NEL: Breakfast in the Ruins (Moorcock), The Weapon Makers
(van Vogt); Pan: The Crock Of Gold (Stephens); Panther: All The Sounds Of
Fear (Ellison), The Rest Of The Robots, The Martian Way and Nightfall One
(Asimov), Second Stage Lensman (Smith), God Bless You, Mr.Rosewater and
Slaughterhouse 5 (Vonnegut); Piccolo: Tales From The Galaxies (ed.Pearson
& Williams-Ellis); Sphere: Beyond Bedlam (Guin), Starburst (Bester), The
Game Players of Titan (Dick).
Paperback imports: Pan/Ballantine: The Sorcerer’s Ship and Beyond The
Golden Stair (Hannes Bok).
SFBC Selection: Conscience Interplanetary (Green).
£1,000 SF CONTEST: The Sunday Times & Victor Gollancz Ltd are
offering £500 for the best unpublished sf novel and £500 for the best volume
of unpublished sf stories, the prizes being open only to those who have not
been published in book form before as sf writers (in other words, established
mainstream authors welcome). Pseudonyms acceptable, as long as the real
names are given to the publishers. Scripts should be typed, double-spaced,
with return postage, and should be between 50,000 and 100,000 words; they
should be sent to: The Sf Competition, Victor Gollancz Ltd, 14 Henrietta St,
London, WC2E 8QJ, and should arrive between Oct.1st 1973 and Jan.31st
74. Judges will be Brian Aldiss, Arthur C.Clarke, Kingsley Amis, & John
Bush (of Gollancz). The presentation of prizes will be at the 1974 Eastercon.
SF ON TV: (Gerald Bishop) On March 13th Brian Aldiss, Anne
McCaffrey, Gerry Webb, and Ethel Lindsay, together with some non-fans,
were closeted in the studios of London Weekend Television for a discussion
– officially on Greybeard, Dragon-Flight, & War Of The Worlds, but
unofficially on “What is sf all about.” It won’t appear until after the con and
should finally be the second in a series entitled Cover to Cover. Gerry’s
comment afterwards was that it was “like a poor con panel” and barely
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touched upon fandom.
The BBC, meanwhile, has been in America filming, amongst others,
Phil Dick, Isaac Asimov, Fred Pohl, and Forry Ackerman for an Omnibus
programme called “The History of Sf”. This won’t appear until sometime
after the end of May.
Yorkshire TV is also rumoured to be producing a similar programme.
No more details yet.
NEXT CHECKPOINT: On hand are the April book releases and
forthcoming sf books from Gollancz. Also available is American sf book
news – any requests for this to be printed?
FANZINE NEWS: Egg 7 has actually appeared and will be posted out over
the coming week; inland and European readers will probably receive it with
this Checkpoint, since it saves a considerable amount of postage. Contents
include columns from Ian Williams, John Brosnan, and ‘Gray Boak’, plus an
article from Eric Bentcliffe and the usual lettercol. There may be a few spare
copies – 15p from me or 35¢ from Seth McEvoy. // New Australian agent for
Checkpoint is Robin Johnson (address in colophon) and the Aussie rate has
gone down to 8/$1 (Aus) to account for revaluation. I can now offer Robin’s
Norstrilian News at 8/50p (airmail) and Robin will also sell you Egg for 30¢
(Aus). // Next Algol from Andy Porter will contain a series of articles on
Cordwainer Smith, an article by Brian Aldiss, columns from Dick Lupoff and
Ted White, plus reviews of British fanzines (with photos of their covers,
yet!), and “lots of pretty good artwork.” The whole issue will be typeset and
the print run is 1500... The best is last, namely a centrespread of Astrid
Anderson, Algol’s first Play-Alien of the Month. The following will be
Algol’s 10th annish with articles by Ursula LeGuin, John Brunner, and Jack
Williamson – “maybe even more nude centrespreads, if I can find any fans so
willing...” UK Agent is Ethel Lindsay, by the way.
CHECKPOINT FAN POLL: A ballot is enclosed – please fill it in,
kids. A free copy of Checkpoint 35, the second annish, will go to all voters.
Deadline April 5th. The poll was late last year and this is an attempt to get it
back on schedule. All last year’s Top Ten fanzines are eligible again this
year, I think, and there are some new ones around too, of course. Five points
are given to your first choice, four to the second, down to one for the fifth;
fairly straightforward, I trust. The Best Article thing also covers regular
columns, by the way. Vote now.
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THE PIT: Into the Pit this time, unless they renew, are James Campbell
& James Farley (US).
AND THE PENDULUM: Only one more issue before the following
are mown down: Ian Butterworth, Graham Poole, Bob Rickard, Ken Faig
(US), George Wells (US), Melville Boyd (US), Lester van Epps (US), and
William Sheck (US). Please renew soon.
The square on the left tells you the last number of your sub (T for
trade, S for sample, &c).
CHECKPOINT II 33
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 34, March 1973
CHECKPOINT 34
24th March 1973
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/$1, 8/A$1, or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy
free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca. 94117; (Aus) Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic.3001; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: John Millard (Can), Seth McEvoy (US), & Keith
Walker.
Restormel Press Publication: 79.
BOSKONE X REPORT: (John Millard) “BOSKONE X was held at the
Sheraton-Boston Hotel in Boston, Massachusetts, on the weekend 9-11th of
March with Robert A.W. ‘Doc’ Lowndes as Guest of Honour.
“Some 425 attendees enjoyed a mixed programme of talks, films,
seminars, and group discussions. There was a small size art show and a wellattended Huckster Room. Attendees came from as far away as Baltimore
(Maryland), Miamisburg (Ohio), Toronto, and even Gromma in Sweden.
“Besides the Guest of Honour, other well-known pros in attendance
were Ben Bova, Hal Clement, Lester & Judy Lynn del Rey, Don Wollheim,
Frank Kelly Freas, and Sam Lundwall.
“On the film programme were Jason & The Argonauts, The Mummy,
Mask Of The Red Death, Moon Zero Two, and an excellent British
production, Five Million Years To Earth. Also shown was the Australia in
’75 promotional film, Antifan vs Aussiefan, which was greeted with delight
by all. There was also some comment that it was eligible for and worthy of a
Hugo nomination (for Best Dramatic Presentation).
“The Boskone convention was sponsored by the New England SF
Association and was run in their usual efficient manner. Susan Lewis was
Chairman and the convention was enjoyed by most of those in attendance.”
APA-45 LIVES! (JUST): Seth McEvoy, the official editor of APA-45,
reports a decline in the number of members, with several long-time 45ers
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dropping out (including Bob Vardeman, Jerry Lapidus, and the Luttrells).
The last mailing only had a bare 239 pages (weep, OMPAns...) and the
number of fans on the waiting list has dropped. So, now is a good time to
join; if you were born in 1945 or later, you can add yourself to the waiting list
by writing to Seth (Box 268, E.Lansing, Mi.48823, USA). Even if there’s a
temporary decline, APA-45 rates highly; it’s active and interesting and many
well known fans in the US and Australia are regular contributors.
BOAX HOAX: Naturally enough I deny the allegation that I’m a hoax
in ‘Gray Boak’s’ letter in this issue of mi flying with Checkpoint. As revealed
in Egg, it is ‘Gray’ that’s the fabricated fan – a product of Herts fandom’s
ingenuity.
‘Gray’, by the way, would be eligible for Apa-H – an amateur press
organization for hoaxes! I’ve got the address somewhere and can send it to
anyone interested (it’s American, of course).

fanzines received
Amoeboid Scunge 11 (6pp:A4:d) Jay Cornell, jr. & Seth McEvoy, Box 268, E.
Lansing, Mi.48823, USA. (free) Scunge, a regular fortnightly collection of
fannish tidbits and assorted irrelevancies, has quickly become one of my
favourite fanzines. Each editor takes a couple of pages and this issue also
contains a flyer from Aljo Svoboda; use Scunge as a fannish newszine or for
any other purpose that may come to mind... Recommended.
Chao 11 (58pp: ¼o:d) John Alderson, Havelock, Vic.3465, Australia. (20p) Chao
is another fanzine that appears with some regularity, though I’m afraid its
arrival does not cause such delight as Scunge. It’s an archetypal fanzine, one
that’s full of a general selection of material of average to poor quality. John
has considerable editorial presence throughout and this provides Chao with
what interest is has. The rest of the eleventh issue consists of a long letter
column, some peculiar and unhelpful fanzine reviews by Iain Ban, an article
on magic by Andrew Darlington, and a long conrep. It’s all rather ho-hummy,
I fear, and the poor artwork, bad repro and layout, and the immediate
disintegration of the staples on opening don’t help.
Diversity 3 (35pp:A4:d) Greg Bridges, 3711 Poplar Av, Memphis, Tenn.38111,
USA. (50¢) Totally irregular (apparently), but attractively produced and with
some fine artwork by Rotsler and Foster, Diversity is another typical fanzine
– though I should add that this is the first issue I’ve seen, so any such overall
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judgment should be qualified. It’s connected with the Mid-South Fantasy
Association and contains a variety of articles: a gallop through sf by
Dr.Beifuss, an English professor who should, perhaps, know better, a piece
on sf & the radio by Meade Frierson III, another on the Holy Modal
Rounders by Grant Carrington, and personal/fannish articles by Tom Collins,
John Williamson, and Russ Fly. The editorial is badly written and the brief
letter column has a typically inane epistle from andy offutt. It’s by no means
a bad fanzine, but Diversity looks better than it reads.
Frankfurt Amateur Magazine Review 1 (8pp:A4:x) (Alan Stewart, 6 Frankfurt am
Main 1, Eschenheimer Anlage 2, Germany. (one IRC) This is the first issue
of what promises to be an interesting review fanzine, though Alan’s plans to
produce FAR quarterly sound under-ambitious (something of this sort needs
to be frequent to be useful). A variety of fanzines are covered, including Fat
Angel, a British rock fanzine (a rare breed, I think, though Phil Spencer used
to produce Black Knight and there are plenty in the US – there was an apa for
them indeed, called REAP). Alan may be rather far from things for the
reviews to be informed, but an outsider’s viewpoint may actually make them
more interesting. Recommended, if it continues regularly.
8 (30pp: ¼o:d) Paul Skelton & Brian Robinson, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. (free?) FAR was missing a couple of pages (for
which Alan apologized in an accompanying letter), but Hell is missing well
nigh a dozen. I think they contained OMPA mailing comments, so I’m not
complaining about their absence; but it leaves precious little in this particular
issue. Both editors have their say, there’s a brief letter column, and the rest is
just fillers of no real substance or merit. Covers are good, though.
Instant Message 122 (6pp:A4:d) NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station, Cambridge,
Ma.02139, USA. (?) This newszine of the New England Sf Association is of
minimal interest to outsiders, though members doubtless find it useful – it
contains accounts, minutes of meetings and committees, etc. At least it’s
legible now.
It Comes In The Mail 1 (11pp:A4:d) Ned Brooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport News,
Va.23605, USA. (free) Reminiscent of the Inchmery Fandom diary in Ape,
this is a day by day account of fannish correspondence and activities, with the
emphasis on brief fanzine reviews; quite interesting and enjoyable.
Kwalhioqua 3 (28pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Leon, Ks.67074, USA. (money –
unspecified) An atrociously produced, barely legible fanzine, Kwalhioqua
nevertheless is an active, energetic, and vaguely fannish product with a good
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loc column. It has the same brand of idiocy as Scunge – and that can’t be bad.
Terry Jeeves answers some questions about his attitude to America – most of
the zine thereafter is nonsense or locolumn (or both). Recommended, but
what happened to my copy of the second issue? Rats.
Locus 134 (8pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (UK Agent: Pete Weston – 10/£1.50 airmail) Locus is the
regular sf newszine (and it’s getting difficult to find new things to say about
it after 134 issues!) This issue contains Balticon reports plus a mass of book
news and a few short book reviews. Recommended.
Locus 135 (as above) Sf news plus a fanzine listing and a Harry Warner flier.
Moebius Trip 16 (42pp:A4:d) Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, Ill.61604, USA.
(50¢) A large fanzine with a general and varied content, Moebius Trip is one
of those bran tub fanzines which occasionally contain something good and
more often contain the mediocre. The letter column, however, is nearly
always interesting and in this particular issue is more so than the articles:
Paul Walker on Lafferty’s The Devil Is Dead, Bill Wolfenbarger discovering
Machen, and Walt Liebscher with a shaggy dog story. It’s regular and often
entertaining.
MRU 128 (44pp:A4:p) Waldemar Kumming, 8 Munchen 2, Herzogspitalstrasse 5,
Germany. (DM1) Disguised as an issue of Mad, Munich Round Up 128 (the
satirical fanzine of the Munich SFCD branch) digs its claws into the
politically committed sf fans – a group peculiar to European fandom (or, at
least, German and Swedish fandom) . There’s a rather good ‘Write your own
left-wing criticism’, for example, with spaces left in a book review, a fanzine
review, and a fannish article for various Marxist-Leninist (and Maoist)
cliches to be inserted. Besides this there’s a rather ho-hummy and not very
funny cartoon and the usual serious interview and book review section. MRU
is usually interesting and often entertaining – you’ll have to brush up your
German, however.
Sf Commentary 30 (38pp:A4:d) (Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 51955AA,
Melbourne, Vic.3001, Australia. (UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards – 9/£1.50)
This is a fine fannish issue of what is normally a fine sercon fanzine; it’s
devoted to two recent Australian conventions: Syncon 2 and the Melbourne
Eastercon, with reports, transcripts from selected panels, and (particularly
interesting to those of us fortunately not living in Australia) excellently
reproduced photopages. It’s all well written and I must say I found it
fascinating (so that’s what John Alderson looks like, eh?) Highly
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recommended.
Vector 64 (39pp: ¼o:p) Malcolm Edwards, 75a Harrow View, Harrow, Middx.
HA1 1RF. (30p) The revitalized Vector, the journal of the British Sf
Association Ltd, is not only regular but good – material comes from the Big
Names of sf: Philip Dick, Bob Shaw, Poul Anderson, & Peter Roberts (I
know, I know; but bloated egos can be fun) with a long speech from a recent
Canadian con, an amusing reprint from Energumen, a look at a self-written
novel, and fanzine reviews (respectively). Vector also contains book reviews
and a news department. Looks good and reads well. Recommended.
PAPERBACKS RECEIVED: From Mayflower comes Count Brass (30p), a
novel which illustrates the seamier side of Mike Moorcock’s writing which
I’ve hitherto managed to avoid. It’s a sword and sorcery saga, the first
volume in a new series in the world of the Runestaff. Moorcock apparently
dashes off this kind of rubbish in a week or so and Count Brass has all the
hallmarks of a hack novel – unless, I should add, it changes drastically after
page 20, since that’s how far I managed to get. Usually the only thing about
an s&s novel is its fine cover – a Frazetta or somesuch. But I’m afraid this
one doesn’t even have that much appeal. Such writing does, of course, have
its fans and if you’re One of Them this latest epic, “a romance more awesome
than the last”, may well stagger the imagination and generally thrill you. Not
me, though.
The latest from Pan is Bob Shaw’s One Million Tomorrows (25p) and
this one I did read, though it only lasted me an hour – comes of honing
myself up on Henry James, I daresay. Anyway it’s fairly well written – not
notably bad, at least – but, like the other Bob Shaw novels I’ve read, is finally
disappointing. An interesting scene is set (in this case a future where
immortality has been gained by the use of drugs – but at the expense of male
sexuality), but very little is done with it. After a score or so of pages the
whole thing turns into an adventure story and precious little else. Who is
trying to kill the hero? Damned if I care. Perhaps I expect too much of Bob
Shaw after reading his fanzine material which is almost always excellent. In
fact possibly the best thing in One Million Tomorrows are a few fine
quotations – straight off the backcover of Hyphen, I do believe.
FANZINE AWARDS: Keith Walker, who, you may recall, was
attempting to establish a British Fanzine Award, finds that the Novacon
committee have had much the same idea. Keith reckons he’ll support this,
rather than starting something separate.
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THE PIT: Into the Pit, unless they renew, go Graham Poole, Bob
Rickard, George Wells (US), Melville Boyd (US), Lester van Epps (US), and
Ken Faig (US).
AND THE PENDULUM: One more issue for Mike Meara, Tony
Triggs, Dave Rowe, and Brian Lombard (RSA).
CHECKPOINT II 34
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS3 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only

[included flyer]
mi Vol. 3 No. 6
British Fandom’s smallest fanzine comes to you from ‘Eric Bentcliffe’, 17
Riverside Crescent, HOLMES CHAPEL, Cheshire, CW4 7NR. Courtesy of
either ‘Peter Roberts’, ‘Gray Boak’, or some many-tentacled THING which
publishes CHECKPOINT.
THE YOLK THICKENS
A couple of days ago I received the following letter from ‘Gray Boak’,
which I’m pleased to print for the edification, and possible further confusion,
of fandom at large. The ramifications of the letter are somewhat mindboggling – as was the article in EGG No.7 to which it refers. As to its
authenticity; I can only state that the envelope it came in was postmarked
‘Kingston-on-Thames’ and had no stamp on it! This latter does lend a certain
credence that the postmark alone would not have done. But read on....
“Dear Eric,
“I hope you’ll see fit to print this letter in mi for me; since your ’zine is
probably more frequent than most I’m writing to you instead of MAYA,
ZIMRI, or any of the less frequently published fanzines. The reason being
that I wish to rebut speedily this damned article in EGG which infers that I do
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not exist! Infers, it bloody well says I don’t exist, and it’s a lie. And since
Peter Roberts is one of the perpetrators there’s little point in my writing him;
even if he existed, which he doesn’t. But I’m getting ahead of myself. Since
you weren’t around, actively, when it all started and as it’s possible that other
mi readers weren’t either, I’d better start at the beginning.
“It did, as the article suggests, all start back in my days in Bristol. Tony
Walshe [sic] had been kind enough to loan me part of his fnz collection and it
was obvious even to me (a mere neo) that fandom was in a pretty parlous
state. And it wasn’t only lack of quality but lack of quantity as well. So being
inspired by all those lovely old fanzines to do something, and having a fair
amount of spare time; I decided to do something about it. Obviously, I’d have
to plan carefully and put a lot of time in on it (which is one reason CYNIC
has always been so irregular), but I’d get a lot of fun out of it too ... when I
could reveal all! But this blasted article in EGG means someone has guessed
my secret and gone to an almost equal amount of trouble. You see, Peter
Roberts doesn’t exist... who put out this issue of EGG I don’t know (I’ll agree
though that they’ve done a pretty good job of copying the style I’d created for
Peter). Peter Roberts, was just one of the fans I decided to ‘create’ in my
attempt to revitalise fandom – the name, of course, as you’ve probably
guessed from one of my favourite childhood books.
“Since there is no longer any point in secrecy; let it be known that I am
also ‘Ian Williams’ (his personality being that of a former schoolfriend who
also provided a mailing address), ‘Arthur Cruttenden’ (who I thought to make
into a sort of homo-sapiens Norman G. Wansborough). Joe & Anne Patrizio
and Keith & Jill Bridges do exist, of course, and were in on my secret. I’m
not sure though, as to whether we are still friends as I rather suspect them
having been at least partly responsible for this issue of EGG. Or, at least, the
article therein claiming me to be a figment of their imagination. Me! A
figment! Incidentally, I am not John Pigott [sic], and claim no responsibility
for Lisa Contesa [sic] either. And, as far as I know, you do exist....
“I’m going to rush out an issue of CYNIC in which I’ll explain the
mechanics of it all – obviously, I had to get friends to come along and
impersonate ‘Peter’ and ‘Arthur’ and ‘Ian’ at conventions; I had to spend a
lot of time briefing them and it cost quite a bit in beer-money, but it was all
going to be worth it, I then thought... now, well now, as you’ll probably guess
from the typos in this letter I’m rather upset and wish I hadn’t started it all.
“Yours Sincerely,
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“Gray Boak.”
Personally, I’m rather looking forward to that next issue of CYNIC and,
for that matter, the next issue of EGG. But, for the moment, let’s turn to other
topics.
STAR-BEGOTTEN
Last issue, you may recall, I asked the mi readers to let me know
whether a) they were only children, or b) if they were first-born. So far, alas,
I’ve only had two replies and since one of these was from ‘Peter Roberts’ I’m
not even sure if he was begotten... so, it’s a little soon to throw any
conclusions. I’d be unduly grateful if you-all would let me know if you fall
into either of those categories, and soon. Please.
AND ERG IS FOURTEEN
mi congratulations to the current Stockport & Intake Dog & Cake
Walking Society draughts-champion, Terry Jeeves, in putting out ERG for
fourteen years. It’s been a consistently well-produced zine over the years and
I’ve always enjoyed reading it, even if I’ve been somewhat lax in
commenting thereon. No. 42, has a rather nice cover which illustrates the
effectiveness of a well-cut stencil, well duplicated. Inside, Terry ranges over
the topics of permissiveness, Warhol, and ’porn as well as sundry more
fannish subjects. As regards the former items and their relation to television...
I have a thought that it is possibly time that a third television channel (Oops,
sorry, fourth TV channel – I was forgetting the one I Don’t Watch) was
instituted for the output of pornographic and allied ‘arts’ so that the other
button on the set, the one for station changing would have more relevance. It
would also, quite possibly result in the demise of the cult once it is
discovered that an unadulterated diet is rather boring!
[Cartoon by Don Allen here of USS Enterprise with typed caption:
“Lt. Uhuru[sic], inform Star Base Twelve that we have detected
alien life forms, possibly Altarean shape-changers, infiltrating
fandom on Sol.3. Request instructions.”]
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Checkpoint 35, April 1973
CHECKPOINT 35
7th April 1973
Checkpoint is a fortnightly news and reviews zine published by Peter
Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd
class & Europe) and 6/$1, 8/A$1, or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy
free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca. 94116; (Aus) Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic. 3001; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
News this issue from: Gerald Bishop, Philip Payne, & Joanne Burger
(US).
Restormel Press Publication: 80.
NEBULA AWARD NOMINATIONS: (from Locus 135)
Novel:
The Gods Themselves – Isaac Asimov
The Sheep Look Up – John Brunner
What Entropy Means To Me – Geo. Alec Effinger
When Harlie Was One – David Gerrold
The Book of Skulls – Robert Silverberg
Dying Inside – Robert Silverberg
The Iron Dream – Norman Spinrad
Novella:
‘A Meeting with Medusa’ – Arthur C. Clarke
‘Son of the Morning’ – Phyllis Gotlieb
‘The Word For World Is Forest’ – Ursula LeGuin
‘With The Bentfin Boomer Boys’ – Dick Lupoff
‘The Gold At The Starbow’s End’ – Fred Pohl
‘The Fifth Head of Cerberus’ – Gene Wolfe
Novelette: ‘Goat Boy’ [sic] – Poul Anderson
‘The Animal Fair’ – Alfred Bester
‘A Kingdom By the Sea’ – Gardner Dozois
‘Basilisk’ – Harlan Ellison
‘In the Deadlands’ – David Gerrold
‘Patron Of The Arts’ – William Rotsler
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‘The Funeral’ – Kate Wilhelm
Short S:
‘On The Downhill Side’ – Harlan Ellison
‘Shaffery Among The Immortals’ – Fred Pohl
‘When It Changed’ – Joanna Russ
‘When We Went To See The End Of The World’ –
Robert Silverberg
‘And I Awoke And Found Me Here On The Cold Hill’s
Side’ – Tiptree
‘Against The Lafayette Escadrille’ – Gene Wolfe
NO, THIS IS NOT THE ANNISH, MEYER: It seems that I have more
news than will go into one issue, so Checkpoint 36 will be the second
anniversary issue and this, the 35th, will be posted out with Checkpoint 34.
The annish will, all being well, be distributed at the OMPAcon over Easter
weekend (those not attending will receive their copies immediately
thereafter); it’ll contain the results of the Checkpoint Fan Poll, plus a roundup of British fan activity over the last year or so.

fanzines received
Amoeboid Scunge 12 (4pp:A4:d) Jay Cornell & Seth McEvoy, Box 268, E.
Lansing, MI 48823, USA. (5/50¢ – sample free) Yet another issue of this
fortnightly, foolish, and fine fanzine – Roscoe lives on in Scunge! Produced
by ‘abner’ and presented by Fed Smack and the Aboriginal Amateur Hour,
Scunge contains fannish and personal drivellings – a page to each editor.
Recommended.
Amoeboid Scunge 13 (6pp – as above). Also has an Aljo Svoboda flier.
It Comes In The Mail 2 (11pp:A4:d) Ned Brooks, 713 Paul St, Newport News,
Va. 23605, USA. (free) ICITM is largely what it says – a review of letters and
(especially) fanzines received. Bode cover too; it’s interesting, but I’m not
sure yet whether it’s regular.
Locus 136 (6pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco, Ca.
94116, USA. (UK Agent: Pete Weston – 10/£1.50) Locus, however, is
distinctly regular and is a very useful newszine for sf fans. Bit expensive,
though, if you live in the UK – in fact it’s considerably more expensive than
Checkpoint in the US, even though Checkpoint is airmailed (ah well, it has
better coverage of the sf field than I have – or want, for that matter).
Recommended.
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Sf Commentary 31 (48pp:A4:d) Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne,
Vic. 3001, Australia. (UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards – 9/£1.50) SFC is one of
the most intelligent and interesting fanzines around. Theoretically it’s a
straight sf zine, but this particular issue (like several recent ones) wanders off
the subject – and I’m not complaining either. Main item is the Phil Dick
speech from Vancouver; it’s also printed in the latest Vector, but SFC has an
additional letter from Dick (a revealing and a personal one) plus a genuine,
front cover photo of him. The rest of SFC consists of an article on Ivan Illich
in Melbourne plus several long, and once again personal letters; all soulsearching stuff – intriguing (and a little worrying). Fine fanzine. Highly
recommended.
Sf Commentary 32 (40pp – as above) Bruce turns over the editorship to John
Foyster for yet another one-off issue. The result is The Journal of
Omphalistic Epistemology 6 – a collection of quotations about science-fiction
from authors, editors, and the like: basic groundwork for articles and so on
and very useful too. It’s going to be massive when it’s finished, mind. This
issue starts with Brian Aldiss and manages to reach John Brunner after some
37 pages, so the project will take a wee while. Recommended.
Son Of The WSFA Journal 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76 & 77 (average – 10pp:A4:d)
Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton, Md. 20906, USA. (12/$2)
Published roughly three times a month, it seems, though I receive them in
occasional lumps. It doesn’t matter too much, however, since this offshoot
from the Washington Sf Association’s journal serves mainly as a review zine;
book reviews are not of much use, but I happily read the fanzine reviews and
usually manage to discover something worthwhile in SoWSFAJ.
Speculation 32 (72pp:¼o:d) Pete Weston, 31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30. (20p) A thick issue of Britain’s only Hugo-nominated
fanzine; like SFC, Speculation is a (fairly) serious sf magazine, only more
staid, perhaps, than its Australian rival. By that I merely mean that Spec
contains a more standard assortment of article, headed by an editorial and
finishing with a good letter column. John Brosnan has a splendid, humorous
piece on writing for money, Brian Stableford has a postscript to his earlier
article on Silverberg, Tony Sudbery considers Charles Eric Maine and his
critics, Chris Priest has a column, and Larry Niven’s Chessmancon speech is
printed. Book reviews appear and there’s a fair amount of good illustration
too – Alison Weston provides a front cover! Recommended.
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[included flier]
NEWCASTLE IN ’74

The North East Science Fiction Group – Gannetfandom, is intending to bid
for next year’s Eastercon.
We have an excellent hotel available which has already been approached
and is enthusiastic to hold the convention: the Royal Station Hotel, Newcastle
upon Tyne.
This is a beautiful four star 147-room hotel with a trio of young, goahead managers. It is easily accessible, being adjacent to Newcastle Central
Station, and has facilities which are as near perfect as makes no difference.
The convention hall and associated syndicate rooms are available free to any
group which organises a large convention. They include a plush 250-seater
con hall – the Collingwood Suite – with stage and screen, two rather smaller
rooms suitable for the provision of a large private convention bar with ample
seating space or for a generously large huckster room. There are also a series
of smaller rooms for art show, BSFA hospitality and bridge, Diplomacy etc.
All these rooms are on the same corridor on the first floor of the hotel.
There are also three public bars on the lower floors of the hotel, which are
likely to be quiet at Easter; in fact the hotel is normally so quiet at this time of
year that we should be able to hire it for our exclusive use. We quoted a
figure of £3.50 B&B rates from previous cons; the manager thinks he should
be able to match this, so the con will not be an expensive one. If, or rather
when, the 217 beds at the hotel are filled, there is a large high quality
overspill hotel directly across the street. Being central, the hotel is also within
easy reach of varied eating and shopping facilities.
Newcastle, the Capital of the North, is an easy city to get to – a fast and
frequent rail service, a modern regional airport with more flights from
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London than any other English city, and excellent road access.
You will be visiting the home of Newcastle Brown Ale. If you haven’t
already experienced this interesting beverage, try it at the committee party on
the Saturday night, where it will flow like water.
We have some interesting ideas cooked up for the programme. There
will be plenty of opportunity to discuss science fiction in panels, talks and
discussion groups; naturally there will also be fannish panels, films, auctions
and the Banquet on Sunday night. The Fancy Dress party will be a
Masquerade – no admittance if you’re not wearing a mask. For those
interested there will be a poetry reading on Friday night; as mentioned above
there will also be a quiet room from those who want to organise games of
bridge, chess or Diplomacy.
In short, we want to provide a relaxed, enjoyable and varied convention
with the emphasis on science fiction.
We trust you will support us in the bidding session at Bristol. See you
there – and at Newcastle next year!
The Newcastle in ’74 Committee
Ian Maule, Chairman
Ian Williams, Secretary
Robert Jackson, Treasurer
Harry Bell
Irene Taylor committee members

the sercon page
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (compiled by Gerald Bishop)
April: Hardback: Allison & Busby: The Bull & The Spear (Moorcock).
Bodley Head: The Astrologer (Cameron). Deutsch: To Your Scattered Bodies
Go (Farmer). Gollancz: A Time of Changes (Silverberg), An Sf Argosy (ed.
Knight). Hodder: The Green Gene (Dickinson). S&J: The World Shuffler
(Laumer), The Far Out Worlds of A. E. van Vogt, Sf Special 6 (ed. unknown),
New Writings In Sf 22 (ed. Bulmer).
Paperback: Arrow: Solaris (Lem). Mayflower: Behold the Man, The
Runestaff (Moorcock). Pan: Lost Horizon (Hilton), The Deep Range (Clarke),
The Two Timers, One Million Tomorrows (Shaw). Panther: Messiah (Vidal),
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The Simultaneous Man (Blum), Cold War In A Country Garden (Gutteridge),
Camp Concentration (Disch), Asimov’s Mysteries, Frontier of Going
(Fairfax). Tandem: Raiders of Gor (Norman).
SFBC: Timescoop (Brunner).
AMERICAN BOOK NEWS: (compiled by Joanne Burger)
April: Hardback: Coward: Experiment At Proto (Oakes). Doubleday:
The Star Road (Dickson), Final Solution (Peck), The Astounding Analog
Reader 2 (ed. Harrison). Hawthorn: Race Against Time (Anthony). IUP:
2001: A Space Odyssey (filmguide). NESFA: Three Faces Of Sf (Lowndes).
Putnam: Orbit 12 (ed. Knight). Scribners: Deathbird Stories (Ellison).
Paperback: Ace: Babel 17 (Delany), Dune (Herbert), Dream Master
(Zelazny). Ballantine: The Cloud Walker (Cooper). Bantam: The Infinite Man
(Galouye). Berkley: The Fabulous Riverboat, To Your Scattered Bodies Go
(Farmer). SaW: Where Were You Pluterday (van Herck). Pb Library: A
Report From Group 17 (O’Brien). Signet: Tales of Ten Worlds (Clarke),
Today We Choose Faces (Zelazny).
SFBC: Flashing Swords 1 (Carter), Cemetery World (Simak).
FORTHCOMING SF FROM GOLLANCZ: (unearthed by Gerald Bishop)
June: The Gold At Starbow’s End (Pohl – collection), To Here & The Easel
(Sturgeon – c), Rendezvous With Rama (Clarke).
: Time Out of Mind (Cowper), The Embedding (Watson).
August: The Crystal Gryphon (Norton – juv), Gladiator At Law (Pohl/Kornbluth).
September: Mirror Image (Coney), Sf Hall Of Fame 2 (ed. Bova).
October: The Robert Sheckley Omnibus (ed. Conquest), The 1973 Annual World’s
Best Sf (ed. Wollheim).
November: The Furious Future (Budrys), Nebula Awards 8 (ed. Asimov).
ODDMENTS: Philip Payne notes a few more forthcoming British sf books –
To Your Scattered Bodies Go (Farmer) from Rapp & Whiting; Cure For
Cancer (Moorcock) from Penguin in June; and Dom & Va (Christopher –
juv) from Hamilton. // As you see, American Sf Books are listed this time
since I’ve received a few requests for them. The listings are taken from
Joanne Burger’s Forthcoming Sf Books which I recommend to anyone in a
hurry to know what’s coming from the States (55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Tx. 77566, USA – 3/$1 airmail.)
PARTY, PARTY, FOUTY PARTY: Any fans coming down to Bristol
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for the OMPAcon on the Thursday before it officially starts are welcome to
visit the Rabbit Warren in West Town Lane. I have the house to myself and
there’s room a-plenty; usually there’s little happening at the con hotel on
Thursday evening – just a fairly small gathering round the bar – so if anyone
feels like trekking out to Brislington, Bristol 4 in the evening (or earlier),
they’re welcome. There’s likely to be a few fans staying there besides myself
and if enough people turn up it may develop into a genuine party. There’ll be
plenty of floor space is anyone wants to stay overnight, though I recommend
a sleeping-bag...
West Town Lane can be reached fairly easily by bus from the con hotel:
catch a number one (to Brislington Square) from outside the Gaumont
Cinema which is near the Grand Hotel, or a 3 (to Airport Rd) from the same
place. The bus stop is on the same side as the cinema – don’t go the wrong
way! When you get off the bus (whichever one) keep on walking in the same
direction for a hundred yards or so till you come to the traffic lights – turn
left into West Town Lane if you’ve caught a 3, turn right if you’ve caught a 1
(they reach different ends, you see). 87 is half way along the road. The same
buses (+ a 40 or 99) can be caught from the railway station. By car it’s easiest
to head either for Bath or Wells – West Town Lane links the Wells Rd and
the Bath Rd. It’s about two miles from the con hotel.
See you then or at the con, I trust.
THE PIT: Into the pit unless they renew are Mike Meara, Tony Triggs,
Dave Rowe, & Brian Lombard (RSA).
AND THE PENDULUM: Only one more issue for Ian Maule (on your
tod there, Ian).
CHECKPOINT II 35
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 36, April 1973
CHECKPOINT 21st April 1973
Checkpoint 36 is the second annish of a news and reviews zine published by
Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p
(2nd class & Europe) and 6/$1, 8/A$1, or 8/R1 (foreign airmail). Sample
copy is free, but this issue is 8p – to you (if you’re at the OMPAcon) it’s 5p.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116; (Aus) Robin Johnson, 4039, Melbourne, Vic. 3001; (RSA) Nick
Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
Cartoons this issue are by John D.Berry. Contributors: Eric Bentcliffe,
Stan Nuttall, Keith Walker, Keith & Jill Bridges, Dave Rowe, Pete Wilde, Ian
Williams, Ken Cheslin, Brian Robinson, and hopefully some deadlinepushers.
Restormel Press Publication: 81.
POOR RELATION: The annual Locus poll arrived this morning and, to put
it mildly I feel rather overshadowed. Checkpoint, I should quickly note, is
still nowhere near the American newszine in circulation figures (and with no
access to an electric duplicator, I’m quite happy for it to stay that way). Still,
I’ve managed to keep going another year and the support from readers &
subscribers slowly increases. My thanks to you all.
The subscriber breakdown is as follows:
United Kingdom: 27 Belgium:
3
United States:
15 Germany:
2
Australia:
1 Sweden:
2
Canada:
1 Ghana:
1
South Africa:
2 Total:
54
In addition there are some twenty fans receiving ‘free’ copies (agenting,
trading, &c) on a regular basis and a varying number who receive occasional
copies. Average circulation is 90-100. After subscriptions (plus review book
sales, &c) are deducted from costs (postage, paper, stencils, &c), Checkpoint
makes a small loss – usually under 50p per issue, though this one will be
more... Heigh ho.
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RESULTS OF THE 1972-1973 CHECKPOINT FAN
POLL
Twenty four people voted in this, the second British Fan Poll since the days
of Skyrack; twenty five people voted last year. The Poll covered British
fanzines from Easter 1972 to (almost) Easter 1973, the second year of
Checkpoint’s publication. All fans were eligible to vote, though the majority
(18) were Checkpoint subscribers; not all attempted every category, however.
The following fans voted: Harry Bell, Dave Bendelow, Eric Bentcliffe,
Gray Boak, Keith Bridges, Ian Butterworth, Lisa Conesa, Ed Connor (US),
Richard Cotton, Malcolm Edwards, James Goddard, Robert Jackson, Terry
Jeeves, Ethel Lindsay, Ian Maule, Philip Payne, John Piggott, Henry Pijohn,
Dave Piper, Julien Raasveld (Bel), Dave Rowe, Brian Temple, Keith Walker,
& Ian Williams.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Eighteen different titles were nominated,
fifteen of which received more than one vote. Five points were awarded to
top place, four to the second, and so on down to one point for fifth place.
Checkpoint itself was ineligible. Last year’s position is in brackets.
1) EGG (68 points) (1st) Edited by Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ. (15p, trade, LoC, &c). Two issues eligible (1972-3). After
last year’s clear victory, Egg only just managed to stave off the opposition
this time (thanks largely, it must be admitted, to a very recent issue). Egg
however, has contained regular columns from the top three British writers
and has made use of artwork by the top three British fanartists, so its placing
at the head of the poll is not, I trust, mere whim! Egg is a fannish fanzine and
the journal of Aardvark Fandom; the sixth issue appeared last Autumn and
contained columns from Ian Williams (on fannish occupations), John
Brosnan (Ratfandom meets the powers behind New Worlds), and Gray Beak
(a Kaleidoscope mixture). Sam Long also contributed a filk song, but the
bulk of the issue was made up of letters, a separate section given over to
reactions on the politicization of fandom (following an article in Egg 5). The
cover was by Dave Rowe and interior illustrations were by Dave, Harry Bell,
Terry Jeeves, Bob Rickard, Alistair Noyle, and John D. Berry. The seventh
issue came out in March of this year; Gray Boak was revealed to be a hoax
created by Herts fandom, Ian Williams recalled a visit to the Globe, John
Brosnan described the problems of living in a one-man ghetto, and Eric
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Bentcliffe wrote an article on the merits of being ‘one of those sci-fi nuts’.
The letter column and Eggitorial continued as usual and artwork came from
John Richardson (cover), Harry Bell, Dave Rowe, Alistair Noyle, Andrew
Stephenson, Terry Jeeves, and John D.Berry.
2) MAYA (63 points) (4th) Edited by Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest
Hall, Newcastle on Tyne, NE12 0HX. (20p, trade, Loc, &c). Two Issues
eligible. Under Ian Maule’s editorship, Maya has rapidly become one of the
most attractive and entertaining British fanzines. Like Egg, Maya is a fannish
fanzine and one that has used material from many of the top British fan
writers and artists – Ian Williams’s “Goblin Towers”, voted Best Column for
1972-3, appears in here. The fourth issue had printed covers from Jim
Marshall and Alan Hunter with Harry Bell providing most of the interior
artwork; highlight of the issue was Ian Williams and his reactions to the Jesus
Freaks in “Goblin Towers”, with John Piggott and John Hall also
contributing. The letter column was a further strong point, as it usually is in
Maya. The fifth issue was, perhaps, Ian’s finest effort so far: the letters
headed the fanzine and were followed by Andrew Stephenson on ‘The
Artist’s Plight’, Ian Williams talking about his entry into fandom, Darrell
Schweitzer, also surveying his fannish past, and Lisa Conesa with a short
piece of whimsy. Ian Williams added some fanzine reviews and the fine
artwork came largely from Harry Bell, but also Dave Rowe and Dave
Douglass. Ian Maule excelled himself on his layout and general production
and, altogether, produced an extremely fine issue which came second in the
Poll, only losing out by one vote to John Piggott’s The Turning Worm 3.
3) SPECULATION (44 points) (3rd) Edited by Peter Weston, 31
Pinewall Av, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30. (20p, trade, LoC, &e). Three
issues eligible. Five times a Hugo nominee, Britain’s most well-known
fanzine, and one of the leading magazines of serious sf discussion and
comment in the world, Speculation has had something of a revival over the
last year after a couple of years of relative inactivity. The 30th issue (with a
cover by Bob Rickard) was notable for an unusually long and entertaining
editorial, several pages of photos from Chessmancon, and a fine selection of
critical material, including Bob Rickard on James Blish, plus the standard
selection of interesting letters and reviews. The 31st issue had a photo cover
featuring King Kong and also contained photos from Eurocon I; Brian Aldiss
contributed a fannish piece, Brian Stableford started on “The Compleat
Silverberg”, and a speech by Fred Pohl at Chessmancon was reprinted. The
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reviews and letters rounded off another excellent and weighty issue. The 33rd
issue barely crept into the Poll, but has been included since several people
obviously took it into consideration when voting. The cover was a photo once
again, this time Pete’s young daughter, Alison, thoughtfully chewing a
Heinlein novel; contents included a splendid, humorous piece from John
Brosnan, Tony Sudbery on Charles Eric Maine, a column from Chris Priest,
and Larry Niven’s speech from Chessmancon. Altogether a fine year for
Speculation.
4) CYPHER (32 points) (5th) Edited by James Goddard, Woodlands
Lodge, Woodlands, Southampton. (20p, trade, LoC, &c) Three issues
eligible. Once again Cypher has continued to provide serious sf fans in
Britain with an interesting alternative to Speculation together with Vector,
these two fanzines are the major forums for science fiction discussion and
comment in the U.K. Cypher makes considerable use of artwork, mostly
serious, and Kevin Cullen’s scene from Deathworld 3 in the ninth issue won
the ‘Best Cover’ section in this year’s poll. Cypher 7 contained a memorial to
E.J.Carnell from Philip Harbottle, the second part of David Pringle’s ‘Sf &
The Death Of The Future’, and Terry Jeeves on Astounding; Eddy Bertin also
considered sf in the Lowlands and reviews & letters were prominent. The
regular satirical cartoon strip by John Constantine & D. West appeared and
artwork came from Jack Gaughan, Brian Frost, Dave Rowe, Terry Jeeves,
and several others. Cypher 8 appeared last Autumn and ran to over 80 pages.
It was largely devoted to Ted Tubb and the pulp fiction of the fifties with Phil
Harbottle providing authentically lurid illustrations to his own evaluations of
Ted Tubb and an article on the sf of the time by Ted Tubb himself. Gerald
Bishop interviewed Robert Powell (of Doomwatch) in the same issue, Walter
Gillings’s appeared with ‘In The Days Before The Triffids’, and all the
regular features were present. The cover was by Kevin Cullen and a mass of
artists appeared inside. With the ninth issue James switched to an elite
typeface and co – editor Mike Sandow left. The lead feature was an interview
with Harry Harrison, finely illustrated by Kevin Cullen (who also did the
cover); Aldiss’s ‘By Commode To The Moon’ was reprinted from The
Guardian and Jeff Clark looked at the works of James Tiptree, jr. Once again
all the regular features appeared and the issue was well-illustrated.
5) ZIMRI (24 points) (12th) Edited by Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd,
Whalley Range, Manchester, M16 8HP. (20p, trade, LoC, &c) Two issues
eligible. Zimri Is the only new entry into this year’s top five British fanzines.
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It serves as a balancer, since its contents are mixed – not entirely fannish (like
Egg or Maya) nor entirely stfnal (like Speculation or Cypher). The third issue
was a massive 76 pages with a mixed bag of contents, including letters from
Brian Aldiss, Rob Holdstock, & Lisa put together to form the saga of the
mythical ‘Clive Aldiss’, plus Rob Holdstock talking about the Globe and
Chessmancon, and Phil Muldowney (an ex co-editor) on the prozines; the
letter column was extremely large and there was a considerable amount of
artwork, notably a fine cover from Andrew Stephenson. The fourth issue left
Lisa as sole editor when Andrew Stephenson retired. Harry Turner produced
a fine cover and was also interviewed by Lisa in the lead article, ‘The
Romiley Quartet’; Rob Holdstock contributed a short story and the rest
consisted of a long letter column, book reviews, fanzine reviews, and pieces
of verse. Zimri has steadily gained in popularity and must by now be one of
Britain’s most active and energetic fanzines.
Next five
6) Lurk (20 points) (21st=) Mike & Pat Meara
positions:
7) Cynic (19 points) (2nd) Gray Boak
8) Turning Worm (17) (11th) John Piggott
9) Erg (14 points) (9th=) Edited by Terry Jeeves
10) Vector (8 points) (19th=) Edited by Malcolm
Edwards
Out of this year’s Top Ten, therefore are Fouler, Scottishe, Hell, and Shadow.
New entries are Zimri, Lurk, The Turning Worm, and Vector. Wow, I feel just
like a bloody disc-jockey...
Egg attracted the largest, number of voters (20), whilst Maya had the
largest number of first place votes (10).
BEST BRITISH FANWRITER: No fewer than 33 people were nominated,
only twelve, however, receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as
in the ‘Best Fmz’ section and last year’s positions are again given in brackets.
1) IAN WILLIAMS (50 points) (4th=). Ian has been extremely active
over the last year appearing in a variety of fanzines, notably Maya (where his
“Goblin Towers” column won this year’s Best Writing category), Egg, The
Turning Worm, and Madcap. He has also started his own personalzine,
Siddhartha, and has a further one in Gannetscrapbook, a variety of apa. Most
of Ian’s writings are fannish, though he maintains a strong interest in sf
(apparent in his letters to the more sercon zines). Hmm – that reads like a
school report, doesn’t it? 9/10 for you, Goblin. Do better next year.
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2) GRAY BOAK (47 points) (1st). Gray, perhaps, has been somewhat
less active this year, but has still produced a fine Cynic and has contributed to
several fanzines, notably Egg where ‘Gray’ has been unmasked as a cleverly
handled hoax (operated by Herts fandom). Evidence of this has been strong in
the many locs that ‘Gray’ writes and in his Gannetscrapbook zine, Interim –
all have been strongly phrased and controversial, an easy task for a
pseudonym...
3) JOHN BROSNAN (46 points) (13th=). Famed Aussie comic-fan and
a British resident for several years, John has been publishing more of his fine
writings in British fanzines recently (though he still appears in Australian
fanzines and also in the American fannish publications, notably Mota). He
has a regular column in Egg called ‘North Sea Nog’ and has even had a
humorous piece in Speculation on the trials of a would-be writer.
4) JOHN PIGGOTT (23 points) (-). Most of John’s best writings have
appeared in his own fanzine, The Turning Worm. He has, however, a column
in Hell and has contributed to a variety of British fanzines, including Maya.
Incidentally, John has also been busy with a Diplomacy fanzine, Ethil The
Frog.
5) ROB HOLDSTOCK (20 points) ( – ). Notorious small-time
professional, Rob is possibly the only sf writer (as opposed to fannish) in the
top five, though he has written a considerable amount of fairly fannish
material, particularly in Zimri. He edits a fine magazine of amateur fiction
(and there aren’t many that I’d call ‘fine’) named Macrocosm and has
published a number of short stories in recent British fanzines.
Next five positions: 6) = Peter Roberts (16 points) (7th)
Terry Jeeves (16 points) (3rd)
8) Peter Weston (10 points (-)
9) Bob Shaw (9 points) (2nd)
10)= Lisa Conesa (7 points (8th=)
Alan Burns (7 points) (8th=)
BEST BRITISH FAN ARTIST: Sixteen people were nominated, nine
receiving more than one vote. Points awarded as per the Best Fmz section;
last year’s positions are in brackets. .
1) HARRY BELL (63 points) (1st). Once again Harry tops the Poll,
though his fellow artists are close behind. Harry’s fine cartooning has
appeared in a variety of fanzines, notably Maya, but also Egg, Cynic, Zimri
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and many other fannish fanzines.
2) ANDREW STEPHENSON (62 points) (5th). Andrew (Ames)
supposedly cut down on his artwork production, but has in fact produced fine
material, especially, for Vector & Zimri, of a largely serious sf nature, but
with occasional cartoons.
3) DAVE ROWE (56 points) (3rd). Dave has produced a mass of good
artwork, serious and fannish, for a wide range of fanzines, including Egg,
Maya, Vector, Zimri, and so on.
4) KEVIN CULLEN (51 points) (2nd). Kevin’s cover for Cypher 9,
illustrating Deathworld 3, was judged the best on a British fanzine this year.
He has produced some fine, mostly serious sf artwork, particularly for
Cypher.
5) TERRY JEEVES (23 points) (4th). Terry, as he has done for many
years, has produced a large amount of notable cartoons for a massive number
of fanzines, many of them foreign, as well as illustrating his own fanzine,
Erg, and keeping alive the art of the hand-cut stencil.
Next five: 6) Arthur Thompson (20 points) (6th)
7) Jim Pitts (10 points) (10th=)
8) Brian Frost (8 points) (10th=)
(The remainder received less than five points...)
BEST BRITISH FMZ ARTICLE/COLUMN: Eleven pieces were
nominated, but only one received more than one vote, namely:
1) IAN WILLIAMS – “GOBLIN TOWERS” in Maya 4 & 5 (5 votes).
In the fourth issue Ian had a very fine piece on a meeting with some Jesus
Freaks and his reactions to them. In the fifth issue Ian looked back on his
early days in fandom when he used to attend Globe meetings regularly.
BEST BRITISH SINGLE ISSUE: Eight issues were nominated (from six
fanzines).
1) THE TURNING WORM 3 (4 votes) edited by John Piggott.
2) Maya 5 (3 votes)
3) = Cypher 9 (2 votes)
3) = Zimri 4 (2 votes)
BEST BRITISH FANZINE COVER: Nine covers were nominated (from
eight fanzines).
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1) CYPHER 9 – Kevin Cullen (4 votes).
2) Zimri 4 – Alan Hunter (3 votes)
3)= Zimri 3 – Andrew Stephenson (2 votes)
3)= Macrocosm 3 – Andrew Stephenson (2 votes)
And that concludes the voting for this year’s Checkpoint Fan Poll. My
congratulations to the winners and my thanks to all the voters, A reasonable
cross-section of British fandom participated and I daresay we’ll take another
Poll next year.
Far fewer ineligible votes were cast this time – virtually everyone read
the guff at the top of the ballot, it seems. I should, perhaps, mention that
Cynic 4 (Worcester With Sauce) received several votes for Best Issue,
although it appeared before Chessmancon and was, indeed, written up in last
year’s annish.
Now for the gratuitous time-binding:
TEN YEARS AGO: The British Pan Poll for 1962 appeared in Ron
Bennett’s Skyrack 51 in April 1963. Twenty six fans voted and some of the
results are given below.
Best British Fan Publication:
1) Skyrack (Ron Bennett)
2) Hyphen (Walt Willis)
3) Bastion (Eric Bentcliffe & Norman Shorrock)
4) Orion (Ella Parker)
5) Scottishe (Ethel Lindsay)
(Erg appeared in 17th place and Vector came 7th)
Best British Fan Writer:
Best British Fan Artist:
1) Walt Willis
1) Arthur Thompson
2) John Berry
2) Eddie Jones
3) Ethel Lindsay
Best British Fan Column:
1) “Scribblings” (Colin Freeman)
2) “The Harp That Once Or Twice”
(Willis)
Best British Fanzine Cover:
Bastion 3 (Eddie Jones)
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A FANNISH ISLAND
There now follows a variety of reports from the centres of British fanac. Not
all are represented, I fear – the deadline I gave people was pretty slim; but
some sort of response came from nine of the fourteen groups I tried to
contact. There may well be others as well – Star Trek clubs and suchlike –
which I did not manage to contact. Any further information would be
welcome.
LOCAL GROUPS:
Birmingham: The Brum Group is a large, well-organized, and fairly serious
sf group which meets formally once a month and informally every fortnight
at the Imperial Centre Hotel in Birmingham (Fridays, I think). A regular
fanzine is produced, the BSFG Newsletter, and the group holds a convention
every November, the Novacon. Many well-known guests give talks to the
group at Its monthly meetings and membership is close to 100. Membership
is 50p, I believe, and Pete Weston (31 Pinewall Av, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30) should be able to give you further information.
Hertfordshire: (Keith & Jill Bridges) “May 1969 saw the birth of Hearts,
Beds & Sex Pan Group (Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, & Essex) and with very
few exceptions the group has met 1st Saturday after the Globe (1st Thurs, of
every month) ever since. At one time, believe it or not, we actually had an
official organization, featuring ‘Gray Boak’ as King, Mary Reed as Secretary,
and Churl Legg as Treasurer & Official Psychiatrist. Jill Bridges was and is
Catering Officer, Gray was deposed (it’s a hard life if you’re a hoax), and
Mary & Charles went to Oxford.
“The house rules of 31 (copies on application) now operate as group
rules, the most important being:
“1) Bring either food or money for same (food, you fool – we have
boxes and boxes of sames).
“2) Bring a sleeping bag.
“Price of admittance is two knocks on the back door (the front is
reserved for feds and debt collectors and may gain no answer or boiling oil).
One new rule is No Table Games Till After Midnight – this is an attempt to
restore conversation. Fred Hemmings and Ted Jones please note.”
(Keith & Jill Bridges, 31 Great Dell, Welwyn Gdn City, Herts)
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Kingston upon Thames: (Gray Boak) “Kitten meets are held regularly on
the last Saturday of the month at my address. We are a fan group rather than
an sf group, but this is not due to any bias against the subject; we are glad to
welcome any visitor. Grandiose projects to extend our activities have so far
all foundered on the rocks of members’ other activities and seem likely to
continue to do so for some time in the future. Until such glorious days talk
and coffee are free.
“Semi-regular attendees: Gray Boak, Fred Hemmings, Dave Rowe, Jhim
Linwood, Syd Bounds, Julia Stone, Bernie Peek, John Wyelite, Arthur
Cruttenden, Tiny Clanger, Old Uncle Tom Cobley, and all.”
(Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, 1KT 3EG)
Liverpool: (Eric Bentcliffe & Stan Nuttall) “Est.1951, soirees held weekly.
Has had its usual year of phrenetic activity. It won’t, I’m afraid, be possible
to cover all of the year’s activities here; partly because of space limitations,
but also because several of the activities are still subject to litigation.
However, the year began with the group’s traditional visit to Freshfields
Beach near Southport, and the annual, if now a little hopeless, search for the
hidden cache of Chateau Shorrock ’52. This having been buried back in the
summer of ’53 to preserve its bouquet whilst those present went down to the
strand to witness Harrison walk on the waters. This spectacle – He managed
three steps before sinking – so awed and unnerved those present that they
were unable to rediscover the wine-mine then, or since. This year, Harry
Nadler kindly brought along a bulldozer to help in the search, but succeeded
only in unearthing a pair of Ron Bennett’s socks, now petrified... and in
disturbing a wild-eyed person who claimed to be Harry Harrison, and to be
working on a transatlantic tunnel. When it was pointed out to him that the
tunnel, if continued on this bearing, would in actual fact circumnavigate
Snowdon and Helvellyn, he became abusive and had to be forcibly restrained.
“Nearby Southport was also the scene of a later outing when LiG
attended a mediaeval joust; they being Knights of St. Fantony all, it was felt
to be incumbent upon them to support the event, although, it was decided
beforehand unanimously, that they would refrain from entering the lists. The
day was splendid, the weather bright with a light breeze to set the pennants
and favours waving bravely, and everyone cheered as the Black Knight bit
the dust.
“The Group’s main activities during the year centred around the
fortnightly film-festivals held at the Shorrock menage. Amongst films shown
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wore ‘How To Undress In Front Of Your Husband’ (10 showings), ‘The
Saragossa Manuscript’ (5 showings – and still no one understands the
ending), ‘Bugs Bunny Meets Batman & Robin’ (a truly deep, thoughtful film
exploring man’s relationships with animals), and ‘Last Waltz in Vienna’ (in
mistake for a film of a similar title).
“Further infiltrations into the world of mass-media communications
have been made during the year by members John Owen and Ramsey
Campbell. John’s show ‘Are You There, Marconi?’ for Radio Merseyside has
brought him considerable acclaim. And Ramsey, as film critic for the same
station, has certainly enlivened things with his penchant for eating butties
whilst discussing the incomprehensible. The intention is, of course,
eventually to achieve a complete take-over of the station and when this is
successful programmes will be devoted entirely to ouch esoteric subjects as
‘How To Distil Dandelion Wine For Pleasure & Profit’, and ‘Through Lower
Silesia With Glass In Hand’ (research by Norman Shorrock).
“Highlights of the year were three visits by William Makepeace
Harrison (He of noble visage) which reaffirmed the group’s faith in the
coming of homo superior (not to mention mighty – mouse). Harrison, despite
firm rumours to the contrary, denies that he has been involved in rigging the
re-election of Nixon, does not admit any responsibility for Jane Fonda’s
recent peculiar fascination with her father’s bull-fiddle, but refused comment
regarding his possession of nude photos of Jackie Onassis and Mick Jagger.
“LiG this year welcomed new local members Tony & Simone Walsh,
and Eddie Jones’s blushing bride, Marsha, as well as entertaining many
country-members. Membership applications from D. Osmond, T. Heath, and
H. Wilson (for the third time) were rejected. (LiG membership requirements
include Perfect Pitch, Proud Palate, Unquenchable Thirst, the ability to
withstand 70 decibels of noise, and a working knowledge of Hindustani.)”
(Eric Bentcliffe, 17 Riverside Cres, Holmes Chapel, Ches. CW4 7NR)
London: (Dave Rowe) “Had I written this piece before the April Globe
meeting, I would have carried on from Gray Boak’s editorial in Cynic 5,
bemoaning the state of the Globe: the inability of passive fans to get the
damned, talk-drowning juke box/piped music switched off, as well as the
plight of the poor neo who is almost totally ignored (and either suffers a
couple of Globe meetings, and disappears in dismay & disgust, or manages to
latch on like a limpet to some, group and becomes part of it – only to ignore
the arrival of the next batch of neos).
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“However, something happened at the April Globe meeting; maybe it
was because several old semi-regulars arrived, maybe the fans have realized
that neos are most than four-letter words [sic], or maybe it’s just the flowers
that bloom in the spring, tra-la. Nevertheless, after 7.30 the music was
switched off and no lonely neo was to be seen – they sheltered under
fandom’s motherly wing.
“The talk of finding an alternative pub can be thoroughly discounted
(did it ever pass the stage of ‘I heard somebody say they thought they knew
someone who’d seen a possible place’?); but Gray’s criticism of the ‘foul
inter-fannish atmosphere’ still applies. Ingroups and ego-groups are
unavoidable in any place with an attendance the size of the Globe’s; but the
real foul air is generated by the individual who moans ‘Ghod, look what’s
just crept in! You don’t honestly expect me to speak to him,’ whenever
anyone outside his own group enters. The number is small, but slightly spoils
an otherwise utterly enjoyable evening.
“Outside the Globe: Ratfandom seems to have gone into the bed-sitter
moving & demolition business; Hartley Patterson had a birthday party for
Bilbo Baggins, resulting in a Tolkien, War Game, & Sf Minicon; the Bridges
held an alternate fan-meet for those unable to make Chessmancon, as did
Jean Muggoch at Ealing; and in August Ethel Lindsay had a barbecue in lieu
of the annual London Sf Circle outing.
“Tolkien addicts meet on the last Saturday of alternate months at The
Cock, Diana Place, NW1. Bob & Mary Smith’s Fans Of West London
finished in February when they moved to Essex – they intend to start a new
group there with the help of their first-born, now expected.”
(Dave Rowe, 8 Park Dr, Wickford, Essex. The Globe, by the way, is in
Hatton Gdns – meeting on the first Thursday of every month)
Manchester: (Brian Robinson) “MaD activity for the last year has been
rather unvaried. In August we (Pete Presford and wife, Paul Skelton and
wife-to-be, Pete Colley, & myself) motored northward to attend a piss-up in
Newcastle at Ian Williams’s. I forget why the party was, but most of
Gannetfandom were present. Ian Williams repaid the compliment some time
later when he came down to a wedding in Warrington. We picked him up
there and brought him back to Manchester.
“Another booze-up in Gannetland was improved by the presence of Pete
Presford and myself, slamming up there in his excuse for a van. Did you
know that when he puts it in a power dive the bonnet and the wings flap?
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He’s got three tickets for low flying.
“MaD himself goes on as over. We changed the venue to the city centre
because of the buses and the bheer – a great improvement. Dave Frost, an
artist, and Ian Butterworth are newer members, and we manage to persuade a
couple of wives to come along now and then. Even Lisa Conesa has ascended
from her ivory dungeon to face the light of evening once in the last month.
We hardly ever talk about sf these days, though often arguments take place
about art and criticism and the like. Chuck Partington usually starts them with
some ridiculous point calculated to get us going. We’re not so much an sf
group as a social and boozing set-up – which is the way we like it.”
(Brian Robinson, 9 Linwood Grove, Manchester, M12 4QH)
Newcastle on Tyne: (Ian Williams) “A rather variable fannish year for us up
here in the woolly wilds of the North East of England.
“To deal with activities first: there’s been quite a large spate of fan
publishing. Ian Maule will have published three issue of Maya (by the time
this sees print), three or four of the now defunct Paranoid and his first
personalzine, Maule’s Well. Ian Williams (ahem) brought out the first issue
of his personalzine, Siddhartha, after reading a lot of Herman Hesse, and
promises the next issue after the con – not that anyone cares. Then the group
got together and typed out a number of short, separate magazines which wore
duplicated, collated, and stapled together to form Gannetscrapbook; few
people who received it seemed to realize we were aware of the ambiguity of
its name which it amply lived up to Next issue due late April/early May.
“Apart from fanpublishing, well let’s see, Harry Bell maintained his
production of very funny well-drawn cartoons for a variety of fanzines,
notably Maya. Ian Maule actually began writing articles as well as locs, his
most coherent piece appearing in Turning Worm 3. Thom Penman kept on
talking, doing little else apart from a gigantic conreport on Chester produced
by the MaD Group (who else?). Ian Williams’s fanwriting, he thinks,
improved considerably with notable items appearing in Maya (2) and Egg
(1), also in Turning Worm (with Thom Penman), Hell, Madcap, Paranoid,
and (if it’s appeared by now) Zimri; most of this was written between
summer and the New Year – he now claims to have nearly finished the first
draft of a novel. Rob Jackson, a very new Gannet, has appeared in recent
Sfinx with fiction – he’s always writing stories. Other members of
Gannetfandom are singularly inactive. Henry Pijohn did contribute to
Gannetscrapbook; Brian Temple promises to gafiate (from what to where
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puzzles me).
“On the social side little has been happening. I seem to remember a
vaguely enjoyable party at my house last August, a peculiar one at Thom
Penman’s, and a subdued pre-New Year’s Eve party at Rob Jackson’s.
Favourite place for clandestine meetings is still unchanged – Ian Williams
claims not to mind who turns up on his doorstep, though he has been known
to cast appealing glances at the sky. Most Gannets remain (with the exception
of Bell and the comix fandom representatives) mournfully celibate and cast
wistfuL glances at Irene and Judith.
“Of late a certain fervour has bounded back amongst the Gannets with
the decision to bid for the Easter convention at Bristol this year. They’ve a
committee and a beautiful hotel. They even mutter a chant of ‘Newcastle in
’74’ in their sleep.
“They’ve been together now for going on three years, meeting weakly
[sic] each Tuesday at the Gannet pub in Sunderland. The way things stand,
internecine warfare and backstabbing included, they still appear one of the
strongest, talented local fangroups in Britain and look like going on for
another three years.
“This has been an objective report.”
(Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd, Sunderland, SR4 7RD)
Nottingham (University): (Pete Wilde). “A long time ago, such a thing as
the Sf Group did – so legend would have us believe – exist. So, during the
summer of 1972, one solitary person (me) decided to try to revive this
forsaken animal.
“An equation: Measure of Success = .001%. This is not strictly true and
would be unfair to the members who regularly attend our coffee evenings –
both of them.
“This is it. Most of the time it’s been: ‘Not another society,’ ‘What do I
get for my 25p that I can’t get in the bar over a pint?’ ‘No, you can’t
advertise here.’ But the best of them all is: ‘You surely don’t class John
Wyndham as science fiction!’ (Has to be said by a sober English student for
full effect).
“I’m still hoping, however, that someone will be around to show the flag
when I’m gone. Anyone want to run a Union Society?”
Elsewhere: Most British fan groups are covered in the above, I believe.
There are, however, further University groups – Aston, Cambridge, Oxford,
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& Stafford – that may still be active. If, however, there’s another group that
you know of, I’d be happy to hear from you.
NATIONAL GROUPS:
The British SF Association: Founded in 1958, the BSFA is still going strong
with some 250 members in the UK and abroad. Under Malcolm Edwards’s
editorship, Vector, the association journal, is both regular and good. Many
other services come with membership. Graham Poole (23 Russet Rd,
Cheltenham, Glos., GL51 7LN) should be able to help with enquiries.
The British Fantasy Society: (Keith Walker) “The BFS is now entering its
third year. Unlike the wartime society of the same name we represent only
fantasy. The BFS has a wide range of services including a fanzine library,
another of books, a critics/writers circle (Whirlpool), and publications such as
a regular monthly Bulletin, the Society magazine (Dark Horizon), and, a
recent innovation, a super-flier (Polymorph) distributed with the Bulletin. A
cine film section has been suggested, but is not yet operative.
“Membership remains around the hundred mark. This second year has
been, perhaps, one more of consolidation than expansion, though the highly
successful Derleth Award instituted last year has been extended to include
non-fiction books, comics, and films. The awards will be presented at the
Eastercon.
“The annual AGM of the society will also be held at Easter at the Bristol
OMPAcon and we will also be running a display table.
“It is hoped that having firmly established the need for a specialist
society of this sort that the third year we are now entering will be one of
successful expansion.
“Membership, which includes free use of all the services, is £1 per year.
Checkpoint readers who are interested should contact Sandra Sutton (194
Station Rd, Kings Heath, Birmingham, B14 7TE).”
The Off-Trail Magazine Publishers’ Association: (Ken Cheslin) “At
present OMPA has about fifteen members; I hope the OMPAcon in Bristol,
organized by OMPAns, will bring us a few more. At least half of those
remaining (we lost a few overseas members recently through lactivity) are,
however, big page contributors. We’ve recently been voting on rule changes
and constitutional amendments, aimed mainly at getting members to
participate more, though, to be honest, I don’t know that these will make a
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very great difference to present members. I also can’t see why we can’t seem
to attract new members – oh, I’ve heard people moan about OMPA, saying
things like ‘old fogies’. Someone I see is trying to start a new apa (ROMPA –
a compliment) and I hope he does some good.
“As you know, an apa isn’t like a fanzine; there are differences in
format, contents, and approach – more chattiness and more informality. It can
be a sort of very extended conversation. I’m sure we could get more members
if some people would only try the apa. I shall continue our policy of sending
out sample bundles, anyway.
“All of the UK members have volunteered to help with this year’s
Eastercon; most are actually on the committee in one capacity or another.
After the con we hope to get back to normal (recent mailings have suffered
from con activity) and, who knows, perhaps with some new members too.”
(Ken Cheslin, (Official Editor), 36 Chapel St, Wordsley, Nr.
Stourbridge, Worcs.)
Tolkien Society: Devoted to the fantasy works of J.R.R.Tolkien & similar
writers, the TS issues several fanzines and meets locally in ‘smials’. Try
contacting Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc, Holston, Cornwall, for
information.
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Checkpoint 37, May 1973
Checkpoint 37 is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87
West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd class &
Europe), 6/$1, 8/R1, 8/$A1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116; (Aus) Robin Johnson, PO Box 4029, Melbourne, Vic.3001; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
Heading this issue by Harry Bell. News from Graham Poole.
Restormel Press Publication: 82. 5th May 1973.
NICE ONE, OMPA... The 24th British Easter Convention took place at the
Grand Hotel, Bristol, over Easter weekend (Thursday to Monday). I’m not
sure of the final figures, but 346 people had registered by the start of the
convention and the final total must have neared 400. I should imagine that
actual attendance was between 250-300, a figure which increases every year.
The convention was organised by members of OMPA, the British-based
Off-Trail Magazine Publishers’ Association, with a committee consisting of
Gerald Bishop, Ken Cheslin, Fred Hemmings, Terry Jeeves, Mike & Pat
Meara, and Brian Robinson. Guest of Honour was Samuel Delany; other
professionals attending included Brian Aldiss, John Brunner, Bob Shaw,
James White, Ken Bulmer, Ted Tubb, James Blish, Don Wollheim, and Chris
Priest.
As far as I was concerned, things started on the Wednesday before the
con when Fred Hemmings, Gerald Bishop, and Mike & Pat Meara arrived to
pick up some auction material and sort it out – a process which took all of the
evening and most of the night. “Never again, never again!” seemed to be the
most popular phrase. After a bare four hours sleep, they all rushed off to
prepare for the possible arrival of fans in the evening. In fact John Piggott
and Rob Jackson arrived, together with two neos (whose name I’m afraid I
forget), and (later) ‘Gray Boak’ – or rather, Pat Henderson. Ratfandom
apparently attempted to journey out to Brislington, but were in no fit state to
manage such a journey and merely wandered aimlessly round Bristol. Not
that many people arrived on Thursday, most leaving it until the official start
on Friday. Thursday evening chez Roberts was thus a lightweight, but
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pleasant enough start to the con – coffee, fanzines, and gossip took up much
of the time.
On Friday Gray (who’d stayed overnight) and I managed to get up early
and reached the hotel just before the convention programme was about to
begin; more importantly, we reached there as the hotel bar opened – a
temporary affair, but well-stocked in everything except cigarettes. We met
numerous fans, including most of the foreigners who’d made it to the con;
there weren’t as many as usual, possibly due to the smallpox scare which
made entry into Britain impossible without a vaccination. But I did meet Tom
Schlück and his future wife, virtually the only Germans present (except
Holger Muller who is now living in the UK), Simon Joukes, one of the
organizers of the forthcoming Beneluxcon this May in Ghent, and Michael
Feron, together making up part of the Belgian contingent; there were several
Dutch fans present and one or two from Sweden, including Nils Andersson
who is presently living in Britain. Banks Mebane and Danny Plachta were
two of the American fans present – others included faned Matthew Schnook,
the OMPAcon’s US Agent, Sam Long, and several from the US forces in
Europe (Al de Bettencourt, and so on).
As the only active fan in Bristol, I had to undergo an interview on Friday
(“Do you read Superman comics?” &c) and even had a couple of photos
taken – an unlikely pose of Jack Cohen and myself discussing a Silverberg
novel that neither of us had read. I never found out the name of the paper or
whether anything ever appeared – information welcomed! I also turned down
an interview with Radio Bristol, being nervous of such things, and I think
they asked John Brunner to speak as their second choice. I was a little
swollen-headed on Friday... An attractive picture of Malcolm Edwards’s
wife, Christine, appeared in the Saturday Bristol Evening Post – she was
described as “a wife of an sf publisher” which caused some guffaws amongst
readers of Vector.
As usual, I saw little of the official programme. On Friday afternoon
Dave Kyle chaired a panel, “Fandom At Random”, investigating the effect
fandom had had on various people’s lives – June Moffatt, Ethel Lindsay,
Tom Schluck, Terry Jeeves, and Keith Freeman listed certain notable
personal and professional influences that fandom had had on them. Turning
to the audience, Dave asked how many people had traveled more than fifty
miles to the con (demonstrating one effect of fandom); a mass of hands rose.
He then asked how many people had merely come from Bristol... I was alone
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in that peculiarity. He concluded the panel with a cunning question to the
audience: “How many of you consider yourselves members of fandom?” This
sounded very sercon and no one responded, so Dave reversed it: “How many
of you don’t consider yourself members of fandom?” This caused as much
consternation and again no one responded. A nice point was thus made – I’m
still not sure what, but it definitely made a point!
TAFF winner Len Moffatt started the first of an endless series of
auctions that evening, together with Rog Peyton. The Bristol and District Sf
Group Library was one of the items auctioned off at the OMPAcon. It had
been rotting away in my garage ever since the BaD Group disbanded in 1968
and the Mercers, who’d previously housed it, moved to Helston. Sold in lots,
the BaD Group Library (mostly paperbacks and magazines) raised £45 and
the money was split four ways between TAFF, DUFF, the BSFA Library and
the OMPAcon. A special fanzine auction was held later, Gray Boak
auctioneer, but no notable items were sold – except for several thousand
issues of Hell...
There was a Brum Group party on Friday night and an OMPA party on
Saturday; since these were held in the bar lounge, they merged in with the
general socialising and unfortunately failed to achieve any special identity.
As per last year, room parties seemed few and far between (probably because
the bar stayed open); I went to a Gannet party on Sunday evening but decided
that more interesting things were happening elsewhere – as, indeed, most of
the Gannets themselves did.
The Fancy Dress Competition was held on Saturday with Phil Rogers
officiating; once again Tony & Simone Walsh (with help from LiG) had
organized something of a spectacle which I, along with some twenty others,
took part in; wrapped in cooking foil (over faces and hands) we marched into
the end of the Fancy Dress display and demanded Robot Liberation –
placards were held aloft and hundredweights of computer tape were strewn
about the audience. Some trouble with a hotel underling on the way to the
demo threatened to spoil the affair for the participants (though it was later
cleared up with the aid of, I think, the Assistant Manager), but the final
outcome was entirely successful and abundant praise for the entire operation
came from most of the people in the hall – if not all, indeed. James Blish later
proposed a toast to “the robots” at the banquet.
Films shown at the con included a couple of full-length features (Dr.
Strangelove being one), the Delta Group amateur film competition, and, most
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popular of all, a couple of Star Trek ‘blooper’ films – an assemblage of
mistakes and mucking around cut out of the tv series (people tripping up,
actors forgetting lines, Spock laughing, and suchlike). I think these two short
films were shown some four or five times during the con – by popular
demand.
I managed to get home on Friday night, but on Saturday I sat in on an
all-night card session – dealer’s choice, as usual, mostly varieties of poker,
red dog, or, of course, brag. The same school had been going for part of
Friday night (when I’d won £8 and promptly lost it again) and was going on
Saturday and Sunday night until breakfast at 8.00am – the ten of us on
Saturday night comprised the only fools still awake. Final result? I think I
gained £2, but several people may have walked home.
Sunday morning (the reason for me staying up) there was a fan panel
chaired by Pete Weston with Malcolm Edwards, Jim Goddard, Ian Williams,
and myself – there followed a discussion of the merits of fannish and sercon
fanzines. It went fairly well and the audience weren’t obviously bored. In the
afternoon the quiz game “H.G.Wells’ Moustache” was played; four teams
(LiG, Brum Group, Gannetfandom, & Ratfandom) competed in an attempt to
guess various unlikely things – The Mule, Dave Kyle’s Beanie, Verguzz, &
Tiger! Tiger! were examples – with Fred Hemmings as quizmaster. After a
slow start, Ratfandom beat off its competitors and won. Foolishly the prize
was drink... (awarded to Greg Pickersgill, Roy Kettle, Malcolm Edwards, &
Rob Holdstock).
The banquet on Sunday evening was possibly more successful than most
– opinions on the quality of food and service varied. Surprise of the evening
was the first course: lettuce & rice pudding, I’m told. The various prizes were
awarded after the catering (a partial list appears on the back page of this
Checkpoint) – Dave Kyle was toastmaster.
Sunday night was the Grand Finale: a party in the bar lounge which
lasted through until breakfast when there were still some 23 of us (according
to Norman Shorrock, the only person still able to count) in the bar. Ted Ball
bought the last drink before breakfast, appearing with a pint of bitter at
8.00am. Other stalwarts included Brian Aldiss (happily singing), Jim Blish &
Samuel ‘Chip’ Delany – a mixed company of card-players, singers, and
talkers making up the rest.
That’s all I have room for! An enjoyable con, I do believe – no
complaints from the management either, said Fred Hemmings on the Tuesday
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after.
Peter Weston wrote in March 2006: “I took a quick look at Peter
Roberts’ report on OMPAcon, and was pleased to see that he
enjoyed the Sunday morning fanzine panel ‘chaired by Peter
Weston, with Malcolm Edwards ...’ However, since I actually went
home early on the Saturday morning (Alison was poorly) it appears
that Peter was bluffing! Just thought you’d like to know, for the
purposes of correct fan-history!”

fanzines received
Amoeboid Scunge 14 (4pp:A4:d) Jay Cornell & Seth McEvoy, Box 268,
E.Lansing, Mi.48823, USA. (free) The editors have had a change of heart and
are not asking for subs after all (though money would be appreciated);
Scunge is a fortnightly mixture of fannish news and foolishness, this issue
containing two bonus items: a flier from Aljo Svoboda and The Amoeboid
Scunge Poll (in which you’re allowed to vote for your Favourite Author – the
choice is “Abner” or Sgt.Saturn...). Recommended.
Benjamin Disraeli 1 (6pp:A4:d) Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks. (free) This, says Hartley, is “a fanzine mostly to do
with Conventions”; it’s aimed specifically at the Eurocons and is intended to
be some sort of forum for discussion, so most of the issue is made up of
letters, though there’s a Novacon 2 report as well. Good idea.
Benjamin Disraeli 2 (4pp – as above) Entirely a letterzine by now – write to
Hartley if you have any views on the Eurocons or, indeed, what you would
like to see at any ideal con.
Do Not Pass Go, Do Not Collect £200 12 (4pp:fscp:d) Hartley Patterson (as
above) (free) Fanzine reviews – much the same length as these. I always find
other people’s opinions interesting (and I keep my eye open to see if I’m
missing anything, too).
Gilbert’s Goodtime Guide (4pp:¼o:d) Ratfandom, c/o John Brosnan, Flat 1, 62
Elsham Rd, Kensington, London W14. (free) One of the joys of the UK
Eastercons is the ‘Egregious Guide’ produced for the puzzlement of the
neofan by the unnamed Hosts of Ratfandom. This year there’s the usual
“Gilbert Awards” (including the famed James *sorry – no corflu!* “John
Killian Houston Brunner Self-Sustaining Ego-Trip Bucket (Awarded Hourly)
for Pretentiousness in Absolutely Everything”) and the Guide also has plenty
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of “Fan Funnies” and an alternative programme. Lots of laffs – see if they’ve
any left. Highly recommended.
Instant Message 123 (4pp:A4:d) NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station, Cambridge,
Ma.02139, USA. (free?) This New England newsletter is mainly of local
interest – it’s a lot clearer both in layout and reproduction than it was.
Inworlds 4 (10pp:A4:d) Bill Bowers, PO Box 148, Wadsworth, Ohio 44281, USA.
(UK Agent: Terry Jeeves – 5/40p) Inworlds is a monthly “fanzine about
fanzines”, containing reviews and news plus letters and other oddments. I
find it extremely interesting and I hope it continues. Recommended.
King Kon (25pp:¼o:d) Brian Robinson & Paul Skelton, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. (free) Most peculiar – the entire thing consists of a
Chessmancon report from Thom Penman; Thom writes phrenetically of his
time at the con which seemed to consist of an endless round of idiot pranks
and slapstick incidents. It’s mostly true and was funny at the time – reading
the saga now will probably make the participants feel like prize tits, however.
And if you’re not mentioned, forget it.
Kwalhioqua 4 (21pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Loon, Ks.67074, USA. (free)
Though it’s one of the nastiest looking fanzines you’d care to see,
Kwalhiowua (like Fouler) is an active and highly entertaining fanzine with
the editor in fine form (notably in his fanzine reviews – the most amazing
I’ve ever seen) and with his mass of contributors up to the same mark (John
Bangsund, excellent as always; Buck Coulson, efficiently squashing
Anglofandom; and many others, nearly all entertaining). The damn thing is
monthly as well. This issue is dedicated to Harry Warner Jr, for excellence in
bat-herding. What can I say? Highly recommended.
Kwalhioqua 4 (11pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle (as above) A further collection of nonsense,
including a passage where punctuation is substituted by words a la Victor
Borge. All in all pootpootpoot a fine fanzine poot
Locus 137 (8pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116, USA. (UK Agent: Pete Weston – 10/£1.50 airmail) This issue is
devoted to the Locus poll and survey; some 383 people voted – it sounds a
lot, but it’s roughly the same percentage as voted in the Checkpoint poll: 25%
of the mailing list or thereabouts. The survey results are more interesting than
the poll itself which is pretty predictable. 71% of voters, for example, receive
less than five fanzines – 71% of voters in the Checkpoint poll publish
fanzines... Ah well, very interesting and recommended. Must try a survey
myself sometime.
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Locus 138 (8pp: as above) Plenty of sf news and a few book reviews.
Locus 139 (as above) News, Jack Gaughan column, and fmz listing.
Malfunction 3 (19pp:¼o:d) Pete Presford, 10 Dalkeith Rd, Sth Reddish,
Stockport, SK5 7EY. (free) A notorious product of the MaD Fanzine Factory,
Malfunction has earned itself a place in the “Famous Crudzines” section of
British fannish history. The third issue, however, is rather too good – it
doesn’t look bad and there are some amusements within. I’ll have to loan
Pete a copy of Viridiana to show how things should be done...
Muirgheal 2 (31pp:A4:d) Simon Joukes, Haantjeslei 14, B-2000 Antwerp,
Belgium. (20p) The first thing to say is that Muirgheal is written in three
languages (Dutch/French/English) with a fourth (German) appearing in the
letter column; such chaos is almost unavoidable in a European fanzine which
tries to be international, but it does make things interesting and the editor is
fluent enough. Much of the discussion centres around the Eurocons and the
projected European Sf Association – all interesting. The other odd, sercon
articles are somewhat superfluous (though of probable interest to Tolkien
fans). I look forward to future issues.
Paranoid 4 (9pp:¼o:d) Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle on
Tyne, NE12 0HX. (free) Another ‘final’ issue of Paranoid appeared at the
con; as usual, there’s nothing much within – mostly rejects, I suspect, from
other Gannet publications. Keery Chortle’s “Whorelord of the Where?” is full
of laffs, however, though somewhat esoteric. John Hall and Ian Williams also
make an appearance. We’re still waiting for Maya, Ian...
Sf Commentary 33 (50pp:A4:d) Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne,
Vic.3001, Australia. (UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards – 9/£1.50) SFC is an
excellent fanzine, a Hugo nominee for 1972, and one of the most interesting
amateur publications you’re ever likely to come across. This 33rd issue is
entirely devoted to the editorial cum lettercol “I Must Be Talking To My
Friends”, perhaps the most well-known and best liked feature of Sf
Commentary. Highly recommended.
The Anything Thing 5 (40pp:A4:d) Frank Balazs & Matthew Schneck, 19 High
Street, Croton-on-Hudson, NY.10520, USA. (40¢) TAT is a fairly typical
fanzine – plenty of short articles, a letter column, and fmz reviews; but it’s all
fairly well-written, fannish and enjoyable – contributors include Donn
Brazier and Ed Cagle. Only one more issue planned, however.
The WSFA Journal 81 (63pp:A4:d) Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton,
Md.20906, USA. (75¢) Rarely seen nowadays, The WSFAJ is a Washington
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clubzine containing a mass of material, mostly serious sf or general stuff; it’s
one of those things where you dip in and pick one or two articles or oddments
out, the rest being non-descript. I rather liked Mike Shoemaker’s unusual
fanzine reviews, but you may choose the book reviews, fiction, ‘Thoughts on
Editing’ (Ted White & Ed Ferman), and so on. Good.
Touchstone 2 (20pp:¼o:d) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053,
Australia. (free) Mainly an apazine, Touchstone is a rather fine, rambling
fanzine – a sort of continuous editorial linked by letters and the occasional
odd piece (Leigh Edmonds contributes, for example). Recommended.
Warm Heart Pastry 3 (9pp:A4:d) Neal Goldfarb, Box 902, Brandeis Univ.,
Waltham, Ma.02154, USA. (free) Another personalzine with a couple of
letters; it’s a little messy and rather short, but I always enjoy it.
Zimri 4½ (48pp:A4:d) Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd, Whalley Range, Manchester,
M16 8HP. (20p) Zimri is one of the most enjoyable of the new British
fanzines; front and back covers are photos from Chessmancon and there are
some fine graphics inside by Harry Turner, illustrating a piece on the rock
revival from John Hall. The letter column is a strong point, but there are also
book reviews, poetry, and some further fannish definitions; also quite a nice
piece from Ian Williams. Recommended.
EASTERCON AWARDS: The “Doc Weir Award” was presented to Ethel
Lindsay by the previous holder, Jill Adams. // The British Sf Award was not
presented this year due to popular apathy. // Bruce Pelz, the only US voter
through the UK TAFF agent Eddie Jones, received the prize of an Eddie
painting after his number was picked out of a hat by June Moffatt in the
TAFF lottery. // Terry Jeeves won the Delta Amateur Film Award for a
cartoon of his shown in the competition at the con. // The “Ken McIntyre”
fanart award was won by the cover artist for Shadow 18 – sorry, I didn’t
catch his name. // The British Fantasy Society’s “Derleth Awards” (presented
by John Ramsey Campbell who rose and promptly fell under the table!) went
to Tales From The Crypt (film), Conan (comic), a de Camp short story (title
someone?), Mike Moorcock’s King of the Swords (novel), and a special
award to the publisher of Howard’s Marches of Valhalla. // Vera Johnson
(the folk-singer) won a year’s sub to Analog for a caption to a Jeeves cartoon
(Hairy creature with bombed buildings in the background: “Why? Why?”
Soggy astronaut holding the ‘Join the BSFA’ placard: “Well, the soft sell
didn’t work...”). // Fancy Dress Awards: 1) Vernon Brown (Something of the
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Seven Elves); 2) Hazel Reynolds (The Iron Chicken); 3) Chris Morgan (The
Stainless Steel Rat); Jnr) Rachel Barrow (?) (Supergirl).
BOB SHAW, GUEST OF HONOUR: Bob Shaw will be GoH at the
convention next year. The Gannet Group bid won fairly easily over Bram
Stokes’ bid for London, so it’s Newcastle in ’74. More information shortly.
107 people had paid their 50p to join by Monday morning – money to Rob
Jackson (21 Lyndhurst Rd, Newcastle on Tyne, NE12 9NT.
CHECKPOINT II 37
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 38, May 1973
Checkpoint 37 is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87
West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd class &
Europe), 6/$1, 8/R1, 8/$A1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Ca.94116; (Aus) Robin Johnson, PO Box 4029, Melbourne, Vic.3001; (RSA)
Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
Cartoon [“Of course newszines are indispensable; keep abreast of the
times with Bristols...”] and heading by Don Allen. News this issue from:
Gerald Bishop, Gerald Bishop, Gerald Bishop – also Joanne Burger, Dave
Rowe, Charlie Brown, Keith Walker, Dave Kyle, Jay Cornell Jr, Mike
Glicksohn, Aljo Svoboda, John Willard, Graham Poole, and others. Thanks to
all.
Restormel Press Publication: 84. 19th May 1973. Distributed as an
ANZAPA postmailing (a one-off sample copy only).
THE NEBULA AWARDS: (via Gerald Bishop)
Best Novel: The Gods Themselves (Isaac Asimov)
Best Novella: A Meeting With Medusa (Arthur C.Clarke)
Best Novelette: Goat Song (Poul Anderson)
Best Short Story: When It Changed (Joanna Russ)
SF COVER ART EXHIBITION: (Gerald Bishop) “The display of original
Panther and Mayflower cover paintings by Bob Haberfield, Chris Foss, Mike
McInnerey, and Ian Miller which was exhibited at OMPAcon was officially
launched as a touring exhibition of cover art at a Press Reception in London
on May 3rd (featured on the London ITV news programme Today). The
exhibition now moves off on a tour of bookshops, libraries, and universities
throughout the country until December. It can be seen at the following places
during May and June:
May 7-12: Jarrolds Bookshop, Great Yarmouth.
May 16-22: Ivan Corbett Ltd, Durham.
May 29-June 2: Dillon’s Bookshop, Kent University.
June 4-15: Claude Gill Books, 481 Oxford St, London.
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June 18-22: Student’s Bookshop, University of Keele.
June 25-30: Student’s Bookshop, University of Lancaster.
“There are still a number of dates available for the display to be shown in
your area, so pressurize your local bookshop/library to contact Granada
Publishing (Sales Promotion, St.Albans) for details.”
MICHICON, A VERY SMALL AFFAIR (says ace reporter, Jay
Cornell Jr) “It was marked by the appearance of Loren MacGregor (who was
hitch-hiking from one end of the country to the other – Seattle to Falls
Church, Va.) and old-time Michifan Martin Alger, inventor of the hallowed
term ‘bug-eyed monster’. A total of about 25 other fans had a good but quiet
time at a Holiday Inn in the nothingness town of Monroe.”
Conreports from the US (and Australia & Europe) are, by the way,
always welcome...
SOMETHING TO MAKE ETHEL LINDSAY GAPE: The Equicon,
a Star Trek convention in Los Angeles, reportedly had some 10,000
attendees; most couldn’t see anything. Other conventions are now scared to
mention any possible connexions with Star Trek...
HOAXES: (Don’t read this bit, Ethel) Following startling revelations in
British fandom, further reports are arriving. ‘Seth McEvoy’ is, in fact, Charlie
Brown – “In between editing Locus and frequent trips to the bank, I decided
to put out a humorous magazine, and created ‘Seth McEvoy’ as something to
pass the time.” (says ‘Seth’) However, Mike Glicksohn is, in fact, “Charlie
Brown”; Mike & Susan will reveal the full story “as soon as we’ve won our
third straight set of Hugos...” Meanwhile, Aljo Svoboda says in a recent letter
that he is actually a hoax perpetrated by Aljo Svoboda...
FANDOM MULTIPLIES: Melica Jane Smith was born to Bob &
Mary Smith on April 26th (10am precisely). Mother and baby are doing well
– congratulations to all. Baby’s first words were “Blunt is coming.” reports
Dave Rowe. Hmm...
TORCON 2 NEWS: (John Millard, Chairman of the 1973 Toronto
World Convention sends some recent notes) “As of May 1st membership is
1400; 20 Banquet tables have been ordered, 300 rooms have been reserved. /
Hotel Reservations: this is something we can’t emphasize too strongly. We
have lots of space available at present, but by convention time space will be
very tight, not only in our Hotel, the Royal York, but all over the
metropolitan area. So be warned – book your reservations early. / The
Costume Show at TORCON will be under the able direction of Stewart
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Brownstein of NESFA. The presentation will be in a ‘Theatre of the Round’,
so contestants should take this into consideration.”
WHO’S WHO IN SCIENCE FICTION: Dave Kyle is preparing such
a biographical reference book for an established London publisher, White
Lion; any person who has contributed to the field of sf in any medium will be
eligible to be included in this book. Some distinction will be made between
pro and fan status; anyone interested (no cost, no obligation!) should write to
Dave Kyle, Two Rivers, Hamm Court, Weybridge, Surrey.
THE WORLD OF FANZINES: Southern Illinois University Press
have sent news of their forthcoming (November 1973) publication, The
World Of Fanzines: A Special Form of Communication ($10, 208 pages) by
Dr.Wertham (author of Seduction of the Innocent, etc). “This is a serious
study of an unusual and unrecognized subject,” says the blurb. More
information later.

the sercon page
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (compiled by Gerald Bishop)
May: Hardback: NEL: A Second Asimov Double; Rapp & Whiting:
Orbit 7 (ed. Knight); Sidgwick & Jackson: Age of Miracles (Brunner); White
Lion: The Naked Sun (Asimov)
Paperback: Corgi: Star Trek 7 (Blish); NEL: Jizzle (Wyndham),
Children of Tomorrow (van Vogt), The Small Assassin (Bradbury), The
October Country (Bradbury); Pan: Mindswap (Sheckley), Tunnel In The Sky
(Heinlein), Time For The Stars (Heinlein); Panther: Ubik (Dick), The End Of
Eternity (Asimov), I Robot (Asimov); Picador: Smallcreep’s Day (Brown);
Sphere: The Sands Of Mars (Clarke), Expedition To Earth (Clarke), Three
For Tomorrow (ed.Clarke); Target: Dr Who & The Crusaders/Daleks/Zarbi
(all – Whitaker); Unicorn: Jade Man’s Eyes (Moorcock)
SFBC: Out Of Their Minds (Simak)
AMERICAN SF BOOKS: (compiled by Joanne Burger)
May: Hardback: Delacorte: Breakfast of Champions (Vonnegut);
Doubleday: The Billion Year Spree (Aldiss & Strick), Down Bound Train
(Garnett), The Nightmare Reader (Haining); Dutton: The Winds of Altair
(Bova – juv); Farrar: A Wind In The Door (L’Engle); Holt: Cosmic Laughter
(Haldeman); Houghton: Half Past Tomorrow (Carlsen – juv); Knopf: The
Clockwork Condition (Burgess); Little: Beyond Jupiter (Clarke,
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ill.Bonestell); Pantheon: The Green Gene (Dickinson); Putnam: Time Enough
For Love (Heinlein), At The Narrow Passage (Meredith); Random: Paradox
Lost (Brown); Simon & Schuster: The Second Crash (Ellis), Regiment of
Women (Berger); Trident: Eros in Orbit (Elder); Viking: Forerunner Foray
(Norton); Walker: Nova 3 (Harrison), Dar Tellum, Stranger From A Distant
Planet (Berry – juv); Watts: Children Of Infinity (Elwood); Weybright &
Talley: The Doomsday Gene (Boyd).
Paperback: Award: Battle For The Planet Of The Apes (Gerrold);
Ballantine: The Trouble With Tribbles (Gerrold), The World of Star Trek
(Gerrold), At The Mountains Of Madness (Lovecraft), The Lurking Fear
(Lovecraft), The Shuttered Room (Lovecraft), Tales of the Cthulhu Mythos:
Vol I & Vol II (both Lovecraft), The Bomb (Lovecraft), The Sundering Flood
(Morris), Davy (Pangborn), A World Of Trouble (Toomey), The Making Of
Star Trek (Roddenberry); Bantam: All Right, Everybody Off The Planet!
(Ottum), Hell House (Matheson), The South Pole Terror (Robeson);
Berkeley: Prostho Plus (Anthony), The Godmakers (Herbert), Five Other
Novels (Herbert – ?); Camelot: How The Children Stopped The Wars (Wahl –
juv), Matthew Looney in the Outback/’s Invasion of Earth/’s Voyage To The
Earth (Beatty – juvs); Daw: Friends Come In Boxes (Coney), The Book Of
Gordon Dickson, Mayenne (Tubb), 1973 Annual World’s Best Sf
(ed.Wollheim); Dell: The Black Star (Carter); Lancer: The Devil’s
Generation (Ghidahlia), Robots Have No Tails (Kuttner); Pelican: The
Voyage of the Spaceship Beagle (Hardin); The Horn of Time (Anderson), The
People of the Wind (Anderson) – Signet.
SFBC: The Sf Hall of Fame, Vol II (ed.Bova), The Overlords of War
(Klein).
(Charles Fort’s The Book Of The Damned has just been issued in the UK
by Abacus paperbacks – the same people who publish Velikovsky)
Bweek 15 (4pp:A4:d) Seth McEvoy, Box 268, E.Lansing, Mi.48823, USA.
(5/40&cent;) Amoeboid Scunge having folded, Seth is continuing with
Bweek; it’s a silly fortnightly fannish fanzine, occasionally containing news.
Recommended. Hartley Patterson is UK Agent, by the way.
Cipher 7 (32pp:A4:d) Chris Couch, Route 2, Box 889, 1 Cymry Lane, Arnold,
Mo.63010, USA. (35&cent;) Late, but welcome – this is Cipher’s first
annish; it’s one of the better American fannish fanzines and this issue
contains a fine Entropy Reprint from Terry Carr (Fassbeinder’s “Reflections
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While Falling Backwards In A Swivel Chair”), an entertaining piece by Arnie
Katz, and other good stuff from Harry Warner Jr and Doug Lovenstein –
letters and great cartooning by Jay Kinney, Steve Stiles, Doug Levenstein,
and Bill Kunkel make up the rest of the issue. My only complaint concerns
the layout with pieces doubling back on themselves and continuing all over
the place; otherwise, highly recommended.
Fanews 61 (16pp:A4:sd) Edgar Rüsing, 5868 Letmathe, Fr-Ebert-Str 7-9,
Germany. (10/DM 4) Fanews returns with a new editor; sadly it’s gone back
to spirit duplicating and some pages are illegible. Nevertheless, it’s a good,
comprehensive German sf & fannish newszine. In German, however.
Haverings 55 (9pp:A4:d) Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6
6QL. (6/40p) This, as ever, contains brief comments on fanzines received –
always interesting and often useful.
Instant Message 124 (6pp:A4:d) NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station, Cambridge,
Ma.02139, USA. (?) New England’s regular newsletter, mostly of interest to
local NESFA members, but occasionally containing news of more farreaching projects. Poor layout is off-putting, however.
Kangaroo Feathers 1 (22pp:¼o:d) David Grigg & Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box
5195AA, Melbourne, Vic.3001, Australia. (4/$3) KF is the new prestige
publication for Australia in ’75 and, though slim, it does indeed look vert
fine; more importantly, the contents read well. They consist of reprints from
the small circulation fanzines of ANZAPA: material by John Brosnan, Leigh
Edmonds, Dennis Stocks, John Bangsund, John Foyster, and Peter House.
Entertaining, amusing, and recommended.
Les Spinge 27 (13pp:¼o:d) Darroll & Ro Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon, PE18 7SU. (free) A short, neat little fanzine, Spinge nowadays
is mostly a personalzine; this issue contains a brief OMPAconrep, an article
on dulcimers, and the letter column. Interesting.
Locus 140 (10pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif.94116, USA. (UK Agent: Pete Weston – 10/£1.50 airmail) Another
issue of the regular fortnightly newszine; Locus is mainly concerned with sf,
but also contains plenty of conreps and a page of Rotsler cartoons on this
occasion. Recommended.
Maule’s Well 2 (2pp:¼o:d) Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle on
Tyne, NE12 0HX. (free) Ian says he’s going to produce this as a weekly
personalzine... Hmm. Too short to be more than a statement of intent.
Maybe 23 (30pp:A4:p) Irvin Koch, 835 Chattanooga Bk Bldg, Chattanooga,
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Tenn.47402, USA. (50&cent;) Despite being printed, Maybe is a ghodawful
mess – it’s a wonder Irvin gets any contributors when they know that their
articles, artwork, and even locs will be treated with no respect. Possibly
there’s something of virtue inside, but I’m not even tempted to look – past
issues have not repaid examination, anyway. Sorry, squire; but why bother
with something like this?
Norstrilian News Mar/Apr (4pp:¼o:d) Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. (UK agent: me – 5/50p airmail) NN is
the only Australian newszine; it’s monthly and contains both sf and fannish
news.
Outworlds 15 (81pp:A4:d&p) Bill & Joan Bowers, Box 148, Wadsworth, Ohio
44281, USA. (UK Agent: Terry Jeeves – 25p) As promised, Bill has returned
to the mammoth Ow; with folding half-pages and triple pages, this comes
close to the gimmicky, but I must admit that it finally looks both impressive
and attractive. The contents vary: Andy Offutt is unusually good in an article
on junk mail, Robert Lowndes and Poul Anderson are both interesting in their
columns, and Greg Benford’s fannish column in acidly amusing.
J.R.Christopher’s “Behind The Golden Bookcase” is a take-off of Hannes
Bok – I’ll pass judgement when I read the latest Bok novel in the Adult
Fantasy series (Stephen Fabian’s ‘Bok’ illo is exactly right, however); a large
part of this issue is given over to a collection of verse and prose from Bill
Wolfenbarger and I must admit that I’m not at all keen on it. It’s mostly facile
and whimsical in a style reminiscent of Brautigan – the latter barely keeps his
work from being twee, but Woldenbarger goes right over the edge. Finally
there’s a good letter column and a few small oddments of no great merit. Ow
looks magnificent and generally has a lot of interesting stuff within. Highly
recommended.
Riverside Quarterly 5/4 (95pp:1/8o:p) Leland Sapiro, Box 40, Univ.Station
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. (4/$2) RQ is partly a fanzine, partly a journal
of literary criticism, and it doesn’t really succeed as either. As a fanzine it’s
simply too heavy, with the exception of Harry Warner Jr’s fmz reviews; as a
small magazine it’s marred by some atrocious scribbles passed off as artwork
and, more importantly, by its emphasis on writing of dubious worth (Poul
Anderson, &c). Occasionally there’s an article of interest, but even the
discussions on Vonnegut and LeGuin in this issue seem tired, poorly
constructed, and finally of little value. With this came The Sasquatch
Saskatchewanian, a small fanzine devoted to semi-serious letters and
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clippings about the North American yeti.
SF Times 131 (52pp:A4:p) Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Str.6, Germany. (3.60 DM) A fine-looking, professional
fanzine with some excellent artwork, SF Times concentrates on sf – mostly
American. A large section is devoted to film and Franz Rottensteiner reviews
a mass of paperbacks – more tolerantly than I anticipated, unfortunately.
Lead article is Reinhard Merker’s on Sf cliches. Generally interesting and
recommended. In German.
Siddhartha 2 (10pp:¼o:d) Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd, Sunderland,
Co.Durham, SR4 7RD. (free) More interesting than the first issue, Ian’s
personalzine is largely devoted to the OMPAcon. Amusing, well-written, and
recommended.
Son of the WSFA Journal 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, & 85 (av.10pp:A4:d) Don
Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton, Md.20906, USA. (12/$2) These issues
appeared between January & March – I seem to receive them in bundles.
They’re all concerned with news and reviews, largely the latter. SotWSFAJ is
hardly essential, but occasionally interesting and sometimes useful. If you
tried to sub through either of the ex-UK Agents (Peter Singleton & Brian
Robinson) and received only silence, contact Don.
Starling 24 (28pp:A4:d) Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 525 W.Main 1, Madison,
Wisconsin 58703, USA. (50&cent;) Nominally a rock fanzine, Starling has a
fine letter column and excellent wartwork [sic]; articles, however are less
interesting: Michael Carlson writers on Chandler, Joe Sanders on books, and
Juanita Coulson on rock.
CORRIGENDA AND THE LIKE: My apologies for several recent
mistakes, especially in the three issues immediately before OMPAcon.
Thanks to Charlie Brown for pointing out an omission from the list of Hugo
nominees, namely Dying Inside (Silverberg) and for correcting two misspellings in the same list: James Shull and Arthur Thomson (as Charlie says,
“Shame on you for that one!”). Thanks to Dave Rowe & Andrew Stephenson
for two corrections to the ‘Best UK Fmz Cover’ section in the Fan Poll: the
cover for Zimri 4 should, of course, be credited to Harry Turner, and not
Alan Hunter, whilst the cover to Macrocosm 3 should be credited to Dave
Rowe and not Andrew Stephenson (Dave gets uppity about the mistreatment
of fan artists – “Would ‘Goblin Towers’ have been credited to Terry Jeeves?
Would you have Audrey Walton as editor of Speculation? – That’s the last
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piece of artwork I do for your Cynic!”). Thanks too to Dave Rowe, Graham
Poole, and Keith Walker for identifying the winner of the Ken McIntyre
Award at OMPAcon as Dave Fletcher – hmm, I though his face looked
familiar...
STARLIGHT RESEARCH is planning a series of publications in sf
and fantasy some of which are intended as limited editions “for the fan”.
Should you have any thoughts on what material should be published and
how, contact George Hay, 78 Downhills Way, London, N17 6BD.
CoAs:
Jerry Kaufman, 622 W 114th St, Apt 52A, New York, NY 10025, USA.
Greg Pickersgill, 209A Westbourne Grove, London W11.
Jim Goddard, Plovers Barrow, School Rd, Nomansland, Wilts. [Nice
one, Jim!]
THE PIT: Into the Pit this time, unless they renew, are: Jeff Appelbaum
(US) and Merv Binns (Aus).
AND THE PENDULUM which allows only one more issue before
swinging down on: Ian Williams, and Bernie Ackerman (RSA). Subscribers
will find mystic numbers on the mailing labels indicating their last issue –
other may note a scrawled ‘S’ (sample) or ‘R’ (review within), both of which
are virtually the equivalent of the Pit.
CHECKPOINT II 38
from:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
Return Requested, if undelivered.
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Checkpoint 39, June 1973
Checkpoint 39 is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87
West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd Class &
Europe), 6/$1, 8/R1, 8/$A1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents are: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San
Francisco, Calif.94116; (Aus) Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne,
Vic.3001; (RSA) Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg,
Transvaal.
Cartoon and heading by: Don Allen. News from: Gerald Bishop, Joanne
Burger, Graham Poole, and others.
Restormel Press Publication: 85. 3rd June 1973. Australia in ’75! mi
rides...
SCIENCE FICTION CINEMA: (Gerald Bishop) “There is a two month
session of sf films at the National Film Theatre in London’s South Bank Arts
Centre. The season runs from May 27th to July 19th with films from Fritz
Lang’s classic Metropolis (1926) and Frau im Mond (1928) to the 1972 films
Andromeda Strain, Silent Running, and Omega Man.
“The majority of the films are English or American; but foreign films
include the Trieste award winners, The Andromeda Nebula (USSR, 1958)
and The End of August at the Hotel Ozono (Czechoslovakia, 1966). There are
two all-night retrospective showings: Jack Arnold (Creature From The Black
Lagoon, Incredible Shrinking Man, &c) and George Pal (War of the Worlds,
The Time Machine, &c).
“The season also includes two discussion programmes. An Sf Forum
will be held on June 2nd, at which Philip Strick, Peter Nicholls, and Brian
Aldiss will discuss sf as both literature and film, and it is expected that Harry
Harrison will also be present. On June 28th Philip Strick will lead an
investigation into ‘The Search For Terror’ as part of the Film ’73
conference.”
Gerald also encloses a massive list of times and places for each film –
I’m afraid I simply don’t have room to print it here (find out from the NFT
and remember that only members of the BFI/NFT may buy tickets); the Sf
Forum, however, is in NFT 2 at 4pm on Saturday, June 2nd. The Jack Arnold
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all-night show is in NFT 1 at midnight on Saturday, June 16th. The George
Pal one is not until July 14th.
AUSTRALIA IN ’75! A bid for California from Chuck Crayne will
also appear on the TORCON voting ballots for the 1975 Worldcon, so make
sure you vote for Australia in 1975 if you’re a TORCON member.
BSFG Newsletter 3/5 (14pp:1/8o:d) Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept, Univ of
Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham, B4 7ET. (free to Brum Group members –
50p p.a.) The Brum Group newsletter doesn’t actually contain much news,
nor, sadly, is it entirely legible; there are a couple of reviews, a
straightforward report on the latest meeting, and an index to past issues.
Bweek 16 (6pp:A4:d) Seth McEvoy, Box 268, E.Lansing, Mi.48823, USA. (UK
Agent: Hartley Patterson – 5/40¢) Formerly Seth’s half of Amoeboid Scunge,
Bweek contains the fannish mixture of silliness and news and appears
fortnightly. Results of the Abner Poll are included: Sgt Saturn was voted
Favourite Author and Planet Stories Favourite Prozine; a survey of readers’
ages showed a range from “under 0” to “6,234 years”. Recommended.
Forthcoming Sf Books 13 (6pp:A4:d) Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Tx 77566, USA. (8/$1 airmail) Lists of new sf releases in the US.
Gegenschein 9 (22pp:¼o:d) Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776, Australia. (?) A one-off issue consisting entirely of locs on what is
normally a genzine – quite interesting, though.
Instant Message 125 (10pp:A4:d) NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Post Office,
Cambridge, Mass.02139, USA. (membership of NESFA: $4 p.a.) Unusually,
this issue is neatly & even attractively produced and the news items seemed
more interesting (and certainly more accessible) as a result. Why can’t it
always look like this? Still mainly of local interest, but the group is generally
active. Spelinng isn’t too good, however.
Inworlds 5 (10pp:A4:d) Bill Bowers, PO Box 148, Wadsworth, Oh.44281, USA.
(UK Agent: Terry Jeeves – 5/40p) A monthly fanzine about fanzines, Iw is
always interesting and contains fmz reviews and letters. Recommended.
Kwalhioqua 6 (26pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Leon, Ks.67074, USA. (50¢)
Another monthly fanzine and a fine, though messy one, Kwalhioqua contains
a variety of brief articles, a good letter column, and is pervaded by the idiot
humour of its editor. Distinctly recommended.
Locus 141 (10pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San Francisco,
Calif.94116, USA. (UK Agent: Pete Weston, 10/£1.50 airmail) A fairly
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typical issue of this sf newszine, though this Locus also contains a Harry
Warner Jr column. Regular (fortnightly) and recommended.
Maybe 25 (20pp:A4:p) Irvin Koch, 835 Chattanooga Bk.Bldg., Chattanooga,
Tenn.37402, USA. (50¢) “Artwork” in this issue reaches an all-time low –
it’s appalling, only equalled by some of the stuff in the latest RQ; however,
the miserable lack of layout that had always characterised Maybe & rendered
it unreadable seems to have been partly corrected – possibly I’m clutching at
straws? Mixture of articles and letters within – it’s a pretty frequent fanzine,
if nothing else.
Son of the WSFA Journal 86 & 87 (both 10pp:A4:d) Don Miller, 12315 Judson
Rd, Wheaton, Md.20906, USA. (12/80p) An sf news & reviews zine, mostly
the latter. The 87th issue also includes a quarterly prozine index. Not
essential, but often useful.
Touchstone 3 (20pp:¼o:d) David Grigg, Box 100, Carlton South, Vic.3053,
Australia. (free) A nicely produced personalzine, Touchstone is quietly
entertaining and well-written. Recommended.
Hmm, I managed to bomb through that lot more rapidly than I’d intended –
still, it’s difficult enough keeping up with all the fmz that arrive, let alone
giving detailed reviews of each one. Ethel Lindsay recently noted that she’d
received 77 fmz so far this year; my figures show that I’ve been sent no less
than 153 fmz since January 1st, not counting apazines...
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: (compiled by Gerald Bishop)
June: Hardback: Bland & Briggs: The Mole In The Mountain (Lindsay);
Cape: Tristar (Aldiss, Moorcock, Ballard), The Time Of The Crack
(Tennant), War (LeClezio), Breakfast Of Champions (Vonnegut); Deutsch:
Experiment at Proto (Oakes); Gollancz: The Gold At Starbow’s End (Pohl),
Rendezvous with Rama (Clarke), To Here And The Easel (Sturgeon);
Longman: The Earth Is Near (Pesek); Weidenfeld & Nicholson: The Time
Traveller: A Life of H.G.Wells (McKenzie).
Paperback: Arrow: Electric Crocodile (Compton); Corgi/Sf Collectors
Library: Fahrenheit 451 (Bradbury), Dragonflight (McCaffrey), Fantastic
Voyage (Asimov), More Than Human (Sturgeon); NEL: Equator (Aldiss),
Podkayne of Mars (Heinlein); Pan: Day Million (Pohl); Panther: Children Of
The Lens (Smith), Player Piano (Vonnegut); Penguin: A Cure For Cancer
(Moorcock), The Wanting Seed (Burgess), The Manchurian Candidate
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(Condon); Mayflower: The Eternal Champion (Moorcock).
US Imports: Ballantine: The Land Of The Night (Hodgson – 2 volumes)
SFBC: One Step From Earth (Harrison).
AMERICAN SF BOOKS: (compiled by Joanne Burger)
June: Hardback: Arbor: Operation Nuke (Caidin), Hazard (Browne);
Chilton: Hiero’s Journey (Lanier); Doubleday: Follow The Whales (Biemiller
– juv), Martian Chronicles (Bradbury), Complex Man (Farca); Harper: Mars
& The Mind Of Man (various), Showcase (Elwood); Putnam: Pan Sagittarius
(Wallace); Random: Herovit’s World (Malzberg); Seabury: The Invincible
(Lem), Memoirs Found In A Bathtub (Lem); Simon & Schuster: An
Exaltation of Stars (Carr); Walker: Nail Down The Stars (Morressy).
Paperback: Ballantine: Imaginary Worlds (Carter), Time Transfer
(Haiblum); Berkley: The Shape Changer (Laumer), Memoirs Of A
Spacewoman (Mitchison); Daw: Oceans On Top (Clement), What’s Become
Of Screwloose? (Goulart), Bernard The Conqueror (Lundwall), Rhapsody In
Black (Stableford); Dell: Mythmaster (Kelley); Fawcett: The Gods
Themselves (Asimov); Lancer: Infinity 5 (Hoskins), The Unreal People
(Siegel); Pb Library: Death Angel’s Shadow (Wagner); Penguin: Gothic
Tales Of Terror (Haining); Pinnacle: Nowhere On Earth (Elder), Pearl Of
Patmos (Lord); Signet: The Nine Billion Names Of God (Clarke), What
Entropy Means To Me (Effinger), Earth’s Other Shadow (Silverberg).
SFBC: Forerunner Foray (Norton), The Sf Hall Of Fame, Vol II
(ed.Bova).
FANTASY BOOKLETS: Phil Harbottle, ex-editor of Visitors of Tomorrow,
is publishing a series of ‘Fantasy Booklets’. These are mainly reprints of
J.R.Fearn &c. and are 12 pages each and lithoed. They are available at 12p
each (4/40p) from Phil (32 Tynedale Av, Wallsend, Northumberland). First
few titles are:
Wings Across The Cosmos (Fearn), Sword In The Snow (Tubb), Eternal
Re-Diffusion (Johnson & Russell) & Pre-Natal (Fearn), The Great Illusion
(Binder, Williamson, Hamilton, Gallun, & Fearn – the round-robin story
from Fantasy Magazine where the last chapter was written first), and Death
God’s Doom (Tubb). Passage To Saturn (Williamson) is for June.
MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE BSFA, THINGS WERE
HAPPENING... (News from the Secretary, Graham Poole): “Fred
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Hemmings, Malcolm Edwards, and Peter Nicholls were all elected onto the
council of the BSFA at the AGM on April 22nd. Fred, as you all know, was
one of the leading forces behind this year’s OMPAcon and produces his own
fanzine, Viewpoint, the latest issue of which has been delayed due to con
organizing. He has also been elected onto the Committee and so hopefully his
presence will soon begin to show. Malcolm Edwards needs no introduction –
his transformation of the BSFA journal, Vector, speaks louder than words.
And finally, but not least, comes Peter Nicholls who is the Sf Foundation
Administrator and present custodian of the BSFA Library. A forceful array of
new talent hits the BSFA Council!”
THE ITALIAN CONNEXION: The Sf Fan Club of Mestre (Casella
Postale 8, 30173 Mestre (2), Italy) have written to ask for fan
‘collaborations’; I think they want to translate material from Englishlanguage fanzines to publish in their own forthcoming zine and they’d also
like to trade material and generally make contact. Write if you’re interested.
THE BRITISH FANZINE AWARD is calling itself ‘The Nova’
(Melbourne mobsters take note) and will be presented annually at the Brum
Group’s Novacon; the award is non-democratic, being presented by a panel
of judges. Members of Novacon III (50p to Stan Eling, 124 Galton Rd,
Smethwick, Warley, Worcs.) may, however, nominate fanzines for
consideration – send them to: Gillon Field, 109 Windsor Rd, Halesowen,
Worcs.
BOOK REVIEWS (I’ll try to find space for them next time, but that’s
not what I’m here to say – in fact it isn’t me at all, it’s Gerald Bishop yet
again...) “I’ve been appointed sf (and related bumph) press consultant to a
number of major UK publishers, to arrange the distribution of review copies
of books. If you edit a fanzine with a review column, write to Gerald Bishop,
1B St.Luke’s Av, London, SW4 7LG, for details.”
THE PIT: Into the Pit go Ian Williams and Bernie Ackerman (RSA)
unless they renew fairly swiftly.
AND THE PENDULUM: One more issue only for Richard Cotton, Ian
Maule, Chris Fowler, Ken Faig (US), William Sheck (US), Rob Purcell (US),
Julien Raasveld (Bel), and Rune Forsgren (Swe). Love to see those
renewals...
CHECKPOINT II 39
from:
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Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only/Return Requested, if undelivered.
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Checkpoint 40, June 1973
– CP 40 –
Checkpoint 40 is a news and reviews zine published by Peter Roberts, 87
West Town Ln, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, UK. Subs are 10/40p (2nd Class &
Europe), 6/$1, 8/R1, 8/$A1 (foreign airmail). Sample copy free.
Agents are: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, 3400 Ulloa St, San
Francisco, Calif.94116; (Aus) Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne,
Vic.3001; (RSA) Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliffe 4, Johannesburg,
Transvaal.
Cartoon by John D. Berry. News from: Andy Porter, Gerald Bishop,
Eddie & Marsha Jones, Malcolm Edwards, Philip Payne, and others.
Restormel Press Publication: 86. 17th June 1973. mi 4/2 rides.
“ALL FANDOM PLUNGED INTO WAR – AGAIN” So says Andy
Porter in a recent letter, and he could very well be right. The trouble concerns
last year’s worldcon in Los Angeles and alleged misappropriation of income.
I’m in no position to comment, but I’ll print Andy’s allegations verbatim.
The LACon’s “final progress report states, among other items, ad revenues of
$788.50 and expenses for their programme book of $4510.38.
“This is a pile of shit and I have the figures to prove it.
“Ad revenues, PR 1: $70.00
“Ad revenues, PR 2: Can’t find my copy, so figure it as $00.00
“Ad revenues, PR 3: $100.00
“Ad revenues, PR 4: $109.50
“Ad revenues, PR 5: $20.00
“TOTAL AD REVENUES, ALL PR’s: $299.50
“Ad revenues, Fan, Prog.Book: $612.50
“Ad revenues, Pro, Prog.Book: $1040.00
“TOTAL AD REVENUES, P.B.: $1652.50
“MINUS MY COMMISSION FOR SELLING ADS IN PB: $260.00 /
$1392.00 plus or minus.
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“TOTAL: $1692.00
“DIFFERENCE FROM REPORTED INCOME: plus $903.50
“COST PER MY CONVERSATION WITH THEIR PRINTER AND FRED
PATTEN OF PRINTING PROGRAMME BOOK: $2800.00
“ASSUME MISC. EXPENSES (includes over-run of 200 PB’s for tearsheet
copies, stripping halftones, etc.): $500.00
“TOTAL PB EXPENSE: $3300.00
“DIFFERENCE FROM REPORTED EXPENSE: minus $1210.38
“TOTAL UNEXPLAINED INCOME DIFFERENCES: $2113.08
“Now, I know what the income from advertising was – I sold over $1000.00
worth of pro ads in the programme book alone. So I know that the figure
given for ad income is wrong. And going through the publications and
totalling up income is easy to do, if time-consuming. I just want to know
what the hell is going on with LACon; if they want to pad their wallets a little
then they should know better than to use such patently false figures.”
Andy also makes allegations that the LASFS made considerably more than
the $50 (mentioned in the final report) from the convention.
Any comments or information welcomed – I just hope there’s some
fairly simple answer and that the wrangling and potential ‘warfare’ won’t last
too long. Heigh ho.
DISCON II, THE WASHINGTON WORLDCON: Roger Zelazny
and Jay Kay Klein are pro and fan guests of honour at the 1974 worldcon in
the Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington (Aug.29th-Sep.2nd). All those in
Britain who wish to join should send £1.20 (supporting) or £2 (attending) for
membership to Eddie & Marsha Jones (25 Mount Way, Bebington Hall Park,
Higher Bebington, Ches.L63 5RA). Please make cheques payable to Eddie or
Marsha, not Discon; the first progress report is out and will be posted to all
new members.
TAFF: Those of you who read mi first will have seen that I’ve accepted
nomination as a TAFF candidate for 1974 – thanks to everyone who
suggested and encouraged me to stand; I still can’t quite get over it, mind, I
mean, me! Wow! Thanks again. Details of nomination will be published as
soon as everything is finalized. At the moment I just want to state my firm
intention to write a TAFF trip report, if elected – something that hasn’t been
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seen for several years (though the Moffats intend to publish one – see below).
I don’t wish to blow my own trumpet, so please just vote as you see fit. But
please do vote in TAFF when the time comes...
And the time is coming fairly soon, as it happens. Deadline for the
nomination of TAFF candidates is August 15th 1973 (that entails the
following – a £2 bond plus a statement that the candidate is both willing and
able to make the trip, if elected; a brief platform (100-150 words); and the
signatures of five nominators, three from Europe, two from the host country).
Ballots should be distributed in time for the TORCON and the deadline for
voting will be Easter 1974. The winner will attend DISCON II in
Washington. TAFF administrators are Eddie Jones (UK), Len & June Moffatt
(US), & Mario Bosnyak (Ger).
THE MOFFATT HOUSE ABROAD will be the title of Len & June’s
1973 TAFF trip report; they hope to illustrate it with photos and publish it
later this year.
COMICON CANCELLED: The 6th British comic convention,
scheduled for July in London, has apparently been cancelled because of lack
of support; only a few people registered, it seems.
TORCON 2, THE CANADIAN WORLDCON: The fourth Progress
Report has arrived from this year’s world convention in Toronto. Hugo
Award ballots and 1975 voting forms are amongst items included. Remember
to vote for AUSSIECON 75, if you’re a member – and if you’re not, its $4
(supporting) and the UK Agent for TORCON 2 is Pete Weston (new address:
72 Beeches Dr, Erdington, Birmingham 24).
COVER EXHIBITION: The display of original cover paintings for
Granada sf paperbacks will be at the following bookshops during July:
July 4-7th: A.Brown & Sons, 24-8 George St, Hull.
July 16-19th: Briers Bookshop, Cleveland Centre, Middlesborough.
July 30-Aug 6: Bisson & Parker, 25 Wheeler Gate, Nottingham.
BOOK NEWS FOR SF FREAKS: compiled by Gerald Bishop.
June (supplement to last list): Hardback: Hale; Into The Silence
(Courtier), Sleepwalker’s Planet (Dickson), Come, Hunt An Earthman
(High), The Kernel Of Death (Troy), Galactic Takeover Bid (McIntosh), A
Plenteous Seed (Sims), Project Renaissance (Williams); NEL: Bertie: The
Life After Death Of H.G.Wells (Hawley & Rossi).
Paperback: Ferret Fantasy: At The Mountains of Murkiness (an
anthology of parodies of Sf, fantasy, and mystery writes, including the title
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story in which Arthur Clarke parodies Lovecraft – ed.George Locke);
Penguin: The Day Of The Dolphin (Merle), The Penguin Sf Omnibus
(contains the three Penguin anthologies – ed.Aldiss), Make Room! Make
Room!, Plague From Space (Harrison), The People: No Different Flesh
(Henderson), A Plague Of Pythons (Pohl), The Space Merchants (Pohl &
Kornbluth), The Chrysalids, The Kraken Wakes, The Day Of The Triffids, The
Seeds Of Time (Wyndham); Sphere: The Jupiter Legacy, Deathworld 1, 2, &
3 (Harrison).
“MAYBE I WILL BECOME AN SF WRITER, AFTER ALL” Such
were the thoughts of Malcolm Edwards when reading in Publisher’s Weekly
(!) that Arthur Clarke has signed a $500,000 contract with Ballantine for
paperback rights to his next three novels – that’s $150,000 for Rendezvous
With Rama, $150,000 for The Fountains Of Paradise, and $200,000 for his
twenty-year-in-the-planning magnum opus, Imperial Earth. That’s roughly
£200,000, kids...
SF AT THE NATIONAL FILM THEATRE: General notes in the last
Checkpoint, but here’s the programme for July:
1st
The President’s Analyst (USA/1968/Flicker (sic!))
(Sun)
2nd
Dr Strangelove (UK/1964/Kubrick)
3rd
Fantastic Voyage (USA/1966/Fleischer)
The Island of Lost Souls (USA/1932/Kenton)
4th
Dracula/Devil Doll
5th
Diabolik (RF-It/1967/Bava)
6th
Who Would Kill Jessie? (Czech/1965/Vorlicek)
The Andromeda Nebula (USSR/1958/Shorstobytov)
7th
The Fly (USA/1958/Neumann)
8th
Wild In The Streets (USA/1968/Shear)
(Sun)
The Manchurian Candidate (USA/1962/Frankenheimer)
9th
Diabolik
10th
Invasion/Unearthly Stranger
Invasion Of The Body Snatchers (USA/1956/Seigel)
13th
Mothra (Jap/1962/Honda) – Invaders From Mars
(Fri)
(USA/1953/Menzies)
14th
George Pal Retrospective All Night Show – 5 films
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The Most Dangerous Man Alive/Man With X-Ray Eyes
Doctor Cyclops

16th
(Mon)
18th
The Quatermass Experiment (UK/1955/Guest)
19th The Man Who Thought Life
EndDetails from the NFT, London – only members can buy tickets.

AIN’T NOTHIN BUT A HOUSEPARTY: About forty people, mostly fans,
turned up to warm Tony & Simone Walsh’s new house in Bebington last
weekend – I managed to cause some surprise by turning up by bus in the
middle of a bus strike; lucky I didn’t know... Partying took up most of
Saturday and Sunday, with plenty of drink (mostly home-made) and some
fine cooking by Simone (mostly blackcurrant pies!). Those present included
Gray Boak, Eddie & Marsha Jones, Norman & Ina Shorrock (and family),
George Locke, Alan Rispin (and family), Dave Rowe, Gerry & Ann Webb
(and dogs), Phil and Doreen Rogers, John Ramsey Campbell, John Roles, and
many others. I settled down, as usual, to a game of poker in the early hourse –
I was doing very nicely until Eddie gave me some Australian run of some
absurdly high proof; I rather think I lost my concentration after that... Fine
house, fine party – much enjoyed (thinking of moving again?!).
WHO TURNED THAT SUN OUT? Marion & Harry Turner are on a
cruise to Mauretania to observe the total eclipse on June 30th – and very nice
too, I would imagine. Marion, former editor of Urania (the journal of the
Junior Astronomical Society), intends to write an account of all the
happenings for Lisa Conesa’s Zimri 6.
OUT OF THE UNKNOWN: Robin Johnson (Checkpoint’s Aussie
Agent) wants to know if anyone running a con has ever been able to persuade
the BBC to let an Out Of The Unknown film be shown – Robin has been
having some trouble: “The Sydney office has been giving off a lot of stuff
about agreements with Equity or something. I need to quote a precedent.”
Can’t remember having seen any episodes at a con, Robin, but I may be
wrong. Information, please.
HARRY BELL and Irene Taylor are getting married on September
22nd “at ghod-knows-where church in Durham.” (sounds a strange church,
Harry) Congratulations to both – trust we can all peer at you at the Brum
Novacon...
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CoAs: My Newcastle and Keele addresses are all obsolete, by the way.
Pete Weston, 72 Beeches Dr, Erdington, Birmingham 24
Jim Meadows III, 31 Apple Court, Park Forest, Ill.60466, USA.
THE PIT: Into the outer darkness go the following, unless they renew;
Ian Maule, Chris Fowler, Ken Faig (US), William Sheck (US), Rob Purcell
(US), Julien Raasveld (Bel), and Rune Forsgren (Swe), No pendulum this
time, strangely enough. Number of your last issue is on the mailing label – or
arcane marks like ‘T’ (trade), &c.
CHECKPOINT II 40
From:
Peter Roberts....
87 West Town Lane
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
United Kingdom...
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 41, October 1973
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 41
14th October 1973
This issue of Checkpoint, the fannish newszine, is just a tiny bit late; it should
normally appear every three weeks or so, but the last issue was, I fear, several
months ago. It won’t happen again, honest... Checkpoint is published by
Peter Roberts, Flat 4, 6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2 – and that’s a
change of address, by the way.
Agents are: (USA) Charlie & Dena Brown, PO Box 3938, San
Francisco, Ca. 94119; (Aus) Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne,
Vic.3001; (RSA) Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg.
For subscriptions, see below. Restormel Press Publications: 87. Eric
Bentcliffe’s Mi flies with this issue.
OK, ROBERTS, WHAT HAPPENED? Well, it’s like this, you see: after
the last of my exams back in June I found a job down in London (in the
Difficult Languages Section of the British Museum, actually) and moved
down there in July, staying temporarily with Greg Pickersgill. I managed to
find a flat at the beginning of August (see address above), but then had to
thump out a dissertation for a mid September deadline – an activity which
took all my spare time. Duplicating problems beset me after that, but my own
trusty machine has now been shipped down from Newcastle and I trust I can
once again maintain regular fanzine production.
I did manage to produce an issue of Checkpoint back in July, but never
found the time to send it out (except, for curious reasons, to Don Allen –
yours is a rare copy, Don!); it’s so dated now, that I’ve decided to junk it. .
I’ve also decided to change Checkpoint in several ways. Firstly, I intend
to dispense with most science fiction news, notably the book lists which
Gerald Bishop used to compile. Locus, Charlie and Dena Brown’s US
newszine, covers the sf field well and Gerald is now sending the British book
lists straight to them. Most other sf news of any note also appears in Locus,
so I recommend it to any serious sf fan. Checkpoint, however, will still
contain an occasional supplement of book reviews and will continue to cover
any sf activities which involve fans – conferences, cons, projects by fans, and
so on. All I’m really cutting out is straight news of books, films, and the like.
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Anyone who subscribed purely for this sort of material is welcome to a
refund.
The second point is that Checkpoint will now be twice its previous size –
twelve pages or more, including fliers. As a result it’ll be somewhat less
frequent (though better than monthly, I hope). Subscriptions will thus be
altered, as follows: 10/50p (UK & Europe), 4/$1 (US & Canada, airmail),
5/R1 (South Africa, airmail), and 6/$1 (Australia, airmail); I shall also take
seamail subscriptions at the inland UK rate – I’ll work that out for next issue.
I shall honour present UK & European subscriptions, but I’m afraid the
foreign airmail subs will be changed from next issue (send me a note if you’d
prefer a refund or a change to seamail subscription).
Since Checkpoint will now be considerably larger, I’d welcome any
letters – news, comment, or idle chatter. In other words, Checkpoint will now
be available for locs. Since they’re actually paying me for working, I can
afford to subsidize a fanzine; subscriptions are thus not so necessary as they
once were. If you don’t subscribe, therefore, you may still find yourself on
the mailing list – you’ll find yourself in The Pit, however, if you don’t make
some response after three issues.
It’ll take a couple of issues to get things straightened out, so please bear
with me a while. Another Checkpoint should follow shortly. After all that,
let’s have some news...
LACon ALLEGATIONS The allegations of mismanagement of funds
for the 1972 world convention in Los Angeles seem to have come to an end
after the publishing of cancelled (ie, accepted) cheques by Milt Stevens on
behalf of the LACon committee. These cheques to the printers of the
Programme Book effectively show that the costs were as high as the
committee said, tallying with the official figures printed in the financial
report. It had been alleged, by Andy Porter and others, that these costs were
absurdly high and that someone, therefore, had been making a considerable
profit out of the convention. These, and further allegations, now seem to have
been dropped. I don’t intend to publish any of the letters I’ve received from
either side, I’m afraid. This potential fannish parody of the Watergate affair
appears to be over.
SUNDERLAND SF FESTIVAL From October 23rd to November 25th
1973 the Sunderland Arts Centre will be holding a festival entitled “Beyond
This Horizon”. On weekdays there will be plays, films, and special lectures;
the main events, however, will be taking place over the weekends:
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Oct 27-28th: Sf Films – introduced by Philip Strick.
Nov 2-4th: “The Widening Horizon” – George Hay chairs a factual
discussion on space exploration. (NB. Novacon 3 is the same
weekend)
Nov 10-11th: “Sf – A New Way of Expression” – serious discussion on
sf organized by Pete Weston.
Nov 16-17th: Sf Poetry.
Nov 18th: Fantasy Fiction Day – organized by the BFS.
Nov 23-25th: Writers’ Weekend – authors’ panels.
During the festival there’ll be a number of exhibitions of sf and related art in
the Sunderland area. The next Checkpoint will contain considerably more
information, but you can get a full brochure by sending an SAE to “Beyond
This Horizon”, Sunderland Arts Centre, 27 Frederick St, Sunderland.
TWO FOR TAFF: Nominations for TAFF, The Transatlantic Fan Fund,
closed on August 15th with two British fans standing: Pete Weston and
myself. I shall distribute ballots with the next issue and urge all of you, who
are eligible, to vote – TAFF needs your support.
The fans signing my nomination are: Eric Bentcliffe, Gray Boak,
Malcolm Edwards, Mike Glicksohn, and Bruce Pelz. Many thanks to them
and to all other well-wishers and supporters. Pete Weston is nominated by
Charlie Brown, Ethel Lindsay, Andy Porter, Andrew Stephenson, and Ian
Williams.
CoAs: Greg Pickersgill, c/o Flat 1, 62 Elsham Rd, London W14.
Malcolm Edwards, 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middx. HA1 1UQ.

fanzines received
Bweek 20 (1p:A4;d) Seth McEvoy, Box 268, E.Lansing, Mi.48823, USA. (free)
Just an announcement that Bweek, Seth’s personal-cum-newszine is to fold –
Seth’s busy with Clarion Workshop. Sad to see it go.
Chao 12 (50pg:¼o:d) John Alderson, Havelock, Victoria 3465 Australia. (20P) A
general contents fanzine, Chao nonetheless strongly reflects the personality
of its editor – whether this is good or bad, I shall leave up to you! There’s an
article on Asimov, book and fmz reviews, letter column, and so on; I’m not
that keen on it myself, but still.
Chronicle 2 (2pp:A4:p) Andy Porter, PO Box 4175, New York, NY 10017, USA.
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(16¢) A fannish newszine, though rather motivated by the LACon tangle, I
suspect, Most of the issue is given over to various official figures from Bruce
Pelz (see elsewhere in Checkpoint), Other items are of interest, however, and
it could be very worthwhile if it continues.
Documents For The Defense (1p:A4:p) Milton Stevens, 9849 Tabor St. 3, Los
Angeles, Ca., 90034, USA. (free) A rebuttal of the LA.Con allegations (see
elsewhere in this issue of Checkpoint).
Forthcoming Sf Books 14 (6pp:A4:p} Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. (2/$1 airmail.) Lists of new sf releases in the US
– recommended if you need such information in advance.
Gegenschein 9 (23pps:¼o:d) Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776, Australia. (UK Agent: James Goddard – 50¢) Rather like its
companion Aussiezine, Chao, Gegenschein is a mixture and one that I, at
least, find somewhat lacklustre; pieces in this issue are centred around
spelling reform (which Eric practises) and speed-reading. No letters this time,
they’re reserved for:
Gegenschein 10 (23pp – as above) Devoted to letters – fairly interesting, but
nothing special.
Granfalloon 16 (52pp:A4:d) Linda & Ron Bushyager, 1614 Evans Av, Prospect
Park, Pa.19076, USA. (UK Agent: Philip Payne – 75¢). This issue of what is
normally one of the better American fanzines strikes me as particularly fine;
it’s attractively presented with a folio of artwork by Jim McLeod and various
good cartoons and illustrations, notably those by Steve Stiles and Vincent
Difate. The contents are on a par with the artwork with some splendid fannish
writing by Mike Glicksohn and Ginger Buchanan, plus a good fanzine review
column by Jeff Glencannon. Letter column and the editorial (usually a weak
spot) are also very readable and, for all I know, so may be a long piece on
Kubrick’s Clockwork Orange by Joelle Hrink. Recommended.
Instant Message 126-131 (av.8pp:A4:d) NESFA, P0 Box G. MIT Branch Station
Cambridge, Mass.02139, USA. (membership $4 p.a) The frequency of this
local newszine is putting Checkpoint to shame; it’s issued for the New
England S Association and is largely of regional interest, though the group is
big enough and active enough for its activities to be of Wider concern. Neatly
produced nowadays as well – good.
Inworlds 6 (6pp:A4:d) Bill Bowers, Box 148, Wadsworth, Ohio 44281 USA. (UK
Agent: Terry Jeeves – 5/40p) A fanzine about fanzines which appears
monthly, Inworlds always contains interesting fmz reviews (somewhat longer
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than these) and usually some other oddments and news. Useful and
entertaining.
Kwalhioqua 2 (16pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Leon, Kansas 67074, USA, (25¢)
This is a back issue that I was missing; it’s a fine fanzine – largely because of
the personality and writings of its editor. Recommended.
Locus 143, 144, 145 (8p:A4:d) Charles and Dena Brown, PO Box 3938, San
Francisco Ca.94119, USA. (UK Agent: Pete Weston – 10/£1.50 airmail) Like
myself, the Browns have just moved – they’ve managed to keep Locus, the
American sf newszine, somewhat more regular than Checkpoint, however.
The contents are much the same: sf news, con reports, plus book and prozine
reviews. Recommended for the serious sf fan.
Magnus 2 (32pp:A4:d) Eric Batard, Rue Kleber, 37500 Chinon, France. (4/65p)
Another newszine, but a much larger and more infrequent one from France.
There’s a considerable emphasis on comics, but some sf stuff; of particular
interest are reviews of fanzines from Finland and Portugal (fannish
wastelands, I’d thought). Its in French, but with an English summary.
Midgard 21 (4pp:A4:d) Graham England, 11 Churchill Close, Didcot, Berks.,
0X11 7BX (? free sample). This comes from the fantasy game of the same
name which finally appears to have started, though with rather shaky
foundations. It’s too complex to explain here but notes on it have appeared in
previous Checkpoints end Graham will probably send information.
Moebius Trip 17 (200pp:½fscp:d) Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, I11.61604,
USA. (75¢) This is undoubtedly the most unusual fanzine I’ve received in a
long time, since Ed, plagued by the local post office, has produced an
unequivocal book to comply with a rigid interpretation of reduced ‘book’
rate. The fanzine is paperback sized and neatly bound and presented – it has,
I think, been duplicated on foolscap, then cut in mysterious ways. The actual
contents are the same as those normally found in standard MTs – a variety of
articles of fair to average quality and a fairly active and interesting letter
column. But for this issue, just marvel at the format first and foremost – most
enterprising.
Munich Round Up 129 (40pp:A4:p) Waldemar Kumming, 8 Munchen 2,
Herzogspital str. 5, Germany. (5/$2.50) One of Germany’s best known and
longest-running fanzines, MRU is usually of greatest interest for its con
reports and photos. None of the latter this time, however, but there are four
conreps (no less), plus the usual large review section. In German.
Munich Round Up 130 (as above) A.E. van Vogt on Apollo 17, an interview with
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Walter Fuchs, and Larry Niven’s Chessmancon speech – recommended.
Norstrilian News May & June/July (4pp:¼o:d) Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039,
Melbourne, Australia 3001. (UK Agent: me – 50p airmail) This is the
standard Australian newszine with good coverage of Aussie events, fannish
and sercon, and major events elsewhere.
Outworlds 16 (50pp:A4:d) Bill & Joan Bowers, Box 148, Wadsworth, Ohio
44281, USA. (UK Agent: Terry Jeeves – 25p) One of the top few fanzines in
the States, Outworlds looks as fine as ever (though this issue is produced in a
more standard fanzine format than is usual) with all illustrations on this
occasion by Steve Fabian, a good artist though rather a poor cartoonist.
Contents are particularly fine with an unpublished ‘Carl Brandon’ (Terry
Carr) piece, a la Ballard, being outstanding. Also within is Robert Lowndes
column (on Warhol’s Heat) plus a massive letter column, swelled by a
fighting missive from Harlan Ellison. Recommended.
Parenthesis l (8pp:A4:d) Frank Balazs, 19 High St, 9 Croton-on-Hudson, NY.
10520, USA. (free) A personalzine by one of the editors of The Anything
Thing, it’s chatty and fairly light; not outstanding, but pleasant.
Parenthesis 2 (12pp – as above) Much the same, with a variety of odds and ends,
plus letters and suchlike.
Proper Boskonian 10 (30pp:A4:d) Tony Lewis c/o NESFA (see Instant Message)
(50¢) I haven’t seen this clubzine before, but if it’s usually as fannish as this,
I shall certainly look out for it. Main item is a con report by Sheila Gilbert; in
itself it’s rather pedestrian, but it’s fantastically illustrated by Mike Gilbert,
Tim Kirk, and Howie Green, the result being singularly impressive. Mike
also has a curious comic strip of his own, ‘The Rock Is Red’, and Dian Pelz
contributes a whimsical story. The whole thing is good-looking and
enjoyable. Recommended.
Rataplan 11 (23pp:¼o:d) Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 74, Balaclava, Vic. 3183
Australia. (4/$1.60) A FAPAzine with a variety of contents, this issue of
Rataplan must be particularly recommended for an Ed Cagle piece of wit;
other items, including letters and personal pieces, are also entertaining.
Rude Pravo 4 (4pp;¼o:d) Graham England (see Midgard) (10p – with Midgard)
More items on the fantasy game of Midgard – write if you’re interested.
1 (4pp:¼o:d) John Brosnan, Flat 1, 62 Elsham Rd, Kensington, London
W14. (free) A gossip fanzine, mostly dagger thrusts at London, and
ratfandom, in particular. Undoubtedly somewhat esoteric, it should
nonetheless produce lots of laffs for any fannish reader. Fanzine specialists
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should note that two marginally different editions exist; I have the rare one,
for what it’s worth...
Son of the WSFA Journal 88, 89, 92, 93 (av.10pp:A4:d) Don Miller, 12315 Judson
Rd, Wheaton, Md.20906 USA, (UK Agent: Eric Bentcliffe – 10/80p) Mostly
concerned with reviews, but there are some items of news and comment –
SOTWJ is not essential, but frequently useful and of interest; it’s very regular
too.
Spoor 1 (12pp:A4: sd) Fred Adams, R.D.1 Box 498, Lemont Furnace, Pa. 15456,
USA: (25cents) This fanzine seems largely concerned with the field of horror
fiction and the main item is a ‘directory’ of about 28 fanzines, virtually all in
the same sub-genre (except for Egg, yet!). It may be useful, if that is what
interests you.
Spoor 2 (17pp – as above) Continuation of the ‘directory’ plus a few other items –
interview with Dale Donaldson, &c. It’s rather a poor-looking, spiritduplicated fanzine. Spoor 2¾ also arrived with a few items of news.
Starling 25 (36pp:A4:d) Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 525 W. Main 1, Madison,
Wisconsin 53703, USA. (50¢) This is a splendid issue of a fanzine which is
usually good, but often devoted to rock and sundry subjects I find of minor
interest. First excellent item is a collection of reprints from Grant Canfield’s
small circulation fanzine, Wastepaper: it’s a fine example of good American
fannish humour. Another goodie is A.M.Schneider’s “The Frisbee Players of
Titan” which speaks for itself. Andrew Darlington also talks about Dan Dare,
Lesleigh Luttrell considers Miss Tey, there’s a review column and a good
letter column – fine cartooning too, Recommended.
Tellus International 4 (14pp:A4:p) Gerd Hallenberger, D-355 Marburg,
Sudenstr.18, Germany. 10/DM6) Another newszine, in English, which deals
with European news, both sf and fannish. It might be better if it was more
frequent and smaller – most major items are covered first elsewhere. Still of
value, however.
The Anything Thing 6 (40pp:A4:d) Frank Balazs & Matthew Schneck, 19 High St,
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520, USA. (15p) A fairly pleasant, but
unexceptional fanzine, TaT presents light, mainly fannish material (including
pieces from Donn Brazier and Aljo Svoboda) – enjoyable.
The Earl of Beaconsfield (1p:¼o:d) Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks., HP9 1HW. (free] An obituary for Hartley’s Eurocon
oriented fanzine, Benjamin Disraeli, which died for lack of reaction – a
shame, since it looked a good idea.
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The Faraway Times 2 (1p:½A4:d) Seth McEvoy (see Bweek) (free) Odd and
bizarre reports on the world of Midgard (q.v.).
The Gafiate’s Intelligencer 1 & 2 (6, 8pp:A4:d) Ted White, John Berry, rich
brown, Colleen Brown, & Terry Hughes, PO Box 409, Falls Church, Va.
22046. (free) A fabulous fannish fanzine from the nucleus of renowned fans
in Falls Church, Virginia. It’s virtually a combozine – in other words
everyone writes a couple of pages – rather than a standard articles and letters
fanzine, Very fine, however, and recommended.
The Middle Earthworm 20 (20pp:A4:d) Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall, TR13 8LH. (free) A Tolkien and general fantasy
letterzine – usually of some interest to non LotR fans.
The Spirit of Fan 1 (8pp:A4:sd) Julien Raasveld, Goedentijd 11, B-2710 Hoboken,
Belgium. (free) Put out for OMPA and PAPA, this is just a sma11
introductory zine. Quite an interesting article by Ron Bennett, however, on
the techniques of comic buying in Singapore.
15 (22pp:A4:d) Donn Brazier, 1455 Fawnvalley Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63131,
USA, (25¢) An odd compendium of quotations from letters and suchlike with
an article or two added; it looks and is interesting, though if the few, and
pitiful drawings were removed it would look less like a crudzine.
Wooden Nickel 3, 4, 5, 6 (2pp:A4:d) Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B,
Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. (free) A small circulation personalzine – very
fannish, of course, and very regular too, Nice one, Arnie.
THE PIT No one takes the plunge this time, but I should note that nonsubscribers may not see the next issue if there’s an ‘R’ on the end of the
address label (that simply indicates that a fanzine of yours is reviewed
within); then again, they may. It’s all dependent on editorial whim...
CHECKPOINT II 41
from
Peter Roberts
Flat 4,
6 Westbourne Park Villas
London W2
(Return requested, if
undelivered)
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Checkpoint 41 Supplement,
October 1973
CHECKPOINT BOOK REVIEWS
(An occasional supplement to Checkpoint itself. Books for review are always
welcome, particularly those modern novels on the borderline of fantasy or
science fiction.)
THE NIGHT LAND (2 volumes) William Hope Hodgson (Pan/Ballantine –
40p)
Some time ago I read Hodgson’s short novel, The House on the
Borderland, and was surprised to find it enjoyable: it managed to evoke an
atmosphere of peculiar horror, by which I mean not only an eeriness of its
own making, but also one which seemed to echo half-forgotten nightmares
and dismal fantasies of my own.
The Night Land impressed me in the same way. The description of the
Last Redoubt and the hellish landscape which surrounds it is potent and
monstrous, a fine piece of fantastic horror rarely equalled in a genre which
usually offers its readers the lesser terrors of ghastly bad writing. In the
remote future the last millions of mankind live on in a gigantic fortress,
looking out into the sunless Night Land where the forces of utter evil can
dimly be seen to surround the Redoubt, waiting patiently for signs of
weakness and the inevitable end. The geography of the Night Land is marked
by vast and unknown Things, creatures that occasionally twitch, or nod, or
laugh, but always watch and wait, dimly and fitfully lit by pits of fire or bleak
and solitary lights.
On this nightmare description of the Last Redoubt lies the success and
the limited fame of The Night Land. Unfortunately, this accounts for some
fifteen pages of the first volume, and the whole work is 490 pages in length.
The rest is pretty terrible. Like The Worm Ouroboros, the novel has a
cumbersome opening, soon forgotten (despite continual references
throughout the book); it is also written in an absurd, mock archaic language
which takes some stomaching. However, these gross faults might almost be
excused if the novel had any redeeming virtues. Sadly, it has none. The first
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volume is a blow by blow account of a tedious quest to a second Redoubt;
believe it or not, the second volume is a blow by blow account of the return
(where the hero falls foul of all the monsters he just managed to avoid in the
outward journey). The inexplicable, unknown, and hellish Things of the
initial description soon give way to the hack-writer’s bestiary of giant slugs
and Really Big scorpions. The hero kills these with his super-battleaxe
(though he wastes no time with the scorpions and simply kicks them out of
the way). He gets his girl and comes home – this part is (wisely) abridged in
this edition, for Hodgson indulges in what the editor calls “High Victorian
love scenes”, but what I would call petty Edwardian pornography – lots of
bathing, tattered clothes, gratuitous stripping, and monsters slashing expertly
to leave The Maiden naked; the second volume degenerates into a rather sick
erotic fantasy on Hodgson’s part.
The virtue of The Night Land lies almost entirely in the second chapter,
therefore. The vivid vision of hell is not sustained and the novel drifts wearily
into pulp fiction. That one chapter almost makes the whole work worthwhile,
however. Take a look at it sometime.
THE SORCERER’S SHIP and BEYOND THE GOLDEN STAIR Hannes
Bok (Pan/Ballentine – 40p each)
Hannes Bok is something of a cult figure in fantasy circles, largely
because of his artwork. It certainly can’t be the result of his fiction, if these
two novels are anything to go by. The Sorcerer’s Ship is an extremely poor
fantasy novel which must even fail by the low standards of sword and
sorcery; it’s a lacklustre creation even if your tastes are satisfied by action
and monsters, or exploring alien worlds. The ship sails about a bit, but the
sorcerer isn’t very energetic. If you keep reading it on the assumption that
something will happen soon (having quickly abandoned any hope of literate
entertainment), let me tell you now that nothing does.
Beyond The Golden Stair is so badly written that I just couldn’t face it; I
think some crooks and gangsters (talking in a child’s idea of underworld
argot) discover a world of fantasy in Florida. I think I’d almost prefer to read
about Disney World. On second thoughts, I’ll avoid both. The revelation that
Hannes Bok is an exceedingly poor writer leaves me rather disappointed. I
had looked forward to reading his novels. Ah well.
THE WINDS OF GATH, TOYMAN, and DERAI E.C.Tubb (Arrow – 35p
each)
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Three novels from the Dumarest series which have, I believe, been
unavailable for some considerable time; I rather think they should have
remained that way. They’re hack action fiction, progressing by endless series
of fights and suchlike climaxes. I must say, however, that they seem
competently and even expertly written, given their aims and standards. If
you’re happy with those standards, then I would seriously recommend them.
There’s plenty of stuff around (like the Bok, reviewed above) which doesn’t
even measure up to its own ideals. It seems to me that these Dumarest books
accomplish all they set out to do – if you’re entertained by simple sf action,
then these should provide good reading. Not for me, I’m afraid, however.
TALES FROM THE GALAXIES ed. Amabel Williams-Ellis & Michael
Pearson (Piccolo – 25p)
This is a collection of abridged sf stories for kids; I’m not sure what age
the editors are aiming at, but I rather question the need for anthologies like
this. Any child who can read these can just as easily cope with the unabridged
stories (“Exploration Team”, and so one), so I really don’t see why anyone
should go to the trouble of cutting them. A cartoon strip is also included, but
one of dubious moral virtue (and there’s little beyond the moral). I think I’d
turn to a dependable straight sf anthology if I was looking for an sf gift for a
kid – this collection is thin and pretty unexciting.
That’s about it for this time. I’ll briefly mention some of the other paperbacks
received recently which I hope to review shortly: Day Million (Fred Pohl –
Pan/35p); Beyond Tomorrow (ed.Knight – Pan/40p); the excellent Borges
collection, The Aleph (Picador/50p); Briefing For A Descent Into Hell
(Lessing – Panther/40p); Travels in Nihilon (Sillitoe – Pan/40p); Mindswap
(Sheckley – Pan/30p); and Profiles of the Future (Pan/40p).
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Checkpoint 42, October 1973
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T 42
27th October 1973. Checkpoint, the fan newszine, is produced by Peter
Roberts, Flat 4, 6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2. (new address). It’s
available for news, letters, or 10/50p (UK & Europe).
USA: Charlie & Dena Brown, PO Box 3938, San Francisco, Ca.94119; 4/$1 (air)
or 10/$1 (sea).
Aus: Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic.3001; 6/$1 (air) or 12/$1 (sea).
RSA: Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg; 5/R1 (air) or
10/R1 (sea).
Restormel Press Publication: 88
NOVACON: Any British fans with poor memories should be reminded that
this year’s Novacon is at hand: November 2nd-4th at the Imperial Centre
Hotel, Birmingham. Booking confirmations were sent out recently, so start
worrying if you booked a room at the Imperial and haven’t yet had a reply.
Guest of Honour is Ken Bulmer; membership is 50p to Stan Eling, 124
Galton Rd, Smethwick, Worcs., BG7 5JS. See you there.
Any overseas visitors to the Novacon might like to note that Thursday,
Nov.1st, is the regular monthly Globe night in London (Hatton Gdns) – see
you there, too!
HEAR ME TORCON 2 YOU: I claim no responsibility for that line
which first saw the light of day in the news-sheet of the last worldcon in
Canada. George Wells, however, can be blamed for sending the thing to me
(and thanks, George, I’ll drink to your health at the Novacon, you fink!) and
the list of Hugo winners that went with it. Thanks to Gerald Bishop and Dave
Rowe for supplying the latter as well.
The relevant awards are: Best fanzine – Energumen; Best Fan Writer –
Terry Carr; Best Fan Artist – Tim Kirk; several awards went to sf stuff as
well. Dave Kyle won the First Fandom Hall Award and Clifford Simak the
Big Heart Award.
If somebody cares to give me a decent short conrep, I’d be happy to
print it. I’ve only heard word-of-mouth reports so far, plus bare facts like
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2700 attendees with 3490 fans registering. Big, eh?
DOWN UNDER FAN FUND: Lesleigh Luttrell writes to say that
there’ll be a DUFF race in 1974 – it’s the same idea as TAFF, but is intended
to bring an Australian fan to the worldcon in Washington in ’74. Deadline for
nominations is November 15th 1973, so that doesn’t leave you much time.
Funds are being raised and Lesleigh intends writing a report on her DUFF
trip to Australia which will then be sold in aid of further trips. Contact
Lesleigh for further information: 525 W.Main, Madison, WI.53703, USA.
AUSSIECON ’75: Australia won the bidding for the 1975 world convention
at TORCON 2, receiving 330 votes to California’s 45; the 33rd World
Science Fiction Convention will thus be held at the Southern Cross Hotel,
Melbourne, on the 14th-17th August, 1975. Good luck to them.
Guest of Honour is Ursula LeGuin; fan guests of honour are Mike and
Susan Glicksohn. According to the first Progress Report, received a couple of
days ago, there are already 503 registered members; slightly earlier figures
forwarded to me by Carey Handfield, the Membership Secretary, show 80
attending memberships and 410 supporting.
You can join the Aussiecon by sending £1.25 (supporting) or £4.25
(full) to me, Peter Roberts; the supporting membership (convertible to full at
any time by paying the difference, £3) entitles you to all Progress Reports
and the Programme Book, plus nominating and voting ballots for the 1975
Hugo awards. Make cheques payable to me, please. Agents in the U.S. are
Jack Chalker and Fred Patten and supporting membership is $3; the same rate
applies in Canada where the agent is Richard Labonnte.
BENELUXCON I: Julien Raasveld sent along this short report some
time ago: “Beneluxcon I can be considered a success, with 253 attendees.
Brian Aldiss was a marvellous GoH (as he always seems to be), Gerd
Hallenberger (Fan GoH) talked about sf in popmusic, and as a film we had
Rosemary’s Baby. Attendees came from as far away as Canada and Turkey
and all agreed that Belgian bheer alone is worth coming to a Belgian
convention for. Dutch-Italian artist Karel Thole was almost weeping when he
said in a radio interview that he’d been to Worldcons and to Eurocon I, but
that this convention in Flanders was the one he liked most.”
EUROCON II CANCELLED: After the success of the Beneluxcon,
it’s a pity that the folding of the 1974 Eurocon has to be announced. It was to
have been held in Brussels, but after considerable difficulties the remaining
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active members of the con-committee gave up recently and the convention
will therefore (almost certainly) not take place. It’s possible that some sort of
alternative and rather ad hoc convention may be held; if so, I’ll give details
later.
UK MILFORD CONFERENCE: Thanks to George Locke, who
reports that “it was quite successful, although unfortunately Samuel Delany
and John Brunner were forced to drop out at the last moment from pressure
of work. Chris Priest also couldn’t make it for the same sort of reason and
Ken Bulmer unfortunately sustained a back injury immediately before the
conference and was unable to attend. Participants, however, included James
and Judy Blish, Anne McCaffrey, Jerry Schutz, Pamela Boal, Charlotte
Francke, Andrew Stephenson, Peter Tate, Mark Adlard, Peter Nicholls,
Josephine Saxton, John Phillifent (Rackham), Bob Parkinson, and myself – I
think that’s all.
“The conference was held from July 13th to 20th, with a party on the
21st, to which a number of authors, agents and publishers’ representatives
were invited, concluding the proceedings. It was held in a hotel at Barton-onSea, near Milford-on-Sea, Hants. It is planned to hold the next conference in
Milford in October, 1974. James Blish, incidentally, was interviewed on
Southern TC on Wednesday, July 18th.” For those of you in ignorance,
perhaps I should note that this new series of Milford conferences is arranged
for sf writers in Britain.
SUNDERLAND SF FESTIVAL: Regular readers may be cheered to know
that Checkpoint’s status is such that I was invited to a press conference a
couple of weeks ago! Very nice too, though I had to slow down on the free
drinks, since it was held at lunchtime (in the Press Club) and I had to return
to work before it finished. It was held in order to publicize “Beyond This
Horizon”, the month-long sf festival being held in Sunderland from October
23rd to November 25th. I gave some of the details in the last issue of
Checkpoint, but I’ll expand on them here. Before I do, however, I’ll just
mention that some 40-50 people turned up to the press conference; mostly
reporters and the festival organizers, there was nevertheless a large
contingent of sf people – Brian Aldiss, John Brunner, Chris Priest, James
Blish, Philip Strick, Mark Adlard, George Hay, Peter Nicholls, Gerald
Bishop, George Locke, Malcolm Edwards, and doubtless many others.
“Beyond This Horizon” is part of the Wearmouth 1300 Festival, a
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fourteen month long series of events commemorating and celebrating the
foundation of St.Peter’s monastery in Wearmouth in 674 and also the birth of
Bede in 673. A booklet of events in the sf festival is available for a stamped,
addressed envelope from the Sunderland Arts Centre, 27 Frederick St,
Sunderland. Most of the activity is taking place at the weekends, but there are
a considerable number of mid-week events and a variety of exhibitions
throughout the month. These latter include sf cover art by Karel Thole, Eddie
Jones, Josh Kirby, and Helmut Wenskes; astronomical paintings by David
Early, Ed Buckley, and Gavin Roberts: photos from Kodak and Hasselblad
on space exploration; photos compiled by Eric von Daniken; plus spacecraft
models and many other items.
The next weekend event (Nov 2-4th) is largely concerned with science
fact, so that fans attending the Novacon will rest easy; there are performances
by the Curved Space Theatre Company, lectures and presentations on space
and spaceflight, a symposium on UFOs, another on computers, and a forum
on life elsewhere. After that (Nov.10-11th), there’s a weekend of lectures,
films, and discussions on sf, organised by Pete Weston. More news will
appear in future Checkpoints.
AND WHAT DO THE GANNETS THINK ABOUT IT? Well, Rob
Jackson, just back from Sri Lanka where he spent most of his time chatting to
a certain A.C.Clarke, says: “‘Beyond This Horizon’ sounds great fun for the
few, especially us. Highly recommended if you can afford the trip. Chris
Carroll has got me well and truly in his clutches – he asked the Gannets in
general to organize the symposium of North East writers this Wednesday
(31st), and the rest of them just dumped it on me. Ian Maule doesn’t think it’s
fannish and will have nothing to do with it, though he wouldn’t mind taking
the credit for finding Forties fan, Ron Holmes (who will be there); Harry &
Irene Bell are finding out about home life and things; Ian Williams has other
priorities; Thom Penman couldn’t organize his way out of a paper bag and
isn’t keen anyway; so here is muggins doing all the WORK... Phil Harbottle
and Raymond Drake are the name people, assorted Gannets are in supporting
roles, and I’m chairing!”
CoAs:
Keith Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore Rd, Lancaster, Lancs.
John D.Berry & Terry Hughes, 827 Walker Rd, Great Falls, Va.22066.
Simon Joukes, Huize “De Oudo Roos”, Geleeg 7-8, B-2860 Onze-LieveVrouw-Waver, Belgium.
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John Stith, 3632 Garland Ct, Colorado Springs, Co.80910, USA.
HAVE A LAFF WITH TAFF and vote for... Well, I know whom I’d like
you to vote for, since a certain fan called Peter Roberts is standing. But the
choice is yours, so make up your mind and vote. The ballot is enclosed. Good
on you all.
FANS FRAE O’ER THE BORDER: James Campbell, just returned
from hitching around North Africa, sent along a xerox copy of an article from
Spaceflight by Duncan Lunan, a Glasgow sf writer who has made a name for
himself by discovering possible signals from an alien space probe, probably
13000 years old and originating in the Epsilon Boötis system. It’s all highly
scientific and therefore looks eminently plausible to me; good sense-ofwonder stuff, anyway.
James also sends the following notes from Glasgow fandom: “The sf
circle in Glasgow is an offshoot of ASTRA (Scotland’s answer to the British
Interplanetary Society) and meets once a month on the first Wednesday in the
Admiral Bar, Waterloo St. ASTRA itself meets there on the third Wednesday
and also every Saturday in Hamilton. We’re not very fannish, but have about
a dozen active members, including two artists (Ed Buckley and Gavin
Roberts) and two sf writers (Chris Boyce and Duncan Lunan). The main
ASTRA project over the last three years has been a book, soon to be
published, called Man & The Stars, which explores the practicalities of
spaceflight (don’t yawn, it’s good! but then, I’m biased...).”
TYNECON, AND THE FIRST BLITZKRIEG? A progress report of
sorts comes from Rob Jackson, once again: “I’ve been back in England three
weeks – weeks spent mostly putting the impetus back into Tynecon that was
somewhat lost with Ian Williams’s gradual girl- and exam-induced fafia. We
are expecting to get Progress Report 2, together with the booking forms, out
just before the Novacon. The programme itself is filling up very
satisfactorily, with a surprisingly heavy preponderance of sercon items – it
will surprise Bram Stokes, anyway (-(Turncoats!)-) It should be a fuller
programme than at any recent British con. Ian Maule and I did a blitzkrieg on
the Williams residence last night and removed his file so that we could get
the films ordered and generally catch up on his unwritten mail for him. Ian is
very proud of himself, as he says it’s the first blitzkrieg in British fannish
history. Is it?” Well, I hate to disappoint Ian (whichever one); but I seem to
recall a blitzkrieg undertaken in the mid-sixties to retrieve an OMPA mailing
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plus official OMPA files which had disappeared together with the AE. (It was
the first in a series of crises which ultimately brought OMPA to its knees – a
position from which it has never moved). Any more information on this
arcane piece of British fan history would be welcome – and any tales of
fannish blitzkriegs in general.
THE WORLD OF FANZINES: If they’re keeping to their publication
schedule, Southern Illinois Univ.Press should be putting out Dr.Fredric
Wertham’s 208 page The World of Fanzines: A Special Form of
Communication this November. It’ll cost $10, but should prove interesting, to
say the least. Part of the pre-publicity stuff (which included a poster!) talks of
Dr.Wertham analyzing the influence of fanzines “as a manifestation of youth
subculture”. There you are, Terry, now you can tell friends the real purpose
of Erg! Seriously, though, I’m looking forward to seeing the book – soon, if
possible.

*** fanzines received ***
Blunt 1 (63pp:A4:d) Bob & Mary Smith + Dave Rowe, 131 Coxtie Rd,
Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5PT. (20p) This is an extremely impressive first
issue, the more so since I’d had some doubts about Blunt after Dave Rowe’s
pre-publicity campaign. It’s entirely and commendably fannish, unblemished
by as much a book review; I can’t say that I liked everything within and the
issue tended to break down into lots of small items, rather than uniting into an
integrated whole. But these are minor points, particularly in a new fanzine.
Contents include a rather confused OMPAcon report, redeemed by splendid
and instantly recognizable cartoons of fans by Penny Grant; several pieces by
or about local UK fangroups; a neo’s view of fandom by Pamela Boal, which
should provoke some comment; and various other pieces, such as a look at
the Globe in 20005 by Rob Holdstock. Very promising.
Bweek 17, 18, 19 (4pp:A4:d) Seth McEvoy, Box 268, E.Lansing, Mi.48823,
USA. (5/40¢) UK Agent: Hartley Patterson. For some strange reason I
reviewed the final issue, Bweek 20, in the last Checkpoint. Let it be said, then,
that this was a regular fanzine of foolishness, chatter and occasional news.
The 17th issue contains a photo of the shaggy, bear-like creature that purports
to be Seth McEvoy and is thus of particular note. Recommended, but I don’t
know whether Seth or Hartley will have any spares left.
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Degenerate 1 (33pp:A4:d) Jim Kennedy, 1859 E.Fairfield, Mesa, Ariz.85203,
USA. (free?) You really appreciate something like Blunt when you see a first
issue like this. It’s a mess. It really doesn’t seem worth while putting out an
illegible first fanzine, but so many fans started out that way that I can’t single
out Jim for criticism. Apart from a printed, but unexciting, cartoon strip,
Degenerate is the traditional first issue crud-zine; it appears to be overmuch
concerned with comic and horror stuff. I won’t promise anything, but good
fanzines have had just as terrible first issues. Master the duplicator for the
second issue, Jim.
Diaspar 15 (9pp:A4:d) Terry Carr, 11037 Broadway Tce, Oakland, Ca.94611,
USA. (free/FAPA) It’s a pity this issue is so thin, but nonetheless there is a
peculiar, but interesting, article by Claire Beck, a Californian fan from the
thirties, entitled ‘The Preachers Woods & Others’, and a short poem by Carol
Carr. It’s enjoyable, though I wish there was more from Terry himself.
Energumen 15 (76pp:A4:d) Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, 205,
Toronto, Ontario, M6K 2Z9, Canada. ($1) With this introspective issue,
Energumen is folding and a fanzine like Mike & Susan’s deserves a fine,
stirring funeral oration; sadly, there’s no room here – I should have written a
loc for the last issue. By that I mean that Energumen 15 is itself a memorial
to the fanzine – there were thus, if you like, only fourteen real issues. The
fifteenth presents a mass of farewells from Mike, Susan, Rosemary, and
virtually all the regular artists and letter-writers. The whole thing is excellent
– very indulgent, of course, but if you had followed Energumen through its
publishing lifetime, you’d enjoy it too. Every inch a Hugo winner.
Eulogy 2 (24pp:fscp:sd) Phil & Sherry Spencer, 65 Southdown Rd, Portslade,
Brighton, BN4 2HL. (free/OMPA) I’m sure Phil could produce rather a good
personalzine if he wanted, since his editorial and other oddments (in an
anecdotal vein) are well-written and readable. Eulogy, however, contains too
much material of little interest – some verse, record reviews, and mcs.
Fanjan 2 (22pp:A4:d) Jan Jansen, L.v.Hullebuschstr.197, 2120 Schoten, Belgium.
(free/OMPA) In English, Fanjan is a light personalzine with an article or
two, mcs, and locs. Neatly produced and enjoyable.
Fanzine Fanatique 2, 3 (7pp:A4:d) Keith Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore Rd,
Lancaster, Lancs. (6/30p) Keith has the unenviable knack of making all his
fanzines look messy and this is no exception – we have learned to live with it,
anyway. It’s a reviewzine for fanzines – rather a peculiar selection, especially
in the second issue, but the reviewing is competent.
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Forthcoming Sf Books 15 (7pp:A4:d) Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. (2/$1 – airmail) The title speaks for itself – the
lists are of US sf books from August to November. Pretty expensive,
however, unless you’re desperate for advance information.
Gegenschein 11 (24pp:¼o:d) Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776, Australia. (50¢) UK Agent: Jim Goddard. Geg never stirs me to much
enthusiastic comment, I’m afraid; but it’s by no means bad – quite good, in
fact, though this issue contains little more than fanzine reviews by Ken
Ozanne plus a letter column. Try it and see what you think, anyway.
Girl’s Own Fanzine 2 (35pp:A4:d) Sue Smith, 78 Redgrave Rd, Normanhurst,
NSW 2076, Australia. (free?) Once again, the title points to the content and
this Aussie fanzine is devoted to feminist fans, this issue being concerned
with Women’s Lib. The latter subject is, dare I say, rather tedious; but Gough
does have an excellent letter column which makes the whole package well
worth acquiring – yes, even if you’re a bloke.
Haverings 56 (8pp:A4:d) Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey KT6
6QL. (6/40p) Other reviewzines for fanzines come and go, but Haverings
quietly continues; it’s interesting and can be useful, but watch out for the
rather too numerous mistakes (dangerous when they occur in addresses).
9 (68pp:¼o:d) Paul Skelton & Brian Robinson, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester, M12 4QH. (free?) A thick issue, but still of relatively little
interest; Hell has settled down to its own circle of readers and seems unlikely
to break through that circle. It’s fairly fannish, with columns and sundry other
items. The letter column, however, is a poor one. It looks fairly good, but I
can’t find much else of credit. Hell isn’t bad, just ho-hummy.
Instant Message 132, 133, 134 (4-8pp:A4:d) NESFA, PO Box G, MIT Branch
Station, Cambridge, Mass.02139, USA. ($4 p.a. – NESFA membership +
newsletter & the occasional clubzine, reviewed last issue) A regular
newsletter from this large and active New England sf group; it’s of
predominantly local interest, but some of their projects are more wideranging.
Inworlds 9 (6pp:fscp:d) Bill Bowers, PO Box 148, Wadsworth, Ohio 44281, USA.
(sub with Outworlds, qv.) I thought Iw had folded, but I seemed to have
missed a couple of issues (where’s 7 & 8, Bill?). Anyway, it seems to have
changed to a fanzine listing, rather than a fanzine reviewzine (though there
are a few reviews left) which is a pity. I’m surprised that Bill didn’t foresee
the effort that would be needed to fulfil his original idea of a fanzine about
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fanzines. The listing is arranged in the most unhelpful manner I can conceive
of, which is another change for the worse. It’s still useful and of interest, but
doesn’t look like lasting much longer, I fear. Keep it going, Bill.
It Comes In The Mail 5 (15pp:A4:d) Ned Brooks, 713 Paul St, Newport News,
Virginia 23605, USA. (free?) Another fanzine reviewzine, though strung
together as a sort of personalzine, if you can imagine that. I enjoy it (so what
happened to my copies of 3 & 4, Ned? Bad as Bowers, sirrah...).
Kwalhioqua 7 (38pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Leon, Ks.67074, USA. (money)
Though it may not look it, Kwalhioqua is an excellent fanzine containing
some of the best fannish writing currently appearing. Ed permeates the
production and the benign spirit of John Bangsund flits through the pages;
good lettercolumn too – highly recommended & most enjoyable.
Locus 146, 147, 148, 149 (6-10pp:A4:d) Charlie & Dena Brown, Box 3939, San
Francisco, Ca.94119, USA. (18/£3 – airmail; UK Agent: Pete Weston) A
well-known and largely serious sf newszine, with book and prozine news,
book reviews, obituaries, etc. It also has con reports and other items of more
interest. Exceedingly expensive, however, even in the US (18/$6).
5 (37pp:¼o:d) Mike & Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash Rd, Spondon, Derby, DE2
7QH. (50p/OMPA) There’s an interview from Chessmancon, fmz reviews,
mcs, letters, plus a few book reviews and a self-indulgent poll; rather an
average fanzine, but not at all bad. An English Gegenschein, perhaps.
Madcap 3 (61pp:¼o:d) Pete Colley & Pete Presford, 10 Dalkeith Rd, South
Reddish, Stockport, SK5 7EY. (25p) They’re putting a lot more effort into
this than they used to, but it seems to be going in the wrong (as far as I’m
concerned) direction; there are reviews, verse, fiction, letter column and so
on. I couldn’t discover anything of interest, however.
Magnus 3 (45pp:A4:d) Eric Batard, Rue Kleber, 37500 Chinon, France. (2f) A
large newszine, in French (with an English summary), but mainly interested
in comix; some items of interest, however.
Maule’s Well 3 (6pp:¼o:d) Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle on
Tyne, NE12 0HX. (free) A rather ho-hummy weekly personalzine that’s
already folded.
Muirgheal 3 (50pp:A4:d) Simon Joukes, Huize “De Oude Roos”, Geleeg 7-8, B2860 Onze-Lieve-Vrous-Waver, Belgium. (20f – Bel) In English, French, &
Flemish, Muirgheal is largely a letterzine, devoted to conventions in
particular; there are other items of interest, however. Pretty good.
Norstrilian News Aug. (4pp:¼o:d) Robin Johnson, GPO Box 4039, Melbourne,
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Vic.3001, Australia. (8/50p – UK Agent: me) The Australian newszine, with
this issue largely concerned with Aussiecon ’75 and the 2nd Advention.
Good for all Australian fan news, and note that it’s now cheaper.
Outworlds 17 (40pp:A4:d) Bill & Joan Bowers, PO Box 148, Wadsworth, Ohio
44281, USA. (75¢) Though it tends to be extremely introspective, particularly
in the editorials, Ow has a diversity of contents and varies amazingly from
issue to issue in appearance and general make-up. This issue is in a fairly
standard fanzine format, and consists of an article on ‘The Making of a
Fanzine’ by Bill, plus the regular columnists (Robert Lowndes, Ted White,
and Poul Anderson) talking on a variety of subjects; there’s a loc column too.
It’s always impressive and usually enjoyable. Recommended.
Prehensile 7, 8 (54 & 38pp:A4:d) Mike Glyer, 14974 Osceola St, Sylmar,
Ca.91342, USA. (35¢) All sorts of items appear in this massive double issue,
from reviews to LACon reports, from Aljo Svoboda to Larry niven. It looks
as is good, rather in the tradition of the giant genzines which started to appear
back in ’68 or so but (mostly) died the death soon after. Good letter columns,
too, but I think I’ll put these aside for a longer review in Vector.
Recommended.
A brief note on the reviews: in brackets are 1) the number of pages; 2) the
size (¼o = UK; A4 = UK A4 + US & Eur.¼o; fscp = UK foolscap + UK
legalsize; and 3) the method of production (d = duplicated (US = mimeo); sd
= spirit d. (US = ditto); p = printed; and x = xeroxed (photostat copies)).
Riverside Quarterly 21 (96pp:½A4:p) Leland Sapiro, Box 40, Univ.Station,
Regina, Sask., Canada. (4/$2) This issue is somewhat better presented than
the previous one, but the contents are still the tired sub-academic articles on
trash books, ‘The Prudish Prurience of H.R.Haggard & E.R.Burroughs’ and
so on. Harry Warner has a short column on FAPA, but otherwise I can find
nothing of merit, I’m afraid.
2, 3 (4pp:¼o:d) John Brosnan, Flat 1, Elsham Rd, Kensington, London W14.
(free) Talking of meritless zines... No, well, it’s a gossip fanzine which is
much enjoyed by ratfandom and myself, but which may well prove
incomprehensible to anyone else. It prints such fabulous one liners as “I
married a bit over a year ago” which is remarkably funny and well worth
reprinting.
Scottishe 66 (24pp:¼o:d) Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Av, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6
6QL. (3/40p) Britain’s longest-running fanzine, but it’s getting mighty thin
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these days. There’s very little outside Jim Linwood’s piece on old radio series
– a couple of letters, non-descript book reviews, and some Atom cartoons. It
can be much better than this when it tries.
Sf Commentary 34 (43pp:A4:d) Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne,
Vic.3001, Australia. (9/£1.50 – UK Agent: Malcolm Edwards) This is the
second of the John Foyster edited SFCs in which comments on sf are
collected together; the final result should be a useful anthology on the subject
and it’ll be a long one too. This issue covers comments from Budrys to
Gernsback (it’s being organized alphabetically). I prefer the standard SFC,
but I can’t deny the worth of this particular project.
Sf Times 132 (52pp:A4:p) Hans-Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1,
Weissenburger Str.6, Germany. (DM 3.60) A very professional publication,
Sf Times has moved into the field of underground magazines whilst retaining
its sf basis. It’s in German, tends to be radically political (especially in its
criticism), and concentrates on news and reviews with occasional articles.
Franz Rottensteiner skims through American sf books, Horst Pukallus looks
at the New Wave, and Klaus Diedrich considers the Golem. SFT is well
worth the serious sf fan’s attention.
Siddhartha 3 (24pp:¼o:d) Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce, Chester Rd, Sunderland,
Co.Durham, SR4 7RD. (free) A personalzine and a fairly good one too. Pity
it doesn’t appear a little more frequently.
Sirruish 11 (44pp:A4:p) Railee Bothman, 1300 W.Adams, Kirkwood, Mo.63122,
USA. (50¢) I remember this as a large, but rather dull fanzine from its earlier
incarnation when it formed part of the fanzine flood from St.Louis when the
group there was bidding for the ’69 worldcon. It appears to have been
revived, but still isn’t very exciting, I’m afraid. There are reviews and a few
odd articles, some photos (a good idea), and some bad artwork & good
artwork poorly produced (compare the Mike Gilbert stuff here with that
which appeared in The Proper Boskonian). Ok, but no more than that.
Son of the WSFA Journal 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103 (10pp:A4:d)
Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd, Wheaton, Md.20906, USA. (10/80p – UK
Agent: Eric Bentcliffe) Its regularity should be obvious, but the content is
never particularly exciting – mainly short reviews and notes, with some news.
Quite useful, however, though it seems a pity that such energy couldn’t be
put to a more entertaining purpose.
Starship Tripe 4 (19pp:A4:p) Michael Gorra, 199 Great Neck Rd, Waterford,
Ct.06385, USA. (35¢) It lives up to its name – a messy collection of reviews,
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letters, and oddments. Acceptable if this was the first issue, but...
The Grimling Bosch 1 (6pp:¼o:d) Harry Bell, 9 Eskdale Gdns, Lyndhurst Est,
Low Fell, Gateshead, Co.Durham, NE9 6NS. (free) Another Gannet
personalzine, marking Harry’s welcome reappearance as a faned. Bit thin as
yet, but still enjoyable.
The Middle Earthworm 21 (20pp:A4:d) Archie Mercer, 21 Tenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall, TR13 8LH. (free) A Tolkien-based letterzine, but usually
of interest to the rest of us. Regular too.
The Passing Parade 4 (26pp:A4:d) Milton Stevens, 9849 Tabor St. 3, Los
Angeles, Ca.90034, USA. (25¢) First time I’ve seen this and I was fascinated
by a couple of pages of good photos of Los Angeles fans (all from APA L). I
can never understand why more fanzines don’t make use of photos – must do
it again in Egg if I remember. Rest of this zine is fairly interesting too, with
fmz reviews, letter column, and so on. Entertaining.
The Penultimate Blimp 2 (6pp:¼o:d) Ron & Sue Clarke, 78 Redgrave Rd,
Normanhurst, NSW 2076, Australia. (free) A personalzine from Ron and new
wife (congratulations), Sue (see Girl’s Own Fnz).
16, 17, 18 (40, 20, & 10pp:A4:d) Donn Brazier, 1455 Fawnvalley Dr, St.
Louis, Mo.63131, USA. (25¢) It calls itself a ‘monthly scrapbook’ which is a
pretty accurate description; it’s full of – uh – things, with lots of letters and
oddments. It could do without the bad illoes, but otherwise it’s fine. Rather
defies a short review like this, however. Good.
Vector 65, 66 (55 & 44pp:½A4:p) Malcolm Edwards, 19 Ranmoor Gdns,
Harrow, Middx. HA1 1UQ. (30p) The BSFA journal continues with amazing
regularity and at a better standard than ever before; fairly straightforward
sercon stuff, but Malcolm gives it something of a fannish touch at times. 65
has material by Zelazny, Aldiss, Gene Wolfe, Bob Shaw, and myself – I keep
good company in Vector, kids. 66 is dominated by Brian Stableford’s ‘The
Robot in Sf’ – Mark Adlard and David Compton also appear. Highly
recommended if you’re interested in science fiction.
Wooden Nickel 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 (2pp:A4:d) Arnie Katz, 59
Livingston St, Apt.6H, Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. (free) I shouldn’t really
review this since circulation is very limited, but it’s a light, fannish and very
enjoyable weekly fanzine. Like it.
Xenium 1 (22pp:A4:d) Mike & Susan Glicksohn, 32 Maynard Av, Apt.205,
Toronto, Ontario, M6K 2Z9, Canada. (free) Another one with a strictly
limited circulation; “Not as roomy as Energumen, but nice!” says a silly
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dragon on the cover – and I’ll let that stand as the comment on the new
Glicksohn-zine. Fannish and enjoyable.
Zimri 5 (55pp:A4:d) Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd, Whalley Range, Manchester,
M16 8HP. (20p) One of the best of the newer British fanzines and now,
thanks to Harry Turner, one of the best-looking as well. Bryn Fortey and Ted
Tubb have a couple of good pieces, but I could have done without the poetry
– even Brian Aldiss’, I’m afraid; letter column could have been handled
better too, but nonetheless Zimri’s a pretty fine fanzine.
Holy Moly, Roscoe! That’s 290 fanzines I’ve received so far this year, not
counting apazines. I’ve reviewed them all too, though I’m not sure whether
that’s a creditworthy (or intelligent) move on my part. Anyone got any
comments? It would be easier to revert to listings, though I’d feel less happy
about it. Keep the fanzines coming, anyway.
An asterisk, by the way, indicates a particular recommendation – and no,
Locus borrowed the idea from the early Checkpoints. I merely gave it up
because my Newcastle typer lacked an *. This one has an *. And an +. It
doesn’t have a , however, and I used to like using the .
FANZINE PROJECTION: A few new fanzines are promised; I’m not
guaranteeing their appearance, but I’ve been asked to mention them. Ian
Butterworth (29 Larkhill Rd, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, Ches. SK8 5QW) is
looking for fiction, poetry and ‘some artwork’ for a “fan fiction zine” called
Grand Guignol. Hmmm. In mildly better taste is Rob Jackson’s Artery,
though he’s looking for in-depth book reviews (21 Lyndhurst Rd, Benton,
Newcastle on Tyne, NE12 9NT). In far worse taste (but much more fannish)
is Greg Pickersgill’s Tales of the Filing Section – it should be out any decade
now. Keep waiting, fans. If you’ve a long memory, you may recall that Ian
Maule promised Maya 6 by the end of February – it’s now November he’s
promising it for (“with my fingers crossed,” he says). Pete Weston is
apparently busy printing – yes, printing – Speculation; and Malcolm Edwards
says the printers are sitting on the next Vector (which won’t, incidentally,
contain my column, since I missed the deadline a couple of months ago). As
for Egg... would anyone believe Before Christmas? No, I thought not. We
shall see, anyway.
TALKING OF PROJECTED FANZINES, I’d better note that the
next Checkpoint will appear immediately after the Novacon and will contain
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the three or four pages of news and other oddments that I’ve had to miss out
on this occasion. Keep on writing.
THE PIT: The following will be gently flung into the Pit, unless they
renew or write or somesuch: Dave Hendelow, Peter Darling (Aus), & John
Stith (US). People with crosses after their names are advised to do something
too, since they’re at the mercy of editorial whim.
AND THE PENDULUM: This barbarous instrument will allow the
following just one further issue unless they too do something: James
Goddard, Sonya Porter, Brian Temple, Deirdre Smythe (Eire), John
Mansfield (Ger), Sezar Ergin (Turk), Jack Collins (US), Mitchell Kapor (US).
CARTOON BY JOHN D.BERRY – thought I’d forgotten something...
CHECKPOINT 42
from
Peter Roberts
Flat 4
6 Westbourne Park Villas
London W2.
Printed Matter Only
Return Requested, if undeliverable
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Checkpoint 43, November 1973
ЧЭКПОИНТ 43
21st November 1973
Checkpoint, the fan newszine, is produced by Peter Roberts, Flat 4, 6
Westbourne Park Villas, London W2. It’s available for news, letters, or
10/50p (UK & Europe), and appears Whenever I Have The Energy which is
(nowadays) about once a month. Forty three issues, that’s not too many.
USA: Charlie & Dena Brown, PO Box 3938, San Francisco, Ca.94119;
4/$1 (air) or 10/$1 (sea).
Aus: Robin Johnson, Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic.3001; 6/$1 (air) or
12/$1 (sea).
RSA: Nick Shears, 52 Garden Way, Northcliff 4, Johannesburg; 5/R1
(air) or 10/R1 (sea).
Restormel Press Publication: 89. mi flies with this issue.
SUPERIOR, FIRST-RATE, ALPHA PLUS, FINE, SUPERFINE,
CLASSIC, VINTAGE, ABOVE PAR. These are just some of the
judgements on the third Novacon held recently (Nov.2-4th) in Birmingham
and organized by Hazel Reynolds and the Brum Sf Group. As in previous
years it was held at the Imperial Centre Hotel, a good place for a con since, as
Pete Weston remarked, it’s just shabby enough for fans to feel at home in.
About 100-150 turned up, including a contingent of Gannetfans from the
Frozen North and a lively group of Flemish fans from Belgium. Ken Bulmer
was Guest of Honour – an excellent choice since he combines the many
virtues of being a long-time fan with that sublime majesty that belongs to
Professional Writers. The programme, as is usual at these small British cons,
was very light and was made even lighter when the Customs seized the films
that were to be shown over the weekend. Perhaps they thought that The
Transatlantic Tunnel was a longer version of Deep Throat. Anyway, some
execrable low-budget movie was the only replacement that could be found at
such short notice – you could see the strings on the actors, I’m told. Other
than that, there were a couple of panels – one on Galactic Empires and
another on the Hugo Award nominations – and two or three talks, including
one on fanzines in which Keith Walker had to hold transparencies in the air,
due to a lack of projector and screen. The programme, therefore, suffered
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from more than its fair share of difficulties. The essence of all good cons,
however, is the fine fannish atmosphere, and that certainly wasn’t lacking at
the Novacon.
CHAMPION, WIZARD, CORKING, SUPER, TIPTOP, TOPNOTCH, SWELL, BONZER. I strolled out of the bar at Euston and was
met by a trio of impatient Ratfans. “This is not a time for urbane posturing,
Roberts,” said Greg Pickersgill. “We are Going To A Convention!” So we
hurried onto the train and spent an unusually quiet trip up, during which I
peacefully robbed the others blind at poker and also caught my hair in the
lavatory door, which was a pretty damn silly thing to happen and not at all
urbane. Rob Holdstock nervously read sf in last-minute preparation for a
panel he was on, Roy Kettle quipped and beamed, and Greg sat in a cloud of
doom since the omens and entrails had predicted a bad convention for him.
(continued overleaf)
Greg cheered up when we reached Birmingham, however; the
Gannetfans – Ian Maule, Rob Jackson, and Henry Pijohn – were already at
the hotel and the notorious swivel chairs were still in the bar. (These are
excellent for falling over in, as proved at every Novacon; first to go down
was Ian Maule who disappeared in a flurry of legs, arms, curses, and
cackling. This was not considered a suitable position for someone running the
next Eastercon.) Friday was largely taken up with meeting incoming fans –
Shayne McCormack on a post-TORCON visit to Britain before returning to
the safety of Australia, Roj Gilbert (“You can call me by my first name now
– it’s Doctor.”), Jan & Rosa Jansen and Simon & Caroline Joukes from
Belgium, Tony & Simone Walsh, Norman & Ina Shorrock, Darroll & Ro
Pardoe, Pete Presford, Jhim Linwood, and many, many others who will
probably never forgive me for not mentioning them. I unwisely went into the
hucksters’ room in full knowledge that George Locke was selling old
fanzines at very tempting prices and came out an hour later, staggering under
the weight of a pile of Ancient and Fabulous Fannish fanzines. I won’t tell
you how much I paid, for fear of exciting incredulity; however, I have been
forced to live somewhat frugally this month. Later in the evening I joined the
regular game of dealer’s choice, winning some of Ron Bennett’s excellent
and eccentric games, but finally losing on a straightforward round of threecard brag which I myself chose. A session of banging my head against a brick
wall followed. Dolt. Next year I promise not to put £6 on a pair of aces when
Phil Rogers isn’t bluffing.
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Saturday was a good, long day. More people arrived, including Harry &
Irene Bell and the amazing Bob Rickard. Lots of things happened, though
they’ve already dissolved into a pleasant blur of talking, drinking, and eating
out. There was a Fancy Dress Party on Saturday night (except for pedants, for
whom it was on Sunday morning); James and Judy Blish won a welldeserved prize for their splendid garb as a Lord & Lady of the
Instrumentality; Gray Boak won a well-deserved groan with his single black
glove, going as The Left Hand of Darkness. The party, however, was held in
a very small and very stuffy room, so it quickly spread out all over the hotel.
At about 3 am I announced that I was hungry and, since Ian Maule and
Californian fan, Rich Coad, felt in the same state, we went out in search of
food, eventually finding a subterranean Chinese place. “They’ve got the
dancing girls on, lads!” said a good-natured policeman, but though we rushed
down the steps to the restaurant, we only discovered some musicians packing
up. The place was eerily full of people, however; a peculiar oasis of life in the
desolation of late-night Birmingham. It took us over an hour and several
weary miles to walk the hundred yards back to the hotel, but we were glad to
discover that few fans had retired. I went up to a cheerful and crowded party
in the Blish’s room and eventually retired when it moved to Peter Nicholls’
room shortly after 6 am.
Sunday started off quietly. As usual, there was the late afternoon exodus
which is always depressing, the more so on this occasion since Ratfandom
and I intended to return to London in the early evening. I’d been invited to
Pete Weston’s firework party that night, but had ruefully decided that I’d
better go home. So when it reached a stage where virtually everyone but us
was waiting around for lifts to Pete’s house, sipping a last pint of Guinness, I
decided that this was no way to end a convention and booked a room for
Sunday night. The others had already given in to temptation. A new lease of
life was the reward, and personally I enjoyed that final night more than any
other of the con. First there was Pete Weston’s party – we arrived too late for
the fireworks, but still had a good time – and after that there were several
splendid hours in the bar with Gannet and Ratfandom, plus the Belgian fans
who proved to be excellent company.
A dismal Monday finally arrived. We journeyed back in sombre silence,
reading fanzines. A last drink was taken at Euston station, Greg and I
hallucinating as usual immediately after a con, and recognizing fans in every
mundane face we saw. We eventually split up. It was a good con.
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SPEC WINS NOVA AWARD: At the Novacon banquet on Saturday
Ken Bulmer presented Pete Weston with the Nova Award for Best UK
fanzine – Speculation. The award itself is an innovation which has been
mentioned before in Checkpoint; any member of the Novacon could
nominate a fanzine (or rather a specific issue), but the actual judging was
done by a panel of well-known fans, none of who could be said to be directly
connected to a group or specific fanzine. Ken Bulmer, Jhim Linwood, Phil
Rogers, and Tony Walsh made the selection for the first award.
Pete uncovered an awkward point in his acceptance speech when he
noted that Malcolm Edwards really deserved the Nova Award for his recent
work on Vector which he’s transformed into a regular and entertaining
production. It turned out that Vector had not been nominated and would
probably not have been considered eligible in any case (being funded by the
BSFA). It also turned out, incidentally, that Speculation had only just been
nominated at the last minute. So, various points will have to be ironed out by
next year so that the mechanics of the award function smoothly.
Congratulations to Pete Weston anyway, and thanks to the kind person (or –
dare I hope? – people) who nominated Egg!
ZELAZNY ON TYNE: (Thanks to Rob Jackson for the following)
Several items of news are on hand concerning Tynecon 74, the next UK
Eastercon. Firstly, there should be an ad for it, embellished with Harry Bell
cartoons, in this Checkpoint. Secondly, Roger Zelazny is planning to attend –
this will be his first visit to a British convention. Thirdly, there’s to be a
Photo Competition at which groups of photos on either science fictional or
fannish subjects will be shown; any photos you may have – either prints or
slides – are welcome. Membership stands at 201 (as of November 18th).
Slaughterhouse 5 will definitely be one of the con films. The committee
would, by the way, like anyone who hasn’t yet sent in their hotel booking
form to indicate whether they want a room with or without a bath – it makes
a difference, since you pay more for such a luxury.
KITTENCON 74? Gray Boak and Jhim Linwood are tentatively
suggesting a small local convention in the South of England for next
Summer. The idea at the moment is to book a small, inland hotel suitable for
a fannish convention with little or no programme. They’re sounding out
opinion at the moment, but Gray tells me he hopes to get it off the ground.
Support and suggestions welcomed.
NOVACON IV: Jack Cohen will be chairman of the next November
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convention in Birmingham. I’ve no further details yet, except that, as
announced at the Novacon III banquet, all members of the last convention
will receive automatic, free membership of the next – this is to make up for
the loss of this year’s films. A nice gesture, I think.
FANZINES FOR SALE: These are a few duplicates, all complete (unless
noted) but mostly in well-read and attic-stored condition. Best offer by
Jan.1st will take them (individually, I should think). I would, however, prefer
to exchange them and will give preference to any reasonable trades; I’m
looking for a variety of old fanzines (and will, incidentally, pay for them, if
you prefer), mostly fannish, and including: Hyphen, Quandry, Spacewarp,
Oopsla, Grue, Innuendo, Quip, Shaggy, and many others. Here’s the list:
Sun Spots 17 (April 1941) edited by Roy Plotkin, Rod Gaetz, & Gerry de la Ree.
Fiction, articles, etc. by F.O.Tremaine, Lew Martin, & others.
Fan-atic 2 (March ’41) ed.by Charles Heling. Articles, letters, &c. by Forry
Ackerman, Art Widner (‘Too Many Fanmags’), and others.
Fantasy Advertiser 2 & 3 (May & July ’46) ed.by Gus Willmorth. Virtually all ads
– pieces of news about a new UK prozine called New Worlds...
Le Zombie 46 (April ’42) ed.Bob Tucker. News, letters, &c, inc. a pome by
Liebscher, Boskone report, Ed Conner’s first meeting with a fan, &c. Photos
on the cover are missing, I’m afraid (not my fault!).
Spaceship 19 (Oct.’52) ed.Bob Silverberg. Articles, fiction, &c. Includes
Silverberg’s look at BREs with a checklist to Sep.’52.
Grue 27 (Feb.’56) ed.Dean Grennell & Chuck Harris. Fannish pieces by Bob
Bloch, Lee Hoffman, Bob Shaw, and others. Atom cartoons extensive.
Telepath 1 (Dec.’51) ed.A.W.Haddon. Printed Aussie fanzine; short, but with
articles by Vol Molesworth & Heinlein (rpt) “To the Moon in ’52?”
I’ve a few more (Cry, Orion, The Timebinder, Shaggy, Forerunner, &c) and I
shall list these next time, if there’s any evidence of interest. God knows what
US prices for fanzines are like, but (to give you some idea) I’d reckon 20p
(inc.postage) would be a minimum for most of the above.
GHANAIAN FANDOM “NONE TOO HEALTHY” says Ben Prole; “We
have been reduced by attacks of cholera and Black Death to three members
reading Heinlein juveniles...” Ben has a few sage things to say about
Checkpoint:
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“The most significant and interesting parts of Checkpoint are the typer
decorations. You know, the xxxxxx and the ******. There really ought to be
a fannish term for these things. If there isn’t, I suggest the word Distings – a
very useful West Africanism that means whatsit-thingummy (comes from
‘this thing’). Distings are an integral, necessary and beautiful part of fan
publishing and their place ought to be officially recognized. You ought to
include them in your next Fan Poll; but why stop there? Obviously a new
Hugo is called for. I envisage some kind of copyright system: rights for Hugo
entry go to the first to publish. Each design would be given a name, of
course. A whole new field of criticism would have to be invented: I suggest it
will be based on the architectural criticism of John Betjeman (You know, the
Poet Laureate).
“Two distings recently published by you are real classics of the infant
genre. I refer to the examples in Checkpoint 36 on p.7. The first
(HXHXHXHXHXHX) is an immensely pleasing symmetrical arrangement of
Hs and Xs, simple enough to be quickly unravelled, but complex enough to
satisfy the viewer that he is looking at a work of art and not merely a line of
Hs and Xs. Compare this pattern with the one at the bottom of the preceding
page (V:V:V:V:V:V:V) – Vs and colons. What sterility! No artistic merit
whatsoever, merely a line of Vs and colons – a couple of minutes’ hackwork. However, the other disting on p7. is far better. One of the asymmetrical
type, with a fine flat top and intriguing saw tooth pattern (vwvwvwvwvwvw).
To the experienced reader it is soon apparent that it is composed of Vs and
Ws – a clever, lighthearted little composition...”
Ben is anxious to receive fanzines, preferably by air mail (“I don’t mind
the delay of 2nd class post, but the cleft stick is hell on the cheap paper”);
spare a copy, therefore, for Ben Prole, Hawku Secondary School, PO Box 50,
Bawku, Upper Region, Ghana.
Ben Prole’s little squib about typewriter art or “distings” was
virtually impossible to reproduce in HTML. You’ll need to go to the
website for a scan showing the piece as it appeared in Checkpoint
(crossing a pagebreak). Sorry about all the flyspecks.
“YOU WANT NEWS, EH?” asks John Berry, who has taken to living on a
farm (“I always though roosters only crowed when the sun came up...”)
“Briefly,” says John, “I moved to Northern Virginia last winter, at the same
time as rich and Colleen Brown, and a couple of months later Terry Hughes
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moved here too. We seem to have precipitated something we laughingly call
‘Falls Church Fandom’, although most of us have a hard time taking the term
seriously. I suppose we really do constitute a local fangroup, what with a
hardcore of old fans and tired like Ted White, rich brown, Terry, and me.
(Neither Robin nor Colleen will admit that they’re fans, most of the time,
even though Colleen is a coeditor of The Gafiate’s Intelligencer.) In addition
we seem to attract other people; Ed Smith (who succeeded me as fmz
reviewer for Amazing) is living in Washington, and a couple of other
Charlotte, North Carolina, fans are planning to move up here one of these
days. What an unlikely place to create a fandom!
“It is perhaps significant that none of us has published a fanzine since
we all moved here, unless you count The Gafiate’s Intelligencer. It seemed
quite reasonable to expect that with Ted White and me living in the same
town, indeed for a while under the same roof (while I was looking for a
place), Egoboo would appear more frequently. Reasonable, indeed, but not
true. A big, thick issue has lain mostly stencilled since April, awaiting a few
finishing touches such as Ted’s editorial. I do expect it to be done this year,
but I suppose Egoboo has become ‘The Frequent Annual Fanzine.’ Still, as
Ted said, “It’s too good a fanzine to let die,” so we’ll continue to publish it
whenever the urge takes us, even if it is literally annual. Look at it this way:
we still publish more frequently than Lee Hoffman.
“You want real Fan News, don’t you? There’s not much of that, since
American fandom has been in the doldrums over the past year: by far the
better part of the fanzines that have come my way since the LACon have
been either British or Australian, with only isolated issues of worthwhile
American fanzines. The best stuff seems to be in FAPA, which is enjoying
the beginning of a renaissance that I’ve been participating in since I became a
member in May of last year. The Brooklyn Insurgents have been practising
what they call ‘passive insurgentism’ which means that almost nothing has
come out of that area until recently. At present I get my news by word of
mouth or by waiting for Checkpoint. US fandom (and Canadian fandom) is
quite directionless these days.”
CoAs:
Forry Ackerman, 2495 Glendower Av, Hollywood, Ca.90027, USA.
Ron Bennett, 36 Harlow Park Crescent, Harrogate, HG2 0AW, Yorks.

fanzines received
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Blunt 2 (63pp:A4:d) Bob & Mary Smith, Dave Rowe, 131 Coxtie Green Rd,
Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5PT. (20p) A large issue like this following swiftly
on the heels of the first Blunt is pretty astounding; what’s more it’s a good
issue. Dave Rowe and Andrew Stephenson talk about fan art; Alan Hunter
gives the history of the F.A.S.; James Parkhill-Rathbone reminisces; Ken
Bulmer mourns Walt Willis (this piece started rumours that WAW has died
0- no truth in that, I trust); Syd Bounds and Jhim Linwood talk about the
Kitten Group; and Julia Stone considers ‘What’s Wrong With Fandom’.
Plenty of entertaining and interesting material in Blunt, therefore. My only
major complaint is that the cut-up letter column is pretty feeble; other than
that, it’s recommended.
Cypher 10 (54pp:A4:d) James Goddard, Plovers Barrow, School Rd,
Nomansland, Wilts. (20p) I have the feeling that I’ve always been a little
unfair in my criticism of Cypher: it’s a well-produced, nicely illustrated
fanzine dealing largely with sf. But I can’t ever work up much enthusiasm for
it. Main item in this issue is a transcript of a conversation between Brian
Aldiss and James Blish; there are a couple of general articles on sf as well, a
bunch of book reviews, a fairly good letter column, and (a surprising and
useful item) J.G.Ballard answering questions about Crash. There are a couple
of humorous pieces which did not amuse me, but otherwise this is one of the
better issues of Cypher and should be worth of your attention.
Fanews 42, 43 (10pp:A4:p) Martin Eisele, 7332 Eislingen/Fils, Schillerstrasse 20,
Germany. (75pf – sample: 40pf) Every once in a while Fanews disappears
and then surfaces again with a new bunch of people at the helm; this latest
return sees little change in content – it’s a good sf and fannish newszine and
is my main source of information on activity in Germany. In German, by the
way.
Forthcoming Sf Books 16 (6pp:A4:d) Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. ($1/2) As usual, this contains lists of sf intended
for publication in the U.S. (Oct-Jan ’74); this issue also has a piece on the
closing of Lancer Books. Expensive, unless you really need the information.
Instant Message 135, 136, 137 (av.8pp:A4:d) NESFA, PO Box G, MIT Branch
Station, Cambridge, Mass.02139, USA. ($4 p.a. – NESFA membership) A
very regular newszine from New England, it’s mainly concerned with club
and local matters, but often contains other items of more wide-spread interest.
Kwalhioqua 8 & 10 (46 & 20pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Leon, Ks.67074, USA.
(50&cent;) There must be something wrong, since Kwal is beginning to look
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quite presentable. Still the same lunacy within, however: a mass of short
pieces, an excellent letter column, and the mighty editor holding it all
together. Contributors in these issues include John Bangsund, Jodie Offutt,
Bertram Chandler, Ophelia Swanshit, and many others; material ranges from
book reviews outwards. Excellent fanzine (and I hope Kwal 9 isn’t lost at
sea).
Les Spinge 29 (13pp:¼o:d) Darroll & Ro Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon, PE18 7SU. (OMPA/free) An editorial plus letters – Spinge is an
unassuming and enjoyable personalzine.
Malfunction 4 (16pp:¼o:d) Pete Presford, 10 Dalkeith Rd, South Reddish,
Stockport, SK5 7EY. (free) Messy, childish, illiterate, and insulting – I quite
enjoyed it. Front cover is a collaboration between Terry Jeeves and Brian
Aldiss – the rest is largely personal.
Nadir 1 (46pp:A4:d) Roland Prevot & others, 13 rue des Petites Ecuries, 75010
Paris, France. (4f) Dhieu nous en preserve! This is a French zine which isn’t
deadly serious and which shows every sign of becoming quite fannish. Main
item of interest is a comparison by Roland Prevot between French and
Anglo-American fandom; after that there are reviews, some fiction, and a
page or two of verse. It looks good and I only hope it continues without
becoming depressingly sercon. In French.
SoNF 5 (14pp:A4:d) Howard Rosenblum, 46 Moray Rd, London N4. (10p) I
remember trading Mor-farch 1 for SoNF 1 at Buxton in 1968; it isn’t a very
regular fanzine... It’s somewhat better than I remember, though Howard’s
dislike of letters remains annoying. Bryn Fortey completes his serial in this
issue – I don’t remember what went before and neither, I think, did Bryn.
Otherwise there’s a poor con report gimmick from Vera Johnson and a
couple of small oddments. A bit thin after all this time, but we shall have to
see how often it’s going to appear in future.
Starship Tripe 5 (33pp:A4:d) Michael Gorra, 199 Great Neck Rd, Waterford,
Ct.06385, USA. (35&cent;) Several pages of this were reproduced with fuzzy
electrostencil and are literally unreadable; I’m amazed that Mike sent any out
like this – what’s the point? With the best will in the world I can’t read it, and
I did try since he spent $1.26 airmailing it to me. Sorry, guv’nor. Anyway,
what I could make out seemed fairly neoish, but not at all bad; a considerable
improvement over the previous issue, certainly. I shall look forward to
further, legible issues.
The Alien Critic 6 (80pp:½;A4:p) Dick Geis, Box 11408, Portland, Or.97211,
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USA. (UK Agent: Wm.Dawson & Sons, Ltd, Cannon House, Folkestone –
£1.98 p.a.) Talking of illegible zines, this has a couple of blank pages; but I
suppose that’s the fault of the printers. Anyway, it’s the first issue of this I’ve
seen and I must confess I’m rather disappointed. The unusual continuous
column format looks interesting and full of entertaining goodies: closer
examination reveals a large number of book reviews and suchlike. Ho hum.
In fact the whole thing is pretty sercon – more so than SFR, it would seem
(though remember I’m judging it on one issue). Ted White has a column;
R.A.Lafferty is interviewed; and lots of sf writers have their letters printed
(including the one I like, namely Phil Dick, who’s getting eerily paranoid
these days). Anyway, TAC is good by the standard of the average fanzine; I
just expected something better, I suppose.
True Rat 1 (16pp:¼o:d) Roy Kettle, 74 Eleanor Rd, London E8. (free) An
unexpected offering from the Ratfan master of the quip. It’s funny and
entertaining and reminds me of Malfunction, though the latter is less messy.
Nice one, Roy.
War Bulletin 50 (19pp:A4:d) Hartley Patterson, Finches, 7 Cambridge Rd,
Beaconsfield, Bucks. (5/30p) A special anniversary issue of the UK’s original
fannish Dippyzine; there are precious few fans left in it now, however. A
Tolkien variant and a Saxon/Celt variant are included (with rules and maps);
contact Hartley if you’re a games fan.
Wooden Nickel 18, 19, 20 (2pp:A4:d) Arnie Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt.6B,
Brooklyn, NY.11201, USA. (free, but limited) Small, regular, fannish, and
good. May fold with 21, however.
FOUR FOR DUFF: Lesleigh Luttrell has sent along a copy of the 1974
Down Under Fan Fund ballot. Four Australians are standing for the
opportunity to go to the Washington worldcon: John Bangsund, Susan Wood,
Leigh Edmonds, and Paul Stevens. DUFF is run in much the same way as
TAFF, but the cost is $1.50 (US) and the deadline is June 1st. Australian
administrator is Shayne McCormack; US administrator is Lesleigh Luttrell. I
shall probably run a ballot with Checkpoint at a later date, but for the moment
I’ll be content with one comment: John Bangsund for DUFF!
RETURN OF RON HOLMES: (Thanks to Rob Jackson for the
following) “Last night Ian Maule, Harry & Irene Bell, and I went to see Ron
Holmes at his home in Ryton. Ron was very active in early forties fandom
and was involved in a convention in Leicester in the middle of the war which
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doesn’t even seem to be included in the ‘History of British Conventions’ as
listed in recent con booklets. He appears repeatedly in All Our Yesterdays.
Ron produced some convention booklets of those days for us, including ’40
and ’41 Worldcon booklets – amazing stuff. After dropping out of fandom in
favour of his family letter in the decade, he feels he can now devote his time
rather more in fannish directions once again. Even when he was out of touch
with fandom generally, he still kept in touch with a few fannish friends, for
example Dave McIlwain (Charles Eric Maine) who, it may not be known,
was involved in a car crash a few months ago, but is happily now recovered.”
SF INTERVIEWS ON TV: Malcolm Edwards notes that there’s a
series of brief interviews on ITV this week; Chris Evans talks to a variety of
people connected with sf (Brian Aldiss, Kingsley Amis, George Hay, &c) in
The Shape of Things To Come. Look out for it.
THE PIT: Farewell to the following, unless they send money, news or
interesting letters: James Goddard, Sonya Porter, Brian Temple, Deirdre
Smyth (Eire), John Mansfield (Ger), Sezar Ergin (Turk), Jack Collins (US),
and Mitchell Kapor (US).
AND THE PENDULUM: One more issue before the pit: Jim Diviney,
Mary Legg, A.J.Savage, Phil Spencer, Mae Strelkov (Arg), Will Straw (Can),
J.Sabourin (Fra), Jean-Phillipe Cremona (Switz), and a large bunch of US
fans who haven’t responded to sample copies.
CODE: X = last issue; S = sample; R = review within; a number = your
sub.
CHECKPOINT 43
from:
Peter Roberts
Flat 4
6 Westbourne Park Villas
London W2
Printed Matter Only
Return requested, if undeliverable
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Checkpoint 44, December 1973
CHECKPOINT 44
30th December 1973
Checkpoint, the fan newszine, is produced by Peter Roberts, Flat 4, 6
Westbourne Park Villas, London W2. It’s available for news, letters, or 5/25p
(UK & Europe), and appears every once in a while. Agents: (US) Charlie &
Dena Brown; (Aus) Robin Johnson; (RSA) Nick Shears. 4/$1 (airmail), 5/50¢
(sea).
Restormel Press Publication: 90. mi flies with this issue.
THE GREAT BRITISH WORLDCON EXTRAVAGANZA: Some time
ago, just before Christmas, Malcolm Edwards came up to me at the Globe
and said “How about a British Worldcon, then?” Choking quietly on my
Guinness, I managed a casual nod of agreement and produced a likely date.
So, let it be known that Great Britain intends to bid for the 1979 World
Sf Convention. Why such a long time off? Well, for a start we’d like to keep
it at a good distance and, more seriously, 1979 looks like being the first
available year. 1975, as you all know, is the Aussiecon; 1976 and 1977 bids
are already in operation. We’d be very late starters for either of these years
and would have the added disadvantage of bidding shortly after a foreign
Worldcon. 1978 was Malcolm’s first choice; but, as far as I can see from the
present rotation rules, the Worldcon should return to the West Coast area in
that year. Since they will miss out in 1975, having lost to Australia, they
would have a strong bid in 1978 against another foreign Worldcon (if we
were to win a bid for 1978, the West Coast wouldn’t have had a World
convention for nine years (1972-81)). This really leaves 1979 as first
reasonable year for a British Worldcon.
Obviously at the moment nothing very much has been accomplished.
Malcolm Edwards, Pete Weston, and myself have formed some sort of
committee to promote the idea and Malcolm has booked a spot at the
Tynecon to present and discuss the bid. Pete Weston, you may recall, wanted
to make a Worldcon bid for 1975 (just before the 1971 Eastercon where he
dropped the idea); he still has some useful correspondence with hotels on the
South Coast and that may prove to be the most suitable spot for 1979.
Anyway, the bid is in an early stage, so ideas, general expressions of
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support, dire warnings, money, or what have you, will be most welcome.
CROTTLED GREEPS, NOUN, ETYMOLOGY DUBIOUS: Elst
Weinstein, a Californian fan, is compiling a Fannish Dictionary; since I’ve
been collecting material (albeit haphazardly) for a similar project, we are
going to work in collaboration: anyone who can help, or who is interested in
the idea, should contact me (provisional deadline: March). More information
in the next Checkpoint. Bob Tucker’s Neofan’s Guide is back in print
incidentally – I believe Linda Bushyager is responsible, but I’m not sure yet
how to obtain copies. There are also rumours of Fancyclopaedia III...
THE WORLD OF FANZINES: Frederic Wertham, MD. / Southern Illinois
University Press, 144p, $10.
The title of Dr.Wertham’s book might lead you to think of it as a rather
lavish history and survey of fanzines along the lines of The World of
Illuminated Maps or The World of Mediaeval Doorknobs. It is, however, an
entirely different sort of work: an introduction to fanzines, “a serious study of
an unusual and unrecognized subject”, as the blurb puts it, which “will be
much enjoyed by general readers and will be of extreme interest and
importance to those in communication and literature, and comics.”
Frederic Wertham is not entirely an outsider to the subject. He notes that
he first came across fanzines in the forties and the book itself is evidence
enough of his interest. There are few signs of ignorance in the work – no
crass mistakes or absurd misinterpretations which are common to virtually all
reports on fandom and fanzines which occasionally appear in newspaper and
magazine articles. Doubtless any reader can find a clutch of mistakes
(“GoH”, for example, stands for “Guest of Honour”, not “Guard (!) of
Honour”), but there are no horrendous blunders. What will make this book
strange and alien to most fans, however, is the simple fact that Dr.Wertham is
not a fan, but an interested observer. The World of Fanzines is in fact
Dr.Wertham’s World of Fanzines – it isn’t mine and I doubt whether it’s
yours either.
The principal point is that the author does not reflect fannish values in
his consideration of fanzines. If I were writing something like this I’d
approach the subject with standard judgements and categories in mind; but
Dr.Wertham writes either in ignorance of disregard of these. The names – the
BNFs, the Fabulous Fanzines – are all missing: Dr.Wertham’s survey is
random, without value judgement, without consideration of what is best in
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past or present, fannish or sercon terms. Hyphen, Speculation, Outworlds, Sf
Commentary, – they just don’t appear.
This peculiarity is, I imagine, entirely the result of Dr. Wertham’s
inadequate fanzine collection; this is helpfully listed and, though it contains
over 200 titles, it is an impoverished and unsuitable accumulation. Britain,
for example, is represented by: Armageddon, Checkpoint, Cypher, Eureka,
Fan-Fare, Fantasy Advertiser, Gothique, Haverings, Oracle, Shades of Evil,
Stardock, and Twylight – not one of the Golden Age fanzines, nor even a
representative selection of contemporary material (the ones you’ve never
heard of are, I think, comic fanzines). The whole list, thought partly designed
to show diversity of origin, is extremely restricted: not a single Australian
fanzine appears (even though Australia is now the most active fanzine centre
outside the US), nor is there mention of fanzines from Argentina, Belgium,
France, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Portugal, South Africa, Turkey, and
so on and so on. Finally, the emphasis on comic fanzines makes the list look
pretty strange.
Ok then, let that be a warning to potential fannish readers: do not expect
to meet our world of fanzines, but a distorted view resulting from a random
external selection and from a general failure to discriminate between comic
and science fiction fandom.
Since fanzines as a means of communication is the central subject of the
book, it is fair to say that normal fannish standards – that Hyphen is
immeasurably superior to (say) Gary Groth’s Fantastic Adzine (sic.) – are
largely irrelevant. Largely, but not totally. Two things, for example, occur to
me (given the intention and scope of the book). Firstly, that fannish
judgements must to some extent interconnect with the question of
communication; wouldn’t it be fair to say, for example, that the fannish
preference for certain fanzines of inferior production, small size, and so on is
that these fanzines provide (in the terms of the book) particularly effective
means of communication? At the same time, shouldn’t some comment be
made on the esoteric, faanish nature of many of these fanzines? Some
considerable investigation of popular fanzines and highly regarded fanzines
would, I think, raise a variety of points about communication in this area. The
second point concerns Dr.Wertham’s refusal to separate comic and sf
fandom. He notes the differences on many occasions but nonetheless
deliberately disregards it. There is, undoubtedly, a substantial overlap and
there are a small minority of fans and a smaller number of fanzines with a
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foot in each field; but for the most part comic and sf fandom are separate
entities and have separate ideals and aims in their fanzines. From what I’ve
seen of comic fanzines I would suggest that they are as a whole far more
restricted in content, far more commercially minded than sf fanzines, and
rather akin to enthusiasts’ publications (Railway Modeller, or what have
you). They are not, in other words, particularly effective forms of
communication. (They have their own argot too, though Dr.Wertham mixes
the two to produce a ludicrous little guide to fanspeak, full of words I’ve
never encountered, even though I’m collaborating in a large Fannish
dictionary)
It’s about time I gave you some idea of the contents of the book. It starts
with no less than 32 pages of drawings and cartoons taken from fanzines;
they’re guaranteed to make any fan wince, since they range in quality from
some fine Tim Kirk cartoons to some hideous crudzine scrawls. I had to grit
my teeth and acknowledge that this is indeed The World of Fanzines and not
The Best of Fanzines. There follow several introductory chapters, including
fair pieces on the availability of fanzines and their origin, plus thin and rather
unhelpful and incoherent chapters on sf, fantasy, and comics. After the
peculiar guide to fan terminology, unlikely to help anyone, and the Wertham
fanzine list, the core of the book is reached with chapters on various aspects
of fanzines: “The Production of Fanzines”, “The Style of Fanzines”, “What is
in Fanzines?”, “Who Are the Fanzine Fans?”, and “The Significance of
Fanzines”. The book is 144 pages in length, though advertised as being 208
pp (paper shortage?).
What are Dr.Wertham’s judgements? Well, after The Seduction of The
Innocent, he was vaguely known to some fans as the slightly crazed innovator
of the Comics Code; rumours of a book on fanzines fearful or jocular
comments about a Fanzine Code and the possibility of a condemnation of the
international fannish conspiracy (young minds distorted by sensual Rotsler
cartoons and Algol centre-spreads!). The World of Fanzines, however, is the
work of a fanzine enthusiast. Dr.Wertham makes no substantial criticism of
fanzines, either in general or in particular. If I were to write a book on the
subject (and this review is getting dangerously near that length), I would
undoubtedly be far harsher; I rather think, in fact, that Dr.Wertham is too
happy with the phenomenon of fanzines:
“In my analysis, the editing of fanzines is a constructive and
healthy exercise of creative drives. As for the question of morbid
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alienation or estrangements, which is psychiatrically decisive is that
occupation with fanzines is not by any means a flight into solitude
or isolation. The fanzine fan seeks communication and not the
opposite. Fanzine editors are not idle dreamers. They do not run
away from the rest of the world. In fact they cope well with very
real people and institutions, like the paper merchants and the Post
Office. Often they show what amounts to an extraordinary amount
of energy and goodwill. Fanzines are a healthy part of our society.”
(p.121)
I’d like to have confidence enough in fanzines to say the same thing, but I
wouldn’t make such an assertion without a mass of qualifications and some
misgiving. Incidentally, the institution of fandom as a whole is not considered
in the book and that may be one reason for some of the more peculiar
judgements: fanzines cannot be isolated from fandom; they have to be
considered in context.
Dr.Wertham finally makes several useful and interesting observations;
the most important of these is that fanzines are virtually the only means of
communication that lack censorship, either overt or indirect (through
commercial or social pressures). Furthermore, faneditors show no sign of
abusing this freedom (if freedom can be abused, that is). Fanzines in fact are
free lines of communication – a radical reply to the many pressures of
commercial, impersonal, and dehumanized society; as such, they form a
small, but genuine and constructive critique of the modern world.
Just remember that before you tear up the next Neo’s Krudzine...
The World of Fanzines (which I recommend, incidentally – if you can afford
it) is available in the UK from Transatlantic Book Service, 51 Weymouth St,
London, W1N 3LE. There are no plans at the moment to issue it in
paperback.
ENERGUWORLDS? Bill Bowers writes to say that the Mae Strelkov Fund
is a distinct success ($1351.65 having been raised by December 1st). There
should be enough money to allow Mae to do some travelling in the US, as
well as attend the Washington Worldcon. Energuworlds? Well, Bill Bowers
and Mike Glicksohn intend to produce a joint, celebratory fanzine for the
occasion, & that should merit examination...
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*** fanzines received ***
Chao 13 (42pp:¼o:d) John Alderson, Havelock, Vic.3465, Australia. (20p) Chao
is a fairly large and fairly frequent genzine which owes a lot to the
personality of its editor. I’m afraid I’m not that keen on it myself, but you
may think differently.
Copra 2 (28pp:½fscp:p) Antonio Pedro Pita & Jose de Matos-Cruz, Rua de
Montarroio, 28 Coimbra, Portugal. (?) Copra is a well-illustrated comic
fanzine with articles on Secret Agent X9, Tintin, Vampirella, and such like; it
also contains an eight page supplement of reviews. Its Portuguese origin is
naturally it’s most interesting feature at the moment – you can puzzle your
way through the language too...
Cynic 6 (23pp:A4:d) Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston, Surrey, 1KT 3EG.
(free) It’s infrequent and rather thin, but this issue of Cynic is excellent; Gray
has turned it into a personalzine and makes use of it to comment on fandom
and conventions – all most readable and entertaining.
Fiawol 1 (4pp:A4:d) Arnie & Joyce Katz, 59 Livingston St, Apt 6B, Brooklyn,
NY 11201, USA. (free) Arnie has decided to revive this short-lived fannish
newszine and I hope he’s successful; past attempts have been good and
amusing, but a bit thin on news. We shall see.
Girl’s Own Fanzine 3 (32pp:A4:d) Sue Clarke, 2/159 Herring Rd, North Ryde,
NSW 2113, Australia. (75¢) This is that last issue and comes bound with The
Mentor, Ace double style; articles on education provide a theme with the
letters still concerned with the role of women. It’s all ok, but nothing of
particular note, I fear.
Instant Message 138, 139, 140 (7-11pp:A4:d) NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch PO,
Cambridge, Ma.02139, USA. ($4 p.a. membership) The newsletter of the
New England Sf Association, it contains mostly local information.
It Comes In The Mail 6 (19pp:A4:d) Ned Brooks, 713 Paul St, Newport News,
Va.23605, USA. (free) A mixture of fanzine reviews, letters, and news – it
depends what the postman brings, I suppose. Good.
Kwalhioqua 9 (21pp:A4:d) Ed Cagle, Route 1, Leon, Ks.67074, USA. (50¢) One
of the most entertaining of current fanzines, Kwal succeeds largely as a result
of its editor and the presence of the splendid John Bangsund. It has a varied,
but humerous content and is hereby recommended.
Les Spinge 30 (11pp:½A4:p) Darroll & Rosemary Pardoe, 24 Othello Close,
Hartford, Hunts., PE18 7SU. (free) A short, but pleasant personalzine.
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Magic Pudding 1 (18pp:¼o:d) Malcolm Edwards, 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow,
Middx, HA1 1UQ. (50p) A longer personalzine, and a particularly fine one.
Media 31 (3pp:A4:d) John Mansfield, PO Box 830, CFPO 5056, 757 BadenBaden 1, Germany. (10¢) Devoted to cuttings about tv programmes (Diana,
&c).
44, 45/7 (8 & 10pp:A4:p) Martin Eisele, 7332 Eislingen/Fils, Schillerstrasse
20, Germany. (65pf) A combination of two former newszines, Fanews and
NewsLetter, NLF is a good, regular newszine covering both sf and fandom.
It’s in German.
Prehensile 9 (71pp:A4:d) Mike Glyer, 14974 Osceola St, Sylmar, Ca.91342,
USA. (50¢) This is a good and thick genzine with material ranging from the
fannish madness of Aljo Svoboda to the tedium of book reviews. There are
usually several worthwhile pieces in each issue, often hidden in the editorial
or letter-column; it’s a big enough fanzine to pick them out, enjoy them and
leave the rest.
Revolting Tales of Sex & Super Science 4 (8pp:¼o:d) John Bangsund, PO Box
357, Kingston, ACT 2604, Australia. (free) Only a letter substitute, but
almost as fine as the rest of John’s small fanzines.
A DELAY IN CHECKPOINT (and in letter-writing) is the result of my
being without a typewriter. This issue is hurriedly typed on odd occasions at
work and probably looks like it. I am, however, investigating the possibilities
of buying a fine new machine. We shall see.
ALL ROADS LEAD TO LONDON: Bruce Gillespie arrived here
recently and intends staying in Britain for a few weeks before returning to
Australia. Robin Johnson also tells me that another Aussiefan, Allan
Sandercock, is in London – no sign of him at the moment, however. Don
Miller is expected over here at some unspecified time in 1974. The American
Mike O’Brien turned up at the December Globe on a flying visit – little was
seen of him, since the pub was absolutely packed, it being the 20th
Anniversary Globe Meeting.
THERE’S A DEATHLESS HUSH AT THE GLOBE TONIGHT,
mainly because they are pulling the place down... They will rebuild it,
however; but the pub which has housed the regular London meetings for the
last twenty years is changing owners and is likely to be completely revamped.
I’m not yet sure when the place is to be closed, but I believe there’s some
leeway yet. Meeting will be arranged elsewhere, at any rate.
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The LASFS, incidentally, have finally got their clubhouse. Called
Freehafer Hall (11360 Ventura Blvd, Studio City, Calif.), it was officially
dedicated at a meeting on November 18th. A first meeting there, somewhat
earlier, attracted 100 or so people, including many sf luminaries. If you’re
ever in Studio City on a Thursday at 8.00 pm – take a look in...
HARRY WARNER’S SECOND BOOK is, according to Fiawol, in
the process of being written. As anticipated, this one will deal with fandom in
the fifties. Harry doesn’t think that the locs will be flowing very swiftly until
he finishes writing – I suppose we can let that pass as a reasonable excuse,
eh?
CoAs:
Mike Glicksohn, 141 High Park Av, Toronto, Ontario, M6P 2S3.
Milt Stevens, 2989 Beverly Glen Blvd, Sherman Oaks, Ca.91403.
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CHECKPOINT 45 30th January 1974
Checkpoint, the fan newszine, is produced by Peter Roberts, Flat 4, 6
Westbourne Park Villas, London W2. It’s available for news, letters, or 5/25p
(UK & Europe), and appears every little once in a while. Agents: (US)
Charlie & Dena Brown; (Aus) Robin Johnson; (RSA) Nick Shears. 4/$1
(airmail), 5/50¢ (sea).
Restormel Press Publication: 91. mi flies with this issue.
YOUR FANNISH POLLING DAY is March 25th – or to be more exact
that’s the deadline for voting in the third annual Checkpoint Fan Poll. You
should find a ballot somewhere in this issue and all the relevant details are
printed on that. There is one important extra note, however: Egg, Maya, and
Speculation, voted the top three fanzines last year, are (as yet) all ineligible
for 1973/4, since they haven’t managed to produce any issues since the
OMPAcon. Naturally something may yet appear, so it may be advisable to
postpone voting until the deadline is imminent. Anyway, there are plenty of
other fine contenders for Best British Fanzine and the absence of the old top
three leaves the field wide open. Vote, you fools, vote!
MEANWHILE, THE ACTIFAN POLL RESULTS are somewhat
closer to the usual Hugo Award voting than might have been expected. Arnie
& Joyce Katz conducted the poll in Fiawol and full results appear in the fifth
issue. Energumen came first, followed by Starling, Algol, SF Commentary, &
Outworlds. All very straight and proper, it seems, and hardly in the great
tradition of Amoeboid Scunge. Still an interesting poll, however, and the full
result gives a better picture of today’s top fanzines than any equivalent poll.
A BRITISH FANZINE INDEX is the aim of Keith Walker (2 Daisy
Bank, Quernmore Rd, Lancaster, Lancs.). At the moment Keith would
appreciate offers of help, particularly from people with large collections of
fanzines from the U.K. The intention is to follow the format of the standard
Pavlat index. Write to Keith if you think you can be of any assistance.
THE FIRST ROMPA MAILING appeared recently; it’s all of 72
pages in length and consists of material from ten of the new British apa’s
sixteen members. Ian Maule (13 Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle upon
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Tyne, NE12 0HX) is the editor and he can supply you with all the necessary
information should you feel inclined to join. At the moment there are eleven
British members, two South African, two American, and a token Swede. That
leaves room for four more. Contents of the first mailing might be judged light
and certainly rather feeble for a new apa (interest should be at its highest at
the beginning). Nevertheless ROMPA already looks healthier than its ailing
forebear, OMPA itself.
LETTERS OF HISTORICAL AND NOSTALGIC IMPORT appeared in
the post recently. Darroll Pardoe, for example, sent the following:
“A while ago in Checkpoint you asked for information on the Great
OMPA Blitzkrieg. Perhaps I could help a little, from the OMPA files. It
started in the middle of 1966 when Brian Jordan was AE; he missed the
September ’66 mailing because he was in the throes of moving house. Then
he moved again and missed the December mailing as well. Attempts by the
other officers (Archie Mercer & Ron Bennett) to get in contact by post were
unsuccessful, so Ron Bennett went to find Brian Jordan in person. When
confronted, Brian said he’d get the overdue mailing out as soon as possible.
However, in spite of many letters from Archie Mercer, he didn’t do so, and
time passed until August 1967. This is where the Blitzkrieg came in. Terry
Jeeves went in person to Leeds (where Brian Jordan was living) and got him
to hand over all the OMPA material in his possession. This was passed on to
Archie who posted it out as combined AE and President.
“However, all OMPA’s troubles were not yet over. Heinrich Arenz took
over as AE and put out the 50th mailing in March 1968. The 51st did not
appear on time; in fact it never appeared at all. The fanzines sent to Heinrich
for that mailing were never recovered. By Presidential Decree, Beryl Mercer
became AE and put out the 52nd mlg in December 1968. Thenceforward the
mailings were regular. Thus the 51st mailing is a ‘ghost’ mailing: it was
never actually sent out. Between mid-1966 and the end of 1968 there were
three mailings instead of the theoretical ten. This was a blow from which
OMPA has never entirely recovered.”
Canadian fan, John Millard, also delves into the past – rather early past, in
fact:
“‘Return of Ron Holmes’ in Checkpoint 43 brings back a few memories
of my own. I spent almost three years in Britain during World II and met a
large number of sf fans: Douglas Webster, Michael Rosenblum, Frank
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Parker, Walter Gillings, & others. I also attended the 1944 Eastercon in
London and Teddington. I remember that we first met at Waterloo Station
and then went into the City to attend a Newsreel Cinema near Piccadilly
Circus which was showing Disney cartoons. After that we went to a
Youngers pub in Greek Street and later to a Chinese restaurant next door for
a bang-up meal. On Easter Sunday I met Walt Gillings at Waterloo Station
and we rode out to Teddington for the day’s bash at Shirley’s cafe. I met fans
like A.F.Williams (‘The Camberwell Miracle’), Bruce Gaffron, someone by
the name of L.Hawkins, F.Goodier, K.W.Gaitard, Michael Lord, Dennis
Tucker, A.G.Gascigne, Syd Bounds, George Ellis, A.F.Hillman, Don
Houston, and Gordon Holbrow, plus some others whose names I can’t read;
they’re all in my autograph book that I kept during my years in Britain. It was
a typical fannish convention, enjoyed by all.”
CoAs: Ron & Sue Clarke, 2/159 Herring Rd, North Ryde, NSW 2113, Aus.
John Hall, 35 Filey Av, London N16.
Susan Glicksohn, 139 Mayfair Cres, Regina, Sask.S4S 4J1, Can.
Has anyone got a new address for Al de Bettencourt (formerly Berlin)?
The last Checkpoint sent to him was returned. Thanks.
A FANNISH DICTIONARY: As mentioned in the last Checkpoint, Elst
Weinstein and I are collaborating in producing a Fannish Dictionary – a
reference guide to fannish vocabulary past and present, local and general.
Many similar projects have appeared over the years; most, however, are long
out of print and many are in any case unsatisfactory, being too dated or too
brief. This new dictionary is intended to be as comprehensive as possible
without, we hope, developing into encyclopaedic massiveness.
Anyway, we are anxious to collect material for inclusion in the
dictionary and are, incidentally, offering free copies to contributors of
definitions. You can help, therefore, by sending fannish words to us
(including proper names and local material – clubs, awards, cons, and so on)
in the following format (where possible):
1) Word: .....................
2) Person responsible: ........
3) Year coined: ..............
............................
4) Definition(s): ..............................................
5) Place used: ...............
6) Notes: .....................
................................................................
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Obviously not many people can provide such a full account of a word (there
wouldn’t be much need for a dictionary if they could); but any words you do
know the history of (or even invented yourself) will be most welcome.
“Notes” (above – 6) can include the reason for the word, example of use,
etymology, or what have you; “Place used” refers to local (fannish dialect?)
words used in specific groups or areas. Naturally, Elst and I should have all
the well-known words and are therefore principally looking for more obscure
stuff; but even so your definition or illustration may prove the most apt, so
send it all along.
The dictionary will cost a $1 a time to non-contributors; provisional
deadline for submissions is March 25th, though I daresay that’ll prove
flexible – we’ll see how much material we have by then.
Send contributions to me, Peter Roberts (along with the fan poll, of
course!), or straight to Elst Weinstein (7001 Park Manor Av, North
Hollywood, Ca.91605, USA).
THE NEWS IS GOOD. That’s my opinion, anyway. I have actually
subscribed to Bob Rickard’s new Fortean magazine, The News, so I’ve put
my money where my mouth is too. For the totally ignorant, Charles Fort
(whose books are gradually reappearing in paperback in the UK) was, for
various reasons, fascinated by unexplained phenomena, particularly those
scorned or glibly set aside by the dogmatic priests of science. The News,
therefore, presents brief reports of oddities and strange events – printed and
well-produced, as you’d expect from Bob. Three issues so far & they’re all
recommended: 6/£1.80 or $4.50 – Bob Rickard, 31 Kingswood Rd, Moseley,
Birmingham B13 9AN.
WHERE’S THE LATEST ISSUE OF:
1. Algol? Well, Andy Porter says that between ten and forty copies of the
20th issue have been lost en route to the UK (“possible explanations”
says Andy “range from termites in the hold of the mail ship to the more
likely one of getting screwed by Her Majesty’s Post Office.”). As a
result, no copies of the 21st have yet been posted to the UK; Algol will
in future be unavailable in British bookshops, incidentally.
2. Vector? The last I heard from Malcolm Edwards was that Vector’s
printer had failed. It seems likely that the next two issues will be
amalgamated – whenever and if ever they appear.
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3. Speculation? The same thing has happened to Pete Weston; the last time
I saw Pete he said that the printer’s failure was just about the last straw
for Speculation.
4. Egg? Well...
TYNECON ’74 Just a few brief notes: current membership is now at 288
(50p to join – Ian Maule, 13 Weardale Av, Forest Hall, Newcastle on Tyne,
Ne12 0HX); films noted in the third Progress Report have now been booked;
the mention of the Tynecon in SF Monthly resulted in 24 enquiries within the
first five days of publication – potential con-goers are therefore urgently
advised to book now; finally, there’ll be another team quiz (as at the
OMPAcon), this time it’ll be modelled on University Challenge!
DISAPPEARING: John Brosnan was recently seen off to Australia –
he’s going back for a parental visit, but intends to scare certain happy
Aussiefans and also hopes to return via Hollywood and California; Jean
Muggoch is off to New Zealand in March – to revitalise New Zealand
fandom, I trust; finally, Brian Hampton intends to do some fanning in the US,
starting in May – don’t say I didn’t warn you!
CONGRATULATIONS to ‘Gray Boak’ and Meg Palmer on their
announced engagement. Gray is reputedly changing the name of his fanzine
to Joy...
AND FINALLY, many thanks to those noble fans who sent Christmas
and seasonal greetings. Good on you all. In return let me say: “Redaksia e
revistes ‘Checkpoint’ i uron lexuesve dhe te gjithe bashkepunetoreve gëzuar
vitin e ri 1974!” And I hope you appreciate that.
CHECKPOINT 45
from
Peter Roberts
Flat 4
6 Westbourne Park Villas
London W2
PRINTED MATTER ONLY
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Checkpoint 46, March 1974
CHECKPOINT 46 26th March 1974
Checkpoint, the fan newszine, is produced by Peter Roberts, Flat 4, 6
Westbourne Park Villas, London W2. It remains available for news and
letters, but any further subscriptions are not required. Though outwardly
ordinary, this Checkpoint may be considered as the third annish. King Arthur
Is Not Dead!
Restormel Press Publication: 92.
AN ANNUAL ACCOUNT: Once again I’ve been busy with my calculations
and have spirited up some facts. Here, for example, is the subscriber
breakdown as of the 44th issue:
United Kingdom: 56 France: 2
United States: 12
Belgium: 2
Canada: 3
Australia: 1
South Africa: 2
Ghana: 1
Sweden: 2
Eire: 1
Germany: 2
Total: 84
That compares with 54 from last year and 42 the previous year; almost all the
increase is from the UK. In addition to subscribers, there are between twenty
and thirty fans receiving regular ‘free’ copies (agenting, trading, &c) and a
varying number receiving occasional copies. Average circulation is 130-140.
Since January 1st 1973 I’ve kept regular accounts for Checkpoint. The
result shows a total income of £59.56 (subs and the sale of review books) and
an expenditure of £62.78 (postage & supplies – paper, ink, stencils, &
staples). There is thus an apparent loss of £3.22 between Checkpoint 29 and
44 (16 issues). Unfortunately, the figures disguise the real loss – namely that
the total income includes outstanding subscriptions (for Cp 45 and beyond) to
the value of £32.35. Assets hidden in the figure for total outlay come to no
more than a pound’s worth of unused paper and stencils plus a number of
back issues which might conceivably be sold for 30p or so. Revised figures
therefore show a loss of £34.27.
If that looks rather grim, I should point out that Checkpoint is financially
viable as long as it never folds! In other words, if people continue to
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subscribe there’s always a sufficient income to offset the outlay. The day of
reckoning only comes when a halt is called and outstanding subscriptions are
refunded.
THE DAY OF RECKONING COMES: Three years is enough, Meyer.
This will be the final ‘regular’ issue of Checkpoint and the whole thing will
fold with the 50th issue in a few years’ time. Producing a newszine,
particularly a small-scale one like Checkpoint, is a comparatively thankless
task. A fanzine like Egg is interesting to produce and stimulates a fair amount
of comment and response. Checkpoint too often becomes a burden to publish
and the response tends to be either “Dear Sir, enclosed is a postal order” or
“Pete, could you bung this in the next issue...” In other words, a newszine
doesn’t produce much feedback; there have been a large number of letters
and reviews over the years, but all spread rather thinly over 48 issues. A
couple of good letters will send me happily to the duplicator; but too
frequently an issue is met with silence.
That all sounds rather too gloomy. The response to Checkpoint in
fanzines has been massive (overwhelming, in fact, since I can’t keep up with
the reviews any longer) and in general I’ve enjoyed producing a newszine.
There’s no particular reason why I should stop now except that now is as
good a time as any if I don’t intend to continue forever.
On average a Checkpoint has appeared once every three weeks or so for
the last three years; this will be the last issue in that series. The final four
issues (ending with a round 50, actually making 52 in all with the two trial
issues) will appear once a year to carry the annual Checkpoint fan poll –
something I think is worth continuing.
Subscribers up to the 50th issue will continue to receive Checkpoint;
those who’ve sent money for issues considerably beyond the fiftieth (several
go way into the seventies) will receive refunds; those who’ve subscribed to
just beyond Checkpoint 50 will receive issues of Egg – in fact all present
subscribers will receive at least one copy.
My plans at the moment are to produce regular issues of Egg. I’m still
hampered by the lack of a typewriter, but I trust that won’t be for long. It’s
dangerous to make promises, but I’m aiming for an issue every six weeks or
so – fannish, of course, and relying a lot on letters and a few regular
columnists.
So, farewell and thanks – particularly to the mass of people who’ve
helped and supported Checkpoint over the years. May you all find shelter in
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that Golden Beaver Lodge beyond the sky...
A NOTE TO SF MONTHLY READERS: As you can see from the above,
those of you who’ve written after seeing the plug in Sf Monthly have come
upon Checkpoint rather too late. The large response, though, has encouraged
me to go ahead with a small project that I’d been intending to do for some
time, namely: the production of a brief guide to current fanzines. It’ll have
some sort of introduction concerning fanzines (what they are and how to get
them, sort of thing) followed by a listing of virtually all current fanzines in
the UK and most of the important ones overseas; unlike the earlier fanzine
checklists I compiled, this thing will have some relevant comments on the
fanzines listed. Every one who has written to me as a result of seeing Sf
Monthly will receive a copy (free) some time after Easter. Anyone else who
wants one had better write and ask.
SEE YOU AT THE TYNECON – and yes, thanks, I will have a Guinness.
CLOSING DOWN SALE: The following are a few fanzines that have
accumulated and which are unwanted or duplicated. Price: as shown
(including postage); take 2p off each fanzine if you buy more than one. The
older stuff is difficult to price, but the ones below reflect the prices I’ve paid
for similar material – UK dealers, incidentally, often charge far more:
Phantasmagoria is asking £1.50 for a copy of Forerunner 1, for example, and
that puts my price of 25p in some perspective. Condition: recent material is
as good as the GPO allows; much of the older stuff looks well-read and atticstored – complete, but far from mint. First Come, First Served – so please
give alternatives, if possible. Here’s the list:
(each)
Ancient: (USA) Cosmic Circle Commentator 1 (1943 – Degler) 25p
Fan-atic 2 (1941) 20p
Fantasy Advertiser 2 and 3 (1946 – Willmorth) 10p
Le Zombie 46 (1942 – Tucker – photos gone) 25p
Sun-Spots 17 (1941) 25p
The Timebinder 1 (1st and 2nd edition!), 2, 3, II/1,
II/3 (1944-) (E.E.Evans) 25p
(UK)
Cthulhu (? Supplement with cover from LeZ) 10p
Vintage:

(USA)

Cry 143, 144 (1960-) (Seattle Group) 20p
Grue 27 (1956 – Grennell) 20p
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(UK)

(Aus)

Modern:

Habakkuk II/3 (1967 – Donaho) 25p
Shaggy 51 (1960 – Trimble) 15p
Spaceship 15, 116, 18, 20, 21, 22 (1951 – Silverberg)
30p
Speculative Review II/4 (Eney) 15p
Orion 15, 18, 13, 16, 17 (Enever) 20p
Sidereal 4 (Jones) 15p
Skyrack 47, 58, 59, 61-70, 72, 75-81, 84, 85, 87, 88,
90,
92, 94 (1962-) (Bennett) 4p
The New Futurian 2, 3, 7, 8 (Rosenblum) 20p
Forerunner 1 (1952 – Nicholson) 25p
Telepath 1 (1951 – Haddon) 20p

Forthcoming Sf Books 13-17 (Burger) 4p
Instant Message 124-5, 127-136 (NESFA) 4p
King Biscuit Time (Lichtman) 8p
Maybe 23, 25 (Koch) 5p
Otherworlds 1 (Gerrold) 10p
SOTWJ 78-89, 92-107 (Miller) 4p
WSFA Journal 81, 82 (Miller) 25p
(UK)
Qwertyuiop 3-5 (Long) 8p
Scottishe 40, 47, 49-54, 56-64 (Lindsay) 8p
Sf Writers’ Bulletin 1-4 (Kenward/Priest) 4p
(Aus)
Kangaroo Feathers 1 (A in ’75) 10p
(Can)
Riverside Quarterly 20, 21 (Sapiro) 20p
(Ger)
Sf Times 131 (Alpers) 15p
For double the postage I’ll happily offer ‘my choice’ bundles of recent mixed
fanzines – there are a lot of odds and ends, and I can only sell them as a grabbag mixture. Send 10p and I’ll send you as much as 5p postage will allow –
that’s the plan, anyway.
(USA)

RESULTS OF THE 1973-1974
CHECKPOINT FAN POLL
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Nineteen people voted in this, the third British Fan Poll since the days of
Skyrack; twenty four people voted last year. The poll covered British fanac
from Easter 1973 to (almost) Easter 1974, the third year of Checkpoint’s
publication. All fans were eligible to vote, though the majority (14) were
Checkpoint subscribers; not all attempted every category, however.
The following fans voted: Eric Bentcliffe, Gray Boak, Ian Butterworth,
Rich Coad, Lisa Conesa, Malcolm Edwards, Chris Fowler, James Goddard,
Rob Holdstock, Rob Jackson, Terry Jeeves, Greg Pickersgill, John Piggott,
Pete Presford, Chris Priest, Brian Robinson, Roy Sharpe, Harry Turner, & Ian
Williams.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Sixteen different titles were nominated, fifteen of
which received more than one vote. Five points were awarded to the first,
four to the second, and so on down to one point for the fifth place.
Checkpoint itself was ineligible. Last year’s position is in brackets.
1) ZIMRI (37 points) (5th) Edited by Lisa Conesa, 54 Manchester, M16
8HP, Lancashire. (20p a copy, or trade, loc, &c). Two issues eligible (19734). Last year I called Zimri “one of Britain’s most active and energetic
fanzines” and the result in this year’s poll can only enhance my reputation as
a soothsayer. Zimri is a large, attractive, general interest fanzine. Issue 4½,
despite the peculiar numbering, was a full-sized affair with photo covers from
the Eastercon at Chester in 1972. Main items within were an account of a
rock festival from John Hall, splendidly illustrated by Harry Turner, a fine
personal piece by Ian Williams, and a strong letter column (always important
in this kind of fanzine); shorter pieces included poetry, book reviews, and a
few fannish definitions. Zimri 5 was notable for a variety of things: firstly for
the cover by Harry Turner, voted the best on a British fanzine in this year’s
poll; secondly for verse (or worse) by Brian Aldiss amongst others; and
finally for a variety of entertaining and interesting pieces – a con report by
Bryn Fortey, an article on writing by Ted Tubb (with fine graphics, again by
Harry Turner), a piece of fiction from Jack Marsh, Gray Boak reviewing
fanzines, plus the usual letter column & book reviews. All credit, then, to
Lisa (and Harry Turner) for two fine issues of an entertaining and active
fanzine.
2) VECTOR (36 points) (10th) Edited by Malcolm Edwards, 19
Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middx. (30p a copy – free to members of the
BSFA). Two issues eligible (1973-4). The number of Vector editors since
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1958 is legion – the British Sf Association has often had to pressgang
unknown fans into editing their journal with the result that Vector has never
had a sustained reputation for quality and has long been a standing joke in its
abysmal lack of regularity. Malcolm Edwards, however, has produced fine
issues of Vector and, furthermore, he’s actually produced them on time. To
put Malcolm’s achievement into some perspective, I ought to review one of
his Vectors alongside one of his predecessor’s efforts – the comparison would
show Malcolm’s interest and involvement against the bored and apathetic
state synonymous with the unwanted job of editing the BSFA’s journal until
now. However, turning to the specific issues, Vector 65 contained a long
interview with Gene Wolfe, an article on H.G.Wells by Brian Aldiss, Roger
Zelazny’s “Author’s Choice” (selecting his own work that he likes most),
Bob Shaw on buying a telescope, book reviews, amazingly wonderful fanzine
reviews, letters, and a fine editorial-cum-conrep from Malcolm. This 65th
issue, therefore, is exactly the sort of magazine Vector should be – it’s
attractive (cover by Ames, all neatly printed); intelligible to the average
BSFA member, yet also interesting to fans and long-time sf readers; serious
and constructive, but not in the pejorative sense of “sercon”; fannish as well
and genuinely entertaining; but most of all – it’s alive (and Vector is usually
stillborn). The 66th issue contained an interview with D.G.Compton and an
article on the author by Mark Adlard; the main item, however, was the first
part of “The Robot In Sf” by Brian Stableford. Exquisite fanzine reviews plus
book and fanzine reviews completed the issue. A brilliant year for Vector and
it damn near won the poll too. What will happen when Malcolm finishes as
editor next issue, though?
3) BLUNT (35 points) (-) Edited by Dave Rowe and Bob & Mary Smith,
131 Coxtie Green Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 5PT. (20p or trade, loc
&c). Two issues eligible (1973-4). Blunt is a brand new fanzine, yet here it is
only two points from first place in the poll. It’s an excellent, thick fanzine,
produced by three fans who’ve waited a long time before producing anything
with the result that Blunt shows no real trace of neohood or first-issue
cruddiness. In fact the first issue contained a mass of entertaining items: Rob
Holdstock’s survey of a future Globe meeting, conreps from a variety of
people illustrated with splendid caricatures of fans drawn by Penny Grant,
plus reports from fan groups throughout the UK. For a first issue, Blunt 1 was
extremely fine; however, the second issue was better – less fragmented and
less phrenetic too. Dave Rowe, Ames, and Alan Hunter wrote on various
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aspects of fan art and the fan artist; Ken Bulmer wrote about Walt Willis, and
other contributors included James Rathbone, Jim Linwood, Syd Bounds, and
Julia Stone – all good fannish stuff. The only low point was the experimental
letter column. So, there is Blunt: two issues and it takes third place. And next
year?
4) CYNIC (28 points) (7th) Edited by Gray Boak, 6 Hawks Rd, Kingston
upon Thames, 1KT 3EG, Surrey. (Trade or loc, &c) One issue eligible (19734). Cynic’s only problem is its infrequency, though I must admit that Gray
has been churning out issues compared to Ian Maule and Maya or myself and
Egg. The sixth Cynic is closer to a personalzine than previous issues, since a
piece on the Nova Award by Jim Linwood is the only outside contribution.
The rest consists of letters and Gray talking entertainingly about recent
conventions – all very fannish and very fine. Artwork includes a poor front
cover, but a couple of good (though only electrostencilled) full page photos.
5) GRIM NEWS (19 points) (-) Edited by Greg Pickersgill, Flat 1, 62
Elsham Rd, London W14. (15p, trade, loc &c) One issue eligible (1973-4).
After an amazing number of false starts, Greg finally produced the fanzine
he’s long been talking about. Also known as Ritblat (the year-long anguish
over choosing a title led to such a compromise, I suppose), this new fanzine
will inevitably be compared to Fouler and, indeed, it contains such things as
the famed yellow pages for outside contributions (Ian Williams, John
Brosnan, Roy Kettle, and the ludicrous Alan Burns appear this time) and
“Eyeball”, Greg’s column of trenchant fanzine reviews. There’s a new
section for fannish news, however, and a good few pages of Greg himself,
raking over the bones of British fandom. All god stuff – often vicious, always
enjoyable.
Next five:
6) Hell (17 points) (12th=) Ed. B. Robinson & P. Skelton
7) Cypher (15 points) (4th) Ed. Jim Goddard
8) True Rat (11 points) (-) Ed. Roy Kettle
=9) Magic Pudding (9 points) (-) Ed. Malcolm Edwards
=9) Erg (9 points) (9th) Ed. Terry Jeeves
Out of this year’s Top Ten, therefore, are Egg, Speculation, Maya, and
Turning Worm (all ineligible, since they produced no issues) and Lurk (which
only produced a single issue).
Zimri attracted the largest number of voters (12), whilst Vector received
the largest number of first place votes (5).
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BEST BRITISH FANWRITER: 28 people were nominated, only ten, however,
receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the ‘Best Fmz’
section and last year’s positions are again given in brackets.
1) MALCOLM EDWARDS (41 points) (13th=) Former editor of
Quicksilver and present editor of Vector, the BSFA’s journal, and Magic
Pudding, a personalzine, Malcolm is one of the most active fans in Britain.
Vector doesn’t allow much room for personality to show through, yet
Malcolm has managed to insert entertaining and often fannish editorials and
has made his presence essential to the success of a previously tedious official
journal. There’s only been one issue of Magic Pudding, but it provided
Malcolm with a showcase for his considerable talents as an entertaining
writer on a diversity of subjects. I still wouldn’t pay him £50 for his bloody
fanzine reviews, though. Miserable bugger.
2) GREG PICKERSGILL (32 points) (28th=) A timely issue of
Ritblat/Grim News reminded everyone that Greg was a good writer,
especially within the fannish field. Fearless in his exposure of fakefans and
fuggheads, particularly those who’ve dared to produce a fanzine, Greg’s
fanwriting contains libel, humour, and a strong streak of hell-fire, fannish
evangelism. Hot stuff.
3) JOHN BROSNAN (19 points) (3rd) John has been less conspicuous a
fanwriter this year, most of his energy (if it can be called that) going into
Scab, a small scandal sheet largely restricted to Ratfandom and associated
buddies.
4) GRAY BOAK (18 points) (2nd) Gray has confined himself mostly to
Cynic, though he’s appeared with fanzine reviews in Zimri and other
fanzines. Actually most of the writers this year have produced personalzines
(rather than columns and suchlike). Must be a new trend of 17th Fandom, I
suppose.
5) IAN WILLIAMS (16 points) (1st) Ian has been less evident in
fanzines this year, though he too has appeared in Zimri and elsewhere and
has, like the others, produced a personalzine: Siddhartha.
Next five:
6) Roy Kettle (15 points) (-)
=7) Dave Rowe (10 points) (-)
=7) Jack Marsh (10 points) (-)
9) Peter Roberts (9 points) (6th=)
10) Andrew Stephenson (7 points) (16th=)
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BEST BRITISH FANARTIST: Sixteen people were nominated, thirteen
receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as per the “Best Fmz”
section and last year’s positions are in brackets.
1) ANDREW STEPHENSON (53 points) (2nd) Andrew (Ames) has
produced quite a considerable amount of artwork this year, including both a
cover for Vectorand interior pieces for a variety of fanzines (both cartoons
and sf material). Andrew, by the way, is now entering the ranks of the filthy
pros, starting with some illustrations recently published in Analog.
2) HARRY BELL (47 points) (1st) Noted mainly for his cartoonwork,
Harry has spent much of his fannish time splendidly embellishing the adverts
and reports for the TYNECON, whilst also appearing in various other fannish
fanzines.
3=) HARRY TURNER (10 points) (-) An old-time fanartist recently
returned to the fold, Harry has so far restricted himself to Zimri, but has
produced excellent artwork and graphics of a kind rarely seen in British
fanzines. His cover for Zimri 5 came top in the ‘Best Cover’ section.
3=) DAVE ROWE (19 points) (3rd) Dave has appeared in a mass of
fanzines over the last year, mainly with cartoon work; he’s also found time
enough to edit a Top Five fanzine and end up in the Fanwriters’ Top Ten as
well. Don’t let it go to your head, Dave.
5= ARTHUR THOMSON (15 points) (6th) Undoubtedly Britain’s most
well known fanartist and nominated for a Hugo last year, Arthur Thomson
(ATOM) is best known for his cartooning, most of which appears
(traditionally hand-cut) in Scottishe, though he’s contributed to several other
recent UK fanzines. Unlike his compatriots, Atom has also done a lot of
artwork for US fanzines, notably Locus.
5=) PENNY GRANT (15 points) (-) Penny Grant’s caricatures of fans
and authors at the OMPAcon were printed in the first issue of Blunt and
resulted in fulsome praise and sudden fame. Her connexions with the
professional SCI-FI magazine, Sf Monthly, are not held against her – and
indeed the news page is brightened by an occasional cartoon or two.
Next five places:
7) Paul Skelton (11 points) (10th=)
=8) Eddie Jones (10 points) (9th)
=8) Dave Britton (10 points) (-)
=10) Jim Cawthorn (8 points) (10th=)
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=10) Kevin Cullen (8 points) (4th)
BEST SINGLE ISSUE: Nine issues of eight fanzines were nominated.
1) MAGIC PUDDING 1 (ed. Malcolm Edwards) 4 votes.
2) GRIM NEWS 1 (ed. Greg Pickersgill) 3 votes.
BEST ARTICLE OR REPORT: Eight pieces were nominated, but only one
received more than a single vote.
1) ROY KETTLE – OMPAcon Report (Part 1) in True Rat 1 (2 votes).
BEST FANZINE COVER: Six covers from four fanzines were nominated.
1) ZIMRI 5 – HARRY TURNER (3 votes)
That’s it for another year. Once again, thanks to all the voters and
congratulations to the winners. The decline in numbers reflects, I think, a
certain apathy in the face of a poor year for British fanac (in quantity, at
least). Comments coming in with the ballots certainly suggest this and I was
thus anticipating a certain drop in the number of voters. One ballot was
received too late for the poll (though I continued to accept votes a week after
the deadline) and at least three people wrote to say they didn’t really consider
themselves qualified to vote.
Next year the poll will probably be held in a slightly different way, since
Checkpoint will have folded. I hope to distribute ballots with other fanzines
in Britain and then gather them up in time for the Eastercon. They’ll be
distributed early with a deadline for first as well as last votes, in order to
insure that late fanzines don’t miss out in the voting.
Finally, here’s a piece of time-binding:
TEN YEARS AGO: The British fan poll for 1963 appeared in Ron
Bennett’s Skyrack 66 in April 1964. Twenty nine fans voted and some of the
results are given below.
Best British Fan Publication:
=1) Hyphen (Walt Willis)
=1) Skyrack (Ron Bennett)
3) Les Spinge (Dave Hale)
4) Scottishe (Ethel Lindsay)
5) Vector (Archie Mercer)
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(Pete Weston’s Zenith – aka Speculation – came in 8th)
Best UK Fanwriter: 1) Walt Willis; 2) John Berry; 3) Brian Varley
Best UK Fanartist: 1) Atom; 2) Eddie Jones; 3) Jim Cawthorn.
MIKE GLICKSOHN EXPECTED: Mike says he’ll be over in Britain
sometime this summer and hopes to have at least a fortnight free for visiting
fans. Look forward to seeing you, guv’nor.
FANZINE ODDMENTS: Jim Goddard tells me that Cypher has suffered
exactly the same fate as Speculation and Vector – Jim Diviney, the printer,
has failed to produce anything. Nonetheless, the eleventh issue is expected
shortly after Easter – and will include Ballard reviewing Billion Year Spree,
by all accounts.
Graham Poole writes to say that Genesis, the BSFA’s introductory
fanzine for neofans, is now complete and includes the following: a) BSFA
History; b) BSFA posts and facilities; c) other organizations; d) British
competitions and awards; e) “fanfare – fandom’s many faces” (?); f) address
list. Write to Graham if you’re interested – 23 Russet Rd, Cheltenham, Glos,
GL51 7LN.
DEALERS TAKE NOTE: Frank Halpern (of the Rare Book Department,
Free Library of Philadelphia) is compiling an International Classified
Directory of Dealers in Sf and Fantasy Books & Related Materials. It’ll be
published in the Autumn by Haddonfield House, 300 Kings Highway East,
Haddonfield, NJ 08033. Information would be appreciated from all sf dealers
– contact the publisher.
US FANS: I forgot to note on the page of fmz for sale: $1=40p.
Currency notes welcome, but no cheques, please.
GILLON FIELD: I’ve just heard at the Globe that Gillon Field, an active
member of the Birmingham Group and organizer of the Nova Award, died
last month (March).
The publishers and editorial board of CHECKPOINT have pleasure in
informing you that the sum of _______ is presently held in your credit. This
will entitle you to: 1) further issues up to number ___; b) ___ issues of Egg;
b) a refund of _______. NB: Don’t wait up for the postman – like all good
things, refunds and issues of Egg may be a long time acoming.
NOVACON 4: The first Progress Report has now appeared giving some
details of the smaller series of annual UK cons, the fourth of which will be
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held as usual in the Imperial Centre Hotel, Birmingham.
Dates of the con are: October 25-27th, 1974 – earlier than usual in an
attempt, it seems, to allow some American fans over here for a MENSA
conference to attend the Novacon. Guest of Honour will be Ken Slater. The
programme, as usual at the Novacons, is to be sparse and generally made up
of assorted films.
Hotel booking forms have been distributed with the Progress Report and
so have Nomination forms for the Nova Award (for best UK fanzine). Judges
for this have also been announced – Jhim Linwood, Greg Pickersgill, Ina
Shorrock, Andrew Stephenson and Keith Walker.
Membership (50p) and further details of this year’s Novacon can be
obtained from: Robert Hoffman, 44 Middleston Hall Road, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30.
THE AUSSIECON: Just a reminder that you can join the 1975 World Sf
Convention in Melbourne by sending me, as UK Agent, £1.25 (supporting
membership). This entitles you to full Hugo nomination and voting rights,
plus, of course, all the printed Progress Reports and the usual massive
Programme Book. The supporting membership can always be converted to
attending membership (£4.25) should you suddenly be offered a free trip
Down Under in ’75. Further details from me – all questions welcomed,
honest!
CHECKPOINT 46
From:
Peter Roberts
6 Westbourne Park Villas
London W2
Printed Matter Only
Return requested, if undeliverable
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Checkpoint 46 Supplement, April
1974
CHECKPOINT – Post-convention supplement to
issue 46.
CHECKPOINT CONTINUES! Ok, you can forget about the plans outlined in
the rest of this issue. I’m still giving up Checkpoint, but, as a result of a
chance remark at the Tynecon, Darroll Pardoe has agreed to take over this
newszine.
The title will remain the same and all subscriptions will be carried on as
normal; I shall hand over the refund money to Darroll. Quite what the new
Checkpoint will look like, I’m not sure; but the first issue is likely to appear
soon and I wish your new editor the best of luck.
Further correspondence specifically for Checkpoint should be sent to
Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford, Huntingdon, PE18 7SU.
SEACON 75 WINS EASTERCON BID: After the rare sight of
competitive bidding, SEACON 75 was chosen on a show of hands as the next
British Easter convention. A bid from Manchester was postponed till 1976
and a rumoured bid for London was abandoned. This left a bid for Bristol
(led by Keith Freeman) and the SEACON 75 (South East Con) bid, organized
by a variety of – mostly – London fans whilst at the convention. Despite the
hastiness of conception, the South East bid won convincingly and 165
registrations for SEACON 75 had been taken by the end of the Tynecon.
Arrangements are going ahead to find a suitable site in the South East,
though the net is being spread fairly wide in order to trap the best possible
hotel. All further details will appear shortly – at the moment we’re still
recovering from the con!
BRITAIN’S FINE IN ’79! The proposed British bid for the 1979
Worldcon was put forward at the Tynecon and was enthusiastically
welcomed. In order to help with the bidding costs, Pete Weston, Malcolm
Edwards, & myself (the present bidding committee) decided to take presupporting memberships at 40p ($1) a time – these can later be converted to
full or supporting memberships, assuming the bid is successful.
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We were, however, surprised and delighted to receive no less than 140
pre-supporting memberships at the Tynecon – it all bodes well for the future,
eh? Anyway, as with the SEACON, the British Worldcon bid will issue
detailed information as soon as we’ve unpacked.
THE TYNECON ITSELF was a long and most enjoyable convention.
The hotel was good & their cooperation can be measured by the fact that the
manager has joined the SEACON – and is helping in the location of an hotel
for next year. A record 415 people attended with more than 500 registered
members. But I suspect I’m already scooping Darroll...
See you in Egg – Checkpoint, farewell..!
Peter Roberts.
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Checkpoint 47, April 1974
This is CHECKPOINT-47, now published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello
Close, Hartford, Huntingdon PE18 7SU, OX. Sub rate remains at 10/50p for
the present, but an increase in postal rates is coming soon. April 19th, 1974.
AND ON THE THIRD DAY.... Checkpoint, as you see, is still alive; I have
taken over the rights from Peter Roberts and will continue to publish
Checkpoint as a news-and-chatzine with basically the same philosophy as
before. Existing subscriptions will be honoured. News of all kinds will, of
course, be welcome. I know litho isn’t exactly the customary format for a
fannish newszine, but since the Pardoe mimeograph packed up around
Christmas, it’s been that or nothing. I should point out that printing costs are
about 2p a copy, which added to 3p postage makes exactly the sub rate of 5p.
THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL BRITISH EASTER SF
CONVENTION ‘Tynecon74’ took place on 12-15th April at the Royal
Station Hotel in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Attendance was a record; about 350
people actually turned up at the convention out of a total registration of 504.
This is the first time the total has topped 500 at an Eastercon. This year’s
convention was remarkable not only for its excellence (it’s one of my
personal Best Three, topped only by the Baycon and possibly Bristol (1967))
but by the large number of attendees for whom this was their first convention.
This influx of new faces was in large part due to publicity in ‘SF Monthly’
and surely bodes well for the future of British fandom.
THE ORGANIZERS this year were the local Gannet group: Chairman
was Ian Maule, secretary Ian Williams, treasurer Rob Jackson, and the
committee was completed by Harry and Irene Bell. Harry handled the Press,
Guest-of-Honour was Bob Shaw, and fan GoH was Peter Weston. As usual I
missed a lot of the programme; the most memorable event was a fannish
Wizard of Oz pastiche put on by a group of people headed by James Blish (as
the Wizard Of First Fandom). The audience had been nicely warmed up
beforehand by Vera Johnson’s filk song, but the real hero of the hour was
Ben Jackson the dog.
THE BANQUET was as you would expect a Convention banquet to be;
Dave Kyle was Toastmaster as usual. Bon Shaw made his GoH speech at the
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Banquet; it had been planned for the evening before, but after a series of
programme shuffles and postponements, it was moved to the next day when
the fans in the hall started getting restless. The Doc Weir Award went to
Malcolm Edwards for (one assumes) his work with Vector. The BSFA’s
British SF Award went to Arthur C. Clarke for ‘Rendezvous with Rama’ and
a special citation to Brian Aldiss for ‘Billion Year Spree’. Mike Rosenblum
and Ken Bulmer were made Life Members of the BSFA. The Ken McIntyre
Award was not presented this time. The BFS’s August Derleth award went to
‘CONAN’ (comics); ‘LEGEND OF HELL HOUSE’ (films); Mike
Moorcock’s ‘JADE MAN’S EYES’ (short story) and ‘HROLF KRAKI
SAGA’ (by Poul Anderson) (novel). An Eddie Jones painting was raffled
among TAFF voters; this was won by Tony Sudbery. This year there was a
special event: the presentation of the awards to the winners of the
Gollancz/Sunday Times SF Competition. The cheques were presented by
John Bush of Gollancz, and the winners were: ‘Shipwreck’ by Charles Logan
and ‘Catchworld’ by Chris Boyce (novels); also short stories by James
Alexander and Garry Kilworth.
THE BUSINESS MEETING of the Convention was the liveliest for
some time. The night before it had seemed that three bids were likely; as it
turned out there were only two, the Manchester bid having withdrawn in
favour of 1976 (for which they requested, and got, the meeting’s approval).
In view of the confusion the two year in advance system has caused in the
past, I doubt the wisdom of reviving it, even though all concerned were at
pains to make clear that next year’s Convention is not bound by the decision,
The two bidders for 1975 were a Bristol convention committee with Keith
Freeman as chief spokesman; and a SEACON (South-east Area) committee
spoken for by Rob Holdstock and Malcolm Edwards, and containing a
formidable combination of forces including Peter Roberts, Peter Weston and
the Rats. The latter bid won by a large margin.
OK FOR UK IN 79... Peter Weston then outlined the plans of the
committee (comprising also Messrs Edwards and Roberts) for the 1979
Worldcon, which they hope to bring to London in that year. The year was
carefully chosen for reasons which seem unexceptionable. Voting will be at
the East Coast Worldcon in 1977; they have my total support, and I hope that
of many other British fans. Now all they have to do is convince enough
people on the other side of the Pond.
A NOTABLE OMISSION was a fanzine auction, due apparently to a
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paucity of fmz sent in for auctioning. I hope this isn’t going to be a regular
thing: I like a good fanzine auction at a convention. There were some good
films, though, chosen for their dramatic (‘Omega Man’, ‘Slaughterhouse-5’)
or amusement (‘Son of Kong’, ‘Creature in the Black Lagoon’) value.
Congratulations to the Convention Committee for a really enjoyable
weekend.
THE DELTA FILM COMPETITION was won by a humorous film
called ‘5-4-3-2-1’ – I never did work out what all the young lads with torches
running through every scene were meant to signify, however.
FANZINES RECEIVED. I’m glad of this opportunity to mention the
fanzines I’ve been getting – they do pour in at an incredible rate, and I
sometimes feel guilty about it since all I usually do is trade SPINGE for
them.
SF ECHO/MOEBIUS TRIP 19 (Ed Connor, 1805 N Gale, Peoria, 61604,
USA) (75¢ or the usual; 164pp dp 7x4). I marvel at amount of work the
unusual format must entail, Good letter column, and there’s a review of
Heinlein’s ‘Time Enough for Love’ by Philip Jose Farmer.
IT COMES IN THE MAIL 8 (Ned Brooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport
News, VA 23605, USA) (22pp dp USQ). Ned’s diary-style personalzine
(vaguely reminiscent of the old APE) is mostly fanzine reviews this time.
BREAKTHROUGH 3 (Henry Bitman, P0 Box 968, Azusa, CA 91702,
(usual? 28pp dp USQ). In appearance and content an ordinary sort of fanzine
with nothing particularly outstanding – but he says he pays for material
published. Wow!
STARLING 27 (Hank and Lesleigh Luttrell, 525 W Main, Madison,
Wisconsin 53703, USA) (usual or 75¢; 48pp dp USQ). Starling, now ten
years old, continues in its usual vein. Good repro and artwork, good letters,
and Bob Tucker writing about his movie projectionist career.
GODLESS 6 (SP4 Bruce D. Arthurs, 527-98-3103, 57th Trans Co., Fort
Lee, VA 23801, USA) (usual or 35¢). Reasonable material, a mixture of
sercon and fannish, and an interesting letter but I’m afraid the repro is rather
spotty (or did I just get a bad copy?).
KOSMIC CITY KAPERS 2 (Jeff May, Box 68, Liberty, MO 64068,
USA) (usual or 3/$1.00; 38pp dp USQ). Most of this issue is taken up with a
report of the Dallas convention in mid-1973 by Howard Waldrop, who was
one of the organisers. Interesting as being written from the inside: he seems
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to have had a hectic time.
DYNATRON 57 (Roy Tackett, 915 Green Valley Road NW,
Albuquerque, NM 87107, USA) (usual, or 25¢ for a sample; 22pp dp USQ).
The green fannish fanzine, this time including a piece of faanish foolishness
by Darrell Schweitzer. I like it, but I don’t everyone would. There’s a sense
of timebinding about Dynatron; a most desirable commodity.
BY OWL LIGHT 6 (Frank Denton, 14654 8th Avenue SW, Seattle WA
98166, USA) (54pp dp USQ). This is entirely devoted to trip to the British
Isles last year. He covered a lot of ground and has vaguely antiquarian tastes.
An outsider’s view of Britain is always worth reading: sometimes I wonder if
it’s really the country I’m living in that they are talking about.
RITBLAT/GRIM NEWS 2 (Greg Pickersgill, Flat 1, 62 Elsham Road,
London W.14, UK) (usual or 5/50p) (30pp dp 4to). Pickersgill is now
definitely the fastest rising star of British fanwriting. I (amazingly enough)
find myself entirely in agreement with views on children and femmefans. As
Greg says, women in fandom are all right ‘so long as they’re someone else’s,
or have worked into it on their own’ – affirm, affirm. Rosemary agrees too,
being one of the latter category and a rabid libber. This fanzine I recommend,
and Greg will know what a reversal that is for me.
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 125 (Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road,
Wheaton, MD 20906, USA) (10/$2.00). This issue is largely SF book
reviews, and a couple of pages of fanzines. I find the layout too crammed for
comfort, though.
CONVENTIONS
SEACON The British Easter convention for 1975 will be held
somewhere in the south-east, possibly Brighton. Registration is 50p to Peter
Roberts, Flat 4, 6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2.
NOVACON 4 Will be held in the Imperial Centre Hotel, Birmingham, on
October 25/27th 1974. GoH is Ken Slater. Registration is 50p to Robert
Hoffman, 44 Middleston Hall Road, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30.
DISCON II, the 1974 Worldcon, is at the Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington DC, over August 29th/September 2nd 1974. Supporting
membership is £1.20 to Eddie and Marsha Jones, 25 Mount Way, Bebington
Hall Park, Higher Bebington, Cheshire L63 5RA. The GoH is Roger Zelazny
and fan GoH is Jay Kay Klein.
AUSSIECON The 1975 Worldcon, in Melbourne. Supporting
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membership is £1.40 to Peter Roberts (address above). The GoH is Ursula
LeGuin; fan GoH Mike and Susan Glicksohn.
SFANCON 5 is being held in Ghent over 31st August/1st September
1974. Ken Bulmer is the GoH and Peter Roberts (TAFF permitting) is fan
GoH. Registration is £1.35 to Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept., University of
Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham B4 7HT.
EUROCON 2 is not dead; a French group have apparently taken the title
for a convention in Grenoble in July 1974. I don’t have much information on
this, but Peter Nicholls of the SF Foundation may be able to help.
THE 1979 WORLDCON The committee bidding for a British worldcon
in this year would welcome pre-supporting memberships at 40p to help
defray the costs of advertising and so on. Money to (yes, you guessed) Peter
Roberts, at the address above.
CHECKPOINT 47, APRIL 19th 1974. NEWS OF ANY KIND
WELCOMED.
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Checkpoint 48, May 1974
Published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford, Huntingdon, PE18
7SU, England. The subscription rate is at present 10/50p; sample free on
request. May 6th 1974.

WESTON WINS TAFF
Peter Weston is the winner of this year’s TAFF race. Congratulations to
Peter, who will make a fine TAFF ambassador to the DISCON in
Washington next August. I understand he is intending to publish a trip report
after his return, a welcome adherence to tradition which some TAFF
delegates have neglected over the last few years.
The detailed breakdown of the voting is as follows:
Weston Roberts
America
62
42
U.K.
60
19
Europe
32
4
TOTAL
154
65
I wish Peter all the best for his forthcoming journey to the U.S.A.
CONVENTIONS I now have the full line-up of the SEACON 75
committee to hand: Convention Chairman is Malcolm Edwards; Treasurer,
Peter Roberts; Secretary, Rob Holdstock; other committee members, Pat and
Graham Charnock, Roy Kettle, Andrew Stephenson, John Piggott and John
Brosnan. I’m told that membership money sent by post should go to Malcolm
Edwards (19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HAl IUQ), not to Peter
Roberts, This applies to the pre-supporting memberships for the 1979
Worldcon bid, too. (50p for SEACON 75, 40p for the Worldcon). As of April
25th, 171 people were registered for SEACON 75, and 139 were supporting
the Worldcon bid.
Hugo nomination forms were distributed with the DISCON progress
report 3; to vote you have to be a member of DISCON, or have been one of
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TORCON. (The final ballot will be open only to registered DISCON
members). Membership in DISCON is £1.20 to Marsha and Eddie Jones, 25
Mount Way, Bebington Hall Park, Higher Bebington, Cheshire L63 5RA.
DEATHS Locus has reported the deaths of Vincent Starrett (on January
5th) and Ben Keifer (on February 16th). Vincent Starrett was one of the
founders of the Baker Street Irregulars, and of large stature in Sherlock
Holmes fandom. Ben Keifer was a fan of long standing, and one of the
original organizers of the Midwestcon (back in the Beatley’s at Russell’s
Point days).
FANZINE PROJECTS Peter Roberts reports that his ‘LITTLE GEM
GUIDE TO SF FANZINES’ will be out in a couple of weeks, and is
specifically aimed at those new to the field (such as people attracted via SF
MONTHLY), It will have an introductory section, followed by a listing of
current fanzines (British ones only, Peter?). Anybody who wants one should
send two 3½p stamps to Peter Roberts (Flat 4, 6 Westbourne Park Villas,
London W.2).
A small fanzine is apparently planned in connection with the Tucker
Fund, to be called TUCKER BAG. It will go out as a rider to as many other
fanzines as possible; anyone who would let TUCKER BAG ride with their
fanzine should contact Jackie Franke (Box 51-A, RR2, Beecher, Illinois
601+01, USA). The Tucker Fund (to send Bob Tucker to the Aussiecon in
1975) will get under way after the conclusion of the current DUFF campaign
in June. (STWJ)
LONDON MEETINGS Mike Mitchell writes that some 7-10 people meet
in the ‘Cock’ pub at Euston Tower Parade every Friday night; he says it’s the
‘SF Evening Class, ie Chris Priest’s mob’ and that new faces are always
welcome.
The ‘Globe’ was still there last time I went down Hatton Garden but its
days are now definitely numbered, as the devastation creeps nearer along the
street...
GRAY BOAK is moving on May 16th to the Preston/Blackpool area. ‘I
don’t yet have a new address’ he writes ‘and will probably be in temporary
accommodation for some time, so I can’t give a CoA just yet. However, I’d
like people to be warned off sending me letters, fanzines and such.’ Best of
luck with the move, Gray.
DOCTOR WHO starts his last story in his current incarnation as Jon
Pertwee on May 4th, BBC-1. Apparently it’s those giant spiders of Metebelis
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III and their blue crystal....
FANZINES RECEIVED
SONF 6 (Howard Rosenblum, 46 Moray Road, London N4 3LG) (10p
or the usual; 16pp dp A4) This suffers from a lack of coherent editorial
policy. Howard has a lot of book reviews (not all by himself) of a fair
standard, but doesn’t seem to want to make SoNF a Serious and Constructive
fanzine. Layout, while not brilliant by any means, is improving.
MAYBE 36 (Irvin Koch, 835 Chatta Bank Building Chattanooga, TN
371+02, USA) (16pp pr USQ) (trades or 6/$2.50). Maybe is a very useful
publication, with lots of short notices of fanzines and information cribbed
from other places. Reading Maybe is one of the best ways of keeping in touch
with fanzines in the States. Some chatter this time about crottled greeps and
filk duncing. Recommended. Lovely cover, too.
TRIODE 19 (Eric Bentcliffe, 17 Riverside Crescent, Holmes Chapel,
Cheshire CW4 7NR) (usual or 3/£1.00; 34p~p dp 4to). Great Ghu have
mercy! The last issue of this fanzine was the year before I discovered
fandom, and it looks exactly the same now as then: ‘Hour of the 13th Greep’,
Cawthorn illos, a ***Harrison*** tale and all. Not to mention the true (?) tale
of Burgess’s Lights. Welcome back, Triode: at this rate I wouldn’t be
surprised to see APE/ on my doormat one day!
ANTITHESIS 3 (Chris Sherman 700 Parkview Terrace, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55416, USA.) (50¢; 40pp ditto USQ). I’m not keen on poetry in
fanzines as a rule, and this is no exception. The art portfolio by Joe West is
not of a very high standard. But the rest of the fanzine is reasonable; it
includes a short bit by Tucker and a decent letter column. Nothing
outstanding, though.
QWERTYUIOP 6 (Sam Long, Box 4946, Patrick AFB, Florida 32925,
USA) (usual) (30pp dp USQ). This actually came out some time ago, but the
first copy I was sent seems to have been eaten by the PO. Q is a lovely
fanzine, with just the right mixture of the serious and the light for an
authentic faanish flavour, He also likes wombats. Best thing this issue is a
comparison by Sam of Florida and Britain.
LOCUS 156, 157 (Charlie and Dena Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco,
CA 94119, USA; British Agent is Peter Weston, 72 Beeches Drive,
Erdington, Birmingham 24) (8pp; pr; USQ) Locus is invaluable for news of
the science fiction field; much less fan-oriented than formerly, however, and
it is now also offset in rather small type. With these two issues came a rider
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from Peter Weston announcing an increase in rates (18/£4.20 airmail or
18/£2.50 surface mail).
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 131, 132 (Don Miller) (UK agent is
Eric Bentcliffe, address above; 12/£1.00) (10pp dp USQ). This useful,
frequent newszine soldiers on as usual, though the Post Office has been
playing games with me: I received 131 and 132 together and I haven’t had
129 or 130 yet.
Malcolm Edwards sent along the Nebula Awards:
Novel ‘Rendezvous with Rama’
Novella ‘Death of Dr Island’ by Gene Wolfe (from UNIVERSE 3)
Novelette ‘Of Mist and Grass and Sand’ by Vonda McIntyre
Short Story ‘Love is the Plan, the Plan is Death’ by James Tiptree Jr.
(from THE ALIEN CONDITION)
and the J.W.Campbell Awards:
Winners ‘Rendezvous with Rama’ and ‘Malevil’ (R.Merle)
Runners-up ‘The Embedding’ (Ian Watson) and ‘The Green Gene’
(Peter Dickinson)
SF MONTHLY continues its downward path with no. 4 (the May issue).
This one has even less of interest than previous issues, but at least it doesn’t
mention fandom this time, except tangentially. There’s an article by Mike
Ashley, though.
SYD BOUNDS wrote regarding John Millard’s letter in CP45: “The
letter from John Millard brings back memories (though, alas, I don’t
remember John). I can’t place meeting the author of ‘The Camberwell
Miracle’ either, and I would have liked to: I suspect another Williams.
K.W.Gaitard should, I think, be Gatland. L.Hawkins is probably Peter
Hawkins who wrote some sf for Ted Carnell’s NEW WORLDS in the longgone days. I regret to inform you that Alan Gascoigne committed suicide
some years ago. Memories....”
ODDMENTS Total attendance at Tynecon was over 400, not 350 as I
said last time... the Star Trek convention in New York last February drew
over 10,000 people, and eventually they had to stop taking new
memberships... a Tolkien wargames group has started up, ‘The Middle-Earth
Society’ (annual sub £1.50 to Kevin J. Young, 308 Windmill House,
Windmill Lane, Smethwick, Warley, Worcs.)
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CHECKPOINT 48, May 6th 1974.
Arcane glyphs next to your name on the address label mean (if a
number) the last issue on your present subscription. If this is below 48 a
renewal would be appreciated. Letters are mostly obvious, ‘T’ trade, ‘N’ you
sent in news, etc. News is always welcome, and paid in free copies (added to
your subscription if you have one).
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Checkpoint 49, May 1974
Published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford, Huntingdon PE18
7SU, England. Subscriptions are 10/50p; free sample on request. This issue
dated May 29th 1974.
AVE ATQUE VALE It looks like the story of the Globe is drawing to its
close at last. The next regular meeting (Thursday June 6th) may well be the
last one at the present venue, and the building itself will not be standing for
much longer. As from the July meeting, (Thursday July 4th) the London
Circle will be migrating to “THE ONE TUN” at 125 Saffron Hill, London
E.C.1.
The nearest Tube station to the “ONE TUN” is Farringdon; on leaving
the station turn right along Cowcross Street, cross Farringdon Road and
proceed up Grenville Street. Saffron Hill is the first turning on the right, and
the “ONE TUN” is about two doors along on the left hand side. Approaching
from the other direction, that is from the “GLOBE”; go down Grenville
Street, and Saffron Hill is the second turn on the left.
ISAAC ASIMOV IS COMING and will be in Britain for about a week
in the middle of June. On Thursday June 13th he will lecture to the
Birmingham SF Group in the West End Suite, Holiday Inn Hotel, Suffolk
Street, Birmingham (8.00pm). Tickets £1 from the Andromeda Book Co.
Ltd., 57 Summer Row, Birmingham B3 1JJ; please enclose a sae. On Friday
14th June Dr. Asimov will be speaking at a public lecture organised by
British MENSA and the SF Foundation, at the Commonwealth Hall, Craven
Street, London WC2 (8.00 pm). Tickets for this one are £1 from British
MENSA Ltd., 90a Crown Lane, Southgate, London N.14, also with a sae
please.
It is hoped to organise a special “GLOBE” meeting to honour the visit of
Dr. Asimov, at which he will be present. I’ve had conflicting reports on the
date of this, but Wednesday 12th June seems to be most probable. Need I
point out that this may well be the last-ever meeting at the “GLOBE”?
(Dave Rowe, Peter Roberts, Gerald Bishop)
NEWCASTLE REVIVAL Don Allen writes “I am in the process of
reforming the North East SF Society. First formed by yours truly in 1953, it
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had a membership over 100; monthly meetings; a well stocked library;
newsletters and a fanzine. Letters are now going out to old members and to
contacts made at TyneCon. As soon as I can find a suitable meeting place
then we’ll really get organised.
“Jim Cawthorn, Phil Harbottle and myself had a shufti round Newcastle
the other night looking into suitable pubs that might do the trick. We
eventually ended up in the downstairs bar of the Royal Station Hotel! How
strange the place appeared after all the fans had gone. The empty bars, the
corridors and con hall where once echoed the cries and laughter of fannish
voices, now silent and deserted. It’s an eerie feeling going back after such an
event. Almost like going into a church after the Hell-Fire Club have held a
party there!”
Thanks, Don. I had the same feeling when Rosemary and I spent the first
night of our honeymoon at, of all places, the New County Hotel in
Gloucester, the scene of my first convention, the LXIcon (1961). A
convention hotel without a convention is eerie indeed.
MEANWHILE, DOWN SOUTH... Chris Fowler reports on the
Reading SF Club, which meets on the first day of the month at Reading
University. The next meeting is June 1st, and will feature a discussion on the
lack of original plots in SF. About twelve people attended the May meeting,
which was addressed by Chris Fowler on the subject of Religious Themes in
SF. Annual sub is £1, but your first meeting is free. Further details from the
Chairman, Keith Freeman, 128 Fairford Road, Tilehurst, Reading RG3 6QP.
Chris also said that he is now the British Agent for “Riverside
Quarterly” and subs are 5/£1.00. An order for £3.00 or more brings a free
copy of “H.P. Lovecraft: A Symposium”. (Chris Fowler, 72 Kenilworth
Avenue, Southcote, Reading RG3 3DN).
BYE-BYE BOAK PARTY was held on May 11th at the Linwoods’ to
send off Gray Boak to the fanless wastes of Preston. Over 40 people were
present, including Peter Roberts, Greg Pickersgill, Ann & Gerry Webb, Art
Thompson, Fred Hemmings, Dave Rowe, Bob & Mary Smith, Syd Bounds,
Bernie Peek, Gerald Lawrence, Arthur & Wendy Cruttenden and Chris
Bursey. Highlights included a Dave (pop-up) Rowe / ATom artwork duel,
and Gray’s GoH speech, whose full text was reported to be as follows: “Oh,
gee, thanks folks” (Collapse of stout party).
(Jim Linwood)
ALDISS SPEAKS Jim Linwood also wrote that starting on May 15th,
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Radio London have a weekly two-hour series of classic fantasy stories. The
format is Tom Vernon reading the text to a background of music and sound
effects. Stories include “House on the Borderland”, “Dracula” and
“Frankenstein”. Brian Aldiss will be reading “Frankenstein Unbound”.
SEACON 75 The venue for next year’s Easter convention has
apparently been settled as Coventry. Full registration is £2.00 and associate
50p (to Malcolm Edwards, 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HA1
1UQ). On 1st October these rates will go up to £2.50 and £1.00; in other
words they want to encourage people to join early. The first progress report
should be out in June.
(Peter Roberts)
BALLARD EXPOSED According to Dave Pirie’s book ‘Heritage of
Horror’ Jim Ballard wrote the script for the Raquel Welch Hammer movie
“When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth” (1966).
FANZINES RECEIVED
VORPAL 1 (Richard Brandt, 4013 Sierra Dr., Mobile, AL 36609, USA)
(26pp dp/spirit USQ) (usual or 35¢). Very interesting long review of Robert
Kaufman’s ‘Inside Scientology’ by Perry Chapdelaine.
LURK (Mike and Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash Road, Spondon, Derby DE2
7QE, UK) (44pp dp 4to) (OMPA, usual or 50p). Neatly produced,
reproducing many Tynecon quotecards (even one of mine!). A free gift with
this issue: a lock of Dave Rowe’s hair, no less.
DIEHARD 4 (Tony Cvetko, 29415 Parkwood Drive, Wickliffe, Ohio
44092, USA) (44p dp USQ) (usual or 40¢). Pretty mixed this time, but the
letter column is quite decent.
RATAPLAN 14 (Leigh Edmonds, PC Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria 3183,
Australia) (20pp dp 4to) (usual or $A1.60/4). Very nice article by Leigh’s
grandmother, well worth reading.
FANEW SLETTER 7 (also from Leigh Edmonds) (2pp dp fcp) (7¢ pref.
in stamps) News, mostly Australian.
MEDIA 33 (J. Mansfield, P0 Box 830, CFPO 5056, 757 Baden Baden 1,
Germany) (3pp dp A4) (10¢ or news). This newsletter mainly, but not
exclusively, follows the career of Diana Rigg.
ZIMRI 6 (Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Road, Whalley Range, Manchester
M16 8HP, UK) (74pp dp A4) (usual or 20p). Beautiful 4-colour cover.
Fanzine reviews by that master of the knife, Greg Pickersgill.
ZYMURGY e (Dick Patten, 2908 El Costo SW, Albuquerque, NM
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87105, USA) (32pp dp USQ) (usual or 35¢) Interview with well-known fan
artist Sheryl Birkhead. Also a minor feud between Don Brazier and Mike
Kring.
CYPHER 11 (Jim Goddard, Plovers Barrow, School Road, Nomansland,
Salisbury, Wilts., UK) (48pp pr A5) (25p or 4/$1) Serious SF discussion.
Speculation still has the edge on content, I think, but Cypher is around more
often nowadays. Litho now, too.
FORTHCOMING SF BOOKS 19 (Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct,
Lake Jackson, Texas 77566, USA) (5pp dp USQ) ($1.50/6) A useful service
that must take a lot of work, keeping track of what’s published.
ECCE 3 (Roger Sween, Box 351, Platteville, WI 53818, USA) (52pp pr
10½x8½) (75¢) Some good reviews, but mainly worth getting for its
bibliographical sections.
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 126, 134/5, 136 (Don Miller) (British
agent is Eric Bentcliffe, 17 Riverside Crescent, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire
CW4 7NR; 12/£1.00) Useful for its wide coverage and high frequency.
PREHENSILE 11 (Mike Glyer, 14974, Osceola St, Sylmar, CA 91342,
USA) (88pp pr ½ USQ) (usual or 50¢). Fanzine reviews by Mike Glicksohn,
and a Torcon report by Mike Glyer.
KARASS 1 (Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans, Prospect Park, PA 19076,
USA) (10pp dp USQ) (5/$1.00). My copy of this finally arrived, postmarked
17 Jan, on May 20. Yet another newszine, but as they never overlap
completely with one another, I like to get as many different newszines as I
can. This one has all the usual things.
PETER ROBERTS’ LITTLE GEM GUIDE TO SF FANZINES has now
been published, and a good job of work it is too, all the newcomer to the mad
world of fanzines needs to know. The listing of current fanzines is
sufficiently comprehensive that I can recommend it to established fans also,
who might want to extend the circulation of their own fmz. The LITTLE
GEM GUIDE is available from Peter Roberts, 6 Westbourne Park Villas,
London W.2 for 10p a copy (out of the UK, for two International Reply
Coupons).
SARF EFRICAN NEWS Brian Lombard and Nick Shears are planning
a special commemorative publication for the Aussiecon devoted to Ursula
LeGuin and her works. They urgently need new material (articles, reviews,
poetry, letters and artwork, especially artwork) as well as details of
previously published material by or about Mrs LeGuin. Details of where to
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find it or offers of sale or loan of the relevant fmz or magazines would be
appreciated. The address to write to is: Brian Lombard, PO Box 4490, Cape
Town 8000, South Africa.
COA Nick Shears, College House, Main Road, Rosebank 7700, South
Africa.
JEAN MUGGOCH is reported to have died at the beginning of May; I
don’t have much information as yet, does anyone know the details? Jean was
well known to London and British fans, and at one time was very active in
fostering international relations between fans in Britain and in Europe.
APAs IN BRITAIN For those who don’t already know, here are the
two British APAs:
OMPA (Off-Trail Magazine Publishers’ Association) is the oldestablished one (founded 1954); AE Mike and Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash
Road, Spondon, Derby, DE2 7QH.
ROMPA (Rival Off-Trail Magazine Publishers’ Association) is of recent
vintage but has got off to a good start (despite the silly name): AE Ian Maule,
13 Weardale Avenue, Forest Hall, Newcastle NE12 0BX.
Various British fans are members of foreign-based APAs such as PAPA,
ANZAPA, CANADAPA, ELANOR, etc. but to anyone thinking of joining
one for the first time, I’d recommend sticking to one of the two above, at
least until you know your way round.
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL DEPARTMENT “All the
manufactured impact of a school essay”... G. Pickersgill.
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Checkpoint 50, June 1974
Published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford, Huntingdon PE18
73U, England. Subscriptions are now 10/60p (postage rates having increased
yet again); free sample on request. This issue dated June 28th 1974.
ISAAC ASIMOV spoke at the Commonwealth Hall, London, on June 14th.
The meeting was organised by British MENSA and the SF Foundation, and
attendees included Chris Priest, Ken Bulmer, Philip Strick and Peter Nicholls.
Asimov was introduced in a witty fashion by Arthur C. Clarke. He spoke for
about 50 minutes and then answered questions for a further 25 minutes. The
main topic of his talk was the importance of science fiction for society. He
said that SF is important simply because it is about the future, and because it
speculated about and accepted change. This was particularly valuable in a
world in which the rate of change is accelerating all the time, and in which
the strains of adapting to this change are increasingly apparent. Questions
after the talk included the possibility of FTL drives, responsibility in science,
and whether or not astronauts may have visited the earth in the past. After
this the formal meeting broke up, although Dr. Asimov remained in the hall
talking to people and signing copies of his books.
(Chris Fowler)
LEIGH EDMONDS FOR THE DISCON Leigh Edmonds is the winner of
the 1974 DUFF campaign. John Bangsund withdrew his candidacy before the
close of balloting, and the final voting count was as follows:
1st count final count
Sue Clarke
41
Leigh Edmonds
103
128
Paul Stevens
87
102
Most ballots were from Australia (113) and the US (108), of course, but the
total number of ballots from Britain was three, no less. There will be a 1975
DUFF campaign, to send a North American fan to the Aussiecon.
Nominations close in November 1974.
READING SF CLUB Keith Freeman sends some further information
on this new venture. The meeting topics planned are as follows: July 1st, SF
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in the cinema/TV; August 1st, Style and Story; September 1st, Appreciation
of favourite author (two club members will say why they like Poul Anderson
and Jack Vance). Meetings are at Reading University, and I expect Keith
Freeman can supply any information you may want (128 Fairford Rd.,
Tilehurst, Reading RG3 6QP).
WORLDCON NEWS Current bids for 1977 include Miami (who had
an ad in the Torcon programme book), Philadelphia (no hotel set as yet), New
York (likewise), Don Lundry’s ‘Seven for 77’ bid (either Boston, Atlanta or
Orlando, Florida) and Montreal. The last-named is a mixed New
York/Montreal committee who have lined up the Queen Elizabeth hotel, and
plan a bilingual convention with a Quebecois flavour, including both English
and French language GoH’s. Rumours further in the future include a
Grenoble bid for 1980.
(Andy Porter).
ARKHAM NEWS There seems to be a lot of confusion at present over
who actually owns the copyright in H.P. Lovecraft’s books. Contenders
include Derleth’s children, Don Wandrei and the heirs of HPL himself. The
whole thing looks a mess, but I dare say it’ll all be sorted out eventually...
“SCIENCE FICTION: FANTASY AND FACT” was held on May
17/18 at Keane College in Union, New Jersey. Attendance was sparse in spite
of free admission. Attendees included Asimov, del Rey, Sheckley, Brunner,
Pohl, Clareson, Ellison (in great form, according to one correspondent) and
Piserchia. Stanislaw Lem was expected but didn’t show up, having been lost
on Polish Airlines somewhere in mid-Atlantic, apparently. Frank Herbert was
absent too, since his wife is unhappily seriously ill with cancer.
(Andy Porter, Tom Collins)
STAR TREK NEWS A revival of the show in a new series is
rumoured. The first episode would be a TV movie in which Kirk is promoted
and a new captain takes over the ‘Enterprise’; further shows would be the
normal length with all the old crew except Kirk.
(Don Blyly/‘Rune’)
There is apparently going to be a British ST convention in Leicester
over September 28/29. Try writing to 16 Stafford Drive, Wigston, Leicester.
LATEST NEOFANS DEPT Lynda and Chuck Partington are now the
proud parents of a baby girl, Angela Partington, born on June 4th.
Congratulations, Lynda and Chuck. It is reported that it cost Chuck a small
fortune at the next MAD meeting in the ‘Crown and Anchor’.
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(Pete Presford)
AUSSIECON Sue Clarke (2/159 Herring Road, North Ryde, NSW
2113) writes “anyone thinking of coming to Australia for Aussiecon, who
would like to see some of the Sydney area and the fen therein, could contact
me. Also, I’m chairman of the Syncon 3 committee, late Jan. 1975, to be held
at MacQuarie University near Sydney. Do you think that anyone would be
here as early as that to come to Syncon as well?”
OVERSEAS SUBBERS Please note that the Browns are no longer US
agents. I haven’t heard from the other agents for a while, either. I suggest that
for the present overseas CHECKPOINT subs be sent direct to me at the rate
of 3/$1.00 (US) or 8/$1.00 (Aus). A convenient way to sub might be by
International Reply Coupon, which I will accept at the rate of one per issue.
FANZINES RECEIVED
ANDURIL 4 (John Martin, 101 Eskdale, Tanhouse 5, Skelmersdale,
Lancs. WN8 6EB, UK) (40pp pr 10x7) (30p or $1) Lovely artwork and
reproduction, it’s a pity it comes out so infrequently.
WSFA JOURNAL 83 (Don Miller) (British agent is Eric Bentcliffe, 17
Riverside Crescent, Holmes Chapel, Ches. CW4 7NR, UK) (4/£2 or as part
of a STWJ sub) (144pp dp USQ). A large fmz packed with goodies: any fan
should find something of interest here.
TANDSTIKKERZEITUNG 5 (Don Markstein, P0 Box 53112, New
Orleans, LA 70153. USA) (10pp dp USQ) (usual) Relaxed personalzine,
touching on a variety of subjects including etymology.
OUTWORLDS 19 (Bill & Joan Bowers, P0 Box 148, Wadsworth, OH
44281, USA) (44pp pr USQ) ($4.00/4) Good artwork, and a lot of interesting
stuff on the SFWA/Ultimate row.
ARK 2 (Sue & Ron Clarke, 2/159 Herring Rd, North Ryde, NSW 2113,
Australia) (42pp dp 4to) (usual or 75¢A) Vol Molesworth has a good bit on
Australian fan history, vintage 1941. There’s not enough timebinding in
fandom these days.
RETICULUM 1 (John Carl, 3750 Green Lane, Butte, MT 59701, USA)
24pp ditto USQ) (usual, or ‘being a neat person’). Some realistic comment by
John on the subject of gafia. Also some thoughts by Mike Glicksohn on
Hugo-winning.
GEGENSCHEIN 13, 15 (Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Avenue,
Faulconbridge, NSW 2776, Australia) (13 is 18p 4to; 15 is 16pp 6½x4)
(usual or 35¢A). Mostly reviews and letters, but there’s a piece on the cost of
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fmz production in Australia; offset print costs there seem to be about the
same as in the UK.
FANEW SLETTER 8, 9 (Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 74, Balaclava,
Victoria 3183, Australia) (2pp dp fcp) (7¢A) The most regular source of
Australian fan news, and worth subbing to.
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 137 (Don Miller: UK agent is Eric
Bentcliffe, address above) (£1.00/12) (10pp dp USQ) Mostly reviews this
time.
RATAPLAN 15 (Leigh Edmonds, address above) (20pp dp 4to) (usual or
4/$A.1.60) Discussion of DITMARs and other fan awards, and a good letter
column.
LOCUS 160 (The Browns, P0 Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 91+119,
USA) (8pp pr USQ) (British Agent is Peter Weston, 72 Beeches Drive,
Erdington, Birmingham 24, at 18/$4.20). The SF newszine.
RUNE 37 (Minnesota SFS, 2301 Elliot Av. S no. 2, Minneapolis MN
55404, USA) (16pp dp USQ) (usual) Better than the normal run of clubzines,
and occasionally has news items of unusual interest.
INSTANT MESSAGE 150 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139, USA) (12pp dp USQ) ($5.00/yr) Another clubzine,
this one more closely concerned with the club proceedings. Interesting
though.
IT COMES IN THE MAIL 9 (Ned Brooks 713 Paul Street, Newport
News, VA 23605, USA) (18pp dp USQ) (usual) Ned’s fascinating diary-style
personalzine continues its merry (and useful) way.
SOITGOZE 4, 5, 6, 7 (Tim Marion, 614 72nd Street, Newport News,
VA 23605, USA) (ditto, USQ) (trades or 6/$1.00) A personalzine, pleasantly
rambling.
BIG SCAB 1 (John Brosnan, Flat 1, 62 Elsham Road, London W14)
(12pp dp 4to) (usual) Ultrapersonalzine from the self-styled Lisa Conesa of
Ratfandom. Good enough, but I’d like it to have been about twice as long.
TUCKER BAG 2 (Jackie Franke, Box 51-A RR2, Beecher, IL 60401,
USA) (The Tucker Fund newsletter). Trufans all should support the **Tucker
Fund**, a worthy cause.
+++++
Chuck Partington and Dave Britton have moved their shop to Whittle Street,
Manchester (off Tibb Street) and the name is now ‘Orbit Books’.
Andy Porter writes that at least 50 copies of ALGOL 20 never reached
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their intended UK destinations. Any subscribers who never got their copy
should write to him to have their subs adjusted (since the issue is now out of
print).
Dave Kyle underwent an appendicitis operation on June 3rd; the surgeon
and anesthetist both turned out to be SF readers, and Dave reckons his eightinch scar will be something to boast about...
Gray Boak sent his CoA, which is Flat 2, Cecil Court, Cecil Street,
Lytham, Lytham St Annes, Lancs. (a fannish wasteland if ever there was
one).
The ‘Middle Earth Society’ mentioned a couple of issues ago is now the
‘Sword & Sorcery Society’ and Hartley Patterson comments ‘As usual with
wargamers, a lot more enthusiastic than fantasy fans!’
SEACON (The 1975 British Easter convention, to be held at Coventry,
the well-known South-East seaside resort) reports 174 members as of June
23rd. The first progress report should be out any day now. Coincidentally, at
the same date memberships in the UK 1979 worldcon bid were also 174 in
number.
A reminder of Peter Roberts’ LITTLE GEM GUIDE TO SF
FANZINES, still available at 10p or 2 Reply Coupons from Peter at 6
Westbourne Park Villas, London W.2. An excellent publication, especially
for those new to sf fandom who want to know what it’s all about.
The address to send SEACON memberships to is the Chairman,
Malcolm Edwards: 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1UQ.
Cost is 50p. Malcolm is also taking memberships in the 1979 worldcon bid at
40p each.
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Checkpoint 51, August 1974
Checkpoint is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England. Subscription rate is 10/60p (overseas rates
airmail are US 5/$1.00; Australian 8/$1.00) and a free sample will be
supplied on request. This issue August 19th 1974.
SEACON 75 The first progress report of the 1975 British Easter Convention
is now out. The venue is the De Vere Hotel, Coventry, a large (215 rooms),
modern and of course expensive (£10.25 for a double) hotel. The GoH is
announced as Michael Moorcock. Large, expensive hotels are a cross we
have to bear nowadays, I’m afraid, since there are just so many of us. The
George, Kettering, is alas no longer big enough. Registrations are 50p
supporting and £2.00 full until 1st October, thereafter £1.00 and £2.50, and
the address to write to is 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HA1
1UQ.
NOVACON 4 There’s a Novacon progress report out too. They report
233 memberships so far. Their GoH is Ken Slater, and the dates are earlier
this year: October 25th to 27th. The place is the same as usual, the Imperial
Centre Hotel in Birmingham. We recommend Novacon as a very pleasant,
relaxed occasion without the frenetic overtones which Easter conventions
have acquired in recent years, and have no reason to suppose that this year’s
Novacon will be any different to usual. Robert Hoffman, 44 Middleton Hall
Road, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30, is handling registration. I don’t seem to
have a note to hand of the cost, but he can no doubt tell you. There are very
few rooms left unbooked in the Imperial.
SFANCON5 Is the next event on the convention circuit, to be held over
August 30th/September 1st in Ghent, Belgium. A multilingual programme
has been lined up, including from the UK the GoH Ken Bulmer, as well as
Peter Roberts and Gerry Webb. The place is the Fabiola Home on the
University Campus, and accommodation (out of season hall-of-residence) is
very reasonably priced. British representative is Vernon Brown, Department
of Pharmacy, University of Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham B4 7ET, and
registration is £1.35. Vernon is also arranging group travel to Ghent. See you
there?
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DISCON The final Discon progress report included a financial
statement from Torcon 2. They passed on $300.00 each to Discon and
Aussiecon, made $150.00 grants to TAFF and DUFF and the Ontario SF
Club. The Worldcon Emergency Fund now stands at $668.95. As a measure
of how fandom has grown, the total income of Torcon 2 was given as
$30,458.85!
THE TUCKER FUND which, as I keep reminding you, is hoping to
send Bob Tucker to the Aussiecon in 1975, has put out its newsletter,
TUCKER BAG, no. 3. Funds now stand at $405.85 (as of 30th July). I know
you lot in England won’t see any direct benefit from making a donation to the
Fund, but it’s a good fannish cause just the same and I urge you to donate.
They’re running an auction which has a good deal of interesting material in
it. Write to Jackie Franke, Box 51-A, RR2, Beecher, IL 60401, USA or Bruce
Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia.
GANNET UPHEAVALS Don Allen writes “Just before the Con the
group was involved in an argument with the Gannet’s manager and informed
that they were no longer welcome in the establishment. This presented us
with the problem of finding another suitable place to hold our weekly
meetings. It was finally decided that the Sunderland arts centre (scene of
‘Beyond this Horizon’) was a suitable venue. Unfortunately the Centre holds
events on irregular days during most weeks and sometimes the days chosen
happen to be Tuesday, effectively putting the block on our meeting. On these
Tuesdays meetings are held at the Mowbray Park Hotel, not far from
Sunderland station. Anyone paying us a visit is strongly advised to contact
one of the group first to establish where in fact the meeting will be held.”
ISAAC ASIMOV Further to his visit to England in June. I’ve been sent
a copy of the brochure published by Aardvark House to mark the occasion. A
glossy, rather pretentious production, which nevertheless includes some nice
photographs and a bibliography of the good Doctor’s works.
THE BRITISH FANTASY SOCIETY has recently gone over to litho
reproduction of its bulletin, which is now edited by Jim Pitts and Dave Riley
and is a useful source of news on fantasy subjects. The BFS publications
seem rather too enamoured of faint carbon ribbons on the typing of their
masters, though, resulting in quite faint (but still legible) reproduction.
Rosemary (who runs the BFS Fanzine library) reports booming business in
that sphere: the library is probably the only fanzine library available for
lending that concentrates on fantasy subjects. BFS membership is £1.50 to
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Sandra Sutton, 194 Station Road, Kings Heath, Birmingham B4 7TE.
DRACULA has been having quite a run on British TV lately; there was
a documentary about the modern aspects of the Dracula cult (tourism in
Romania, the Prospect of Whitby, Hammer Films and so on) which
unfortunately bogged itself down in peripheral matter such as exorcisms and
Highgate Cemetery. The next day there was a bit on the old steam radio on
the same subject. And then they showed ‘Dracula Prince of Darkness’ as the
Friday late film (the 1965 Hammer film where Dracula falls through the ice
and drowns, an original fate for him). Whatever is Auntie BBC coming to?
‘Dark They Were And Golden Eyed’ made a brief appearance on the
documentary.
FANZINES RECEIVED
GODLESS 7 (Bruce D. Arthurs, 527-98-3103, 57th Trans.Co, Fort Lee,
VA 23801, USA) (34pp dp USQ) (50¢ or usual). Nice furry animal article by
Dave Locke. Imagine leaving a guard-spider in your house! Incidentally,
Bruce, Godless arrived on July 25th.
DYNATRON 5 (Roy Tackett 915 Green Valley Road NW, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, 87107, USA) (8pp dp USQ) (show of interest). Longestablished personalzine. Roy reveals how he moves holes in his garden.
FORTHCOMING SF BOOKS 20 (Joanne Burger, 55 Bluebonnet Ct,
Lake Jackson, Texas 77566, USA) (6pp dp USQ) (6/$1.50) Useful.
INSTANT MESSAGE 152 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139, USA) (8pp dp USQ) ($5.00/year). Mostly local
stuff in this clubzine. Their Control Number, incidentally, is 72 58837.
MAD MUSES 2 (Pete Presford, 10 Dalkeith Road, South Reddish,
Stockport SK5 7EY) (8pp fcp dp) (a ROMPAzine). Largely mailing
comments, but it prompts me to think that ROMPA made a mistake in
adopting the old-fashioned bundle technique that has been the bane of
OMPA. Many APAs (including my favourite one, ELANOR) use the
combozine system, more suited to a relaxed type of APA such as ROMPA is
trying to be.
SCOTTISHE 68 (Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey,
KT6 6QL) (24pp dp 4to) (3/40p). Good old SCOT goes on for ever.
BIG SCAB 2 (John Brosnan, Flat One, 62 Elsham Rd, Kensington,
London W14) (16pp dp 4to) (Usual) Very fannish, often very funny
Ratfanzine.
HITCHHIKE 20 (John D. Berry, 6614 Quinton Street, Falls Church,
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Virginia 22043, USA) (10pp dp USQ) (Usual). Nice personalzine, with an
account of a Joni Mitchell concert and a mugging.
LEVIAL 2 (Bruce Townley, 2323 Sibley St., Alexandria, Va 22311,
USA) (10pp, ditto USQ) (Usual) Very cruddy looking and in parts impossible
to read. Sorry but I didn’t bother.
ZYMURGY-f (Dick Patten, 2908 El Corto SW, Albuquerque, NM 87105,
USA) (20pp dp USQ) (Usual or 35¢) Exquisite two-colour front cover. The
rest has to be a letdown after that! Actually though it’s quite an interesting
small genzine.
HELL 10 (Skelton & Robinson, 25 Bowland Close, Offerton, Stockport,
Cheshire SK2 5NW) (58pp dp 4to) (Usual, but this is the last issue) Although
I always rather enjoy reading HELL I tend to finish the zine feeling that I
haven’t read anything! This issue however is brightened by a really weird
letter from Alan Hunter.
IT COMES IN THE MAIL 10 (Ned Brooks 713 Paul Street, Newport
News, Va 23605, USA) (20pp dp USQ) (Usual and through SFPA) Very
useful indeed for its profuse fanzine reviews.
PHOTRON 10, 11 (Steven Beatty, 1662 College Terrace Drive, Murray,
KY 112071, USA) (38pp dp USQ) (usual or 5/$1). Fantasy slanted. A
reasonable article on Aldous Huxley.
BREAKTHROUGH 4 (Henry Bitman, Box 968, Azusa, CA 91702,
USA) (3kpp dp USQ) (3/$1.00) Talk of leviathans this time, and a plea
(which I echo) for remembrance of Robert Abernathy.
MADCAP 4 (Pete Presford, as above) (56pp 4to dp) (usual?) The
contents of this fmz unfortunately do not live up to the promise of its
appearance, which is excellent.
GEGENSCHEIN 16 (Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Av, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776, Australia) (20pp dp 4to) (6/£1) A curious article on the USSR by Jack
Wodhams, who appears not to realise that in the West the regimentation is
still there, just more subtle.
FANEW SLETTER 10, 11 (Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 74, Balaclava,
Victoria 3183, Australia) (2pp dp fcp) (7¢A per) Useful source of Aussie
news.
LOCUS 162 (The Browns, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119, USA:
Pete Weston is British agent) This newszine is more useful for news of the sf
field itself than of fandom, and achieves quite a thorough coverage.
CERA PLAN ORBIS 6 (Martin Eisele, 7332 Eislingen, Schillerstrasse
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20) (102pp pr A4) CDM5) Beautifully produced in light blue (reminiscent of
the blue I used for LS21). I was able to stumble through some of the contents:
recommended to those who can read German.
WRINKLED SHREW 1 (Pat and Graham Charnock, 70 Ledbury Road,
London W11) (usual?) (46pp dp 4to) A PaDszine born out of time, but it’s
good to see Charnock publishing.
VORPAL 2 (Richard Brandt, 4013 Sierra Drive, Mobile, AL 36609,
USA) 20pp dp USQ) (3/$1). The letter column full of interesting comment on
Chapdelaine’s Scientology article in the first issue. Otherwise rather thin.
NO 5 (Ruth Berman, 5620 Edgewater Boulevard, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55417, USA) (36pp dp USQ) ($1/3). The usual mixture; G&S
pastiche, Berry’s Baedeker, letters, reviews. Pleasant.
WILD FENNEL 8 (P.W. Frames, 205A West Holly, Bellingham, WA
98225) (24pp letterpress A3) (usual) An unusual looking fanzine, and not
only in appearance.
‘Radio Times’ reports that the cartoon STAR TREK series will be
shown on BBC TV starting August 31st.
Rosemary (who incidentally did some of the fmz comments this time) is
planning a fanzine about fanzines, largely criticism. Anyone interested should
address their fanzines to both of us (only one copy needed though!) when
they will get both CHECKPOINT and the new fanzine in trade. First issue
will be around October.
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KNEES UP IN GENT
SFANCON 5 was held in Gent, Belgium, from August 30th to September 1st,
and was truly international, with Flemish, French and English language
programme items. The Guest of Honour was Ken Bulmer, and the British
attendees included such well known fans as Peter Roberts, Rog Peyton,
Vernon Brown, Hartley Patterson, Dave Rowe and Jake Grigg. Ken Bulmer’s
GoH speech revealed the tale of Burgess’ lights in three languages (ably
assisted by convention chairman Simon Joukes, who summarised what Ken
said as he went along in French and Flemish). Simon’s marvellous linguistic
abilities were shown to the full later on in the auction, where he called the
bids in the language appropriate to the bidder: the only trilingual convention
auction I’ve ever attended. Other programme items included a panel
discussion of fandom (Jan Jansen, Peter Roberts, Ken Bulmer and Simon
Joukes); and talks on super-space and on Jewish SF. The films included ‘La
Jetee’, the beautifully atmospheric French film which I had seen at Bristol in
1967 and was glad of the chance to see again; and ‘The Green Slime’,
entitled in this version ‘War in Space’ with a French soundtrack and Flemish
subtitles.
The whole UK contingent had been assigned rooms on the fifth floor,
and it was on the fifth floor that most of the room parties took place. Indeed it
was claimed that the party in 526 on the Friday night was the first room party
ever at a Belgian convention. The Sunday night party however was held in
the solarium on the eighth floor, a very airy room just the right size for a big
room party. A parrot was observed to nest in the hair of a well-known British
fan during this party, and later on most of the English fans present astonished
the continentals with their rendition of ‘Knees Up Mother Brown’, the ‘Okey
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Cokey’ and other frolics.
Two monetary oddities were passed round (a ¼-Franc piece and an
Indo-Chinese 20F note) gaining value at each sale. I think eventually they
reached 3F!
It was a most enjoyable convention, and the organisers (including Simon
Joukes and Andre de Rijcke) did a marvellous job. We certainly intend to go
again next year.
THE HUGO WINNERS The following awards were announced at Discon:
BEST NOVEL: Rendezvous with Rama, by Arthur C. Clarke
BEST NOVELLA: The Girl who was Plugged In, by James Tiptree Jr.
(from NEW DIMENSIONS 3)
BEST NOVELETTE: The Deathbird, by Harlan Ellison (from F&SF)
BEST SHORT STORY: The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas, by
Ursula K. LeGuin (from NEW DIMENSIONS 3)
BEST EDITOR: Ben Bova
BEST DRAMATIC PRESENTATION: Sleeper
BEST PRO ARTIST: Kelly Freas
JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD: Lisa Tuttle and Spider Robinson
BEST FANZINE: ALGOL (Andy Porter) and THE ALIEN CRITIC
(Dick Geis)
BEST FAN ARTIST: Tim Kirk
BEST FAN WRITER: Susan Wood Glicksohn
GANDALF AWARD: J.R.R.Tolkien
CURRYCON 1 Will be held on April 31st 1975 at the Tipton Working
Mens’ Club, Tipton, West Midlands. Guests of Honour are Enoch and Eli,
and the programme includes discussions of ‘Whippet Racing in Zero Gravity’
and ‘Coal Mining on the Moon’. Ray Bradbury is taking registrations at
12½p each (I don’t have his address to hand at the moment, but Rog Peyton,
(Andromeda Book Co., 57 Summer Row, Birmingham B3 1JJ) can probably
help). There will be a dual language programme in Black Country and
English.
BRITAIN IN ’79 Progress Report 01 of the British Worldcon bid has
now appeared, offset with a pleasing cover by Andrew Stephenson. This
Progress Report appears to be mainly directed towards the American
audience, and the list of supporters (201 so far) includes an impressive
number of American names (but some notable absences). Supporting
membership is 40p, to Peter Roberts, c/o Malcolm Edwards at 19 Ranmoor
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Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1UQ, England.
MORE ON THE TUCKER FUND The latest report of this Worthy
Cause has just arrived (TUCKER BAG 4). Funds now stand at $595.10 (as of
August 24th). The auction material available has been augmented by even
more goodies, including the MS of two Tucker novels. The Fund addresses
are Jackie Franke, Box 51-A, RR2, Beecher, IL 60401, USA and Bruce
Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia. As I
never tire of reminding you, the Tucker Fund is hoping to pay for Bob
Tucker’s trip to the Aussiecon in 1975, and is one of those fan charities we
should all support (like, for instance, the Tenth Anniversary Willis Fund, for
those with long memories).
FANZINES RECEIVED
FANEW SLETTER 13 (Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 7k, Balaclava, Victoria
3183, Australia (9¢A per issue) The Australian newszine. Leigh is in the US
at the moment (having won DUFF) so there won’t be another issue till
October.
FLATULETTE 2 (Robert Jackson, 21 Lyndhurst Road, Benton,
Newcastle on Tyne NEI2 9NT) (a ROMPAzine) Mostly mailing comments,
but it does show that ROMPA is fairly healthy.
AMON HEN 11 (The Tolkien Society Bulletin) (TS membership is
£1.50 to Janet Gibbs, 49 Beresford Road, London N5) Still not back to its
standard when John Martin was editor, but improving. The TS appears to
have lots of local groups which are active, Innmoots and Smial meetings.
FORTHCOMING SF BOOKS 21 (Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct,
Lake Jackson, TX 77566, USA) (50¢ per issue) Among other things, the
1975 Ballantine Tolkien Calendar is listed as for publication in September.
$4.95, Tim Kirk artwork.
STARLING 28 (Hank and Lesleigh Luttrell, 525 W Main, Madison,
Wisconsin 53703, USA) (5/$2 or usual) This fmz is its usual fine self. Barry
Gillam writes on Disney. Susan Wood Glicksohn writes in the letter column
on her clothes. Recommended.
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 148-150 (Don Miller, 12315 Judson
Road, Wheaton, MD 20906, USA) (9/$2.00) Frequent and this time full of
book and fmz reviews.
WAR BULLETIN 57 (Hartley Patterson, 7 Cambridge Road,
Beaconsfield, Bucks, HP9 1HW) (5/35p). Not a sf fanzine, but I’m listing it
because Hartley gave me a copy at SFANCON. War games fmz.
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TANDSTIKKERZEITUNG 6 (Don Markstein, P0 Box 53112, New
Orleans, LU70153, USA) (usual). Nice chatter about roach killing and
religious nuts.
DYNATRON 59 (Roy Tackett, 915 Green Valley Road NW,
Albuquerque, NM 87107, TJSA) (show of interest). Lots of letters this time,
including such illustrious names as Ed Cox, Harry Warner and our very own
Peter Roberts.
INSTANT MESSAGE 154 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch PO,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139, USA) ($5.00/yr). NESFA news, mostly; IM is a
very regular fmz.
RUNE 39 (Minnesota SFS, 343 East 19th Street, Minneapolis, MN
55404, USA) Clubzine, and a lot more meaty than most of the genus.
STAR FIRE 3 (Bill Breiding, 2249 Bush St, San Francisco, CA 94115,
USA) (usual or 40¢). A wide variety of material. John Rodel describes a
night spent in an overgrown cemetery.
THE FORERUNNER 32 (SSFF, 68 Phillip Road, Ryde 2112, NSW,
Australia) (SSFF is$2A/yr) The Sydney SF Foundation fanzine.
KARASS 5 (Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans Av., Prospect Park, PA
19076, USA) (5/$1) A mixture of newszine and personalzine, full of
interesting things and chatter.
NEWS FROM BREE 12 (Hartley Patterson, address above) (usual) Not
frequent enough. If Hartley gathered momentum by publishing NFB a little
more frequently, it could develop into a fine personalzine.
OUTWORLDS 20 (Bill Bowers, P0 Box 148, Wadsworth, OH 44281,
USA) ($1.00) A lot of very useful discussion on fanzine publishing in this
issue; anyone new to fmz publishing would benefit from reading it, and so
would some others, too. Beautiful looking fmz.
MAGNUS 5 (Eric Batard, Rue Kleber, 37500 Chinon, France) (usual) In
French. Very fannish for a French fanzine: if you can read French you’ll like
it. If not, you can read the English language supplement that rides with it.
SF ECHO/MOEBIUS TRIP 20 (Ed Connor, 1805 N Gale, Peoria, IL
61604, USA) (75¢) The now-standard book format. As usual, an excellent
letter column. Paul Walker interviews Robert Bloch, and Doug Leingang
interviews Donn Brazier.
CERA PLAN ORBIS 4 (Martin Eisele, 7332 Eislingen, Schillerstrasse
20, Germany) (4/16DM) Beautifully produced, but to read it you’ll need
some German.
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LOCUS 161. 163 (The Browns, Box 3938, Sari Francisco, CL 94119,
USA) (UK agent, Pete Weston). The long-established ‘Newspaper of the SF
Field’
++++++
STAR TREK We finally saw one of the ST cartoon programmes, and were
not impressed. A return of the live-people show would be a lot better.
BIRMINGHAM BURGLARY The premises of the Andromeda Book
Co. were broken into early in August, and a small amount of cash and four
pieces of original artwork were stolen. These were: three paintings by Eddie
Jones (including the cover for the 2nd Sphere printing of Damnation Alley)
and one by George Jones. If you find out anything about where these
paintings have gone, I’m sure Rog Peyton would be very glad to hear of it.
THE LITTLE GEM GUIDE must have been very successful: Peter
Roberts told us he is thinking of a second edition in the near future, possibly
litho.
THANKS To Dave Rowe and Sheryl Birkhead for the Hugo
information.
NEWS for Checkpoint is always welcome; I put out an issue whenever I
have enough to fill four pages, so those of you who would like to see frequent
CHECKPOINTs now know the remedy: send news.
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MAYA LIVES ON
Rob Jackson writes “Ian Maule has handed over the editorship of MAYA to
me. Ian is (at long last) completing MAYA-6, and jt should be out just in
time for this year’s Nova Award. LoCs on number 6 should go to me (Robert
Jackson, 21 Lyndhurst Road, Benton, Newcastle upon Tyne NEI2 9NT)
while trades for number 6 should go to Ian. After that trades and everything
come to me. The magazine will be A5, offset litho, about 32pp per issue (at a
printing cost – £32.80 – which makes subs most worthwhile). I would
welcome anyone who wants to sub: 30p an issue or 4/£1.00. I am going over
to a policy of including SF criticism and other SF chat; there are at the
moment a large number of talented British commentators on SF who are
lying fallow for want of a fanzine to publish anything in. I am aiming to fill
that need, and have already written to some: if anyone else wants to become a
columnist/reviewer also, they are welcome to write to me and say so. I am
also hoping to keep all the present columnists, and to keep publishing a large
amount of fannish material, of at least the same standard as Ian Maule has
reached.
“I also want to maintain the amount and standard of artwork in the zine;
anybody who wants to send fillers, or better still be sent an article to
illustrate, is welcome. I am expecting to Do Things with careful and
experimental layout. Ambitious so-and-so, aren’t I?”
FAN MATRIMONIALS Meg Palmer and Gray Boak were married on
7th September. Jim Marshall (the erstwhile MAYA artist and comics fan, not
the other one) and Judith Ahl were married on July 27th.
Felicitations, people.
WORLDCON NEWS ‘Karass’ has reported that Charlie and Dena
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Brown are organising a bid for San Francisco in 1978. The bidding
committee includes Terry Carr, Grant Canfield, Mike Kurland, Beckie and
Susanna Jacobson, Dick Lupoff, Alva Rogers and Jerry Jacks. I have fond
memories of the Baycon: a Worldcon in the same area in 1978 would
probably tempt us to travel over and attend.
GANNET NEWS (Rob Jackson is the source of this item) “A sequel to
the piece in Checkpoint 51 about Gannetfandom’s leaving the Gannet, which
by the way was written by Ian Maule, not Don Allen: we thought it was a bit
strange for Don to use the word ‘we’ all the time, when pressure of work has
prevented him ever attending the Gannet! After leaving the Gannet that night,
we all felt that the manager’s behaviour had been pretty disgusting (he had
finished his remarks with ‘... and I bet you’re all living off the country’ just
as we were leaving) so Harry Bell, Kev Williams and I all wrote long letters
of complaint to the personnel manager of Vaux Breweries Ltd. who are based
in Sunderland, and probably regard the Gannet as something of a showpiece.
Our letters totalled ten single-spaced quarto pages; we got three copies of a
letter back from the Controller of Public Houses of Vaux, which said “I agree
with you that the argument appears to have been rather absurd. I am sure you
know that all licensees are responsible for ensuring that their customers leave
the pub at the proper time. However, it does seem that the manager was a
little tactless on this occasion and for this I apologise.” Which was pleasant
enough in itself, but the real victory came a week later, when Jim Marshall
and Judith Ahl (now Marshall as well) went into a small mining pub ten
miles from Sunderland in Houghton-le-Spring, and found that the Gannet’s
manager had been demoted there!
“The last, but not least piece of news concerns the starting of a monthly
meeting for all North-East SF fans: Gannets, NESFS members, those who
were at Tynecon, anybody. We intend to start meeting in the back room (ie
the Buffet) of the Post Office pub on Friday the 18th of October and
thereafter on the third Friday of each month. There will be no formal
membership: just come along, anybody who is interested. The first meeting
will decide what kind of format is to be adopted, and whether occasional
more formal meetings will be held, with visiting authors, films etc. The Post
Office pub is situated just down the road from the Royal Station Hotel; out of
the Central station, turn right, cross one Belisha, along towards the Tyne
Bridge, but turn right towards the High Level Bridge.”
APA 45 has removed its age restriction on membership. This APA, now
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ten years old, will now take members of any age. The OE is Don
D’Ammassa, 19 Angell Drive, E. Providence, R.I. 02914, USA.
(‘Karass’)
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Sue and Ron Clarke, 32 Spurwood Rd, Warrimoo, NSW 2775,
Australia.
Jim & Judith Marshall, 40 Orford Rd, Warrington, Cheshire.
FANZINES RECEIVED
SIDDHARTHA 4, 5 (Ian Williams, 6 Greta Terrace, Chester Road,
Sunderland SR4 7RD) (usual) After a long absence, two issues of Ian’s
personalzine arrived together. The usual intensely introspective style; the
most interesting thing is Ian’s account of is activities in running Tynecon, and
particularly why he refused bidding for 1976 (I agree with his decision not to
allow it, it wouldn’t have been fair).
INFERNO 5 (Paul & Cas Skelton, 25 Bowland Close, Offerton,
Stockport, Cheshire SK2 5NW) (active response) No longer an OMPAzine,
but the same style as before. The life and times of the Skeltons; quite
readable stuff. Inferno and Siddhartha are quite alike, in way. They both deal
in the happenings of the lives of their editors, which is probably the best way
to organise a personalzine.
HYPE (5:1/2) (Mark Jenkins, 53½ West Street, Annapolis, MD 21401)
(60¢) Mostly a rock music fanzine, with some space devoted to book
reviews, comics and fmz reviews. The latter by Bruce Townley, via whom I
suspect this came.
IT COMES IN THE MAIL 11 (Ned Brooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport
News, VA 23605) (usual) Ned chatters about the contents of his mail, and
reviews fanzines, all entertainingly (and usefully).
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 151/2 (Don Miller, 12315 Judson
Road, Wheaton, MD 20906) How they keep up the frequency amazes me.
This issue almost entirely book news. (12/£1 from Eric Bentcliffe)
INSTANT MESSAGE 155 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch P0, Cambridge,
MA 02139) ($5/yr) A very brief one this time: just meeting notices.
KARASS 6 (Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans Av, Prospect Park, PA
19076) (5/$1) The American fannish newszine, invaluable for keeping up
with the US scene. A lovely piece by James Smart suggesting that 750
million Chinese jumping up and down at 54 minute intervals could destroy
the USA by earthquakes, and take over the world.
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KALLIKANZAROS 8 (John Ayotte, 3555 Norwood Av, Columbus, OH
43224) (interest) I enjoyed getting this fmz: I knew John quite well when I
was living in Columbus. Beautiful graphics; serious tone (and mentally
stimulating). Recommended.
+++++
DISCON Marsha Jones writes “Membership by the Saturday night was up to
over 4500 (and I did see some people joining on the Sunday so there’s no
telling what the final total was), and it looked like the number of people
attending was around 4000. The con had the largest art show ever (over 110
panels covered with art, as well as free standing sculpture and small items on
tables or in glass fronted display cases) and the largest masquerade ever (I
think close to 150 costumes). The banquet was notable for the best food and
the worst toastmaster ever. If any other convention considers using andy
offutt for a toastmaster, either he or they should be shot. His notion of
brilliant humour was to dredge out the names of as many pros and wellknown fans as possible and insult them, he did this at interminable length
while those of us who attended the banquet or had come in afterwards to hear
the speeches suffered in the heat (the air conditioner couldn’t cope with that
many people against the 90° weather outside). The hotel itself was
distinguished by having the most complicated floor plan I’ve ever run across.
The con committee issued maps to all attendees, and Eddie and. I discovered
the first night, when we neglected to take one along as we went partyhopping, that they were quite necessary. We spent half an hour at one point
looking for the lobby, as that was the only way we could get oriented again to
find our room. Kansas City won the bid for the 1976 Worldcon. After
attending this convention I just hope that their hotel is big enough, or at least
that its meeting rooms will be big enough to hold the members for the major
events.”
EROTICA FROM OUTER SPACE is the title of an article by Brian
Aldiss in the June issue of ‘Penthouse’. It’s a bit insipid and goes nowhere
near analysing sex in SF. He even suggests that fans in the 40s and 50s
bought their SF in dirty book-shops! Most of the article is padded out with
repros of old pulp zine covers which featured leggy beauties wearing the
latest two-piece spacesuit. I think Brian must have knocked this out in
between cigs while copying out suitable paras from the old pulps. There’s not
even a quote from the ‘sex novels’ written by Ralph Finn which were in great
demand in the early 50s.
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(Don Allen)
YET MORE GANNET NEWS Ian Williams says “Gannetfan Thom
Penman reported to be buying engagement ring for his girlfriend of four
weeks. Gannetfandom generally amused and dubious (especially me, as I
went out with her for nearly a year)”
CONVENTIONS The British Star-Trek convention at the Abbey Motor
Hotel, Leicester on September 28/9. Expensive (registration £3)
Novacon, at the Imperial Centre Hotel, Birmingham on October 25/7.
(Robert Hoffman, 44 Middleton Hall Road, Kings Norton, Birmingham 30)
Seacon 75, at the De Vere Hotel, Coventry on Easter weekend 1975.
(Malcolm Edwards, 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Mddx HA1 1UQ).
THE TUCKER FUND Once again, I remind you that the fund to send
Bob Tucker to Aussiecon needs your support. Donations should go to Jackie
Franke, Box 51-A, RR2, Beecher, IL 60401, USA or Bruce Gillespie, GPO
Box 5195AA, Melbourne, Vic. 3001. Australia. They are running a good
postal auction, with something on offer for most tastes. Support the Tucker
Fund!
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BOMB SQUAD RAID KITTEN HQ
At 0630 on Thursday 26th September the venue of Kitten Fandom meetings,
6 Hawks Road, Kingston-on-Thames, was raided by the London Bomb
Squad. The present occupant of the flat previously the abode of Gray Boak,
Bernie Peek, was rudely awakened in the early morning by a Woman Police
Constable shining a torch into his hirsute face enquiring “Are you male or
female?” “Well,” drawled Bernie, “Last time I looked I was male.” The room
was quickly filled by several officers looking for explosive substances; the
contents of the room gave them much concern as Bernie is a full time chemist
and also a photography and electronics buff. After sniffing and tasting
assorted chemicals and poking various pieces of circuitry they began to
interrogate Bernie asking if he was associated with any known terrorist
group...“I’ve never heard of Ratfandom,” he screamed as they... eventually
they left leaving Bernie to his slumbers. The only unbelievable aspect of this
story, according to Bernie, is that anyone, even the fuzz, could possibly wake
him before 9 am. (Jim Linwood)
THE NORTH EAST SCIENCE FICTION GROUP will hold its first
formal meeting at the Bridge Hotel, High Level Bridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne
on Friday November 8th at 7.30 pm. The meeting will, take place in the large
upstairs room, and will feature Brian Aldiss talking about ‘What Science
Fiction means to me’. NESFG membership is £1.00 a year (to Rob Jackson)
or you can pay 20p to attend the one meeting.
MEANWHILE, IN CHELTENHAM Graham Poole writes “My
recently re-revived Cheltenham SF Group held the first meeting for a couple
of years and was fairly successful. There’s at least one chap who seems
extremely keen at writing and jumped at the chance of attending Novacon.
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Then there’s another chap who used to go to the White Horse in the days of
yore...”
AND IN BELGIUM Belgium now has its Anchor-Fandom, devoted to
Bheer-drinking and Darts-playing. Membership is free, and the person to
contact is André de Rijcke, Baron Cyriel Buysseplein 13, B-9820 Sint
Denijs-Westrem, Belgium. (Simon Joukes)
A NIGHT AT THE ONE TUN We went along to the First-Thursdayof-the-Month gathering in London last week, and are happy to report that the
move from the ‘Globe’ hasn’t affected the popularity of the event. In fact,
although the floor area in the bar at the ‘One Tun’ is greater, the people
density seemed just as large as it used to be at the ‘Globe’. Apparently the
‘Globe’ hasn’t yet been pulled down, and now that we’ve moved away
they’ve installed a new sign showing an astronaut and planet. The ‘One Tun’
is in Saffron Hill, close to Farringdon tube station and only a short walk from
the ‘Globe’. There will be an additional (pre-Novacon) meeting on October
17th.
BENELUXCON 2 will be held on November 9/10 1974 at Evert
Kupersoort (a conference complex) in Amersfoort, Netherlands. Jointly
organized by NCSF and SPAN; the membership fee is 65 Guilder (£10 or so)
which includes accommodation and food. Write to Gerrit van Oven, Dalweg
12, NL-Soest, Netherlands. Since well known Dutch SF expert Jo
Dautzenberg is going to present an attack on fandom, fen are asked to leave
their water-pistols and rotten tomatoes in the wardrobe.
SECOND NATIONAL FRENCH SF CONVENTION is scheduled
for April 28th to May 4th 1975 at Angoulême. The programme includes lots
of films (in the town’s various cinemas) and the French prizegiving
ceremonies (Best French SF novel etc). The various hotels and meeting sites
are scattered over the town, which might be a bit fragmenting (it was at
Heidelberg). Write to Simon Joukes, ‘De Oude Roos’, Geleeg 7/8, B-2860
O.L.V.Waver, Belgium.
BENELUXCON 3 (SFANCON 6) has been changed from May 1975 to
avoid conflict with the French convention; it will now be held in July. The
exact date and site will be announced later. Guest of Honour is James White;
fan GoH Waldemar Kumming. Attending membership (including the films)
is £2.20; the British agent is Vernon Brown (Pharmacy Dept., University of
Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham B4 7ET). The international multilingual
programme as usual, with even larger art show and book exhibitions. The
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committee hopes to present some short plays, mime and an SF music concert.
If you have any suggestions Simon Joukes (address above) would be glad to
hear them. This convention we recommend: all British fans, fannish or
serious, will feel at home.
EUROCON 3 will be held in Poznan, Poland in May or June 1976. No
further information as yet. The British agent is Vernon Brown and the local
agent in Poland is Czeslaw Chruszlzewski, Zarzad Glowny, Zwiasku
Literatow Polkich, Krokowskie Przedmiesce 85, Warsaw, Poland (write him
in German). Suggestions and ideas to be submitted in triplicate! (to the
Convention Coordinator, Pierre Versins, CH-1463 Rovray, Switzerland (in
French or English) to the Western Europe Secretary-General, Jean-Paul
Cronimus, 8 Avenue de Montpellier, F-12000 Rodez, France (in French or
German) and to the Eastern Europe Secretary-General, Peter Kuczka, Attila
u.35, H-Budapest I, Hungary (in French or English)). The Chairman will
probably be Stanislaw Lem. Three Europa Awards will be given, Best Novel,
Best Short Story, Best Illo (I don’t know how they’ll be decided).
SYNCON 75 January 24/27 1975 at Dunmore Lang College,
MacQuarie Univ., North Ryde, NSW, Australia. Information from Eric
Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Avenue, Faulconbridge, NSW 2776, Australia.
FANZINES RECEIVED
AMON HEN 12 (The Tolkien Society Bulletin; TS membership is £1.50
or $5.00 to Mrs. Janet Gibbs, 49 Beresford Road, London N5). Book reviews,
meeting notices, letters.
BIG SCAB 3 (John Brosnan, Flat 1, 62 Elsham Road, London W.14)
(usual) The latest issue of this nice little fmz works over Malcolm Edwards
and the SF Foundation, among others. Recommended.
BFS BULLETIN (BFS membership is £1.50 to Sandra Sutton, 194
Station Road, Kings Heath, Birmingham B14 7TE) Good book and film news
and reviews. Litho on thin card, curiously enough. Illustrated by Jim Pitts and
others. (Sept/Oct 1974 issue).
SHADOW 21 (Dave Sutton, 194 Station Road, Kings Heath,
Birmingham B14 7TE) (40p) The last issue of this fine fantasy magazine;
fiction by Jean Ray and Gordon Larkin, Mike Ashley on psychical detectives,
Brian Frost on vampires, Patrick Quigley on LeFanu.
MATHOM 12 (Grahame Lamb, 28 Wellesley Road, Croydon CR9 2BN)
(for a letter or a stamp) Various letters and chatter about and around Tolkien
subjects, rather like Middle Earth-Worm in fact.
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FROM BEYOND THE DARK GATEWAY 3 (Edward P.Berglund, 47246-7335, Box 67, CoA DLIWC, Pres/Monterey, CA93940, USA) ($1.25) A
well illustrated and printed fanzine of Lovecraftian fiction. Worth getting
(unless you are one of those unfortunates antipathetic to Lovecraft).
UNTERHELIOS 3 (JoeD Siclari, 4304 Richmond Avenue, Staten Island,
NY 10312, USA) (usual or 75¢) A good fanzine with a large film content; the
main item is an article on Chaplin films.
SPANG BLAH 3 (Jan Finder, PSC Box 614, US Air Base, 33081
Aviano, Italy) (free?) Intended as a newszine for American fans in Europe.
Four times a year is a bit infrequent for a newszine, though.
LOCUS 164 (Dena and Charlie Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA
94119, USA) (I think Peter Weston is still British agent, though they don’t
list him on their colophon) This issue is a detailed Worldcon report.
DE PROFUNDIS 71 (LASFS, 11360 Ventura Bvd, Studio City, CA
91604, USA) (The LASFS Newsletter). Mostly local news.
TREPONEMA PALLIDUM 3 (Richard Bartucci, Peach Hall Dormitory,
Kansas City College of Osteopathic Medicine, 2105 Independence Bvd,
Kansas City, M0 64124, USA) Moderate sort of fanzine, strangely enough
printed on one side of the paper only.
INSTANT MESSAGE I56 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA) ($5.00/yr) Club news and accounts. Very
regular.
TABEBUIAN 15 Mardee and Dave Jenrette, Box 330374, Grove, Miami
FL 33133, USA) (British Agent is Alan Dodd, 77 Stanstead Road,
Hoddesdon, Herts). Small, pink, litho and full of wondrous things.
NADIR 2 (13 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris 75010, France) (4F) (my
copy came from Claude Lamamy, 67 Rue de l’Ourcy, Paris 75019) If you can
read French, why not get this? Ranges widely over SF (including some
fiction), comics, music and cinema. And what’s more they like LES SPINGE.
FANZINE FANATIQUE (4?) (Keith Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore
Road, Lancaster) (usual) Oh dear, Keith seems to have a touch of doom on
the production of fanzines. This one is as illegible as his previous
publications. This being so, to say of ‘Inworlds’ that it ‘doesn’t announce free
spectacles for those who go crosseyed trying to decipher its microtype’ is
rather uncalled for.
===
The first Progress Report of the Currycon is due out soon, reports Rog
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Peyton.
Peter Roberts tells me that the 1979 British Worldcon Bidding
Committee now has over 360 supporting members (well over 200 of them
American). Good going, folks.
LASFS is currently celebrating its 40th birthday; GoH at the 40th
Anniversary Banquet will be Robert Bloch.
Harry Harrison was at the ‘One Tun’ meeting on 3rd October.
The Tolkien Society held an ‘Oxonmoot’ recently; 13 members of the
TS spent a day touring Oxford looking at the Tolkien sites.
The first British Star Trek convention was held September 28/9 in
Leicester. Some fans who turned up and tried to register were told that the
convention was full, and no more registrations were being taken. Imagine that
happening at a SF convention!
The BSFA appears to be in crisis again, with committee resignations and
no publications.
The American prozine IF is folding from January and merging with
GALAXY.
A one-day convention and AGM is planned by the British Fantasy
Society for early next year, probably in Birmingham.
SPAN runs a contest for black-and-white SF illustrations open to pros
and amateurs. First prize £25, second £15, third £10. Info from Simon Joukes
(address above). A selection of the best entries will be exhibited at
BENELUXCON 3.
===
Roscoe is the only true Ghod, incarnate in the form of a beaver.
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NOVACON 4 will be held on October 25th to 27th at the Imperial Centre
Hotel, Birmingham. Guest of Honour is Ken Slater; chairman is Jack Cohen.
Novacon is normally a relaxed sort of convention, quite different from the
Eastercons; see you there?
AUTHOR NEWS James Blish is going into hospital soon for a major
operation. John Brunner came back from Discon with high blood pressure
and has gone into hospital for tests. John Kippax (Dan Morgan’s writing
partner) was killed recently in a motor accident. Paul Tabori had a heart
attack and is still on the danger list. Charles Eric Maine had a car crash last
year and was seriously injured, but has since recovered.
(Chris Priest, Ron Holmes via Rob Jackson)
TUCKER FUND TOPS TARGET On 8th October the Fund stood at
$1867.78, which exceeds its second target and ensures that Bob Tucker will
be able to travel to the Aussiecon in 1975. The Fund will remain open until
late November, but they suggest that further donations be sent to TAFF or
DUFF, which both have campaigns coming up shortly.
(Jackie Franke)
VISITING FANS DEPT Gray Boak writes “A year ago I heard from
Dov Lerer, a SF reader in the Israeli army who had seen CYNIC mentioned
in AMAZING, and wanted to find out more about fandom and fanzines.
(Recently) I received a letter from him. He is now staying in London, and
wants to know more about fandom in the UK. I sent him a few addresses, and
told him about the conventions; the address I have for him is: Poste Restante,
Broadwick St Post Office, London W.1.” I’m sure Dov would appreciate
letters and fmz from British fans. How about it, folks?
SF TEACHING INFO Will Norris (1073 Shave Rd, Schenectady, NY
12303, USA) is in charge of the Teaching SF Bureau of the N3F, and would
like to hear from anyone involved with teaching SF courses.
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(‘Sirat’)
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Bill Sutton and Jane Breiding: 424 Central Avenue, San Francisco, CA
94117, USA.
Roger Sween, 319 Elm Street, Kalamazoo, MI 49007, USA.
CONVENTIONS Current Worldcon bids are as follows:1977 (for
voting at Aussiecon): Montreal; New York City; Orlando, Florida. 1978 (for
voting at Kansas City): Los Angeles; San Francisco. 1979 (for voting in
1977): United Kingdom. 1980 (for voting in 1978): Boston; Grenoble. (John
Millard)
MONTREAL 1977 Andy Porter sends details of this bid. The hotel is
the Queen Elizabeth in Montreal. They expect attendance of 6000-9000 and
have reserved space at the Place Bonaventure Exhibition halls close to the
hotel (60,000 sq ft, seating 6000). The hotel itself has 1200 rooms. Presupporting memberships are 40p, which can be sent direct to Andy Porter at
Box 4175, New York, NY 10017, USA in British currency.
LOS ANGELES 1978 Milton Stevens writes with some information on
the LA bid. The committee is chaired by Len and June Moffatt; the
committee includes Craig Miller, Bruce Pelz and Milton Stevens. The venue
lined up is the Marriott Hotel.
UK 1979 The committee for this bid is Malcolm Edwards, Peter Roberts
and Peter Weston. Pre-supporting membership is 40p to Malcolm (19
Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1UQ, England). Their first
progress report came out at the end of August. I don’t think they’ve got to the
stage of choosing a hotel yet.
GANNET NEWS Ian Williams’ comments about Thom Penman’s and
Cath Gardner’s forthcoming engagement (published in CP 53) were, he now
realises, personal ones, largely brought on by a sense of surprise. He sends
his apologies to those concerned and wishes Thom and Cath all the best.
Gannetfandom is no longer amused and dubious, if it ever was. (To which
may be added the apologies of your editor to anyone who may have felt
offended).
Rob Jackson sent a xerox copy of a writeup in the ‘Evening Chronicle’
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne about the forthcoming North-East SF Group
meetings. The paper was definitely favourable towards them, and should be
useful publicity. There are apparently both formal and informal meetings
planned: the first formal one in the Bridge Hotel at 7:30 on November 8th,
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and the second informal one in the ‘Post Office’ on November 15th.
NEBULA AWARDS Theodore Cogswell (in SFWA Forum) has
proposed the alteration of the date of the Nebula Awards Banquet to the
Labor Day weekend, to coincide with the Worldcon. Andy Porter writes to
tell me of this, and suggests that anyone who wants to comment on the
subject write to Theodore Cogswell, SFWA Forum, Box 227, Chinchilla, PA
18410, USA.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DEPT Keith Walker says that his projected
index of British fanzines is making progress, and he hopes to have the main
title index out by Christmas.
WORLDCON BIDS If anyone associated with bids I haven’t given
details of above would like to send me information on them, I’ll gladly make
space in CP for them.
FANZINES RECEIVED
ASH-WING 14 (Frank Denton, 14654 8th Avenue SW, Seattle, WA
95166, USA) (usual or $1.00) A fine genzine, with an excellent cover owl.
Ross Bagby writes a Moorcock send-up; Douglas Barbour discourses on
fanspeak. (7.10.74)
NOTES FROM THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 5, 6, 7 (Denis
Quane, Box CC, East Texas Station, Commerce, TX 75428, USA) (usual or
30¢) This fanzine has a serious-constructive bias. In 5 a review of ‘The
Legend of Hillbilly John’; in 7 a good discussion of invisibility by Donn
Brazier. (7.10.74)
INSTANT MESSAGE 157 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch PO,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA) ($5.00/yr) Regular NESFA newszine. This
time they explain their mailing label symbols, but fail to mention what the :0
on mine means. (8.10.74)
THE FRACTURED MONGOOSE 5 (Mike Kring, PSC 1, Box 3147,
Kirtland AFB East, NM 87115, USA) (usual, no money) Personalzine,
chatter on this and that; also an atrocious Feghoot. (11.10.74)
MIDDLE EARTHWORM 24 (Archie Mercer, 21 Trenethick Parc,
Helston, Cornwall TR13 8LH) (participation) Tolkien letter-zine, which has
some of the characteristics of a small APA. (11.10.74)
THE SIRAT 5 (Will Norris, 1073 Shave Road, Schenectady, NY 12303,
USA) (usual) Small, includes a write-up on ‘The Free Humanity Society’
(dedicated ‘to the most righteous cause of all: opposition!’) (12.10.74)
THE DAILY DISCARD 1-4 This was the daily newsletter of DISCON.
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John Millard sent them to me: thanks, John. (14.10.74)
LOCUS 165 (Charlie and Dena Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA
94119, USA) (18/$12.00) Book and other SF news, including a lengthy
column on the New York publishing scene. (14.10.74)
MAYA 6 (This is Ian Maule’s last; 13 Weardale Avenue, Forest Hall,
Newcastle-on-Tyne NE12 0HX. Next issue by Rob Jackson, 21 Lyndhurst
Rd, Benton, Newcastle-on-Tyne NE12 9NT) (usual). Well worth waiting for,
and it was a long wait, as the creaking antiquity of the letter column shows.
Beautifully mimeo’d faanzine. (14.10.74)
WARK 1 (Rosemary Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford, Huntingdon
PE18 7SU) (usual or 20p). This is Rosemary’s new fanzine about fanzines,
with a bias towards fantasy fanzines but also including more general ones.
(15.10.74)
+++++
DISCON Several people have written in to defend andy offutt’s
toastmastering. John Millard says “I would like to offer your readers another
point of view... some members of the audience were rather rude and this did
not help matters. Contrary to Marsha’s suggestion that he be not used in the
future, Andy has already been given a very important invitation. On the
Monday night, the Cincinnati Fantasy Group (of which I am an honorary
member) gave Andy an invitation to be Guest of Honor at the Midwestcon at
the end of June 1975. In the long history of Midwestcons (the first con was
held in Bellefontaine, Ohio in 1950) there has never been a Guest of Honor.
So this is the first. I am sure that Andy will redeem himself, as I know he was
very much upset at the reaction to his Toastmastership.”
The first Midwestcon was actually held in Beatley’s Hotel at Russell’s
Point, Ohio (on Indian Lake) and only moved to Bellefontaine around 1954
(and later to Cincinnati, of course). Having set the record straight on this
point, I can pass on to some comments from Jackie Franke:
“Her (Marsha’s) comments sound remarkably like a few others I heard,
and are equally mystifying. Transcripts of the remarks andy made will show
many instances where he was interrupted by laughter, or perhaps everyone
else was simply feeling malicious that night? Andy ribbed his friends, not
insulted them, and he did so in the same vein virtually every toastmaster from
Asimov on has followed. I’m quite certain he had nothing to do with the
breakdown of the air conditioners (or does Marsha suspect masochistically
inspired sabotage? He was just as uncomfortable as everyone else;
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commented on it, and sympathised with the audience as well). He did go on a
bit long, but part of that was due to harassment from Harlan Ellison. I’ve yet
to hear a toastmaster who couldn’t stand some judicious editing. Andy was
nervous, awed and flattered to be where he was, with the people he was. He
was heckled, and bore up wondrously well (I should also add that Harlan did
express apologies later). Chambanacon (at Champaign/Urbana, Illinois) this
November has him as their toastmaster/MC. Is Marsha going to contact a
‘hit’ man? Andy wasn’t the best, but he sure as hell wasn’t the worst
toastmaster the Worldcon has had. But he definitely was one of the warmest
and most human.”
John Millard also commented on the layout of the hotel “Perhaps to a
mundane type the floor plan might be complicated, but surely not to a SF
type? I thought it was very logically coded, and I didn’t have any trouble.
Perhaps some of your readers may not know that in the Washington DC area
there is a building height restriction. No building can be as high as the
Washington Monument. Therefore, for the hotel to have adequate space it
must spread out or go underground. This hotel has done both to a certain
degree.”
MIDAMERICON The 34th Worldcon, will be held in the Hotel
Muehlbach, Kansas City, on September 1st-6th, 1976. The chairman is Ken
Keller, committee Jim Loehr, India Boone and Sarah Sue Wilde. Membership
is $3.00 supporting, $5.00 attending (until December 31st 1974) to P0 Box
221, Kansas City, MO 64141, USA. The GOH will be ROBERT A.
HEINLEIN; Fan GOH GEORGE BARR. The toastmaster will be Bob
Tucker.
OMPA is down to nine members, and there has been talk of turning it
into a combozine-type APA.
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NOVACON THE FOURTH
NOVACON 4 was held on October 25/27 last at the Imperial Centre Hotel,
Birmingham. It became obvious this year that the Novacon is outgrowing the
hotel in which it has up to now been held. There were too many people trying
to crowd into inadequate public rooms, and this was coupled with a
somewhat less than helpful attitude on the part of the hotel management. The
Novacon committee are going to try to find another hotel for next year’s
convention, and this move will be welcomed by many, not least by myself
and Rosemary, who spent some time cruising round the streets outside trying
to find a parking space. Let’s hope the new venue has a car park of its own.
In spite of the difficulty over the hotel, the convention itself was as
usual, a slow-paced affair notable more for the opportunities it afforded for
social contact than for the programme items. Peter Weston gave a good
rambling account of his recent TAFF trip, which was supposed to be
illustrated with the aid of an extraordinary epidiascope that looked more like
a mimeograph. The first picture put into the machine was burnt to a cinder,
and the bulb then fused, so the talk was perforce without pictures.
There was a panel/discussion chaired by Andrew Stephenson, on the
subject of whether the Easter conventions should be bid for two years in
advance, instead of one year as now. Some good points emerged during the
item, both from the panel and the floor. Two years does seem more sensible,
provided it could be made to work (it has been tried in the past). A workable
system would require a continuing body to operate it (like the Worldcons
have the WSFS). The BSFA might have provided such a body, had its
evolution been a little different (and anyway nobody has heard of the BSFA
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since Easter this year. Anyone know where it’s gone?)
Ken Slater was Guest of Honour, and generously donated a £10 prize for
amateur artwork. This was won by Charles Nightingale for an illustration to
‘Wolfbane’. The fancy dress prizes were bottles of whisky, some of which
went rather young-looking fans. The quotecard revival continued at this
convention: a prize was awarded to the winning quote “I hate to disappoint
the kids, but it’s got to go” this to a picture of a dragon carrying off a human.
The Nova Award for the best British fanzine of 1974 was awarded
jointly to ‘Zimri 6’ (Lisa Conesa) and ‘Big Scab 2’ (John Brosnan). I have
my reservations about the award itself, but I must admit that the trophy looks
nice (Ray Bradbury got a Special Award for his work on it). The trouble with
the Nova award is (first) that it’s given by a panel of aspiring Secret Masters
(which wouldn’t be so bad if they’d all read all the fmz under consideration)
and (second) that only nominated fmz were considered, instead of the whole
field. The panel was initially 3 people, but by the time of the convention it
somehow swelled to about eight.
Minor grouches aside, though, Novacon this year was as successful as
usual; our thanks to Jack Cohen (the chairman) and other Brummies for
organizing a pleasant weekend.
NOVACON 5 will be held on November 7th to 9th 1975. The chairman
will be Rog Peyton and advance registration is 75p (I’m not sure of the
address to which money should be sent, but I suppose any sent to Rog at 57
Summer Row, Birmingham B3 1JJ will be passed on).
MORE ON THE MATRIMONIAL SCENE Rambling Jake Grigg
should be married by now: his wedding to Hildegard Piranio was scheduled
for October 30th. Arthur Cruttenden and Wendy are planning to marry at the
end of this month. Congratulations, people.
BENELUXCON 3 (SFANCON 6) will be held on July 18th-21st 1975
at Antwerpen. Attending membership is 200BF, but you can register by
sending 50p to the British Agent (Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept.,
University of Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham B4 7ET) and paying the rest
on arrival at the convention. The Guest of Honour is James White.
MONTREAL IN 77 Andy Porter has sent some further information on
this Worldcon bid. The bidding committee are Andy Porter, Bruce Robbins,
John Boardman, Howard deVore and Esther Rochon. Anyone who wants to
support the bid can send 40p to Andy at Box 4175, New York 10017, USA,
in British currency, or $1.00. The 1977 convention site will be decided at
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Aussiecon next year (other bids I’ve heard of include New York City and
Orlando, Fla.).
VISITING FANS Helmut Pesch is currently in Glasgow, improving his
English, and would like contacts with British fans. His address is 11, Doune
Gardens, Glasgow G20 GDJ. Nice to see you at Novacon, Helmut.
DUFF CANDIDATES Jan Finder is running for DUFF this year (to go
to Aussiecon). I haven’t heard of any other candidates yet.
CURRYCON had a full page ad in the Novacon programme book. The
place is Tipton Colliery Working Mens Club, Sludgemoor Lane, Tipton
Staffs., and the date is April 31st 1975.
FANZINES RECEIVED
SOG 31 (GRAFAN, Box 4268, Tower Grove Branch, St Louis, 110
63163, USA) (membership is 45.00 a year) The newsletter of the Graphic
Fantasy and SF Society of St Louis. (18.10)
MYTHPRINT September 1974. (Mythopoeic Society, Box 4671,
Whittier, CA 90607) ($6.00 a year) Laeta in chorea magna, indeed. (18.10)
HAVERINGS 58 (Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey
KT6 6QL) (3/40p) Ethel’s reviewzine, though she does stress that they are
comments, rather than proper reviews. A variety of fmz from all over. (18.10)
FANEW SLETTER 14 (Leigh Edmonds, Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria
3183, Australia) (10¢A) The Australian newszine. He reports a new ‘Antifan’
film is in the making “Antifan and the Fan-zombies vs. Kung Ford”. Good
news, this. (19.10)
TANDSTIKKERZEITUNG 7 (Don Markstein, PO Box 53112, New
Orleans, LA 70153, USA) (usual, or $17.00 retail, dealer’s discount 25¢). An
excellent fanzine; he sends three copies to the UK, which is proof of the
current insularity of British fandom. A good review of Wertham’s fanzine
book. (19.10)
TRUE RAT 3 (Leroy Kettle, 74 Eleanor Road, London E8) (usual?)
Murine tidings, pretty decent stuff. I can just see the male attendees of the
Seacon clustered round the stairwell. The hotel manager would probably
choose that moment to stroll by... (21.10)
INSTANT MESSAGE 158 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch PO,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA) ($5.00 a year) The NESFA clubzine. This
issue is sealed with their Company Seal, I suppose that makes it official.
(22.10)
SPI-1 (Graham Poole, 23 Russet Road, Cheltenham, GL51 7LN) (usual)
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Nicely xeroxed on pink paper, a good start for Graham. A lot of information
on the BSFA mystery here, though Graham, having resigned as Company
Secretary, is probably as baffled as the rest of us on the current position.
(22.10)
NOTES FROM THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 8 (Denis Quane, Box
CC, East Texas Station, Commerce, TX 75428, USA) (usual or 30¢) Main
item this issue is an interview with Roger Elwood, the US SF editor, who had
a tussle with the SFWA recently. (25.10)
RUNE 40 (Minnesota SFS, 343 East 19th Street #8B, Minneapolis, MN
55404, USA) (usual) The MSFS clubzine, much fatter and genzinelike than
most clubzines. Groan-worthy cover. (25.10)
SONF 7 (Howard Rosenblum, 46 Moray Road, London N4 3LG) (usual
or 10p) Still suffering from a lack of direction. An impartial article on SF
Monthly, in which Howard seems to see more virtue than I can. (26.10)
EGG 8 (Peter Roberts, 6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2) (usual,
no money) The long-awaited EGG is rather thin, but has the old aura around
it. Interesting bit of fan history by Waldemar Kumming; his side of the
‘Opposition’ conflict at the Heicon. (26.10)
MALFUNCTION 6 (Pete Presford, 10 Dalkeith Road, South Reddish,
Stockport, SK5 7EY) (usual or 4½p stamp). Very informative piece in this
issue by Andrew Stephenson about how Seacon ended up in Coventry. Pete
still seems to be rankling that Ian Williams refused to allow Manchester to
bid for 1976 at Tynecon. I don’t know why, he’ll get his chance in next
Easter. Actually, the Manchester bid seems to be shaping up into a firm, wellplanned operation, and they could well win the 1976 site. One proposal is to
have the con at Owens Park, a Manchester University buildings complex.
Seems OK to me, it worked all right at SFANCON 5. (27.10)
GANNET NEWS Ian Maule writes that he’s planning a new faanzine to be
published early next year. Circulation restricted to 100 with tight control on
the mailing list. Best of luck, Ian, the British faanzine scene needs livening
up.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
GRAFAN, Box 4268, Tower Grove Branch, St Louis, 110 63163, USA
Pete Colley, 73 Bramhall Court, Silk Street, Salford 3
Paul Ritz, 703 Second Street, Apt. 1B, Bowling Green, OH 43402, USA
FANZINDEX Keith Walker handed out the Title Index of his project at
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Novacon. This is a listing by title of British fmz, and the information given
for each fanzine is title, first publisher, and date of first issue. It’s intended to
be followed by the main bibliographical indexes, and Keith would appreciate
people who find mistakes in this first index writing in to tell him about them.
Unfortunately, there are many mistakes, both of commission and of omission.
For instance, NAZGUL (John Abbott) and NAZGUL’S BANE (Ken Cheslin)
are telescoped into one entry. Ted White’s STELLAR is listed. A few comics
fanzines are entered, but no attempt is made at complete coverage of this
large field. Perhaps they should have been excluded altogether. Similarly, the
wargames field is spottily covered. Fanzines missed out include Phil
Spencer’s BLACK KNIGHT and the Tolkien Society’s HENNETH
ANNUN. It’s difficult to resist the conclusion that Keith has rushed this
index into print without completing the necessary research. I hope he gets
things more into order before publishing the main indexes. His address, for
those who want to help or make comments is 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore
Road, Lancaster.
ELANOR The 16th mailing of this APA has just arrived. ELANOR is a
fantasy-oriented APA with a small but active membership who put through a
lot of very interesting material. Anyone who would like a sample mailing to
look at to see if they’d like to join can write to the Central Mailer (Jim
Carleton, 745 Vallejo St., Brea, CA 92621, USA) or write to me and I’ll pass
the request on.
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Checkpoint 57, November 1974
CHECKPOINT is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England. It is available for news or trades, or for
10/60p (Foreign Rates: Belgium 10/60F, France 10/6F, North America
airmail 5/$1.00, Australia airmail 8/$1.00. No foreign cheques, please). Free
sample on request. This issue dated November 21st 1974. Our phone number
is 0480-56072. A.89

DUFF CAMPAIGN OPENS
Nominations have closed in the current DUFF campaign. Voting has begun
and will close on May 31st 1975. The winner will travel to the World
Convention in Australia in 1975. As an incentive to participate, all voters
whose ballots are received before March 29th will be eligible to take part in a
raffle for Sandra Miesel’s embroidered version of Jack Gaughan’s illustration
of ‘Striding Murderer’ from “The Dragon Masters” by Jack Vance.
There are three contenders this time around: John D. Berry, Jan Finder
and Rusty Hevelin. Vote for whom you will (but it would be nice if more
than three British people voted this time). Our own votes are going to John
Berry, a fine trufan and choice for DUFF.
THE NOVA AWARD Jim Linwood, A.S.M., has corrected and
amplified my comments last issue. He writes “All the Novacon judges, Greg
Pickersgill, Keith Walker, Andrew Stephenson, Ina Shorrock and myself,
were chosen by the award coordinator, Gillon Field, early this year. The
above mentioned were the sole judges, but during their discussion of the
nominated magazines, they were joined by Hazel Reynolds, who has taken
over the award administration, and Ken Slater, who would have to make a
speech and present the award. The last two mentioned were not judges.
“All the nominated magazines with one exception were read by the
judges. The exception was ‘Foundation’ which was considered ineligible for
two reasons (1) as it could only be obtained for money it was not considered
an amateur magazine; (2) the editor didn’t submit any copies of the
nominated issue. I should point out that the Nova award was conceived and is
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administered entirely by the Novacon committee, the judges having no
influence over the qualifying rules or the nomination of fanzines.” Thanks,
Jim. I must repeat though that in my opinion the need for a British fanzine
award is dubious at best and that as currently constituted the Nova award is
worthless.
COME IN BSFA YOUR TIME IS UP The present whereabouts of the
BSFA are still obscure, but the other day a flyer arrived from Keith Walker
advertising ‘Operation SF’, a ‘Living Science Fiction Organisation’ about
which I know nothing (Keith didn’t mention it at Novacon). Nobody at the
‘One Tun’ last time seemed to have heard of it either, so it looks very much
like an individual effort on Keith’s part. Peter Weston wrote to me expressing
his thoughts on the subject, and I have to say that they coincide largely with
my own. Here’s what Peter said: “For the last two months Vernon Brown has
been chewing over this subject. He first wanted to reorganise the BSFA but
then realised that too many others have sunk out of sight in that mire. So
Vernon decided that something new and better is required. He took the
opportunity of Novacon to discuss this with others of like mind with the hope
that some ideas would be established to present at Eastercon.
“The thing is, any new organisation must not just repeat the mistakes of
its predecessor. It needs to be thought about, structured, and its purpose
defined. Interested parties please get in touch with Vernon.
“That’s why I’m a little concerned about Keith Walker’s apparently
rushing into forming ‘Operation SF’. I’m not clear if anyone else is involved
with Keith but I think something like this shouldn’t be a unilateral, one-man
project if it is to have any chance of success. What I’m saying is that the
whole subject of a successor to the BSFA needs discussion at the Eastercon
and that until then no-one should start rushing around on their own. The
question of a central organisation for fandom is too important to play with.
Incidentally, I have no plans to get involved in any new group.”
FANZINES RECEIVED
ERG 48 (Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Road, Sheffield 311 9FE)
(5/50p) Terry has sent me the genzine version of his fanzine. Previously I’ve
had the OMPA version, which, in accordance with my usual practice, I
haven’t mentioned here. ERG is regular and interesting, though some of
Terry’s views are a bit conservative. Good article on hand-cutting
illustrations on to stencil. (4.11)
FANEW SLETTER 15 (Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria
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3183, Australia) (10¢A) Back on schedule with Leigh’s return from Discon.
Invaluable for keeping up with Aussie news. (4.11)
FORTHCOMING SF BOOKS 22 (Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct,
Lake Jackson, TX 77566, USA) (50¢ airmail, 6/$1.50 seamail). This is a
listing of forthcoming SF books (9/74 through to 1/75). I see the H-M
hardcover of THE LORD OF THE RINGS is $35.00 now! (4.11)
INFO 3 (R.A.J.Zielschot and J.C.Raasveld; Boerhaavelaan 88, Utrecht,
Netherlands) (Fl. 9.75 or BF40). Beautifully produced and includes a photo
section taken at Eurocon 2. One or two familiar faces appear including
Vernon Brown and Hazel Reynolds. The fanzine is in Dutch, incidentally.
(4.11)
LOCUS 166 (Charlie and Dena Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA
94119, USA) (18/$12 airmail or 18/$6 seamail). Mostly book and fanzine
reviews in this issue of the SF Newspaper. They’re a bit behind on fmz: the
only issue of CP mentioned is 51, though the list claims to include fanzines
received Aug-Oct. (6.11)
SFINCTOR 1 (Craig Miller, Elliot Weinstein and Glenn Mitchell, 9115
Beverlywood Street, Los Angeles, CA 90034, USA) (usual or 15¢) The first
issue of a new faan newszine. A rival to CP, no less. Welcome though:
fandom needs newszines. (7.11)
THE PURPLE HOURS (Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Road, Whalley Range,
Manchester M16 8HP) (40p inc. postage) This finely printed anthology of
poetry (including work by Aldiss, Ballard, Brunner and Moorcock, among
others) was produced by Lisa for Tynecon, and copies are still available. The
poetry is in a better class than most poetry that appears in fanzines: you’d
probably like it if you like such things at all. (8.11)
CSFG NEWSLETTER 2 (Graham Poole, 23 Russet Road, Cheltenham,
GL51 7LN) (produced for members of the Cheltenham SF Group). A good 4page club newsletter; the revived Cheltenham Group seems quite an active
organisation. They have a library and regular meetings, and are planning a
genzine. (11.11)
DIEHARD 5 (Tony Cvetko, 29k15 Parkwood Drive, Wickliffe, OH
44092, USA) (usual, or 50¢) The highlight of this issue is without question
the first part of a series by Mae Strelkov about South American mythology.
Donn Brazier has a plan to build a Tower to the Moon by folding a fanzine
39 times! (13.11)
KOSMIC CITY KAPERS 4 (Jeff May, Box 68, Liberty, MO 64068,
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USA) (usual or 25¢). Jodie Offutt, Bruce Townley, Eric Lindsay and good
old Anonymous write this time. Anonymous wrote a Kubla Khan Clave
report: I think the Brian who was selling London in 79 memberships must
have been Brian Hampton. (14.11)
INSTANT MESSAGE 159 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch PO,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA) ($5/yr) Regular as always; they kindly explain
the :0 on my mailing label this time. (14.11)
SFRA NEWSLETTER 33 (Box 3196, College of Wooster, Wooster, OH
44691, USA) (for SFRA members) News and reviews concerning SF
bibliography and criticism. Interesting item about Forrie Ackerman’s Fantasy
Foundation. (14.11)
BFS BULLETIN 2:4 (membership in the BFS is £1.50/yr to Sandra
Sutton, 194 Station Road, Kings Heath, Birmingham B14 7TE) Lots of news
and reviews in this issue. The repro is more legible, but still using too great a
reduction. (In case you’re interested, CHECKPOINT is A5 reduced from a
sheet 180mm by 250mm) (14.11)
CHAO 15 (John Alderson, Havelock, Victoria 3465, Australia) (trade or
50p) John is an amateur historian (he and Rosemary have exchanged non-fan
publications in this field) and this interest overflows interestingly into his
fanzine. (15.11)
MYTHPRINT 10:4 (Mythopoeic Society, 33k North Robinson, Los
Angeles, CA 90026, USA) ($6 yr) This issue has the results of the
membership questionnaire. The commonest age (25%) is 22-25; most
members (32%) joined in 1974. (15.11)
AMON HEN 13 (Tolkien Society) (membership in the TS is £1.50 to
Janet Gibbs, 49 Beresford Road, London N5). An enormous size for a society
bulletin (40pp). I hope the new editors (Stuart and Rosie Clark) don’t burn
themselves out with over-enthusiasm. (16.11)
+++++
ZIMRI is not dead yet. Lisa Conesa has asked me to make this clear to
correct the prevailing (but happily wrong) idea that it’s folded. She also says
that a second PURPLE HOURS booklet and poetry soiree are planned for
Seacon, though not as part of the official programme. Contributions for the
booklet and thoughts on the soiree are solicited (Lisa’s address is up in the
fmz reviews).
THE SF WRITERS BULLETIN was at one time a useful feature of
the BSFA, and Graham Poole (whose address can also be found up in the
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review section) is planning to revive it on an independent basis. He writes
“What I visualise is a quarterly zine giving market info, writing tips, letters of
comment and articles by authors of how they came into the writing field and
the difficulties they experienced as a newcomer. Maybe even a piece of short
fiction which the readers can comment on and pull apart”
CONVENTIONS Peter Roberts writes that Aussiecon rates are now
£1.50 supporting and £5.00 attending. The third progress report should be out
soon. Also, the Seacon 75 full membership has been pegged at £2.00 until
January 1st. There should be a Seacon progress report out soon, too. (Peter’s
address is 6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2)
BACK ISSUES of CHECKPOINT are available as follows: from Peter
at 5p each or 3/10p there are numbers 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 and 46. From
me, there are 53, 55 and 56 for a 4½p stamp.
NOVACON banquet attendees were stricken by a mysterious plague: 15
or so people report feeling ill afterwards. Maybe (Pete Weston says) it should
have been named BUBONICON? Pete also reports selling a TAFF report to
SF Monthly, who are publishing an interview about SPEC in issue 12.
WORLD GOVERNMENT DEPT According to Gary Grady, writing
in DIEHARD, one can register as a Planetary Citizen (registration is free) by
contacting the Planetary Citizen Registry, 77 Metcalfe Street, Suite 708,
Ottawa, Canada K1P 5L6.
P.SCHUYLER MILLER (the well known book reviewer who ran ‘The
Reference Library’ review column in Analog) died on October 13th.
(‘Locus’)
AMDUSCIAS PRESS The odd numbers preceded by an ‘A’ (this time
A.89) borne by CP nowadays are press numbers in this series, in which we
now number all Pardoe publications. Just in case you were wondering...
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Checkpoint 58, January 1975
CHECKPOINT is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England. It is available for news or trades, or for
10/60p (Overseas: Belgium 10/60F, France 10/6F, N. America airmail
10/$2.00, Australia airmail 8/$1.00. No foreign cheques, please). Free sample
on request. This issue is dated January 8th 1975. Our phone number is 048056072. A.91
WELCOME TO 1975 and, with Christmas safely out of the way, I can get
back to publishing CHECKPOINTs. Most promising news this time is that
Gray Boak is thinking seriously about organising a small, no-programme
convention, probably in January or February 1976, and probably in
Blackpool. Gray says, that if fifty people write to him and express their
support, he’ll go ahead and set it up. So write!
I’m right behind Gray on this one: our two established conventions have
both got disadvantages when it comes to getting together with one’s friends
for social chatter. The Eastercon has become too large; there are so many
people about that there are always a lot of fans I’d like a quiet talk with, but
never get around to. The Novacon is better, but (at least in the Imperial)
suffers from a lack of space for sitting about in: we often end up sitting on the
stairs, which is hardly comfortable. What does that leave? There’s the ‘One
Tun’, but that is mostly limited to fans living in London. So a convention
planned as a meeting of fans, and nothing more, would fill a real need. Only
provided it’s kept small, to active fans only.
LOST: ONE BSFA. LAST SEEN IN NEWCASTLE, EASTER 1974
It hasn’t turned up again yet, but Keith Walker has sent some information on
his proposed ‘Operation SF’. It appears that this is not so much a rival
organisation to the BSFA as a ginger group to stir up some action in the
BSFA itself. With this laudable aim I can but agree, though I fear the rot has
gone too far. Anyway, though the BSFA needs fandom, fandom can
undoubtedly survive without the BSFA.
NESFIG got off to a good start (according to Harry Bell and, Don
Allen, who both wrote about it) with its first meeting on Nov. 8th, when
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Brian Aldiss was the speaker. At the second meeting on the 29th, Bob Shaw
gave a highly amusing account to an enthralled audience of his introduction
to SF and fandom, and the effect it had on his life. The majority of the
membership know nothing at all about fandom, but Bob is such a master of
deadpan humour and fannish ploys that he soon had them in stitches.
If you want to know about meeting times and so on, Harry Bell is the
man to get in touch with (9 Lincoln Street, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear NE8
4EE).
FANZINES RECEIVED ... and good grief, how they’ve piled up over
Christmas!
INSTANT MESSAGE 160-163 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Station, Cambridge,
MA 02139, USA) ($5.00 a year)
*FANEW SLETTER 16, 17 (Leigh Edmonds, Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria 3183,
Australia) (10¢A)
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 155-160 (Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road,
Wheaton, MD 20906, USA) (9/$2.00)
*KARASS 7, 9 (Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans Avenue, Prospect Park, PA 19076,
USA) (usual or 4/$1.00)
OOFTA (Roger Sween, 319 Elm Street, Kalamazoo, MI 49007, USA) (usual, I
think)
*DYNATRON 60 (Roy Tackett, 915 Green Valley Road NW, Albuquerque, NM
87107, USA) (usual)
FLAGULETTE 3 (Robert Jackson, 21 Lyndhurst Road, Benton, Newcastle-uponTyne NEI2 9NT, UK) (a ROMPA-zine)
INFERNO 6 (Paul & Cas Skelton, 25 Bowland Close, Offerton, Stockport SK2
5NW, UK) (usual)
KYBEN 9 (Jeff Smith, 1339 Weldon Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21211, USA)
(3/$1.00)
SIMON I (Sue and Ronl Clarke, 32 Spurwood Road, Warrimoo, NSW 2775,
Australia) (usual)
STARFIRE 4 (Bill Breiding, 424 Central Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94117, USA)
(usual)
*STARLING 29 (Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell, 525 W Main, Madison, WI 53703,
USA) (50¢ or usual)
*THE NEW MILLENNIAL HARBINGER 11, 12, 13 (John Bangsund, PO Box 357,
Kingston, ACT 2604, Australia) (FAPA, ANZAPA and some others)
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*THE WITCH AND THE CHAMELEON 2 (Amanda Bankier, 2 Paisley Ave. S
Apt. 6, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada) ($3.00 Canadian/6)
GODLESS 8 (Bruce D. Arthurs, 57 Trans. Co., Ft Lee, VA 23801, USA: but see
CoA) (usual or 3/$2.00)
SFINCTOR 2 (Craig Miller, Elliot Weinstein, and Glenn Mitchell, 9115
Beverlywood St., Los Angeles, CA 90034, US4 (8/$1.00)
FORERUNNER 34 (Sue Clarke, address above, for SSFF) ($3.50 Aus. for
membership)
WILD FENNEL 9 (P.W.Frames, 105 Grand Avenue, Bellingham, Washington
98225, USA) (usual or 50¢)
TABEBUIAN (Dave and Mardee Jenrette, Box 330374, Grove, Miami, FL 33133,
USA) ($3.00 or usual)
MAYBE 38 (Irvin Koch, 835 Chatta Bank Building, Chattanooga, TN 37402,
USA) (usual or 75¢)
*IT COMES IN THE MAIL 12 (Ned Brooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport News, VA
23605, USA) (usual)
ZYMUR-WORM 20g (Dick Patten, 2908 El Corto SW, Albuquerque, NM 87105,
USA: and Bob Vardeman, Box 11352, Albuquerque, NM 87112) (usual or
50¢)
NOTES FROM THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 9 (Denis Quane, Box CC, East
Texas Station, Commerce, TX 75428, USA) (usual or 30¢)
TREPONEMA PALLIDUM 4 (Richard Bartucci, KCCOM, Box 369, 2105
Independence Bvd, Kansas City, MO 64124, USA) (usual or 50¢)
DON-O-SAUR 36, 37 (Don Thompson, 7498 Canosa Ct., Westminster, CO 80030,
USA) (usual or 25¢)
*TANDSTIKKERZEITUNG 8 (Don Markstein, PO Box 53112, New Orleans, LA
70153, USA (SFPA, SAPS or usual)
PREHENSILE 13 (Mike Glyer, 319 Pike Street, Bowling Green, OH 43403, USA:
and Milt Stevens, 14535 Saticoy, #105, Van Nuys, CA) (usual)
KYBEN 10 (Jeff Smith, address above) (3/$1.00)
PHOTRON 12 (Steve Beatty, 1662 College Terrace Drive, Murray, KY 42071,
USA) (usual or 40¢)
VORPAL 3 (Richard Brandt, 4013 Sierra Drive, Mobile, AL 36609, USA.) (usual
or 35¢)
TILL THE COWS COME HOME 3 (Elke and Alan Stewart, 6 Frankfurt 1,
Eschenheimer Anlage 2, Germany) (usual)
RUNE 41 (Minnesota SFS Inc., 343 East 19th Street, Apt. 8B, Minneapolis, MM
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55404, USA) (usual or $1.00 a year)
DEFENESTRATION 14 (David Singer, Buck 21- Box 264, RPI, Troy, NY 12181,
USA) (35¢ or usual)
KNIGHTS OF THE PAPER SPACE SHIP 11 (Mike Bracken, Box 802, Fort
Bragg, CA 95437, USA) (usual or 75¢)
LOG OF THE STARSHIP ANIARA 3 (C.Howard Webster, 413 N. Belmont,
Richmond, VA 23220, USA) (6/$1.50)
DE PROFUNDIS 73 (Barry Gold, 2471 Oak St, Santa Monica, CA 90405, USA
for LASFS) ($3.00 a year)
LOCUS 167 (Charlie and Dena Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119,
USA) (15/$6.00 US, 15/$12.00 foreign)
32 (Box 4268, Tower Grove Branch PO, Saint Louis, MO 63163, USA)
(trade or GRAFAN membership)
FRACTURED MONGOOSE 6 (Mike Kring, PSC#1, Box 3147, Kirtland AFB,
NM 87115, USA) (last issue)
There were so many this time I’m afraid I didn’t have room for the usual
comments: I’ve marked some of my particular favourites with a star, though,
as partial compensation.
SEACON The 1975 British Easter Convention, had 251 members as of
November. The place is the De Vere Hotel, Coventry: the time is March 28th
to 31st 1975: and the person to write to is Malcolm Edwards, 19 Ranmoor
Gardens, Harrow, Mddx., HA1 1UQ. Registration is £2.50.
SF MONTHLY was mentioned on the BBC radio programme ‘Start the
Week’ on January 6th. Peter Nicholls was also on the programme.
Incidentally, SF Monthly has been getting deeper into fandom lately; the
December issue had a full page interview with Peter Weston, and the January
one with Lisa Conesa. I don’t think they really understand us, though.
THE BRITISH FANTASY SOCIETY is holding a one-day meeting
on Feb. 22nd in conjunction with its AGM in Birmingham. They haven’t
finalised their programme yet, but the location is the Imperial Centre Hotel,
familiar from Novacons.
THE TUCKER FUND Stood at $2,142 on November 26th, a most
successful outcome. Any excess funds over those required for Bob Tucker
will be divided between DUFF, and the Aussiecon GoH (Mike Glicksohn and
Susan Wood).
HUGO NOMINATIONS were distributed with the third Aussiecon
progress report. To nominate you have to be a member of Discon or of
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Aussiecon, and the deadline is March 15th. Aussiecon membership is £1.50
from Peter Roberts (6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W.2).
DUFF (The Down-Under Fan Fund) is now open for voting to send a
fan to Aussiecon. Nominees are John Berry, Jan Finder and Rusty Hevelin.
We’re supporting John Berry, a fine fan and most worthy of your votes.
COA Gary Grady, USS Dewey (DLG-1k), FPO New York, 09501,
USA
John D. Berry, 1749 18th Street, Washington, DC 20009, USA
John Brosnan, Simone Walsh and Greg Pickersgill, 4 Lothair Road,
South Baling, London W.5
Bruce D.Arthurs (from Jan. 23rd) 2401 W.Southern, B-136, Tempe,
Arizona 85282, USA
Mike Glyer, 319 Pike Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403, USA
P.W.Frames, 105 Grand Avenue, Bellingham, WA 98225, USA
BACK NUMBERS Peter Roberts (address above) now has copies of
most of his issues of CHECKPOINT available at 5p each or 3 for 10p. That
covers issues 1 to 46. I have copies of 55 to 57 for a 4½ p stamp.
POSTAGE RATES in Britain are due to rise in March by an enormous
amount (about 50%: the internal first-class rate from 4½ p to 7p, and the
second-class rate from 3½ p to 5½ p).
PHIL PAYNE was married last year and is now Philip StephensenPayne. His address is 28 Woodfield Drive, Charlbury, Oxford.
Congratulations, Phil and Philippa.
THE TOLKIEN SOCIETY is holding its AGM on February 22nd at
the Bloomsbury Centre Hotel. Priscilla Tolkien may be GoH.
WARK 2 will be out very shortly; it may even be out before this CP.
Wark is Rosemary’s fanzine: trade fanzines sent to our address and addressed
to Darroll and Rosemary Pardoe get a trade from both of us.
TAFF Nominations for the next campaign are open till April 1st. Voting
forms will then be sent out. This is to send a US fan to the 1976 British
Eastercon, wherever that might be.
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Checkpoint 59, February 1975
CHECKPOINT is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England. It is available for news or trades, or for
10/60p (Overseas: 10/60F Belgium, 10/6F France, N.America airmail
10/$2.00, Australia airmail 8/$1.00. No foreign cheques, please). Free sample
on request. Our telephone number is 0480-56072. This issue dated February
18th 1975. A.93. Heading in Blanchard Solid.
THE FANZINE ACTIVITY ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS The setting up
of these awards has now been finalised, and British subscribers to CP will
find a ballot form enclosed with their copy. [* Added, handwritten:
Following shortly.] I’m the British agent, and Peter Roberts and myself
constitute the UK membership of the committee which is currently
administering the Awards. We also constitute the credentials sub-committee
for British nominations. I hope that British fans will take an interest in these
Awards, which should fill a long-felt gap in the fan world, a gap which the
Hugo fanzine award does not fill. One thing we still need is a good pet name
for the Awards; if anyone has a nice one we’d be glad to hear it.
NOVACON 5 has now announced the location of its hotel. This is the
ROYAL ANGUS HOTEL, in St. Chad’s Queensway, Birmingham. The time
is November 7th to 9th, 1975, and the Guest of Honour is DAN MORGAN,
Registration is 75p to Pauline Dungate, Flat 4, 144 Monyhull Hall Road,
Kings Norton, Birmingham.
SEACON 75 The British Easter Convention (only six weeks away,
now!) has issued its third progress report. Unfortunately, Mike Moorcock has
had to withdraw as GoH, but HARRY HARRISON has stepped into the gap
and will be Guest of Honour in his place. Registration at SEACON (which is
to be held in the De Vere Hotel at that well known South-East coastal resort,
Coventry) is £2.50 to 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1UQ.
BENELUXCON 3 (Alias SFANCON 6) has run into difficulty with its
proposed venue. The University of Antwerpen had agreed to take the
convention (last year’s similar arrangement at Gent worked rather well) but
the Belgian Government put pressure on them to allow a meeting of (of all
things) NATO instead. So NATO is in and BENELUXCON is turfed out into
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the cold. Simon Joukes is now looking for a hotel site. The British agent is
Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept., University of Aston, Birmingham B4 7ET.
Send him 50p for supporting registration. The GoH is JAMES WHITE and
the Fan GoH is Waldemar Kumming. Date is 18-21 July 1975.
FANTASYCON is the name of a one-day meeting being organized by
the British Fantasy Society for Saturday February 22nd. Non-members will
be welcome, and can send 50p to Sandra Sutton, 194 Station Road, Kings
Heath, Birmingham B14 7TE or just turn up on the day. Ramsey Campbell
will talk on Lovecraft, and Keith Walker will discourse on fanzines; there
will also be an art display and other items. It’s at the Imperial Centre Hotel,
Birmingham.
THE TOLKIEN SOCIETY AGM and Dinner is this year being held
(for members only) at the Bloomsbury Centre Hotel in Coram Street, London
WC, on February 22nd (clashing with the BFS meeting on the same day, I’m
afraid). The guests will include Miss Priscilla Tolkien, and Mrs. Horrocks
(the Mastermind winner on TV).
SCIENCE FICTION 75 is the title of a series of talks being organised
by ICA in London (The Mall, Nash House, London SW1). The time is
Wednesdays at 7.30 pm. February 26th is Brian Aldiss on ‘SF and the Nature
of Time’; March 5th is Tom Disch on ‘SF and Cheese’; March 12th is Peter
Nicholls on ‘SF: The Monsters and the Critics’; March 19th is Phil Dick on
‘The Man, The Android and the Machine’.
(Jim Linwood)
FANZINES RECEIVED
A FLYING WHAT 1, 2 (Joe Walter, P0 Box 1077, Fort Bragg, CA 95437, USA)
(20¢ or the usual) This new fanzine hasn’t settled down to a tidy layout yet,
but the contents are pleasantly varied in a fannish kind of way. Fanzine
reviews by Mike Bracken. The front cover of #1 would shock one or two
British fans I can think of.
FANTABULOUS CRUD and DISASSOCIATION (Joe Walter) are one-shots riding
along with FLYING WHAT. Joe succumbs to the temptation to plan out his
future fanzine publishing ideas in print: most fans do this occasionally, but
they never seem to stick to what they’ve said. I wonder if Joe will be the
exception?
*THE SPANISH INQUISITION 3 (Jerry Kaufman and Suzanne Tompkins, 622 W
114th Street, Apt. 52A, New York, NY 10025, USA) (25¢ or usual). Now a
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genzine, though still with a lot of material on films. And I always like to read
fanzines where people talk about their travels, to conventions or otherwise.
SF ECHO 21 (Ed Connor, 1805 N.Gale, Peoria, IL 61604, USA) ($1.00)
Fandom’s oddest shaped fanzine. Paul Walker interviews Brian Aldiss
(though it comes out rather fragmented) and the letter column is well up to
standard.
33 (GRAFAN, Box 14268, Tower Grove PO, St Louis, MO 63163, USA)
(membership is $5 a year). Local news and a good listing of upcoming
conventions.
SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 161-166 (Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road,
Wheaton, MD 20906, USA) (10/$2; I think Eric Bentcliffe is still British
agent) Three ‘double’ issues, full of the usual news and reviews.
*OUTWORLDS 21/22 (Bill Bowers, Box 2521, North Canton, OH 44720, USA.)
($1.50 or usual) Newsprint, in two parts. Eric Mayer has a glorious faan
version of ‘The Exorcist’ which alone would be worth getting OW for. This
is a fanzine not to be missed.
SFRA NEWSLETTER 36 (H.W.Hall, 3608 Meadow Oaks Lane, Bryan, TX 77801,
USA) (for SFRA members) Criticism and bibliography.
INFO 1:1 (J.C.Raasfeld and RA.J. Zielschot, Boerhaavelaan 88, Utrecht) (f
12.50/4) Nicely printed, mostly a comic strip (Lex Brand) in Dutch.
DE PROFUNDIS 74 (Barry Gold, 2471 Oak Street, Santa Monica, CA 901105,
USA) ($3.00/yr) The LASFS newsletter.
NEBULA 4 (David Taylor, 15 Alwyn Gds, Upton-by.Chester, Cheshire) (4/60p).
There’s a whole unsuspected alternate fandom in Britain. This fmz (mostly
fiction) is a manifestation of it.
*FIRST DRAFT 1 (John Bangsund, P0 Box 357, Kingston, ACT 2604, Australia)
John’s new personalzine, very informal and chatty, and the kind of fmz that
makes fandom really worth being in.
ASH-WING 15 (Frank Denton, 14654 8th Avenue SW, Seattle, WA 98166, USA)
A review of ‘The Lion of Boaz-Jachin’ no less: strange that more people
haven’t read or mentioned this low-key fantasy (but why Boaz and Jachin?)
Also, by golly, Michael Carlson writes about Delaware, Ohio.
THE SPANG BLAH 2:4 (Jan Finder, PSC Box 614, US Air Base, 33081 Aviano,
Italy) (usual) International newszine with a European emphasis for US
readers.
GEGENSCHEIN 18, 19 (Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Avenue, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776, Australia) (20p, 6/£1 or usual) Very varied contents; some talk about
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PLR (which so far as I can see is just another way of milking the taxpayer).
DON-O-SAUR 38 (Don Thompson, 71198 Canosa Ct, Westminster, CO 80030,
USA) (25¢ or usual) Major item is a piece of faan fiction by Don, well worth
reading.
FORTHCOMING SF BOOKS 23 (Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct., Lake
Jackson, TX 77566, USA) (6/$1.50) Regular US book listings.
ALGOL 23 (Andy Porter, Box 4175, New York, NY 10017, USA) (Ethel Lindsay
is UK agent: £2/6) The Arthur C. Clarke issue. This does count as a fanzine,
by Don Markstein’s sensible definition, but it’s a class above ordinary fmz.
Printed, and sercon.
THE SIRAT 6 (Will Norris, 1073 Shave Rd, Schenectady, NY 12303, USA) (25k
or usual) A bit disorganized, but good fannish reading none the less. He misspells poor old Spinge’s name.
NESFIG NEWSLETTER 2 (Harry Bell, 9 Lincoln Street, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NE8 4EE) The newszine of the NE SF Group, which seems to be well
established now.
*GRANFALLOON 19 (Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans Avenue, Prospect Park, PA
19076, USA) ($1.00 or usual). Roscoe be praised, here’s Granny again. Fine
writing by Mae Strelkov, Jodie Offutt and others.
LOCUS 168 (Dena and Charlie Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119,
USA) ($6.00/15) The SF newspaper.
FANEW SLETTER 19-22 (Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria 3183,
Australia) The Australian newszine, invaluable for keeping up with fandom
down under.
INSTANT MESSAGE 165 (NESFA, Box (1, MIT Branch P0, Cambridge, MA
02139, USA) (NESFA membership is $5.00 a year) The NESFA club
newszine, mostly local news and events.
TRIODE 20 (Eric Bentcliffe, 17 Riverside Crescent, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire,
CW4 7NR) (3/£1 or usual). Triode still seems to be in the wrong time-zone,
though 20 is a bit livelier than 19.
FANZINE FANATIQUE (Keith Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore Road,
Lancaster) (usual) Keith is another mis-speller of LES SPINGE. It’s a pity his
layout is so poor; the reviews (this is a fmz reviewzine) are quite good.
NEWS FROM BREE 13 (Hartley Patterson, 7 Cambridge Road, Beaconsfield,
Bucks. HP9 1HW) (usual, not money) Includes a transcript of an interview
with Tolkien, broadcast on BBC radio in 1971.
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BLUNT Dave Rowe asks me to make it clear that BLUNT is dead, and
there’s no prospect of its being revived. So take note, fans. (I personally think
it’s a shame).
J.D.BALDWIN (13 Coniston Gardens, Crossgates, Scarborough,
N.Yorks, YO12 4JH) is hoping to start a SF fanzine for the Cleveland and N.
Yorks. area, and would like to hear from interested fans in that region.
COA Gerald Bishop, PO Box 10, Winchester, SO22 4QA, UK.
Bill Bowers, Box 2521, North Canton, OH 44720, USA
IRISH FANDOM The N Ireland SF Association (NISFA) was formed
last month (David Patterson, 4 Copeland Drive, Comber, Co. Down, NI) and
the first meeting was held January 14th in a privately-owned SF cinema.
(Graham Poole)
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARD-KNOX AND OTHER
IMPROBABILITIES. John Bangsund is putting out under this title a
collection of his fmz writings. It should be well worth getting. $A5.00 (until
June 30th).
SONIA PORTER is organizing a SF Discussion Group for the
Woking/Guildford area: first meeting 5th March at 8 pm in the Robin Hood
Inn, Robin Hood Rd., Knaphill, nr. Woking. (Her address is 6 Robin Hood
Close, St Johns, Woking, Surrey).
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Fanzine Activity Achievement
Awards
Introduction
During recent years there has been a rising tide of dissatisfaction with the fan
Hugos among fanzine fans: dissatisfaction with their tendencies towards
popularity-pollism and with their loosely defined nature. Popularly voted
awards have inherent value, and the Hugos have tradition behind them that
makes them indispensable. But the popularly-voted award is not the only
kind that exists. People in many varied fields of endeavour value peer-voted
awards just as much or more than they do popular ones: for obvious reasons.
Science Fiction professionals have such an award: the Nebula. It is time that
the actifans of fanzine fandom had one too.
There have been attempts in the past to separate the fan and pro Hugos,
or to make the egoboo poll of a single zine the universally accepted index of
achievement. They have failed. In the former case they probably failed
because fans were not willing to give up the Hugos’ prestige. In the latter
case, they probably failed because few zines survive long enough to give
their polls the cachet of permanence. Also, thoughtful fans have always
recognized that a poll run through a single zine is acceptable and valuable
only to the regular readers of the source-zine (a circumscribed community
defined by the editors), and that the results of such a poll are distorted by the
fact that the only zine all the readers receive is the source-zine itself. These
shortcomings can be avoided by creating an award that is carefully defined,
administered by a committee specifically chosen for that purpose, and
independent of any single group, coterie, convention committee, or list of
subscribers. An award that will belong to all of fannish fanzine fandom and
to fannish fanzine fandom alone will give recognition to those persons who
make fanzine fandom worth while.
The Fanzine Activity Achievement awards (a nickname may develop
spontaneously) have been in the process of formation since July 1974. They
have been the subject of extensive serious discussion by a group of prominent
hardcore active fanzine fans and have undergone extensive revision and
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perfection. This process will continue in the future. If you are interested in
being a participant in this process or in the administration of the Awards,
please contact the Project Co-ordinator, Moshe Feder, at 142-34 Booth
Memorial Ave., Flushing, NT 11355, USA (phone 212-445-7171). You may
also contact him if you have any questions about the rationale behind the
awards or how to interpret the rules.
The Awards will be announced and presented at an appropriate regional
convention to be named later. The Awards are international in scope and it is
hoped that eligible fen from every corner of the fannish world will participate
in and support them.
In the first year the Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards will be
administered by the Ad Hoc committee which conceived and developed them
with the help of other interested fans. This Committee currently consists of:
Moshe Feder, Linda Bushyager, Mike Glyer, Bill Bowers, Harry Warner Jr.,
Peter Roberts, Donn Brazier, Mike Glicksohn, Sam Long, Jeff Smith, Don
D’Ammassa and Darroll Pardoe. In future years the Committee members will
be elected volunteers representative of the broad spectrum of fannish fanzine
fandom. The Awards will be solely administered by the Committee and are
not affiliated with any other body or convention. The nomination rules and
ballot follow. The Committee encourages all eligible fans to participate and
fan publishers to copy and distribute the rules, ballot and introduction.

RULES FOR THE 1975 FANZINE ACTIVITY
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
PREAMBLE:
The microcosm of Science Fiction Fandom has grown so large and diverse
that it is no longer possible for one person to know all other members of it, or
to read all other members’ publications. The type of amateur activity that
originally made up the bulk of what is called ‘fanac’ is in danger of being
overshadowed by the actions of semi-professionals, fans of more or less
related genres, and people generally unaware of and indifferent to the
‘fannish’ customs and traditions. The Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards
have therefore been established to give presently active fanzine fans who
continue to publish in the ‘grand old way’ the chance for recognition by their
peers – those who are best qualified to judge what such fans have set out to
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do and how well they have succeeded in achieving it. The Fanzine Activity
Achievement Awards are not meant to replace already existing popularly
voted awards and polls, but rather to supplement them.
No criticism is implied to the other subfandoms and fringe fandoms that
have grown up in oar midst; indeed we believe that there should be special
awards similar to the Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards for each and
every one of them. This Award, however, is for fannish fanzine fans only.
For our purposes, a fannish fanzine fan is defined as a devotee of literary
Science Fiction who manifests that interest by involvement in publications
dealing with literary SF and with the doings of amateur and professional
literary SF personalities. Such publications are eligible for these Awards if
they are fannish fanzines, ie publications which do not pay their contributors
and which are published for enjoyment to which any financial profit is
incidental.

THE AWARDS:
Please note that the Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards have a structure
different from that you may be used to: especially in regard to fanzines and
fan editors. This structure was specifically designed to put the maximum
stress on quality as opposed to quantity of either readership or issues
published, to allow apazines and personal-zines to have some weight in voter
deliberation, and to allow newszines and other special-case publications to
compete fairly.
The Best Single Issue of a Fanzine award is intended to go to a really
outstanding product which, ideally, should be unsurpassed in every way. This
category is open to nomination by all because we believe that such an issue
can only result when there have been outstanding contributions from all
concerned (editors, writers, artists, and LoC writers). This award could go to
a great issue of an established zine or to a oneshot or to a truly remarkable
first issue. Keep in mind that this is a new category and should not be thought
of as analogous to the Hugo ‘Best Fanzine’ category. It is the Best Fan Editor
award that fills that role, just as the ‘Best Pro Editor’ category has replaced
‘Best Prozine’. In making your nominations in this category be sure to
consider not only the best fanzine of a potential nominee, but also anything
else he may have published during 1974, including personalzines, apazines or
oneshots. Remember that editing is a broad-spectrum skill encompassing
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magazine design and reproduction, the combination of articles and copy
editing selection of art and its combination with text, lettercol editing, etc.

CATEGORIES:
In all of the following definitions, the word ‘fanzine’ means fannish fanzine
as defined in the Preamble; the word ‘fan’ (or any of its derivatives) means
fannish fanzine fan as defined in the Preamble. In all categories, the work to
be considered is that which appeared in the previous calendar year (at
present, 1974).
1.1 Best Single Issue of a Fanzine
1.2 Best Fan Editor: To the editor(s) who showed the most skill in
every area of editing in his total fannish publishing output. This may be
awarded to either an individual editor, a couple or a small group working as a
team.
1.3 Best Fan Writer: To the author of the best fanwriting including
articles, essays, editorials, reviews, stories or mailing comments.
1.4 Best Fan Artist (Humorous)
1.5 Best Fan Artist (Non-Humorous)
1.6 Best LOC Writer: To the author of the best published letters of
comment (LoCs). The nominee must have written at least two letters which
were published in different fanzines.
1.7 No Award Because it is hoped that the winners of the Fanzine
Activity Achievement Awards will be those persons who are not merely the
best in any given year – no matter how thin a year it may have been – but
also those who have reached a distinctively high level of achievement as
defined in the individual minds of the voters, the ‘No Award’ option shall be
available to the voters in every category of the final ballot.

NOMINATIONS:
2.1 Nominations will be accepted until April 19th.
2.2 Nominators may not nominate themselves or their own fanzines, but
they may nominate persons whose work has appeared in their fanzines. Nonexistent or hoax personalities may not be nominators.
2.3 Fane may be nominated in as many categories as they are properly
eligible. Artists may be nominated in both the Humorous and Non-Humorous
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Artist categories.
2.4 Up to four nominations may be given in each category without order
of preference.
2.5 All nominations must be accompanied by a donation of at least $1
US or equivalent local currency (50p in UK) and a self-addressed stamped
envelope to the appropriate agent. Nominators need pay no further fee for
voting. Those who do not nominate may vote by proving their eligibility and
paying the $1 fee.
2.6 For peer awards to have any meaning, it must be ensured that the
nominators and voters are actual peers of those whom they are nominating
(and voting for). To enable the Committee to determine eligibility, a space
will be provided on the ballots in which participants must cite fanzine
appearances which qualify them for each of the categories in which they are
nominating (or voting). In the eligibility requirements for nominating listed
below, the word ‘fanzine’ means fannish fanzine as defined in the Preamble;
the word ‘fan’ (or any of its derivatives) means fannish fanzine fan as defined
in the Preamble. The qualifying activity must have occurred in the previous
calendar year.
2.6.1 Nominations for Best Single Issue of a Fanzine will be accepted
from anyone eligible to nominate in any other category.
2.6.2 Nominations for Best Fan Editor will be accepted from anyone
who has published a fanzine.
2.6.3 Nominations for Best Fan Writer will be accepted from anyone
eligible to nominate in the Best Fan Editor category and anyone who has
written one or more published articles, essays, editorials, reviews or stories.
2.6.4 Nominations for both the Best Fan Artist (Humorous) and the Best
Fan Artist (Non-Humorous) categories will be accepted from any fan artist
who has had work published in either category. He may nominate in either
category, or both, regardless of in which category his own work is eligible.
2.6.5 Nominations for Best LoC Writer will be accepted from anyone
who has written at least two letters which were published in different
fanzines.

THE COMMITTEE:
3.1 The Committee has the sole authority for determining nominee,
nominator, and voter eligibility. The Committee may move nominees into
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more appropriate categories if necessary. The Committee reserves the right to
disqualify nominees or nominators whose credentials do not meet the
requirements of the Preamble or which were obtained improperly.
3.2 Committee membership will not disqualify a fan from nominating or
being nominated. The responsibility for counting ballots will be reserved to
those committee members who have not been nominated.
3.3 The Committee will publish THE ZINEFAN to facilitate the
administration of the awards. Because of financial and practical
considerations, THE ZINEFAN will be available only at the Committee’s
discretion to those whom the Committee feel sure will make a contribution.
No one will receive THE ZINEFAN who does not respond to at least every
other issue.
+++++
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Checkpoint 60, March 1975
CHECKPOINT is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England. Available for news or trades, or for the new
sub rates detailed below. No foreign cheques please. Free sample on request.
Our telephone number is 0480-56072. This issue is dated March 12th 1975.
Heading in Tintoretto. Amduscias 94.
POSTAL RATES UP YET AGAIN on March 17th, which means I shall
have to increase the subscription rates to CHECKPOINT. The PO have
excelled themselves this time, with increases averaging 50% both in inland
and overseas rates. So the new rates are: Britain, 12 for £1.00; Belgium,
12/90F; France, 12/9F; North America (airmail), 12/$3.00; Australia
(airmail), 10/$2.00.
FANTASYCON was the name the British Fantasy Society gave to its
one-day meeting held at the Imperial Centre Hotel, Birmingham (scene of
many a Novacon) on Saturday February 22nd. The meeting may fairly be
said to have been a success. Attendance was more than fifty people. The
morning was devoted to the BFS Annual Meeting and the election of officers
for the next year. After a break for lunch Richard Davis, Hugh Lamb and
David Sutton discussed the merits of original versus reprint horror
anthologies. This was followed by a panel on fantasy art, involving Jim Pitts,
Steve Jones and George Locke. Ramsey Campbell gave an excellent talk on
H.P.Lovecraft, and Keith Walker a rather confused one on fantasy and comic
fanzines. The final item was a panel with John Martin, Adrian Cole and Dave
McFerran, on sword and sorcery stories. The main fault of the day was that
five items were crammed into the afternoon with only five minute breaks
between them. This combined with the hard chairs in the room to cause some
discomfort. I understand that five items were scheduled with the hope that
one of them would be cancelled when the participants failed to turn up.
Unfortunately, everyone did come!
I was told that the BFS intends that next year the meeting will be a
whole weekend. This will certainly simplify the planning, in that the
programme won’t have to be crammed into one afternoon. It should allow for
more socialising, too. The meeting shows that the BFS can organise its own
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fantasy meetings, and have a good turnout for them, without having to rely on
the established SF conventions for an audience. Membership in the BFS is
still rising, and is not far short of three hundred at present.
THE TOLKIEN SOCIETY also held its annual meeting on February
22nd, so we were unable to attend. Hartley Patterson writes that it was the
most successful so far, with over forty attendees, and good food at the dinner.
The speeches were hobbit style (short and not too serious). Membership of
the TS is currently about 220.
INNMOOTS Hartley also mentioned that the London Innmoots are now
monthly. Information from Hartley at phone number 01-946-4116, or from
Vera Chapman at 01-387-2588.
THE BOAKVENTION Gray Boak has finalised arrangements for his
proposed faan convention. The date is February 6th to 8th 1976, and the place
a hotel in Blackpool. The idea is to have a small convention with no
programme; the weekend will be devoted entirely to socialising amongst the
attendees. To register, send £1.00 to Gray (2 Cecil Court, Cecil Street,
Lytham, Lytham St Annes, Lancs. FY8 5NN). This idea of Gray’s is an
excellent one, and deserves the support of the real fans of Britain, especially
as the Eastercon is beginning to suffer from elephantiasis. I visualise it as a
small English version of Midwestcon.
SEACON 75 Closer at hand (only two weeks away) is this year’s Easter
frolic. In case anyone doesn’t know yet, it’s at the De Vere Hotel, Coventry,
from March 28th to 31st 1975. Harry Harrison is Guest of Honour.
Registration is £2.50 to 19 Ranmoor Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1UQ.
At present the programme looks disturbingly sercon, but this could change by
the time Easter rolls around, I suppose.
MONTREAL IN 77 Andy Porter writes that the 1977 bid for the
Worldcon at Montreal is cancelled, because of a number of problems
including finance and travelling difficulties. I’m sorry to see Montreal pull
out, they seemed to have a number of points in their favour. Bids left in the
running include; Orlando (Fl.), Hew York, Washington DC, and
Philadelphia.
While on the subject of Worldcons, may I commend to your attention
Linda Bushyager’s discussion on the size of Worldcons and what to do about
it, which appeared recently in KARASS. This is a problem which concerns
all of fandom, and also has a direct relevance to Britain in that our Eastercons
are tending to do the same thing, on a smaller scale. MidAmericon (Kansas
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City, 1976) is discouraging walk-in attendance by charging $50.00
registration fee at the door!
WARK Rosemary asks me to say that some traders may not have
received copies of Wark 2, because some copies were defective and the
number of good ones was not enough to go around. Wark will henceforth, for
financial reasons, be four-monthly instead of three-monthly. The next issue is
due in May.
SF MONTHLY It’s reported in Leigh Edmonds’ FANEW SLETTER
that NEL are putting out an Australian edition of this magazine for
Aussiecon.
DUFF We’re supporting Johnny Berry as DUFF candidate to go to the
Aussiecon. Vote for him (or if you feel so inclined, for Jan Finder or Rusty
Hevelin) but vote. The deadline is May 31st.
WARGAMES John Mansfield and Hartley Patterson are running a
Games Convention in London on August 9th-10th. “Just to show Games
people what real conventions are like”, Hartley says.
THE FANZINE SCENE
I’m trying a different format this time: it’s hard to devise a completely
satisfactory way of presenting ‘fanzines received’ without being repetitive or
descending to trivia.
Soon after the last CP was sent out, I received a copy of HITCH-HIKE
22 from Johnny Berry (1749 18th Street NW, Washington, DC 20009), one
of the best fmz around at present. “Published for a small circle of friends, but
you can join that circle by being an interesting person and reciprocating in
some way. In lieu of anything else, 25¢ will do it” is how John describes the
availability, and that gives you some idea what kind of a fanzine it is, too.
Two issues of KARASS have come in (Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans
Avenue, Prospect Park, PA 19076) and I can recommend this cross between a
newszine and a personalzine for keeping up on US fandom with. Issue 11
goes into some detail on the merits of the 1977 Worldcon bids (Linda’s
supporting Orlando). (4 for $1.00, usual, 1:1 trades).
An unusual fanzine came our way: a Norwegian one. It’s DRIFTGLASS
1 (Jostein Saakvitne, Ekornrudv 27b, N 1410 Kolbotn, Norway. For the
usual, I suppose). Small, and not much attention to layout, but quite
informative about Norwegian fandom. It’s worth writing to Jostein, even if
only to foster UK-Norway fan contacts.
Not many British fanzines have appeared since the last CP. There was
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MAYA 7, the first issue from Rob Jackson (21 Lyndhurst Road, Benton,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE12 9NT) and now an A5 offset magazine. Notable
for a very gloomy editorial by Rob on the lethargic state of British fandom
(but hasn’t it always been?) and for a very humorous Tynecon report by Bob
Shaw. There was also ZIMRI 7 from Lisa Conesa (54 Manley Road, Whalley
Range, Manchester M16 8HP) which has very beautiful layout and artwork,
and is also partly offset. It’s good to see this issue of Z: it disproves the
‘Zimri is dead’ rumour that somehow got started last year. Rather sercon in
content, and including some poetry, but a nice fmz nevertheless.
RANDOM 5 (Mike Gorra, 199 Great Neck Road, Waterford, CT 06385)
(usual, old fmz, whim of the editor) bills itself as the “Aardvark’s Adventure
Monthly” and is a very readable faanzine, with columns by Bob Tucker,
Johnny Berry and Terry Carr (the last being reprints from his ‘Fandom
Harvest’ column in “Cry” which I remember with fondness from my days as
a neofan). Incidentally, RANDOM and other fmz sent as third class surface
mail seem to have crossed the Atlantic in six weeks or less lately, an amazing
feat (at one time last year it was taking up to four months).
Leigh Edmonds’ Aussie newszine FANEW SLETTER (22, 23 on hand)
is a must for keeping up with doings Down Under (PO Box 74, Balaclava,
Vic. 3183, Australia: 10¢ an issue). Issue 23 includes as a supplement a
summary of fanac in Australia during 1974, listing fanzines, conventions and
so on.
Various newszines and clubzines have arrived in the last three weeks:
LOCUS 169 (the best source of SF, as opposed to fan, news: Charlie and
Dena Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119) (15/$6.00); DE
PROFUNDIS 75 (the newsletter of the LASFS, 11360 Ventura Blvd., Studio
City, CA 91604) contains LA news and is $3.00 a year; SELDON’S PLAN 36
is the clubzine of the Wayne Third Foundation (Box 102 SCB, Wayne State
University, Detroit, MI 48202), sercon and 75¢ or usual; SON OF THE
WSFA JOURNAL 167/168 (Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road, Wheaton, MD
20906) is frequent and full of reviews of all kinds (12/£1 from Eric
Bentcliffe, I think); AMON HEN 14 is the Tolkien Society bulletin
(membership £1.50 from Janet Gibbs, 49 Beresford Road, London N.5) – it
has some interesting news but lousy layout.
The DISCON programme book finally made its way to England. It
continues the tradition of fine-looking convention books, with full colour
covers by Harry Roland. An anthology of Roger Zelazny poems came with it.
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A limited edition of 1000 copies, it said: ours were nos. 1040 and 1041.
I only have room to list the remaining fanzines here. TABEBUIAN 17
(Mardee and Dave Jenrette, Box 330374, Miami, FL 33133 (Alan Dodd, 77
Stanstead Road, Hoddesdon, Herts. is UK agent); DEGLER 250 (Andy
Porter, P0 Box 4175, New York, NY 10017) (‘Fanoclasts and a few others’);
DON-O-SAUR 39 (Don Thompson, 7498 Canosa Court, Westminster, CO
80030) (25¢ or usual); BREAKTHROUGH 5 (Henry Bitman, Box 968,
Azusa, CA 91702) (usual, or 50¢). CHIMAERAN REVIEW 1 (Don Ayres,
Dept. of Zoology, SIU, Carbondale, IL 62901) (usual or 60¢);
WORDWORKS (not really a fanzine; printed and includes artwork by Dave
Britton. £1.40/yr from Michael Butterworth, 10 Charter Rd., Altrincham,
Cheshire). ASCELLA 2 (Terry Floyd, 506 Holman Lane, Canyon, TX 79015)
(35¢ or usual). ARRAKIS 1 (Jim Kennedy, 1859 East Fairfield, Mesa,
Arizona 85203) (45¢ or usual; clubzine). NO 16 (Ruth Berman, 5620
Edgewater Bvd., Minneapolis, MN 55417) usual or 3/$1.00). GODLESS 9
(Bruce Arthurs, now at 2401 West Southern Avenue, B-136, Tempe, AZ
85282) (75¢ or usual) – red ink, no less! THE WSFA JOURNAL 84 (Don
Miller, address above) (subs in conjunction with SON OF... or for us UK
types who might want only TWJ itself, 4/$6.00 and you get a lot of reading
for your money.) ZYMURWORM 21h (Dick Patten, 2908 El Corto SW,
Albuquerque, NM 87105) (35¢ or usual; lovely Harry Morris cover).
GANNETSCRAPBOOK 2 (Harry Bell, 9 Lincoln Street, Low Fell, Gateshead,
NE8 4EE) (usual) – a fanzine I never thought to see a second issue of.
DIEHARD 6 (Tony Cvetko, 29415 Parkwood Drive, Wickliffe, OH 44092)
(60¢ or usual). THE REVIEW 2 (Craig Hill, 220 Standish, Apt.1, Redwood,
CA 94063) (60¢) very grey xerox. BOOK LIST 4 from Bruce Robbins, PO
Box 396, Station B, Montreal H3B 3J7, Canada. INSTANT MESSAGE 164
(NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch P0, Cambridge, MA 02139) (membership is
$5.00 a year).
That’s 30 fanzines in less than three weeks. It’s getting kind of hard to
keep up, but I love it. Tom Collins sent us a 1975 Tolkien calendar with the
Tim Kirk illustrations, and it’s beautiful. Thank you, Tom. Dr. Who started a
new Dalek story on TV last Saturday. Amazing bow popular the Daleks are.
Elizabeth Sladen (from Dr Who) was interviewed on a Terry Wogan
programme on BBC radio on Sunday. And we saw a marvellous film in
Cambridge, a Spanish production called ‘Spirit of the Beehive’. Next CP will
probably be out just after Easter, with a Seacon report.
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Checkpoint 61, April 1975
CHECKPOINT is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England. Available for trades, news or 12/£1.00.
Overseas rates are: Belgium 12/90F; North America 12/$3 airmail; Australia
10/$2 airmail; France 12/9F. No foreign cheques, please: I recommend
International Money Order or Reply Coupon. Free sample on request. This
issue is dated April 2nd 1975. Our phone number is 0480-56072. The
heading is in Times New Roman, one of the most beautiful typefaces ever
invented. Amduscias publication 98.
A HORDE OF KILLER RABBITS IS APPROACHING COVENTRY:
DON’T PANIC or in other words, the 1975 annual British SF Convention
was held at the De Vere Hotel in Coventry over 28/31 March. Attendance
was again a record one: total registration had reached 550 by the end of the
weekend. This number included a lot of newcomers, presumably brought in
by SF Monthly as was the case last year. It’s encouraging to note that many
people for whom Tynecon was the first convention were again in evidence at
Coventry.
THE PROGRAMME: well, I’m afraid that we didn’t get to much of the
formal programme, though Bob Shaw’s talk was, as you might expect, a
marvel and wonder. Peter Roberts had organised some alternative fan
programming to run parallel to the more sercon items in the main ball, and
this was an excellent innovation. The fan items were held in the downstairs
lounge in a delightfully informal manner, and covered such topics as how to
publish a fanzine, and the organisation of a local SF group. The films this
year were well chosen and mostly recent (including ‘Sleeper’, ‘Duel’ and the
movie from which the heading to this section is taken ‘Night of the Lepus’)
and the silent ‘Lost World’ was also shown.
THE FANDOM ROOM was another good idea. This contained samples
of fmz, fan literature, a display of photos and so on; Peter Roberts tried to
publish an issue of ‘EGG’ during the convention, but was foiled by an erratic
paper feed on his Gestetner 120.
THE BANQUET was something we didn’t go to, having decided that
over £6 for two meals was too much (the hotel food, incidentally, was cheap
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and good, an unusual occurrence) but the usual speeches and awards were
made. Peter Weston was in good form as toastmaster, and Harry Harrison’s
speech as Guest of Honour was well worth hearing; he described how SF
prodom was almost decimated in Brazil. The BSFA award (this year awarded
in the absence of a BSFA by the convention committee) went to Chris Priest
for ‘Inverted World’. The Doc Weir award went to Peter Weston. The Ken
McIntyre award (for fan art) was awarded to Carol Gregory. The August
Derleth award was not given this year. After the banquet there was a dance in
the main ball to the music of ‘Deep Fix’, a good sound indeed.
THE BUSINESS MEETING brought in a compromise two-year bidding
system which may work if given a fair chance. Manchester won the 1976 site
without opposition. Birmingham put in a bid for 1977 under the new system
which, briefly, is that the group given the go-ahead two years ahead will be
given final approval one year later, provided that they have concrete
proposals to present at that stage, a definite hotel commitment for example.
The meeting then went on to a report from the ‘UK in 79’ committee, which
contained little in the way of new information, but showed they’re still in
business.
THE BSFA MYSTERY was not exactly resolved at this convention.
Since the statutory notices had not been sent to the membership, no AGM
was held at this Easter. There was though an ‘unofficial’ meeting, which was
followed later in the day by a second meeting in John Brunner’s room. The
BSFA seemed set for extinction by rampant apathy, but all these people
emerged from the woodwork and made an attempt to put it back on the road.
Is it worth it? The legal AGM has been set for June at a location, yet to be
announced, in the London area.
PERSONAL THOUGHTS. We enjoyed this year’s convention, of
course, but somehow it didn’t quite gell. I think there were too many new
faces, and faces generally, so that it became difficult to find people we
wanted to talk to. This is a result of the growth of Eastercon size, and can’t be
helped, except by setting up additional, small gatherings as Gray Boak is
doing. The hotel was good, and had plenty of little nooks and corners for
quiet talking and drinking. It did however have an enormous static charge
which drew sparks from every metal surface to one’s fingers. It was a
surprise and a delight to find Mike Glicksohn and Sheryl Birkhead present,
two people we’ve wanted to meet for a long time. We also enjoyed meeting
Alan and Elke Stewart, who somehow we completely missed contact with at
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Tynecon.
MANCON FIVE the 1976 Easter convention, will be held on a
university campus, a new experiment for such occasions. The site is Owens
Park, Manchester, and they quote a rate of £5.50 a person, full board. The
chairman is Peter Presford, and the treasurer (to whom registrations should be
sent) is Brian Robinson, 9 Linwood Grove, Manchester M12 4QH.
TAFF Nominations have now closed and voting forms will be
distributed shortly. The current campaign is to bring an American fan to the
1976 Eastercon here, and the two candidates are Bill Bowers and Roy
Tackett, good fans both.
NOVACON The first progress report for Novacon 5 is out. This con
will be held in the Royal Angus hotel, Birmingham (a new venue) on 7th-9th
November. The GoH is Dan Morgan. Registration is 75p to Pauline Dungate,
4 Lindsworth Court, Monyhull Hall Road, Birmingham B30 3QS.
PETER WESTON will be editing a series of original SF anthologies
for Orbit. He’s looking for 2000-12000 word stories; closing date for the first
anthology is August 1st 1975. His address is 72 Beeches Drive, Erdington,
Birmingham B24 0DT. Peter is also still UK agent for LOCUS at £14.80 for
15 issues.
THE SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY OF BRITAIN is a mysterious
organisation of which I know nothing, but whose name appeared on some
literature handed out at Seacon, Can anyone enlighten me, for the benefit of
CP readers?
THE FANZINE SCENE
Lots of fanzines to mention again. There was another fine issue or
OUTWORLDS which arrived the day we left for the convention. Robert
Lowndes reminisces; Joe de Bolt writes on John Brunner; there are some
selections from Grant Canfield’s WASTE PAPER (further to the ones which
have appeared in STARLING). OW is a fanzine (albeit a classy litho one
with a circulation over 1000) which seems to me to combine serious and fan
material with great success. If you don’t already get OW then I strongly
recommend you to do so. OW is from Bill Bowers (PO Box 2521, North
Canton, OH 44720, USA) for 4/$4.00 or the usual. Bill, of course, is a TAFF
candidate this time.
THE SPANISH INQUISITION 4 (Jerry Kaufman and Suzanne
Tompkins, 622 West 114th Street, Apt. 524, New York, NY 10025, USA)
has become a good fannish fanzine with material from such writers as John
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Curlovich, Ginjer Buchanan, Laura Haney, Mike Gorra and our own Peter
Roberts. The cover picture, incidentally, was helpful to us in recognizing
Mike Glicksohn at Easter. Usual or 35¢.
A whole bundle of SOITGOZE (issues 9- 13) arrived from Tim Marion.
Tim’s given up this fmz now, so there’s no point my quoting availability. It’s
a shame, because Tim is a very good writer. Much of these issues is taken up
with an account of his experiences at Discon, the longest and also the best
Discon report we’ve read. (614 72nd Street, Newport News, VA 23605,
USA).
RUNE 42 (Fred Haskell, 343 E 19th Street, Apt. 8B, Minneapolis, MN
55404, USA). Rune seems to be very much Fred’s own fanzine now, and it’s
really looking up. The letter column especially is a lively entity with all sorts
of interesting people writing in. Nice Minn-stf calendar on the back page.
Usual or $1 a year.
That murine periodical TRUE RAT 4/5 from Leroy Kettle (74 Eleanor
Road, London E8) gnawed its way through the letterbox. I don’t know what
American or other readers unused to ratfanzines would make of this, but I
think it’s a darn good fanzine. Availability: the usual, I think, and I don’t
suppose he’d refuse money.
C7 from Gray Boak (2 Cecil Court, Cecil Street, Lytham, Lytham St
Annes, Lancs. FY8 5NN) suffers from the fact that Gray is a little out of
touch with the main stream of fandom nowadays. But his remarks on
conventions are sensible, and all the more because he’s actually doing
something about it. Gray also tells of the disasters which overtook his
wedding. (Usual?)
QWERTYUIOP 8 from Sam Long (Box 4946, Patrick AFB, FL 32925,
USA) (usual, no money) has good material from Mike Gorra, Brian
Hampton, Eric Lindsay and from Sam himself, all very readable. Nothing
deep, but a most enjoyable fanzine. Our wombats don’t want to be liberated,
though.
A whole bunch of British fanzines came out just before the postage rates
went up, and we received several more at the convention from people who
(like us) were presumably saving on postage. DURFED (Kevin Williams and
Neil Jones, 9 Whitton Place, Seaton Delaval, Northumberland) (usual) is a
sort of modern-day equivalent of Cohn Freeman’s SCRIBBLE, but not so
good as yet. THE GRIMLING BOSCH 2 is Harry Bell’s personalzine (9
Lincoln Street, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear NE8 4EE) (usual). Small, and not
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often enough. SPI-2 is Graham Poole’s xeroxed and hand-coloured fmz (23
Russet Road, Cheltenham Glos. GL51 7LN). Graham had lots of letters in
reply to the first issue, which means that this one is interesting to read and
quite thick. Much talk of the BSFA, conventions and other topics. I had a
copy of SFINX 9 (Peter Jones, St Peter’s College, Oxford: 15p) which is litho
and full of amateur fiction, not my forte I’m afraid, but I know some people
like it. SCOTTISHE 19 from Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 6QL (2/40p) now incorporates Haverings within itself, apart
from which it’s the formula as before: mostly letters and sf book reviews.
FANZINE FANATIQUE (Keith Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore Road,
Lancaster) (6/30p) came disguised as Skyrack, and along with a ‘SF Times’
what-shall-we-do-with-the-BSFA supplement. SONF 8 (Howard Rosenblum,
46 Moray Road, London N4 3LG) (10p or usual) still seems to lack direction,
but has a reasonable litho back cover. INFERNO 7 from Paul & Cas Skelton,
25 Bowland Close, Offerton, Stockport SK2 5NW, Cheshire) is a good
personalzine. CELTIC WARRIOR 1 (Jim Campbell, 33 Speirs Road,
Bearsden, Glasgow) is xeroxed, available for the usual and rather
nationalistic. NEBULA 5 (Dave Taylor, 15 Alwyn Garden, Upton-byChester) (60p/yr) is amateur fiction, quite similar to Sfinx. THE THIRD
WRINKLED SHREW (Pat Charnock, 70 Ledbury Road, London W.11) (usual
or obscene poctsarcds) is less murine nowadays but still good.
Various newszines arrived since the last Checkpoint: FORTHCOMING
SF BOOKS 24 (Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Court, Lake Jackson, TX
77566 USA) (6/$1.50) is a useful source of information on the subject of its
title. SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL (169-172) (Don Miller, 12315 Judson
Road, Wheaton, MD 20906, USA) (12/$1 from Eric Bentcliffe, 17 Riverside
Crescent, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire CW4 7NR) has its usual comprehensive
coverage. INSTANT MESSAGE 166 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch PO,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA) ($5.00 a year) covers NESFA happenings.
FANEW SLETTER 24 (Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria
3183, Australia) (10¢A) is the Australian newszine. SPANG BLAH 3:1 is Jan
Finder’s newszine (PSC Box 614, US Air Base, 33081 Aviano, Italy)
particularly good on continental European news. LOCUS 170 (Charlie and
Dena Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119, USA) is the essential
SFnewspaper.
And finally, NEWS FROM BREE 14 (Hartley Patterson, ‘Finches’, 6
Cambridge Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks. HP9 1HW) (usual, no money) a quiet
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personalzine with a wargames bias.
CURRYCON has been postponed to November 31st. Place the same
though. # John Piggott has moved to the slanshack at 4 Lothair Road, London
W5, and John (NI) Berry has moved to 119 Garden Avenue, Hatfield, Herts.
# Rosemary’s WARK 3 is now out, a month ahead of schedule. # DUFF
voting ends on May 31st. We support Johnny Berry. # Rumoured that the
1979 Chicago bid has folded. # Orbit are awarding a £500 prize yearly for the
best novel submitted to them. Peter Weston is one of the judges. # A film
festival of SF & Fantasy films to be held in London in November; attendance
will be by invitation only (!)
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CHECKPOINT is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford,
Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England. Available for trades or news, or for £1.00
for 12 (Belgium 12/90F; France 12/9F; North America airmail 12/ $3.00;
Australia airmail 10/ $2.00; no foreign cheques, please). Free sample on
request. Our phone number is 0480-56072. This issue dated April 25th 1975.
Heading in Bottleneck. Amduscias 99.
BSFA SETS AGM DATE The Annual General Meeting of the British
Science Fiction Association will be held on Friday June 27th 1975 at 7:30
pm, at the ‘One Tun’ in Saffron Hill, London E.C., ‘in an upstairs room’. I
understand that all persons who were paid-up members for 1974 will have
their memberships carried forward to 1975 and will be able to attend and vote
at this meeting. My own view, though, is that it’s not worth bothering any
more, and the sooner the BSFA is buried the better.
THE SF SOCIETY OF BRITAIN I’ve had two people write about this
organization, though the information differs a bit. Dave Kyle said “The SF
Society of Britain is a working name used by a few SF types who are
working on a number of projects here in Britain. This Society is part of a
larger group of individuals and organisations or clubs which is known as SF
International. Here in Britain we have the SF and Fantasy Film Society of
Britain (Stan Nuttall, 3 Melwood Drive, West Derby, Liverpool); the SF &
Fantasy Film Festival (Harry Nadler, 80 Broughton Road, Salford,
Manchester M6 6RN); the SF Digest (Keith Freeman, 128 Fairford Road,
Tilehurst, Reading) and the Ted Carnell Society (Dave Kyle, ‘Two Rivers’,
Hamm Court, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 8YB)”. Richard McMahon, however,
said “The SFS is a country-wide SF Club aimed at teenagers up to the 15-16
age group. It was formed after the mention on the news page of SF Monthly
1:10. It is a free society with county groups and soon (hopefully) a clubzine
called ‘SF Reflections’ Richard says that anyone interested should contact
him (287, South Lane, New Malden, Surrey KT3 5RR).
Could there be two SF Society organizations? ‘SF International’ sounds
too much like empire-building for my fanarchical tastes.
HUGO NOMINATIONS Carey Handfield sent the complete list,
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which is too long to reproduce here. The fanzine nominations are: Alien
Critic, Locus, Algol, Outworlds, SF Commentary and Starling. The final
ballot, will be sent out with the 4th Progress Report in May.
THE SF DISCUSSION GROUP for the Woking/Guildford Area got
off to a good start (writes Sonya Porter) with ten people at the first meeting.
They have decided to hold future meetings at the Robin Hood, in Robin Hood
Road, Knaphill, on the first Wednesday of the month, at 8 pm. (Sonya’s
phone number is Woking 66232).
THE CHELTENHAM SF GROUP meets on the third Thursday of the
month, 7.30 pm in the ‘Hurdles Bar’ of the Star Hotel, Cheltenham. Contact
Graham Poole, 23 Russet Road, Cheltenham GL51 7LN for information.
MANCON 5 is the 1976 British Easter Convention. The registration
fees are 75p (supporting) and £2.00 (attending) rising to £2.50 on 1st July
1975. The fees should be sent to Brian Robinson, 9 Linwood Grove,
Manchester M12 4QH. I understand that registrations are now approaching
200. The Guest of Honour is announced as Robert Silverberg.
THE SAD GROUP (no, I’m afraid it’s not a revival of the Stourbridge
& District SF Circle of happy memory, my first contact with fandom but
long, long gone) meets on the second Monday of the month at the ‘White
Lion’, Lower Underbank, Stockport. It’s run by Paul Skelton, whose idea is
to pull in new SF readers and (if they can stand the pace) introduce them to
fandom via the MAD Group. (Thanks to Pete Presford for this item).
BENELUXCON 3 (otherwise known as SFANcon 6) will be held in
Bruges, Belgium, on July 18th-21st. The programme will be held in the
Concertgebouw (Concert Hall), St Jacobsstraat, which has full facilities for
talks, exhibitions, films, and a bar. Attending membership is 200BF (or
£2.50, payable to Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept., Univ. of Aston, Gosta
Green, Birmingham B4 7ET). Accommodation will be provided in the Home
Spermalie, Snaggaardstraat 11, which is a Hotel School with a good
restaurant and bar. This is about 10 minutes walk from the Concert Hall.
James White is Guest of Honour. The programme will be multilingual as
usual, and there should be a good UK presence. See you there?
EUROCON 3 is to be held in Poznan, Poland, on 19th-22nd August
1976, probably in the ‘chic’ Mercury Hotel. Attending membership is $10,
and the cost for staying in the hotel will be around $30, including food.
Registration will be closed on 31st December 1975. The UK representative is
Vernon Brown (address above).
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SFIR 75, the 5th Italian SF Convention, will be held at Ferrara, in Italy,
on June 13-15 1975. Attending membership is £13. The GoH is probably Bob
Shaw. For information write to ‘SF Hobbit Club, Via Boccaleone 26, 1Ferrara, Italy’. Simon Joukes (who sent most of the info on European cons
given here) writes ‘if you’re on holiday in that sunny area at that particular
time, don’t hesitate to attend; you’ll see how charming these Italians are, even
when they don’t understand a single word of English! And the food and vino
will be delicious...’
SFCD-CON is at Laichingen-near-Ulm, Germany, on August 8th-10th,
1975. The 20th convention of the SF Club Deutschland. Information may be
obtained from Nikolaus Kolleth, D-79 Ulm 10, Ravensburger Strasse 29,
Germany.
SF ON MICROFICHE is available from Starlight Research Ltd., 38B
Compton Road, London N21 3NX. They also do material on postcards and
tape cassettes. Write to them for information (George Hay and Mollie
Gillan).
THE CHECKPOINT POLL for 1975 is still being run by Peter
Roberts. A voting form is enclosed with this issue for British and European
readers. When the results are in, Peter will publish a special issue of
CHECKPOINT (to be sent to voters) with the usual summaries. So vote.
THE FANZINE SCENE
First in after the last CP was (surprisingly) PROFANITY 8 from Bruce
Pelz (15931 Kalisher St, Granada Hills, CA 91344; usual or 25¢). I say
surprisingly, because the last issue was in 1960! This is the way Bruce has
chosen to get back into the swing of genzine publishing. It’s mostly informal,
chatty stuff, about his fanzine collection, his trip to Discon and LASFS
happenings. Recommended.
Tim Marion (614 72nd Street, Newport News, VA 23605) sent another
big bundle of his fanzines; this time it was THE GREEN GOMRATH 14-18,
his fanzine for APANAGE. I am always envious of the apparently effortless
way in which Tim manages to fill his fanzines with interesting things. I’m
mentioning GG here, because Tim said I could, but he does say it’s not
generally available outside of APANAGE.
MOTA 9 is a fine faanzine from Terry Hughes (866 N Frederick St,
Arlington, VA 22205; usual). I think I’ll mention RANDOM 7 (Mike Gorra,
199 Great Neck Road, Waterford, CT 06385; substantial usual) here as well;
they’re both all a faanzine should be. David Piper surfaces in MOTA; he
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seems to have largely dropped out of British fanzines, and it’s always a bit
strange to find him in an American one.
EGG 9 is from Peter Roberts (6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2;
usual, not money) and particularly notable for Greg Pickersgill’s writeup of
how he and some other fans were refused admittance to a Trekkie con.
There’s also a reprint of an old Cosmic Circle publication, and some fanzine
reviews by Eric Bentcliffe which show an odd lack of relation to the fanzine
fandom I am familiar with.
A couple of new British fmz. PARKER’S PATCH 1 (Brian Parker, Flat
2, 11 Fairfield Road, Bradford 8, Yorks.; usual or 15p) and AFTER THE
FLOOD 1 (David Griffin, 83 Maple Road, Horfield, Bristol BS7 8RF; 25p).
Neither are likely to win a Hugo with their first issues, but both have a good
point in their favour. PP is rather rattish, always a good thing for a fanzine.
ATF is well provided with Swedish fanzine reviews; if David keeps it up he
could be a bridge between UK and Swedish fandom, and that would be a
Good Thing.
XENIUM 2.4 (Mike Glicksohn, 141 High Park Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario M6P 2S3, Canada) is Mike’s personalzine (but with outside
contributors) but outside FAPA availability depends on his whim alone. This
issue contains Andy Offutt’s talk at PgHlange 1973 (repeated with alterations
at Discon), and also an account of Mike’s visit to the UK last summer (but
surely, Mike, you mean Hyde Park and Syon Park?).
INFO 4 (R.A.J.Zielschot and J.C.Raasveld; Boerhaavelnan 88, Utrecht,
Netherlands; FB200 or NF1 14 p.a.) is a well produced fanzine (in Dutch)
with some superb colour pages of artwork by Helmut Wenske, and a
photopage of SFANcon 5. I also learnt from this issue that in the early sixties
there was a French comic ‘Dan Dair’ – complete with Mekon, naturally.
ARAZIA is a litho fanzine from Mark Montchalin, 5825 SE 17th Ave.,
Portland, OR 97202 (23/) which seems to arise from comics fandom origins
but nevertheless is attempting the difficult task of a synthesis of different
fields of interest: fantasy, movies, progressive music. This is one to watch, I
think; it could turn out rather interesting.
THE E-STARIAN EXPLORER 2 (Wayne W.Martin, 4623 E Inyo, Apt.
E, Fresno, CA 93702; ‘various and sundry reasons’) is pleasant reading, but
could use more attention to layout. FORERUNNER 35 (Susan Clarke, 32
Spurwood Road, Warrimoo, NSW 2775, Australia) is the fanzine of the
Sydney SF Foundation (overseas membership $A2.50 year). POINT UP
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(Richard Doxtator, 2124 Ellis, Stevens Point, WS 54431) (25¢, usual or fate)
a strange little fanzine which appears to be partly photoset. GEGENSCHEIN
20 (Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Avenue, Faulconbridge, NSW 2776, Australia)
(usual or (in UK currency) 20p) is notable this time for Shayne McCormack’s
Discon report. Bruce D.Arthurs (2401 W Southern, B-136, Tempe, AZ
85282) sent a oneshot called DESPERATE DESOLATION mainly as a lettersubstitute. Roy Tackett’s DYNATRON 61 (915 Green Valley Road NW,
Albuquerque, NM 87107; usual or 0.47 yuan) raises up a frightening
possibility for censorship of worldcons. CONTACT 1 (Graham Poole, 23
Russet Road, Cheltenham, Glos. GL51 7LN (not generally available, I think)
is about BSFA matters.
The usual newszines and clubzines came along. LOCUS 171 (Charlie
and Dena Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119) (£4.80 for 15 from
Peter Weston) the SF newspaper; this issue has the Nebula nominations and
reports the death of M.A.DeFord. SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 175/176
(Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road, Wheaton, MD 20906) (12 for £1.00 from
Eric Bentcliffe) is mostly book, fanzine and movie reviews this tine.
INSTANT MESSAGE 167 and 168 (NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch PO,
Cambridge, MA 02139) is the NESFA clubzine (membership is $5.00 a
year). THE SFRA NEWSLETTER 37 (H.W.Hall, 3608 Meadow Oaks Lane,
Bryan, TX 77001) is the bulletin of the SF Research Association,
academically orientated. And FANEW SLETTER 25 and 26 is the Australian
newszine (Leigh Edmonds, Box 74, Balaclava, Victoria 3183, Australia;
10/A, pref. in stamps).
+++++
The final figures for SEACON were 565 registered and 476 attending,
including 50-60 from continental Europe. Bar takings were, as usual, a
record. (Malcolm Edwards provided these data; thanks Malcolm).
Pat Charnock points out that the band at Seacon was in fact ‘The
Burlingtons’ and not ‘Deep Fix’. I was probably woolgathering when I typed
it out.
Walter Luc Haas (CH-4018 Basel, Postfach 229, Switzerland) sent a
sheet about his fmz (mostly wargames). You might like to write to him for
info if you’re interested.
Bruce D.Arthurs has a CoA (and please correct the address I gave up
above): 920 North 82nd Street, H-201, Scottsdale, AZ 85257.
The TOLKIEN SOCIETY has raised its subs to £2.50, steep even by
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modern standards. The BFS provides more services for a pound less.
A new series on BBC TV ‘The Survivors’ is by Terry Nation, the man
who invented the Dalek. This series is a fairly standard after-the-plague
setup, but worth watching. Wednesdays at 2010.
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Checkpoint 63a, June 1975
Results of the 1974-1975 CHECKPOINT Fan Poll
Eighteen people voted in this, the fourth British Fan Poll since the days of
Skyrack; nineteen people voted last year. The poll covered British fanac from
Easter 1974 to Easter 1975, though these dates were only used as a rough
guide. All fans were eligible to vote, though ballots were only distributed
through Checkpoint.
The following fans voted: Harry Bell, Graham Charnock, Lisa Conesa,
Malcolm Edwards, David Griffin, Rob Jackson, Roy Kettle, Dave Langford,
Mike Meara, Darroll Pardoe, Rosemary Pardoe, Greg Pickersgill, John
Piggott, Graham Poole, Brian Robinson, Paul Skelton, Keith Walker, and Ian
Williams.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Twenty-two different titles were nominated,
fourteen of which received more than one vote. Five points were awarded to
a first place vote, four to the second, and so on down to one point.
Checkpoint itself was ineligible. Last year’s position is in brackets.
1) TRUE RAT (44 points) (8th) edited by Roy Kettle, 74 Eleanor Road,
London E8. (available for trade, loc, &c). Three issues eligible (1974-5). The
roguish wit and gay sophistication of Leroy Kettle has long been a feature of
London fandom, where his salty quips and easy bonhomie have entertained
visitors and residents alike. Until recently Roy’s considerable writing talents
were readily absorbed by Fouler and Wadezine; but with the disappearance of
these fanzines he turned to True Rat and small-time pornography.
The former has proved quite successful. Though with a tiny circulation,
mostly in Britain and Italy, True Rat has won the hearts and the minds of its
fannish readership. The reasons for this are perhaps obscure: the layout is
spontaneous, the composition mercurial, and the subdued artwork is coaxed
from the typewriter itself. Essentially, therefore, True Rat’s unique charm lies
with the editor, with Roy’s innate literary sensibility – a certain sprachgefühl
which gives the fanzine its piquancy and sheer phrenetic force.
It’s also pretty funny. The second issue, subtitled True Rat Too, has a
photo-montage cover, an unusual feature for any ratzine. The contents, as
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usual, are almost entirely Roy’s own work, from the anagrammatical
editorial, “Real Idiot”, to “My Convention by Peter R.Weston (Form II B)”,
“Uncle Esoteric And His Amazing Facts”, and “Media Breakthrough by Rich
Coad” which tells of comic book heroes such as Captain Cancer and
Lieutenant Leper. Even the letters are written by Roy. True Rat 3, the
“Exciting All-Misery Issue” continues in the same vein, whilst the fourth
issue is no more than a single page, designed to win the Nova Award and
embarrass John Brosnan. True Rat 5 contains the Novacon Report which has
won the ‘Best Article’ section of this Checkpoint poll; it also has the regular
scandal column, “Open Flie”, letters, and an advert for Was God A Poof?.
Altogether, therefore, True Rat is a fine fanzine – lots of laffs and more quips
that you know what to do with.
2) WRINKLED SHREW (32 points) (-) edited by Pat Charnock, 70
Ledbury Rd, London W11. (available for trade, loc, &c). Three issues
eligible (1974-5). Dissatisfied with her role as “Wife Of The Ex-Editor Of
Phile”, Pat Charnock decided to do something – and came up with The
Wrinkled Shrew. It’s a fairly large, eclectic publication, notable for its
inspired covers and pretty good duplication. Though it would qualify as a
genzine, since it includes various outside contributors, The Shrew is first and
foremost a personalzine, displaying the various talents of Pat Charnock, her
splendid cats, and her impish husband.
The first issue has a bizarre mixture of contents: Chris Priest on “Status
Quo”, fiction by both Pat and Graham Charnock, a Tynecon report, selected
letters from Graham Hall, oddments from Charles Platt and Dick Howett, and
various strange items by the cats. In other words, this initial Shrew contains
enough material to keep the average British fanzine going for two or three
years – I still haven’t finished reading it yet. The second and third issues are
more restrained, with pieces by Cas Skelton, Dave Garnett, and Malcolm
Edwards, as well as the continuing letters of Graham Hall, assorted
Charnocks’ prose, and a letter column.
Well, there we are. The Wrinkled Shrew won’t make grown men pull
their heads off, but it’s a good fanzine nonetheless.
3) EGG (29 points) (-) edited by Peter Roberts, 6 Westbourne Park
Villas, London W2. (available for trade, loc, etc). Two issues eligible (19745). The publication of Egg can be considered as one man’s battle against
overwhelming lethargy; last year, for example, I managed to produce no
issues at all, and even this time I only found the energy for two pretty thin
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Eggs. In a cosmic sense this clearly reflects the universal slide into entropy
and the great, silent void; but in a personal sense it reflects my congenital
laziness. No matter.
The eighth Egg contained a short fannish parody by Gray Boak, “A Boy
And His Scarf”, a second piece on the politics of the Heicon, this time by
Waldemar Kumming, and a regular column by John Brosnan, “North Sea
Nog”. The letter column was pretty timeless, which was just as well, since
most of the locs were a couple of years old. The ninth issue appeared just
after the Seacon and was notable for its decadent cover, a product of the
Charnock’s splendid tastelessness. Greg Pickersgill made a rare appearance
inside with the hideous tale of a Star Trek convention; the editor wrote an
equally rare article, whilst Eric Bentcliffe contributed fanzine reviews and
John Brosnan continued his column.
The tenth Egg is promised at some future date. Let’s leave it at that.
4=) INFERNO (20 points) (-) edited by Paul & Cas Skelton, 25
Bowland Close, Stockport, Cheshire, SK2 5NW. (available for trade, loc,
&c.). Three (?) issues eligible (1974-5). Inferno is a straightforward
personalzine that’s gradually emerged from the moribund world of the British
apas – so quietly that I missed the earlier issues. It’s distinctively produced in
an octavo format, neat and largely illustrated by Paul Skelton himself; the
contents are loosely tied into a personal diary, producing a strange mixture of
editorial ramblings, letters, reviews, diatribes, and assorted oddments. With a
British circulation of less than twenty, it might seem surprising that Inferno
polled so well; after all its predecessor, Hell, a more substantial genzine,
never attracted much attention. The answer is that this new personalzine is a
lively, entertaining publication – the old Hell never really got off the ground
and was, in a word, boring. Inferno certainly isn’t that.
4=) ZIMRI (20 points) (1st) edited by Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd,
Whalley Range, Manchester, M16 8HP. (available for trade, loc, &c. or 25p)
Two issues eligible (1974-5). Joint winner of the 1974 Nova Award and
outright winner of last year’s fan poll, Zimri remains one of the best British
genzines currently being published. The drop to fourth place this year reflects
less on the quality of the fanzine than on the changing tastes of the voters:
this is the era of the personalzine, after all, and Lisa has always seemed to
keep her distance in Zimri.
Both the sixth and seventh issues are large – seventy pages of A4 each –
and they’re impressively illustrated with the graphic work of Harry Turner
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who is now established as the art editor. Zimri 6 starts off with Brian Aldiss’s
“Twelve Magnificent Ways To Die” and follows this with an assortment of
items: an interview with Slawomir Mrozek, fiction by Rob Holdstock (no
less), an account of the voyage to see the solar eclipse, an OMPAcon report
by John Hall, pieces by Ted Tubb, Harry Turner, and Ian Williams, book
reviews, guest fanzine reviews by Greg Pickersgill, and finally a lengthy
letter column. The seventh issue, partly printed, partly duplicated, has an
interview with John Brunner, more fiction from Rob Holdstock, pieces by Jo
Withisone, Harry Turner, Chris Priest, and Ian Williams, and the usual
reviews and letters.
Zimri has had two fine issues this year, therefore, and, after a short-lived
rumour to the contrary, now looks well-established. There’s a hint of the
Bigger & Better syndrome at work, with the multicoloured covers and the
move towards printing; but I’m confident that Lisa won’t fall into that
potential trap – and Checkpoint, of course, is never wrong!
Next five:
6) Maya (18 points) (-) edited by Rob Jackson.
=7) Triode (13 points) (-) edited by Eric Bentcliffe.
=7) Spi (13 points) (-) edited by Graham Poole.
9) Cypher (10 points) (-) edited by Jim Goddard.
10) Big Scab (9 points) (-) edited by John Brosnan.
There’s been some considerable movement, therefore, in the Top Ten.
Out from last year’s list are: Vector, Blunt, Cynic, Ritblat, Hell, Magic
Pudding and Erg.
True Rat attracted the largest number of voters (12) this year, whilst
Inferno received the largest number of first place votes (3).
BEST SINGLE ISSUE: Thirteen issues of eleven fanzines were nominated.
1) True Rat 5 (Roy Kettle) (3 votes).
2) Spi 2 (Graham Poole) (2 votes).
BEST BRITISH FANWRITER: Twenty-three people were nominated,
thirteen of them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the
‘Best Fmz’ section and last year’s positions are again given in brackets.
1) ROY KETTLE (55 points) (6th). Well, what can you say? With
fourteen people voting for him, Roy won this section with even more ease
than the ‘Best Fanzine’ one. There’s worse to come too – if he’d torn a
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stencil artistically, he’d have won the fanartist poll, for sure. So it goes.
Anyway, Roy’s fanwriting has been largely confined to his own True
Rat, apart from a rare letter elsewhere. It’s very funny, very good, and I’m
damned if I’m going to say any more than that.
2) JOHN BROSNAN (25 points) (3rd). Apart from editing Big Scab, a
joint winner of the 1974 Nova Award, John has spent the last year filling the
pages of Sf Monthly and Vertex, and has also had another book published. Big
Scab would doubtless have done better in the poll if it had appeared in the
last couple of months; but apart from writing in this personalzine cum
scandal sheet, John has turned up in other fanzines such as Egg, where he has
a regular column, ‘North Sea Nog’.
3) PETER ROBERTS (19 points) (9th). That’s very civil of you all.
Thanks. I haven’t, I’m afraid, done anything very much – just writing for my
own fanzines, Egg, The Little Gem Guide, and the last of the pre-Pardoe
Checkpoints, with a few other oddments and letters thrown in.
4) GREG PICKERSGILL (17 points) (2nd). Greg has probably been
more active this year than last; but his fanzine, Ritblat, appeared early on in
the year and fans have notoriously short memories. His trenchant fanzine
reviews have, however, turned up in Zimri and Egg published the fearful tale
of the first British Star Trek convention.
5) PAT CHARNOCK (15 points) (-). To the best of my knowledge, Pat
has stayed with her own fanzine, Wrinkled Shrew, writing articles, editorials,
and even fiction for it. Graham Charnock, incidentally, came in 11th. The
cats didn’t make it (you damn voters are just prejudiced).
Next five:
6) Gray Boak (13 points) (4th)
7) Bob Shaw (12 points) (-)
=8) Ian Williams (11 points) (5th)
=8) Paul Skelton (11 points) (11th=)
10) Eric Bentcliffe (6 points) (-)
BEST ARTICLE OR REPORT: Eight pieces were nominated (one vote
each, except:)
1) ROY KETTLE – Novacon Report in True Rat 5 (five votes).
BEST BRITISH FANARTIST: Twenty people were nominated, thirteen of
them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the ‘Best Fmz’
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section and last year’s positions are given in brackets.
1) HARRY BELL (49 points) (2nd). Harry has once again topped the
poll – the third time in four years – and his artwork, mostly cartooning, has
obviously proved to be as popular as ever. Recently he’s branched out from
the Gannetzines of the North East and has been seen in American fanzines, as
well as UK ones.
2) HARRY TURNER (26 points) (3rd=). Harry Turner once again kept
within Zimri, where he’s had good opportunity to demonstrate his skill as an
artist (and writer too). His cover for the sixth issue was once of the winners
of the ‘Best Cover’ section.
3) ANDREW STEPHENSON (25 points) (1st). Less evident in
fanzines this year, Andrew has nonetheless continued to produce some
excellent science fiction artwork, notably the cover of the Seacon programme
book which was voted joint first with Zimri 6.
4) DAVE ROWE (18 points) (3rd=). Another fanartist who’s been
fairly quiet this year, Dave has nonetheless continued to provide material for
British fanzines (and a couple of American ones), including a cover for the
final Lurk.
5) PAUL SKELTON (17 points) (7th). Paul is rapidly becoming the
new all-round fan, since he makes his appearance in the ‘Best Fanwriter’ –
he’s also on the Mancon committee! His cartoonwork has enlivened his own
fanzine and others in the UK.
Next five:
6) Jim Pitts (15 points) (-)
7) Terry Jeeves (12 points) (13th=)
=8) Dick Howett (10 points) (-)
=8) Steve Jones (10 points) (-)
=10) John Mottershead (7 points) (-)
BEST FANZINE COVER: Eleven covers from ten fanzines were
nominated.
=1) Zimri 6 – Harry Turner (2 votes).
=1) Seacon Programme Book – Andrew Stephenson (2 votes).
There it is, then. Another fan poll bites the dust for another year. One less
voter than last year makes this the lowest turnout so far. A few people whom
I expected to vote didn’t, but perhaps they’re no longer subscribing to
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Checkpoint. Still, I’m quite content – and, after all, all but one of the voters
this time are fan-editors, so I reckon that makes the results of some
considerable interest.
CHECKPOINT is published by Darroll Pardoe, 24 Othello Close,
Hartford, Huntingdon, PE18 7SU. It’s available for trade, news, or 12/£1
(12/$3 US). This supplement to the 63rd issue is edited by Peter Roberts, 6
Westbourne Park Villas, London W2, and is being sent to all voters in the
1974-5 fan poll. A few copies are available for 12p (inc.post). Restormel
Press Publication: 98. 15th June, 1975.
THAT OLD URGE: To print news, that is... With apologies to Darroll, I’ll
use this space for any oddments I have on hand that might be of interest.
Hugo Voting: the deadline for final ballots is July 15th. Aussiecon
members in Europe can send them to me, if they wish.
Little Gem Guide: a revised edition will be ready in August. Meanwhile,
there are still a few copies of the last (printed) edition available for 15p –
the new one will be more expensive, I’m afraid.
Fillostrated Fan Dictionary: I now have a copy of the first two volumes
and I hope that further copies will arrive soon. 70p is the price, if you
are interested. SAE for details.
Sf Artwork: I have some copies of a Hungarian journal, Interpress
Grafik, with a 50 page article on East European science fiction artwork.
It’s very glossy and profusely illustrated – and expensive too. SAE if
you’re interested. It’s in English, by the way!
Hmm. That’s more advertising than news; it’s a good job I’m no longer
editing Checkpoint, I think.
Keep yourself amused. I’m off now.
Peter Roberts.
CHECKPOINT
Printed Matter Only
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Checkpoint 63, December 1975
Edited and produced by Ian Maule of 8 Hillcroft Crescent, Ealing, London
W5.
Available for Letter, trade or subscription (5/40p or 10/70p). Fanzine
reviews by John Piggott.
NOVACON 5
Apart from some unusual problems with booking my room I enjoyed
this year’s Novacon a great deal, perhaps I should say that for me it was one
of the most pleasant conventions I’ve attended. The use of a new hotel in
preference to the old Imperial helped I’m sure in that like the surroundings I
found most of the attendees interesting and fresh. Having the bar and lounge
in one complex made wandering around looking for people unnecessary and
perhaps this one fact made the convention a good rather than very good
convention. All the conventions I’ve attended since I arrived in fandom five
years ago have had separate bar and lounge facilities which over the years
I’ve become accustomed to. For one thing they made people circulate, if only
to avoid the boring chatter of someone sitting near you. This time there was
hardly any way of avoiding the banal comments of people near you except to
wander off to the toilet every five minutes. At least in a hotel with many
rooms set aside for fans you have the choice of sitting in with the fan group
you’re most interested in at the time.
The Royal Angus is a very good hotel but for a convention a large and
well situated con hall is essential and unfortunately the Royal Angus does not
have one. With seating for only 100 people I found it extremely disconcerting
to find myself surrounded by standing figures entering the hall by the two
doors situated on the side. Perhaps the greatest disadvantage was the support
pillar one third of the way from the center which seriously handicapped
anyone showing films larger than 8mm on the screen. For a convention using
standard 16mm films an unobstructed view down the length of the hall is
essential.
Aside for some criticisms over the hotel the only other item to likewise
merit this same sort of treatment was the fancy dress parade. Isn’t it about
time British fandom did away with this hoary idea of presenting ridiculous
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and poor costumes? From experience we should have realised that it just
doesn’t gell. Not enough interested parties spend time on their dress, the
majority being cobbed together generally during the course of the convention,
and a number of the well planned falling down through being too esoteric and
irrelevant. A special mention should be given here to Hazel Reynolds who
over the past few years has come up with a number of fairly successful
costumes, at least she does appear to put time and effort into her dress.
On the whole I have only pleasant memories of the weekend although
nothing in particular stands out in my mind. I remember sitting-in during the
quiz and marvelling at the lack of knowledge some SF fans seem to display.
Only Roy Kettle and Malcolm Edwards seemed to have the slightest idea
what was actually going on and I wasn’t too surprised when Malcolm won.
Another winner was Rob Jackson who this year won the Nova award for
Maya. I feel that although the award itself is quite laudable the rules and
actual process for adjudging the nominated fanzines could be adjusted
somewhat to avoid any confusion at a future date. For example: nominations
should close at a set date say one month before the convention and the judges
subsequently chosen as opposed to the current practice of selecting the judges
first, this to avoid as far as possible any bias among those giving the award. I
also feel that the rules should specify whether the award is for the best issue
during the year or the best series of issues.
Venue for Novacon 6 had yet to be decided but the committee have
announced that Dave Kyle will be Guest of Honour.
PEOPLE
John Piggott is now Secretary of the National Games Club. If you’re
interested in becoming involved in postal games of any description then
contact John at the editorial address (he lives here too).
Ian Williams and Harry Bell are planning a joint venture into the
children’s illustrated story-book market. Naturally enough Ian will be writing
and Harry illustrating. Ian has apparently already completed the first draft and
intends re-writing it in the near future.
Bob Shaw has turned full-time writer and given up his job with Vickers
in Barrow-in-Furness.
Mary Legg is currently vacationing in the States.
Paul S. Ritz (C/O The Mythopoeic Society, University Hall, Box 55,
B.G.S.U. Bowling Green, Ohio 43403, USA.) and other members of the local
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Mythopoeic group have decided to produce an address list for SF/Fantasy
people. Also they’re thinking of reviving the old Tolkien Society. If you want
to be listed contact Paul at the above address.
Paul Kincaid, 20 Sherbourne Road, Middleton, Manchester, M24 3EH.
Mike Scantlebury, Flat 2, 1 Palatine Road, Withington, Manchester,
M20 9LH.
Are new members of the MAD Group and would like to receive
fanzines. Mike, I seem to recall, was a Bristol fan in the old days.
FANZINE NEWS
Maya9 commemorating 5 years of Gannetfandom is due out shortly.
This issue will feature a major article by Ian Williams on the growth of the
group since he founded it late in 1970. Accompanying the article will be a
photo feature of past and present Gannetfen.
Dave Rowe and Bernie Peek are collaborating on a new fanzine to be
titled K. 90% fannish says Dave.
CONVENTION NEWS
Beneluxcon 4, 15-16th May 1976. De Leewenhorst, Noordwijkerhout.
Attending membership £5, supporting £1 to Paul V. Oven, Riergors 62,
Eemnes – 2670, Netherlands.
Suncon 77 (Orlando). Marsha Jones, 25 Mount Way, Bebington Hill
Park, Higher Bebington, Cheshire, L63 5RA is British agent for the 77
Worldcon. At the moment supporting membership is £2.50 and attending
£3.75. All British fans concerned about the British bid for 79 should register,
you have to be registered with Suncon to bid for 79.
BRITAIN IS FINE IN 79. Brighton has been chosen as the sight for the
79 Worldcon if we get the bid at Orlando. Pre-supporting membership is 50p
to, Peter Roberts, Flat 4, 6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2. The New
Orleans counter bid which has been mentioned recently is apparently not
fully supported by the local group in the area, so it looks as if we should be
unopposed in our bid.
Mancon 76. Membership up to the last morning of Novacon was 309.
MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCONFIRMED NEWS
A number of people have mentioned that Vaughn Bode the American
artist died recently in strange circumstances.
Zimri has folded according to some sources of information, although
other rumours indicate that this is not the case. Only firm news is that art
editor Harry Turner has returned Harry Bell’s front cover for the next issue.
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What is the situation Lisa?
News reaches me of a new SF specialist bookshop in Edinburgh. No
further details as yet apart from the fact that it’s near the Odeon cinema!
FANZINE REVIEWS BY JOHN PIGGOTT
Goblins Grotto 2, Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce., Chester Road,
Sunderland, SR4 7RD, Tyne & Wear. Available for Loc, trade or contrib.
This issue only available for 35p or $1 (cash).
Rob Jackson’s piece on his experiences as a doctor leads off this issue; it
succeeds in being pleasantly fannish and very serious at one and the same
time. A superb article, it is fitting that it should appear in one of the best zines
of the year. Pat Charnock’s article is also interesting, though I think Ian made
a mistake here in asking Pat to write about feminism (again!) – I have the
impression that Pat is in danger of becoming typecast; she’s developed into a
major fan-writer in a remarkably short time and I’m sure she could write
about many other subjects with equal skill. There is also a substantial letter
column; unfortunately Ian left himself very little space for his own writing
this time, which is a pity as Ian can write with the best of them as long as he
doesn’t get too introspective. This wouldn’t matter so much, except that 2½
pages of this issue are totally wasted on ‘discussion’ of Chip Delany’s
DHALGREN. Not that there’s anything to discuss: it’s the most dreadful
book of the year and, if it ever got onto an award ballot, would probably
come second to RUNTS OF 61 CYGNI C. Even introspective Ian would be
more interesting than this!
This issue is printed professionally and, as you’d expect, looks
extremely smart. Ian bleats a little at the beginning about how much it’s
costing him; frankly I think it’s always worthwhile spending extra money to
guarantee a decent-looking product, especially when the standard of writing
is as high as it is here, and of course one can hardly go wrong with litho
provided a few elementary precautions are taken. Certainly some of the Harry
Bell illoes in this issue would not have reproduced satisfactorily in mimeo.
Anyway, all in all this is a great issue from one of our best editors. I’ll
stick my neck out and even say it may be worth the 35p he’s asking for. Still,
getting it free was one of the better things to happen to me this year... rather
like coming fifth in the National Scrabble Championship, I suppose.
Knockers from Neptune 2, Mike and Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash Rd.,
Spondon, Derby, DE2 7QH. Available for Loc, trade, old fanzines or $ per
copy.
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This is a personalzine in diary format and, as expected, it isn’t
particularly good. Diary-type fanzines never are, and I’ll tell you why: the
editor needs to take far less trouble over this type of zine than when
producing a conventionally-structured one, and naturally the reader suffers.
With an incompetent editor, indeed, disaster ensues. Despite these harsh
words I have to admit that KFN is the least bad example of the diary fanzine
I’ve seen in some time. I suspect that most of this is because the Mearas can
string words together in reasonably correct English; and because they have an
instinctive grasp of the rules of layout so that, even unplanned, their zine
looks all right. It’s difficult to say anything about the actual contents: varied
would be a fair description. I cavilled at the ‘fantastic free gift’ inside; it
turned out to be an unfunny limerick between two computer cards. And I
don’t see why they started the page numbers where the first issue left off,
unless it was to fool Keith Freeman (in his Vector review), in which case they
succeeded beautifully.
It’s been opined that to enjoy this and similar fanzines you should read
just a few pages each day. Presumably by the time you finish, a new issue
should be on its way! Whether you think the Mearas are interesting enough
characters to warrant their being permanent bedside companions is another
matter altogether; I know what I’d answer, which is that I’d prefer to see
another issue of their erstwhile genzine Lurk, insipid as it undoubtedly was.
Parker’s Patch 2, see COA for address. Available for the usual, no price
listed.
I’m glad to say this one is pretty good, although the reproduction could
best be described as ‘traditional British’ (just readable). There will now be a
short interlude while I deal with THE MEN WITH BIG STICKS....
Over half the zine is taken up with the writings of one Don West, a fan
of uncertain though lengthy vintage whose appearances up to now have been
confined to the odd letter and a few cartoons. In view of this, the quality of
his fanzine reviews is surprising; I find them interesting and perceptive,
showing a refreshingly cynical regard for the realities of fandom! I wish I
could say the same the same for his other contribution, a tedious and unfunny
exposition involving jumbling up people’s names in order to get something
‘amusing’. Example: Greg Pickersgill becomes ‘Er? Er? Sick pill, ggg’. like,
wow.
Parker has a nice editorial at the start; he doesn’t say a lot except that
he’s soon to become a ’Doc, but it’s pleasant stuff to read. The letter column
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is interesting; I found Peter Roberts’ reminiscences therein fairly amusing: ‘I
remember when Greg Pickersgill wrote letters beginning “Dear Mr.
Roberts”’... I seem to have wandered off the point somewhat: the main thing
is that this is a good zine and worthy of support.
Scabby Tales 1, John Brosnan, see COA for address. Available for the
usual.
Brosnan’s return to fan-publishing has been long overdue, and he’s
certainly the better for it. ‘I wake up each morning feeling a new man,’ he
recently confided. Nevertheless one can’t help wondering whether ole Broz
has lost his touch: the expected swipes at Priest and Edwards were pretty
muted, and even the introduction of Gerry Webb as the new whipping-boy
hasn’t saved the day. For all that, it’s a sweet little fanzine. I liked it.
Titan 1, Geoffrey Rippington, 15 Queens Ave., Canterbury, CT2 8AY.
Available for the usual or cost of postage.
Ten pages of Ethel Lindsay-type reviews of Poul Anderson stories, some
doomsday-watching, more short book reports and a page of editor-written
fanfic. Rather a pity, this thing; one has the impression that if the editor had
waited till he’d seen a few more fanzines before starting his own it would
have been much better. I put the blame on SF Monthly.
Syndrome 4, Frank Lunney, 715 11th Ave., Bethlehem, PA. 18018, USA $1 or the
usual.
Mota 12, Terry Hughes, 866 N. Frederick St., Arlington, VA. 22205, USA, usual.
Scientifriction 3, Mike Glyer, 14794 Osceola St., Sylmar, CA. 91342, USA, usual.
Egladil 3, Stuart & Rosie Clark, 36 Valley Rd., Liverpool, L4 0UD. usual or 15p/1
– 3/40p US and Canada 40¢ and $1.
Spicy Rat Tails 1, Rich Coad, 295 Jayne Ave., Oakland, CA. 94610, USA. Usual.
Scottishe 70, Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Ave., Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6QL. usual or
2/50p or $1.
Vibrator3, Graham Charnock, 70 Ledbury Rd., London W11. usual.
Malfunction 8, Pete Presford, 10 Dalkeith Rd., South Reddish, Stockport, SK5
7EY. Usual.
Atropos 1, Dave Cockfield, 31 Durham Court, Hebburn, Tyne & Wear, NE31
1JX, usual.
Prehensile 14, Mike Glyer (address above) and Milt Stevens, 14535 Saticoy
No.105, Van Nuys, CA. 191405, USA. Usual or $1 per copy. Money to Milt.
Dynatron 63, Roy Tackett, 915 Green Valley Rd.NW, Albuquerque, NM. 87107,
USA. For trade or 50¢ per copy only.
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COA
John Brosnan, C/O Harrison, Flat 18, Elm Court, Merrion Rd., Dublin 4,
Eire.
Brian Parker, 3 Walsham Close, Hertford Rd., Stevenage, Herts.
Note that Brosnan’s address is good for only 6 weeks from 1st
December.
And now a quick word from the editor. In future issues I hope to publish not
only news but in addition articles and letters. If you’ve anything to say that’s
interesting or relevant then drop me a letter and I might publish it. It’s also
within the realms of possibility that I’ll be publishing some sort of fan-profile
in each issue accompanied with photos. I’ll be contacting people about this in
the near future. Until then... have a good Christmas and a merry and drunken
New Year.
If a cross is in the square below this is your last issue unless.........

CHECKPOINT 63
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5,
United Kingdom.
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Checkpoint 64, February 1976
CHECKPOINT 64
Available for letter, trade or subscription (5/40p or 10/70p).
BOWERS WINS TAFF, TACKETT WINS TAFF.
For the first time in the long history of TAFF both candidates have
received the same number of votes. The final count was as follows:
BRITAIN: BOWERS 20, TACKETT 15
AMERICA: BOWERS 52, TACKETT 57
The current administrators, Pete Weston and Len Moffatt have solved
the problem by announcing both Bill and Roy will be coming over for the
Mancon at Easter.
GANNET NEWS
The regular Tuesday night meetings have moved again. The Gannet
group now congregates from about 7.30pm onwards at the Printers Pie in
Newcastle. The first meeting at the new venue was held on the Tuesday
before Christmas and attracted 13 people.
CONVENTION NEWS
The next progress report for Mancon will be out in the near future
according to Pete Presford. The report was collected from the printers before
Christmas and delayed to avoid the postal mess over the holiday period.
Hotel booking forms will also be issued fairly shortly.
Instead of paying hotel bills at the end of the convention the Mancon
committee have arranged for all bills to be settled on arrival at the
convention. In addition Pete tells me that fans attending their first convention
will have coloured name badges for easy identification.
Apart from the usual pros attending, American author Joe Green will
also be making an appearance. Other rumours speak of Kelly Freas and Philip
Jose Farmer as future possible attendees.
Fantasycon II to be held in Birmingham February 27-29, is the second
annual convention of the British Fantasy Society. Registration is 50p to
Sandra Sutton, 194 Station Rd., Kings Heath, Birmingham, B14 7TE.
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Scancon 76, June 4-7 at the Stockholm Inst. of Tech. Students Union.
Supporting membership £1 attending £4 to, Lars-Olav Strandberg, PO Box
3273, S-103 65 Stockholm, Sweden. GoH is Jack Vance.
Midamericon, Sept. 2-6. The 1976 Worldcon to be held at the Hotel
Muehlbach, Kansas City. I appear to be British agent for the con although I
haven’t received any recent literature about the con. Current membership is
£3 supporting and £10 attending. All cheques payable to me please.
FANZINE NEWS.
Zimri is not dead according to informed sources. The long delay
between issues is due to a bereavement in Lisa’s family. The next issue is
currently in the process of being completed and shouldn’t be too long in
appearing.
NEW AWARD.
The SF Foundation is sponsoring a new award for excellence in SF
criticism. The first award is to be presented at this year’s Mancon. Judges
will be: Peter Nicholls, Philip Strick, Ian Watson, Ursula K. Le Guin and
Robert Louit. The award can be presented to any article published in the SF
field be it in magazine, book or fanzine. Any article you feel that deserves
recognition should be drawn to the attention of Peter Nicholls at the
Foundation.
PEOPLE.
Don Allen sends to all people his apologise for not replying to letters
recently, illness in the family has necessitated a cutback in fanac.
Sam Long and Mary Reed are engaged to be married.
FANZINES RECEIVED
Forthcoming SF Books 29, Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct., Lake Jackson,
TX., 77566, USA. Sub $1.50/year. A useful publication listing SF books to
be published.
Triode 22, Eric Bentcliffe, 17 Riverside Cres., Holmes Chapel, Cheshire, CW4
7NR. Usual or £1/$2.50 for three issues. Fannish writing reminiscent of the
late fifties.
Science Fiction Review 15, Dick Geis, PO Box 11408, Portland, OR.97211, USA.
Sub. £1.98/1 year, £3.43/2 years. The very best in SF criticism and ‘in’
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fighting.
Our Fair City 3, Martin Easterbrook, Physics Dept., Royal Holloway College,
Egham Hill, Egham, Surrey. Usual. Mostly book reviews.
Mota 13, Terry Hughes, 866 N. Frederick St., Arlington, Virginia 22205, USA.
Usual. Terry has taken over as the anglophile of American fandom. Articles
from James White in this issue and Bob Shaw in the last together with illos
from Harry Bell and Atom make this the fanzine to get if you’re into faanish
fandom. Can’t be recommended too highly.
53, Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd., Sheffield, S11 9FE. Usual or 3/50p.
7/£1. SF and notes on achieving colour in duplicated work.
After the Flood 11, David Griffin, 83 Maple Rd., Horfield, Bristol, BS7 8RF.
Usual or 25p per copy. A strange little fanzine this, having many connections
with Swedish fandom, something no other British fanzine seems to have.
Contents are varied although SF seems to predominate.
The Zine That Has No Name 1, Paul Skelton, 25 Bowland Close, Offerton,
Stockport, Cheshire, SK2 5NW. Usual. A new fanzine from the Skelton
stable containing fanzine reviews and chatterings.
Instant Message 185, NESFA, PO Box G, MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139, USA. No price listed. This is the official newsletter of the New
England Science Fiction Association and as such contains mostly news of the
clubs activities, it is however useful for other outside news.
Ardees 2, Andrew and Ruth Dunlop, 24 John Grundy House, Howard Place, Hyde,
Cheshire. SK14 2TB. Usual. General contents of the type that hasn’t been
seen in British fandom for some time. By this I mean SF, fannish and the
occasional poetry. My own opinion of this type of content I’m afraid is not
too high. My personal belief is that a fanzine should concentrate on one style
of written material to the exclusion of all else.
NESFIG Newsletter 7, Harry Bell, 9 Lincoln St., Gateshead, Tyne & Wear, NE8
4EE. Newsletter of the North East Science Fiction Group and as such
contains items and information only of interest to club members. From
reading the zine I get the impression that all is not well with the group these
days which is a shame. The idea of bringing together local fans for a social
evening of SF discussions and chat on a regular basis is something I would
have thought all SF fans outside of fandom would be pleased to support. It
just proves the point that those in fandom aren’t the normal human beings
they think they are. The next meeting of the group is on Wednesday 28th
January at the Printers Pie from 7.30 pm. Guest speaker this time is Pete
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Weston.
Vector 71, Chris Fowler, 72 Kenilworth Ave., Southcote, Reading, RG3 3DN.
5/$5 or $1.50 per copy airmail. Not available for subscription in the UK. Still
not reaching the standards set by the previous editor Malcolm Edwards,
Vector nevertheless still manages to be one of the better magazines devoted
to the critical discussion of SF in this country.
Logo 1 76, Kevin Easthope, 6 Ipsley Grove, Erdington, Birmingham, B23 7SY.
One of the new generation of fannish fanzines. This issue includes Dan
Morgan’s Guest of Honour speech from last years Novacon together with the
usual letters and fanzine reviews. Not a bad fanzine as it stands.
Dynatron 64, Roy Tackett, 915 Green Valley Rd NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107,
USA. 35¢ per copy or 3/$1 or trade. It continually amazes me how anyone
can produce a fanzine consistently over such a long period of time without
the standard of the first issue being noticeably different from that of the
present. Not a bad fanzine.
Radix 2, Ron Rogers, PO Box 774, Christiansburg, VA. 24703, USA. ‘Available
for almost anything.’ Oh dear, two of the most dire aspects imaginable to a
fanzine are in here, namely fan fiction and comics. Apart from these few
items I found the whole magazine fairly innocuous. Nothing of any real merit
to worth much comment.
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ODDS AND SODS
Australian fan Alan Sandercock an active fan in a couple of overseas
apas is now living in London for the time being. Alan can be contacted at:
C/O London House, Mecklenburgh Square, London WC1.
A young American fan who appears interested in many aspects of SF
would like to receive fanzines: Donald Robertson, 38 Great Percy St.,
London WC1.
Elke & Alan Stewart have been in the country for some time now but
I’ve only recently discovered their new address which is: 7 Surrey Lane,
London SW11 3PA.
John Brosnan has returned from fighting the IRA in Ireland and can now
be found in almost any pub in the capital. John is currently suffering from the
loss of Harry Harrison’s typewriter. Brian Parker was a recent visitor to
Ealing and showed your editor how to behave in a Japanese restaurant.
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Next issue of Checkpoint will be out before the end of the month and
will contain the first of the promised fan profiles as well as a new heading by
Harry Bell.
This is your last issue unless....................
CHECKPOINT 64
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5,
United Kingdom.
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Checkpoint 65, edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing, London W5 2SG, United Kingdom. Available for letter, Trade or
subscription (5/40p or 10/70p). News this issue from Pete Weston, Harry Bell
and Elke & Alan Stewart. Heading by Harry Bell.
Going up the ’Pool, a convention report by Gerald Lawrence on the first
World faan convention.
The start of the trip to Blackpool did not bode well. Though we (Bernie
Peek, Coral Clarke, Ian Maule, Dave Rowe and myself) were supposed to be
on the road early, we set out late, and almost immediately got lost. Besides
requesting for directions we made only two stops between London and
Blackpool. However as I would find it impossible to reproduce the tedious
detail of the journey, I will resume my tale with our arrival in Blackpool.
Surprisingly we found the hotel easily – I wish we had been able to find
somewhere to eat with equal ease. We (the Kittens) spent over an hour and a
half walking the deserted streets for a decent restaurant. The one we
eventually found managed to get the bill wrong. Ian, in particular, was
displeased having been overcharged.
On our return, further people had arrived and the scene was set for a
pleasant evening of drunken cavorting. It was Ian and I who found the
antiquated pinball machine and persuaded the manager to plug it in. After
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that, it was only out of use when it had to be fixed, and when people became
too drunk to press the buttons. Strange, really, how so many people could
become ardent pinball players at almost the same instant.
Unfortunately the bar closed early in the morning and I turned in about
an hour later when nothing of any consequence seemed to be happening.
On the Saturday morning I managed to get up at half seven and decided
to take a two hour stroll up the beach, which was even more depressing than
when I’d seen it the night before. When I returned to the hotel I heard that a
party of sorts had taken place after I went to bed, but also that it was
foredoomed by the acute lack of intoxicating brews.
The pinball machine was of course in use well before breakfast
especially when it became possible to win money on it. Treble figures paid as
follows: 111 paid 11p, 222 paid 22p and so on. Also, the highest score in
1976 would win a free week in Blackpool. If as rumoured, the prize for the
lowest score is two weeks in Blackpool I hope Gray Boak enjoys it!
Being too smart to be caught twice, many fen on the Saturday went out
and laid in stocks of booze in the event of another early closure of the bar that
night. Indeed this did occur but fortunately there were two parties that night.
One took place on the stairs and was a real picture of bodies in a stupor. The
only motion as I passed through on the way to start my own party was a
rather half-hearted chorus of “Happy Birthday” on my appearance. I think
this torpid lot eventually drifted down to my room when their booze ran
short. Though my party went on till about six I am assured by Ian that there
was seldom more than one conversation going, and those were mostly
between two people.
Still, it was a good con and one that I wouldn’t have wanted to miss.
BSFA SCIENCE FICTION YEARBOOK 1976
Alan and Elke Stewart are the editors for this project of the BSFA.
Contents will include articles on SF in 1975/76, founding a local SF group,
fanzines and conventions. In addition there will be a feature on both SF and
fannish awards, plus a reference section listing names and addresses of SF
publishers, specialist booksellers, SF and Fantasy magazines and regular
original anthologies, book clubs, local groups and national organisations, and
forthcoming conventions.
The print run will be between 600 and 1,000 copies and will be
distributed free of charge to BSFA members. It will also be sold by post with
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the additionally possible outlet of specialist bookshops. The size of the
Yearbook will be A4 reduced to A5 and advertising space may be purchased
for the following fan rates:
Full Page
£2
Half Page
£1
Quarter Page 50p
Camera copy ready for reduction to A5 should be sent to Alan and Elke at 7
Surrey Lane, London SW11 3PA, together with remittance made payable to
the BSFA Ltd. Deadline for copy is 31 March.
TAFF
Roy Tackett and his wife Chrystal will be arriving in the UK on 10th
April at Gatwick Airport and flying back on 23rd April. In recent years Roy’s
contacts with active British fandom have not been close. People willing to
play host for a couple of days to either Roy and his wife and/or Bill Bowers
the other TAFF delegate should contact Pete Weston at 72 Beeches Rd.,
Erdington, Birmingham B24 0DT, who is trying to plan an itinerary centered
around Mancon.
CONVENTION NEWS
Harry Bell informs me of another convention to be held this year. It’s to
be held at the Imperial Hotel Newcastle on Tyne and will go by the name of
Silicon. Date for the con has been arranged for August Bank Holiday 28th29th August. Just like the recent con in Blackpool this will be a minimum
programme convention with the possibility of just a few films and a couple of
panels. Chairman of the con is Harry and the overworked Rob Jackson is
responsible for the hotel liaison. Registration is £1.50 to Harry Bell, 9
Lincoln St., Gateshead, NE8 4EE. Current room rates are: £6.75 single b&b,
£6.25 per person twin/double b&b. Breakfast is either full English served in
the dining-room or Continental served in the bedroom. For those fen not too
interested in breakfast there’s always the bar, which according to Harry has
the largest selection of beers he has ever seen at a hotel. A number of brews
were mentioned including at least one that will please members of
C.A.M.R.A. The hotel is also used to large groups staying-up all night. The
last convention held there was for Probation officers and was apparently quite
a drunken sprawl so the sight of drunken fen lying about shouldn’t unduly
worry the hotel staff.
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Novacon 6. The first progress report is now out and confirms that Dave
Kyle is the Guest of Honour. The hotel is again the Royal Angus but the
room rates are slightly increased from last year. A single room is now £5.75 a
night and a double/twin £4.90 per person. Full English breakfast will be an
additional 75p. Date for the convention is 5th, 6th and 7th November.
Registration is £1.00 to: Helen Eling, 124 Galton Rd., Smethwick, Warley,
West Midlands, B67 5JS.
ODDS AND SODS
Regular One Tun attendees Pandora Birch and Roger Perkins got
engaged recently. Jan Howard Fisher is trying to arrange a fund to bring Bob
Tucker to the 1977 Eastercon. The SF Foundation award for SF criticism
mentioned last year has been put back to 1977. Ace Ratfan Greg Pickersgill
is currently working on his latest fanzine venture. Last reports I have indicate
that almost two thirds is on stencil.
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FANZINES RECEIVED
SF Echo 23/24, Ed Connor, 1805 N. Cale Ave., Peoria, IL. 61604, USA. This
issue $2, usual subscription price 5/$4. SF and fannish with the results of yet
another Walker poll.
Titan 2, Geoff Rippington, 15 Queens Ave., Canterbury, Kent, CT2 8AY. Usual or
25p per copy, 3/40p (US & Canada 3/$1). A vast improvement over the first
issue.
Mota 14, Terry Hughes, 866 N. Frederick St., Arlington, VA.22205, USA. usual;
sample available on request, no money. Another fine issue of a fine faanish
fanzine. Perhaps it’s a little early but how about Terry Hughes for TAFF?
Orion 2, Paul A. Ryan, 29 Morritt Ave., Halton, Leeds, LS15 7EP. Usual or 25p
per copy. One of the new breed of British faanish fanzines and litho yet!
Atropos 2, Dave Cockfield, 31 Durham Court, Hebburn, Tyne & Wear, NE31
1JX. Usual, no money. Will this new wave ever end I ask myself? If Atropos
is anything to go by I sincerely hope not.
10, Peter Roberts, 6 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2. Usual, no money.
Only a year since the last issue, Peter must be eating his greens again.
Nothing really memorable this issue although Eric Bentcliffe’s fanzine
reviews are competent and readable. Let’s hope it doesn’t take another year
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for Peter to pub his ish.
Wrinkled Shrew 5, Pat & Graham Charnock, 70 Ledbury Rd., London W11.
Usual. Great stuff, best zine of its kind being published in Britain today.
News from Bree 16, Hartley Patterson, ‘Finches’, 7 Cambridge Rd., Beaconsfield,
Bucks., HP9 1HW. The zine is splitting in two from next issue. NFB will be
continuing in litho but without the games features that have been prominent
of late; these will be going into a new zine to be called West Farthing.
Siddhartha 7, Ian Williams, 6 Greta Tce., Chester Rd., Sunderland, SR4 7RD. Not
generally available. Another sickening issue of the dwarfs personalzine –
still, it’s not as bad as the last which was positively nauseating.
Amor 8&9, Susan Wood, Dept. of English, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., V6T 1W5, Canada. Not generally available. Susan seems to
put heart and soul into her zine and depending on how she feels at the time
this fanzine is a real joy to read.
Vibrator 4, Graham Charnock, 70 Ledbury Rd., London W11. Usual. A fannish
fanzine with overtones of paranoia. What more can a sinisterly polite person
(Grah’s description of me) say apart from that I enjoyed it?
TNFF Vol.35 no.6, Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Court, Lake Jackson, TX.
77566, USA. Official magazine of the National Fantasy Fan Federation and
as such is available to members free of charge. If you’re interested in joining
send $3 to: Janie Lamb, Route 1, Box 364, Heiskell, TN. 37754, USA.
1, Bernie Peek, 6 Hawks Rd., Kingston on Thames, Surrey, KT1 3EG and Dave
Rowe, 8 Park Drive, Wickford, Essex, SS12 9DH. Usual or 25p. The long
awaited fanzine finally appears after months of discovering the two editors
deep in conversation. One of the most enjoyable first issues in a long time.
Let’s hope that the second issue lives up to the promise of the first.

ROB JACKSON
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That-thing-there is a photo of me, taken by the only camera ever known to be
robust enough not to crack apart at the sight. It was developed by a blind
photo technician; all the others who saw it went home, ill.
Behind that ugly mug, with its forehead like a football pitch, lies a brain
of great capacity. (About six pints of beer or eight vodka and limes.) When
not thinking of jokes about myself to put in fanzines, I am a twenty-five-yearold doctor who works grossly excessive hours in his intern year and looks
forward with longing to having enough spare time to do all the reading and
writing and fanediting he wants to do.
My first contact with any science fiction organisation occurred while I
was at Oxford University at the end of 1971. I found myself spending so
much on SF that I decided I’d better join the Oxford SF group to have access
to their library, despite the fact that a lot of them liked woolly fantasy like
Dune and Lord of the Rings. They soon cured me of that attitude.
The Oxford Group also had some strange things called fanzines, with
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addresses in them of weird things with names like Ian Maule and the BSFA. I
moved back to Newcastle to finish off my medical training in the summer of
’72 and found I couldn’t stand being without some kind of science-fiction
social life, so I tried to find the phone number of this Ian Maule via Directory
Enquiries.
“Maule... They’ve moved, I think,” the operator said. “Wait a minute, I
know Mr. Maule; I think they’ve moved to Forest Hall somewhere... Yes,
here’s their new address....”
So I met Gannetfandom. The amazing regularity of their pub visits, and
the quality of their fannish fanzine Maya made me take up drinking and fanwriting with some enthusiasm. Because I seemed to have some go, energy,
and stuff like that about me I was made editor of the Gannets awful
groupzine, Gannetscrapbook. Then when we decided to bid for Eastercon in
’74 the rest of the group decided that I was honest enough to be entrusted
with the job of treasurer, and sucker enough to do it. A few months after the
con Ian handed Maya over to me and since then I have been steadily turning
it into a Big Name Fanzine, with Bob Shaw, Chris Priest, Pete Weston and
many more regular contributors. My efforts were rewarded at last years
Novacon when I was awarded the Nova award for Maya 8.
I’m also Chairman of the North-East SF Group and recently, for my
sins, Tyne-Tees Television rang me up and stated they wanted a science
fiction ‘fanatic’ for one of their programmes and would I like to appear. So
you see, if the operator I’d contacted back in 1972 hadn’t happened to know
Ian Maule, I just might have missed being called a fanatic over the phone,
and I might have spent all the money I’ve spent on Maya, on something
sensible instead.
Fanzine Fanatique 13, Keith & Rosemary Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore Rd.,
Lancaster, Lancs. Usual or 10p per copy, 4/35p (US 3/$1.) One of the very
worst of British fanzines currently being foisted upon fandom. Keith
generally comes up with some quite good ideas but his layout and production
detract ones eyes to such a degree that it’s hard to remember after turning
over the last page what in hell it’s all been about. This issue has the intention
of presenting some of the best articles and artwork produced in Eastercon
programme books over the past fifteen years and as such starts off with a
readable page by Keith detailing the history of them. All too soon however
the duplicating and layout fall to pieces and by the last two pages it’s a real
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chore to plough through without contracting eye strain. My advice to Keith is
simple: buy a new typewriter and duplicator.
Instant Message 188, NESFA, PO Box G, MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139, USA. No price listed. Useful for East coast American news.
Vector 72, Chris Fowler, 72 Kenilworth Ave., Southcote, Reading, RG3 3DN. 50p
per copy of 6/£3.30. I said last issue that Vector under the editorship of Chris
wasn’t up to the standards set by the previous editor Malcolm Edwards. I still
hold that opinion although if issues continue to improve as they have done
then I expect to say at some future date that Vector has surpassed in quality
terms the standards laid down by Malcolm a few years ago.
Lan from the House of Isher 2, George J. Laskowski Jr., 26081 Marlene,
Roseville, MI. 48066, USA. An apazine and therefore not generally available.
The Spang Blah Vol.111, No. 4, Jan Howard Finder, PSC Box 614, US Air Base,
I-33081 Aviano, Italy. Free! A newszine that covers more ground than I
could hope to do. News from all parts of the world make this newszine one to
get if you’re interested in what’s going on outside in the big wide world of
fandom.
LETTER FROM HARRY WARNER
... I think you’re doing a fine job with Checkpoint. It reminds me in
some ways of Fanac, the old Terry Carr-Ron Ellik newszine. It doesn’t look
like Fanac, but you emphasise the same sort of news and take a similarly less
than serious attitude to matters which are suited for this treatment, just as the
dynamic duo from Berkeley once did.
Of course, Checkpoint also reactivates my sense of wonder, just as any
fanzine does that deals with the more esoteric and farflung aspects of fandom
nowadays. Events like the resurrection of Triode, mentioned in your fanzine
review section, and the existence of a Scandinavia-slanted British fanzine
fulfill much the same function in my life in these latter days that the fiction in
the Gernsback Wonder Stories and the Sloane Amazing Stories once served:
exercise for my faculties of disbelief and imagination. Maybe such things
seem quite normal and ordinary to the person who discovered fandom
recently, but I can’t believe them yet, even though I’ve seen them gradually
develop. Fandom was too obscure and small when it was new to me.
BITS AND PIECES
An interesting letter arrived in the post today from Cas Skelton. Hot
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news is the Skelton tribe have adopted another 10 kids since I saw them three
weeks ago. How true this is I’m not at all sure, the one undeniable fact that
can be corroborated is that Cas has given-up eating again.... Dr. Robert
Jackson, Gannetfan and part-time surgeon, has become the fourth member of
the Britain is fine in ’79 bid, he expects his OBE any day now. Perhaps better
news is that Vernon Brown is seriously looking into the possibilities of
chartering a plane to carry British fen over to Suncon. I myself have confined
my activities to thinking of sending a number of barrels of real En British
beer to Suncon to smooth the way for the bid. SF Monthly is folding with the
April issue. The passing-away of Britain’s only SF magazine will be
mourned dearly by John Brosnan and Peter Weston who between them
managed to keep some sort of standard. Harry Bell has finally heard word of
his promotion in the Civil Service. Fortunately for Harry the post will be in
Newcastle – congratulations, Harry. Terry Hughes that fine upstanding wit,
raconteur and Anglophile is Checkpoint’s new American correspondent.
CHECKPOINT 65
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5 2SG,
United Kingdom.
PRINTED PAPERS
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Checkpoint 66, March 1976
Checkpoint 66, edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing, London W5 2SG, United Kingdom. Available for letter, Trade or
subscription (5/40p or 10/70p). News this issue from Andy Porter, Terry
Hughes, ½r Cruttenden and Rob Jackson.
Convention News
The Chapter 11 bankruptcy that overcame the Sheraton Towers, site of
the ’77 Worldcon, meant that the hotel contract the Worldcon committee had
with them had to be renegotiated. The hotel not only wanted to take away
several days of the convention time available, but negotiated for higher rates
all around for everything. Consequently, the committee looked elsewhere for
a hotel and has pretty much decided on the Fountainebleu in Miami Beach.
(I’m not on the committee and this is not official) The Fountainbleau is an
enormous hotel with a couple of thousand rooms and a ballroom that holds
about 4,500 people, lots of other meeting and exhibition room, several pools,
ice-skating, ocean beach, etc., etc. I think the convention will be there, as
Labour Day is definitely not a big holiday there: the kids have to go back to
school the next day generally, so the hotels empty out the last week in
August. (Andy Porter)
In my announcement last issue of Silicon, the Minicon to be held in
Newcastle on Tyne next August I failed to mention that the hotel sports an
indoor pool, something very rare indeed in a British hotel. During a moment
of madness I vowed I would skinny-dip if drunk enough – that should keep
the attendance down to a bare minimum if nothing else. (groan)
Midamericon’s efforts to keep the size of this years Worldcon down to
a manageable size appears to have fallen down. Latest news is that the hotel
Muehlebach, sight for the con is already fully-booked along with the first of
the overflow hotels. Attendance looks like being in excess of 6,000!
Mancon – Shock! Horror! Scandal!? A number of people have
complained to me about the way the Mancon committee are going about
their jobs. It appears that individual committee members are working on their
own with almost no idea as to what other members are doing. This has led to
delayed progress reports and much confusion over the hotel booking
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arrangements. Additionally, as no-one is sure what’s going on the progress
reports contain information they surmise is true.
TAFF
The cheap charter flight that was to bring Bowers and Tackett over to
Mancon has fallen through and thus only Tackett will be coming. Bill
Bowers can’t afford the extra expense of the regular plane fare. There had
been a thought in the States of a special Bowers fund but this seems doomed
through lack of time.
PEOPLE
Those fans who read the British editions of Marvel Comics may be
seeing artwork by a well known fanartist and not even realise it. Steve Stiles,
American fanartist and former TAFF winner, is currently working for
Marvel’s British comics. He is doing pencils for covers, splash pages, centerspreads, and other pages for the comics with a number of other Marvel artists
inking his work. Because his work is supplemental to the American comics –
a story in a US book would be divided to fit into two issues of the more
frequent British editions – he does not get any credits. Also, Steve does
various issues of various titles so that it is impossible to say all copies of one
title will have art by him: some issues may, others may not.
(Terry Hughes)
NEW FAN GROUP
½r Cruttenden writes of the new St. Albans S.F. Fan Group, STAFFEN
for short. Meeting place is the Peacock public house at present although they
may be moving to the Jolly Sailor, where the beer is better. Meetings are on
the second Wednesday of each month. Subscriptions 50p p.a. and 10p each
time you attend. Since fan-groups talk a lot of rubbish, it was decided that 1015 minutes be set aside each meeting for members to get it off their chests.
Person to contact is P. Wareham, 8 Hazelmere Rd., St. Albans, Herts. The
Peacock is in Hatfield Rd., and the Jolly Sailor is in Sandridge Rd.
FANZINE NEWS
Due to the current difficulties with the Pound the price for Algol has had
to be raised to 6/£4. The next issue will have an interview with Samuel R.
Delany, Tom Monteleone on Zelazny, Susan Wood on fanzines and articles
by Red White, Dick Lupoff and Vincent DiFate.
Maya 10 is due out shortly according to Rob Jackson. Greg Pickersgill’s
new fanzine I mentioned last week is indeed nearly complete and should be
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appearing in the not too distant future. Contents include articles by Peter
Roberts, Graham Charnock and Simone Walsh.
CHECKPOINT 66
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5 2SG,
United Kingdom.
PRINTED PAPERS
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Checkpoint 67, March or April
1976
Checkpoint 67, edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing. London W5 2SG, United Kingdom. Available for letter, trade or
subscription (5/40p or 10/70p). News this issue from Terry Hughes, Peter
Presford, Eric Bentcliffe and George J. Laskowski Jr.
FANZINE NEWS
Richard Bergeron is hard at work on the special Willis issue of
Warhoon. Dick is trying to make this the definitive collection of Willis
material. Contents will include: The Harp That Once or Twice, Willis
Discovers America, The Harp In England (1&11), The Harp Stateside, The
Enchanted Duplicator and many more besides. The whole volume will come
to well over 300 pages. Dick sent me a copy of a page that has already been
run off, so as you can see this project is very much alive. (Terry Hughes)
John Piggott is intending to produce a new fanzine this Summer after his
stint as General Secretary of the National Games Club ends in July. It won’t
be a resurrection of The Turning Worm but may contain certain letters that
were originally sent as locs for that zine.
Henry P. Pijohn and Kevin Williams are planning a new fanzine to be
called Bland. Kevin has already written his section and it only awaits Henry
to finish his.
MANCON 5
The idea of holding a convention on a University campus is one that I’m
sure won’t be brought up again. Mancon 5 will go down in fan history as one
of the worst British Eastercons due mainly to the site and not a little to the
lack of organisation. My doubts about the whole affair were to a certain
extent realised soon after I arrived on the Thursday afternoon when the
Chairman came towards me and asked where the restaurant was! From that
point onwards the convention lost all credibility. Things went wrong from the
outset: the first film on the Friday morning was projected with the wrong
second reel and the TAFF panel on after lunch was cancelled as no-one had
told the participants that it was on. In effect the first day of the programme
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was a complete failure with nothing coming off as the committee intended.
As usual I spent most of my time in the bar talking and socialising.
There too problems arose – the bar was too small for the number of people
attending the con and the lack of carpets on the floor meant that those
unfortunates without seats had to stand and suffer the pains of sore feet. The
bar staff were not the friendliest of people either and many a time they would
ignore people standing waiting to be served and talk to their boyfriends.
Friday night I went to bed before midnight out of boredom and thus was
fit for any all night parties that would take place on the Saturday night. Just
like the previous day the programme didn’t exactly excite me apart from the
Bob Shaw talk in the evening which as you can expect was side-splitting and
perhaps the highlight of the convention; this will be appearing in Maya 11.
All night parties there indeed were. A combined Ratfandom/Gannet party
took place in one of the quiet rooms in the Tower block and attracted a fair
proportion of active fandom to it. This finished in the small hours of Sunday
morning just in time for me to go outside and watch the dawn break over
Manchester. At that hour the Swedish fans were still entertaining and so I
made my way back into the block to round the night off. I’ll say one thing for
the Swedes, they certainly can drink, unfortunately their parties tend to get
out of hand and this one was no exception. The first thing I noticed on
stepping into the room was that my feet weren’t on the floor but on the debris
of broken bottles, chairs and people. The second thing I noticed was that the
Swedes were still sober whereas the British fans were in various stages of
drunkenness. The party lasted until breakfast which is just as well as there
was no other place to go to at that time in the morning, the bar area being
closed.
Sometime during the weekend the long awaited football match between
Ratfan Dynamo and Gannet Flyers took place on a full size pitch not far from
the con. With Ratfandom leading four to nil we were turned of the pitch and
told to play somewhere else which we eventually did. Bob Shaw was referee
and ably controlled the two teams of maniacs. The eventual score was two
goals each but being on the Ratfan team I have to say that we wuz robbed.
SILICON. Imperial Hotel, Newcastle on Tyne. 27th-30th August 1976.
Although an excellent idea along the same lines as the recent Boakcon
in Blackpool I can see several problems with this convention, and I hope my
good friends in Gannetfandom don’t mind me pointing them out as I see
them. First of all the whole idea of Boakcon was for a cheap informal
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convention with no programme where people who knew one another could
relax and have a good time in each others company. I feel that Gannetfandom
have gone the wrong way about organising Silicon. The hotel is expensive,
it’s the wrong time of year and perhaps more important the short spiel about
the con given to the massed ranks of neofans in the con hall at Mancon 5 may
mean that it won’t be the fannish affair they envisage if these neo’s register
and attend. Boakcon worked because we all knew each other, there was no
need for name badges or other items usually associated with a convention. It
was fun. I just hope that the Gannets haven’t bitten off more than they can
chew.
FANZINES RECEIVED
Drilkjis 1, Dave Langford, Boundary Hall, Tadley, Basingstoke, Hants.,
RG26 6QD, and Kevin Smith, 26 Hawks Rd., Kingston on Thames. Surrey,
KT1 3EG. Usual or 40p. Another new fanzine; the things are breeding like
flies these days. This one is more impressively produced than many a first
issue but nevertheless still manages to be fairly tedious. All the usual
obligatory short stories, book reviews and crosswords are there and quite a
dire lot they are.
Mota 15, Terry Hughes, 866 N. Frederick St., Arlington, VA. 22205,
USA. Usual; sample available on request. As you may have guessed from
previous issues of Checkpoint this is my favorite fanzine and as such you
can’t really expect an unbiased review from me.
Scabby Tales 2, John Brosnan, c/o 43 Chesholm Rd., Stoke Newington.
London N16. Usual. Unofficial journal of the Malcolm Edwards and Chris
Priest appreciation society. Main feature this time around is John’s disclosure
of being a Rosicrucian.
Maya 10, Rob Jackson, 21 Lyndhurst Rd., Benton, Newcastle on Tyne.
NE12 9NT. Usual or 40p each, 3/£1 in UK. USA and Canada $1 or 4/$3.
Perhaps the most absorbing fanzine ever published in Britain and a just
winner of the Nova award last year. Rob manages very nicely to combine
fannish and sercon material in a way no other British faned can do.
The Inverted Ear-Trumpet 3, Richard McMahon, 287 South Lane, New
Malden, Surrey, KT3 5RR. Usual. Rather a skimpy fanzine composed mainly
of the editors ramblings. Graham Poole contributes an article of sorts on SF
music and TV.
Fanew Sletter 53, Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 114, Balaclava, Victoria
3183, Australia. 10/$2. The Australian counterpart of Checkpoint.
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Vibrator 5, Graham Charnock, 70 Ledbury Rd. London W11. Usual.
One of the few personalzines now being produced. Good comments on the
Nova award controversy as well as an introspective view of performing in a
group.
The Proper Boskonian 13 NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Post Office.
Cambridge. Mass. 02139, USA. This issue edited by David Stever. Not much
in this issue apart from a short story and a couple of articles; not very
interesting.
Forthcoming SF Books 30, Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct., Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566, USA. 50&cent; per issue airmail in Europe. Useful
listing of SF books to be published.
NESFIG Newsletter 9, Alan Isaacson, 34 Weldon Cres., High Heaton,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Usual. This is the official newsletter of the North East
Science Fiction Group but don’t be put off by that. This issue is particularly
useful containing as it does articles originally printed in the Tynecon
programme book on the history of British Easter conventions, if you didn’t
read the programme book I strongly recommend you get a copy of the
Newsletter.
Fanzine Fanatique 16, Keith & Rosemary Walker, 2 Daisy Bank,
Quearnmore Rd., Lancaster, Lancs. Usual or 4/35p, 3/$1 US. Fanzine
reviews.
The Spang Blah Vol. 1V, No. 1, Jan Howard Finder. PSC Box 614, US
Air Base 1-33081 Aviano, Italy. Free. The truly international newszine that
covers fan news from all parts of the globe.
Instant Message 189, NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Post Office,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139, USA. Usual. Official newsletter of the New
England SF Association.
Stop Breaking Down 1, Greg Pickersgill, 4 Lothair Rd., South Ealing,
London N5, Usual of 20p (in stamps). Every time I came to this fanzine I
looked at it and put it back on the bottom of the pile. It wasn’t because I was
afraid to make disparaging comments about it, rather the fact that I couldn’t
find the words to describe this, the first Pickersgill fanzine for over two years.
From a cursory glance it’s the usual Pickersgill package apart from a front
cover, ably hand-cut by Graham Charnock. A look at the contents page soon
makes you realise that this fanzine is something special; articles from Peter
Roberts, Rob Holdstock, Graham Charnock and the long unpublished Simone
Walsh make this something of a London group zine. For all this ingroupish
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contribution Stop Breaking Down if remarkable, being readable and
understandable to a large segment of fandom; something previous Pickersgill
fanzines have been criticised for not being. Greg seems to have learned in his
two years in exile that a fanzine can be painted on a broader canvas than he
previously imagined.
I won’t attempt to give an analysis of the articles published. Take my
word for it that they are interesting and well written. One point I will mention
though is Greg’s own fanzine reviews. A few years ago one of the joys of
reading the late lamented Fouler was the fine fanzine reviews contributed by
Greg. When Fouler ceased publication and Greg’s reviews went the way of
all flesh a certain arrogance went out of the British review field. The joy of
Greg’s reviews are in essence this arrogance... he is right, you are wrong.
You may not agree with his conclusions but Christ you can’t help admiring
the way he reaches them.
Karass 19, Linda Bushyager. 1614 Evans Ave., Prospect Park, Pa.
19076. USA. Usual or 3/$1. After a lengthy gap between issues it’s good to
see this American newszine back in production.
Ash-Wing 18, Frank Denton, 14654 – 8th Ave. S.W., Seattle, WA.
98166, USA. Usual. Not up to the standard of previous issues mainly because
of the predomination of fiction. Still worthwhile getting though.
Sfinx 11, Andrew Chapman, Oriel College, Oxford. 3/80p. Billed as the
foremost amateur SF magazine in Britain – who am I to disagree?
True Rat 7, Roy Kettle, 43 Chesholm Rd., Stoke Newington, London
N16. Usual. Best thing in the issue is the seventh progress report from
Mancon; the remainder of the zine is pretty good too.
Thangorodrim 27, Patrick Hayden, 206 St. George St., #910. Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. Usual or 3/$1.50. Although ostensibly an apazine, this
fanzine makes a rather good genzine. Apart from some mailing comments
most of the issue is taken up with articles and letters that wouldn’t disgrace
many a genzine. Well worth getting.
Vector 73, Chris Fowler, 72 Kenilworth Ave., Southcote, Reading, RG3
3DN. After all I’ve said about this magazine it pleases me to say that Chris
now appears to have full control of the reins now. Oh, it’s available in Britain
for £3.30 for 6 and $6 in US and Canada.
K2, Dave Rowe, 8 Park Drive, Wickford, Essex, SS12 9DH and Bernie
Peek, 6 Hawks Rd., Kingston on Thames, Surrey, KT1 3EG. Usual or at the
last resort, 25p. Coming only a month after the first issue I’m quite surprised
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they’ve managed to produce such a good second issue. One thing missing
though is some of that famous Dave Rowe artwork; how about it Dave?
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Checkpoint 68, April 1976
Checkpoint 68, edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing, London W5 2SG, United Kingdom. Available for letter, trade or
subscription (5/40p – 10/70p). News this issue gleaned from various places.
DUFF
This years DUFF winner is Christine McGowan who received 58 of the
105 votes cast: runners up were Paul Stevens and John Alderson. Total sum
in the coffers now amounts to $1200 (US) but any further contributions will
be gratefully received.
The other news concerning DUFF is that on the last day of voting the
Australian Administrator received 79 votes submitted under one cheque.
With the exception of two names all the voters were totally unknown. To add
to the confusion some of the votes looked very suspect and not one of them
had been on the official DUFF ballot form. Also each of the 79 votes was for
the same candidate. Consequently the cheque was returned and the 79 votes
declared invalid. There is now a rumour that this decision was not well
received and threats of legal action are now being voiced.
(Fanew Sletter)
LAST REMAINS OF THE B.S.F.A. FANZINE FOUNDATION
AUCTIONED OFF AT MANCON 5
An open letter from Keith Walker
The full realisation of the above simple fact didn’t strike home to me
until the early hours of Wednesday morning. I could kick myself, for if I’d
been able to put together the pieces of the jigsaw at the con itself I might have
registered some feeble protest at least. As it is I am guilty of having allowed
the remnants of the Fanzine Foundation to slip through my fingers without so
much as a whimper. To add fuel to my consternation I am on record as
having joked to Mike Meara, “Looks like they’re selling off the Foundation
again.” I wasn’t serious then nor intending to be prophetic but I am dead
earnest in suggesting it now. The more I ponder upon this matter the more
clues come to hand and the more convinced I become that I am right. I shall
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try to summarize:
The Evidence
1) The committee seemed strangely reluctant to hold the auction of
fanzines. Some books had been sold previously but the fanzines were not
offered for sale until Monday afternoon. At a time when many con attendees
had left or were preparing to do so. Most of those remaining had probably
spent up. I merely thought at the time that it was yet another glaring example
of the con committees bloody awful organisation or rather the lack of it.
It now seems evident in retrospect that there was some much more
sinister motive behind this apparently bad timing of the auction. Those of the
committee in the know, and Chuck Partington let slip the infamous name of
John Muir though I failed to seize upon the connection, were obviously
anxious to ensure that no one was present in the hall who could identify the
fanzines being offered for sale as the property of the B.S.F.A. The only three
people present who had a ghost of a chance of doing so were Pete Roberts,
Ken Slater and Rog Peyton. All of whom must be forgiven since the mass of
fanzines being thrown about was hardly recognisable as the B.S.F.A’s once
carefully cared for collection: and who would have believed that even after
four years that anyone would have the audacity to try it again. Yet the clues
as to this truth were there and coming thick and fast.
2) The zines appeared in a laundry bag. This in itself should have
aroused ones suspicions, but it didn’t. The zines – the remains of the Fanzine
Foundation – had been last seen at Chester and had presumably been left at
the Blossoms by John Muir? The hotel staff there must have bundled up the
stack of apparently “waste paper” and put it into the nearest and most
convenient receptacle – a laundry bag. The simple logic of it hits one
between the eyes. It should not have escaped me.
3) The items offered for sale contained material clearly belonging once
to Charlie Winstone which were unlikely to be of interest to most other
collectors: e.g. a file of letters concerning PaDS addressed personally to
Charlie himself. There were also a number of fanzines addressed to Charlie.
The latter is less conclusive but the two facts taken together seem to suggest
without a shadow of doubt that these and many of the other items were once
in the possession of Charlie Winstone – the former librarian of the B.S.F.A.
Fanzine Foundation.
4) There were a similar quantity of fanzines published by, or addressed
to John Muir. Many more copies of the same Muir fanzines than one would
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expect to find in any collection other than that of the publisher himself. The
newer zines also reflected the kind of fanmags that were the pretended
interest of John Muir. These three factors taken together seem fairly clearly to
point to the zines offered having been at one time in the possession of John
Muir – who had taken over the B.S.F.A. Fanzine Foundation from Charlie
Winstone.
5) The zines on sale covered a large time span stretching from the
1940’s to the present day. Despite the appalling manner in which these fragile
zines had been tossed thoughtlessly into a sack some of the items – a bound
set of the last ten issues of Quandry – had obviously been treated at some
time or other with the tender loving care due to them. Both factors indicate a
collection not acquired overnight but only after a long period of sustained
effort.
6) There were an unusually large number of earlier scarcer issues of
Vector. Again the multiple copies of the same issues seemed to indicate that
the whole or part of the collection once belonged to the B.S.F.A. One can’t
seen any reason for one collector holding on to so many copies of a single
issue but of course the B.S.F.A. Fanzine Library would.
Need I go on? There are other points I could call to mind but I feel
confident that you’ve heard more than enough. The evidence seems pretty
conclusive and I’m sure you can only reach one verdict.
Convention News
Eastercon ’77 will be in the capable hands of the Birmingham group.
Leicester was voted as site for the con and the Holiday Inn as the hotel. Guest
of Honour is John Bush chairman of Victor Gollancz the publishers.
Registration is £1 to Pauline Dungate, 4 Lindsworth Court, Moneyhull Hall
Rd., Kings Norton, Birmingham B30 3QJ.
Two new bids have been announced for the ’79 Worldcon in opposition
to the British bid. These are Nashville and New Orleans. I think it’s about
time that all British fanzine publishers pushed our bid in their zines, just as
the Australians did for theirs.
ALNITAH is the name of a Star Trek mini-con to be held on Saturday
June 5th (10am-10pm) at Richmond Community Centre, 4 Sheen Rd.,
Richmond, Surrey. Programme items listed include quiz, auction and slide
show. Registration is £1 to Ann Looker, The Forge, 41 Main St., Weston
Turnville, Aylesbury, Bucks.
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Kevin Easthope and Jean & David Staves are putting forward the idea of
a camp site convention; something Pete Presford and myself also suggested a
couple of years ago. If you’ve any comments to make or can suggest a
suitable location for the con contact Kevin at 6 Ipsley Grove, Erdington,
Birmingham, B23 7SY or Jean & Fave at 23 Redwood Ave., Killamarsh,
Sheffield.
Fanzines Received
Outworlds 27, Bill Bowers, PO Box 2521, North Canton, Ohio 44720, USA. 4/$5,
arranged trade, printed letter of comment or Editorial Whim. A fine fanzine
that seems to get more impressive with each new issue. Good to see Harry
Bell at last breaking into the American art scene.
54, Terry Jeeves, 230 Bannerdale Rd., Sheffield, S11 9FE. Usual or 3/50p or
7/£1. Contents include some useful tips on fanzine production.
Zimri 8, Lisa Conesa, 54 Manley Rd., Whalley Range, Manchester M16 8HP.
After a long gap between issues Zimri is back in all its former glory. This
issue is notable for a fine Roy Kettle article.
The Grimling Bosch 5, Harry Bell, 9 Lincoln St., Gateshead, Tyne & Wear, NE8
4EE. Usual. A good unpretentious little fanzine that this issue announces the
purchase of a new duplicator by Gannetfandom. Of course there are other
things in the issue and all fannish stuff it is too.
Cynic 9, Gray Boak, 2 Cecil Court, Cecil St., Lytham, Lancs., FY8 5NN. Usual.
Another fanzine that makes a welcome appearance after a long period of
silence. This issue is well up to the standard set in previous issues and shows
that Gray, even though he has been out of the mainstream of fandom for
some time, can still produce a fanzine that is both readable and relevant.
Odds and Sods
The Astral Leauge is a new group hoping to promote peace and
understanding should extraterrestrials land on Earth. High Priest is Don West,
48 Norman St., Bingley, W. Yorkshire. Hangers-on include Greg Pickersgill,
Brian Parker and Gray Charnock. Contact Don if you want details on how to
join. // Ian Williams is said to be British agent for the FAAN Awards. // Walt
Willis has agreed to do an article for the next Maya and also I hear for the
next BRITAIN IS FINE IN ’79 progress report.
COA.
Terry Hughes, 4739 Washington Blvd., (Basement), Arlington, VA.
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22205, USA.
Pete Presford, 2 Maxwell Close, Buckley, Clwyd, Cymru.
CHECKPOINT 68
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5,
United Kingdom.
PRINTED MATTER
BRITAIN IS FINE IN ’79
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Checkpoint 69, May 1976
Checkpoint 69, edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing, London W5 2SG, United Kingdom. Available for letter, trade or
subscription (5/40p or 10/70p). News this issue supplied by Keith Walker,
Harry Bell, Rob Jackson, Ian Williams, Andy Porter and Gerald Bishop.
AUCTION OF THE B.S.F.A. FANZINE FOUNDATION? TOM JONES
ANSWERS FOR THE B.S.F.A.
“The story, apparently, is not strictly as you set it out. On the Monday
afternoon Keith Freeman and Dave Kyle both saw the fanzines and were
allowed to go through them removing everything with B.S.F.A. on it,
including those sent to Charlie Winston which mentioned the B.S.F.A. Ken
Slater was asked to look at the ones marked Operation Fantast to see if he
could recognise them as the B.S.F.A. ones, he couldn’t. Similarly the Mancon
Committee allowed Chris Fowler to go through the Vectors and take what he
wanted. Keith’s opinion of the fanzines were that they were a pretty ragtag
bunch with nothing of importance amongst them.
“It is likely that they were the 2nd and 3rds held by the Fanzine
Foundation but what proof is there? What you put forward as proof is only
supposition. Although we regret the loss of the old fanzines and would love
to get them back, there’s nothing we can do without proof. The proof must be
hard because we would be accusing someone of theft, and that’s a serious
thing.”
oOo
The above is an extract from a letter originally sent to Keith Walker, who as
you recall first raised the subject last issue. Tom also made some comments
to the effect that any additional coverage of this matter would only revive old
hurts that would in effect obscure the situation even further. My own personal
opinion on this whole affair and the previous eruption after Chester in 1972 is
that whether or not the B.S.F.A. Fanzine Foundation was sold the fanzines in
these two auctions went to genuine collectors who will take more loving care
of them than any organisation that accumulates them just for the sake of it.
BRITAIN IS FINE IN 79 BRITAIN IS FINE IN 79 BRITAIN IS FINE IN 79
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Two issues ago I made some comments on Silicon, the convention to be held
in Newcastle over August Bank Holiday. Both Rob Jackson and Harry Bell
replied and Harry’s is reprinted below.
“I don’t believe we’ve picked the wrong time of year: any other time
would be too near one of the other cons, the Bank Holiday gives us the extra
day, and although some fans who would have come have already arranged
their holidays this year, they’ll be able to leave August Bank Holiday free for
next year. We wanted to get it off the ground this year and not leave it to
fester in the Gannet Plans Cupboard.
“The hotel isn’t so very expensive when you consider that VAT and
Service Charges are included, as well as a full English breakfast (no 75p on
top) and it really is a first-class hotel with pleasant, helpful staff and
management and an incredibly well-stocked bar. The food is good and
reasonably priced (enormous portions). However, we did go to see Jack
Morris (the manager) last weekend and he has now made available rooms in
the main part of the hotel, without bath. Prices for these will be £5.75 single,
£5.25 double/twin. Hopefully, this will encourage one or two more to
register/book.
“The announcement at the Sunday business meeting at Mancon was a
mistake, one which might have been avoided if I’d remembered to get up in
time. It was brought about by concern on Messrs. Williams & Jackson’s part
that we weren’t going to get enough registrations. I agreed at first but had
serious doubts later. Still, registrations have continued to come in since
Mancon and none of them has displeased me. They are all from people I’d be
glad to have at the con.
“Silicon was never really designed as another Boakcon. We were aiming
at something between that and the earlier Novacons. Mike & Pat Meara have
next years Faancon in hand, and there’s no reason why small occasional
minicons shouldn’t be arranged at other times of the year. So we wanted
something else, but retaining the relaxed friendly atmosphere of Boakcon.
There will be neos there and I’m all for that as long as there aren’t too many.
I’ve heard it suggested (by neos) that Boakcon seemed very exclusive and
what I’d like is for Silicon to help ease these neos into the social life of
fandom. Rob Hansen and Merf Adamson are two such ‘neos’ whom we’ll be
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glad to see there and I hope I’ll actually get a good chance to talk to them for
a change.”
FAAN AWARDS
Ian Williams is indeed the British agent for the awards, as I reported last
issue. The final ballot will be distributed shortly and might even be
distributed with this Checkpoint if it arrives in the post tomorrow. Cost of
voting is 50p and the deadline is June 14th. Of interest to British fans is that
Rob Jackson has been nominated for Best Faned, Bob Shaw as Best Fan
writer and Harry Bell as Best Fan Artist (humorous).
SF and related books due to be published in Britain in June – compiled
by Gerald Bishop.
HARDCOVER
: Double Time, Michael Elder; Life Line, John Gilchrist; Nutzenbolts and
More Troubles with Machines, Ron Goulart; Ring of Rings, R.H. Wilson.
Blackie: Outside, Andre Norton.
Lythway Press: Brave New World, Aldous Huxley; The Time Machine, H.G.
Wells.
Sidgwick & Jackson: Cradle in the Sun, Robert Wells; The Lion Game, James H.
Schmitz.
Hutchinson: The New Improved Sun, ed. Thomas Disch.
Macdonald & Janes: Jules Verne (biog.), Jean Jules Verne; The Horror People,
John Brosnan. (Film).
NEL: Martian Time Slip, P.K. Dick; Bring the Jubilee, Ward Moore; Memoirs of
a Spacewoman, Naomi Mitchison.
Allen & Unwin: The Hobbit (de luxe edition at £15.00), J.R.R. Tolkien.
PAPERBACK
NEL: Mission of Gravity, Hal Clement; Other Worlds, Cyrano de Bergerac; The
Paradox Men, Charles Harness.
Hodder: The Wideways, Saul Dunn.
Sphere: Ringworld, Inconstant Moon, Larry Niven.
Mews: The Monster of Metalaze, Gregory Kern.
PAN: In the Wet, Nevil Shute; The Visitor, Roger Price.
PANTHER: The Primal Urge, Brian Aldiss; October Country, Ray Bradbury;
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Skull Face Omnibus Vol 1, Robert E. Howards; Undercover Aliens, A.E. van
Vogt; Wild Card, Raymond Hawkey & Roger Bingham.
METHUEN: The Godwhale, T.J. Bass.
Tandem: The Monster Men, Beyond the Farthest Star, E.R. Burroughs.
ORBIT: The Book of Mars, ed Willie McNelly; Year’s Best SF 9, ed Brian Aldiss
& Harry Harrison; Escape to Venus, Clark Dalton.
Fanzine News
Outworlds has incorporated and Bowers and Nagey are selling stock in
the company. They plan to produce Outworlds as a professional SF magazine
sometime around Suncon in ’77. // Goblin’s Grotto 3 was partially duplicated
last weekend and should be out for the June One Tun meeting when Ian
Williams will be down in London visiting your friendly Checkpoint editor. //
Walt Willis has indeed written an article for the next issue of Maya. Along
with Walt’s article will be the transcript of Bob Shaw’s Mancon speech.
Publication date is late June or early July. // Further Gannetzines due out in
the not too distant future will be Atropos from Dave Cockfield and NESFIG
Newsletter from Alan Isaacson. // Andy Porter reminds me that Algol pays 1
¢ a word on publication so all you writers out there who pined over the loss
of SF Monthly get writing.
A Couple of Conreps
Balticon held the same weekend as Mancon 5 drew about 1,000 people
to the lush Hunt Valley Inn about 10 miles North of Baltimore in the rolling
countryside of Maryland. A fairly good convention, it was highlighted by a
mimeograph roon provided free by Gestetner and the source of several oneshots and personal zines. Electrostencils, stencils and everything else
absolutely free. The weather outside however, reached an ungodly 94 degrees
– hardly Spring weather anywhere on the Easter seaboard.
Lunacon, the week earlier, had a fine program created by local femme
fan and Fanoclasts host Lise Eisenberg. A huckster room with about 15
empty tables which unnerved people, only about 900 paid attendance, down,
again, from previous years, and two pie-in-the-face attacks on Ted White.
The second was paid for and instigated by, we are told by Spy X, Charles
Platt.
(Andy Porter)
The voting form for the fifth annual Checkpoint fan poll rides with this issue.
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Remember to send your form back to Peter Roberts by Monday June 14th.
COA. Rob Holdstock, Flat 4, Sele House, North Rd., Hertford, Herts.
CHECKPOINT 69
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5 2SG,
United Kingdom.
17/5/76
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Checkpoint 70, July 1976
CHECKPOINT 70 CHECKPOINT 70 CHECKPOINT 70 CHECKPOINT 70 CHECKPOINT 70
CHECKPOINT
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CHECKPOINT

Edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent, Ealing, London W5
2SG, United Kingdom. Available for letter, trade or subscription (5/40p –
10/70p). News this issue from Marsha Jones and other various sources.
Hinderance this issue from British Weather and a female companion. Special
mention to John Piggott for typing part of Gerald Bishop’s book list.
SUNCON
Attending membership £5.50 Supporting Membership £4.00
The attending membership rate will increase again as of 1st October to
£8.30, although the supporting membership will remain the same.
People who think there is a fair chance of them going to the convention
would do well to get an attending membership now, since the cost of
converting a supporting membership to an attending one will be the
difference between the rate at which you joined as a supporting member and
the attending rate at the time you convert.
The first progress report is out and gives all the details of the reason for
the change of site from Orlando to the Hotel Fontainbleau in Miami Beach.
Room rates in the new hotel will be $27.00 for a single, $31.00 for a double,
$35.00 for a triple and $39.00 for a quad. All rooms in the hotel contain two
double beds so fans wanting to save money by sharing rooms won’t find
themselves in cramped conditions by doing so. (Marsha Jones).
The Fontainebleau owes nearly $1.3 million in taxes and may be put up
to public auction if it does not come up with the money by November. “We
don’t have the money to pay the taxes” hotel owner Ben Novack told a city
council meeting last week. He said arrangements were being made “so we
can pay our taxes very soon, I hope.” (UPI 7/6/76 via Instant Message)
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Other disturbing news concerning Suncon concerns the concom
themselves. According to a few people I’ve spoken to the committee have
resigned en masse leaving all arrangements incomplete. I don’t really know
any more details as yet but perhaps by next issues I’ll have more information
on the subject to impart.
SF Expo, the professionally organised convention which has caused so
much concern in Karass has been indefinitely postponed.
Success of Aussiecon seems to have gone to Australian fandoms head.
Apart from the already announced Sydney in ’88 there is also plans for an
Adelaide in ’83 bid.
SF and related books to be published in Britain in July – compiled by
Gerald Bishop.
HARDCOVER:
HALE: The Body Snatchers of Lethe, G.J. Barrett; The Sioux Spaceman,
Andre Norton; A Madness from Mars, Dennis Summers; The Best from
Fantastic, Ed. Ted White.
SECKER & WARBURG: The Star Diaries, Stanislaw Lem.
W.H. ALLEN: Continuum II, Ed. Roger Elwood.
ROBESON: Arena: Sports Science Fiction, Ed. Edward Ferman &
Barry Malzberg.
SIDGWICK & JACKSON: The Telzey Toy, James Schmitz; New
Writings in SF 28, Ed. Ken Bulmer; Science Fiction Special 18, Ed. Anon.
KENNIKAT PRESS: Curious Fragments: Tales of Fantasy Fiction,
Jack London (Ed. Dale L. Walker); The Happening Worlds of John Brunner:
Critical Explorations in Science Fiction, Ed. John De Bolt.
NEL: Wandering Worlds, Terry Greenhough.
GOLLANCZ: Brontomek! Michael G. Coney; Bruno Lipshitz and the
Disciples of Dogma, John Robert King.
PAPERBACK
SPHERE: The Green Odyssey, Philip Jose Farmer; Two Tales and Eight
Tomorrows, Prime Number, Harry Harrison; Dragonquest, Anne McCaffrey.
NEWS: The Enemy Within, Gregory Kern.
PANTHER: Foundation and Empire, Isaac Asimov; War with the
Robots, Harry Harrison; Skull Face Omnibus II, Robert E. Howard.
MAYFLOWER: The Quest of the DNA Cowboys, Mick Farren; The
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Knight of the Swords, Michael Moorcock; The Procrastinator Awakes, Ian
Maule.
HODDER: Flandry of Terra, Poul Anderson.
TARGET: Dr Who and the Genesis of the Daleks, Terrance Dicks.
PAN: Earthlight, Arthur C Clarke.
PENGUIN: Spaceship Medic, Harry Harrison.
ORBIT: Masters of Space, The Best of E E ‘Doc’ Smith, E E Smith; The
Best of Harry Harrison, Harry Harrison; Time out of Mind, Kuldesak,
Richard Cowper.
NEL: The Fog, The Rats, James Herbert; The Unpleasant Profession of
Jonathan Hoag, Time Enough for Love, Robert Heinlein; Synthetic Men of
Mars, Edgar Rice Burroughs; Stained Glass World, Ken Bulmer; Night of the
Crabs, Guy N. Smith.
FANZINES RECEIVED
Procyon 4, John C. Collick, 12 Melrose Rd., Bishop Monkton, Harrogate,
Yorkshire. Usual or 1/15p, 4/60p, 6/£1. Fan fiction and other rubbish.
Super Crud ’69, Bryn Fortey, 90 Caerleon Rd., Newport, Gwent, NPT 7BY.
Usual. Humour and faan fiction.
Something Else 5, Shayne McCormack, 49 Bass Hill, W.S.W. 2197, Australia.
Usual or 50¢. fannish and general.
Oryan 3, Paul Ryan, 29 Morritt Ave., Halton, Leeds, LS15 7EP. Usual or 25p.
Personalzine with good fannish contents.
Logo 3, Kevin Easthope, 6 Ipsley Grove, Erdington, Birmingham, B23 7SY.
Usual. One of the new breed of British fanzines. Good contents ranging from
solid fannish articles to inane ramblings.
Stop Breaking Down 2, 3, Greg Pickersgill & Simone Walsh, 4 Lothair Rd., South
Ealing, London W5. Usual or 20p in stamps. Fannish writing at its best. Issue
3 contains an excellent Mancon report from Malcolm Edwards.
News From Bree 18, Hartley Patterson, ‘Finches’, 7 Cambridge Rd., Beaconsfield,
Bucks., HP9 1HW. Usual or 20p. The British fanzine on fantasy wargaming.
Mota 16, Terry Hughes, 4739 Washington Blvd., Basement, Arlington, Va. 22205,
USA. Usual. The best in fannish writing coming from the States.
Fanzine Fanatique 17/18, Keith Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernomore Rd.,
Lancaster, Lancs. Usual or 1/10p, 4/35p. Fanzine reviews.
Last Dangerous Crudzines 3, Elst Weinstein, 7001 Park Manor Ave., North
Hollywood, Ca, 91605, USA. Usual or 35¢. Personalzine.
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Algol 25, Andy Porter, PO Box 4175, New York, NY 10017, USA. £3 for six
issues from the British agent: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Ave.,
Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6QL. Sf discussion.
Scribe 3, Brian Tawn, 29 Cordon St., Wisbech, Cambs., PE13 2LW. Usual.
Fannish and general.
Scottishe 71, Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Ave., Surbiton, Surrey,
KT6 6QL. Usual or 2/50p. SF and General.
De Profundis 84, 85, LASFS, 11360 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, CA. 91604,
USA. Usual. Newsletter of the Los Angeles SF Society.
Fanew Sletter 56, 57, 58. Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 76, Carlton, Victoria 3035,
Australia. 10/$2 (Aus.) The newszine to keep you in touch with Australian
fandom.
Scientifriction 5, Mike Glyer, 14974 Osceola St., Sylmar, CA. 91342, USA.
Usual. Sample issue $1. SF and Fannish.
One-Off 2, David E. Bridges, 51 Crawshaw Grove, Sheffield, S8 7EA. Usual.
Applauded by certain fans but not by me. Fannish.
Karass 21, Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans Ave., Prospect Park, PA. 19076, USA.
Usual or 3/$1. Fannish newszine.
Magnus 7, Eric Batard, Rue Kleber – 37500 Chinon, France. Usual. Review and
newszine – in French.
Instant Message 195, 196, NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge,
Mass. 02319, USA. Newsletter of the New England Science Fiction
Association.
SKYCON ’78 is the name of a new bid for the 1978 Eastercon. Committee
members concerned with the bid are: Stan Eling, Liese Hoare, Kev Smith,
Martin Hoare, Dermot Dobson, Dave Langford, Janice Wiles, Keith Oborn
and Ian Robinson. A somewhat large group which will no doubt be cut down
to more manageable numbers at a later date. Site for the convention has been
chosen and will be in the South of England, although as yet the hotel has not
been named. The first committee meeting is being held on Saturday 10th July
and more news should be forthcoming after that date.
ODDS AND SODS
Spy X informs me that Dave Rowe is/was campaigning for the
consideration of judges fanzines for the Nova Award should they be
nominated. This would appear to be Dave’s answer to the problem that ‘K’
might not be eligible.
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Contrary to what Brian Parker says in the latest issue of Parkers Patch I
did not duplicate the issue, although my duplicator was used. The reason for
the poor duplication, apart from Brian doing it, was that with the heatwave
the ink melted.
Greg Pickersgill and Simone Walsh, at the moment house hunting, have
been turned down for a mortgage – no housewarming party for the Rats this
year.
Returns for the Checkpoint Fan Poll have been counted and will be
published in the next issue. Best fanzine was.......
7/7/76
CHECKPOINT 70
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5 2SG,
United Kingdom.
PRINTED MATTER
REDUCED RATE
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Checkpoint 71, August 1976
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Edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent, Ealing, London W5
2SG, United Kingdom. Available for letter, trade or subscription (5/40p –
10/70p). News this issue from Ian Williams, Eric Lindsay and the usual
mysterious sources.
A Happy Social Event
For obvious reasons it’s inappropriate that Ian should type this bit – so
this is John Piggott with the Checkpoint Court Page. Cough and ahem.
The Engagement is announced between IAN MAULE of Ealing,
London and JANICE WILES of Sutton, Surrey. I’m sure all Checkpoint
readers will join me in wishing the happy couple every happiness.
Now you all know why this newszine has been so late the past couple of
times... The wedding will take place in Dorset on November 20. Back to
Mauler:
Fanzine Activity Achievement Award 1975
Best Single Issue
Best Fan Editor
1) Outworlds 23
1) Bill Bowers
2) Le Zombie 67
2) Donn Brazier
3) Khatru 3/4
3) Don D’Ammassa
4) Spanish Inquisition 6
4) Jerry Kaufman &
5) Prehensile 14
Suzanne Tompkins
6) The Mimeo Man
5) Mike Glyer
7) Simulacrum 2
6) Terry Hughes
8) Shambles 1
7) Victoria Vayne
8) Rob Jackson
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Best Fan Writer
Best Fan Artist (Hum.)
1) Don D’Ammassa
1) Grant Canfield
2) Don C. Thompson
2) Harry Bell
3) Susan Wood
3) Phil Foglio
4) Jodie Offutt
4) Bill Rotsler
5) Dave Locke
5) Ken Fletcher
6) Bob Shaw
6) Dan Steffan
7) Don Brazier
7) Al Sirois
Best Fan Artist (Non-H) Best LoC Writer
1) James Shull
1) Mike Glicksohn
2) Steve Fabian
2) Harry Warner, Jr.
3) Bonnie Dalzell
3) Don D’Ammassa
4) Jim McLeod
4) Jodie Offutt
5) Terry Austin
5) Jackie Franke
6) Al Sirois
6) Ben Indick
7) Connie Faddis
Not too many surprises there; my congratulations to the winners.
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER
Forthcoming British SF. August 1976
HARDCOVER:
HALE: The Anarchy Pedlars, John October; Time Search, L.P. Reeves;
A Man For Tomorrow, James Wallace.
W.H. ALLEN: Legends From The End Of Time, Michael Moorcock.
GOLLANCZ: New Dimensions 6, Ed. Robert Silverberg; A Very Long
Way From Anywhere Else, Ursula K. Le Guin.
LYTHWAY: The War Of The Worlds, H.G. Wells.
PAPERBACK:
CORGI: New Writings In SF 26, Ed. Ken Bulmer; New Worlds 10, Ed.
Hilary Bailey.
METHUEN: Dr. Futility, The Unteleported Man, Philip K. Dick.
EVEREST: The Price Of Fear, Ed. Vincent Price & Richard Davis.
SPHERE: Mission To The Stars, The World Of Null-A, The Pawns Of
Null-A, A.E. Van Vogt; The Hounds Of Skaith, Leigh Brackett.
PANTHER: Fahrenheit 451, Ray Bradbury; Foundation, The End Of
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Eternity, Isaac Asimov; Double Star, Robert Heinlein; Skylark Of Valeron,
E.E. Smith; Tolkien’s World, Randel Helms (non-fic); Skull Face Omnibus 3,
R.E. Howard.
MAYFLOWER: Stormbringer, Phoenix In Obsidian, Michael
Moorcock.
MEWS: Beelzebub Business, Gary Brandner; Far Travellers, Ed.
Charles N. Brown.
NEL: Monument, Lloyd Biggle, Jr; Battle of Forever, A.E. Van Vogt.
PAN: 34 East, Alfred Coppel; No Highway, Nevil Shute; The Time
Machine, H.G. Wells; The Fantastic Art Of Frank Frazetta, Ed. Betty
Ballantine.
ORBIT: Venus Trap, The Menace Of The Mutant Master, Kurt Mahr;
Alien Seed, E.C. Tubb; Android Planet, John Rankine.
The Pay-Off
The number of new friends John Piggott has acquired over the past year
during his stint as General Secretary of the National Games Club has resulted
in a contract from Weidenfeld & Nicolson for John and Richard Sharp
(another cohort) to collaborate on an encyclopedia of games. Wordage is to
be around 80,000 with the remainder of the book taken-up by illustrations.
Vague Rumours on Leincon ’77
Conversation with a number of people on my recent visit to Birmingham
indicate that arrangements for next years Eastercon in Leicester are not
running too smoothly. The HOLIDAY INN, site for the convention, is
apparently in dispute with the committee over prices to be charged. Plans are
afoot to find a new hotel for the convention and this has led to a delay in the
issue of the progress report.
2nd World Faancon
Pat & Mike Meara elected organisers for next years World Faancon are
experiencing some difficulty in finding a suitable hotel for the event. Initially
Buxton was suggested as a possible site but a tour of the available hotels
proved unsatisfactory. Kettering, home of British cons in the 50’s, is the
latest area to come under scrutiny.
Silicon Needs You!
With only a few weeks to go, registration is still short of the original
estimate of 100. If you’re still undecided, or procrastinating, pull your finger
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out and send £1.50 to: Irene Bell, 9 Lincoln St., Gateshead, Tyne & Wear,
NE8 4EE. Remember, no at the door registrations.
DAVE ROWE
“If your attempts to liven up Checkpoint must stretch to idle gossip, I
suggest you take the normal newspaper precaution of getting any rumour
confirmed by two entirely separate sources before printing it. I refer of course
to your ‘Spy X’s’ report that I was/am campaigning for the consideration of
Nova Award judge’s own fanzines. THIS IS A LIE
“If anything the opposite is true, as the only time I have known such an
awkward idea discussed was during one telephone conversation with an old
friend... to which I concluded that I would not be pressing for such, as it
would be hypocritical for any judge to make his own zine eligible....
“And if you feel unable to accept my word against a faceless accuser, I
suggest you contact my fellow judges and the Nova Award Administrators,
as you will find there never has been any such campaign, neither has there
been even so much as a suggestion.
“I expect a suitable apology from you in the next Checkpoint. I also
demand to know the identity of your anonymous slanderer.”
IAN MAULE
Even idle gossip has some basis of truth, Dave. Perhaps, as you say you
did mention this in passing in a telephone conversation, but surely you must
realise that any remark casually made gets passed along the fannish
grapevine, altering slightly as it goes. I have checked with two other
members of the judges panel and they have no knowledge of any campaign.
Spy ‘X’ where are you?
DOWN UNDER
On the Adelaide in ’83 Worldcon bid. Please don’t think of it as being in
opposition to the ’88 bid. The date of the ’88 one was chosen on the basis that
that was a likely date for getting government support for a con, it being the
bicentennial of the founding of the first prison colony here – the aim however
was to get another Worldcon to repeat the success of our first. Naturally the
people here who put their support into Sydney Cove in ’88 will also be
supporting Adelaide in ’83, since all these things involve Australia wide cooperation.
Odds And Sods
Ian Williams has failed his driving test for the second time // Graham
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Poole will be spending his Summer holidays in London, with perhaps a
couple of days helping me with Checkpoint... you mean I didn’t tell you,
Graham? // Checkpoint fan poll results to be published just as soon as Peter
Roberts types the stencils.
4/8/76
CHECKPOINT 71
Ian Maule,
8 Hillcroft Crescent,
Ealing,
London W5 2SG,
United Kingdom.
PRINTED MATTER
REDUCED RATE
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Checkpoint 72, August 1976
C*H*E*C*K*P*O*I*N*T* 72
Checkpoint 72 is edited by Peter Roberts and will be beautifully and expertly
duplicated by Ian Maule. The selfsame Ian Maule is Checkpoint’s usual
editor in these latter days and he holds court at 8 Millcroft Cres, Ealing,
London W5 2SG, UK. Checkpoint is available from Ian for news, letter,
trade, or subscription (5/40p or 10/70p). This issue dated 25.8.76 – Restormel
Production: 102.

Results of the 1975-1976 CHECKPOINT Fan Poll
A record thirty two people voted in this, the fifth annual British fan poll since
the days of SKYRACK; only eighteen people voted last year. The poll covered
British fanac from Easter 1975 to Easter 1976, though these dates were only
used as a rough guide. All fans were eligible to vote, though ballots were
only distributed through CHECKPOINT.
The following fans voted: Harry Bell, Irene Bell, Eric Bentcliffe, John
Berry (US), Gray Boak, Graham Charnock, Pat Charnock, Rich Coad (US),
Dave Cockfield. Kevin Easthope, Malcolm Edwards, Chris Fowler, Mike
Glicksohn (Can), David Griffin, Terry Hughes (US), Alan Isaacson, Rob
Jackson, Roy Kettle, Dave Langford, Richard McMahon, Ian Maule, Joseph
Nicholas, Tom Perry (US), Greg Pickersgill, John Piggott, Graham Poole,
Pete Presford, Brian Rouse, Paul Ryan, Paul Skelton, Simone Walsh, and
Don West.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Nineteen different titles were nominated,
fifteen of them receiving more than one vote. Five points were awarded to a
first place vote, four to the second, and so on down to one point.
CHECKPOINT itself was ineligible. Last year’s position is in brackets.
1) MAYA (96 points) (6th) edited by Rob Jackson, 21 Lyndhurst Rd,
Benton, Newcastle on Tyne, NE12 9NT. (available for 40p or the usual).
Three issues eligible (1975-76). Rob Jackson, you’ve no respect. Who are
you to break with long years of fannish tradition by taking a nicely messy,
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typically haphazard, British fanzine that’s doing nobody any harm, and
turning it into a frequent, attractive publication with good contributors and
massive reader response? Fout on you, fakefan! This sort of behaviour could
give British fandom a good name...
Actually, Maya has always been amongst the better British fanzines
since it started six years ago; but the previous editors, Ian Williams and then
Ian Maule, never really got things together and the Gannetfandom genzine
never fulfilled its potential. Since Rob Jackson has taken over, however,
Maya has benefited enormously from his enthusiasm and energy.
The eighth issue, which won the 1975 Nova Award, was the first in the
larger, printed format, and made good use of it with a wraparound Mayan
cover by Harry Turner. Inside were Pete Weston’s first “Slice of Life”
column, Marsha Jones on computer simulation games, Malcolm Edwards
dissecting fanzines, Chris Morgan & Mark Adlard with a couple of book
reviews, and a large letter column. An even greater number of letters
appeared in the ninth issue, leaving room for just a couple of articles: Peter
Weston’s column (on editing an sf anthology) and Ian William’s “Goblin
Towers”, a self-indulgent look back on Gannetfandom with the aid of some
(sadly blurred) photos. Harry Bell’s fine cover for Maya 9 easily won the
‘Best Cover’ section of this poll. The tenth issue sported an odd cover by
David Hardy, whilst inside were “Income Taxi” (Bob Shaw’s reminiscences
of his career as a Canadian taxi driver), a column by Mike Glicksohn,
Malcolm Edwards on fanzines, Doug Barbour on James Tiptree Jr, plus
another large selection of letters.
And there we are: three issues of a good genzine with both sf and
fannish items, the emphasis on the latter, and with Rob Jackson making his
editorial presence felt. A worthy winner, I’d say. Good stuff.
2) STOP BREAKING DOWN (87 points) (-) edited by Greg
Pickersgill, 4 Lothair Rd, South Ealing, London W5. (available for 20p or the
usual). Two issues eligible. I’ve suffered for Stop Breaking Down, you know
– when the publishing urge hits Greg he comes into work full of hideous tales
of torn-up stencils and discarded ideas. It hurts my frugal fannish soul. I’m
damned if I can see why he shouldn’t produce the occasional crudzine like
the rest of us. But there you go: he doesn’t, and SBD is the good fannish
fanzine that results.
The first issue indulges in some nostalgia with three anecdotal pieces on
the way it was ten years ago according to Graham Charnock, Rob Holdstock,
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and myself. Overseas Editor, Simone Walsh, considers the upcoming
Mancon, and Greg analyzes some recent fanzines. The second issue is largely
given over to a lively letter column, though there’s room for Greg to muse
over another crop of fanzines, Simone to pen a fighting column (and a
poem!), and Pat Charnock to give some response to the aftermath of the Nova
Award squabble.
Stop Breaking Down has got the presence and vitality of the
personalzine wedded with the scope and response of the genzine. It’s a
bloody good combination; but if you’re inspired and intend to follow Greg’s
lead, make sure you buy your stencils by the gross...
3) TRUE RAT (83 points) (1st) edited by Roy Kettle, 43 Chesholm Rd,
London N 16. (available for the usual). Two issues eligible. Well, I dunno; do
you think it would be too wicked if I abandoned my impartiality for a
moment and said that True Rat is my favourite fanzine? After all, I’m the
only one who never gets to vote in the Checkpoint Fan Poll. Actually, it’s not
so much the fanzine itself that’s so good, but simply Roy’s own writing (for
which he was voted Best Fanwriter in this poll). True Rat itself is just a
vehicle for this – a straightforward personalzine where the only outside
contributions, namely the letters, are eclipsed by the maniac ace fanwriter
himself.
Star item in the sixth (Special All-Marriage) issue is ‘One Tun Mischief
In Space’, an amazing account of London fans melting. Yes, well – amazing.
There are also a couple of letters, fanzine reviews, the ‘Open Flie’ column of
dubious news items, plus an advert for the Bromley Silent Farting
Association. The seventh issue contains the ultimate space opera, ‘Bigles
And The Jiant Algy From Outer Space’, plus a Progress Report for Mancon
5, letters, fanzine reviews, and ‘The True Rat Microdot Library of the Best Of
Pel Torro’.
It’s a fine fanzine, Roy, and a cheering thing to read when you’re feeling
less than your fannish best. And when you’re feeling good... well, amazing.
4) WRINKLED SHREW (76 points) (2nd) edited by Pat Charnock, 70
Ledbury Rd, London W11. (available for the usual) Two issues eligible. Now
that the Charnocks have bought their own duplicator I no longer have the
inky pleasure of pubbing their ishes. Duplicating Pat’s Shrew used to be a
weird and wonderful experience – I’d read the pages at random looking for
signs of the dread stencil creep, and discover all sorts of strange, inspired
writings. That indeed is one of the attractions of the (finished) Shrew – its
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quality of surprise; Pat has a magpie eye for entertaining, but unpredictable
material.
The cover of the fourth issue is a good place to start; it’s a portrait of
Karl Marx with rodents in his beard and the reader is invited to spot the
shrews therein (taking care to avoid the false voles). Knockout. Covers that
bemuse people are rare and good things. Main item inside is Pete Nicholls’
mighty Seacon report which won the Best Article section of this poll. Roy
Kettle starts his fannish memoirs with an account of his ill-spent youth;
Dicky Howett describes a cartoonist’s convention, Gray Charnock
investigates Geordie, there are a few letters, and finally an assortment of
oddities, including a handy egoboo index. The fifth issue carries an even
more esoteric cover and contains an illustrated column from Dicky Howett,
further adventures of Roy Kettle (at the 1969 Eastercon), the collected
editorials of Pat Charnock, a pull-out fannish boardgame, letters, a
cartoonstrip, and a multitude of other items.
Shrew is a good fanzine. What’s more, it’s a large good fanzine, and
there aren’t many of those around Put Graham out on the streets, sell the cats,
and publish some more of them, Pat.
5) EGG (31 points) (3rd) edited by Peter Roberts, 6 Westbourne Park
Villas, London W2. (available for the usual). One issue eligible. Whilst the
heavy mob fought amongst themselves for the top four placings, Egg and I
were quietly sitting in the safety of a comfortable fifth position. Last year I
was apologetic about only producing two issues; this year I think I’ll just give
a shrug and list the contents of my one and only ish.
The tenth Egg contained an odd little piece on Lovecraft by James
Parkhill-Rathbone, John Brosnan’s ‘Nog’ column, fanzine reviews from Eric
Bentcliffe, and a large crop of letters. The editorial tried, in part, to place
Raleigh Evans Multog in the fannish hall of fame – and may almost have
succeeded.
Must try harder next year.
Next five:
6) Knockers from Neptune (18 points) (-) ed Pat & Mike Meara
=7) K (14 points) (-) ed Dave Rowe & Bernie Peek
=7) Vibrator (14 points) (-) ed Graham Charnock
9) Daisnaid (11 points) (-) ed Don West
10) Goblin’s Grotto (8 points) (-) ed Ian Williams
Out from last year’s top ten, therefore, are Inferno (which actually came
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in eleventh this year), Zimri, Triode, Spi, Cypher and Big Scab.
Stop Breaking Down attracted the largest number of voters (28) this
year, whilst Maya received the largest number of first place votes (10).
BEST BRITISH FANWRITER: Twenty three people were nominated,
fifteen of them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the
‘Best Fanzine’ section and last year’s positions are again in brackets.
1) ROY KETTLE (95 points) (1st). Well, I suppose he deserves it once
again. You can’t argue with fourteen first place votes, in any case. Roy has
been producing some fine writing for his own True Rat, as we’ve come to
expect; but he’s also ventured outside with at least one piece in Zimri, his
excellent fan memoirs in Wrinkled Shrew, and an all too occasional loc. Hugo
next year, Roy. England expects...
2) BOB SHAW (73 points) (7th). Bob is making a welcome return to
fanwriting not only with the scripts of his remarkable Eastercon talks (the
Seacon one is in danger of becoming the most reprinted article of 1975), but
also with some fine fannish items in Mota and Maya.
3) GREG PICKERSGILL (56 points) (4th). Greg’s kept himself
within the confines of his Stop Breaking Down this year where he comes out
with worthy editorials and, most especially, his famed ‘Burning Hell’ column
of fanzine reviews in which he allows himself plenty of space for a
thoughtful and entertaining overall view of fans and fandom.
4) PETER ROBERTS (47 points) (3rd). And thank you, kind voters.
I’ve been my usual indulgent self in Egg, but, wonder of wonders, I’ve
actually managed to produce a column for The Spanish Inquisition and an
article for Stop Breaking Down. In a couple of bouts of unusual hyper-fanac I
even produced a couple of dozen locs in 1975, mostly, however, for far-flung
American fanzines and destined for the WAHF lists...
5) GRAHAM CHARNOCK (36 points) (11th). Grah has been
exhibiting his fannish talents in his own Vibrator this year, and why not? He
is also responsible for many of the odder oddments in Shrew and has penned
some true confessions for Stop Breaking Down.
Next five:
6) Pete Weston (23 points) (-)
7) Ian Williams (21 points) (8th)
8) John Brosnan (14 points) (2nd)
=9) Pat Charnock (13 points) (5th)
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=9) Don West (13 points) (-)
BEST SINGLE ISSUE: Thirteen issues of nine fanzines were nominated.
1) True Rat 7 (6 votes) (Roy Kettle)
=2) One Off 1 (4 votes) (David Bridges)
=2) Stop Breaking Down 2 (4 votes) (Greg Pickersgill)
=4) Wrinkled Shrew 4 (3 votes) (Pat Charnock)
=4) Wrinkled Shrew 5 (3 votes) (Pat Charnock)
BEST BRITISH FANARTIST: Twenty seven people were nominated,
sixteen of them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the
‘Best Fanzine’ section and last year’s positions are in brackets.
1) HARRY BELL (130 points) (1st). Good grief! Twenty two first
place votes can’t be bad. I think you won, Harry. Over the last year he’s been
appearing with some excellent material in the Gannett fanzines (notably with
a cover that topped the section in this poll), but has also done some great
artwork for other British fanzines and, most especially, a large amount of fine
stuff for American and Canadian fanzines. Uncle Hugo is watching you,
Harry...
2) HARRY TURNER (41 points) (2nd). Harry Turner has been less in
evidence this year since Zimri, the fanzine that publishes most of his
excellent artwork, has been as infrequent as Egg. Nonetheless he has
produced notable covers for Zimri 8 and Maya 8.
3) PAUL DILLON (30 points) (-). Paul is one of the comparative
newcomers to fanart and hides most of his work, both cartooning and stf
artwork, in Vector (producing a striking cover for issue 73/4). Still, I note that
he’s now appearing in several fanzines, including O’Ryan and Triode.
4) TERRY JEEVES (18 points) (7th). Terry has been as busy as ever,
producing his well-known Soggies for countless fanzines around the world,
illustrating his own Erg and Triode, and keeping alive some of the arcane
techniques of hand-cut stencilling.
5) DAVE ROWE (17 points) (4th). Dave has been pretty quiet this
year, preferring to keep his own fanzine, K, in Spartan disdain for any
illustrations at all, and only producing the odd item of artwork for other
fanzines, though these include a cover for Vector.
Next five:
6) Paul Skelton (15 points) (5th)
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7) Don West (13 points) (-)
=8) Jim Cawthorn (10 points) (-)
=8) Lisa Conesa (10 points) (-)
=8) Eaianne Cooke (10 points) (-)
=8) Paul Ryan (10 points) (-)
=8) Arthur Thomson (10 points) (=12th)
BEST FANZINE COVER: Nine covers from six fanzines were nominated.
1) Maya 9 (Harry Bell) (10 votes). This fabulous fannish cover
illustrated the three stages of fandom: the neo, the trufan, and the BNF.
=2) Maya 8 (Harry Turner) (4 votes)
=2) Maya 10 (David Hardy) (4 votes)
=4) Cynic 9 (Harry Bell) (2 votes)
=4) Zimri 8 (Harry Turner) (2 votes)
BEST ARTICLE, REPORT OR COLUMN: Thirteen items were
nominated.
1) Peter Nicholls – “The Great Seacon Freak-Out” in Wrinkled Shrew 4
(7 votes). Peter’s first nervous step into fanwriting produced a long and
entertaining con report which, in best fannish tradition, captured some of the
atmosphere of the good times, libelled many passing fans, and indulged in
full-scale name-dropping. Good stuff.
2) Pete Weston – “Slice of Life”, a column in Maya (4 votes).
=3) Bob Shaw – “Income Taxi”, an article in Maya and Mota (3 votes).
=3) Roy Kettle – ‘Fan Memoirs’, a series in Wrinkled Shrew (3 votes).
=5) Greg Pickersgill – “Burning Hell”, fanzine reviews in SBD (2 votes)
=5) Ian Williams – “Goblin Towers”, a column in Maya (2 votes).
Peter Roberts – 1976
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Checkpoint 73, August 1976
Edited and produced by Ian Maule, 8 Hillcroft Crescent, Ealing, London W5
2SG, United Kingdom. This issue rides with the special 72nd edition
produced by Peter Roberts. Checkpoint is available for letter, trade or 5/40p –
10/70p. News this issue from Jim Linwood, Terry Hughes, Lisa Conesa and
Pat & Mike Meara.
US Fan Murdered
Well known New York fan, Barry Smotroff was murdered in his
apartment on July 29. The assailant is unknown and the motive for the
stabbing is believed to be robbery. Barry published Placebo with Moshe
Feder several years ago and had been active in New York City Fandom.
Tale of Woe
Lisa Conesa asks me to inform all those people who think they should
have received the last issue of Zimri that owing to a combination of factors at
Mancon a number of copies were handed out to the wrong people, and no
records kept. If you’re one of those who haven’t received a copy, drop a line
to Lisa.
D&D Meet
Another meeting of British Dungeons & Dragons fans is planned for
Friday 24th – Sunday 26th 1976 at the abode of Pat & Mike Meara, 61
Borrowash Rd., Spondon, Derby, DE2 7QH. Hot and cold snacks and at least
one hot meal will be provided although booze will not be supplied. A
sleeping bag would also be useful. Anyone interested should contact Pat &
Mike at the above address.
Second World Faancon
Further to what I mentioned in Checkpoint 71, this convention will be
held in Derby from Friday 4th February – Sunday 6th February 1977.
Organisers Pat & Mike Meara (they certainly get around) have booked the
Clarendon Hotel in the center of the City and only 50 yards from the main
railway station. Registration is £1.25, £1 will be refunded on arrival at the
hotel.
First Greek Convention
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This new event on the fannish calendar proved to be something of a
disappointment with only five British fans attending. Guest of Honour
Christopher Priest flew home to London soon after arriving. “My lithe
bronzed body just drove those Greek girls wild,” he told our reporter, “I
couldn’t take it.” Big hit of the convention were the Bouzouki Brothers,
Malcolm & Graham, who are booked to appear at next years Eastercon. All
this is true....
SPY ‘X’ REVEALED!
The continuing saga of the NOVA AWARD. After Dave Rowe’s reply to the
original accusation that he was ‘campaigning’ for the inclusion of judges
fanzines Jim Linwood (Spy ‘X’ to you) wrote detailing the facts as he knows
them. His letter is reprinted below.
Dear Ian;
C*O*N*G*R*A*T*U*L*A*T*I*O*N*S
ON YOUR FIRST LIBEL SUIT.
It is regrettable that a passing remark of mine regarding Dave
Rowe’s suggestion that NOVA judges’ fanzines should also be
eligible for the award was printed in Checkpoint as idle gossip; if
you had waited for me to sober up I would have given you the full
facts.
After the BoakCon Dave phoned me up to ask if I would join
him, Gray Boak, Ian Williams and one other on this years NOVA
award panel. He also said that he was considering several rule
changes, two of which were taking a years run into consideration
and making judges’ zines eligible – I went along with the former,
but not the latter if the judge(s) in question were not prepared to
withdraw. Dave gave me the impression at the time that this was
not what he had in mind. After reading Dave’s rather impetuous
comments on the award in K, together with this ridiculous
suggestion, I decided to withdraw from the panel.
In a letter to Dave in May I wrote the following; “My main
reason for not serving as a judge this year stems from your
suggestion that judges’ zines be also eligible; such a condition
would be a travesty, and shows far more devious motives than last
years panel are accused of.” Therefore, Dave could have put right
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any misunderstanding that may have arisen between us on this
subject – but he failed to do so.
I know of no ‘campaign’ being carried out by Dave; he merely
made an incredibly naive suggestion, the implications of which he
failed to see in view of his misinterpretation of the badly executed
good intentions of last years panel.
All this is true ............ best regards
Jim Linwood
(Signed)
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Checkpoint 74, September 1976

Edited and produced by Peter Roberts, 18 Westwood, Cofton, Starcross,
Nr.Dawlish, Devon, UK. Available for news, trade, or cash (5/50p, 12/£1, or
6/$1 airmail). Overseas subscribers – please send cash (no coins!) or
Int.Money Orders, not cheques. Restormel Press Publication: 104. Cartoon
by Bill Rotsler.
CHECKPOINT RECAPTURED – MAULE FLEES IN PANIC: Alerted
by strange signs in the heavens and unnatural noises in the wardrobe, former
CP editor Peter Roberts was able to unmask Ian Maule’s miserable scheme to
turn Checkpoint into an annual one-page listing of recent Perry Rhodan
reprints. Unnerved by the disclosure of his master plan, the mystery man of
Ealing Broadway readily surrendered the newszine and the subscription
money. He then fled.
The ex-editor’s CoA should be found later this issue, if he sends it to me
in time. Meanwhile, please note that I too am moving: my present address (6
Westbourne Park Villas, London W2) can be used for letters only up to Oct.
15th, but fanzines (and all mail after mid-October) should be sent to: Peter
Roberts, 18 Westwood, Cofton, Starcross, Nr. Dawlish, Devon, UK.
All being well, Checkpoint will appear once a month with news of fans
and fandom. For science fiction news, try Locus (details in the fanzine list
later). Letters, comment, news, and information are welcome and free issues
will be sent in exchange. If you wish to reprint information from Checkpoint,
you’re welcome, but please give credit plus address and subscription details.
PETER ROBERTS FOR TAFF! Our Peter Roberts spy reports the
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entry of Peter Roberts in the forthcoming TAFF race to send a European fan
to the Florida Suncon in 1977. Nominators are: Harry Bell, Terry Hughes,
Jerry Kaufman, Waldemar Kumming, and Ian Maule. Deadline for
nomination is October 1st and voting will take place during the following six
months. Further details later – meanwhile, many thanks to those helping and
supporting me. Good on you all.
IGUANA IN 78! PHOENIX WINS WORLDCON BID: Phoenix,
Arizona, won the vote for the 1978 World Convention taken at the
MidAmeriCon (533 for Phoenix, 460 for Los Angeles). The con is called
IGUANACON II, believe it or not, and will be held at The Hyatt Regency
Hotel on Sept. 2-6, 1978. Attending membership is $7.50 till Jan 1st, 1977
(it’ll rise to $25 at the door) and supporting membership is $7. Address: PO
Box 1749, Phoenix, Az 85001. First Progress Report is due on Jan 1st (ad
deadline: Dec 1st).
Guest of Honour will be Harlan Ellison, Fan GoH will be Bill Bowers.
Greg Brown is committee chairman and the current members of the
committee are: Bruce Arthurs, Tim Kyger, Curt Stubbs, Carol Hoag, Jim
Corrick, Hilde Brown, Bill Patterson, Rick Gellman, and Loie Spooner. Con
membership is already at 1129 and, doubtless, rising. (Information from the
MidAmeriCon Bullsheet and Linda Bushyager’s Karass)
SILICON SUCCESS: (Greg Pickersgill reports) “Gannetfandom,
those perennial high-flyers of British fandom, opened a new chapter in
British convention-going last August Bank Holiday when they (or more
precisely Harry & Irene Bell, Rob Jackson, and Ian Williams) staged the first
Silicon in a comfortable, medium- sized hotel just outside the centre of
Newcastle on Tyne. The con ran from Friday afternoon to Monday morning,
and was a distinct departure from previous efforts to institute a third force in
British conventioneering by being open to anyone except diehard sci-fi
fanatics and by being lightly programmed with two panels and a film.
“Most of the attendees were from the North East Gannet group, but
sizeable groups came from Sheffield (a peculiarly unsociable – on this
occasion – gang much given to sitting in corridors being bitter and cynical),
Birmingham (though without famous old-time fan, Phillip Waterson), and the
South, as well as a group of really old-time fans from Liverpool who, despite
failing to fit in anywhere, seemed to have as good a time as any. At its peak
about fifty people were in attendance – less than had been hoped for or
anticipated, probably due to under-publicizing. The little bit of programming
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(organized on an it’ll- happen-when-everyone’s-ready basis) definitely
helped to give the whole event some shape and form and drastically reduced
that uncertain feeling of waiting for something to happen which usually
descends whenever a bunch of disparate fans is left to their own devices. The
fan panel on Saturday comprised Greg Pickersgill, Ian Williams, Rob
Jackson, and Mike Meara, who collectively disposed of the intended subject
(Fanzines, the Image or the Word) in about two sentences, and spent the rest
of the time vainly trying to elicit sensible questions from the audience.
Sunday’s pro panel was more successful; ostensibly the story of an sf book
from author (Bob Shaw) through publishing/packaging (Eddie Jones) to
bookshop (Rog Peyton), it rapidly became a series of anecdotes about the
inefficiency and iniquity of the publishing fraternity. Funny, horrifying, and
revelatory stuff. On Sunday too the film Doc Savage was shown, to general
delight and setting a record by having a full 94% of the con watching it. I
played at being Peter Roberts and stayed in the bar (unfortunately closed)
with Irene Bell and Annie Mullins, listening to a drunken Scotsman tell us
about a tv programme he’d seen about the Loch Ness monster. Great.
“By far the Star Event was the TV electronic football tournament
organized by David ‘Superfan’ Bridges, in which sixteen hopeful (and in
some cases hopeless) players battled through qualifying rounds for the Big
Prize of 50p. Curiously enough organizer Bridges won, smashing hot (and
tired) favourite Greg Pickersgill out in the final. TV games could easily
become a big thing at future cons after this; Leicester and Novacon
organizers Rog Peyton and Stan Eling were deeply fascinated by the whole
thing and intend to acquire machines for those conventions. Not so much
praise can be heaped on the other main ‘unofficial’ event, the Dragons &
Dungeons game, which had the bad effect of drawing off a lot of people from
general circulation at crucial nighttime points.
“In fact the only bad aspect of the con was that with so few people
attending things got a bit sparse at times, with fans wandering around
hopelessly looking for a bit of fun (just like a normal con, but with even less
chance of success). Indeed things tended to get very quiet from around l.am
on, even with the good and willing bar service. The great advantage of this
con though was the clear and pleasant atmosphere, with everyone happy and
content to mix freely and easily, and none of the tensions, rivalries, and
posing that is often unintentionally evident at the larger cons. Altogether a
very pleasant weekend, and one which I’d wholeheartedly recommend – even
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worth missing one of the larger cons for in fact. Myself, I’m no.1 on next
year’s registration list.”
Greg Pickersgill
Registration for the second Silicon (1977) is £1. Details from: Irene
Bell, 9 Lincoln Street, Low Fell, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear, NE8 4EE.
THE SIXTH NOVACON: The latest Progress Report contains booking
forms for this annual Birmingham convention; the place is the Royal Angus
Hotel, the date is 5th-7th November, 1976. Full membership is £2 (after Oct
9th, £2.25) and at least 219 fans have already joined. Details from: Stan
Eling, 124 Galton Rd, Smethwick, Warley, West Midlands, B67 5JS.
SF ART EXHIBITION: Dennis Hardingham of the D.L.I. Museum &
Arts Centre, Aykley Heads, Durham, DH1 5TU, is planning “a
comprehensive survey of artwork from the science fiction and fantasy fields”
for the museum’s major summer exhibition next year. He’d be grateful for
help and information, not only from professional artists, but also from authors
(talks are planned), film-makers, and indeed anyone who can be of assistance
in the project.
ODD ORGANIZATIONS: Firstly we have a letter from the Daedalus
Society (44 Tillotson Court, Wandsworth Road, Stockwell, London 5W8
2NH) whose secretary, Michael Lawrence, tells me that “the Society is being
set up so that Science Fiction fans may also make their own contributions to
man’s conquest of space.” Conquering space may seem rather a tall order, but
nonetheless the Daedalus Society intends to lend a hand on an amateur level.
If you have some spare time at weekends and feel like conquering space,
drop the society a line. The Doctor Who Appreciation Society has sent
along a copy of its fanzine, Tardis, in which is announced the amalgamation
of the society with its former rival, the Doctor Who International Fan Club.
Membership appears to be free – try writing to the fanzine’s editor: Gordon
Blows, 41 Mountfield Rd, East Ham, London E6 4BH. Tardis itself (no.10) is
not without interest, though messily presented (duplicated on A5 paper – too
cramped unless the typeface is reduced); it contains articles on the Tardis
designer, the Dr Who exhibition at Blackpool, plus letters, a checklist of
William Hartnell adventures, and a list of Dr Who merchandise (myself, I
fancy the ‘Dalek Bubble Bath’). Also mentioned is the Tom Baker Fan
Club for membership of which you should write (SAE) to: Linda Williams,
45 Durham Rd, Blackhill, Consett, Co.Durham, DH8 8RS. Another magazine
recently received was UFO-Rapport from an organization called SUFORC,
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the Swedish UFO Research Center. The magazine is neatly printed and
presented, and includes articles, reports, and reviews – all in Swedish,
naturally. I’ll pass it on to David Griffin, local Swedish-speaking fan, and he
can correct me if I’m wrong, but the address appears to be: Sturegatan 32A,
571 00 Nässjö, Sweden, and the subscription (or at least the
‘Arsprenumeration’) is 24kr per year (4 issues). Further information on fringe
groups and organizations will be welcomed; for the moment I’d like to ask if
anyone out there knows whether The International Dan Dare Club or its
successor is still around? If so, please rush membership details to me
immediately.
CoAs: Ian Maule, 47 Worcester Rd, Sutton, Surrey, UK. John Piggott,
15 Freeland Rd, Ealing, London W5, UK.
HUGO AWARDS (1976): The following awards were presented at the
MidAmeriCon; 1595 ballots were counted.
Best Novel – The Forever War (Haldeman) Best Fanzine – Locus
Best Novella – Home Is The Hangman
Best Fanartist – Tim
(Zelazny)
Kirk
Best Novelette – Borderland Of Sol
Best Fanwriter – Dick
(Niven)
Geis
Best Short Story – “Catch That Zeppelin”
Best Proartist –
(Leiber)
F.K.Freas
Best Dramatic Presentation – A Boy His
Best Proeditor – Ben
Dog
Bova
The John W. Campbell Award went to Tom Reamy, the Gandalf Award to
L.Sprague DeCamp, the Big Heart Award to Ron Graham, and the First
Fandom Award to Harry Bates. (Information from the MidAmeriCon’s
Bullsheet, their daily con newssheet; thanks to John Millard for sending
copies along).
THE TRAVELING INFO CENTER: As part of his travelling
enterprise which tours conventions in America, Fred Burkhart produces a
newspaper called The Portable Fanzine. It’s in large newsprint magazine
format and contains ads, articles, fanzine listings, photos, and comic strips –
an interesting and lively publication (reminds me of the time when I had
plans for producing a fannish newspaper several years ago, but that’s another
matter). The paper is concerned with a nebulous thing called simply ‘fandom’
which appears to include comix freaks, film fanatics, and underground
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publishers, so it it’s a good place to contact the fringe fans if you’re
interested. It doesn’t seem to have a price, so send Fred some postage (about
504 I’d reckon) and he should mail you a copy; address is: 2360 Rohs St,
Cincinnati, OH 45219, USA.
FANNISH ITEMS FOR SALE: The following items are all available
from me (the prices include postage). 1) The Little Gem Guide To Sf Fanzines
– the latest (fourth) edition is now out and contains an introduction to
fanzines plus a listing (with addresses, &c) of over 150 current fanzines from
the UK, US, and many other countries. Price is 25p, or 50c/ from Linda
Bushyager (1614 Evans Aye, Prospect Park, PA 19076, USA). 2) The
Neofan’s Guide – this is Bob Tucker’s famed introduction to fandom in a
revised edition produced originally for the TORCON. I have copies at 30p,
and Linda Bushyager (address above) has some left at 40c/. 3) The
Fillostrated Fan Dictionary – I have copies in stock once again, but due to an
increase in printing & postage, plus the collapse of the pound, they now must
cost £1.90. However, this is for all three volumes (the third should be ready
shortly). The dictionary is a compilation of fannish terms assembled by Elst
Weinstein; he can supply copies for $2.50 (7001 Park Manor Aye, North
Hollywood, CA 91605, USA).
SCIENTIFICTION NEWS: As I’ve noted in the introduction, I don’t
intend to cover sf news in future Checkpoints; instead I recommend to you
this year’s Hugo winner, Locus. It carries news of forthcoming and published
sf books (including UK ones), magazine information, authors’ plans,
publishers’ plans, contracts signed, films initiated, and so on and so on. It
also has brief reviews, convention news, and some personal notes and events.
It’s published fifteen times a year and costs 60c/ or 15/$6 in North America,
and 15/$15 (air) or 15/$6 (sea) in Europe. Editors are Charlie & Dena Brown,
address (letters) is 34 Ridgewood Lane, Oakland, CA 94611, USA, or
(fanzines/packets) P0 Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119, USA.
DUBLIN SF CONFERENCE – AMERICANS LOST IN FOG: A
planeload of Americans disappeared into the mist en route for the first World
Sf Writers Conference held in Dublin last weekend (24-26 Sep). The wouldbe attendees found themselves stranded at Shannon airport, having been
rerouted because of fog. They apparently solved their problems by returning
to the US. So it goes.
Meanwhile, back in Dublin, various sf writers, agents, sf professionals,
and would-be professionals enjoyed themselves at the conference, organized
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by resident Irishman, Harry Harrison. Amongst the more well-known
attendees were Theodore Sturgeon, Alfred Bester, Robert Sheckley, Fred
Pohl, Brian Aldiss, and, naturally, Robert Holdstock (the writer). The
conference was judged to be successful, despite the disappearing Americans,
and it’s possible that a new Sf writers organization may come out of it.
The John W.Campbell Memorial Award was presented at the conference
to Bob Tucker’s Year of the Quiet Sun, a popular choice though it was
published some time ago. (Information gathered in a pub off Leicester Sq –
my apologies for any omissions or inaccuracies)
NEW BRITISH FANZINES: The following are a few recent first issues
selected haphazardly from the tottering piles of fanzines between my *new
fridge* and the wardrobe – in Devon, I keep telling myself, I shall have
ample room to sort things out properly. Daydreaming is a pleasant way to
spend the time.
Erelas 1 (Stuart & Rosie Clark, 36 Valley Rd, Liverpool, L4 OUD) (10p
or usual) This is a personalzine, more readable (both in content and
duplication) than their fantasy fanzine, Egladil, the next issue of which has
been postponed till the New Year. Erelas contains a few reviews and
comments on Dragons & Dungeons and the perils of travelling abroad.
The Ichneumon Flyer 1 (Paul Thompson, 101 Westhill Rd, Kings
Norton, Birmingham, B38 8SX) (usual) This is a fannish first fanzine, full of
fillers, cartoons, interlinos, and assorted oddments. It’s lively, if nothing else.
Dream Vender 1 (Alan Sandercock, London House, Mecklenburgh
Square, London WC1) (25p or usual) In contrast to the above, this new
venture by expatriate Aussiefan, Alan, is sadly dull. The straightforward
printed format of the fanzine doesn’t encourage the reader and I confess that
I’ve only glanced at the articles (all editor-written) on books, concerts, films,
and the London heatwave in a tube-train.
The Next Best Thing To Perfect Legs 1 (Merf Adamson, 14 St James
Close, Hedon, Hull, HU12 8BH) (usual) Merf’s first fanzine is dominated by
a transcript of a Brian Stableford talk (“Literary Incest In The Sf
Community”) which only leaves room for some fanzine reviews and an
extract from Jo Alexander’s Mancon report (amusing, but all too brief).
Quark 13 (Tom Perry, 25 Locks Rd, Locks Heath, Hants, SO3 6N5)
(usual) In the midst of all these newcomers the wise and aged Tom Perry has
emerged from the depths of time and restarted Quark after a ten year gap. I
don’t seem to have any of the older issues, so he’ll be spared the comparison
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– from me, at least. The new Quark is pretty thin and dominated, like The
Next Best Thing, by one piece (Pete Weston on Haldeman’s Forever War), so
that the fanzine reads like a personalzine with an article in the middle. And
why not, I suppose? In any event, I look forward to seeing future issues.
SWEET REASONS: At the moment I don’t know who is on the
mailing list, but this issue will be going out a) as a sample; b) on subscription
(to no.......); c) in trade (for .......); or d) for news...
WEIRD TALES OF FANS & FELLOW-TRAVELLERS: Australian
faneditor, ERIC LINDSAY, is currently supposed to be flitting round the US
and intends coming to the UK in November – after the Novacon for some
strange reason. ••• Author & fan, GREG BENFORD, has left the US for a
spell in Oxford and should be in England until the spring. ••• HARRY BELL
is working on a new genzine entitled Tocsin, which Rob Jackson informs me
gravely is to do with bells. Thank you, Robert. ••• GRAH CHARNOCK has
built his own Hawaiian guitar. This is the sort of news that Checkpoint likes
to print. ••• TERRY HUGHES, illegitimate great-nephew of anybody who is
rich and dead, is still waiting for news of the will. ••• BOB RICKARD, our
favourite Fortean, is invading London soon and is looking for a suitable flat
(mysterious falling stones welcomed). ••• GREG PICKERSGILL &
SIMONE WALSH will be leaving their Ealing flat at the end of October.
CoA later.
STOP PRESS – LATEST CAT NEWS: Sept.23rd was Treacle’s
birthday – we expect a full report from the Charnocks next issue.
MORE CoAs:
Ritchie Smith; 69 King John St. Heaton, Newcastle-on-Tyne 6, UK. Rob
Jackson, 71 King John St, Heaton, Newcastle on Tyne 6, UK (NB from
November onwards)
Randy Reichardt, 833 Henday Hall, Lister Hall, 116th St & 84th Aye,
Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 2H6, Canada.
FAPA ELECTION RESULTS: These results have just arrived and the
new officials of the Fantasy Amateur Press Association are: President – Bill
Evans; Vice-President – Bob & Peggy Rae Pavlat; Secretary-Treasurer – Jack
Speer; Official Editor – Charles Burbee. Active fan publishers interested in
joining FAPA should contact Jack Speer (2416 Cutler NE, Albuquerque, NM
87106, USA) – there is, as always, a waiting list.
British fandom moves in:
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TAFF TRIO: Three British fans are standing for the 1977 Trans-Atlantic
Fan Fund, namely Terry Jeeves, Pete Presford, and a certain Peter Roberts.
The first copies of the ballot were distributed at the beginning of the month
and voting will continue till Easter Monday, 1977. Checkpoint and other
fanzines will carry ballot forms shortly, alternatively they should be available
from the administrators (UK: Peter Weston; US: Roy Tackett). Make sure
you bestir yourselves and vote.
MILFORD MEETING: (Rob Holdstock reports) “The fifth English
Milford Writer’s Convention took place on the 4th-10th October in the
Compton Hotel, Milford-On-Sea, and was an unmitigated success as usual.
The conference, originated by Jim and Judy Blish in this country, is the high
point of several writers’ year, mine included. If it lacks heavy-weight
presence (the conference, which is a critical workshop, is no place to air
egos) it nevertheless represents an annual gathering of a cross-section of
some of the best new and established professional and semi-professional
writers. And me, they let me in too. This year those present were: Chris Priest
(who brought in my opinion the best story of the workshop, a multi-level
study of voyeurism called ‘The Watched’), Andrew Stephenson (who was
remarkably fit for a man who’s just finished his first novel, Nightwatch, due
out mid-77), Richard Cowper (still shattered at being described as a ‘boy
writer’ by Fantasy & Sf – he’s just beginning work on a new sf novel), Judy
Lawrence (American writer in English, resident in Greece), Charlotte Franke
(German all-rounder: writer, publisher, editor), Jerry Schutz (a gentleman
writer), Pamela Bulmer (a critic of considerable merit and breath), Dave
Redd (remember him from the sixties? This fine young Welsh writer is
coming back in a big way), Dave Garnett (he no longer wishes to be ‘Dav’ –
here’s another who will be back in force just as soon as he buries his last MS:
“Rayguns Forever”), Duncan Lunan and his book, Man & The Stars (an
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inseparable pair; Duncan’s recorder-like memory makes him a fund of
anecdotes and light, witty stories), and me, they let me in too.
“Three manuscripts a day were dissected right until the bitter end, and
evening discussions (on ‘Writing From The Unconscious’, ‘Putting Personal
Experience Into Writing’, and ‘Publishing Horror Stories’) all provoked
fascinating and furious argument. And there was Chris Priest’s frisbee too,
and a party on Saturday that was every bit as wild and memorable as last
year’s. The conference is open to all serious writers of sf, whether full-time
or not. If you’re interested in attending next year’s, contact Chris Priest (1
Ortygia House, 6 Lower Rd, Harrow, Middx).” (RH)
FANTASY TALES – NEW MAGAZINE: Bryn Fortey writes to say
that a new, semi-pro magazine, Fantasy Tales, is starting in the new year.
The people behind the scenes are Dave Sutton (former editor of Shadow and
a number of paperback horror anthologies) and Steve Jones (current editor of
Dark Horizons). No further information at the moment. Bryn incidentally
wonders whether this news is fannish enough for Checkpoint – well, hell, I’m
willing to give sci-fi a plug now and again. I mean, if it helps and all.
ANOTHER AWARD: The British Sf Award presented by Futura
(Orbit) Books to the best sf novel published in the UK over the last year went
to Ian Watson’s The Jonah Kit. Kingsley Amis did the honours at a special
lunch in London on Oct.7th. (News from Malcolm Edwards, who can always
give dependable information on ‘special lunches’ and is not looking any
thinner these days)
THE SCIENCE FICTION YEARBOOK: Jim Goddard sends
information on this new project that he and David Pringle are working on.
They’re hoping to publish an annual book containing information and
reviews of recent sf titles, notes on sf in the media, publishing news, and so
on. The first Yearbook should cover 1976 and will be published early in 1977
by Bran’s Head Books Ltd. Jim mentions the BSFA’s Yearbook and assures
me that his similar project has been around longer and that he isn’t usurping
the BSFA’s idea.
DRAMATIC EVENTS IN LIVERPOOL (Colin Lester reports) “Ken
Campbell, actor/producer/dramatist extraordinary (also famed Fortean and
fringefan), is in Liverpool working on a series of plays based on the
Illuminatus! books of Robert Shea and Robert Anton Wilson. The three
books have been turned into five plays, each comprising five 20-minute
episodes, and titled: 1) The Eye In The Pyramid; 2) Swift-Kick Productions;
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3) The Man Who Murdered God; 4) Walpurgisnacht Rock; 5) Leviathan.
Rehearsals started on 17th October, with a first night of each play
sequentially from 23rd November (a Tuesday), and a complete run-through
of all five on Sunday 28th. The dedicated cast then go through the same
sequence weekly to January 2nd (but missing Christmas week).
“Ken expects a visit from the authors during the first week, and has
found a lot of interest in the theatre world and in Liverpool, where the plays
are being run. The Arts Council think enough of the idea to have put up
£4000, with a further underwriting of £5000. Enquiries to: Ken Campbell,
The Sf Theatre of Liverpool, The Liverpool School of Language, Music,
Dream & Pun, 18 Mathew St, Liverpool, L2 6RE.” (CL)
THE SCIENCE FICTION COLLECTOR: Ted Ball has sent along a
copy of a new Canadian magazine, The Sf Collector, published by James
Grant Books. The first issue is devoted to an index/checklist of Ace Books;
future issues should contain more checklists, bibliographies, and relevant
articles. If you’ve got the collecting twitch, I should think this magazine will
happily serve to encourage it. Copies are available for $1.25 from: J.Grant
Thiessen, 943 Maplecroft Rd SE, Calgary, Alberta, T2J 1W9; or for 75p
from: Fantasy Centre, 43 Station Rd, Harlesden, London NW10 4UP.
COAs:
Hazel Reynolds, 12 Heatherdale, Ibstock, Leicester, LE6 1JU, UK.
Donald Robertson, 6100 Cavitt-Stallman Rd, Loomis, CA 95650, USA
Steve Beatty, 303 Welch ## 6, Ames, IA 50010, USA.
WORLD SF WRITERS CON: (Rob Holdstock reports on the
gathering in Dublin mentioned last issue, and provides a handy-dandy guide
to sf professionals) “The first World Science Fiction Writers Conference was
held in the rich and plush Burlington hotel in south Dublin over the weekend
24-26th September. It was a great success. We will all be back. Writers came
from all over the world, although Peter Szabo of Hungary was the sole
representative of the Eastern Bloc, a role he found difficult to shoulder when,
one quiet evening, a core of the better writers gathered in a dark corner and
initiated the World Sf Association. Between times there had been excellent
panels on International Science Fiction and what different countries and
different publishers want from writers (alas, most British publishers seem to
want thin, commercial fiction suitable for a Foss spaceship cover); an
excellent panel discussion on sf criticism caused much anger and
controversy, and ‘Backtalk’, a panel with writers on one side telling
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publishers on the other what they should be publishing, and vice versa, was a
formula for the sort of discussion that ordinary cons always strive for and
never attain. There were super talks by Tom Shippey and Willis McNeilly,
and two hours of insensate and arrogant boredom from Richard Kirby, who
could make a fortune talking to insomniacs – and curing them.
“Running around from the bar to the lounge and back again one could
see: Brian Aldiss, cheerful and young as ever; Ted Sturgeon, a quiet,
sparkling-eyed man who seemed as anxious to learn from we newcomers as
we were to learn from him; Harry Harrison, chairman and organizer, sharing
the chores of the con with his son, Todd, making light of the inevitable
lateness of the programme and rearranging of items; Bob Sheckley, whose
enigmatic smile haunts me to this day; Forry Ackerman, whose conversation
consisted of nodding; Alfred Bester, a real smooth man with an easy style, a
witty edge to his conversation, and an apparently endless supply of anecdotes
about Holiday magazine; Gordon Dickson, a smashing fellow, a true
professional and a great fan; Jim White, whose enigmatic smile... etc;
Frederik Pohl, who in a ten second contribution to a panel discussion said
more than ten minutes from anybody else – a rather distant man, uneasy in
strange company; Kyril Bonfiglioli who defies description and thinks
humanity are toads; and Anne McCaffrey, who seemed to be everywhere and
probably was. A couple of fans were there: Ian McCauley and Gerry Webb,
great fellows both. Younger writers also made their presence felt: Andy
Stephenson, Chris Boyce, me, Duncan Lunan, Charlotte Franke; Patrice
Duvic, a Frenchman who looks very debauched; Micheál Ó hUanacháin, a
smooth Irishman with beard and wit and whom I hate for it; Seamus Cullen,
who needled the publishers endlessly in areas none of us others dared (for we
are all chicken-hearted, but for this noble writer of modern myths who put
into words what we had only dared dream about); Elisabeth Gille, a French
lady with an accent like adrenalin, representing the top French publisher,
Denoel, who pay out huge amounts of money; Naomi Mitchison, who walked
around with a briefcase that was almost as big as she was; Maggie Noach,
whose wide-eyed laughter could often be heard drifting through the
convention hall; Abby Sheckley and Anne Webb; June Hall and Dot
Houghton (from Sphere and NEL respectively); and Janet Freer.
“On Sunday night we stuffed ourselves on thick pieces of Irish beef,
tinned carrots, and a red wine that was crimson garbage. We watched an irish
senator called Dooge doing what Irish senators do, getting us to nod
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agreement for his half-baked ideas. Then there was the John W.Campbell
award, which did not go to Bob Silverberg’s Stochastic Man (it came third,
McNeilly explained why, and the certificate was accepted by Harper &
Row’s Buzz Wyeth, whose enigmatic smile... etc), nor to Bob Shaw’s
Orbitsville (which came second, John Bush of Gollancz accepting). No, the
winner was Wilson Tucker’s The Year Of The Quiet Sun. Brian Aldiss
explained why it was being awarded to a book six years old and reduced us to
hysterical laughter as he did so. There were, later, mutterings of disapproval,
but most of us were glad it had been acknowledged at last. It was a great
convention.” (RH)
IGUANACON CHANGES: Firstly there’s a new address for this, the
1978 Worldcon: “Iguanacon, PO Box 1072, Phoenix, Az 850001, USA”; the
dates are also changed and the con is now planned for Aug 30th – Sep 4th,
1978; deadline for the cheap ($7.50) membership has been put back to April
1st, 1977.
The first issue of the Iguanacon Bulletin has been sent out to members
(get in touch with the committee if you haven’t received one) and naturally
this contains more detailed information. The con, incidentally, is looking for
a European Agent – drop them a line if you think you can help. Latest
membership figure is 1350. (Information from Greg Brown, the Chairman,
and also committee member, Bruce Arthurs – thanks for writing)
BRIGHTON EASTERCON BID: Preliminary negotiations with hotels
for the 1978 Brighton Eastercon bid have been successful and the bidding
committee are busy choosing the most suitable site. The originators of the
bid, John and Eve Harvey (Secretary and Chairman respectively) have
gathered to them several well-known fans, well-versed in conventioneering:
Rob Holdstock (in charge of the sf programme), John Piggott (Treasurer),
Greg Pickersgill, Simone Walsh, and Leroy Kettle (who will ensure a strong
fannish presence at the con), and Carol Gregory (in charge of the film
programme). Further news later, or contact John Harvey, 64 Elthorne Ave,
Hanwell, London W7 2JN. (Information from Greg Pickersgill, to whom
thanks. There’ll probably be some notes on the other 1978 Eastercon bid in
the next Checkpoint)
MAULE’S CURSE: (New readers prepare to be baffled – the following
is a left-over from the last of Ian Maule’s Checkpoints and is a summary of
Dave Rowe’s letter in reply to Jim Linwood’s comments on the forthcoming
Nova Award) “Contrary to Jim Linwood’s implications, during the brief time
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we discussed the notion of a judge’s own fanzine being available for the
Nova it was only as long as a judge couldn’t discuss and vote for his own
fanzine. How Jim got the opposite impression I have no idea. The idea was
unworkable anyway and so was dropped there and then, as I’ve already said.”
(The letter continues with a complex and involved reply which calls into
question Jim Linwood’s account of his resignation from the Nova panel. I
don’t propose to print anything further on this, however, since the whole
thing really doesn’t stimulate my sense of wonder.)
COLLECTING ANTIQUES: “There I was,” says Malcolm Edwards,
“mooning away my lunch break in one of the local bookshops, when I
happened to pick up the latest issue of a thing called Antiquarian Book
Monthly Review. Leafing through it, what should I find but the enclosed
article. Fascinating. Is this the beginning of the end, I ask myself.”
Fascinating indeed, since the article was on fanzines, forming a column titled
‘Ephemera’ by C.W.Hill. I seem to recall him writing to me some time ago,
asking for information; since I get a mention this must probably be the same
bloke. Anyway, it’s a reasonable piece, giving a brief survey of fanzines with
a note on the Sotheby’s auction (where I myself saw two bundles of forties
fanzines disappear for the ludicrous sum of £50). Interesting, but Roscoe
preserve us from hobbyist collectors.
THEY CALL HIM MR.TOUCHDOWN: Mike Glicksohn, that is.
Locs and puns have been replaced, at least temporarily, by blocks and runs
for Mike, who now spends three hours a day as assistant coach of the football
team at the school where he is employed as a teacher. Surely this is a new era
of fandom when our hobby can number among its participants wrestlers,
football players, and now Mike “Big Whistle” Glicksohn.
There’s no truth to the rumour that Mike will attend next Spring’s round
of American conventions in complete football regalia. This plan was
considered, but it was abandoned once it was realized that there was no
helmet large enough to accommodate Mike’s funny hat. (Arnie Katz)
SLOUCH ON ZANZIBAR: Brian Hampton, winner of the coveted
Most Quaintly Dressed Fan Award for 1967, has taken time off from making
his own trousers and has trundled off to East Africa and Zanzibar in the
earnest hope of seeing an eclipse of the sun. Brian was naturally annoyed to
be sent a list of compulsory clothing regulations by the excessively repressive
Zanzibari government; it seems that ‘bell-bottomed’ trousers are illegal if
they exceed 14" at the ankle, but Brian is hoping that his home-made
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speciality, ‘bell-kneed’ trousers, will catch the authorities by surprise.
Anyway he seems to have survived, since he’s sent along a nice
poctsarcd showing the Zanzibar ‘House Of Wonders’. Well. Yes. Good grief.
NY NEW FACES OF 1976: New York City fandom, still reeling from
the exodus of several years ago which took such leading lights as Terry &
Carol Carr, rich & Colleen brown, Jay Kinney, Ted & Robin White, Bruce
Telzer, and Dave Emerson away from the local scene is showing renewed
signs of life. The latest additions of note are Eric Mayer and his lovely lady,
Kathy Malone. Eric, famed as the modern day scion of Claude Degler, is in
the Big Apple to attend Law School. Also new to the area is Nick Polak, who
had been active in the Albany, N.Y., area. (Arnie Katz)
DAWLISH NIGHT OUT: Several ducks were alarmed recently when
a group of London fans looking for fun tasted the delights of Dawlish on a
Saturday night. Pat Charnock, Simone Walsh, and Greg Pickersgill
accompanied me and my ragged possessions on the move down to Devon
from the Big Smoke. Having marvelled at the fact that there was more than
one room here and that the house contained such strange and hitherto unheard
of luxuries as chairs and cupboards, the group quickly became restless and
demanded to see the red-light districts of Dawlish. Hurrying into the main
street so as not to miss any of the action, we discovered the town was
deserted – at 9pm on a Saturday evening. We ate in an empty restaurant and
moved on to drink in an empty pub. Highlight of the evening was Greg’s
falling over the steps whilst going in to the pub – an event so unlikely that it
lured a local out of the shrubberies to enquire after his health.
WHEN THE BOUGH BREAKS, the branch will fall, and down will
come Terry and Carol Carr’s carport. Well, not all the way down, but the
falling limb did do several hundred dollars worth of damage to the structure
which adjoins the Carr’s home in Oakland, California. No one was hurt,
thankfully. (Arnie Katz)
CHECKPOINT INFORMATION: Firstly you’ll note that I’m using
my real address this time, since I’ve discovered that it’s probably easier and
certainly quicker than using the Starcross one (though that’s still valid). Sorry
if I’ve caused you any confusion.
Information and news is, of course, always welcome, particularly
fannish oddments and anecdotes, whether from the UK or abroad. News will
get you a credit and an extra issue. Incidentally, I’m keen to see people
subscribing – it’s a lot easier to keep records and it insures that you get copies
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of Checkpoint regularly. Meanwhile, you’ve got this particular issue: a) as a
sample; b) on subscription (to no ......); c) in trade (for ............); or d) for
news. If there’s a cross here ( ), then this is probably your last issue unless I
hear from you.
WEIRD TALES: I hear that DARROLL & RO PARDOE are now
touring America and are visiting various fans in Canada and the States. ***
Sf authors, ALFRED BESTER and TOM DISCH, are currently living in
London. *** FRED POHL is supposed to be visiting London shortly, arriving
on Nov 18th. *** GREG BENFORD was at the last One Tun meeting in
London and was able to correct last issue’s note; he is in fact staying in
Cambridge and doesn’t, unfortunately, look like remaining here much longer.
*** Joseph Nicholas sends a newspaper clipping on the recent Star Trek con
in Leeds; if anyone actually went to this, perhaps they’d send along a con
report – make it brief though, for all our sakes. *** Linda Williams of the
TOM BAKER FAN CLUB writes to mention her recent publication,
Timelord, and says it’s mostly fiction. Fout on people who don’t send me
review copies, but it’s available for 75p apparently (45 Durham Rd,
Blackhill, Consett, Co.Durham, DH8 8RS, UK).
NEXT ISSUE should follow quite swiftly, all being well, with a
Novacon report, assorted fanzine reviews, and whatever news is uncovered in
the next week or so. Meanwhile you can all sit down and write me a
fascinating and articulate letter, ok?
Cripes, Nobby, it’s:
CHECKPOINT 75
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Drive
Dawlish
Devon
UK
Printed Matter Only – Reduced
(Return requested if undeliverable)
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Checkpoint 76, November 1976

Checkpoint 76 (November 1976) is edited and produced by Peter Roberts, 38
Oakland Drive, Dawlish, Devon, UK. This newszine is produced monthly and
is available for news, trade, old fanzines (but send a list first), or cash: 5/50p
or 12/£1 (UK & Europe), 6/$1 (airmail North America), 4/50p (airmail
Australia & NZ). Overseas subscribers, please send cash, International
Money Orders, or International Reply Coupons (worth 10p each to me) – no
foreign cheques. Cartoon by Harry Bell. Restormel Press Publication: 106.
NOVACON: The sixth Novacon was a pleasant, but unremarkable affair
which seems destined to fade comfortably into the general haze of annual
Birmingham cons. For some people in fact this haze is already a substantial
fog – ace actifan Pete Weston, for example, not only forgot to register but
turned up expectantly on Friday at the old Imperial Centre Hotel, scene of the
first four Novacons. Thus are the Secret Masters removed from the shackles
of everyday time and space.
The 1976 Novacon was actually held at the Royal Angus Hotel,
Birmingham, on the weekend of November 5th-7th. Stan Eling was
Chairman, with Helen Eling, Rog & Arlene Peyton, and Laurence Miller on
the committee. Dave Kyle was the Guest of Honour and attendance was
around 300. As usual I didn’t attend much of the programme, but there were
a couple of films (Westworld and Soylent Green), talks by Dave Kyle, John
Brunner (who was being filmed for a forthcoming TV documentary), James
White, Tom Shippey, and Jack Cohen, a couple of auctions, a quiz (I avoided
embarrassment this year, since contestants were chosen by lottery and not by
Rog Peyton saying “Peter, just come into the con hall for a few minutes – I
want to ask you a few questions.”), a piece on D&D, and Phil Foglio’s
cartoon slide show, “The Capture”.
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The disco on Saturday night appeared to be successful, though I only
glanced in on my way from the bar to a room party (you’ve got to get your
priorities right, after all). There wasn’t a fancy dress parade, but Helen
McCarthy and Linda Williams dressed down for the occasion – this was
brought to my attention by Ian Williams making growly noises in the middle
of my telling him several interesting facts about British seaweeds. He seemed
distracted.
Birmingham proved to be as bleak as ever for hungry fans – the place is
still a wasteland of closed cafes and greasy eating hovels. The Royal Angus
itself wasn’t exactly anxious to feed its guests either; for those who were
enquiring after my progress, I did eventually get that cheese sandwich – after
an hour and a half. However, a few of us shunned the Saturday evening
banquet and made off in a fleet of minicabs for an excellent Indian restaurant
where we got the first good meal in six years of attending Novacons. We
were slightly puzzled, though, by the waiters, all of whom wore funny hats
and spent much of their time running straight into some ornamental punchbags which were hanging from the ceiling. Strange place.
Graham & Pat Charnock held a room party on the Saturday night in
celebration of Grah’s 30th birthday. It was an enjoyable gathering, enlivened
by the presence of a moribund pigeon on the windowsill and by the
harmonious tones of The Astral Leauge Male Voice Choir, consisting of Pete
Weston, Rob Holdstock, Andrew Stephenson, Malcolm Edwards, myself, and
anyone else who could see the words. The Astral Leauge went on to
dominate Sunday evening when its founder, Don West (Last Of The Old
Ones), initiated new members with the help of a pole: the test consisted of
entangling yourself with the pole and emerging again after a series of bizarre
movements. I’m glad to say I proved rubbery enough to pass, as did Roy
Kettle after he’d removed his stacked heels; Greg Pickersgill discovered he
wasn’t the correct shape for acrobatics, and Rob Holdstock, of course, broke
the damn pole.
It was a good con. Next year’s is already under way with Stan Eling as
its Chairman and, for the first time, a committee of non-Brummies: Ian
Maule, Janice Wiles, Dave Langford, and Martin & Liese Hoare. Supporting
membership is £1 from: Martin & Liese Hoare, 5 Aston Close, Pangbourne,
Reading, Berks, RG8 7LG. (PJR) (NB: Rob Jackson’s Maya won the 1976
Nova Award)
FONTAINEBLEAU SOLD TO LIECHTENSTEIN GROUP: The
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Fontainebleau Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida, scene of the Suncon, the 1977
Worldcon, has been sold to a new corporation with European connexions.
The new owners are borrowing $29,500,000 from Euro-Afro-Asiatic Trust
(based in Liechtenstein) to pay off debts and to finance the hotel. A
foreclosure suit against the hotel has been dropped by the mortgage holders,
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co., after a $25,000 payment; however,
the Fontainebleau still owes over $10,700,000 to the insurance company and
over $1,000,000 in federal taxes.
Whether the Suncon, which has already had to move from Orlando
because of the bankruptcy of the Sheraton Towers Hotel, will be affected is
unclear. (News from Mary Long)
HEATHROW EASTERCON BID: Last issue we had some notes on
the Channelcon (Brighton) bid for the 1978 Eastercon; their opponents are
the Skycon who are planning to hold the con in the Heathrow Hotel, near
London. The hotel is modern, soundproofed, and contains a sauna, swimming
pool, and closed circuit tv, among other things. The con committee consists
of Dermot Dobson, Stan Eling, Martin & Liese Hoare, Dave Langford, Keith
Oborn, and Kevin Smith. Skycon is taking pre-supporting memberships at
50p. Further information from: Martin & Liese Hoare, 5 Aston Close,
Pangbourne, Berks, RG8 7LG.
CoAs: Norbert Spehner, 1085 St.Jean, Longueuil, PQ, J4H 2Z3,
Canada.
Rich Coad, 1735 47th Ave, San Francisco, CA.94122, USA.
Simon Agree, PO Box 901, Cotati, CA.94928, USA.
Cheryl Cline & Lynn Kuehl, 724 Mellus St, Martinez, CA.94553, USA.
John Mansfield, 410, 240 Brittany Dr, Ottawa, Ontario, K1K 0R7,
Canada.
Eric Mayer, 175 Congress St, Apt 5F, Brooklyn, NY 11291, USA.
THE POLISH EUROCON: (Vernon Brown reports) “After a long and
chaotic journey I finally reached Poznan on Tuesday evening. Having arrived
so late there was no one to meet me at the station so, after losing myself a
couple of times, I caught a taxi (about 10p) to the Hotel Polonez where
everyone had to register before being directed to various cheaper hotels. After
thirty three hours and hundreds of miles without sleep I was feeling a trifle
shattered and having to converse in fractured French and pigeon-English at
the Registration desk didn’t help any. When I discovered that my room was
ready at the Polonez I practically collapsed since I knew that the room would
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cost about twice as much money as I had on me. But by then I had enough
and staggered off to bed.
“Wandering downstairs the next morning, feeling a little more human
after a couple of hot showers, I met Martin Easterbrook, the only other
British fan there. At the reception desk I found that all the con members were
to stay at the Polonez with the Polish government paying the difference in
price. Part of my hotel bill was also to be paid for me as I had agented for the
con. Arrangements had been made for subsidized meals to be taken at a
restaurant in Poznan and so, together with a couple of English-speaking fans,
we went to the ‘W-Z’ for lunch. Like the rest of our meals it was typically
Polish fare, adequate in quantity and quality, though later we were told that
on one day every week no meat is available in Poland and that it was indeed
to be rationed. In the afternoon we admired the town, returning to the ‘W-Z’
for dinner. After a meeting of the European sf committee a number of fans
congregated in the hotel bar for a drink or six before retiring. So far a typical
continental convention.
“After breakfast on Thursday the con was officially opened. I’d thought
that the West Europeans (minus Belgians and Britons) took sf seriously, but
now I found out that sf was a way of life to the Easterners. Together with the
agents/delegates from the other participating countries I was placed at the
Top Table on a dias behind the speaker’s lectern and we were all formally
introduced to the audience while tv and film cameras worked overtime and
microphones waved like arthritic cobras. This turned out to be the tone of the
whole con: formal and organized. This proved a little awkward for me. Most
countries had as agents/delegates a member of their official sf writers’
organization; this applied to both East and West Europe – except, of course,
for the U.K. where fans prefer to enjoy themselves on the principle that
Fandom is a way of life rather than Science Fiction. Thus when the radio and
tv people asked me what my place was in the British Sf Scene (ie, was I a
writer, a critic, or an artist?), I found it more or less impossible to convince
them that I was simply a fan. I think they thought me an idiot who had
wandered onto the scene by mistake.
“To describe the con in detail would take reams of paper; suffice to say
that the programme was standard continental fare. Brian Aldiss, GoH from
Britain, gave a speech which was the only item to cause a chuckle – literally.
Stanislaw Lem didn’t turn up, but the Russian cosmonaut, Alexei Leonov,
did. The translation set-up was superb. Films were held in the local cinema
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and there were art and book exhibitions around the town. As is almost
mandatory at continental cons there was a Mayor’s Reception for the con
members with an enormous buffet meal after the speeches. In similar style
was the picnic at the con’s conclusion, held in a lodge in a nearby forest.
Overall it was an enjoyably different, though expensive, convention and I
was sorry to have to leave the day after it finished.” (VB) (Incidentally the
Quebec fanzine, Requiem, has Eurocon III photos – Vernon must have smiled
even less than usual, since he’s identified as ‘Werner Brown’. Hoo.)
LITTLE-KNOWN ELECTION PROMISES: Dave Rowe sends
along a clipping quoting one of Jimmy Carter’s obscurer statements: “If I
become President, I’ll make every piece of information this country has about
UFO sightings available to the public and the scientists. I am convinced that
UFOs exist because I have seen one.” Perhaps now we’ll know the real truth
about the CIA.
Pamela Boal notes that the Liberal candidate for Abingdon is a keen sf
reader and voices a rather far-fetched hope that fandom might gain its first
MP. Actually it’s already been done, since I remember meeting an MP at the
1970 Scicon – Raymond Fletcher, a well-established Conservative. This
reminds me that a fannish Lord has been turning up at One Tun meetings
recently, thereby unhappily encouraging Pete Weston’s fantasies about the
Queen opening the 1979 UK Worldcon (I wouldn’t mind, but we’ve already
invited the Archbishop of Canterbury).
PLAYING THE NUMBERS GAME: (Arnie Katz maps our progress)
“With the caveat that it is dangerous to analyze too-recent fanhistory, I
believe we are currently in the Ninth Transition. By my reckoning, 7th
fandom ended with Willis’ trip to Chicon III; 7th Transition (unusually
lengthened because of the Boondoggle) runs up to NYcon III in 1967; 8th
Fandom, with Psychotic/SFR as the focal point runs from NYcon to the
St.Louiscon in 1971; 9th Fandom with Focal Point lasted about a year, and
since then we’ve been in the Ninth Transition. I see a new fandom rising –
it’s been building for about the past year – but no fanzine has emerged as the
focal point of active fanzine fandom (the only kind of focal point it’s feasible
to talk about, given the heterogeneous fandom of today). Maybe soon.”
AUSSIES ON THE MOVE: (John Berry reports from the Far West)
“There’ve been various Australian fans through Seattle in the past couple of
months. Christine McGowan was here for a few days, and I introduced her to
the Puget Sound ferries. Eric Lindsay and Carey Handfield both arrived here
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in August, and I took them on a ferry ride in the pouring rain. Carey and I
later drove my cousin’s car across the country from New York to Seattle, and
he passed through town yet again on his final way down the coast to
California and a waiting jet from Los Angeles to New Zealand. Eric has not
yet made his return appearance, but he was staying with Susan Wood in
Vancouver this week.” (Eric Lindsay’s British visit has apparently been
delayed till December)
THE LITTLE DICTIONARY OF SF FAN TERMS is a new
compilation of fannish words edited by Rob Jackson. It’s quite short (eight
pages), but gives concise and useful information on the commonest fan terms.
It’s being distributed through the BSFA and is mainly aimed at newcomers to
British fandom; however, Rob has some copies available for 10p or one
International Reply Coupon (71 King John Street, Heaton, Newcastle upon
Tyne, NE6 5XR, UK). Meanwhile the new edition of the Neofan’s Guide has
arrived; the text (by Bob Tucker) is the same as before, but there are new
illustrations and cartoons. Both this and the previous edition are available
from me at 30p (or 50¢ from Linda Bushyager in America).
SF FIVE YEARLY – 25th ANNISH OUT: Terry Hughes says he’s
just finished helping Lee Hoffman put out the sixth issue of her regular
fanzine, Science Fiction Five Yearly. Copies should be sent out soon.
TAFF ballots should be included in most copies of this Checkpoint (I’m
a bit short on numbers). Make sure you vote, huh?
RECENT FANZINES: A brief selection from the current pile.
Fanzine Directory 1 (Steve Beatty, 303 Welch (6), Ames, IA 50010,
USA) (35p or 60¢) Steve has attempted to list every current fanzine title,
including those from fringe groups; the result is a 54 page directory with an
impressive number of entries, putting my own Little Gem Guide To Sf
Fanzines to shame. The only trouble is it’s not easy to use, even with the help
of the publisher’s index: too many entries are vague, incomplete, or
inaccurate – obviously the result of insufficient or incorrect information – and
so you have to have a good knowledge of the fanzine field before attempting
to consult the index. Nonetheless it’s bound to have its uses and perhaps
future issues will be tightened up.
The Fandom Observer 8 (John Figliolini, 8311 Ave K, Brooklyn, NY
11236, USA) (25¢ or usual) This odd little publication must have emerged
from comics fandom, judging by its goshwow lowbrow style. It may be
intended as a newszine, but the main item is a gallop through American tv
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bionic operas. Pretty thin stuff, at least in this issue.
Monochrome 23 (Craig Hill, 220 Standish (1), Redwood, CA 94063,
USA) (4/$1 or usual) The Fandom Observer is a strange publication, but
Monochrome is thoroughly weird. It mostly contains book and record reviews
– fair enough, except that none of them are written in English. Many of the
individual words are English (others are invented), but they’re jumbled
together at random; here’s an example from a book review: “There are
slightly amusing entities which lead his pathway of character development,
most of being placed for enough randomvariation toset-off enough humor to
make it seem human.” Hell, I don’t know what it means – it’s the first fanzine
I’ve seen written entirely in gibberish.
Epsilon 1 (Rob Hansen, 51 Bryn-y-Nant, Llanedeyrn, Cardiff, CF3 7PA,
Wales) (usual) Rob has issued an attractive first fanzine, written and
illustrated himself, with a Silicon report as its main item. Good start.
Bar Trek 1 (Mike Dickinson & Lee Montgomerie, 14 Burchett Place,
Leeds, LS6 2LN, UK) (usual) Another attractive first issue and one that looks
fannish at first sight, but in fact contains mostly sf material: a look at Laser
Books, record, film, and book reviews, and various short items; there’s also
an interview with Ron Bennett which is an unexpected and interesting piece.
Another good start.
Timelord 1 (Linda Williams, 45 Durham Rd, Blackhill, Consett,
Co.Durham, DH8 8RS, UK) A massive first issue containing three competent
Dr Who stories by Linda and a short quiz which utterly defeated me. Linda
also sent the first issue of The Friends Of Tom Baker Newsletter which
includes an interview with Tom Baker and other Dr Who news and notes.
Both fanzines are well-produced and interesting by virtue of their difference;
besides I’m always intrigued by cult and fringe stuff and, damn it, I like Dr
Who. (Almost forgot – 75p or usual?)
Fanew Sletter 66, 67, 68 (Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 76, Carlton, Vic
3053, Australia) (10/$2A or usual?) (US Agents: Hank & Lesleigh Luttrell,
525 W.Main, Madison, WI 53703, USA. – 35¢ per issue) These are two page
newszines, issued fortnightly, with a good coverage of fan and professional
news from Australia. Recommended, if you want to get in touch or keep in
touch with events in the Land of the Wombat.
DEADLINE for the next issue is December 20th – this is a nod in the
direction of organization and efficiency. Meanwhile you’re getting this issue
as a sample, for news, in trade (................), or on subscription (to no. ...).
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Probably your last issue if this ( ) contains a cross.
FLASH! (shrieks Terry Hughes) “The 1976 Worldcon was held in
Kansas City, Missouri, over the Labor Day weekend. Due to some highly
suspicious last minute ballot box stuffing, the Hugo Award for Best Novel
went to someone else rather than to Terry Hughes for his highly acclaimed
He Would Have If He Had Seen It Coming. Hughes’ novel, you may recall,
dealt with what the 23rd century would be like it the people of Earth had their
right and left nostrils transposed by menacing aliens.” © 1976
SUNKEN P’U RISES AT NIGHT! (an awful warning from Darrell
Schweitzer) “I’ve noticed that the compass in the desk drawer beside me
sometimes points about 45 degrees to the west rather than due north as it
should. It’s north now, but at night the needle wanders. How else can this be
explained except by the presence of some Nameless Influence in the Pacific
which isn’t always there?” ©1936
WEIRD TALES: Cheryl Cline and Lynn Kuehl were married on
Oct.1st +++ Pandora Birch & Roger Perkins became engaged on Oct.16th
+++ I vaguely recall that the Sf Foundation is to make an ‘Open Door’ tv
programme – keep your eyes open, if you’re interested. The Brunner Show
(with Novacon extracts) is, I think, destined for a forthcoming ‘Network’
programme. Meanwhile, Mike Ashley is to broadcast on Radio Medway and
Vera Johnson has been heard singing the ‘Britain in ’79 song’ on the BBC
World Service – without explanation! +++ For his thirtieth birthday, Graham
Charnock received four Mars bars, three potato peelers, two pencils, and a cat
scarer. He remains cheerful.
CoAs: Greg Pickersgill & Simone Walsh, 32 Woodhurst Rd, Acton,
London W3, UK. (temporary only)
Paul Thompson, F9 Plas Gwyn, Merdi Avenue, Bangor, Gwynedd,
LL57 2HP, Wales. (term time only)
Kill the fatted beetroot!
Here comes:
CHECKPOINT 76
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish
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Devon
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Edited and produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish, Devon,
UK. Checkpoint is an international fannish newszine, published once a
month, and is available for: news, selected trade, old fanzines (but send a list
first), or cash: 5/50p or 12/£1 (UK & Europe), 6/$1 (airmail America), or
4/50p (airmail NZ & Australia). Overseas subscribers, please send cash,
IMOs, or International Reply Coupons (worth 10p each to me) – no foreign
cheques.
Cartoon by Harry Bell. Restormel Press Publication: 109.
MORE FANNISH POLITICS: British readers may already have noticed
the result of the Cambridge parliamentary by-election on Dec.2nd in which a
new political party fielded its first official candidate. To the relief of
professional politicians, Philip Sargent, standing for the Science Fiction
Looney Party, gained only 374 votes and thus failed to become the new
Member Of Parliament for the city of Cambridge.
The Cambridge University SF Society was responsible for this bizarre,
fannish bid for power, since no less than forty members were persuaded to
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raise the £150 deposit required to field a parliamentary candidate. The idea
was apparently first heard of back in 1974 when John Piggott was Chairman
of the Group; hut apathy and a lack of cash postponed the attempt, though
some time later the CUSFS fielded several dozen candidates in the Student
Union elections.
The stated aim of the SF Looney Party was to get Philip Sargent into the
Guinness Book Of Records as the candidate with the least votes ever gained
in an election for Parliament; in fact he failed quite dramatically to beat the
record (23 votes) and indeed polled sufficiently well to score a genuine
political point by embarrassing the far-right National Front Party which
didn’t poll much better. (News supplied by the BBC; inside stuff by John
Piggott)
SF FOUNDATION ON TV: BBC 2’s “Open Door” programme on
Dec.10th & 11th was given over to the Sf Foundation which used the time to
promote science fiction in schools and education. A neat-looking Peter
Nicholls faced the cameras and briefly interviewed Tom Disch; the whole
thing was produced quite competently, though it took some while for me to
recover from the terror and shock of seeing Pete on the small screen.
WORLD FANTASY CONVENTION (Darrell Schweitzer reports)
“The 1976 World Fantasy Con, held in New York over Halloween, was less
Lovecraft-oriented than the one in Providence last year and lacked the special
atmosphere that that one had, though the banquet was said to be a true
eldritch horror. I never attend con banquets because quite literally all you get
for your money is the food – everyone is allowed in for the subsequent
speeches anyway. This time I certainly did the right thing; I heard that Frank
Belknap Long & party made their protest by sending out for a box of Colonel
Sanders’ Kentucky Fried Chicken – they dined better than everyone else.
“Otherwise the convention was very well run and more big-name pros
attended than at most worldcons (conveniently there was an SFWA function
to be held in the same hotel the day afterwards). How many conventions can
claim a line-up like this? Michael Moorcock & C.L.Moore (the Guests of
Honour), Isaac Asimov, Harlan Ellison, Lester del Rey, Fritz Leiber, Frank
Belknap Long, Lin Carter, David Drake, Don Wollheim, H.Warner Munn,
Gahan Wilson, L.Sprague de Camp, Leigh Brackett, Edmond Hamilton, John
Ramsey Campbell, Theodore Sturgeon, andy offutt, Karl Edward Wagner,
Christopher Stasheff, C.L.Grant, & Norman Spinrad.
“One of the highlights was a panel shared by Ellison & Wilson in which
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someone asked why they hadn’t ever collaborated on a story. By way of an
answer they proceeded to do so, right on the spot; it was unrehearsed,
impromptu, and quite funny – I wouldn’t be surprised to see it turn up in print
somewhere.
“In short it was one of those rare conventions where I regretted missing
any item on the programme. I did manage to see Moorcock talking on the
comic elements of sf & fantasy, offutt reading part of the ‘Black Sorcerer Of
The Black Castle’ parody, and Ellison reading a forthcoming story, ‘The
Diagnosis Of Dr.Darkangel’. Several awards were given, but they were
greeted with a total lack of enthusiasm by the convention members since both
the nominations and awards were picked by a mere five judges and were thus
pretty meaningless.” (DS) (Darrell, incidentally, is looking for material for
his anthology of sword & sorcery parodies, called Blundering Barbarian
Tales. If you’re interested write – and remember to enclose return postage.
The address is: Darrell Schweitzer, 113 Deepdale Pd, Strafford, PA 19087,
USA)
KEN CAMPBELL’S “ILLUMINATUS”: (Andrew Stephenson
reports on the cycle of five plays, staged in Liverpool from Dec.to Jan., by
Ken Campbell & Chris Langham and based on Shea & Wilson’s Illuminatus
trilogy, now published by Sphere) “Basically it’s a powerful paranoid fantasy,
stemming from the notion that a secret sect, the Illuminati, dating from the
fall of Atlantis, have been trying to take over the world; other counter-groups
oppose, or compete with them. Facts and quasi-facts are drawn from many
surprising sources: the US dollar bill, Washington’s diaries, Playboy, etc.
Simple sets of great ingenuity and effective sound services bring this
liberated comedy to life by backing an extremely talented cast – no names,
since all deserve credit for giving their services (pretty well) free. Of the five
parts, 1-3 are by far the best; 4 & particularly 5 suffer from padding (the
number ‘5’ has a mystical value throughout, so there had to be five parts).
Plot and structure reflect the training methods of the assassins, whose leader,
Hasan i-Sabah, used brainwashing to control his agents. The impact of the
plays, all on one day, is similar. Not an unqualified success, but it comes so
close to it that objections are academic. Perhaps Ken Campbell will try sf
again; his use of theatrical technique suggests that some sf themes are just
waiting to be staged.” (AS)
ASSORTED CONVENTION NOTES: Jim Hudson for the Boston in
1980 bidding committee (PO Box 714, Boston, MA 02102, USA) asks for
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information and ideas on the world convention to help plan and produce a
better con. I might add that we in the Britain in 1979 bidding committee
(Seacon 79, 14 Henrietta St, London, WC2E 8QJ) are also keen to receive
useful suggestions and good ideas. Looking further ahead, Rich Coad
mentions a Hawaii in 1981 worldcon bid, headed by Stu & Amy Brownstein,
though I’m not sure just how active Polynesian fandom is at the moment so
don’t polish your surfboards just yet.
Lower down the league table there’s the forthcoming Faancon II to be
held at the Clarendon Hotel in Derby over the first weekend in February (Fri
4th to Sun 6th). Registration for this informal convention which will have no
official programme is £1.25 and the organizers (Mike & Pat Meara, 61
Borrowash Rd, Spondon, Derby, DE2 7QH) tell me that 43 fans have joined
so far.
I’d better move rapidly onto Europe and give a mention to Fabula 77,
since I’ve been bombarded with information on this Scandinavian con. It’s
scheduled for Whitsun weekend (28th-30th May) at the University of
Copenhagen and is being organized by the Danish Sf Circle in conjunction
with the University’s English Department. It seems to be planned as more of
a festival than a convention, though the annual Scancon is included in the
weekend. The address, if you’re interested, is: Fabula 77, Morboerhaven
5/91, DK-2620 Albertslund, Denmark, and they’re publishing a circular in
English. (Thanks to Carsten Schiøler, Henry Madsen, David Griffin, and
Niels Dalgaard for the news). Meanwhile in France there’s the 2nd Metz
International Sf Festival which seems to be more of a carnival than a
convention, since Philippe Hupp tells me that 30,000 people turned up last
year. This year’s festival runs from May 30th to 5th June and if you want to
be part of the crowd write to the Hotel de Ville, 57000 Metz, France. There’s
a Wargame-Sf-Fantasy Con in Belgium, says Martin Easterbrook, which
will take place in Brussels on 2nd-3rd April; further info from Joseph Vanden
Borre, Gelukstraat (rue de Bonheur) 14, B-1070 Bruxelles, Belgium. Finally
Giuseppe Caimmi sends along the programme for Milancon 1977 and an
accompanying letter in Italian; with the aid of some dim and confused
memories of schoolboy Latin, I think I’ve managed to translate this – except
for the date of the con which is “6-9 Gennaio”. Now I reckon that’s probably
January, in which case the con will be over before this Checkpoint appears; if
I’m wrong perhaps some swot will be kind enough to correct me.
CoAs: Bob Rickard, P0 Box 152, London N10 1EP
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Brian Parker, 28 Ascot Cres, Pin Green, Stevenage, Herts.
Jean Frost (Staves), 65 Charnley Aye, Sheffield, S11 9FR
Mike Scantlebury, BA General Arts 3, 10th Floor, Aytoun St Bldg,
Manchester Polytechnic, Manchester
Geoff Cox, 188 Clarendon Rd, Broadstone, Dorset, BHI8 9JA
Dark They Were & Golden Eyed, 9-12 St Anne’s Ct, London W1
Ken Josenhans, 364 East Holmes, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
(till June)
Patrick Hayden, 900 W Indian School Rd (18), Phoenix, AZ 85013,
USA
Phil Paine, (as above)
David Cohen, 43 Golden Hill Aye, Goshen, NY 10924, USA
Jonh Ingham, 143 Chesterton Rd, London W10
LE ZOMBIE – 40th ANNISH? Though publication has been a little
erratic these last thirty years, Bob Tucker is even now scouring the world in
search of material for Le Zombie 68. “I’m thinking very strongly,” he says,
“of publishing another issue next year. It’ll be my Jiant 40th Anniversary
Issue, and I already have a Harry Warner LoC saved up for it. All I need are
submissions by Hon.Sir & Hon. Mam Willis, who were the star attractions of
the last Jiant issue.” Hell, forty years is a long time. Makes me feel young
and foolish. Hand me the rusks, Igor, and we’ll move on to the next item.
AMOEBOID SCUNGE OOZES ON: Seth McEvoy threatens to
resurrect Amoeboid Scunge (last seen hiding under the title Primordial Slime)
and has already absorbed two new co-editors, Patrick Hayden & Gary Farber,
as well as honorary coeditors, Renee Seiber & Ken Josenhans, not to mention
ex-co-editors Abner (both), Sgt Saturn, & Jay Cornell. The Scunge thus
threatens to ingurgitate the greater part of American fandom, even though
Seth plans to disguise the beast with a brand-new name which won’t even
hint at its real nature. He was considering Protean Sludge when last heard of.
SHABBY FANS TABOO: (John Thiel sends news for the genteel &
unsullied) “Lafayette, Indiana, has started a science fiction club called THE
INTERSTELLARS which holds weekly meetings and publishes a monthly
magazine called Vor-Zap. It exchanges fan magazines and correspondence
with other clubs and interested parties who are likeable and respectable. It has
32 members at present, some of whom are also members of the Indiana Sf
Association. We are presently compiling a list of science fiction on
television. Contactable via: John Thiel, 30 N.19th St, Lafayette, IN 47904,
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USA.” John Thiel also publishes a fanzine called Pablo Lennis which is
available for “25¢ or the usual to people who can meet our standards of
respectability.” Well, there’s no flies on me, guv’nor, so I thank you very
’umbly for condescending to bestow on Checkpoint such a precious prize as
The Respect Of The Interstellars. God bless you, sir!
THE BLOG & SAFETY COMMISSION THREATEN LASFS:
Craig Miller reports that progress on the building of the second storey for the
Los Angeles clubhouse, now required because of increasing attendance at
meetings, is being slowed down by city officials. Craig blames an apparently
fannish group called ‘The Blog & Safety Commission’, but I reckon the
blame lies with American handwriting. Anyway, despite these troubles, the
LASFS is “almost always ready & willing” to greet alien fans passing
through Los Angeles – give them a bit of warning, though, and drop them a
line first: LASFS, 11360 Ventura Blvd, Studio City, CA 91604, USA.
A WEALTH OF FABLE: Most of you will probably already know that
Harry Warner Jr’s history of fandom in the fifties, A Wealth Of Fable, has
been completed and is ready for publication. After a disagreement involving
changes to the manuscript, Harry retrieved the book from Advent and turned
it over to Joe Siclari to produce a duplicated edition. This was promised for
September and part was ready at the time of the MidAmeriCon; but quite
what’s happened since is uncertain. Joe’s marriage in October (to Karin
Girsdansky, a NY fan) probably hasn’t helped the deadlines, and Karma’s
parents, John & Perdita Boardman, apparently have a stack of uncollated
pages in their house. Anyway, here’s hoping Joe sorts things out soon – I for
one am looking forward to reading the book and the waiting is making me
fretful. Can’t have that, can we?
TRADITIONAL CANADIAN NEWS: Eli Cohen tells me the
noonday temperature in Regina has just hit 33°C. Eli is moving out in March
(when the huskies thaw out).
FANTHOLOGY 1976: Victoria Vayne is working on a 100 page
compendium of artwork and writing from 1976 fanzines. It’ll be a personal
selection and should be available in the summer; meanwhile Victoria says
she’s taking advance orders (@ $2.50 in America, $3.00 overseas) and her
address is: P0 Box 156, Stn.D, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Also in the pipeline
is a handbook on the techniques of fanzine publishing, tentatively titled The
Joy Of Duplicating, which seems an optimistic title.
BRITISH FANZINE INDEX: This happens to be one of my own
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projects and I’ve started off as gently as possible with a listing of British
fanzines from 1971-75 (inclusive); much of the work is already done, though
I’ve still got to find details of certain apazines and fringe material. When it’s
finished I’ll publish it as a booklet and after that there’ll be time to tackle the
earlier years. Anyone interested and able to help, please drop me a line – a lot
of information is needed. I’m still, incidentally, looking for a copy of the
Pavlat/Evans Fanzine Index and I’d be willing to pay a reasonable price for
this.
RECENT FANZINES: Just about room for a couple of brief reviews:
Science Fiction Five-Yearly 6 (Lee Hoffman, 350 N.W.Harbor Blvd,
Port Charlotte, FL 33950, USA) (?limited) Chances are that most people
reading this Checkpoint weren’t around to see the last issue of SFFY and
won’t be around to see the next; it must be rather discomforting to watch fans
come and go inbetween each issue of your fanzine – hell, it certainly makes a
mess of the mailing list. Anyway, as is customary, Lee has gathered together
some fine fannish material for this sixth issue: Bob Tucker surveys forty
years of inedible con banquets, Bob Toomey takes a whimsical look at
necrophilia, Ted White, Harry Warner Jr, and Robert Bloch go all nostalgic,
and Bob Silverberg continues SF Five-Yearly’s regular serial. The letter
column is a little thin, but some magnificent cartoonwork and Terry Hughes’
lavish black & white duplicating bring the fanzine added glory. Well worth
subscribing to.
Black Hole 2 (Judy Mortimore, 21 Owens Cl, Long Stratton, Norfolk)
(usual or 20p) This 50pp fanzine contains little other than fan fiction, so isn’t
of great intrinsic merit. What is interesting is that it comes from the Norwich
Sf Group who I’m told have had no previous contact with fandom, issuing
this fanzine as an ‘official organ’ for local readers. Of course this has meant
that they’ve gone and used the same title, Black Hole, as the Leeds University
fanzine which is going to cause some confusion. No matter. They’d
appreciate contacts, incidentally, so drop them a line – or a fanzine.
ANY OLD FANZINES? Somehow or other I’ve accumulated a stack
of duplicate fanzines of all kinds, from the famous to the obscure, fannish to
sercon, and from the thirties to the seventies. Cowed by the stern gaze of
Gray Boak, I’m not offering them for sale, but for exchange. I daresay I can
type up a list, so if you’ve anything to offer in the way of old fanzines
(mostly fannish) I’d be delighted to hear from you. I’m also willing to buy
elderly fanzines, either singly or in bulk, and I’m more than willing to
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exchange them for Checkpoints.
BACK ISSUES: The following issues of Checkpoint are available from
me @ 5/20p (or exchange – see above): 00, 0, 1-7, 9-16, 21*, 22-25, 27-35,
36*, 37, 39, 42-46, 63a. Asterisked issues count double. Some are in short
supply, so please list alternatives.
CONKER: Your Checkpoints have probably run out if there’s a cross
here (___); a number indicates the length of your subscription. The GPO
conned me into parting with £21 in postage last issue which isn’t really on for
a monthly fanzine, so regretfully I shall have to cut down the ‘free’ list.
Faneds who are trading will get the next issue of Egg (partly on stencil at the
moment); but Checkpoint in future will only be traded for frequent or jiant
fanzines – sorry about that, but I’m hoping to make Egg more frequent, if
that’s any consolation.
WEIRD TALES: Pete Presford says that any money left over from the
Mancon will be passed on to TAFF. // John Piggott has lost at poker again –
this sort of bad luck has brought his winnings for 1976 to below £400. It’s a
tough life, John. // Frank Lunney is now the proud owner of a delicatessen
shop and says “Its speciality is an incredibly large sandwich named after my
cat, Elmer.” He doesn’t say exactly what goes into the sandwich, which is
just as well. // Continuing our ‘Spot Eric Lindsay’ competition, Bob Tucker
earns a gold star for the following sighting: “I attended Chambanacon at
Champaign, Illinois, last weekend (Nov 26-28th) and found Aussiefan Eric
Lindsay still in the States. He came over early in August, has attended
perhaps twenty or thirty cons, and refuses to go home.” Somewhat later a
sharp-eyed David Griffin found Eric Lindsay in London, attending a
December One Tun gathering. There’s now a rumour that Eric’s back in
Australia at last. Checkpoint just won’t be the same without him. // Rich
Coad, well-known hippie freak, reports that “nitrous oxide is Bay Area
fandom’s drug of the year – it’s more fun than anything legal has a right to
be.” Far out. What a gas. Etc. // Jerry Kaufman & Stu Shiffman supply us
with a Famous Faned anecdote: “A curious thing happened at the World
Fantasy Con when Andy Porter tried to give Sprague de Camp his
contributor’s copy of Algol. He handed the author the latest issue open at de
Camp’s article. Sprague scanned it, inscribed his customary autograph after
checking Andy’s name badge, and said ‘I haven’t seen this thing before; I
hope the editor remembers to send me a copy.’ Exit faned, befuddled.” // Jan
Jansen’s recovering from an illness, Kees van Toorn’s recuperating from a
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serious motorbike crash, and Jonh Ingham’s convalescing with a collapsed
lung. Sickly lot, aren’t we? Still, I wish everyone a speedy return to good
health. // Dave Rowe wishes to apologize to Brian Hampton. As a result of a
typing error in Wild Fennel Dave’s description of Brian as “an impassive
boffin” inadvertently appeared as “an impassive buffoon”.
A Happy New Year! Free with
every copy of:
CHECKPOINT 77
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish
Devon
UK
Printed Matter Only – Reduced
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UK. Checkpoint is an international fannish newszine, published once a
month, and is available for: news, selected trade, old fanzines (but send a list
first), or cash: 5/50p or 12/£1 (UK & Europe), 6/$1 (airmail America), or
4/50p (airmail Australia & NZ). Overseas subscribers, please send cash,
IMOs, or International Reply Coupons (worth 10p each to me) – no foreign
cheques. Cartoon by Bill Rotsler. Restormel Press Publication: 110.
EASTERCON SENT TO COVENTRY: Rog Peyton has sent along a note
and a photocopy of the second PR (out soon, if not already) confirming a
suspicion he had at the Novacon a couple of months ago, namely that the
Holiday Inn at Leicester was in a mess. The Leicester site was the original
choice for the 1977 Eastercon and the committee had obtained a quotation on
room prices back before the Mancon last year, they then discovered that the
Holiday Inn was under new management and the prices were being raised.
The final straw came in the Autumn when the Holiday Inn changed hands yet
again and the new manager claimed that the hotel had no records of the
Eastercon booking (and he wanted to raise the price too). The committee
gave up on Leicester as a result and looked around for another Midlands
hotel, quickly settling on the De Vere in Coventry, scene of the 1975
Eastercon.
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You’ll forgive me if I sound a bit smug, but the move backs up Seacon
75’s complaint about the difficulties of finding suitable hotels that can cope
with British Eastercons of 500-600 people. We had to move to Coventry in
1975, and it seems the hotel problem is still with us in 1977. Anyway, the De
Vere is a good, new hotel and the management still have the Seacon records
and know what to expect of a convention. Remember to wear rubber shoes
though – unless they’ve burnt those amazingly electrostatic carpets by now.
The Eastercon itself takes place over Easter weekend (8th-11th April).
John Bush (of Gollancz) is the Guest of Honour, Pauline Dungate is
Chairman, and Dave Upton is Registration Secretary (£1.50 con membership
goes to him: 49a Moor St, Brierly Hill, West Midlands, DY5 3SP). Current
membership is 290+. The programme is still being arranged, but Greg
Pickersgill & Simone Walsh are working on the Fan Room, Marsha Jones is
in charge of the Art Show, and the exciting Graham Charnock (with the
chart-bursting Burlingtons) will be providing musical accompaniment for
fans to stomp to. Hotel booking forms will be sent out with the third Progress
Report.
I WAS A PUNK ROCK BNF: (Jonh Ingham reports from the fringe)
“A bit of news worth noting is that there’s been an incredible spate of
fanzines recently in the rock world. Zig Zag is the granddaddy and there’ve
been a few imitators plus the fifties-collectors zines; but now fans of the new
wave bands – or punk bands, if you will – have been popping them out like a
plague. Eight in two weeks, to be precise. There’s a similarity to some of
them – mostly gushing reviews, which is what fans are about after all – but a
couple of them are pretty hot. The oldest is Sniffin’ Glue, which first
appeared in July and has kept to a pretty regular schedule. It interviews the
new bands and is generally cynical (‘We hate our readers’ is their motto) in a
quite witty way. Now there’s Anarchy In The UK, which is almost all pix,
Ripped & Torn and New Wave (from Glasgow and Newcastle, respectively),
48 Thrills, Bondage (with photos cut from papers and safety-pinned to the
page), Moron, and the amazing London’s Outrage, which is done by a guy
with an obvious art school background and a very discerning analysis of the
connexions between punks and fascism & violence (Fleet St would have done
well to read this before flying off at the mouth recently). Most of these
fanzines are xeroxed, and most of them disappear within a couple of weeks
because the next one is under way. I can supply addresses if you’re
interested; but most of these people have never heard of the concept of ‘the
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usual’, nor even of selling fanzines. With my innate fannish superior
intelligence I am attempting to inject such concepts as ‘the usual’, mainly by
putting my own zine out. This is called London’s Burning, after a song by the
Clash, to whom it’s devoted. It’s mostly collage & photo-montage, and the
only thing wrong about it is that my first fanzine in four years has nothing to
do with sf fandom. Somehow I can’t envisage anyone besides Greg
Pickersgill being interested in it, and even he would look at me oddly.”
(Don’t worry, Jonh, Greg often looks at people that way – it’s a brave
attempt to imitate a Really Piercing Look he once saw in a 1937 remake of
Dr Doom Can See You.) (Actually, I should note that Jonh Ingham’s address
is: 143 Chesterton Rd, London W10. and he’d probably appreciate an SAE if
you’re after punk rock information).
FLUSHING IN 1980: (Stu Shiffman sends news of this important bid)
The Shea stadium has been specially selected as the venue for this 1980
Worldcon bid, with Flushing Meadows as an overflow site if more than
100,000 fans turn up. The programme is still shaping up, but the Federal
Pavilion (a left-over from the World’s Fair) will house The Harry Warner Jr
Museum Of Fanhistory and should prove ideal for special events such as
dioramas of the landing of Berry & Willis in America, a dramatization of The
Enchanted Duplicator using hand-puppets, and a 3-D slide show, hard rock
‘experience’ (in Sensurround) illustrating the evolution of the fannish
fanzine. The aging, but spry Hoy Ping Pong has agreed to be Fan GoH –
more info from Stu Shiffman (see the CoAs).
THE HOUSE ON THE BORDERLAND: (Bob Shaw explains his
recent silence) “The main news is that I’ve changed my address. My previous
house was a neat modern box which was so small we couldn’t have embossed
wallpaper; but it did have one advantage in that the only maintenance
required was the changing of a lightbulb now and then. The new house is at
least three times as big, in a pleasant Victorian terrace, and has bags of
character, as the saying goes, but it was in a ghastly mess when we moved in
and I’ve had to work like stink to make it habitable. ‘Like stink‘ is an apt
term in this case. The previous owners had six cats and a dog, all of which
apparently spent their time defecating in the corners, and it took ten whole
days with scrubbing brushes and Jeyes fluid before I had eliminated the
animal pong. Then I had to spend time with Kleen-o-pine, trying to get rid of
the smell of Jeyes fluid. Now there’s just the smell of the Kleen-o-pine to
go...
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“On top of that, literally thousands of man-hours of work are ahead of
me in fixing the place up. I’m not complaining too much, because if the
house had been in good order it would have been way beyond my price
range. But there’s been no chance at all for fanac lately and a pile of unlocced
fanzines stares at me in mute reproach. Here’s the sort of interesting problem
one encounters in a house which has the aforementioned bags of character.
My tv picture kept getting worse and worse for no apparent reason, and I
suspected the aerial or its lead. I followed the lead back through the house
and found a link in the cable. When I unscrewed this about an eggcupful of
water poured out! This cured the picture trouble, but did you ever hear of
anyone having a waterlogged aerial cable before? I suppose I could always
convert it into a shower unit.” (It was shortly after this that Mr Shaw first
discovered the hidden sub-cellar and that strange lights were seen in
Ulverston...)
RECENT FANZINES: A couple from the posh end of the spectrum.
Nickelodeon 2 (Tom Reamy & Ken Keller, 1629 Scott, Independence,
MO64052, USA) ($2 or usual) In my Little Gem Guide to fanzines I
recommend Nickelodeon to newcomers, the idea being that they won’t suffer
from culture shock since Tom Reamy’s fanzine is as glossy as anything in the
newsagent’s magazine rack. Nickelodeon looks like the old Trumpet, of
course, and is really a straight continuation of Tom’s former title. Contents
aren’t quite as impressive as the production, unfortunately: there’s an
entertaining piece on Ted White’s slushpile (“Izat Knows The Way To
Flushing” by Tom Monteleone & Grant Carrington), a Fred Pohl interview,
and a couple of lesser articles and oddments. The idea of fannish nude
centrefolds is bizarre, but the idea itself (and a list of suggested names) is
actually more interesting than the result – the photos are dull and
unimaginative (hell, Tom, these are sf and weird fantasy fans – I want to see
a full frontal sense of wonder). Anyway, overall it’s an enjoyable fanzine and
one I look forward to seeing.
Algol 27 (Andy Porter, PO Box 4175, New York, NY 10017, USA) (UK
Agent: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Ave, Surbiton, Surrey KT6
5QL) ($1.95, £1, or usual) Another plush fanzine, this issue with a
multicoloured glossy Eddie Jones cover, Algol usually concentrates on
straight sf material: Isaac Asimov is interviewed this issue, James Gunn has
an article, and Dick Lupoff looks at books. A particularly interesting item is
Vincent DiFate’s column on sf artwork and Sprague de Camp also has a
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useful piece on professionalism, particularly with regard to Lovecraft. On the
fan side, James White’s ‘The Exorcists of IF’ is reprinted from Mota and
Susan Wood’s column of fanzine reviews looks at British material. It’s a
good issue – I’m often inclined to skip sf material, but Andy Porter is good at
presenting his contributions in a tempting manner; with patience and care I
should soon be eating out of his hand.
CoAs:
Bob Shaw, 3 Braddyl Terrace, Ulverston, Cumbria, LA12 0DH
Stu Shiffman, 880 West 181st St (Apt 4D), New York, NY 10033, USA
Tom Reamy, 1629 Scott, Independence, MO64052, USA.
DEADLINE: for the next issue is Feb.20th or thereabouts. Meanwhile,
this may be your last issue if there’s a cross here (.....) – a number indicates
the last issue on your subscription. Crosses may be eradicated by money or
letters containing fannish news & anecdotes – here’s hoping.
WEIRD TALES: We’ve actually got some prozine news on hand
which doesn’t concern Isaac Asimov’s new publication – you see,
Checkpoint brings you something different. Kees van Toorn, for example,
says he’s working on a new Dutch prozine called ESSEF, the first issue of
which is to be published this month; the material is 50% fiction, 10%
information, and 40% comics. Philippe Hupp is also working on something –
“a new slick & sophisticated magazine” – which should interest French
readers; it’s scheduled for publication in May. Finally Hector Pessina tells me
that sf is booming in Argentina, despite economic difficulties, and that the
publisher he’s working with (Andromeda) is planning an sf magazine
(presumably in Spanish). Hector, incidentally, has just finished a translation –
La Casa En El Limite (and I’ll leave you to work that out for yourselves).//
“International Fandom must be a wonderful thing,” says Bob Tucker. “I was
one of the lucky few who managed to see Darroll and Rosemary Pardoe at
the worldcon. They were emerging from an elevator as I was entering it. We
said ‘Hi’ and I haven’t seen them since.” // Mervyn Barrett can’t find any
fannish news in New Zealand and is feeling sorry for himself: “In some
strange way my fannish life seems to have gone in some sort of circle and I
am back to where I began and to what I was – an oddity. A New Zealand fan.
Something that the existence of wasn’t ever suspected. Something to be
cherished and nourished with gifts of fanzines.” Isn’t that sad? If anyone feels
like feeding an oddity, Mervyn’s address is: Flat 4, 151 Abel Smith St,
Wellington, NZ.// Pamela Boal has become heavily involved with a
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newspaper for the disabled (called Passion) and says it’ll be taking up a lot of
her fanac time for the next couple of months – fanzines still appreciated,
however.// Jerry Kaufman says the next Spanish Inquisition is still in the
works, Richard McMahon has had to delay his new fanzine (the one with the
horrible title – Chandeliers & Candelabras – which sounds like a refugee
from Liberace fandom), Geoff Rippington is changing Titan to Sf Arena (not
a great idea, Geoff, since Ian Williams used the same title for a small fnz a
couple of years back), and Rich Coad has published Spicy Rat Tails 4 and is
keeping it in his closet until he can hire a stamp licker: his generous offer of
$1 per gross licked has so far gone unanswered.
Loose the kites, Igor!
It’s time for:
CHECKPOINT 78
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish
Devon
UK
Printed Matter Only – Reduced
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Checkpoint 79, February 1977
Edited and produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish, Devon,
UK. Checkpoint is an international fannish newszine, published at least once
a month, and is available for: news, selected trades, old fanzines (but send a
list first), or cash: 5/50p or 12/£1 (UK & Europe), 6/$1 (airmail America), or
8/£1 (airmail Australia & NZ). Overseas subscribers, please send cash,
IMOs, or International Reply Coupons (worth 10p each to me) – no foreign
cheques and no foreign coins accepted. Cartoon by Alexis Gilliland. Igor
helped with collating. Restormel Press Publication: 112.
CHANNELCON BID FOLDS: Greg Pickersgill tells me that the Brighton
bid for the 1978 Eastercon has faded away. The main culprit is the hotel,
which is now asking painfully high rates (£22 for a double, for example) with
no guarantee that even these prices will hold till 1978. This has made the
Channelcon uncompetitive, and leaves the Skycon a clear field for next year.
Pity, as Greg says, if only because we’re deprived of a choice.
SCOTTISH CONVENTION? Roy Kettle has passed on a pamphlet
from Glasgow where the local group (the Friends of Kilgore Trout) is
planning a convention for the summer of 1978. They’ve got a title for it
(“Faircon 78”) and an hotel (The Ingram, Glasgow); but they’re waiting for
fan reaction to their ideas before committing themselves further. If you’re
interested or have any useful suggestions, drop a line to (the other) Bob
Shaw, 2/L 19 Park Rd, Kelvinbridge, Glasgow, Glasgow G4, Scotland.
Meanwhile I’d like to know why Rob Roy McKettle receives such
information and not me. So much for interCeltic unity.
SECOND FAANCON: Mike & Pat Meara’s Faancon in Derby
apparently went well, though the D&D players were out in such force that the
con split into two groups – those engaged in Dragons & Dungeons, and those
otherwise engaged. Some fifty fans turned up over the February weekend;
Dave Rowe tells me they were “more or less the cream”, which I suppose
puts the rest of us in the skimmed milk category. Next year’s Faancon will be
organized by Gerald Lawrence; details from him at: Tower 6-13-16, Owens
Park, 293 Wilmslow Rd, Fallowfield, Manchester, M14 6HD. (Con notes
from Martin Easterbrook, Graham Poole, & Dave Rowe)
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SUNCON FLIGHT: European readers should find a sheet with this
issue giving details of the charter flight arranged by Pete Weston and Rob
Jackson to this years Worldcon in Florida; the cost is about £158, London to
New York. More details from the organizers.
JOHN RACKHAM DEAD: John T.Phillifent (John Rackham) died in
December, aged 60, after a long illness. He was born in Durham, and wrote sf
adventure stories for the British and American markets, his first novel being
published in 1954. He also did some other writing, notably three of the Man
From U.N.C.L.E. books. (News from Locus).
VORTEX, NEW UK PROZINE: The first two issues of this new
monthly sf magazine have now appeared; they’re quarto-sized, glossy, and
attractively produced. The editor is Keith Seddon and the publishers are
Cerberus Ltd, who appear to be a family concern. Vortex is remarkably well
distributed at present – hell, if I can buy copies in Dawlish, that speaks for
itself.
In my usual sluggish way, I’ve failed to come up with much background
information. A mock-up copy of the first issue was on show at the Novacon,
though the final line-up was different. The main item in the first Vortex is the
serialization of Moorcock’s The End Of All Songs which has already been
published. A Rob Holdstock story is reprinted from Zimri and there’s an
illustrated interview with Jim Cawthorn. The second issue continues the
Moorcock serial and features an interview with the artist, Rodney Matthews.
Further fiction in both issues is by Ravan Christchild, James Corley, and
Steve Axtell. Editorial address is: 18 Claire Court, High Road, Bushey Heath,
Herts, WD2 1HY.
SF ENCYCLOPAEDIAS: Brian Ash’s sf encyclopaedia is being put
together by Trewin Copplestone Publishing and should appear in the US this
Autumn, published by Ballantine. Pan is likely to publish it over here and
there may also be editions in France, Italy, Germany, Holland, and Japan.
Peter Nicholls and John Clute’s encyclopaedia of sf is scheduled for
1978 – Roxby Press in the UK and Doubleday in the US. Half of British
fandom seems to be working on entries at the moment and it looks like being
a remarkably thorough piece of work.
THE PRISONER CULT: David Barrie, an enthusiastic follower of the
British tv series, The Prisoner, managed to get his name and address on the
small screen after a recent episode (apparently it’s still being repeated in
some ITV areas ten years after it was first shown). Within a couple of hours
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he had his first visitors and within a couple of days he had his first 400
letters. Once he recovers he intends organising some kind of appreciation
society. If you want to join the flood, his address is: 39 Union St,
Cheltenham. (News from Graham Poole)
WEIRD SERCON TALES: A look at the new kid’s comic, 2000 AD,
reveals that the ‘new’ Dan Dare resembles a vicious David Bowie. How are
the mighty fallen, &c. // Ken Campbell’s Illuminatus! cycle of plays is
supposed to be moving to the National Theatre in London. // Darrell
Schweitzer notes that Laser Books, the Roger Elwood novel-by-cookie-cutter
sf series, has finally folded. This means, for the moment, that Elwood has run
himself out of the field entirely. // Bob Shaw should be on the UK tv
programme “Read All About It” soon – 20th March, says Malcolm Edwards,
and who would mistrust Malcolm? // The second issue of the Argentinian
prozine, La Revista De Ciencia Ficcion Y Fantasia has appeared with local
and translated fiction. Next issue should have a letter column, so Hector
Pessina (our man in Argentina) is preparing for an sf boom.
CHRIS PRIEST LOANED TO AUSSIEFANS: Though it may seem
rather a bizarre idea, Chris Priest has spent February in Australia, leading a
writers’ workshop with George Turner and American, Vonda McIntyre.
Whilst over there Chris and Vonda were Guests of Honour at the Melbourne
Monaclave, which appears to have been an unusually successful convention.
In fact the whole trip seems to have stirred the Aussie imagination and plans
are being made for similar projects in the future. Meanwhile Chris has
returned with some DUFF ballots (enclosed with this CP, if you’re reading
this in Europe) and plans for a new, one-off fan fund by the name of GUFF
(Get Up and over Fan Fund). This is a tentative idea designed to bring an
Australian fan to Britain for the 1979 Worldcon; naturally we’ve got to win
the con first, but Chris has brought back an autographed boomerang which
will be auctioned off at the Coventry Eastercon in aid of GUFF (or, should
the idea come to nothing, DUFF). Yes, an autographed boomerang. Might
look rather fine over there, by the mantelpiece, I reckon. (News from Robin
Johnson, Carey Handfield, Marc Ortlieb, and Chris Priest)
YET MORE CONS: A one day gathering called the LUUNICON is
being arranged in London, so Martin Easterbrook says. The date is Saturday,
April 30th, and the place is the University of London Union in Malet Street.
There’ll be as many programme items as can be fitted in – films, talks, whathave-you. Registration is 75p to Frances Folley, Bedford College, Regents
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Park, London NW1. Meanwhile, there’s another con in France (besides the
big Metz festival mentioned a couple of issues ago); it’s the French National
Con at Limoges, scheduled for May 16th to the 22nd. Eric Batard says he’ll
be there, smoking John Player Specials for no good or healthy reason (except
that they’ve just started selling them in France). The registration, meanwhile,
is 20f to Daniel Fondaneche, B.P.8, 87001 Limoges Cedex, France. Then
there’s D.West’s BIG CON...

DALE DONALDSON DEAD: Pauline Palmer informs me that Dale
Donaldson died last month of lung cancer. Jane Donaldson, with Bill &
Sutton Breiding, plan to publish Dale’s novelette “The Reluctant Warlock”
and also a final issue of Moonbroth.
MAE NHW I GYD WEDI MEDDWI: (Bryn Fortey) “Welsh fandom
took its first faltering steps towards a group identity yesterday when Rob
Hansen journeyed over from Cardiff to Newport and met with Mike Collins
and myself at the Greyhound. Individual motives for this attendance were
fairly mixed. Rob Hansen was curious to see what this aged Fortey character
he’d heard about was really like; I was finally doing something about the
local fan group I’d been thinking about since 1966; and Mike Collins was
happy to meet anyone, as long as it involved the imbibing of ale. It could
have been a one-off fiasco, but, I’m happy to report, we enjoyed it and I
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intend to arrange regular meetings. There’s even the possibility of stimulating
local interest and we’re investigating the feasibility of a Welsh Eastercon bid,
1980 being mentioned as the year to aim for.
“Meanwhile, Rob Hansen has been distributing his Welsh Dragon
badges. Besides Mike Collins and myself, Welsh exiles such as Greg
Pickersgill and Dave Langford have been sent them. Anyone else who’s not
of Welsh birth, but lives in Wales, will qualify for one upon the completion
of twenty years unbroken residence in the Principality, or regular attendance
at the South Wales Sf Group meetings.”
ANNUAL FUGGHEAD: “Ed Buchman, Mike Glyer, and Oogle
Boogle tied in the LASFS’ annual Fugghead of the Year contest, with Craig
Miller coming in fourth. Idi Amin was a favoured nominee, but in fact
received few votes; nobody wanted to risk the possibility of him actually
turning up for the customary speeches, I guess.” (Mike Glyer)
ICE AND OZANNE: (Bob Tucker writes from the Northlands) “I’m
entitled to another gold star – this time for spotting Ken, Marea, and
Alexander Ozanner, who used to dwell in the Blue Mountains above Sydney.
They were in the Blue Mountains the last time I saw them in 1975, but now
they are in or near DeKalb, Illinois, living it up in blizzards and bitter cold.
That will teach them to leave home! Ken has taken a research position with
Northern Illinois University and expects to be here for perhaps a year. They
landed in Los Angles and drove across country visiting fans along the way.
They hadn’t been driving very long before encountering snow and ice which
hounded them all the way. It was their bad luck to reach the midwest (without
proper clothing) while we were having the worst winter of the century.
Undaunted, they left Jacksonville early the next morning, in yet another
snow-storm. I only hope they reached DeKalb; there’s been no word from
them...”
Mike Glicksohn adds that half the people trying to get to the Confusion
were thwarted by a mammoth storm which closed down the entire top half of
North America earlier this month. Anyone heard from Eli Cohen lately?
Darrell Schweitzer notes that the Delaware is frozen for the first time since
1903 and suggests an Icecon on the river. “A fannish first!” says Darrell,
happily. And a fannish last, for that matter, if there’s a sudden thaw.
FLASH! SCIENTIFIC WORLD QUIVERS! “In a recent press
release, Loren MacGregor, well-know respiratory therapist and would-be
author of a novel about the Seattle bus system, announced that if you attach
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an electro-encephalograph to a bowl of lime-jello, you will get a positive
reading, indicating LIFE. He insists this is true.” (This great step backwards
for mankind reported by John D.Berry, otherwise known as the Jelly Green
Jiant)
LINYCON I: “Tom Anderson organized a party-con in Long Island on
Jan 29th. About 20 people attended, receiving a fabulously limited
publication, One Dragon Too Many by Guest of Honour, Lin Carter and
illustrated by co-GOH, Roy Krenkel. I mention this just to torment any
completist collectors out there. A pleasant time was had by all. Notable
programme item was a Bugs Bunny film version of Wagner’s Ring Cycle.”
(Darrell Schweitzer, unintentionally anglicized by PJR)
PUBLICATIONS & PROJECTS: It looks like everyone has spent the
long winter nights nurturing their pet ideas and the coming of spring has
brought some of this cupboard fanac into the open. Terry Jeeves, for
example, says that his handbook on duplicating is now available: it’s 74
pages, contains most of the material on fanzine production that’s appeared in
Erg over the last few years, and is selling for £1 ($2) (230 Bannerdale Rd,
Sheffield, S11 9FE, UK). Mike Glyer says that a Fanthology of 1977
material is planned “under the wing of the 1978 Westercon” (funny place to
plan things), directed mainly at the Hugo and FAAn Award voters. Steve
Beatty tells me that the new edition of his Fanzine Directory is ready – just
has to stencil it, he says. Sure, Steve, but forgive me if I put that into the Real
Soon Now category. Jerry Kaufman mentions a collection of covers from
APA-Q to be published in support of DUFF and to promote Fred Haskell’s
candidacy; Garry Farber and Moshe Feder are producing the thing and the
price is 60¢ from Moshe (142-34 Booth Memorial Ave, Flushing, NY 11355,
USA). Finally, I think, Mike Glicksohn reminds me that he has copies of
‘The Hat Goes Home’, his DUFF trip report @ $1.40 (all profits to DUFF)
and Derek Carter’s ‘And Lo God Made Rotsler For DUFF’ also $1.40 (all
profits to DUFF) (141 High Park Ave, Toronto, Ontario, M6P 2S3, Canada).
FANZINES RECEIVED: Just room for a couple off the pile:
Stop Breaking Down 4: Greg Pickersgill & Simone Walsh, 7a Lawrence Rd,
South Ealing, London W5. (usual or 20p) I’ll be frank and admit that I didn’t
expect to see this again – I thought lethargy and house-moving might have
strangled it. But here it is, and it’s an excellent issue too – could be the best
yet, in fact. Fine material from Rob Holdstock on authoring, Graham
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Charnock at the Novacon, and the editors’ columns. Letter section is good
value, too. Bloody great. Damn near made me miss my train.
Spicy Rat Tails 4: Rich Coad, 1735 47th Ave, San Francisco, CA 94122, USA.
(usual or interesting peanuts) This pales a little alongside SBD, as Rich would
doubtless agree; but Spicy is still an enjoyable personalzine with a relaxed,
fannish style that reads well. Good stuff.
FANZINES FOR EASTERCON: Details of the fan room at the Coventry
Eastercon are in the third Progress Report which is now available. However,
it’s worth putting in this reminder to all interested faneds; fanzines are
wanted for sale in the fan room – and no, we don’t keep the money.
Remember to bring them along, therefore, or (if you’re not attending) send
them to Greg Pickersgill, address below.
CoAs:
Paul Ryan, 14 Wrangthorn Terrace, Hyde Park, Leeds 6, W.Yorkshire
Greg Pickersgill & Simone Walsh, 7a Lawrence Rd, South Ealing,
London W5.
Carey Handfield, 33 Brunswick St, Fitzroy, Vic 3065, Australia
Mike Carlson, c/o James Tower, The Knowle, Barcombe, Lewes,
Sussex
Patrick Hayden & Phil Paine, 94 Avenue Rd, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Graham & Susan Hall, 695 Cordova (4), Pasadena, CA 91101, USA.
CONKER: If there’s a cross here (.....), then just leave quietly and don’t
make a fuss. If there’s a number there, then that’s the measure of your days
(and a day is only complete when a Checkpoint arrives). All good fans, of
course, renew their subscriptions and send in lots of news (fannish events,
projects, meetings, parties, anecdotes, foolishness, and real news too). Keep
writing.
WEIRD FANNISH TALES: Shock-horror news this time is that I’ve
got a job, despite my active lethargy. I’m now indexing eighteenth century
newspapers in Exeter City Library – a more tedious task than it sounds, but
with some amusement amongst the yellowed papers. // Talking of odd jobs,
Bill Kunkel says he’s working on Wrestling Training Illustrated (a periodical
which he recommends as “dignified and well-written”) and also on DC
Comic scripts (“The Vigilante”, “The Fabulous World Of Krypton”, and
“Weird War”, if you’re interested). // Steve Stiles is also working with
comics, only this time (says John Berry) he’s produced a series of distinctive
greetings cards for Krupp Comic Works. John doesn’t know their price, but
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the address for Kruppcards is: Box 7, Princeton, Wisconsin 54968, USA. // In
case any of you don’t happen to subscribe to Cornish Nation, I might note
that the latest issue has a photo of me inside, carrying the Cornish flag.
Guaranteed to make base Saxons quake in terror. // Mike Glicksohn sends
along a poctsarcd with a torn bit of dollar bill stapled to it by way of
subscription. No, I don’t think it got lost in the post, Mike. It’s a little
Canadian joke, isn’t it? Isn’t it? Isn’t it? // Speaking of whom, Bill Brummer
tells me that aged Mr Glicksohn was recently asked to prove his legal age
when ordering his regular supplies of alcohol. Maybe this Boy Wonder
business has some truth in it after all. // Speaking of thirty year olds, Harry
Bell recently celebrated the coming of middle-age and was presented with a
jigsaw, signed by a multitude of fans. Yes, I thought it was an odd idea too.
Still, we all have our little-known fantasies. (Mine are in the garage.) //
Graham Hall has got married – to a woman, quips Roy Kettle, helpfully.
Apparently the wedding was on January 12th and the bride was Susan
Spalding; they’ve moved off to California where Graham can spend most of
the day watching Star Trek on Channel 5. Each to his own, and thanks to Pat
Charnock for the real news. // More fantasies: femme fan, Jenny Sewell, is on
display in the January Mayfair, says Don Allen. Well, that’s his excuse. Don,
incidentally, is re-emerging after a year of family tragedies – hope 1977 is a
lot better for you, Don. // No room – till next time.
The daffs are out,
and so is:
CHECKPOINT 79
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Drive
Dawlish, Devon
UK.
Printed Matter – reduced
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Checkpoint 80, March 1977

Checkpoint is edited and produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive,
Dawlish, Devon, UK. It’s published at least once a month and is available
for: news, selected trades, old fanzines (but send a list first), or cash: 5 for
50p or 12 for £1 (UK Europe), 6 for $2 (airmail US), or 8 for £1 (airmail
australia & NZ); overseas subscribers, please send cash (eg. $ bills), or
international money orders, or reply coupons (worth 10p each to me) – no
foreign cheques and no foreign coins accepted. Heading by Don West.
Restormel Press Publication: 114.
EVEN MORE FANNISH POLITICS: Whilst Philip Sargent and the Sf
Looney Party were campaigning for a seat in the British parliament, Canadian
fan, Henry Argasinski (editor of Paperchips, &c), was electioneering in
Toronto in an attempt to become Mayor of the city. Despite headlines like
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“HE ZAPS MAYORALTY RACE WITH SCIENCE FICTION!” (Toronto
Star), Henry actually polled 3160 votes and came third (out of ten candidates)
– not bad for an 18 year old student. “It was a hell of a lot of fun,” he
reckons: “four tv interviews, two radio talk-shows, and countless newspaper
articles.” Sounds ok. Only thing that worries me is a footnote to Henry’s
letter asking if I’ve got any of the Cosmic Circle issue of Egg left. Fandom,
be warned!
EDMOND HAMILTON DEAD: Edmond Hamilton died on Feb 1st,
aged 72. He was best known for his early pulp writings, particularly the
Interstellar Patrol series and the ‘Captain Future’ juvenile stories. He was
married to the author, Leigh Brackett, and had many contacts within fandom.
(from Locus).
WEIRD SERCON TALES: Thanks to John Millard for sending along
a copy of the first (Spring) issue of Isaac Asimov’s Sf Magazine. It’s standard
digest-sized, sports a large photo of Asimov himself on the cover, and bears a
small “55p” which might mean it’s available in Britain or may just be some
arcane code. Contents, at a glance, look less than inspiring, so if you feel like
rectifying that the editorial address is: Box 13116, Philadelphia, PA 19101,
USA. // Darrell Schweitzer says the new prozine, Cosmos, is “excellent”.
Edited by D.G.Hartwell, the first issue is now out, quarto-sized and goodlooking. // That reminds me of Britain’s own glossy, Vortex. Pete Weston is
probably going to take over as editor shortly., if he has his wicked way with
the publishers. Best of luck to him too. Now where was that sf story I wrote
back in..? // Rob Hansen sends in a clipping that claims that the US tv
networks, hounded by their Nielsen ratings, are going to concentrate on
“science fiction, domestic dramas, and fantasy series.” Watch out for some
more moronic rubbish on all our tv sets. // Hans-Joachim Alpers & Ronald
Hahn are looking for British sf material for a new German prozine, Comet,
the first issue of which should be out this month. They’re also looking for sf
illustrators. (Ronald Hahn, Werth 62, 5600 Wuppertal 2, W.Germany).
ASSORTED CONVENTIONS: The Britain in 79 bid has now
collected no less than 800 pre-supporting members. The third progress report
is scheduled for April. Eric Batard is the new French Agent for the bid. //
Vernon Brown tells me that the next Eurocon won’t be in East Germany
after all; instead it looks like it may take place in Italy (Ferrara) in 1978. //
Another change involves the dates for the Metz International Sf Festival:
Philippe Hupp sends along some new information – Phil Dick is to be the
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GoH; Robert Sheckley and Roger Zelazny are supposed to be attending; and
the new dates are 19-25th September (contact Philippe at: 7 rue Franchet
d’Esperey, 57000 Montigny les Metz, France). // Vernon Brown (Pharmacy
Dept, Univ.of Aston, Costa Green, Birmingham, B4 7ET) is agent for this
year’s Sfancon VIII, the Belgian convention that’s always attracted a large
number of British fans. Bob Shaw is GoH this year, Andre de Rijcke is
organizing the con, the place is the Fabiolahome in Ghent, and the date is 911th September. Contact Vernon or Andre for details. // The Scottish
Faircon, mentioned last issue, is going ahead; they’ve issued another
progress report and hope to be giving out more details at the Coventry
Eastercon. There are 50 members so far, mostly local, and the Friends Of
Kilgore Trout (the organizers) are hoping to get more fans interested from
points to the south of the Roman Wall. Supporting membership is 50p from
Robert Shaw, 2/L 19 Park Rd, Kelvinbridge, Glasgow G4, Scotland.. // The
2nd progress report on the Skycon 78 Eastercon bid for the Heathrow Hotel
is now out; voting will take place on the bid over Easter weekend – more
news next issue, therefore. // The 4th and final report on this year’s Coventry
Eastercon is also out. In case any of you have just found out that you can
make it after all, the place to aim for is the DeVere Hotel in Coventry where
the con will be held over Easter weekend. Current membership is 450+. I
shall be setting out early from the marshlands and heaths of Devon in order to
be there. See you, possibly.
CoAs: Tony Lewis, Pussywillows, Off Wheeler Lane, Natick, MA
01760, USA.
Leigh Edmonds, P0 Box 103, Brunswick, Vic.3056, Australia.
Ron Bounds, Klingsorstrasse 10, 6 stk, 8 München 81, W.Germany.
IN OLE VIRGINNY: (Bruce Townley relates) “That staunch cultural
institution, the Virginia Commonwealth University, now has an sf group,
called VaCUSFORG, naturally (rhymes with Bjorn Borg). Every so often
(mostly on Thursdays) all manner of landed gentry drifts into the lounge of
Ritter-Hickock Hall where Things are discussed and beaten into submission
by our fine minds. For example: Rollerball (plans are afoot for a team at
VCU), tv show theme songs, Harlan Ellison (his stories too), MidAmericon
(we managed to infiltrate it), and Ray Harryhausen. In the works is the
showing of several films and a genzine called Interociter. Phoebe Davis is
President & Creator; Bruce Townley is VP & Head of the Secret Police;
Frank Daniel is Secretary & plays a mean rhythm guitar; David Kirby is
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Editor-to-be & Jack Kirby’s Nephew; and Bud Webster is moving to New
York. Anyone interested in this (and/or Southern Comfort), contact Phoebe
Davis (Rm 301, 821 W.Franklin St, Richmond, VA 23284, USA).”
BRUMMIES: The Birmingham Group meets every third Friday of the
month at the old Imperial Centre Hotel (Temple St), Birmingham. There’s
usually some programme item (starting 8.00pm), followed by a rush to the
bar. Next meeting is April 15th when there’ll be a discussion on “Put sf back
in the gutter where it belongs” (I’ll drink to that). Vernon Brown (address on
the opposite page) edits the BSFG’s Newsletter, so contact him if you want
further details.
THE NORTHLANDS: (Rob Jackson reports) “Our biggest piece of
news is that NESFiG (the North-East Sf Group) is deeply involved in an
‘Expert Advisory’ capacity in the next Newcastle Festival, an annual arts
jamboree lasting a fortnight and held in June. This year they’ve decided on a
strong sf theme, with a season of films, lectures by sf authors, and sf art
displays by professionals and children. Perhaps the biggest brainstorm so far
has been Andy Hudson’s (the festival’s director) idea of borrowing 800 tons
(ie, 100 lorry-loads) of aluminium ingots, piping, tubing, sheeting, &c, in
order to construct an enormous spaceship – for kids to play in. After the
festival it’ll be returned to Alcan Ltd. Anyway, if anybody knows of possible
speakers who’ll be in the UK this June, perhaps they’d let me know.”
EVEN NORTHER: (The Scottish Bob Shaw cracks the ice) “Regarding
FOKT: we’re Glasgow’s sf fan group. There was an earlier group, ASTRA,
but I defy anyone to find it now. About three years ago, a group of renegade
fans formed ‘The Friends Of Kilgore Trout’, figuring that the guy couldn’t
have any other friends anyway, so he’d be quite pleased. A pub was arranged
(Wintersgill’s Lounge Bar on the Great Western Road, Glasgow) and now
FOKT meets every Thursday (8.30pm onwards) and can count on fifteen
regulars and often double that number. Details from me (address on opposite
page) – telephone (041) 334 6874.”
COURT CIRCULAR: The fannish peer who’s been turning up at the
London One Tun meetings recently is, so Dave Langford informs me, Jestyn
Reginald Austen Plantagenet Philipps, Baron Strange Of Knokin, Baron
Hungerford, Baron de Moleyns, and Viscount St Davids, Bart. That should
put the St Fantony hoi-polloi in their place. Dave also sends a press clipping
wherein Lord St Davids claims “I have been touched on the shoulder by the
Time Police.” – a mild fate, compared to Mr Langford’s well-known nose609

tweaking abilities. Anyway, anyone who is Baron Strange Of Knokin
(created 1299) is ok by me. As a lesser-known descendant of Hywel Dda, I’d
better dust off the family coat of arms, I reckon.
BERMUDA TRIANGLE MYSTERY – SOLVED: You’d better
believe it too, since this remarkable claim is made by none other than the
Wise One himself, Don West (better known by the code letter ‘D’). Full
details are to be found in the Astral Leauge Yearbook, available at Easter for
a paltry 50p (or free with the Astral Leauge Badge, which costs a paltry 50p
as well). “Many other amazing and hitherto suppressed facts also in The
Yearbook,” says Don. The Astral Leauge is not a religious organization.
WEIRD FANNISH TALES: Darrell Schweitzer apologizes and says
that it’s all his fault – and that’s official. He’s been elected the Philadelphia
Sf Society’s Scapegoat, defeating several other potential scapegoats for this
doubtful honour (Barry Malzberg among them). It is, of course, Darrell’s
own fault that he won. // Also Darrell’s fault was some recent confusion in
German-American relations: “I got a letter from a German literary agent who
mentioned that he’d previously written to an address of mine mentioned in
some fanzine, but that his letter had been returned unopened. The address?
c/o Gruntvig’s Mead Hall, Hackscribblevik, Iceland,” Darrell would like it to
be known that he has never actually lived there, nor in Hokum,
Massachusetts, nor in Dumbfoundlinshire, Scotland, &c. Fun-loving
Germans, please note. // Leroy Kettle tells me that Pete Weston is going to
start keeping chickens. // Elst Weinstein says that the LASFS is looking for a
new clubhouse to accommodate a recent influx of new members. I thought
the group was planning on rebuilding the current place, Elst? Laurine White
mentions that red tape is still blocking the project – they’re required to have
sloping ramps to the second floor, more toilets, and so on, and so on. I reckon
the LASFS should move to Guatemala, where the living is easy and
everything can be blamed on Darrell Schweitzer. // In response to the
Flushing in ’80 worldcon bid, Simon Agree is putting forward a bid of his
own: My Backyard in 1980. “I’m advocating a return to smaller, more
personal worldcons,” says Simon, “so the program will center on jolly
entertainments like pig-tossing and greasy-egg-wrestling.” Sounds like fun.
He’s having trouble with the GoH though; he was hoping to get Lenin on
loan, but since that’s not too likely, he’s had to settle on using the cat. “He’s
buried nearby, and hence is less bother,” says Simon. Checkpoint will stick
with the Flushing bid, I reckon... Thanks all the same. // Commenting on the
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fact that he has lived in a series of basement apartments, Terry Hughes
recently remarked that he may soon become a contender for the world’s
record for staying underground. This record is currently held by several dead
people. // Ian & Janice Maule have discovered rising damp in their
prospective house, so they’ve given up on it and have decided to publish a
fanzine instead. Nabu, says Ian. The same to you, squire, though it may be
just the word for Ian Williams who tells me he’s giving up goblin’s grotto in
favour of another issue of Sidarthur. Make for the hills! // Stu Shiffman
claims that large chunks of New York fandom are planning to defect to
Seattle, lured by the evial influence of Loren MacGregor. Largest chunk is
Jerry Kaufman. // Stu also tells me that there won’t be any strict clothing
rules at Suncon, as, apparently, was feared. Hell, I thought it was an hotel,
not an army camp. Meanwhile Gary Farber (who’s undoubtedly a good man)
is working on the fannish programme, so that sounds ok. Finally, Marsha
Jones is expecting the British copies of the third PR soon – it’s already out in
America. // “There have been a number of rumours that because his blooddrive at the 1976 Worldcon was so successful, Robert Heinlein is seriously
considering staging similar events at smaller regional conventions, perhaps
even at Midwestcon, long known for its lack of programming and surplus of
good parties. Fannish fandom is aghast.” (Terry Hughes) // Keep writing...
SF ARTWORK: If anyone is interested in Eastern European sf art, I’ve
got a few spare copies of a glossy publication called INTERPRESS
GRAFIK. The issue concerned contains an article on sf by the Hungarian fan
and writer, Peter Kuczka, (in English) accompanied by fifty pages of
illustrations from Eastern Europe, many of which are in colour. IPG is a
plush publication and the quality of print and production is excellent. I
haven’t figured out the postage yet, but I reckon £2 should cover everything
(or $5). Send me the cash if you want a copy.
OTHER THINGS FOR SALE: I’ve still got copies of Bob Tucker’s
NEOFAN’S GUIDE @ 30p (available from Linda Bushyager in America)
and Elst Weinstein tells me that further copies of the FAN DICTIONARY are
in the post (£1.90 when they arrive). The new edition of my LITTLE GEM
GUIDE TO FANZINES has been delayed as a result of the lunatic lack of
offset-printers in Devon; the same fate has befallen my BRITISH FANZINE
BIBLIOGRAPHY, the first two parts of which (1936-60) are typed up and
ready for printing. I hope to get something sorted out within the next few
weeks – at the moment I’m still in the fout-shouting stage and am thus not
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sufficiently calm enough to consider alternative plans. Finally there’s the
inevitable back issues of CHECKPOINT – a snip at 5/20p (please list
alternatives, since I’m out of several issues).
FANZINES RECEIVED: being a brief selection from the stacks.
Tocsin 1: Harry & Irene Bell, 9 Lincoln St, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear,
NE8 4EE. (whim) A pleasant fanzine, inclined to be somewhat bitty in this
first issue, but with some very readable contributions, notably a piece on the
pre-war Manchester Rocket Society’s brush with fame & the law (by Harry
Turner). Tocsin probably needs a more thorough injection of Harry Bell
before it takes off. I look forward to future issues, therefore.
Paperback Parlour:1: Philip Stephensen-Payne, 1 Lewell Ave, Old
Marston, Oxford, 0X3 ORL) (10p or selected trade) A straightforward
collection of book reviews – an idea to convulse sensitive fannish fans, but
probably a good thing in its own way (& Philip is aiming at BSFA readers).
The only thing that worries me is that Philip likes some appalling rubbish
which I couldn’t tolerate. Still, what’s new?
Index To Popular US Fanzines: John Thiel, 30 N. 19th St, Lafayette,
IND.47904. ($1 or trade) Another straightforward fanzine, consisting of a
simple list of US fanzines currently available (plus a page-filling ramble of
little virtue). It’s ok, but I don’t know what the hell the $1 price tag is for.
Capitalism run wild (or am I underpricing my LITTLE GEM GUIDE?).
Sf Nachrichten 23: Ronald Hahn & Uwe Anton, Werth 62, 5600
Wuppertal 2, W. Germany (DM 13.50 per year or trade) It’s a long time since
I last saw a German newszine, so this merits a mention. Most of the news is,
as expected, pretty sercon, but none the worse for that.
CONKER: You know what this means by now: .... A cross in that space
and you’re doomed. Crosses and other burdens can be lifted by the simple,
honest gift of news (or cash – I’m not proud). For the benefit of pedants, I’d
better make it clear that a letter containing news every two or three issues will
keep you on the mailing list and that subscribers who send in news will
receive extra issues over and above their sub. Ok? No excuses now.
D&D ENGULFS ALL: (Darroll Pardoe reports on the Dungeons and
Dragons Day in Fulham Town Hall) “There were more people there than I
expected – I estimate about 200, but including some familiar faces. Sf fans
who were there included Chris Bursey, Fred Hemmings, the Mearas, Bernie
Peek, Martin Easterbrook, and Hartley Patterson. Hartley distinguished
himself by being elected Chairman of the new D&D Society, whose meeting
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during the afternoon was a shambles even by BSFA standards. Most of the
attendees went on with their games, providing a loud background noise to
those who were trying to participate.” Darroll & Ro were happy enough
though, since they emerged from an expedition with a +2 mace, which, as all
D&D addicts will tell you, is a Good Thing.
Bill Kunkel tells me that Arnie Katz is a D&D freak, so I guess it’s
fannishly all right to disclose the fact that I am too. In fact, I even publish a
D&D fanzine called The Massymore Of Trevarow (rush your 10p to me
now!). Future D&D news and notes will, indeed, be hived off by Massymore.
Non-addicts and puzzled outsiders can therefore rest easy.
MORE FANNISH TALES: Craig Miller confirms Elst Weinstein’s
note that the LASFS is indeed looking for a new clubhouse to accommodate
the 90-100 fans now turning up at meetings. “No luck, yet,” says Craig, “but
we’ve had an offer from some people who want to buy our current building.”
// Craig has also sent some notes on an hotel for Westercon attendees at
Vancouver; the con is arranged for a university campus and British survivors
of the 1976 Mancon won’t need much prompting to recommend Americans
to leave well alone and stick with the modest luxuries of hotel life. Craig’s
block-booked some rooms at the Rembrandt Hotel – get in touch with him if
you value your comfort (9115 Beverlywood St, Los Angeles, CA 90034).
Open the pod door, Hal, it’s:
CHECKPOINT 80
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Drive
Dawlish, Devon
UK
Printed Matter – reduced
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Checkpoint 81, April 1977

Checkpoint 81 is edited & produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive,
Dawlish, Devon, UK. It’s published at least once a month and is available
for: news, selected trades, old fanzines (send list first), Star Wars bubble gum
cards (one pack per issue), other fascinating things, or cash: 5/50p or 12/£1
(UK & Europe), 5/$1 (US airmail), or 8/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail).
Overseas subscribers, please send dollar bills or something – no foreign
cheques accepted. Heading by Don West. Restormel Press Publication: 115.
GOOD GRIEF: When I stumbled home from work yesterday I found three
letters waiting for me, telling me that I’d just won TAFF. I still feel rather
stunned. I mean, well – what can I say? Knockout. Amazing. Bloody hell. Far
out.
The thing is, I haven’t been able to tell anyone yet, so I’m not yet sure if
I’m merely fantasizing. I rushed outside and gave the news to my beetroots
immediately, of course; but though they’re good listeners, they don’t react
much. The same goes for my china piggy-bank.
Anyway, I do have the letters to reassure me, so without further ado I’ll
give you the provisional results of the TAFF voting as I have them:
UK & Europe: America: Total:
Peter Roberts
43
61
104
Terry Jeeves
34
54
88
Peter Presford
2
10
12
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Hold Over Funds

-

1

1
205
Those figures are via the American TAFF Administrator, Roy Tackett; Pete
Weston’s figures are marginally different, but are unconfirmed. A circular
will, in any event, be sent out shortly with full details on the race.
Meanwhile, all I can say is thanks – sincere thanks for voting. Thanks
too to Terry Jeeves & Pete Presford – I hope I won’t disappoint your voters
too much. And – well, see you at the Worldcon if you’re going. I haven’t
thought up any plans yet, except that I’d like to spend as long as I possibly
can in America while I have the chance. More concrete proposals will have to
wait till I recover; but one thing I’ve done today is to order a pair of
sunglasses...
Hot damn. Surf City, here I come. Good on you all.
GUARDIAN FICTION PRIZE: The Guardian newspaper in collaboration
with the publishers, Gollancz and Pan Picador, is sponsoring a competition
for the best unpublished novel or short-story collection in the vein of “dark or
utopian fantasy”. I’m not sure exactly what they’re after and they themselves
say that the genre is “hard to define”; but if it’s any help, they mention the
following mixed bunch of authors as representative: Swift, Poe, Tolkien, Le
Guin, Marquez, and Ballard. See what I mean? Anyway, if anyone’s
interested there’s a £3000 prize for the winning book. Closing date is March
31st, 1978. Inquiries and entries to: Fantasy Competition, Victor Gollancz
Ltd, 14 Henrietta St, London, WC2E 8QJ.
EVERY PICTURE SELLS A STORY: (Terry Hughes) “The second
issue of Isaac Asimov’s Sf Magazine is on sale at newsstands all across
America. As with the first issue, the only illustration on the cover is a
photograph of Isaac Asimov. This strikes me as a bit odd since I don’t believe
a simple photograph of Isaac Asimov is enough to make an sf fan’s heart go
all aquiver – his stomach perhaps, but not his heart. It is even more unlikely
that the said sf reader would pay money for such a publication. The magazine
is unlikely to last more than four issues, since they will run out of printable
photographs of Isaac Asimov by that time.”
DENVER IN 81: (Mike Glyer uncovers another Worldcon bid) “Denver
in 81 chairman, Lois Newman, and a band of Denverites were very active at
MidAmeriCon, throwing room parties and circulating Tall & Terrific:
Denver in ’81 buttons. Since my hope is that Britain will host the 1979
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Worldcon, I suppose I’d better do something to spread the word about
Denver among British fans. The Los Angeles Group-mind supports Denver –
they’re Doomed!”
LASFS GETTING OLDER: Craig Miller tells me that the Los
Angeles SFS will be coming up to its 43rd birthday this Autumn. A fundraising benefit is planned for October – “Many Big Name pros have already
agreed to help out. It’ll be a one day affair with lots of books and manuscripts
and stuff like that for auction.” More details later, says Craig.
QUESTIONNAIRES: Form-filling fandom will be delighted to learn
that several sheets of questions are now available – guaranteed to appeal to
the Civil Servant that lurks within us all. Eric Bentcliffe, for example, has a
list of queries for a Fan Humorist Symposium to be published in a future
Triode – copies available from Eric if you’re interested in answering: 17
Riverside Cres, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire, CW4 7NR. Meanwhile, Victoria
Vayne (PO Box 156, Stn D, Toronto, Ontario, M6P 3J8) is asking faneds
about the ‘joys of duplicating’ for a handbook on fanzine production
scheduled for publication next summer. A (well-duplicated) questionnaire is
available, should you feel inclined to help with the project. Finally, Roy
Kettle sent along a daft list of questions from an egregious and haphazard
bookshop in London which labours under the name of the ‘Einstein
Intersection’ (or ‘Intersexion’ – depending on which of their handouts you’re
reading). They’re apparently looking for serious answers to such eternal
queries as this: Do you have any specific requests with regard to stocking
items such as particular authors? (Can I have half a pound of Heinlein,
please, and some Vargo Statten for the dog) or If you had £1000 that you
could spend on a constructive and entertaining sf ‘attraction’, what would
your thoughts first come up with? On that fascinating note, I think we’ll leave
it and hurry on to another page.
EASTER IN COVENTRY: This year’s UK Eastercon proved to be good,
comfortable, and enjoyable, if not, perhaps, unusually eventful or
exceptional. Thanks to my rural exile in Devon, the first evening was spent in
exchanging greetings, jibes, and anecdotes, rounded off by a card-game in
which I had the pleasure of winning real money from four sharp-eyed
hucksters. The con officially started on the following day, Friday. As usual, I
managed to miss most of the programme (the exception being Bob Shaw’s
speech – the only item able to empty the hotel bars of fans); instead I was
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happily occupied in the Fan Room, organized by Greg Pickersgill, Simone
Walsh, and a vagrant band of helpers. The room worked very well – the fans,
the fanzines, the photos, the electronic games and the tape deck all combined
to make it one of the most comfortable and fannish places I’ve yet
encountered at a convention. A couple of informal discussions were held in
there on Saturday which seemed to go ok, even if (predictably) they didn’t
uncover any Great Truths about fandom. David Bridges also organized a
competition on the car-crashing machine – an ingenious device designed to
alleviate tension and aggression (so much so that I forgot to kick Mike Meara
for beating me in the first round).
Thanks to my gross appetite in an Indian restaurant, Friday evening was
quiet and bloated. Saturday evening, however, saw a mass of room parties
and a well-planned and critical survey of the same by Pete Weston and
myself, working effectively in tandem. Amongst the strange sights and
scenes we battled through was an amazing anti-party where entirely unknown
fans gathered around us and took away our drinks. Escaping from this and
other perils we eventually judged the Swedish party to be the most affable
and drink-filled and so settled there for the night. The Swedes, incidentally,
had a giant bottle of Jim Beam for Tucker trufans; not being one to miss a
fannish tradition, I swallowed a glassful, raised my arm, and mouthed the
word “Smoooth!” Unfortunately, the noise I made was more of a strangled
wail, since it turns out that the much vaunted Jim Beam has all the taste and
attraction of unrefined toad venom. Someone should have warned me.
Notable event of Sunday evening was the glorious return of Graham
Charnock & The Burlingtons for the post-banquet dance. I’m afraid I crushed
innumerable feet in my unusually energetic stamping across the floor, but I
enjoyed myself thoroughly and hardly noticed the shrieks of pain around my
steel-shod heels. Highlight of the dance, however, was Eric Bentcliffe’s
masterful jitterbugging. My attempt to emulate this died a quick and feeble
death, but Gerry Webb seemed to be persevering, judging by the sickening
thuds as he crashed periodically to the floor. The trick, Gerry, is only to lift
one foot off the ground at any one time.
So there’s a quick glance at the con. Consult forthcoming fanzines for
more organized and considered reports. As usual, I forgot my role as
Checkpoint editor and neglected to ask the con committee for information on
total attendees and so on; I’d guess that 400 or so fans turned up – somewhat
smaller, as far as I could tell, than the last couple of Eastercons.
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The Heathrow Skycon won the bid for the 1978 Eastercon, as
anticipated. The Doc Weir Award went to Keith Freeman. John Bush (of
Gollancz) was Guest of Honour; other professionals attending included Harry
Harrison, Ken Bulmer, Chris Priest, Anne McCaffrey, John Brunner, Rob
Holdstock, and, briefly, Brian Aldiss.
PROZINES RECEIVED: None of your boring old Analog or Fantasy & Sf
in Checkpoint, of course – this month’s prozine is X-Bilinmeyen, a copy of
which was recently received from Turkey. It’s quarto-sized, sports some stills
from Space 1999 on the cover, and runs to 34 pages all told. As to the
contents – I can only guess (Turkish being outside the scope of the Difficult
Languages film or tv based, and only a couple of items look like fiction
(though all the contributors are Turkish, which is unusual – most foreign
prozines rely on translations). Star item, however, is a page devoted to the
Little Gem Guide to Fanzines and which is apparently a Turkish version of
the introduction. Try an example for the sake of international fandom:
“Fannish Fanzines: Bunlar, B’Kdan cok fandom’lara egilirler. Ilgine seylere
ve mizaha yer verirler.” I rather think it’ll make as much sense to the Turks
as it does to you or me. Anyway, the address for X-Bilinmeyen seems to be:
PK:40 Kiziltoprak, Istanbul, Turkey. Try a copy and amaze your friends.
FANZINES RECEIVED: A further selection from the stacks.
Wizard 2: Carsten Schiøler, Morboerhaven 5/91, DK-2620 Albertslund, Denmark.
(usual or 3/10 Dkr – 3/20 Dkr in USA) Carsten used to edit the Danish Sf
Circle’s attractive journal, Proxima. Now that he’s passed that on, he’s
started Wizard, and, moreover, with this second issue, he’s started an English
language section. As a beginning he’s just given a brief history of Danish
fans and fandom, but he’s hoping to extend it and thereby promote contacts
between English-speaking and Scandinavian fans. That’s basically a sound
idea and certainly one that’s worth investigating. Drop him a line, therefore.
Alternativa: Giuseppe Caimmi, via S.Calocero 2, 20123 Milano, Italy. (trade or L
1000) As far as I can remember this is the first Italian fanzine I’ve seen –
rather surprising, actually since Italian fandom has been strongly established
and active for a good many years. Once again, however, the language barrier
has fouled up contacts – the last time I met an Italian fan at a convention I
could only chat to him through the omnilingual Simon Joukes. Anyway,
Alternativa is a solid, giant-sized, sercon fanzine with articles and interviews
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on Italian and English-language sf. There’s also a comics’ section and some
film material. If you’re interested, try it out – at least Italian is easier than
Turkish.
Summa 6/7: Mats Linder, Bergandsgatan 11, 13300 Saltsjöbaden, Sweden. (trade
or 10kr) Might as well make this an all-continental page and commend
Summa to any of you who think you’ve a chance of battling through Swedish.
In fact it’s an attractive, printed fanzine and probably one of the best that I’ve
yet seen from Scandinavia: mostly sercon stuff, but it’s partly fannish – even
has a Rotsler cartoon with Swedish caption. Can’t be bad.
CoAs:
Ken Bulmer, Waterdown House, 51 Frant Rd, Tunbridge Wells, Kent,
TN2 5LE
Merf Adamson, 1 Hallgarth Farm Cottages, Pittington, Durham
Mike Scantlebury, 142 Gretney Walk, Moss Side, Manchester, M15
5ND
Randy Reichardt, 58 Penrose Place, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Eli Cohen, 2236 Allison Rd, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1T6, Canada
Paul Thompson, c/o Mike Donahue, Flat 2, Plas Llwydonn,
Llanfairpwll., Ynys Mon (Anglesey), Wales.
John Brosnan, 23 Lushington Rd, London NW10 (in a fortnight)
Sam & Mary Long, c/o Mrs Welch, Apt K-1-B, Emerywood Court, N
Main St, High Point, NC 27262, USA. (temporary)
FLIERS: European readers should get a sheet from the Sf Book Club
with this issue and, since a couple of others have asked about distributing
stuff with Checkpoint, I might as well come clean and tell you what’s what.
Firstly, I’m quite happy to distribute any advertising sheets as long as you’re
happy to pay. The rates are £1 (or $2) per sheet for Europe, or £1 ($2) + extra
airmail postage (about £7) for the full mailing list. At the moment I need 100
copies for Europe, 200 copies for the whole lot – quarto preferred. Anyone
wanting to plug a convention or a fanzine, therefore, should send me the cash
and the sheets. My nimble fingers will do the rest.
EVEN MORE FANZINES RECEIVED:
The National Fantasy Fan Vol 36 No 6: published for the N3F by Joanne Burger,
55 Blue Bonnet Ct, Lake Jackson, TX 77566, USA. ($3 p.a. to join)
America’s aged equivalent of the BSFA occasionally sends me something
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like this and I flip through it and wonder quite why the National Fantasy Fan
Federation survives year after year. It appears, after all, to be a perpetually
moribund organization, ingrown, and self-digesting – the BSFA in
comparison is strong, secure and dynamic. The official National Fantasy Fan
contains very little more than addresses and empty department reports – the
BSFA’s Vector has never, in all its varied history, been as feeble, as the
average N3F magazine. Damned if I know why the N3F should be so
blighted, either. Perhaps it’s a subject worth a few moments’ pondering
sometime – mind you don’t fall asleep, though.
Actifan 3: John Thiel, 30 N 19th St. Lafayette, Indiana 47904, USA ($1, he
claims, or usual). Talking of blighted fanzines, this half-page scrappy
‘newszine’ looks pretty ague-ridden. It consists almost entirely of addresses
and they’re far from accurate (why, for example, am I listed as a contact-man
for an obscure US fantasy convention that’s already been held?). Well, the
minds of fans are strange – and pretty resilient, too: if I’d only had three
responses to a fanzine, two of which were negative, I think I might get the
message. Not John, though.
Barddoni 1: Pete Presford, Ty Gwyn, Maxwell Close, Buckley, Clwyd, Wales
(usual). Well, I’m tempted, Pete. But I’ll let you off lightly by noting simply
that this is an all-poetry fanzine and that it’s available to anyone who might
like that sort of thing. Can’t say fairer than that.
DEADLINE: Next Checkpoint should be out in mid-May. Remember to
drop us a line before then with as much fannish news as you can invent.
CONKER: A cross here .... is not a token of my religious regard for you, but
merely serves as a symbol of parting. Cash, news, or fannish anecdotes will
bring you back to the fold.
TELEPHONE: After months of wishy-washy foot-shuffling, I’ve
finally allowed a squat machine to invade my hermitage. It’s sitting in the
hall, as yet quite virginal and waiting for its first call. Fans incapable of
writing or with urgent and exciting stop-press news for Checkpoint can ring
me (6.30pm to midnight) at Dawlish 864718 (STD Code: 0626). Fans who
just want to chat about nothing much at all can reach me at the same number.
WEIRD TALES: Since this is the third issue of Checkpoint that I’ve
produced in the last four weeks, I’m afraid that items are rather sparse. Mike
Scantlebury, however, sends a warning concerning his old address: it’s been
burnt to the ground. “Rumour is that the holocaust was started by one of the
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college porters trying to liven things up,” says Mike. Note his CoA on the
previous page, therefore. // Whilst we’re talking of disasters, John & Eve
Harvey had their car stolen and wrecked on the last day of the Eastercon – a
grim way to end a convention. // Tom Perry, meanwhile, blames the BA
strike for his non-appearance in Coventry. That’s a bit feeble, Tom – any
trufan would have swum across the Channel to reach the con. // Tom has also
sent a copy of a complaint to Suncon concerning the non-arrival of the Hugo
nomination ballots, the deadline having passed. The sting is taken out of this,
since I did get my ballot in time to vote, despite some chaos resulting from
my change of address. Maybe the gods have it in for you, Tom. // Bill Rotsler
is collecting material for another Quotebook. Think I’ll steal some of Roy
Kettle’s quips and send them in. // Elst Weinstein is hoping that his fannish
game, For This, You Die!, will be ready shortly. He’s vague about the rules,
but says that “the players get to exercise qualities of treachery, bribery,
diplomacy, intrigue, dishonesty, and the old fannish desire to conquer the
universe.” Sounds much like brag, to me. Anyway, I should be agent for it
when it’s ready; more on that later.
Peel me a grape, Igor,
it’s:
CHECKPOINT 81
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Drive
Dawlish, Devon
UK.
Printed Matter – reduced
Return requested, if undeliverable
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Checkpoint 82 is edited & produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive,
Dawlish, Devon, UK. It’s published at least once a month and is available
for: selected trades, news, old fanzines (send a list first), or cash: 5/50p or
12/£1 (UK & Europe), 5/$1 (US airmail), or 8/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail).
Overseas subscribers, please send dollar bills or something useful – no coins
or foreign cheques, please. Heading by Bill Kunkel. Interior cartoon by Stu
Shiffman. Restormel Press Publication: 117. Telephone: (0626) 864718 (after
6.30pm).
ROTSLER WINS DUFF: And that just about deals with that news item,
since I can’t find anyone who knows the full results yet, despite several wellplaced telephone calls. Congratulations to Bill Rotsler, at any rate, and the
best of luck on the trip to the Australian national convention in Adelaide.
Anyone wanting to add to DUFF’s funds should know that Dave Rowe (8
Park Dr, Wickfield, Essex) has copies of Quintessential Qovers for Fred
Haskell for sale – all proceeds to DUFF and the price is 35p (+ postage).
FAAN AWARDS: I don’t have room to list all the nominations here,
but readers in Europe will find a voting ballot enclosed with this issue – I’m
sorry to cut out the rest of the world, but the GPO gets very uppity if I try to
send more than three sheets airmail (postage costs double, in fact). Please
note that the deadline is now JUNE 15th, so if you intend to vote please do so
right now while you’re thinking about it.
CHECKPOINT FAN POLL: Time once again for the annual British
fan poll. Voting ballots are included for UK readers; anyone outside the UK
is welcome to vote, as long as they think they’ve seen enough British
material to make a choice. If you haven’t got a ballot, simply send in a sheet
with the following votes: Best British Fanzine, Best British Fanwriter, Best
British Fanartist (all listed 1-5, from 1st choice down to 5th); Best Article
(&c) by a British fan, Best British fanzine cover, and Best Single Issue of a
Fanzine (all with a single vote in each category). Send no money, just your
votes – to reach me by June 24th. Checkpoint itself is ineligible, otherwise
the votes are for material published between Easter 1976 and Easter 1977, or
thereabouts. Results will be written up in a special issue of Checkpoint.
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DISCLAVE: (Terry Hughes – our man at the con) “Over 800 people joined
the 1977 Disclave, which was (as usual) held in Washington, DC, over the
final weekend in May. Last year’s Disclave had 626 members and that was
thought to be high. The large turnout didn’t seem to dismay Alexis & Dolly
Gilliland, the chairmen of the convention committee. In fact Dolly confided
to me that she is thinking of making a 1984 worldcon bid since Washington
is such an appropriate place to hold it; she could even get the FBI to supply a
guest speaker in order to maintain an Orwellian atmosphere. This year’s
Disclave merely had Joe Haldeman as Guest Of Honour and he doesn’t look
at all like an FBI agent.
“There were parties, parties and more parties. The con suite always had
free drinks and cookies and there were room parties of varying degrees of
openness: a Boston in ’80 party, a woman’s apa party, a dirty pro party, a
filksinging party, a Dell Book party, a whippet fandom party, and all sorts of
things going on in other rooms, in the hallways, and up on the roof. There
were also two days worth of programming, but your roving reporter never
managed to attend any of these events. Panels were on all the usual stuff
with, as I heard, all the usual results. One nice aspect of Disclave is that the
all-night films feature everything but science fiction; this year there was a
Japanese Samurai flick, a British thriller, a Hollywood romantic comedy, a
1941 Western, and all sorts of good stuff, both short and long.
“The big disappointment of the convention was the geophysicists’
conference. Disclave has a tradition of sharing the hotel with bizarre groups –
the year we shared it with the Barbershop Quartet convention stands out in
my mind. But the geophysicists just weren’t strange enough: they looked just
like your standard sercon fans. Other than that, Disclave was a success.” (TH)
BALTICON: (Darrell Schweitzer) “Balticon 77 was a great success and
was highlighted by a speech from Phil Farmer wherein he outlined a new
novel of his about the sf community – mostly fandom. Degler is in it, several
episodes are in the ‘Spam Shack’, and so on.
“The highest membership number I saw on a Balticon nametag was in
the 1300s. Not all of these people were seen at the parties, programme panels,
&c. There seemed to be a pretty sharp distinction between the movie-goers
and the trufans.
“On Sunday morning at 5am there was a genuine Easter egg hunt on the
hotel lawn by fans who were mostly Jewish. A splendid mental retrogression
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was enjoyed by all.” (DS)
EVEN MORE CONS: Dave Langford reports that the London
Luunicon was “a pleasant enough afternoon, especially if you stayed out of
the con hall (which was just a lecture theatre). A veritable horde of Big
Names was present: Bob Shaw, Arthur Clarke, Bob Sheckley, Chris Priest,
Peter Nicholls, Brian Stableford, Andrew Stephenson, Keith Seddon, Ian
Watson and no doubt more. Perhaps I’m a little free with the term ‘Big
Name’ today...” /// Darrell Schweitzer notes that a few stragglers from the
New York Lunacon turned up at the Balticon (which was held the same
weekend); the Lunacon was apparently much smaller than usual and, indeed,
the refugees at the Balticon claimed that “Lunacon was so dead they had to
call the police to deal with a noisy neighbour.” /// Bob Vardeman was at the
Yuccacon at Colorado state University: “Attendance was small, but the
programme items were well attended for the most part. Dan Darlington from
Lafayette was fan GoH a gave a punny speech. Don Thompson was Master
of Ceremonies and I was the pro GoH (my first time in that spot). The
keynote address was on the transition from fan to pro. While the Yuccacon
had only one third the attendance of Denvention I, a mostly good time was
had by mostly all. Kinda.” I think, Bob, that’s called Damning With Faint
Praise. But let’s leave all these cons and move on to some sercon oddments.
WEIRD SERCON TALES:
There are even more rumours regarding the future of the UK prozine,
Vortex: latest gossip suggests that Pete Weston is unlikely to take over
the editorship, if only because it’s about to fold. Keith Seddon, the
present editor, allegedly denies all such stories, but is apparently going
to cut out coloured interior artwork and stick to simple black and white
illustrations. That, I suppose, indicates a shortage of cash. Anyway,
there’ll be a fresh crop of rumours next month, doubtless. Graham
Pooler, however, has definitely been asked to produce a news column
for Vortex – should appear in the June/July issue.
A couple of issues ago I mentioned a clipping which forecast more sf
and fantasy soap operas from the US tv networks. Laurine White tells
me that they’ve already spewed forth their first serials. One is too
dreadful to mention, another (Man From Atlantis) is cheap and pitiful,
and the third sounds little better, but might be worth a trial glance. It’s
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called Quark (tough luck again, Tom Perry) and chronicles the
adventures of a garbage scow in space. At least the tv networks chose
the right area for their talents. The spaceships are out of 2001, says
Laurine, and the scow’s crew consists of a Captain (Richard Benjamin),
an old scientist, a malfunctioning robot, two dumb blondes, a pooftah,
and a white lump a foot long (the Captain’s pet). Laughter is canned.
Sounds great. Can’t wait for it to reach Britain...
Laurine White also mentioned that Gene Roddenberry’s script for the
Star Trek movie was rejected because it was too limited and didn’t have
sufficient sweep and dimension for the large screen. The rejected script
featured an encounter with God.
Roy Kettle’s sent along some xerox copies of some fascinating bitching
in the New Statesman, following a book review by Mike Moorcock in an
earlier issue. The display of dirty linen provoked readers to ask, after
several issues, for a precis at the beginning of each letter-column giving
an account of the story so far, in the manner of True Romance and its
ilk. Consult your local library for such serious and constructive reading.
Darroll Pardoe notes that Dr W.Grey Walter, the neurologist and utopian
sf writer, died on May 6th, aged 67.
Tom Olander says he’s pushed to find any sf news from Finland, but
does note that one sf author, Erkki Ahonen, has published twelve books
to date – none of them have yet been translated. That, as Tom says, may
well be news to some publishers.
Colin Lester is putting together an international Sf Yearbook for
publication next year. This, obviously, is a manifestation of a New
Trend (after the sf art books and the sf encyclopaedias). Must cash in on
the next trend, I reckon. Perhaps it’ll be reprinting old fanzines.
Publishers can phone me any time.
James Tiptree Jun has been revealed to be 61-year-old, Alice Sheldon.
Look out for startling revelations in the British sf world next issue!
CoAs:
Rich Coad, 1645 Filbert St, (Apt 302), San Francisco, CA 94123.
Darroll & Ro Pardoe, 38 Perrins Lane, Stourbridge, West Midlands,
DY9 8XP. (temporary address)
Sam & Mary Long, 425 W.Lawrence, (Apt 7), Springfield, IL 62704.
Lars-Gunnar Olsson, Pepparrotsg 5, 754 49 Uppsala, Sweden.
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FLUSHING IN 80: A copy of the official bid prospectus has been
rushed to me in time for Checkpoint’s stop-press deadline. 80 fans have
joined the bid to date – all of them have been found places on the committee.
Latest news is that Elliot Shorter will be providing a mundane-sitting service
during the con: guaranteed to keep non-fans occupied for the duration. Stu
Shiffman chairs the bid – and for a dollar (880 W 181st St (Apt 4D), New
York, NY 10033) he’ll enrol you as a pre-supporting committee member. I
have a feeling they’ll win...
LOCAL GROUPS: Don West has just phoned to tell me that there’s an
sf group meeting in Leeds every Friday evening at the Victoria (behind the
town hall). Don himself goes there, as does Dave Pringle, and about half a
dozen others, mostly from the university. Visitors welcomed, especially if
they buy a round. Meanwhile, the giant Brum Group meets every month at
the Imperial Hotel, Temple Street, Birmingham. Their next gathering is June
17th when Ian Ridpath (author of Worlds Beyond &c) will be giving a talk.
The group is also planning a barge trip (July 15th) and, yet more
extraordinary, a BSFG fanzine. Will the Brum group control the universe?
Will the Novacon consume the galaxy? Will the Red Shift stop them?
Probably not, but I like to fantasize. Anyway, they’d have to do something
about Los Angeles fans, who, according to Mike Glyer, indulge in the
following frenetic activity: “Since the LASFS has found it difficult to spread
out in space, it has spread out in time. Besides the regular Thursday meetings
where business is conducted and APA-L collated (and which draw between
80-110 people), there is also an open clubhouse on Friday evenings which
draws more than 40 fans every week. Friday night even has its own informal
APA, known either as Frapa, Apa No-Name, or Apa Christmas (No-L).
Friday night has also served as the assembly session for LASFAPA, which
reached an appalling page-count of 338 in its April mailing, primarily
because of Steve Tymon’s 165 page apazine which probably set some
obscene kind of record for verbosity. Friday night generally includes Hell
games. There are still the monthly Saturday open houses and the monthly
Directors’ meeting, either of which can draw some 40 people. And on
Sundays the D&D players converge on the clubhouse.” Looks like the Brum
group has a long way to go yet. Finally, I think, Jim Meadows reports the
discovery of an sf group in Carbondale, Illinois, and says that they’re
planning the first-ever Southern Illinois sf con. So, if you should ever find
yourself in Carbondale, Illinois, on a dark and dreary night...
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BROKE POSH HOTEL PLANS TO LURE SWINGING SINGLES:
Or so says the headline in a newspaper clipping forwarded by Laurine White.
The hotel, needless to say, is the Miami Fontainebleau (site of this year’s
Worldcon) which seems to make a habit of appearing in the newspapers. This
time they’ve come up with a rather bizarre plan to entice single people in
search of partners: “We’re not providing sex, but we’re providing the
elements,” said the organizer. They don’t mention any special provisions for
visiting TAFF delegates, so I’d better ask Igor to pack the usual appliances.
See you there.
TAFF REPORTS: Bruce Pelz has sent along a list of TAFF trip reports
which are still in print and available from: LASFS, 11360 Ventura Blvd,
Studio City, CA 91604. All profits go to TAFF and postage is an extra 25¢
per volume. The ones on sale are: A Fake Fan In London ($1, Bob Madle,
1957); TAFF Baedeker ($2, Don Ford, 1960); The Squirrel’s Tale ($1, Ron
Ellik, 1962); Atom Abroad ($3, Arthur Thompson, 1964); The Moffatt House
Abroad ($2, Len & June Moffatt, 1973).
FANZINE SALE: I’ve dug out the following duplicate fanzines for
sale, all profits going to TAFF. Postage is included, please send cash (or mint
UK stamps) with order and list alternatives where possible: Chaos 2 (20p,
Roy Kay, 1963); Eastercon Programme Book (40p, Harrogate, 1962);
Burgcon Programme Book (30p, Marquartstein, 1964); Sol 43 (20p, Tom
Sclück, 1967); Space Diversions 7&half; (15p, Liverpool Group, 1954);
Operation Fantast Trading Supplement (15p, Ken Slater, March 1949); The
National Fantasy Fan (20p each, N3F, several issues 1951-2); Mancon 76
Bid Progress Report (15p, Manchester, 1975); LA Con Progress Reports 1-4
(15p each, Los Angeles, 1972). I’ve at least a couple of spare copies of each
of the above, so there should be sufficient for anyone interested. More listed
next issue.
LITERARY FANS: John Berry and Loren MacGregor have started an
enterprise called the Pacific Northwest Review Of Books with a couple of
other people and a lot of help from friends. John says “We both wanted to
read a good book review from the Northwest, and nobody else was
publishing it, so we decided to do it ourselves. The first issue should be out
early in June; it’ll be distributed with a local weekly paper in Seattle, and as
widely as we can across the whole region, including British Columbia and
possibly Alaska. We hope to start publishing it as a regular monthly
magazine in the fall. One of the things I’m looking forward to with this
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magazine is the chance to give good sf books reviews that completely ignore
the boundaries of the ‘ghetto’ and simply treat them as books.” Sounds most
commendable, John. Incidentally, while I think about it, Greg Pickersgill and
I would like to know whether there really is a hidden city under Seattle, just
like we saw in a tv horror movie. Potential facts like these are part of
everyone’s heritage of knowledge and should not be privy to a select few in
the far North West.
MORE THINGS FOR SALE: Further copies of Elst Weinstein’s
Fillostrated Fan Dictionary have arrived here and I’m selling them for £1.90
(inc. post and a third volume, yet to be published. I’ve still some copies of
Bob Tucker’s Neofan’s Guide @ 30p (inc post) and of the issue of Interpress
Grafik with 50 pages of sf illustration and artwork from Eastern Europe (@
£2.00, inc. post). Back issues of Checkpoint, as ever, are a mere 5 for 20p –
I’ve got most of the issues that I’ve published, though some are down to the
last couple of spare copies.
CONKER: Usual thing – a cross here ( ) and I’d like to hear from
you. Even if there isn’t a cross there and you think you’re safely established
on the mailing list, I’d still like to hear from you. Hell, I’m not particular –
send me some news and foolishness and you’ll make me happy.
WEIRD FANNISH TALES:
Mike Glicksohn says that “Terry Hughes needn’t worry about blood
drives at Midwestcon, since Lou Tabakow, patriarch of Midwestcon for
decades, politely informed the Dean of Reactionary Science Fiction
Writers that he would be welcome at fandom’s most famous relaxacon,
but he could leave his blood fetish at home. Seemingly Heinlein was not
amused, so trufen everywhere can breath a sigh of relief that one of the
most enjoyable conventions of the summer circuit won’t be inundated
with fringefan Heinlein groupies eager to worship at the master’s feet of
clay.”
Vernon Brown says there are yet more Eurocon changes. Italy doesn’t
reckon it can take on next year’s con at short notice (it was planned for
East Germany), so it looks as if Brussells and the Belgians might now
hold it. The 1980 Eurocon may well be held in Ferrara, however.
Rob Jackson reminds any British fans planning to go to the Suncon that
cheap flights had better be booked pretty damn quick. Check with your
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travel agent.
Archie Mercer has been having trouble with the Bodleian Library. They
asked for and received from Archie a large amount of BSFA material
that they required for their collection. Archie also loaned them certain
issues of Vector which they wanted to microfilm – this was lent on
condition that it was returned (the issues were in fact edited by Archie
himself). That was a year ago and there’s no sign of their return to date.
For whatever the reason, beware of borrowers from the Bodleian.
Pamela Boal, having lost control of the newspaper, Passion, together
with all her cash invested in it, and having also suffered a stroke, is
reasonably enough less than able to respond to fanzines and suchlike for
some while. Doubtless they’d be appreciated, however, so send them
along (4 Westfield Way, Charlton Heights, Wantage, Oxon, OX12
7EW).
Klaatu Borada Nikto! But
never mind, here’s
CHECKPOINT 82
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Drive
Dawlish, Devon
UK.
Printed Matter – reduced
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Results of the 1976-1977 CHECKPOINT Fan Poll
Twenty three fans voted in this, the sixth annual British fan poll since the
days of SKYRACK. The poll covered British fanac from Easter 1976 to Easter
1977, though these dates were only used as a rough guide. All fans were
eligible to vote, though ballots were only distributed through CHECKPOINT.
The following fans voted: Harry Bell, Eric Bentcliffe, Bryn Fortey, Keith
Freeman, Mike Glicksohn, David Griffin, Rob Hansen, Rob Holdstock, Rob
Jackson, Roy Kettle, Dave Langford, Ian Maule, Joseph Nicholas, Darroll
Pardoe, Brian Parker, Tom Perry, Greg Pickersgill, Graham Poole, Geoff
Rippington, Kevin Smith, Simone Walsh, Don West, & Ian Williams.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Sixteen different titles were nominated, only
eight of them receiving more than one vote. Five points were awarded to a
first place vote, four to the second, and so on down to one point.
CHECKPOINT itself was ineligible. Last year’s position is in brackets.
1) WRINKLED SHREW (86 points) (4th) edited by Pat Charnock, 70
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Ledbury Rd, London W11. (Available for the usual) Two issues in 76/77.
The Charnock household is an enviable one, full of good things – shelves of
strange books, stacks of records and tapes, assorted objects, unusual
appliances, nice cats, cups of coffee – a great place to visit, in other words.
Shrew shares this quality: it’s full of good things, unexpected items, unusual
articles, odd letters, nice cartoons – a great fanzine to read, in other words,
and a fanzine that’s attractive and large as well. If I half-close my eyes and
hold it at arm’s length, I can make-believe that it’s the Egg that might have
been. Pleasant day-dream, but Shrew, fortunately, is no fantasy.
The sixth issue featured Roy Kettle’s account of an early fannish visit to
Haverfordwest, cartoons and a column by Dick Howett, Chris Priest
describing the Charnocks abroad, a Mancon report by Joseph Nicholas, a
couple of lesser items, letters, and Bits. The giant seventh issue sported a
barbaric cover and contained Rob Holdstock’s report on the Dublin
conference, Tom Perry’s recollection of a childhood hoax, oddments by Greg
Pickersgill, Charles Platt, and Andrew Stephenson, and Don West’s lengthy
survey of British fandom and fanzines (a piece which won the Best Article
section of this poll).
Good writers; fine fanzine – may the Charnock’s organ grow and
prosper.
2) STOP BREAKING DOWN: (58 points) (2nd) edited by Greg
Pickersgill, 7a Lawrence Rd, South Ealing, London WS. (30p or usual) Two
issues. One of the features that makes SBD a distinctive fanzine is its
topicality – snatch it out of the postman’s hands, read it while it’s still warm,
and you’ll get the latest stuff on British fandom as it really is. Strange, really,
since it’s no more frequent than any other UK fanzine. Still, this, the
fannishness, the good writing, good lettercolumn, all produce an ace fanzine
close to, if not indeed on, the focal point of British fandom.
The third issue contained a long Mancon report by Malcolm Edwards,
briefer than usual fanzine reviews from Greg, Simone Walsh’s column (on
cons), and a solid letter column. The fourth issue featured Rob Holdstock and
the agonies of a Master Author, Grah Charnock at the Novacon, Simone at
the Silicon, Greg with his fanzines, and readers with their letters.
SBD combines the virtues of a personalzine and a fannish genzine – and,
dammit, it’s quick enough off the mark to steal news before it appears in
Checkpoint. Active fanzine. Good stuff.
3) MAYA: (57 points) (1st) edited by Rob Jackson, 71 King John St,
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Heaton, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE6 5XR. (50p or usual) One (double) issue.
If SBD manages to appear topical with only two issues in a year I suppose it’s
quite reasonable for Maya (and Rob Jackson) to appear superactive with only
one issue. Must be my decaying sense of time, the onset of entropy, and the
passing of some sort of youthful energy, but really I could’ve sworn that a
good stack of Mayas had arrived over the last year. Still, that all says
something for the quality of Rob’s single issue. Maya 12/13 contained some
exceptional material, notably Roy Kettle’s advice for would-be authors and
Pete Weston’s exorcism of his personal demon, Charles Platt. Chris Priest
and Greg Benford provided some Sf matter, Malcolm Edwards reviewed
fanzines, Gary Hubbard penned a column, and the readers squeezed into the
letter column.
An excellent issue of a good fanzine. I’d better say no more or Rob’s
eyes will glint and sparkle as the bigger, better, and even-more-locs
syndrome burrows into his brain. I wouldn’t mind, but it shows up my own
vacant gaze – somebody lend me a syndrome, quick!
4) TRUE RAT: (43 points) (3rd) edited by Roy Kettle, 43 Chesholm Rd,
London N16. (available for the usual) Two issues. True Rat ventured into the
genzine field last year and earned itself some criticism for doing so; the major
complaint concerned the dilution of Roy’s own writing by including outside
contributors in the fanzine. Criticism as egoboosting as that can’t be all bad.
True Rat Ate contained a couple of Mancon reports from Grah Charnock
and John Brosnan, one of Don West’s all-embracing fanzine reviews, a piece
of ancient fannish archaeology from me, letters, and a modicum of Roy’s
own writing. True Rat Nein had a lot more of Roy, plus Dave Langford on
occult fanzines, Jim Linwood on real fanzines, and an excerpt from the life of
Charles Platt.
Most desirable, God’s own, superlative, of the first water – I’m using up
Roget’s synonyms for “good” too quickly. It’s about time Checkpoint readers
voted for some bad or even non-descript fanzines just to give me a break
once in a while. True Rat is a corking fanzine. I’ll leave it at that.
5) TWLL-DDU: (42 points) (-) edited by Dave Langford, 22
Northumberland Ave, Reading, Berks, RG2 7PW. (available for the usual)
Five issues. Starting as a half-time substitute for the genzine, Drilkjis, TD has
proved to be more successful than Drilkjis itself. It’s a personalzine,
entertaining, erudite, often too-damn-clever, but always enjoyable. Highlights
have been Dave’s own conreports, one of which actually made Mancon seem
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fascinating.
I’m not getting the Thesaurus out again. Another corking fanzine, and
probably a wizard one as well.
Next five: It seems that great fannish minds think alike and, although
over sixty British fanzine titles were published in the last year, only one other
publication received more than five points:
6) Vibrator (9 points) (=7th) ed Graham Charnock.
BEST SINGLE ISSUE: Seven issues of six fanzines were nominated.
1) Wrinkled Shrew 7 (eight votes) (Pat Charnock)
2) Maya 12/13 (four votes) (Rob Jackson)
BEST ARTICLE: Seven items were nominated.
1) Don West – “The State Of The Art” in Wrinkled Shrew 7 (five votes).
=2) Roy Kettle – “How Not To Be A Writer” in Maya 12/13 (four
votes).
=2) Rob Holdstock – “Eight Days A Week” in SBD 4 (four votes).
BEST BRITISH FANWRITER: Fifteen people were nominated, thirteen of
them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the ‘Best
Fanzine’ section and last year’s positions are again in brackets.
1) ROY KETTLE (82 points) (1st) Once again Roy stands on the giddy
pinacle of fame and breathes the rarefied airs known only to winners of the
Checkpoint Fan Poll. Over the last year he’s produced some excellent
writing, notably for Maya (with ‘How Not To Be A Writer’) and Wrinkled
Shrew (with ‘Once Upon A Time In Haverfordwest’), as well as some good
stuff for his own True Rat. Vive Le Roy!
2) GRAHAM CHARNOCK (51 points) (Sth) Grah’s been busy with his
Vibrator once again and has also contributed some of the good Bits that
appear in Shrew. His con reports have brought sunshine and paranoia into the
pages of SBD and True Rat. All this and music too. Talented bugger.
3) DON WEST (39 points) (=9th) The old fannish saying that All
Knowledge Is In Fanzines has been refined by Don who somehow manages
to get the essential philosophy of mankind and several other equally
interesting subjects into his fanzine review columns. Mind you, they are
somewhat longer than most fanzine reviews. True Rat published one such
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and Don’s other piece, ‘The State Of The Art’ in Shrew, won the ‘Best
Article’ sect ion.
4) DAVE LANGFORD (37 points) (-) Though he’s been found in True
Rat and Drilkjis, Dave has mostly displayed himself in his own personalzine,
Twll-Ddu. His writing is precise and witty – the only hindrance to fame and
fortune is those bloody awkward fanzine titles. Reminds me of Mor-fach and
Tykky-dew somehow.
5) GREG PICKERSGILL (32 points) (3rd) Greg’s been exhibiting
himself in Stop Breaking Down where lurks his famous “Burning Hell”
column of fanzine reviews and assorted editorial features. Good incisive
material.
Next five:
6) Bob Shaw (17 points) (2nd)
7) Pete Weston (15 points) (6th)
=8) Rob Holdstock (10 points) (-)
=8) Tom Perry (10 points) (-)
=10) David Bridges (6 points) (-)
=10) Peter Roberts (6 points) (4th)
BEST FANZINE COVER: Ten covers from ten different fanzine titles were
nominated. No winners, however.
BEST BRITISH FANARTIST: Nineteen people were nominated, nine of
them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the ‘Best
Fanzine’ section and last year’s positions are in brackets.
1) HARRY BELL (85 points) (1st) Once more entirely on form, Harry’s
been active in America as well as the UK where he’s produced some great
cartoonwork, notably for Maya, True Rat, and Stop Breaking Down. Is there
no stopping this kid? Tune in again next year.
2) JIM BARKER (55 points) (-) A recent Gannet discovery, Jim has
drawn some fine cartoon illustrations, principally for Maya. His speciality is
drawing fans and he can be seen peering intently at people in the corner of
conventions.
3) DON WEST (39 points) (7th) A yet more famous peerer at people –
possibly the plumb line and set square make it more obvious as well as the
looming proximity. Don’s another character cartoonist and his work has
appeared in True Rat, Checkpoint, and the masterpiece, Egg 10½.
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4) TONY SCHOFIELD (12 points) (-) Tony has appeared with sf and
comic- inclined artwork in Nebula and, most especially, in the one-shot,
Dawn Patrol Blaster Aces.
5) JON LANGFORD (11 points) (-) Jon, as might be expected, has
appeared in the Langford publications with assorted artwork for Twll-Ddu,
Drilkjis, and the Skycon bid.
Next five:
6) Terry Jeeves (9 points) (4th)
7) Carol Gregory (7 points) (-)
No one else received more than five points.
FIVE YEARS AGO: Checkpoint is just about getting old enough for a little
time-binding, so here, briefly, are the results of the 1971/2 poll first published
in Checkpoint 21.
Best Fanzine:
1) Egg (ed Peter Roberts)
2) Cynic (ed Gray Boak)
3) Speculation (ed Pete Weston)
4) Maya (ed Tan Williams & Ian Maule)
5) Cypher (ed James Goddard & Mike Sandow)
Best Fanwriter: 1) Gray Boak; 2) Bob Shaw; 3) Terry Jeeves.
Best Fanartist: 1) Harry Bell; 2) Kevin Cullen; 3) Dave Rowe.
Best Issue:
Maya 3 (ed Ian Maule)
Best Article:
Mary Long – “Looking Backward” in Maya
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Checkpoint 84, August 1977
Checkpoint 84 (August 1977) is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr,
Dawlish, Devon, UK. Available for news, things, & cash – 5/50p (UK &
Europe), 5/$1 (America airmail), 7/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Cartoons by
Bill Kunkel & Stu Shiffman. Restormel Press Pub: 119.
BRITAIN SWEEPS FAAN AWARDS: An ebullient Rob Jackson has
phoned through the results of the Fan Activity Achievement Awards:
Best Fan Editor: 1) Rob Jackson; 2) Terry Hughes; 3) Jerry Kaufman & Suzanne
Tompkins; 4) Donn Brazier; 5) Victoria Vayne; 6) Don D’Ammassa.
Best Fan Writer: 1) Bob Shaw; 2) Don D’Ammassa; 3) Susan Wood; 4) Roy
Kettle; 5) Jodie Offutt; 6) Pete Weston.
Best Fan Artist (Humorous): 1) Harry Bell; 2) Grant Canfield; 3) Derek Carter; 4)
Alexis Gilliland; 5) Dan Steffan; 6) Bruce Townley.
Best Fan Artist (Sercon): 1) James Shull;2) Jim McLeod;2) Al Sirois;4) Stu
Gilson; 4) James Odbert.
Best LoCWriter: 1) Mike Glicksohn; 2) Harry Warner, Jun; 3) J.A.Salmonson; 4)
Jodie Offutt; 5) Don D’Ammassa; 6) Ben Indick.
Best Single Ish: 1=) Maya 11; 1=) Spanish Inquisition 7/8; 3) Rune 48; 4) The Hat
Goes Home; 5) Simulacrum 3.
Rob, needless to say, was chortling over the phone and any mistakes in the
above are due to my misinterpretation of his high-pitched giggling. He did
however mention that at a Gannet party he, Bob Shaw, Harry Bell, and an
itinerant Mike Glicksohn had their photos took together in honour of the
occasion and the awards. Rob also noted that just nine UK fans voted, so the
Americans have only themselves to blame for the results. Well done, kids.
HUGO AWARD NOMINATIONS: (courtesy of Rob Jackson, once again)
Fanzine: Locus, Mythologies, Outworlds, Sf Review, Spanish Inquisition.
Fan Writer: Don D’Ammassa, Dick Geis, Mike Glicksohn, Don
Thompson, Susan Wood.
Fan Artist: Grant Canfield, Phil Foglio, Tim Kirk, Bill Rotsler, James
Shull.
Novel: Children Of Dune (Herbert), Man Plus (Pohl), Mindbridge
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(Haldeman), Shadrach In The Furnace (Silverberg), Where Late The Sweet
Birds Sang (Wilhelm).
Novella: ‘By Any Other Name’ (Robinson), ‘Houston, Houston, Do
You Read’ (Tiptree), ‘Piper At The Gates Of Dawn’ (Cowper), ‘The Samurai
& The Willows’ (Bishop).
Novelette: ‘The Bicentennial Man’ (Asimov), ‘The Diary Of The Rose’
(Le Gum), ‘Gotta Sing, Gotta Dance’ (Varley), ‘The Phantom Of Kansas’
(Varley).
Short Story: ‘A Crowd Of Shadows’ (Grant), ‘Custom Fitting’ (White),
‘I See You’ (Knight), ‘Tricentennial’ (Haldeman).
Drama: Carrie, Futureworld, Logan’s Run, The Man Who Fell To
Earth.
Editor: James Baen, Ben Bova, Terry Carr, Ed Ferman, Ted White.
Artist: George Barr, Vincent DiFate, Steve Fabian, Rick Sternbach.
WESTERCON XXX: (a brief glimpse from Pauline Palmer) “The con was
held in the Totem Park convention centre at the University of British
Columbia in Vancouver, July 1st-4th. Totem Park wasn’t half bad once we
found it, but the map sent out with the progress report was vastly
oversimplified, so that getting there was like finding a way through a maze.
Over 1000 fans registered, but the facilities seemed to handle them fairly
well; the only crowded event (room parties excepted) was the ‘Costume
Bacchanal’ on Sunday evening. My vote for the most annoying thing about
the con goes to the name tags, which were virtually unreadable, even at close
range. And I shouldn’t have been surprised (but I was) when the ‘open’ bar
not only closed at 10pm, but told us to clear out or the Mounties would come
and put us out.
“Jack and I went home to Bellingham at nights, but the rooms we saw at
Totem were small, neat, clean, and apparently adequate. As one fan who
stayed there said “A dorm room is a dorm room”. I don’t know how the fans
who stayed in the ‘alternative hotel’ fared, though I hear that the hotel they
chose, sight-unseen, wasn’t in the most reputable part of town.
“Anyway, the general consensus among the fans I talked to was that it
was a good con and I certainly enjoyed it. It does therefore seem to be
possible to hold a con on a college campus and have it turn out well – even
when that campus is fairly isolated from the city, like UBC.”
(Survivors of Owens Park and the infamous Home Spermalie – the latter
designed for blind Flemish nuns – might disagree. Spartan idealism lives on
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in Europe, so be warned.)
WEIRD TALES: Mary Long and Jim Meadows tell me that the projected
Star Trek film seems to be off, but that the pinbrains of Paramount TV are
planning to revive the television series with some of the old actors. So much
for bright new ideas in the world of science fiction and US tv.
* The Oxford Sf Group’s elections were held a few weeks ago, says
Dave Langford. Voting was conducted by the “single transferable candidate”
system, whereby losing contenders were transferred to the murky waters of
the River Cherwell. A small plastic duck was elected President.
* Special news for Greg: Laurine White says that Frank Denton told her
there really is a hidden city under Seattle. When I find my bucket & spade
I’m going to have a little dig around Dawlish too just in case.
* Laurine also mentions that at the Los Angeles Spacecon 4 “there was a
wookie, several jawas, and some Luke Skywalkers with light sabres”. This
may seem a trifle obscure, but apparently it’s the first sign of yet another US
cult, this time associated with the highly successful film, Star Wars. Can’t
wait for the wookies to get here, myself.
* Alexis Gilliland sends a footnote on the Disclave: “The con registered
824 this year. We did run out of cookies at 2am on Monday, but not the other
stuff. How come I never get to all the Disclave parties, hah?”
* David Affler (1019 W Roxbury Parkway, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167)
has sent along some information on a Concord in 80 worldcon bid. Plans for
the con include a complete showing of all episodes of Space 1999, a fannish
version of the Paul Revere’s ride and the battles of Concord & Lexington,
and the use of Walden Pond for a skinny-dipping party. 50¢ if you’re
brainless enough to join – and please specify which position you’d like on the
committee. NB – the bugger’s moved: CoA elsewhere.
* Alexis Gilliland notes that the WSFA is bidding for Washington in
1984. A real bid, I trust.
* Harry & Irene Bell have separated; Harry’s still at the old address.
* Dave Upton has some 1977 Eastercon t-shirts with Brian Lewis
artwork available: large, medium, small, and red, blue, or yellow – £1.75 plus
postage (25p) to Dave at 49a Moor St, Brierley Hill, West Midlands, DY5
35P.
* Bryn Fortey bemoans the loss of his office photocopier and reckons
that its removal has put paid to Relativity for the foreseeable future.
* Tom Perry sent along a copy of Amazing with the Real Truth about
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Hugo Gernsback’s bankruptcy and How Dave Kyle Got It Wrong. Both Tom
& Dave Kyle have now left Britain (see CoAs); it isn’t clear who is pursuing
whom.
* Jean Pearson (88 Caludon Rd, Stoke, Coventry, CV2 4LP) is looking
for a Coventry sf group. Anyone lost one? If none should exist, Jean is
willing to start such a group – she adds that she “has a rather good groovel”, a
useful if obscure qualification. Write if you’re in the area.
* Fred Jackson III (70 Illinois, Pontiac, Mich 48053) is looking for
fanzines, particularly UK ones, and guarantees to bc. Fred also threatens to
review them for the N3F.
* My vacant gaze managed to miss Maya 11 out of the fan poll last
issue, thereby making the entry for Maya pretty damn foolish. Sorry about
that.
IMPORTANT: Well, not in a global sense perhaps, but I shall Not Be Here
for most of September and October. All being well, I should be at the Suncon
and cruising around America. Keep sending the fanzines, though, even if any
response will be even more sluggish than usual.
My apologies for the brevity of this issue – something to do with the
summer, I reckon, but letters have been few and far between and I’ve been
tending my roots and shoots. Huge issues in the autumn, honest.
Meanwhile, a cross here [....] may well mean we part company. Cash, or
a letter, or somesuch token of interest will do wonders.
Many back issues available at 5/20p – extremely useful if you’re writing
patchy histories of fandom or collecting old address changes.
CoAs: Tom Perry, PO Box 6, Lake Mohegan, NY 10547, USA
(temporary)
Dave Kyle, P0 Box 1587, Hobe Sound, FL 33455, USA
Graham England, 55 Colebrook Aye, Hayes, Middx
David Affler, Box 2420, Brandeis Univ, Waltham, MA 02154, USA
CONS: Dancon (Easter or thereabouts, 1978) is the Danish convention
– details from: Klaus Johansen, Vollsmose Alle 104/6, DK-5240 Vollsmose.
Novacon 7 and next year’s Eastercon, Skycon, can both be contacted at 5
Aston Close, Pangbourne, Reading, Berks. Supporting memberships are £1
and £2 and the dates are Nov 4th-6th and 24th-27th March respectively.
Nail down your letterbox!
Here’s:
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Checkpoint 85, Winter 1977

Checkpoint 85 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish,
Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades, interesting letters, fine
old fanzines (send list first), Star Wars bubble gum cards (one pack per
issue), other fascinating things, or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 5/$1
(America airmail), or 7/$1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Heading by Don West.
Restormel Press Pub: 122.
NO ESCAPE from the clutches of Checkpoint, even if it has been a couple
of months since the last issue. I have my excuses, however: food gets short
here in the winter fogs of moorland Devon and I’ve been out collecting fungi
to last me through to the Spring. There, bet you thought I was going to blame
it all on the strains of writing a TAFF report. Hell no. I can only kid the
readers so far, and no further. Still, here we all are again. This issue is just a
brief one to catch up on some stuff. Future issues will be at least double the
size, thanks to the new metric weight levels that the GPO have just invented.
The disappearance of the old 15gm limit puts paid to the usual six-page
Checkpoints, so I’m upping it to eight or ten pages (with a slight price
increase – see above). Deadline for the next issue is January 15th – may your
news and letters pour in by then.
LEEDS BID FOR EASTERCON: The Leeds Sf Group are intending
to bid for the 1979 British Eastercon. The committee includes David Pringle
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as Chairman and Mike Dickinson as Vice-Chairman. Don West, their PR
man, no less, tells me that they’re investigating the Leeds Dragonara Hotel,
site of a past Star Trek con and big enough for an Eastercon. At the moment
this seems to be the only positive bid for the 1979 con.
THE GUARDIAN AWARD FOR FICTION was recently presented
to Mike Moorcock for his novel, The Condition of Muzak, last of the Jerry
Cornelius series. And that’s all the sf news you’re likely to get this issue –
unless you hadn’t noticed a new BBC tv sitcom featuring a housewife
marooned on a space station, if indeed that’s even worthy of note.
NOVACON 7: This year’s Novacon, held at the Royal Angus Hotel,
Birmingham (Nov. 4th-6th), was an entirely cheerful and pleasant affair.
Around 300 fans attended, including a couple of stray Americans and token
Belgians and Swedes. Chairman was Stan Eling and John Brunner was Guest
of Honour. The programme, as usual at Novacons, was fairly light, with a
couple of panels, a couple of films, a Disco that seemed adequate, auctions,
and a banquet.
I arrived on Friday afternoon and sat chatting in the bar till the Suncon
Slide Show in the evening when Rob Jackson and Mike Meara showed off
their photographic talents with assorted views of American fans and the
Worldcon. Saturday started early with the Jim White Chat Show which
featured Brian Lewis and myself as guests, with Brian talking about odd
happenings in his work as artist, cartoonist, and rock world mover, and me
telling anecdotes about anything I could think of, which included obscene
fungi and submarines. I went out with a few fans to a vegetarian restaurant
for lunch and discovered that chili con carne was the meal of the day;
Andrew Stephenson also insulted his apple crumble, so there was a certain
strangeness to the meal. Rog Peyton and I auctioned books and fanzines in
the afternoon and in the evening some nineteen of us went off for an
alternative banquet in the only decent Indian Restaurant in Birmingham. I
leapt into the first taxi for this outing and ended up having to push it part of
the way, which was a trifle daft; also rather silly was the final bill for the
meal which came to £99.99 exactly. Sunday was quiet, most people leaving
in the afternoon; but there were a couple of dead dog parties that night. The
last stragglers left on Monday and I thought for a moment that I was actually
the last fan left in the hotel by late afternoon; but a group of Sheffield fans
reappeared, waiting for a concert in the city that evening.
A very enjoyable convention, though without any great events or
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happenings. Dave Langford’s Twll-ddu won the Nova Award for Best British
Fanzine. Next year’s Novacon will move to the Holiday Inn in Birmingham,
the Royal Angus being too small to cope with the increase in con attendance.
CoAs:
Rog Peyton, 19 Eves Croft, Bartley Green, Birmingham, B32 3QL
Alyson Abramowitz, 5334 Beeler St, Pittsburgh, PA 15217
Sarah Symonds Prince, 2369 Williams (Apt A), Columbus, OH 43202
Archie & Beryl Mercer, Lyonesse, Post Office Lane, Mount Hawke,
Truro, Cornwall, TR4 8DW
Bruce Arthurs, 4522 E. Bowker, Phoenix, AZ 85040
Patrick Hayden, Annie Hall, 656 Abbott Rd, E.Lansing, MI 48823
Ken Josenhans, (as above)
Gary Farber (c/a, as above)
Jerry Kaufman, 606 15th St E, Seattle, WA 98112
Suzanne Tompkins (as above, from Jan 1st)
Don Markstein, 1005 Willow, Austin, TX 78702
Tom Perry, P0 Box 2134, Boca Raton, FL 33432
Darroll & Ro Pardoe, 38 Sandown Lane, Liverpool, L15 4HU
Ian & Janice Maule, 18 Hillside, 163 Carshalton Rd., Sutton, Surrey
Carey Handfield, BO Box 91, Canton, Vic 3053, Australia
Ben Zuhl, 7660 N. Sheridan Rd, Chicago, IL 60626
Ross Chamberlain, 90 Pinehurst Ave, 6F, New York, NY 10033
BRITISH FANZINE BIBLIOGRAPHY: The first part, covering the
years 1936-1950, is now available; it’s been printed as a ten page pamphlet
and contains listings & information on each issue of every British fanzine
known from the period before 1950. Three further parts dealing with fanzines
from 1950-1975 are in preparation. The first part is priced at 50p ($1), mainly
for the benefit of libraries and other institutions who plague me with invoices
and suchlike. Readers of Checkpoint and other fans can get a copy for 35p
(inc post); overseas fans can send me three International Reply Coupons for a
copy, or a $1 bill (and I’ll keep note of the change and knock it off the price
of the next part). Anyone who wants ten copies for any reason can get them
for £3 ($6).
SILICON 2: (You’re right, it has been a long time since the last CP; but
here’s a report from Joseph Nicholas for historians amongst you) “Silicon 2,
organized by the ever-active Gannets, was held in the Imperial Hotel,
Newcastle, over the weekend of 26th-29th August. It was the fine fannish
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event all had expected it to be, marred only by a cretinous manager who
closed the bar early and took the pool cues away to prevent the clicking of
balls on the table from disturbing the sleep of the residents.
“Friday night passed without this idiocy manifesting itself and Saturday
morning brought the first of the scheduled programme items, a panel entitled
‘The Brains Truss’, intended as no more than harmless fun until certain
members of the audience revealed themselves as the founding fathers of the
Norwich Sf Group and demanded to know why this wasn’t a full-fledged sf
convention. They had, it appeared, been passed information to this effect by
no less than the BSFA... as a result of which all the old arguments about
fannish and sercon fandom were trotted out in a vain attempt to show them
the error of their ways.
“The tv-football tournament was in progress that evening when we
heard that negotiations with the manager had broken down and the bar would
shut at 12.30 despite the bar staff’s willingness (all one of her) to keep
working till 4.00am. With her cooperation we stole the seized pool cues back
and it wasn’t until the manager returned at 1.30am that he was able to prevent
her from raking in the money. Acrimony and agitation all round and threats
to write to the director of the hotel chain were voiced.
“Sunday morning brought an horrendously imbecilic monster movie
before our gaze. Not realizing that it was Japanese, Dave Langford spent five
minutes trying to lip-read it. People disappeared off to local off-licences to
stock up for the night and when the bar closed we repaired to the tv lounge
upstairs. When the manager complained about the noise, we went back
downstairs and made even more noise till the alcohol ran out.
“The Royal Station Hotel will almost certainly be the venue for next
year’s Silicon.” (J. N.)
WEIRD TALES: Richard McMahon, who may or may not be off to
Zambia next year, reports the appearance of an sf club in Croydon and
district. At least two meetings have been held so far with about half a dozen
people turning up. The person to contact is: John Hunt, 39 Stoneyfield Rd.,
Old Coulsdon, Surrey. // Elst Weinstein (7001 Park Manor Aye, North
Hollywood, CA 91605) has sent along a copy of his sf game, For This, You
Die!; Elst is selling copies for $3.00. I may get hold of some shortly for sale
in Europe – price, &c, later.
CONVENTIONS FUTURE: The next UK convention is the small
Faancon to be held at the Lansdowne Hotel, Manchester, over the weekend of
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February 3rd-5th. There’s no formal programme and membership is £1.50
(with a refund at the door). Make cheques payable to Faancon 3 and contact
Gerald Lawrence, Tower 6-13-16, Owens Park, 293 Wilmslow Rd.,
Fallowfield, Manchester, M14 6HD. // Also in February (17th-19th) is
Boskone 15 at the Sheraton-Boston Hotel. Guest of Honour is John Brunner
with Arthur Thomson as Official Artist. Membership (till Feb 1st) is- $6 to:
Boskone, P0 Box G, MIT Branch PO, Cambridge, MA 02139. // Finally,
Beneluxcon 6 will be held in Eindhoven, Holland, on the weekend, of 9th11th June. Chris Priest is the Guest of Honour. Membership is £2.30 to
Vernon Brown, Pharmacy Dept, Univ.of Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham,
B4 7ET.
CONVENTIONS PAST: Colin Lester attended the Sfancon in Ghent in
September and sends a brief report: “Good. I’m told there were 250 or so
people there, but it seemed mare like 150. About fifteen British fans turned
up, including GoH, Bob Shaw. There were five films, a very small fancy
dress parade, enlivened by Martin Hoare’s impressions and the fact that two
people had been body-painted by Karel Thole, and about twenty other items,
half-a-dozen of which were in English. Ghent, by the way, is a nice place to
visit, though a trifle smelly.” Something to do with rotting flax, if I remember
correctly. You’re right though – the stench from the canals beggars
description. // Alan Bostick sends a final few notes on the Westercon:
“Attendance was actually only 858. This is a Genuine Real True Fact, since I
had the job of counting them. Your report also failed to mention a hazard of
the UBC facilities that I doubt even Owens Park had: the shower curtains in
the bathroom had a strong tendency to attack the occupants of the showers,
causing much distress among those attendees who had seen Psycho before the
con.”
NEED ILLUSTRATIONS? I’ve a selection of about fifty pieces of
artwork from my own and Jonh Ingham’s files that neither of us are ever
likely to use. Some fifteen fan artists are represented. Any faneditor is
welcome to a batch – just drop me a line and include return postage.
AND FINALLY: Seasonal Greetings to you all.
Need help and advice?
Tough. Here’s:
CHECKPOINT 85
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Checkpoint 86, February 1978
Checkpoint 86 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish,
Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades, interesting letters, fine
old fanzines (send list first), Star Wars bubble gum cards (one pack per
issue), other fascinating things, or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 5/$1
(America & Africa airmail), or 7/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Drawing by
Mike Gilbert, lettering by Bill Kunkel. Restormel Press Publication: 126.
Telephone: 0626 864718.
EASTERCON 79 CLASH: The Leeds bid for the 1979 British Eastercon
was announced in the last Checkpoint; now it seems that there’s a rival bid
from none other than Derek (‘Bram’) Stokes of “Dark They Were & Golden
Eyed”, the London comics, fantasy & sf bookshop. This bid is for a
“multimedia” convention of the sort that Bram proposed before, when he lost
the 1974 Eastercon to the Gannetfans. I don’t have any direct information,
but it seems that the con is for Central London and will be heavily
commercial in tone. There are plenty of good rumours flying around, but at
least one of them (that the BSFA is backing the bid) appears to be unfounded.
It does seem, however, that Bram intends to hold the convention whether or
not he wins this Easter. Checkpoint will not be backing any “multimedia”
convention.
Meanwhile, the Leeds bid is definitely for the Dragonara Hotel, where
favourable room rates have been negotiated. Greg Pickersgill has joined the
committee as vice-boss without portfolio – a vague position, but assuredly a
fannish one.
DUFF CANDIDATES: Ballots are already out for the next Down Under Fan
Fund race to send an Australian fan to the 1978 Worldcon in Phoenix,
Arizona. Shayne McCormack, Paul Stevens, and Keith Taylor are standing;
rules are much the same as for TAFF and deadline for voting is April 14th
1978. Contact the administrators if you want further information, including a
ballot: Bill Rotsler, PO Box 3126, Los Angeles, CA 90028 (America) and
Christine Ashby, PO Box 175, South Melbourne, Vic.3205 (Australia).
GUFF – THE AUSTRALIAN-BRITISH FAN FUND: This is a one648

off fund, based on DUFF, to bring an Australian fan over to the 1979 British
Worldcon in Brighton. Nominations for candidates are now open and will
close on Good Friday, 1978. Potential GUFF runners need three Australian
and two British nominators, a one hundred word platform, a $10.00A bond,
and a written undertaking to attend Seacon 79, if elected (barring Acts of
God). Nominations should be sent to the Australian administrator, Leigh
Edmonds (PO Box 103, Brunswick, Vic.3056); Dave Langford is the British
administrator (22 Northumberland Ave, Reading, Berks, RG2 7PW). Write to
them if you need any further information – I’ve done my bit already by
buying an autographed boomerang to start the fund off. Someday, I tell
myself, such an object will prove useful, especially since I’ve discovered a
field full of wallabies not half a mile from this house. Honest. There are some
strange people living in Devon, I do tell ’ee true, zir.
SECOND BRITISH FANZINE BIBLIOGRAPHY: While you lot out
there thought I was twiddling my thumbs and doing nothing much at all, I
was actually engaged in compiling the second part of the British Fanzine
Bibliography. The first part (covering the years 1936-1950) is still available
for 35p (ten copies for £3 or $6.00); the second part is larger, a 20 page
pamphlet (A4 reduced to A5), and contains listings and available information
on every British fanzine I can trace for the period 1951-1960. It’s the first
time such a bibliography has been published and I’m not pretending that it’s
comprehensive; it should, however, prove a basis for further work and I hope
it’ll be of some use to fanzine freaks.
Part two is published at 50p ($1); however, Checkpoint readers and
other fans can get a copy for 40p (inc.post). Anyone wanting ten copies can
have them for £3.50 ($7.00); anyone wanting both part one and part two can
have them for 70p ($1.50) the pair – overseas fans can send seven
International Reply Coupons or a couple of dollar bills (and I’ll keep note of
the change and knock it off the price of the next part). So much for the
mercenary side of fan publishing, though I don’t somehow think I’ll make my
fortune this way, more’s the pity.
CoAs:
John Berry, 1203 18th Ave East, Seattle, WA 98112.
Jan Pinder, PO Box 428, Latham, NY 12110.
Jean Frost, 113 Abbey Rd, Erdington, Birmingham B23 7QQ
Paul Thompson, 62 Caellepa, Bangor, Wales.
David Bridges, 130 Valley Rd, Meersbrook, Sheffield, S8 9GA
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Steven Allan Beatty, Box 1040, ISU Station, Ames, IA 50010.

CHECKPOINT SF
a book review supplement to Checkpoint 86
Day Of the Mad Dogs: David Anne (Corgi – 85p)
This is an obvious example of exploitation-fiction: originally called
Rabid, the book chronicles the return of rabies to Great Britain, and does so
without much thought, vitality, or imagination. The first part, all ten chapters
(122pp) of it, is inconsequential padding and might usefully have been
summarized in a couple of paragraphs: a rabid dog is brought into Britain and
causes a local outbreak of the disease. The second part (another ten chapters –
120pp), though it contains more active stuff, with dogs running around and
people being bitten, is still pretty tedious and uninspired. The only unusual
elements in the book occur right at the end. The chapter on chapter of pap
doesn’t lead to or suggest any exciting conclusion, so the author conjures one
out of thin air, mixing several unpleasant and gratuitously macabre scenes
together with some nonsense about a collapse of the government and the
implied extinction of mankind. “Horror piled upon horror,” says the Sunday
Telegraph and that seems about right.
Some episodes are medically nasty and Day Of The Mad Dogs may
therefore help in the fight against rabies. But as fiction it’s feeble-minded
stuff and a dull, half-hearted novel, even for the hack market.
I Am Legend: Richard Matheson (Corgi – 65p)
A reissue, and a welcome one, of a novel concerning vampirism, a less
realistic but fictionally more rewarding disease than rabies. I Am Legend is
slickly-written, well-paced, and with enough dramatic and disturbing scenes
to withstand a few defects, notably a contrived and cumbersome conclusion.
Much of postwar American fiction has concerned itself with decay and
entropy, disintegrating reality, paranoia and solipsism; I Am Legend brings
every damn one of these themes right into the open with a vision of the last
man on earth besieged by animated, vampiric corpses. It’s vivid, compelling,
and effective – good stuff, and not without humour either: the cry “Come out,
Neville!” deserves some sort of place amongst the catch-phrases of fandom, I
reckon.
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Ox: Piers Anthony (Corgi – 85p)
The only work of Piers Anthony’s I’ve read other than this is a dreadful
mess called Macrocosm. Ox isn’t a great deal better. Some of the writing, for
example, is appalling: the first three spoken lines in chapter one, to give you
some idea, are: “Try a mouthful of that!”; “You’re a tough one!”; and “Takes
more brains that I got to handle this metal baby.” This sub-Biggles
monologue is spoken by a dim-witted bloke called ‘Veg’, a caricature not
calculated to please those of us who refuse to eat animals. Besides the
poverty of such writing, the novel also progresses in a miserably jerky
manner: Anthony even stops dead at one stage to tell us all about a patternmaking game, complete with diagrams (indeed he actually tries to make it
part of the novel in a ludicrous piece of broken dialogue between two
mathematics scholars, following the worst traditions of the scientific pulps
and the tedious novels of Fred Hoyle). Hell, I might have forgiven him if I
could’ve figured out the wretched game. Apparently Anthony thought it
important enough to use as a key to the structure of Ox; if so, it’s a key that’s
lost on me.
Still, Ox is at least lively, with plenty of fairly alien aliens, plenty of
action, and enough characters, locations and incidents to fill several dozen
less phrenetic novels. There are also a couple of attractive sequences (notably
a strange progression through a maze of alternative realities). But all in all,
Ox is a jumbled and messy creation, and not finally worth the effort of
penetrating.
Planet of Judgement: Joe Haldeman (Corgi – 70p)
Well, I thought I’d take a look at it for curiosity’s sake, despite a
lacklustre and uninspired cover. Planet Of Judgement is a Star Trek novel –
the 21st, according to a list inside the book. It’s somewhat better than might
be expected, but despite Joe Haldeman’s occasional humour and lapses into
interesting writing (there’s a nice little card scene near the end, for example),
POJ is too much of the straightforward hack novel to be any more exciting
than its initials suggest.
City On The Edge Of Forever: Harlan Ellison & Mandala Productions
(Corgi – 85p)
“300 full color action scenes”, it says on the cover, and indeed that’s
what the book (a standard size paperback) contains – colour photos from the
Star Trek episode plus captions, in a sort of comic-strip format. It doesn’t
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quite work, somehow; the photos aren’t always appropriate and the layout is
pedestrian, probably as a result of having to stick to the tv stills. Nonetheless,
the “fotonovel” is an interesting idea, and you get an interview with Ellison
and a quick quiz as well. A nice book for a kid, though Star Trek fanatics
would probably prefer a more orthodox illustrated script.
Also Received:
Critical Mass: Fred Pohl & Cyril Kornbluth (Bantam – 75p). Collection
of ten short stories (1955-1974).
Chamber of Horrors: Robert Bloch (Corgi – 70p) Collection of twelve
short stories (1950-1966).
New Writings In Sf 29: ed. Ken Bulmer (Corgi – 75p) Anthology of
eight original short stories by Wilder, Aldiss, Hill, Tubb, Walters, Malcolm,
Morgan, & Partington.
Il Mondo Dei Sonambuli: Gordon Dickson (Omega – £1,500) Gian
Paolo Cossato & Sandro Sandrelli’s translation of Sleepwalker’s World. My
schoolboy Latin grammar hasn’t been a great help with this, I fear.
The Custodians: Richard Cowper (Pan – 60p) Collection of four short
stories.
The Shape of Sex To Come: ed. Douglas Hill (Pan – 60p) Anthology of
eight short stories by Silverberg, Disch, Jorgensson, McCaffrey, Aldiss,
Bailey, Sladek, & Moorcock.
Books for review are welcome, and should be sent to: Peter Roberts, 38
Oakland Drive, Dawlish, Devon, UK.
SEATTLE & NORTH WEST NEWS: (John Berry) “The fannish
community around here is really pretty large. On Capitol Hill live Loren
McGregor & Jeff Frane in one house, recently joined by Jerry Kaufman, who
moved here this fall from New York; me; John Carl, who moved here last
summer from Montana and who will probably be moving into my old
apartment; Jessica Salmonson, who lives not far away; Clifford Wind, down
the hill nearer the freeway; and at least a couple of other people who are fans
but whom I see only at Nameless meetings (which meet down the street at
Horizon Books, once a month). Jane Hawkins comes over from Queen Anne
Hill a lot, and Aljo Svoboda, who moved here last fall, lives in the university
district. Frank & Anna Jo Denton are sometimes lured onto the hill;
sometimes the Busby too. And various fans in other parts of the country keep
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making noises about moving here, of whom the only one I’m sure of is Suzle
Tompkins, who’ll be arriving sometime this winter. Funny, it doesn’t feel like
a hotbed of fannish activity.
“There’s also a local sf club, centred across the lake in Bellevue. Jane &
Clifford are both members, otherwise the two circles only overlap through
Nameless meetings. But this club, the Northwest Sf Society (NWSFS), is
putting on a local convention this Easter weekend: Norwescon 1 will be held
March 25th & 26th at the Holiday Inn at Sea-Tac Airport, 17338 Pacific
Highway South, Seattle. Memberships are $7.00 through March 12th and
$8.00 thereafter. GoH will be Theodore Sturgeon and Fan GoH will be me –
the first time I’ve been any kind of GoH. Address is: Norwescon, 13001 79th
Place NE, Kirkland, WA 98033.”
Jerry Kaufman also writes and mentions a new local apa with Denys
Howard as OE; it’s called CRAPA (Cascade Regional Amateur Press
Association) and is open to residents in BC, Alberta, Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, and Montana.
John also sends along a copy of Pacific Northwest Review Of Books, a
new professional venture by John and Loren MacGregor. The first, trial issue
is in an attractive newspaper format and contains reviews, interviews, essays,
and oddments: the aim is for the review to be “a focal point for the literary
energies of the region”. If you’re interested, the annual subscription is $7.50
and the address is: PO Box 21566, Seattle, WA 98111.
BRITISH CONVENTIONAL STUFF: The next convention over here
is the fourth Fantasycon, to be held in the Imperial Hotel, Birmingham, over
the last weekend in February. Keith Walker tells me that Stephen King is
GoH. After that, of course, there’s Skycon, the 29th annual Easter
convention, to be held in the Heathrow Hotel over the Easter weekend;
there’s a peculiar (and unwelcome) arrangement with the hotel which
necessitates paying half the room rate (£13.80 – no singles) in advance, in
return for which the hotel doesn’t guarantee that rooms won’t be let to
complete strangers and non-fans. That sounds like the hotel calling the tune
and not the convention committee – a Bad Thing. Still, we’ll keep our
collective fingers crossed and hope that the committee have done better with
their other arrangements; full membership is £4.50 (£5 at the door) and the
address is: 5 Aston Close, Pangbourne, Berks, RG8 7LG. Robert Sheckley is
GoH and Roy Kettle is fan GoH. Faircon, to be held on the weekend of Jul
21st-23rd, could be Britain’s first regional sf con (unless you count the first
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Mancon) since it’s being held in the Ingram Hotel, Glasgow. GoH is James
White. Full membership is £3.50. Over 100 fans have registered so far and
the address is: R.Shaw, Top Flat Left, 11 Barrington Dr, Kelvinbridge,
Glasgow G4, Scotland.
WEIRD SERCON TALES: The first couple of issues of Dez Skinn’s new
British prozine, Starburst, have been published: contents are pretty lively
with cartoon strips (including Jeff Hawke), material by Harrison and
Bradbury, Star Wars stuff, film and tv material, and a lot of garish artwork. It
appears, in other words, to be aimed at the teenage market. // Meanwhile, in
the sercon strongholds of The Sf Foundation, Malcolm Edwards has replaced
Peter Nicholls as boss, and David Pringle has moved in as an Igor figure. //
The closing date for Gollancz/Picador’s £3000 fantasy competition is March
31st; contact the publishers if you need information. // Ben Bova was
apparently over in the UK recently and spent much of his time with Lord St
Davids; look out for several forthcoming short stories from the Baron Strange
of Knokin. // Harlan Ellison plans to sleep in a tent at Iguanacon for political
reasons. Look, don’t ask me, I just print the bloody news. // Laurine White
sends in a quotation from Luigi Cozzi, no less, about his forthcoming science
fiction film, Starcrash; says Luigi, “Star Wars is real sf; mine is science
fantasy. The space elements in George Lucas’ film are quite scientific. My
film has many space elements, but also includes dream people, monsters, and
lots of fantasy. Our heroes are a trio composed of an Amazon girl, a robot,
and a humanoid from outer space – all searching for a missing spaceship.
Also, our galaxies have nothing in common with those in Star Wars.” Far
out.
WEIRD FANNISH TALES: South African fandom is re-emerging,
reckons Brian Lombard; monthly meetings have started in Cape Town and
some sort of fanzine is planned soon. // The old Melbourne Sf Club in
Somerset Place has burnt down at last. // Pamela Boal wants to thank fans
who contributed to AIDS (the Association for Independent Disabled Selfsufficiency) by buying the Dave Rowe/Dave Langford calendar; Pamela also
mentions that she’s visiting the East Coast of the US in March, but fears that
she’ll miss meeting any fans. // Eric Bentcliffe notes that Bill Harry, former
fanartist and editor of Biped, has a book, Mersey Beat, The Beginning of the
Beatles, due out in March. // Peter Darling, Aussiefan (and temporary British
fan), has married Elizabeth Foyster; they’re due to visit Britain and Europe
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later this month. // Running out of room, but Checkpoint will be back with
another issue in a fortnight – news welcome, so dust off your typewriters and
drop us a line right now. Cheers.
Scene IV: The heath, before a hovel.
Enter Roberts and
CHECKPOINT 86
from:
38 Oakland Drive,
Dawlish,
Devon,
Great Britain.
Printed Matter – Reduced
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Checkpoint 87, March 1978
Checkpoint 87 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish,
Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades, interesting letters, fine
old fanzines (send list first), or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 5/$1 (Africa &
America airmail)., or 7/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Cover by Roger Woods,
celebrating the first issue of Mor-farch (Easter 1968). Ten years later and this
is Restormel Publication: 128. Telephone: 0626 864718. Advertising fliers or
circulars can be distributed with Checkpoint – £1.00 sounds about right and I
need 170 copies. 21.3.78.
TAFF CANDIDATES: Although nominations for the 1979 America to
Great Britain TAFF race don’t even open till October, a number of US fans
have already announced their intentions of standing. Such enthusiasm brings
joy to an old administrator’s heart. Terry Hughes, Fred Haskell, and Suzanne
Tompkins are all preparing to stand and I hear of other possible candidates as
well. For further information on TAFF, contact Roy Tackett (915 Green
Valley Rd. NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107, USA) or myself – news,
suggestions, and donations welcome.
THIRD WORLD FAANCON: (Mike Meara reports) “Held at the
Lansdowne Hotel in Manchester over the first weekend in February, the con
was the smallest yet with an attendance somewhere in the twenties Was this
because of the proximity to Owens Park (of not so fond memory) or the
nearness of an expensive Eastercon? At any rate, by the time we arrived there
was already a small crowd in the cosy, labyrinthine basement bar, where
Dave Rowe gave us each a ‘We Love Boris’ badge. Nice though this bar was,
we couldn’t use it for long; the management had ways of keeping us sober,
written agreements or no. Frantic phonecalls to the assistant manager elicited
an assurance that the bar would indeed stay open on Saturday night; but our
nemesis the night porter, christened ‘Fang’ by Martin Easterbrook, decided to
close up as usual. So Dave Rowe, Bernie Peek, Gra Poole, and myself (the
Four Mustgetbeers), heavily disguised as mundanes, raided the local
offlicence and smuggled the wherewithal for a room-party in through the
Skeltons’ ground-floor window. The party went off well, so Fang’s attempts
to thwart us were all in vein. I can’t remember much of what I did, but I had a
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great time doing it. The others must have too, since most of them signed up
on the spot with Gra for next year.”
SILICON THREE: This informal, fannish convention based in the
North-East of England is planned for August 25th-29th this year. The hotel is
a new one, the Grosvenor, Newcastle on Tyne, after trouble with the manager
at last year’s (mainly over bar-opening times). The first Progress Report is
out. Contact Rob Jackson, 71 King John St, Heaton, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE6 5XR, if you want information.
TROISIEME FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL DE LA SCIENCEFICTION: Philippe Hupp writes with information on this year’s Metz
festival which will be held from the 5th-11th of June. Frank Herbert is to be
GoH and the programme “will include panels, speeches (with translation),
signings, concerts, exhibitions, and about twenty films”. 35,000 people
turned up last year; if you want to be part of the 1978 throng, contact Philippe
at 7 Rue Franchet d’Esperey, 57000 Montigny Les Metz, France.

CHECKPOINT SF – a book review supplement to
Checkpoint 87
The Visual Encyclopedia Of Science Fiction: ed. Brian Ash (Pan – £5.50)
After all the bumper books of sf illustrations, it looks like sf encyclopaedias
and textbooks are now in vogue. The Visual Encyclopedia Of Sf is a bold
attempt at leading the field with its unusual initial publication in paperback
and its rather strange appearance. It’s a hefty book, even though it’s only 350
pages long: the paper is exceptionally heavy stock and I must admit that,
together with the fine printing (including some precise colour reproductions),
it helps make the book a very attractive production.
The layout, however, is odd. In fact, it’s bizarre. The book is divided
into four sections: 01 Program (sic – even though this is a British book
published in Britain); 02 Thematics; 03 Deep Probes; and 04 Fandom &
Media. The “Program” is a list of dates, arranged as a flow-chart of events
divided into “streams” of Magazine Dates, Magazine Stories, Books,
Films/TV/Radio, & Fandom. The whole thing is “presented in the form of a
space mission program” for reasons which are unexplained; thus magazines
(and fanzines) are described as being “launched” when they begin publication
and as being “aborted” when they cease publication. Apart from giving this
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section a rather ludicrous and whimsical air, this parody of American NASA
jargon serves no apparent purpose. Perhaps, however, the editor was faintly
embarrassed by the list of events, many of which are trivial and sound
particularly daft when presented in isolation (eg. “1963 – Langdon Jones
launches Tensor” or “Sept 1942 – FUTURE FICTION and SCIENCE
FICTION combine as FUTURE FICTION COMBINED WITH SCIENCE
FICTION”).
The second section, “Thematics”, takes up the major part of the
encyclopaedia. It’s divided into nineteen chapters, each chapter dealing with
a different sf subject or group of subjects. The chapters each have an
introduction by a well-known sf author, followed by an illustrated precis of
selected sf plots related to the subject of the chapter. Thus, for example,
chapter “02.08 Cataclysms & Dooms” has a four paragraph introduction by
J.G.Ballard followed by four sections (“02.08.1 Cosmic Causes”, “02.08.2
Natural Earth Causes”, “02.08.3 Alien Causes”, & “02.08.4 Human Causes”),
each a page or so in length, listing (with some comments and illustrations)
stories whose plots fall into the specified categories; additional bibliographies
are given at the end of each part. This whole “Thematics” section, therefore,
has some attractive illustrations and some brief comments from authors, but
little else except a catalogue of sf plots; this isn’t exactly useful, except
perhaps to the aspiring hack-writer.
The third section, portentously called “Deep Probes”, is the strangest of
all, being an inconsequential collection of essays by Edmund Cooper, George
Turner, Damon Knight, L.Sprague de Camp, and editor Brian Ash. The
essays are not notably original, nor particularly stimulating, and they’re
certainly not definitive, exhaustive, or comprehensive. They’re about par for
serious articles in the better sf fanzines – no more than that. I just can’t figure
out why they’re included in the book; they look like leftovers from some idea
that misfired (“aborted”?), gathered together here for lack of anywhere else to
put them.
The fourth and final section, “Fandom & Media”, is an unashamedly
miscellaneous collection of articles on fandom, sf art, sf in the cinema, sf on
tv, sf magazines, sf books, sf comics, sf commentators, and fringe cults. Each
section is brief and seems quite adequate; the fandom section isn’t at all bad,
with Harry Bell and Harry Turner illustrations (uncredited, however) and
subsections on “04.01.1 Fanac (Fan Activity)” and “04.01.2 Conventions &
Awards”.
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And that’s just about it. A number of British fans are listed as
researchers for the encyclopaedia – John Eggeling, Walter Gillings, Jim
Goddard, Jon Gustafson, Phil Harbottle, George Hay, Colin Lester, Philip
Strick, & Gerry Webb – so I reckon the information should be pretty
trustworthy. However, the test of this sort of book can only take time; it’s a
question of seeing how often it proves useful over the next few months and
years. I rather suspect that a conventionally arranged encyclopaedia would
prove more helpful than this, but that remains to be seen. The Visual
Encyclopedia Of Sf is, nonetheless, an attractive book and a pleasant thing to
flick through on rainy afternoons. Moreover a considerable number of fans
and fanzines are mentioned in the text – and who can resist the egoboo of
name scanning? “Dec 1968 – Peter Roberts (UK) launches Checkpoint”.
Good stuff.
Dragonflight: Anne McCaffrey (Corgi – 75p)
Dragonsong: Anne McCaffrey (Corgi – 75p)
Here are a couple of juvenile novels – fantasy adventures just about
disguised as sf. Dragonflight is a reprint and is quite well-known: it concerns
the battle of men and dragons to keep the planet Pern free of the mindless but
menacing Threads, the whole thing being set in a mock-mediaeval world. The
newer novel, Dragonsong, is a romance set in the same world and tells the
story of Menolly, a young girl and an excellent musician who rises from the
wastes of a fishing village to the glory and excitement of the dragon-weyrs
and the Masterharper’s halls. The original novel seems adequate, if rather flat
and feebly written (especially compared to the similar works of Jack Vance
or Ursula Le Guin); the, newer one, however, is simply dull – it’s missing a
decent storyline, and the absence of invigorating narrative cripples the book.
Ok, I suppose; but there are plenty of better novels than these around.
The Custodians: Richard Cowper (Pan – 60p)
I read this, despite the fact that I’m not greatly fond of short sf stories
and despite a vague feeling that I didn’t care for Richard Cowper’s writing
(I’m still not sure why). Surprisingly, therefore, I enjoyed the book very
much; the stories are quite slight, but they’re attractively written and contain
the secret ingredient, Sense Of Wonder. “Paradise Beach” is a futuristic
detective story (the butler done it), and “The Hertford Manuscript” is an
account of the final end of Wells’ time traveller. “Piper At The Gates Of
Dawn” and the title story tell of the Second Coming and Armageddon
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respectively. I think that’s what’s called a mixed bag. Whatever it is, it’s
good.
Also Received:
The Rivals Of King Kong: ed. Michel Parry (Corgi – 80p). Anthology of
eleven short stories about big apes, plus a “Checklist Of Simian Cinema”.
The Destroyer (No 20): Assassins Play-Off: Richard Sapir & Warren
Murphy (Corgi – 65p) Part of a big-print hack adventure series.
AUSTRALIA IN 83 Ken Ozanne is looking for a bit of publicity for the
Sydney bid (“not the old lame-duck Adelaide bid”) for the 1983 Worldcon.
They already have a committee of forty fans, including Ken as Chairman,
Keith Curtis & Eric Lindsay as Vice-Chairmen, and Warren Nicholls as
Secretary/Treasurer, and they’re planning to have a network of overseas
agents, plus representatives at major conventions (Eric Lindsay will be at
Iguanacon and other autumnal American cons this year). They’re also
running a competition for a logo for the bid – “something distinctive and easy
to reproduce”, says Ken. Address for the Sydney in 83 bid is: PO Box J175,
Brickfield Hill, NSW 2000, Australia.
FANTASYCON: (A quick report from an ex-Australian comix fan Who
Was There) “The biggest event at Fantasycon, held at the Imperial Hotel,
Birmingham, on the 24th-26th of February, was the non-appearance of
Stephen King, the Guest of Honour. Illness was given as the official reason
(actually his recent vasectomy hadn’t healed properly, which is probably the
most original excuse for a GoH not turning up in the history of conventions).
This Fantasycon was apparently the largest so far – the hotel was fully
booked (or almost) – and reminded one of the old sf Novacons that used to be
held at the Imperial. Unfortunately the Imperial has declined over the years
and conditions there can best be described as ‘primitive’. It’s rumoured that
next year’s Fantasycon will be held at the Royal Angus.
“With the absence of the GoH, Stephen King, the Most Famous Writer
Present position was filled by Ken Bulmer, who handled the presentation of
the Fantasycon Awards with his usual cheery charm. The other famous writer
there was Ramsey Campbell; the con coincided with the publication of his
book, The Doll Who Ate His Mother, and the publishers held a signing party
in the bar – several women and children were injured in the mad rush for
copies. Other glittering personalities included Dez Skinn, editor of Hammer’s
House Of Horror and also the publisher of Starburst magazine, and Sylvia
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Starshine, a fan from Pennsylvania who had flown over on ‘a whim’ and who
insisted that her name was real.
“All in all, the con was a success. Everything went smoothly as far as
the programme was concerned, and the various annoyances were the work of
the hotel – lack of staff at breakfast, for instance; lack of bar staff; no room
service, and so on. The buffet dinner doesn’t bear thinking about: soggy
sandwiches, deceased sausage rolls, and a salad that had to be scooped out of
the bowls by hand. A change of venue next year will certainly be an
advantage.”
GUFF CANDIDATES: Checkpoint, together with the vast majority of
Dawlish (and Teignmouth) fans, whole-heartedly support John Bangsund for
GUFF (the fund to bring an Australian fan over to Britain for the 1979
Worldcon). Only trouble is I’m no longer entirely sure whether John is still
intending to stand – I hope so, at any rate. Other possible candidates include
John Alderson, Eric Lindsay, and Gary Mason. Nominations close at Easter,
so we’ll soon find out what’s happening. UK Administrator: Dave Langford.
Aussie: Leigh Edmonds.
FAAN AWARDS: Ian Williams has given up as UK Agent for the Fan
Activity Achievement Awards and has passed on the job to Ian Maule.
Deadline for nominations is (virtually) now, so you can forget that (why do
the FAAn Awards always seem to be conducted at an impossibly fast gallop
in Britain?); but if you’re interested in final voting (it costs) contact Ian at: 18
Hillside, 163 Carshalton Rd, Sutton, Surrey.
NEXT ISSUE will be out after the Easter Skycon. Meanwhile the box
here [_____] will tell you the number of your last issue, calculated by the
finest scientific methods and meticulous analysis of bits of dried seaweed.
UK SF BOOKS FOR APRIL (or, The Return Of Gerald Bishop)
HARDCOVER: (Gollancz) Driftglass – Delany; Roadside Picnic – A & B
Strugatsky. (Souvenir) Star Fire – Ingo Swann; Splinter Of The Mind’s Eye –
Foster. (Weid & N) A Rude Awakening – Aldiss. (Joseph) The Alchemical
Marriage Of Alistair Crompton – Sheckley. (H.Hamilton) The Tomorrow
City – Monica Hughes. (Kestrel) Antigrav – N.Fisk. (Methuen) The Brass
Dragon – M.Z.Bradley. (Pelham) Escape From Splatterbug – N.Fisk, again.
(Hale) To Keep The Ship – Chandler; Stargate – S.Bennet; and Charles Fort
Never Mentioned Wombats – Coulson & DeWeese. Honest.
PAPERBACK: (Ferret) Sf First Editions – Locke. (Pan) Hello Summer,
Goodbye – Coney; Deathbird Stories – Ellison. (Panther) Planets For Sale –
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van Vogt; Hiero’s Journey – Lanier; Ubik – Dick; The Martian Inca –
Watson; The Early Asimov, Vol 1 – Heinlein. (Futura/Orbit) Lucifer’s
Hammer and The Mote In God’s Eye – Niven & Pournelle; Neutron Star, A
Gift From Earth, and The World Of Ptavvs – Niven. (Fontana) The
Telepathist – Brunner; The Garments Of Caean – Bayley. (Corgi) Star Trek:
The New Voyages, 2 – Marshak & Culbreath. (NEL) Beyond This Horizon,
Revolt In 2100, Space Cadet, and Starship Troopers – Heinlein; Icerigger –
Foster; The Shining and Carrie – S.King. (Sphere) From The Blob To Star
Wars – Andrews; Splinter Of The Mind’s Eye – Foster. (Penguin) The Sun
Chemist – L.Davidson. (Puffin) The Men From P.I.G. & R.O.B.O.T. –
Harrison. (Magnum) Shakespeare’s Planet – Simak; Traveller In Black –
Brunner; The Brass Dragon – Bradley.
DEATHS: (reprinted from Karass) Ray Palmer – old-time fan and
prozine editor; Ted Johnstone – LASFS fan & author of Man From Uncle
books (as ‘David McDaniel’); and Texas fan & author Tom Reamy, editor of
Trumpet and Nickelodeon.
“Un cocktail savoureux d’anecdotes et
d’informations faniques” (Magnus)
Oui, mes fans, c’est:
CHECKPOINT 87
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish, Devon
Great Britain
Printed Matter, Reduced Rate
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Checkpoint 88, April 1978
Checkpoint 88 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish,
Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades, interesting letters, fine
old fanzines (send list first), or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 5/$1 (America &
Africa airmail), or 7/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Drawing by Barry Kent
MacKay, lettering by Stu Shiffman. Restormel Press Publication: 129.
Telephone: 0626 864718.
MAYA NOMINATED FOR HUGO: Or so an excited Rob Jackson tells
me. To prove it he’s now sent along a full list of the Iguanacon Hugo
nominations:
Novel: The Forbidden Tower (M.Z.Bradley), Time Storm
(G.R.Dickson), Dying Of The Light (G.R.R. Martin), Lucifer’s Hammer
(Niven & Pournelle), Gateway (Pohl).
Novella: “A Snark In The Night” (Benford), “The Wonderful Secret”
(Laumer), “Aztecs” (McIntyre), “Stardance” (J & S Robinson), “In The Hall
Of The Martian Kings” (Varley).
Novelette: “Ender’s Game” (O.S.Card), “Prismatica” (Delany), “The
Ninth Symphony of Beethoven &c” (Scholz), “The Screwfly Solution”
(Sheldon), “Eyes Of Amber” (J.D.Vinge).
Short Story: “Jeffty is Five” (Ellison), “Lauralyn” (Garrett), “Dog Day
Evening” (Robinson), “Time-Sharing Angel” (Tiptree), “Air Raid” (Varley).
(This dramatic & exciting listing continued over the page...)
MORE HUGO NOMINATIONS:
Dramatic: Close Encounters Of The Third Kind, “Blood! The Life &
Future Times Of Jack The Ripper”; The Hobbit; Star Wars; The Wizards.
Pro Artist: Vincent DiFate, Stephen Fabian, Kelly Freas, Rick
Sternbach, & Michael Whelan.
Fanzine: Don-O-Saur, Janus, Locus, Maya, Sf Review.
Fan Writer: Charlie Brown, Don D’Ammassa, Dick Geis, Don
Thompson, Susan Wood.
Fan Artist: Grant Canfield, Phil Foglio, Alexis Gilliland, Jeanne Gomoll,
& James Shull.
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The information also includes the spread of votes for nomination in each
category which is interesting. The most ludicrous, not too surprisingly, is in
the ‘Dramatic Presentation’ section where the highest nomination received
338 votes and the lowest nomination received just 8 votes. Even in the other
categories, however, the number of votes required to secure a place on the
ballot seems very low: 82-11 for ‘Short Story’, 53-15 for ‘Fanzine’, 23-14 for
‘Fan Artist’, and so on. 540 ballots were received altogether. I also have
nominations for the other awards which I’ll slip in later, if I have room.
Iguanacon membership (supporting, entitling you to final voting rights in the
Hugos) is $7.00 from Iguanacon, PO Box 1072, Phoenix, AZ 85001, USA.
NEW FANZINE GUIDE AVAILABLE: A new, revised edition of
The Little Gem Guide To Fanzines has been published, complete with a
genuine cover, as well as the usual introduction to fanzines and the address
listing (with over 160 entries) & recommendations. It’s got a cover price of
50p ($1) to keep the libraries and other invoice-minded institutions at bay,
but Checkpoint readers and other fans can get themselves a copy for 35p
(75¢) directly from me (Three IRCs will do, or send me a dollar bill and I’ll
add the quarter on to your CP sub). Ten copies for £3.50 ($7.00) – rush your
order to me without delay! Only huge piles left!
EVERYBODY MOVE: An extraordinary number of CoAs:
Pat & Graham Charnock, 4 Fletcher Rd, London, W4 5AY.
Roy Kettle, 8 Hendale Ave, London NW4 (temporary)
Eddie & Marsha Jones, 9 Cecil Rd, Prenton, Birkenhead, Merseyside,
L42 9PF.
Eric Batard, B.P.44, 37006 Tours Cedex, France
Brian Earl Brown, 16711 Burt Rd (Apt 207), Detroit, MI 48219.
Denice Hudspeth, (as above)
JoAnne McBride, 13729 111A Ave, Surrey, B.C., V3R 2C8, Canada.
Leo Kindt, Spotvogellaan 45A, Postbus 87933, Den Haag, Holland
Niels Dalgaard, Horsekildevej 13, IV dør 3, DK-2500 Valby, Denmark
Carsten Schiøler, Brøndbyvestervej 142, st., DK-2600 Glostrup,
Denmark
Jerry Kaufman, 303 16th Ave East (Apt 102), Seattle, WA 98112
Suzanne Tompkins, as above.
John & Eve Harvey, 55 Blanchland Rd, Morden, Surrey
Mike Scantlebury, 42 Barlow Moor Rd, Didsbury, Manchester 20
Gary Farber, c/o 606 15th St East, Seattle, WA 98112
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Mary & Sam Long, 1338 Crestview Drive, Springfield, IL 62702
Martin Easterbrook, 191 The Heights, Northolt, Middx.
Brian Parker, Flat 58, Brooke House, Town Sq, Basildon, Essex
WEIRD FANZINE TALES: A few new titles have appeared since the
publication of the latest Fanzine Guide:
Mike Glyer’s newszine, File 770, crawled in just before Easter. It’s a
new venture, designed as a replacement for Linda Bushyager’s Karass
which is about to fold. The first issue, naturally enough, is more of an
introduction to the newszine than a fully fledged issue and doesn’t
contain much more than a review of 1981 Worldcon bids, an editorial
complaint about the lack of fnz reviewing in the States, and a few notes
and comments. File 770 is a largish (8 page) newszine, bulk-posted to
save costs; the two and a half month delay, therefore, makes it of
historical rather than current interest to overseas fans. Good luck to
Mike, nonetheless – subs to File 770 are 4/$1.50 (14974 Osceola St,
Sylmar, CA 91342, USA).
Input/Output is the Ontario Sf Club’s newszine, published by Taral
MacDonald & Lloyd Wasser. Naturally it contains a good deal of local
news, but there are also a bunch of letters, comments and a selection of
general fan news that’s actually recent (thanks to the Canadian P.O. and
its rapid delivery) and therefore of particular interest. The newszine is
available for the usual or OSFiC membership ($6.00 p.a.) (c/o Bakka,
282 Queen St, e, Toronto, Ontario, M5A 2V1, Canada).
Cidereal Times is a clubzine from Taunton, which shows, I suppose, that
the march of science fiction is coming ever closer to Dawlish (I’m
planning a last stand in the Scilly Isles). The third issue is not at all bad,
with a bunch of reviews (including a survey of current sf prozines), a
Metz conrep from Marjorie Brunner (!), an interview with Keith
Seddon, a nostalgic consideration of a childhood book from Brian
Aldiss, and assorted oddments and letters. Editors are Allen BoydNewton & Elizabeth Nightingale, and CT is available for the usual (?) or
6/£1.80 (43 Church Ln, Bicknoller, Taunton, Somerset).
YCZ, a new personalzine from Richard Barycz, reminds me that I’ve got
a 17 page loc from him on Mor-farch, written in 1969 and still unread.
YCZ is packed with words, one after another, and its fantastically
crowded appearance is so disconcerting that I can only skim lightly
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through it, picking out a sentence or two at random. Richard’s main
concern here is Star Wars – but I’m afraid I’ll never plough through the
close-packed print to see exactly what he says. Layout, Richard, and
paragraphs for the love of god! Available, meanwhile, for the usual (16
Musgrove Rd, New Cross Gate, London SE14 5Pw).
Gross Encounters is an entertaining new personalzine (with paragraphs)
from Alan Dorey, in which he investigates the current state of British
fandom and fanzines. Available for the usual (20 Hermitage Woods
Crescent, St Johns, Woking, Surrey, GU21 1UE).
Onto a couple of letters: Keith Walker has dreamed up the “International
Fanzine Foundation” – “this grand title means that I’ve entirely lost faith
in ‘fannish’ societies after the charade over the BFS Book Library... I’m
hoping to create an organisation devoted exclusively to fanzines and
their preservation.” Apart from suggesting that the organisation should
be “simple”, Keith doesn’t actually say what it does, might, or should
consist of or do. Still, if you’re interested, the address is: 2 Daisy Bank,
Quernmore Rd, Lancaster. // J.S.Cairns (15 Brinkburn St, Sunderland,
SR4 7RG) sent a totally incomprehensible circular for SPUDS (The
Small Publishers Unique Distributing Society). If you’re a small
publisher, it seems, you can send SPUDS money. I can’t for the life of
me, however, understand why.
SKYCON
Whilst fome affect the Sun, and fome the Shade,
Some flee the City, fome the Hermitage;
Their Aims as various, as the Roads they take
In Journeying to the Con; the Task be mine
To paint the gloomy Horrors of Heathrow;
Th’appointed Place of Rendezvous, where all
Thefe Travellers meet.
As I’m afraid was anticipated, the Heathrow Hotel was not a suitable site for
the 1978 (or any other) British convention: the hotel was isolated, the prices
high, the staff rude, and the management indifferent both to the convention
and the individuals attending it. The con committee were firmly under the
thumb of the hotel, and looked consequently more than a little nervous. I
don’t want to pillory them, since they’re all good fans; but it was a bloody
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bad decision to hold the con at the Heathrow, and it’s obvious that at least
some of the committee (as well as ordinary attendees) realized this well in
advance of the convention. Fortunately the con itself was, I reckon, quite
enjoyable, despite the hotel and the various evils emanating from it – so all
was by no means gloom and despondency.
On the Thursday before the con, I and several other fans enjoyed the
hospitality of Greg Pickersgill & Simone Walsh; we all voyaged out to
Heathrow to look the place over and see what was afoot. The hotel was a
monstrously squat building on the perimeter of the airport, designed to avoid
collisions with aircraft and to survive such collisions as might occur.
Frightened by the prices in the hotel bar (bottled Guinness at £1 a pint, &c),
we fled the hotel and discovered a nearby pub (called, believe it or not, The
Air Hostess) where, in the company of other fleeing fans, we had a cheerful
and not very sober evening.
On Friday the con started. A marginally cheaper bar opened up in a
claustrophobic little room in the bowels of the hotel, alongside an equally
packed book roon, and the fan room (presided over by Ian & Janice Maule).
I’m not sure what finally took place in the fan room, but Simone Walsh’s
interview with Fan GoH, Roy Kettle, was an excellent and relaxed event, the
firebell (only heard in the fan room) exodus a weird incident, and the room
itself a cheerful nightly refuge from the hotel thugs.
Upstairs in the main con hall, I caught the annual Bob Shaw speech; the
Fancy Dress parade (no worse than usual, despite the frequent appearances of
Brian Burgess clad only in a jockstrap); part of a reasonable disco which
seemed to close down remarkably early (thus sparing onlookers more than a
brief glimpse at a bopping Roberts); a “Call My Bluff” quiz in which a team
of pros (John Brunner, Ken Bulmer, & Chris Priest) failed to outwit a team of
fans (Roy Kettle, Rob Jackson, & myself) in defining grotesquely obscure sf
terms; and an auction which seemed to raise good sums of money for TAFF
and GUFF (I particularly admired Rog Peyton’s selling of a loose-leaf
Astounding piecemeal, raising ludicrous sums for single pages).
Despite an early closing of the bar (1.00am or so), there were few room
parties (partly thanks to American-style night staff on patrol), though Ron
Bounds managed to keep a “Los Angeles in 81” bidding party going for most
of the weekend. Saturday night, in fact, produced some hassles with the hotel
(who’d not only closed the bars, but also the toilets!) but Sunday night was
less strife-ridden, it being the thugs’ night off.
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The banquet, I’m told, was a success, though I was standing in the doorway when Chairman Kevin Smith announced that the con had made an
unexpectedly large profit and that consequently the bar downstairs was
serving free drinks – not having the swiftest of reactions, I was trampled in
the rush (let it be known that the athletic Pete Weston was first down there,
and, heeding my whimpers, fetched me a drink). Everyone, needless to say,
was in a good mood on Sunday evening. All credit, therefore, to the
committee for salvaging a good deal of the con from the wreckage caused by
the hotel.
Attendance was high, with some 700 memberships sold. Professionals
attending included Bob Shaw, Ken Bulmer, Chris Priest, John Brunner, Tom
Disch, Marion Zimmer Bradley, Ted Tubb, Rob Holdstock, and GoH, Robert
Sheckley. Leeds won the bid for the 1979 Eastercon, the London multi-media
bid evaporating (partly, I understand, for lack of assistance) before the
business meeting. Greg Pickersgill happily won the Doc Weir Award.
One footnote from Dave Langford: “A piece of artwork went astray at
Skycon – Jim Barker’s ‘Deafworld’ from the Fan Room. Probably given to
another art purchaser by mistake – or did two people think they’d won the
bidding? Postage refunded if clarification and/or artwork can be sent here (22
Northumberland Ave, Reading, Berks, RG2 7PW).”
WEIRD FANNISH TALES:
Patrick Hayden tells me that Greg Brown has resigned from the
Iguanacon committee (of which he was Chairman, no less); the new
committee consists of: Tim Kyger (Chair & Publications), Bill Patterson
(Publications), Carol Hoag (Memberships), Jim Corrick (Programming
& Hugos), and Curt Stubbs (Hotel). As of mid-March the 3rd Progress
Report (assembled in December) had not been posted out: mich of the
information is consequently out of date.
Rob Jackson & Coral Clarke are now engaged. Congratulations to them
from all the staff at Checkpoint (and Igor).
Dave Langford (address above) as Seacon’s Hugo man would “like to
tap the fannish pulsebeat” on the question, What Is A Fanzine? Answers
and opinions to Dave, who promises to keep all comments received
confidential.
Joseph Nicholas (2 Wilmot Way, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 1JA) is in
charge of the Fan Room at this year’s Birmingham Novacon. He says
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he’d “welcome any worthwhile suggestions as to what people would
like to see in said Room. I’d also appreciate hearing from anyone who
can lend me photographs, &c, with which to adorn the walls – And
anyone who’s got any funny ideas about stealing such photos, fanzines
or cassettes had better think again: I’m contemplating importing the
Heathrow Hotel’s licensed thugs as security agents.” He’s a hard man to
cross, is Mr. Nicholas.
Jan Finder (PO Box 428, Latham, NY 12110) is compiling a guide for
American fans contemplating a visit to Britain for Seacon 79. He’s sent
along a first draft of the guide, which will include information on formfilling and travel requirements, British institutions (GPO, banks, &c),
sight-seeing, bookshops, fandom and so on. Contact Jan if you’d like to
help with comments and information.
Terry Jeeves writes to mention a fund that’s been started to raise money
to send him to the Iguanacon. If you’d like to give money to Terry –
“more donations, large or small, are still needed” – you can send it to:
Dave Kyle, PO Box 1587, Hobe Sound, FL 33455 or Keith Freeman,
269 Wykeham Rd, Reading, Berks, RG6 1PL.
CHECKPOINT FAN POLL deadline: May 1st. Overseas fans voting,
please list (1-5): Best UK fnz, fanwriter, fanartist; plus best cover, single
issue, article.
WEIRD SERCON TALES:
Steve Edgell (270 Lewisham High St, London SE13) is taking a survey
of sf booksellers in connexion with research he’s doing at the Sf
Foundation; if you want to lend a hand, he’d like the names & addresses
plus a brief description of your local/favourite/most frequently used
bookseller.
Keith Walker (address on p.3) has started another project, trading sf &
fan tapes and cassettes. He’s sent along a list of material that he has
available, mostly tapes from recent British conventions (back to 1973).
Darrell Schweitzer notes the arrival of a new prozine, Asimov’s Sf
Adventure – “intended to bridge the gap between comic books and sf”.
First issue out in June. I can hardly wait.
More Iguanacon nominations: John W. Campbell Award: Orson Card
(“Ender’s Game”), Jack Chalker (A Jungle of Stars), Stephen Donaldson
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(Lord Foul’s Bane), Elizabeth Lynn (“We All Have To Go”), & Bruce
Sterling (“Man-Made Self”). Gandalf Awards: Grand Master of Fantasy:
Poul Anderson, Ray Bradbury, Ursula LeGuin, Mike Moorcock, &
Roger Zelazny. Book-Length Fantasy: A Spell For Chameleon
(Anthony), Lord Foul’s Bane (Donaldson), The Shining (King), Our
Lady of Darkness (Leiber), & The Silmarillion (Tolkien).
ASSORTED PUBLICATIONS:
Mike Glyer has sent a copy of the new LASFS Science Fiction Clubs
List, an eight page listing with details of North American sf fan clubs.
The price is 25¢ from LASFS, 11513 Burbank Bl, North Hollywood,
CA 91601.
Rune Forsgren (Box 118, S-901 03 Umea, Sweden) has produced a
Skandinaviskt Fanzinedex, which lists fanzines published in Scandinavia
from 1954-1973, with a couple of supplements for 1974-76. Write to
Rune if you’re a thorough-going fanzine freak – I’m not sure how much
he’s charging for the bibliography.
Finally, the first couple of volumes of my own British Fanzine
Bibliography are, not surprisingly, still available: 70p for the pair (19361950 & 1951-1960) or $1.50 (send a couple of bills and I’ll put the
change towards future volumes).
Come out, Neville!
it’s...
CHECKPOINT 88
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish
Devon
UK
Printed Matter Reduced
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Checkpoint 89, May 1978
Checkpoint 89 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr, Dawlish,
Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades, interesting letters, fine
old fanzines (send list first), or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 5/$1 (America
and Africa – airmail), or 7/£1 (Australia & NZ – airmail). This is the 100th
issue actually – counting the first series plus the unnumbered sample issues;
unless of course you count the double issues separately, in which case this is
the 103rd issue; alternatively this could be considered the 98th issue or the
104th or even the 101st. Depending. Let’s just call it the 89th and have done
with it. Heading by Bill Kunkel. Restormel Press Publication: 131.
FAAn AWARD NOMINATIONS: (Thanks to Bruce Pelz and Ian Maule
for the list)
Best Fan Editor: Donn Brazier, Don D’Ammassa, Mike Glyer, Terry
Hughes, Rob Jackson, Victoria Vayne.
Best Fan Writer: Don D’Ammassa, Mike Glicksohn, Bob Shaw, Don
Thompson, Susan Wood.
Best Fan Artist (Humorous): Harry Bell, Grant Canfield, Derek Carter,
Alexis Gilliland, Bill Rotsler, Dan Steffan.
Best Fan Artist (Non Humorous): Jim McLeod, Jim Odbert, James
Shull, Al Sirois, Michael Streff, Taral MacDonald.
Best LoC Writer: Avedon Carol, Don D’Ammassa, Mike Glicksohn,
Jessica Salmonson, Harry Warner, Jnr.
Best Single Issue: Delta Psi 1, Fanthology 76, Maya 14, Simulacrum 7,
Spanish Inquisition 10.
No nominations were sent in from Britain, incidentally. Bruce Pelz
(15931 Kalisher St, Granada Hills, CA 91344) would be pleased to hear from
UK fans who have specific reasons for not voting or objecting to the whole
thing. Only well-informed Skycon attendees really had an opportunity to
vote, since there was virtually no time to vote over here; but my own
objection is to the $1 voting fee – I’m damned if I’m going to pay to vote for
a set of awards.
Talking of which, did anyone in Britain receive Hugo nomination ballots
from Iguanacon? Did anyone receive Hugo voting ballots from Suncon (I’m
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still waiting patiently for mine)? Is it true that certain Seacon 79 committee
members have suggested “not bothering” to send ballots to the US as a titfor-tat protest? Damn right it is. But don’t worry – goodwill will prevail in
the end, though it’d be nice if future US Worldcons remembered us.
YORCON: (Information from Greg Pickersgill & Alan Dorey) Next
year’s Eastercon (April 13th-16th) will be held at the Leeds Dragonara Hotel
(“Very pleasant modern hotel – lots of bars. Management attitude very
favourable, seem to understand convention requirements entirely and quite
prepared to make a major effort to provide what we want. No aggravation
likely to take place.” – GP). GoH is Richard Cowper, Joint Chairmen are
Mike Dickinson & David Pringle. On the committee are: Alan Dorey, Greg
Pickersgill, Paul & Jan Matthews, Kate Jeary, Carol Gregory, and Charlotte
Bowden. Ian Williams is organizing the fan room. A Double room at the
Dragonara costs £14 per night. Deadline for PR 1 is mid-June. Registration is
£5 attending, £2.50 supporting – send to: Alan Dorey, 20 Hermitage Woods
Cres, St Johns, Woking, Surrey, GU21 1UE.
WINDSOR SF FESTIVAL: (Information from Terry Dowling) The
festival is a one-day event (June 10th) at Balloon Meadow, Windsor
Racecourse, with the gates opening at noon. A lot of the events, exhibits, and
happenings are designed to involve kids and there’s a lot of scheduled
theatricals plus the rock group, Sphinx. John Brunner, Ian Watson, and John
Sladek should be involved in a discussion, the BBC (& Dr Who) should be
there, and there’s also films, books, and what-have-you. Admission (on the
day) is £1 (50p for children).
SCUNTHORPE UFO CONFERENCE: No, don’t mock – it’s being
held in the Scunthorpe Film Theatre on June 24th, starting at 10 am. Talks
(presumably on UFOs) will take up most of the morning and afternoon
sessions; but in the evening session, there’s Philip Jenkinson’s film and chat
show on sf. Cost is £1.50 (or 60p per session); tickets and details from Nigel
Watson, I Angerstein Rd, Scunthorpe, South Humberside, DN17 2LZ.
OTHER CONS: Tim Marion sends details of Hark!-Con (sic), a one
day event (July 22nd) at the Morale Activities Association Centre, NASALangley West Area, Virginia. Kelly Freas, GoH. Registration $1. Details
from: Ned Brooks, 713 Paul St, Newport News, VA 23605. // David Klaus
sends information on Archcon II, July 14th-16th, in St Louis. GoH is C.J.
Cherryh. Registration $5 – address: PO Box 15852, Overland, MO 63114. //
Finally (I think), Waldemar Kumming tells me that the time and place of the
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annual German con have been changed: it’s now in Marburg, July 28th-30th..
Details from: Rolf Heuter, Am Ziegenberg 42, D-6301 Allendorf/Lda,
W.Germany.
DEATHS: Malcolm Edwards tells me that Eric Frank Russell died
suddenly on February 28th. // Linda Bushyager writes to say that Leigh
Brackett died of cancer on March 18th. // Locus reports the deaths of sf
indexer, Don Day and Weird Tales cover artist, Margaret Brundage.
CoAs: Kevin Smith, 47 Wick Rd, Teddington, Middx, TW11 9DN
Bob Rickard, 41 St Quintin Ave, London W10 6NZ
Rob Hansen, 22 Llanthewy Rd, Newport, Gwent, Wales
Mike Collins, 21b St Margarets Rd, Hanwell, London W7
Kevin Easthope, 113 Abbey Rd, Erdington, Birmingham B23 7QQ
Klaus Johansen, Hybenhaven 30, DK-5240 Odense NØ, Denmark
Patrick Hayden, c/o Iguanacon, P0 Box 1072, Phoenix, AZ 85001 (after
June 23rd)

CHECKPOINT SF – Sercon & Ecological
Supplement
The Complete Book Of Self-Sufficiency: John Seymour (Corgi – £3.95) No,
I’m not sure why, either; but nonetheless the arrival of this large-size
paperback was a pleasant surprise, and I’m a firm believer in self-sufficiency
as the key to the future, so perhaps it’s not totally inappropriate.
John Seymour runs a 62 acre farm in Pembrokeshire as a going concern
and also as a ‘school’ for those learning the arts of self-sufficiency. The book
is an illustrated encyclopaedia of traditional farming methods, rural crafts,
and do-it-yourself technology. Contents include such jolly topics as pigslaughtering (graphically pictured, step by gory step) and goat-castrating (not
illustrated) amidst a large section on animal husbandry; but there are also
long sections on agriculture and horticulture, covering straightforward
subjects as well as fascinating stuff on cheese making, fully-fledged homebrewing, and cyder pressing. The craft section (basketry, flax-spinning,
thatching, &c) and the pages on natural energy (water and windmills, &c) are
possibly more introductory than the other material – at least, I wouldn’t care
to embark on blacksmithing armed only with this book, for example. That
seems fair enough, however. But at least one area where I have some
knowledge, namely the gathering of edible wild plants and fungi, is very
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sketchily treated – and gives bad advice (“Ask the local people” – in my
experience, local people know very little about wild plants, especially fungi).
But still, that’s just a sideline as far as the book is concerned.
The illustrations are excellent – very fine, neat, and precise linedrawings. Some, however, cross the border into a rural fantasyland: the
picture of the ideal five-acre, self-sufficient holding (complete with duckpond, watermill, and cottage) is so enticing that I’ve had trouble keeping the
page clean of saliva stains.
Yeah. The book is very fine. At the moment, however, as far as I’m
concerned, I’d classify it as straight fantasy.
The Mother Earth News Almanac: (Bantam – 95p or $2.25) By way of
contrast, there’s this compendium of information, also illustrated, but in
standard paperback size. It’s feeble-minded stuff, written in an abominable
folksy style, with no usable layout and insufficient information on 101 things
you didn’t need to know about. The illustrations are spidery and wretched.
Most amazing of all, however, is that it’s been issued in Britain when it’s
aimed entirely at American readers – there are pages of information on plants
that don’t grow here and animals (wild, verminous, or domestic) which have
never left the American continent; there’s information on US rainfall, US law
and government, and US weights and measures. Foolish. The occasional
useful item can probably more easily be found in a standard almanac – or a
book on boy-scouting. Not good.
Hell. Now I’ve squeezed out the genuine sf. Still, some of these may be
reviewed next time: Also Received:
The Golden Sword – Janet Morris (Bantam – 85p)
Star Trek Fotonovel 4: A Taste Of Armageddon (Bantam – 85p)
Star Trek: The New Voyages 2 – ed.Culbreath & Marshak (Corgi – 85p)
Chill Company – Ghost Stories From *Cornwall* – Mary Williams
(Corgi – 80p)
A Wreath Of Stars – Bob Shaw (Pan – 70p)
The Cabal – Saul Dunn (Corgi – 75p)
Peter Roberts
BRITISH SF BOOKS: (Thanks to Gerald Bishop for the list)
MAY: Hardcover: (Spearman) The Necronomicon – Colin Wilson,
Robert Turner, & David Langford. (Gollancz) Four Great Sf Novels – Arthur
C.Clarke; Rogue Moon – Algis Budrys; Ship Of Strangers – Bob Shaw.
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(Harper & Row) Nebula Award Stories 12 – ed. Dickson. (Cape) Enemies Of
The System – Brian Aldiss. (WH Allen) Time Warrior – Terrance Dicks.
(Chivers) The Island Of Dr Moreau – Wells. (Abelard) The Devil’s Garden –
Pat Barton. (Sidg.& J.) The Ophiachia [sic] Hotline – John Varley; Ocean Of
The Night – Greg Benford; New Writings In Sf Special 2 – ed Ken Bulmer; Sf
Special 24. (Methuen) The Invincible AZ – Michael Noonan; The Delikon –
H.M. Hoover. (Robson) 100 Great Sf Short Stories – ed. Asimov, Olander, &
Greenberg. (Hale) The Dancer From Atlantis – Paul Anderson; The Cruel
Years Of Winter – Alan Barclay; The Ballad Of Beta 2 and Empire Star –
Samuel Delany; The Measured Caverns – James England. (Stockwell)
Spaceman From Another Planet – Joe Kaufman.
MAY: Paperback: (Hodder) The World Shuffler – Keith Laumer. (NEL)
Have Space Suit – Will Travel and Glory Road – Robot Heinlein; The Stone
That Never Came Down – John Brunner; Travelling Towards Epsilon – ed.
Maxim Jakubowski; The Fog – James Herbert; Warlord Of Mars –
Burroughs. (Panther) Billion Dollar Brain – Len Deighton; The Wind’s
Twelve Quarters – Ursula Le Guin; The Golden Apples Of The Sun – Ray
Bradbury; The War Against The Rull – A.E. van Vogt. (Target) The Tomb Of
The Cybermen – Gerry Davis; The Day Of The Daleks and The Abominable
Snowman – Terrance Dicks. (Magnum) The Castle Keeps – Andy Offutt.
(Corgi) The Cabal – Saul Dunn. (Hamlyn) The Seeds Of Earth – Robert
Silverberg; The Makeshift Rocket – Paul Anderson; Spiders – Richard Lewis.
(Arrow) The Listeners – James Gunn. (Futura) The Swords Of Shannara –
Terry Brooks. (Sphere) The Big Death and Thirst! – Charles Eric Maine;
Mission To The Universe and The Outposter – Gordon Dickson; Gunpowder
God – H.Beam Piper; Mission To The Stars – AE van Vogt.
JUNE: Hardcover: (Gollancz) Miracle Visitors – Ian Watson; The Sixth
Day – W.T.Burley; Dreamsnake – Vonda McIntyre; Road To Corlay –
Richard Cowper. (Hodder) Jupiter Laughs – Edmund Cooper. (P. Owen) The
Reservation – Ward Ruyslinck. (HartDavis) By The Rivers Of Babylon –
Nelson DeMille. (Abelard) Time Circles – Bette Meyrick. (WH Allen) Death
To The Daleks – J.G.Ballard. (Hale) Assault On The Gods – Stephen Goldin;
A Twist In Time – LP Reeves; The Pleasure Domes Of Sigma Three – Philip
Welby; The Homosaur – David Wiltshire; To Keep The Ship – A. Bertram
Chandler. (Paul Harris) Robert Heinlein – Olander & Greenberg.
(MacDonald) Telempath – Spider Robinson.
JUNE: Paperback: (Sphere) Mirkheim – Poul Anderson; Venus +x –
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Sturgeon; The Little People – John Christopher. (Pan) A Wreath Of Stars –
Bob Shaw. (Magnum) Far Out – Damon Knight. (Armada) Huck & Her
Time Machine – Gillian Avery. (Arrow) Sam 7 – Richard Cox. (Orbit) In The
Ocean Of The Night & The Ophiuchia [sic] Hotline – John Varley; Beware
The Microbots – Kurt Mahr; Tomorrow’s Children – ed Asimov. (Star) Close
Encounters – Official Collector’s Edition. (Universal) Shield and Planet Of
No Return – Poul Anderson; The Broken Lands & The Black Mountains –
Fred Saberhagen; The Time Warrior – Terrance Dicks; The Invasion Of The
Dinosaurs – Malcolm Hulke. (Corgi) Star Trek 12 – Blish & Laurence; The
Day Of Their Return – Anderson. (Mayflower) Golden Girl – Peter Lear.
(Panther) The Bloodstar Conspiracy – Goldin & Smith; The Crystal World &
The Drought – Ballard; The Zap Gun – Dick; The End Of Eternity – Asimov.
(NEL) The Deep – John Crowley; Empire Of The Atom – van Vogt; Star
Beast, Revolt in 2100 & The Man Who Sold The Moon – Heinlein.
(Restormel) The Guinness On Beta 8 – Roberts; The Carrots That Raped...
BRIAN BURGESS TO STOP SELLING PIES: Can this be true? Can such
traditions end? Well, according to Graham England, that’s what Brian was
saying at Skycon – “retiring within the next year”, in fact. Suspicions that
Brian has merely run out of war-surplus stock are probably unfounded. But
what will British fans eat at conventions now? Ought I to start a trade in root
pasties? Ought I to move on to the next subject?
STILL TIME TO VOTE IN FAN POLL: My feeble grasp of time
allowed voters only five days or so to send in Checkpoint fan poll ballots,
distributed with the last issue. A couple of people have told me that they
would’ve voted if they’d had more time, so, since the results won’t be
declared till next issue, there’s no harm in voting now. No new deadline –
just send it the ballots as soon as you can. If you’ve lost the thing, I should
remind you that you’re voting for the Best UK Fanzine, Fanwriter, and
Fanartist (five places for each category) and the Best UK Single Issue, Best
Article by a British fan, & Best UK Fanzine Cover (single vote for each
category). Material must have been published between Easter 1977 and
Easter 1978. Please sign your ballots. Seventeen have been returned to date.
STAN FROM SAN FRANCISCO: Rob Jackson is puzzling over a loc
he’s received from someone who picked up a copy of Maya in a San
Francisco second-hand bookshop. The bloke’s name is “Stan”, but Rob
doesn’t have a surname or an address – Rob says “he makes references to Gil
Gaier and visited the shop with a friend named Daniel”. Important clues, eh?
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Anyone wanting to play amateur detective should contact Rob (who,
incidentally, suggests another issue of Maya might be out next month).
PUBLICATIONS: Ro Pardoe (Flat 2, 38 Sandown Lane, Liverpool 15)
is working on a guide to current fantasy fanzines & semi-prozines; should be
ready in a couple of months. It’s patterned on my own Fanzine Guide
(though there’s unlikely to be much overlap) which, I might usefully
mention, has just been revised, contains an introduction and listing of 150+ sf
and fannish fanzines, and is available (bound in pale blue in a lovingly
printed A5 booklet) for 35p or 75¢ (send us a $1 bill, and I’ll add the change
to your Checkpoint sub). // Victoria Vayne (P0 Box 156, Stn D, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada) asks me to give Fanthology 76 a mention. This is a 100
page selection of 1976 fanwriting and artwork, including material from such
as Bob Shaw, Jim Barker, Roy Kettle, Bob Tucker, Dan Steffan, Tom Perry,
and Lee Hoffman. Price is $3.50 US (add 25¢ to cheques for handling
charges). // Andy Porter says he’s changing the name of Algol to Nova. I
imagine he’ll have to battle against the new Penthouse publication as well as
the woman’s magazine, both of which are also called Nova. Nothing like
making your own problems.
WEIRD ASSORTED TALES: Ace Fortean Bob Rickard has married;
stranger still, all his money mysteriously “disappeared” during a four week
holiday abroad. He’s now living in poverty, surrounded only by odd press
clippings – see CoAs. // To further amaze you, Greg Pickersgill, Simone,
Roy, and Kath are jointly starting up a mail order secondhand sf business.
They’re in the market for all kinds of sf books, magazines, and comics –
“Fair prices paid for good stuff. No discrimination,” says Greg. First list out
at the end of the month (7a Lawrence Rd, South Ealing, London W5 – (tel)
01 568 8174). // A certain Susan Masters (366b Richmond Rd, East
Twickenham, Middx) is calling for a write-in campaign to get the BBC to
continue the Blake’s Seven tv series. The series, claims Susan, “proved to be
a sci-fi adventure on a par with Star Trek or any of the other biggies.” Wellworth saving, eh? Bring back Billy Bean!
SENSE & SENSIBILITY: (Chapter 36) “You reside in Devonshire, I
think,” was his next observation, “in a cottage near Dawlish.” Elinor set him
right as to its situation, and it seemed rather surprising to him that anyone
could live in Devonshire without living near Dawlish... (Dave Langford, our
Jane Austen spy). All things come to an end, however, and Auntie is
returning from Paris. Since this is Auntie’s house I’m currently making free
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with, I’m now engaged in a frantic bout of packing and spring-cleaning
before moving out – somewhere. Keep using this address for the meantime,
and my apologies if I’m even more sluggish than usual in answering letters
and in producing Checkpoints in the near future.
Meanwhile this attractive box here tells you your current
status.
DANCON 78: (information from Klaus Johansen) Harry Harrison is to
be GoH at the annual Danish sf con in Odense. Dates are August 26th-27th,
registration is 100 Dkr, and the person to contact for information is: Henry
Madsen, Filipsgyden 4, DK-5772 Kuerndrun, Denmark.
NEW FANZINE TITLES: DNQ 1 is another new fannish newszine –
aimed at “the soul of fandom”, no less. The first issue is just four pages,
mostly concerned with fanac in Toronto. The sub rate is pretty hefty,
however: 2/$1 UK, 4/$1 US. Editors are Taral MacDonald & Victoria Vayne
(P0 Box 156, Stn D, Toronto, Ont. M6P 3J8, Canada)
Pretentious Sf Quarterly 1 is the neatly printed brainchild of Mike Ward
(P0 Box 1496, Cupertino, CA 95014, USA). The first issue somehow appears
very empty, but there are reasonable articles from Ed Wood, Dick Lupoff,
and others – both sercon and fannish. We shall see what happens. Available
for $1 or the usual.
Niekas 21 – a revived fanzine from the late sixties when it was a
gigantic, fantasy-oriented genzine (and, I think, the first US fanzine I ever
encountered). This issue appeared last year, but I lost my original copy at a
Fanoclasts’ meeting (tum-ti-tum). It’s a trial issue with an interview with
Carol Kendall and an index to sf recordings for the blind as its main features,
plus a mass of oddments. Duplicating (without the benefit of slipsheeting) is
messy. Editors are Sherwood Frazier, Margaret Shepard, and Ed Meskys.
Available for $1.25 or the usual (7 Pleasant St, Salem, NH 03079, USA).
THE GRAIL KEEPER: I am the keeper of the Holy Grail!
SIR BORS: What is the Holy Grail?
CHECKPOINT 89
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
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Checkpoint 90, July 1978
Checkpoint 90 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr, Dawlish,
Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades, interesting letters, fine
old fanzines (send list first), or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 4/$1 (America &
Africa airmail), or 6/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Sterling & US/Canadian
dollar bills are acceptable at face value; but please note that other foreign
banknotes attract a 25p conversion charge at the bank. Foreign coins and
stamps will be given to Oxfam; foreign cheques will be marvelled at and
ignored. Restormel Press Publication – 133. Lettering by Bill Kunkel;
mushrooms are anonymous.
MIKE ROSENBLUM DEAD: (Ron Bennett) “Science Fiction fans
throughout the world will be shocked and saddened to learn of the sudden
death on 28th June of Britain’s Mr Science Fiction, John Michael
Rosenblum.
“Mike Rosenblum, who owned one of Europe’s most extensive and
complete collections of science fiction was a leading personality in fan circles
for over forty years, having been instrumental in organising the first British
convention, in Leeds in 1937.
“During the war years, Michael’s Futurian War Digest was the focal
point of British fandom and its importance in linking different pockets of
fandom scattered by the war cannot be overestimated.
“In the early fifties, with the formation of the Leeds Science Fiction
Association, Michael again took a leading role, this time as publisher of the
high quality fanzine, New Futurian. Sadly, business pressures afforded
Michael insufficient time to continue publication and for the last few years
Michael had worked in several capacities for the BSFA as and when time
allowed.
“Michael was completely without animosity. He was knowledgeable on
most literary matters and with a wealth of entertaining anecdotes about books
and writers was always certain of a ready audience. He was generous too, as
most convention attendees wil bear witness (and he was known to have
underwritten at least one TAFF campaign).
“That Michael will be missed is all too obvious.” (RB)
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I’m sure that we, and all of Checkpoint’s readers, would like to add our
condolences to Mike Rosenblum’s wife and family.
DUBLIN SF WRITERS CONFERENCE (+ BITS OF
PUBLISHING NEWS & SO ON): (John Brosnan) “Harry Harrison’s sf
conference was quite enjoyable, but not as much fun as a convention. No
films, no fans, no hucksters – but there was late night poker and lots of booze
(some of it free at times). As for newsworthy items, you may have already
heard that Ben Bova has resigned as editor of Analog. He didn’t say why
(well, let’s say he didn’t tell me why...). Reminds me that Harry mentioned a
while ago that J.J.Pierce has also resigned as editor of Galaxy.
“Checkpoint might like to announce that boy publisher Dez Skinn lost
£40 at poker to American sf writer Bob Asprin during the Dublin con.
Speaking of Dez, his magazine House of Horror has been folded by the
parent company, but he is buying the mag himself and it will continue as a
Pioneer Press publication, the name of Dez’s new company (which will also
publish Starburst, the magazine that no sf fan can do without).
“Big name sf people at Dublin included: Alfred Bester, Ted Sturgeon,
Brian Aldiss, James Gunn, Ben Bova, Fred Pohl, Katherine MacLean, Bob
Shaw, Harry Harrison, James White, and many other that I can’t remember.
Publisher’s representatives included me (yay) and a few others like Nick
Webb (Pan), Peter Lavery (Hamlyn), Tom Tessia (Millingtons) and Penny
Grant (Thames & Hudson). Oh, I forgot to mention John Baxter whose book
Hermes Fall, about an asteroid colliding with Hackney, is out this month
from Panther (a great little publisher). Malcolm Edwards, Kyril Bonfiglioli,
some Russians, Yugoslavs, Frenchmen and the odd Swede were also present.
Bloody hell, almost forgot to mention that Joe Haldeman was there – nice
guy, Joe: plays poker and looks like Lee Van Cleef, especially when he’s
pissed...” (JB)
Andrew Stephenson adds that Fred Pohl’s Gateway won this year’s
JWC Award and that Pohl himself is strongly tipped as the next Analog
editor. Andrew also notes that: “The World Sf Association, a loose, mutualbonhomie group hopeful of enhancing international literary relations, got
itself organised, more or less, at the Dublin conference. Nine people from
various countries (USSR, Hungary, France, USA, Sweden & Brazil, I think)
were voted-in to coordinate the consolidation of its aims during the first
year.”
TYNESIDE “FUTUREWORLDS”: (Ritchie Smith reports on the
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Newcastle sf film festival) “Alfred Bester and Frederik Pohl spoke at the
Tyneside Cinema for some two hours on June 26th. Bester was smallish,
plump, larger-than-life, and explosively friendly in a Hollywood sort of way,
right down to calling some people ‘darling’. Pohl looked more literary:
ectomorphic, tall, and restrained full of good anecdotes, like Bester (sadly,
too many of them were familiar from Pohl’s essay in Hell’s Cartographers).
Afterwards they signed books – Bester’s dedications were especially witty –
and the great men and a large minority of North-East fandom went off for a
Chinese meal.
“Dr Chris Evans and John Brunner spoke about ‘the future’ on the
following night. Rather to my surprise, they were both optimistic: everything
was about the Hampstead-California axis, with plenty of good hotels and
credit cards on the way. Some members of the (occasionally annoyingly
talkative) audience pointed out that only 5% of the world’s population lived
that sort of carefree middle-class existence, and that this percentage was in
fact diminishing. A pleasant enough talk, though.
“Numerous films were shown during the festival (including The Man
Who Fell To Earth, La Jetee, &c) and the great hit was the North East
premiere of Ralph Bakshi’s Wizards, due to return soon because of
unprecedented public demand.” (RS)
SCUNTHORPE UFOS: (Darroll Pardoe) “We went to the ‘4th
Northern UFO Network Conference’ in Scunthorpe on the last Saturday in
June: it was organised by a group of the ‘New’ UFOlogists: ie, those who
regard the phenomenon as subjective rather than objective. The audience was
less than might be hoped (about 40), but the audience did include a number of
vocal old-guard UFOlogists who provided a bit of verbal confrontation
(including one amazing person who dragged in Ur of the Chaldees and the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion).
“In the morning we saw some movie film of UFOs, which wouldn’t
have convinced anybody, but apparently is the best available, UFOs being
notoriously shy of cine-cameras. And as a change from the serious stuff, the
evening was devoted to a two-hour show of clips from sf films given by
Philip Jenkinson, including a complete version of Melies’ 1903 trip to the
moon film.” (DP)
TAFF FANZINE SALE: Proceeds (less postage) from the following
fanzines will go to TAFF, the Transatlantic Fan Fund. First come, first served
& cash with order, please (cheques payable to me, not to TAFF); if the
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fanzines you want are already sold, money can be returned, held over for
future sales, or whatever. Ok.
Bastion 1-3 (Eric Bentcliffe – 1960/2): a complete set of an attractive fanzine
with material from Moorcock, Aldiss & others & some fantastic hand-cut artwork from Eddie Jones & Jim Cawthorn. Bound together – £2 ($4) the set.
Mor-farch 1-3 (Peter Roberts – 1968/9): a complete set (with loc supplements)
from an era when Greg Pickersgill wrote poetry & I wrote sercon stuff: 75p
($1.50) the set.
Solacon Program Book (South Gate in 58): plus PRs 2 & 3 + the Final Report –
the historic 1958 Worldcon: 75p ($1.50)
Eastercon Programme Books: 1959, 1962, 1974. Attractively produced: 30p
(75&cent;) each.
Apporrheta: (1958/9 – Sandy Sanderson) The famous fanzine of Inchmery
Fandom, full of ATom illos & famous fan names: issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11
– 50p ($1) each.
Peon: (1951/2 – C.Lee Riddle): Good US genzine. Issues: 17-24 – 30p (75&cent;)
each.
Chaos: (1963 – Roy Kay) Nondescript UK genzine. Issues 1 & 2 – 15p (25&cent;)
each.
Interim Newsletter. (1949 – Sf International) 8 page newszine: Issue 2 – 15p
(25&cent;)
* Thanks to Archie Mercer for these issues. More items next issue.
STAR WARS FAN CLUB: Somebody in the Star Wars set-up (Craig
Miller?) has sent me a goshwow official press release announcing the
formation of a fan club. For a $5 fee members receiving a whole pile of junk
plus an official newsletter. It’s expected that membership will reach
1,000,000 by the end of the year. Bloody hell. It’s also expected that Factors,
the SW merchandisers, will have sold “in excess of $100,000,000” of junk by
the end of 1978. They sold $50,000,000 in 1977. After all this, no address for
the club is given – not, I think, that Checkpoint readers are clambering out of
their cots to join.
CoAs: Malcolm Edwards, 28 Duckett Rd, London, N4 1BN
Jim Barker, 113 Windsor Rd, Falkirk, FK1 5DB, Scotland.
GUFF: John Alderson, John Foyster, & Eric Lindsay are standing for
GUFF, the fund to bring an Australian over for Seacon 79. Ballots enc. for
European readers.
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Results of the 1977-1978 CHECKPOINT Fan Poll
Seventeen fans voted in this, the seventh annual British fan poll, covering
fanac from Easter 1977 to Easter 1978. All fans were eligible to vote, though
ballots were only distributed through CHECKPOINT.
The following fans voted: David Bridges, Dave Cockfield, Geoff Cox,
Alan Dorey, Kevin Easthope, Graham England, Jean Frost, Rob Hansen,
Rob Jackson, Terry Jeeves, Dave Langford, Ian Maule, Joseph Nicholas,
Greg Pickersgill, Keith Walker, Simone Walsh, and Don West.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Twenty three titles were nominated, thirteen of
them receiving more than one vote. Five points were awarded to a first place
vote, four to the second and so on down to one point for a fifth place vote.
CHECKPOINT itself was ineligible. Last year’s position is in brackets.
1) TWLL-DDU (49 points) (5th) edited by Dave Langford, 22
Northumberland Ave, Reading, Berkshire, RG2 7PW. (Available for the
usual) Six issues in 1977/8. An excellent and frequent personalzine from
Dave, himself voted Best British Fanwriter in this poll. The sixth issue
contained the splendid Twll-Ddu Dictionary Of Fandom; the seventh
advertised the “D.West Guide to Fnz Production – Part 1: Making The Ink”
but actually contained a Novacon report; the eighth contained a fannish
tragedy; the ninth had a Silicon report; the tenth informed us of the Seven
Wonders Of The Fannish World; and the eleventh Twll-Ddu prophesied the
horrors of the Heathrow Hotel, deciphered from some ancient Egyptian titling
found on the cover.
2) STOP BREAKING DOWN (40 points) (2nd) edited by Greg
Pickersgill & Simone Walsh, 7a Lawrence Rd, South Ealing, London W5.
(30p in stamps, or usual). Two issues in 1977/8. A fine fannish genzine with
a good and strong editorial presence. The fifth issue contained columns from
Greg and Simone, fanzine reviews, pieces by Bryn Fortey and Eric
Bentcliffe, and Don West’s introspective analysis of the Coventry Eastercon.
The sixth issue had Greg and Simone’s regular columns and also featured a
new column by Rob Hansen.
3) MAYA (36 points) (3rd) edited by Rob Jackson, 71 King John St,
Heaton, Newcastle on Tyne, NE6 5XR. (50p, $1 or usual). One issue in
1977/8. An attractive, printed genzine with an international reputation. Maya
14 had articles by Brian Aldiss and Gene Wolfe, a column by Mike
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Glicksohn, Bob Shaw’s “The Bermondsey Triangle Mystery” (winner of the
Best Article section in this poll), and one of the biggest WAHF columns ever
seen in a British fanzine.
4) DOT (21 points) (-) edited by Kevin Smith, 47 Wick Rd, Teddington,
Middx, TW11 9DN. (usual). Two issues in 1977/8. An amusing personalzine,
the second issue pulled people apart in the style of Damon Runyon, and the
third issue, not surprisingly, was largely devoted to letters.
5) TRUE RAT (18 points) (4th) edited by Roy Kettle, 8 Hendale Ave,
London, NW4. (usual). One issue in 1977/8. Previously a superb
personalzine, more recently a good fannish genzine, Not True Rat Ten turned
out to be a Skycon guide from Fan GoH, Roy Kettle – an odd issue, but a
welcome one.
Next five:
=6) Kamikaze (10 points) (-) ed. Harry Bell
=6) Meet On The Ledge (10 points) (-) ed. Darroll Pardoe
8) Epsilon (9 points) (-) ed. Rob Hansen
=9) One Off (8 points) (-) ed. David Bridges
=9) Fanzine Fanatique (8 points) (-) ed. Keith Walker
BEST SINGLE ISSUE: Nine issues of eight fanzines were nominated.
1) Not True Rat 10 (Roy Kettle) (4 votes)
2) Dot 2 (Kev Smith) (3 votes)
BEST BRITISH FANWRITER: Twenty three people were nominated,
thirteen receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the “Best
Fanzine” section and last year’s positions are again in brackets.
1) DAVE LANGFORD (51 points) (4th)
2) ROY KETTLE (42 points) (1st)
3) BOB SHAW (31 points) (6th)
4) KEVIN SMITH (22 points) (-)
5) GREG PICKERSGILL (20 points) (5th)
Next five:
6) Don West (19 points) (3rd)
=7) Simone Walsh (9 points) (-)
=7) David Bridges (9 points) (10th)
9) Keith Seddon (6 points) (-)
No one else received more than five points.
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BEST ARTICLE: Six items were nominated.
1) Bob Shaw – “The Bermondsey Triangle Mystery” in Maya 14 (five
votes)
2) Don West – “Wish You Were Here” in Stop Breaking Down 5 (four
votes)
BEST FANZINE COVER: Nine covers were nominated from nine different
fanzines.
1) Harry Bell – Siddhartha 8 (3 votes)
1) Angus McKie – Maya 14 (3 votes)
BEST BRITISH FANARTIST: Twenty one people were nominated, only
seven of them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the
“Best Fanzine” section and last year’s positions are in brackets.
1) HARRY BELL (51 points) (1st)
2) JIM BARKER (48 points) (2nd)
3) DON WEST (21 points) (3rd)
4=) JON LANGFORD (10 points) (5th)
4=) ALAN HUNTER (10 points) (-)
Next five: 6) Tony Schofield (6 points) (4th)
No one else received more than five points.
FIVE YEARS AGO: For the sake of a little time-binding, here are the
results of the 1972/3 poll first published in Checkpoint 36.
Best Fanzine:
1) Egg (ed Peter Roberts)
2) Maya (ed Ian Maule)
3) Speculation (ed Peter Weston)
4) Cypher (ed Jim Goddard)
5) Zimri (ed Lisa Conesa)
Best Fanwriter: 1) Ian Williams; 2) Gray Boak; 3) John Brosnan
Best Fanartist: 1) Harry Bell; 2) Andrew Stephenson; 3) Dave Rowe
Best Issue: The Turning Worm 3 (ed John Piggott)
Best Article: Ian Williams – “Goblin Towers” in Maya
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CONKER: Since I’m still in a state of limbo, hanging on in this
house for the moment, but with almost all my gear stowed away,
I’ll have to give you fair warning of possible delays in future
issues. Nonetheless the box to the right tells you your current
status – and I’ll be back again when you next see a Checkpoint in
your letterbox. Cheers.
This y’ere be a zcience viction vanzine vrum Devon, zir.
’tiz:
CHECKPOINT 90
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish, Devon
UK
Printed Matter Reduced
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Checkpoint 91, September 1978

Checkpoint 91 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr, Dawlish,
Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades, interesting letters, fine
old fanzines (send list first), or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 4/$1 (America &
Africa airmail) or 6/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Please pay in sterling, dollar
bills, or international reply coupons (one = 10½p); no foreign cheques,
please. Cartoon by Harry Bell. Restormel Press Publication: 134.
NORMAN WEEDALL DEAD: (Eric Bentcliffe) “It’s a truism that a
fanzine is an ephemeral thing; and, unfortunately, so is a fan: particularly if
he was a fan who didn’t get involved in fanzine publishing, feuding, or oneupmanship. A friend of mine, Norman Weedall, just died and he was one
such. He didn’t write for fanzines, he was always pleasant and didn’t get
involved in fan-feuds, he loved to discuss science fiction and fandom, but
never put anyone down.
“It’s only now when I come to write this that I realize I don’t know how
old Norman was. It never seemed to matter, to me or to his other friends.
He’d been around for a long time, quietly. He was a founder member of the
British Interplanetary Society in the thirties, and later of the Nor’West Sf
Club, and the Liverpool Group. He was the official St Fantony Executioner.
He was a maker of fine home-brew which contributed to many a convention688

goer’s glow, and to the LiG Wine Cellar. He was working on an sf novel at
the time he died, and had been for some time. He played ‘Superfan’ in one of
those fine, funny, and fannish Liverpool movies.
“Bare facts – which don’t reveal the pleasure that those who knew him
got from doing so. We’ll miss him.” (EB)
FAAN AWARDS: (results taken from the newszine, DNQ)
Best Single Issue: Maya 14 Best Artist (Serious): Jim Shull
Best Fan Editor: Rob
Best Artist (Humorous): Alexis
Jackson
Gilliland
Best Fan Writer: Bob Shaw Best LoC Writer: Mike Glicksohn
The most interesting item in DNQ, to me at least, is the additional news that I
have been voted on to the FAAn Awards’ committee. This is fascinating,
since no one has yet officially told me that I was standing (I never expressed
any interest in doing so – the first I knew was when I saw my name on a
ballot), nor has anyone officially told me that my nomination has succeeded.
This seems a strange method – to put it mildly – of selecting committee
members.
Well, ok, I don’t mind being on the committee; but I do want to suggest
some fairly radical changes to the FAAn Awards before they get my support.
The main thing, as far as I’m concerned, is to get rid of the $1 (50p) votingfee. Maybe I’m mean, but I don’t see why I should pay good money for the
privilege of giving someone else a little egoboo – it ought to be sufficient that
I’m willing to fill in the FAAn ballots and find a stamp to send them in to the
administrator.
The money collected from the present voting fees presumably goes on
administration and on the physical awards themselves. Ok then. Let’s get rid
of the actual awards for a start. If people have to have an object to remind
themselves of the fact that they’ve won a fan poll, then a scroll should be
sufficient. But I really can’t see that anything is needed – good grief, the
egoboo should suffice if the FAAn Awards are worth anything at all. As for
administration costs (which ought not to be anything more than the
production of ballots), they could be covered by money raised at small
auctions and the like. That responsibility could rest with the committee
members, all nine of them – I’ve a bundle of duplicate fanzines I’m willing to
sell off for a start.
The Checkpoint fan poll obviously isn’t in the same league; but it works
well enough without any great trouble or expense and, as far as I can see, the
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people who top the poll are well content with the egoboo alone. The FAAn
Awards could work in exactly the same way. Perhaps then some people from
Britain, including myself, might actually find the time to fill in a ballot and
vote next year.
THINGS FOR SALE: Rosemary Pardoe (Flat 2, 38 Sandown Lane,
Liverpool 15) has published a Guide To Current Fantasy Fanzines & Semi –
Prozines. It’s in much the same format as my own guide and gives a pretty
thorough listing of fantasy material; the price is 25p or 3 international reply
coupons. // Naturally enough this reminds me that there are still copies
available of my Guide To Current Fanzines (5th ed, 1978), containing an
introduction to fanzines plus an address listing, &c, for some 150 or more
fanzines from around the world. The reduced fan price is 35p (80¢) – if you
send a $1 bill, I’ll use the extra 20¢ on sending you a Checkpoint or
something. // British Fanzine Bibliography vols 1 (1936-50) and II (1951-60)
are also available at 70p ($1.50) the pair – from me. // Brian Earl Brown
(16711 Burt Rd (Apt 207), Detroit, MI 488219, USA) wants me to mention
the Derek Carter Alphabet, consisting of some 26 illos + cover by Derek and
sold in aid of DUFF & TAFF. Price is $1 in person, $1.46 by post, and $1.82
by post overseas. // Finally, there are still a few copies of Egg available from
me: latest issue (11) with the first part of the 1977 TAFF report is 50p ($1)
with money (less post) going to TAFF. Most back issues have gone, but there
are still a few copies of 2, 4, 9, & 10 left at 30p (2 for $1). Checkpoint, the
mercenary newszine...
SILICON 3: (Grosvenor Hotel, Newcastle, 25th-28th August – Dave
Langford reports)
“In a year when Novacon appears more expensive than the Eastercon
(pretty pricey in itself) it was a relief to relax in Gannetland, where double
rooms cost a legendary £9.50 per night. The hotel staff displayed outmoded
virtues such as wishing to please, and friction was negligible: the manager
wasn’t wholly happy about certain traces of inner upheavals which he found
here and there, but fortunately for the committee Martin Hoare appointed
himself their representative and bore the brunt of the reproof. Also deplored
were the balloons and Roy Kettle’s theory that people could be stunned by
them if only enough force were applied. The drinks were cheap; the bar
stayed open until everyone was too tired for room parties. There was a
programme, strange to say: a panel in which the panel did not speak much but
the audience said a lot, especially on those good old fannish topics Isaac
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Asimov’s Sf Magazine and the BSFA; a good film (Monty Python & The Holy
Grail) and an awful film (The Deadly Mantis!); charades whose participants
had to act not only books but fans – Rog Peyton’s Hitleresque version of
Peter Weston outshone all others (even including attempts at the surly
Pickersgill Slouch, and the Limp Wrist which was misidentified as Malcolm
Edwards while the real Joe Nicholas happened to be absent). Sunday had
football, as exciting and fannish as football can be (ie, not very), followed by
experiments in rocketry conducted by Andy Firth, none of whose devices was
so basely materialistic as to fly; a quiz of which I recall nothing but the
hideous trauma of standing before an audience, ear glued to a tape-recorder,
trying to identify sf writers’ voices; and eventually a disco where Rog Peyton
and Helen Eling performed so dazzlingly that no one else thought it worth
joining in. An impromptu Drunken Writers’ Workshop composed that
searing epic Gonad The Barbarian which you may now purchase in aid of
GUFF.
“Silicon was a fine, drunken, chaotic, and totally fannish event, yet not
ruled by the sinister cliques suspected by last year’s skeletons at the feast, the
Norwich Sf Group: at Silicon the hitherto obscure John Collick and Steev
Higgins were plunged into the fannish mainstream and, far from protesting
this infringement of their precious serconity, appeared to like it. Made
euphoric by this vindication of fandom’s eternal truth, Simone Walsh was
heard to say: ‘There’s hope for Ian Garbutt.’” (DL)
DANCON 78: (Klaus Johansen) “The first con in Denmark to be held
outside Copenhagen, Dancon 78 in Odense (Aug 1978) was a success since
we managed to draw a crowd of 80 attendees, including a dozen Swedes.
GoH was Harry Harrison who has a special relationship to the country since
he and his wife Joan lived here from 1959 to 1966. Also present were
Swedish writer Sam Lundwall and the following Danish writers: Fritz Remur,
Arne Herler Petersen, Erwin Neutzsky-Wulff, Herlut Flensborg, Tage
Eskestad, and Merete Kruuse.
“Taken as a whole, everything went smoothly and already on the first
day people decided that this particular con was a relaxcon. Everyone had
plenty of time to walk around and meet old friends and enemies, drink beer,
buy books, see a film or two, and so on. We sure hope to repeat it all again
next year – same time, same place.” (KJ)
HUGO WINNERS: (taken from The Pullsheet 4, the Iguanacon daily
newsletter – thanks to John Millard for sending on a copy)
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Novel: Gateway (Fred Pohl)
Pro Artist: Rick
Novella: “Stardance” (Spider & Jeanne
Sternbach
Robinson)
Pro Editor: George
Novelette: “Eyes Of Amber” (Joan Vinge) Scithers
Short Story: “Jeffty is Five” (Harlan
Fanzine: Locus
Ellison)
Fan Writer: Dick Geis
Drama: Star Wars
Fan Artist: Phil Foglio
John Millard tells me that total Iguanacon membership was 6,900, with 4,215
attending (1500 of which were one-day or walk-in registrations). The con
seems to have been ok – look for huge reports in the US newszines.
NOREASCON II: Boston won the balloting for the 1980 Worldcon;
the results were not made public, but Baltimore conceded defeat. George
Flynn, Boston Secretary, tells me that current (Sept) membership is 1162.
The con itself will be held at the Sheraton-Boston Hotel, Aug 29th-Sept 1st,
1980. GoH is Damon Knight and Kate Wilhelm, Fan GoH is Bruce Pelz.
Supporting membership is $8.00; attending membership rises as the con
approaches, but $15 will pay for it till the end of this year. The address is:
Noreascon II, PO Box 46, MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge, MA 02139,
USA. Progress Report Zero, an information sheet, is already available. The
UK Agent is Andrew Stephenson (19 Du Pre Walk, Woburn Green, High
Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 0QJ) – Andrew has sent a note asking would-be
members to hold off till the end of October or so, by which time he should
have received the necessary literature and forms from the States. He doesn’t
give a sterling price, but I imagine £4 ought to be ok for a supporting
membership.
WEIRD TALES (ASSORTED): There’s a Fantasy Film Convention
on October 28th-29th, so Gerry Webb tells me: the venue is the Bloomsbury
Centre Hotel in London, the price is £5.50, and the address for information is:
52 Roy Dene Rd, Plumstead, London SE18. Kevin Smith thinks I should plug
a new sf bookshop in Soho: “Forbidden Planet” is the name of the place (23
Denmark St, London WC2) and Kevin reckons that the prices seem
“reasonable” – hit him if they’re not, laud his name if they are.
* A letter from the STAR WARS CORPORATION impressed my
postman no end. Additionally the letter tells me that the NATIONAL STAR
WARS ASSOCIATION is thoroughly unauthorized and all of you who were
rushing to book for the New York Star Wars convention in December should
think again, since the people running it don’t have permission to do anything
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much at all. The letter also tells me to “be prepared to receive some very
good news”, so I’m all excited and have already told my bank manager that
the Force will be with me soon. Keep your fingers crossed, wookies.
* Perry Chapdelaine has sent me a bit of A.E.van Vogt’s The Battle Of
Forever, a sampler of the first book published by the Authors’ Co-op. It
should be available through the usual importers. He also mentions that
George Hay, no less, is to edit The John W.Campbell Letters. George,
needless to say, would like to see some letters by (or to) the said Campbell –
if you’ve anything of interest (and royalty payments will be made on used
letters) send them straight to George (38b Compton Rd, London N21 3NX)
or to the Co-op (Rt 4, Box 137, Franklin, TN 37064, USA).
* Starblaze, Polly & Kelly Freas’s new publishing house, deserves a
mention, since they’ve inundated me with publicity circulars – three identical
ones arrived on one day. Write to Starblaze (253 W.Bute St, Norfolk, VA
23510, USA) for details of the first set of books designed & illustrated by
Freas & Co.

CHECKPOINT SF – a supplement of book
reviews
The Ophiuchi Hotline – John Varley (Dell, $1.50)
The Ophiuchi Hotline is a hodge-podge of ideas – multiple cloning of
the protagonist, occupation of earth by super-aliens, artificial environments
on solar planets, whimsical body surgery, nomadic culture-trading aliens,
human-plant symbiotic beings, revelations of a universal hierarchy, blackhole power-stations, and God knows what else, all tied together in a complex
thriller plot. Amazingly, despite all this, The Ophiuchi Hotline is a
thoroughly dull novel: complexities of plot and new sf ideas are thrown in
rapidly to stoke up the narrative, but it’s distracting – you just end up
watching the shovel to see if there’s anything interesting amongst the coal.
Phil Dick can invent a trivial kitchen gadget that’s more fascinating, says
more about his characters and background, and is more germane to his
narrative and the whole feel of a novel, than any of John Varley’s grand sf
concepts in The Ophiuchi Hotline. David Gerrold, according to the blurb,
says that the novel is “equal to the best of Niven and Clarke” a viciously
backhanded compliment that’s pretty near the truth. Anything could happen
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in this book, the possibilities are there and it could take off at any moment.
But it never does. The Ophiuchi Hotline is cold and lifeless.
In The Ocean Of Night – Greg Benford (Dell, $1.95)
I picked this novel up to review it and couldn’t remember a thing about
it, except the fact that I read it last week. I’ve flicked through it to stir my
memory and, yes, actually it’s not at all bad. But it is thoroughly
unexceptional.
In The Ocean Of Night is an alien-contact story, the emphasis being on
the effect that this contact has on the protagonist – an Englishman who Does
The Right Thing and comes to a New Realization Of Self, &c. It’s introverted
for an sf novel, and actually Greg Benford is least convincing when handling
the sf side of things. The aliens, for example, aren’t very alien, which isn’t
very good going for aliens, and there’s a gratuitous appearance by a tribe of
Bigfoot that’s about as fascinating and well-handled as a chapter out of von
Däniken. In The Ocean Of Night is competently written for the most part, and
so on – but it’s not stirred the brain or, I’m afraid, widened any of my
horizons.
Stolen Faces – Michael Bishop (Dell, $1.50)
Another novel of self-realization, this time by an administrator of a leper
colony on a frontier planet. It’s quite well written, the sf elements serving
only as a useful background; but again it’s lightweight – there’s nothing in
the book that’ll cause the reader to marvel or to meditate. Unlike John
Varley’s hodge-podge or Greg Benford’s meanderings, Michael Bishop’s
Stolen Faces runs a fairly straight course, and of these three novels (all by
authors new to me) this is the one I prefer. But the last line of the novel,
contained in an epilogue, runs: “... other problems had arisen to occupy
people’s hearts and minds,” and that sentiment must be true of the readership
too.
A Wreath Of Stars – Bob Shaw (Pan, 70p) (Dell, $1.50)
An alien-contact story, in which an aethereal anti-neutrino world is
discovered within the earth itself. As with other Bob Shaw novels, though
adequately written, nothing of great interest occurs: a bunch of rather nondescript characters react to the situation at hand, and that’s about it.
Considering the momentous nature of the discovery (both as a scientific fact
and in terms of reality, the spirit world, and our interrelationship with that
other world), nobody seems unduly perturbed – not even the reader.
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Disappointing.
(The Dell edition has some pathetically wretched illustrations by Rick
Sternbach – no bonus at all, I’m afraid.)
The Zap Gun – Phil Dick (Dell, $1.75)
A Phil Dick novel is always a pleasure to read and this is no exception,
though The Zap Gun is not among the best of his works. Its major fault is that
the narrative is weak and in fact just about packs up and collapses halfway
through the book. Nonetheless, the novel is sustained by several dozen
splendid ideas, nearly all of them foolish and bizarre, plus a tangle of
ridiculous situations, unlikely revelations, strange characters, and a wealth of
black humour. It’s a novel of the absurd, as are all of Dick’s, and full of good
things.
Unreadables:
The Cold Cash War (Robert Asprin, Dell, $1.50): feeble satire about big
corporations fighting wars, with a cast of many, none of whom can be
remembered from one chapter to the next. I gave up halfway through – the
novel contains nothing of interest: even the satire is witless.
Keepers Of The Gate (Steven Spruill, Dell, $1.50): gave up on the
machine-written hacking after the first page. No sign of life later on. No
hope.
Gordon R.Dickson’s Sf Best (Dell, $1.75): a selection of short stories
(1955-66). The first concerns a man who hijacks a spaceship. He succeeds.
That’s it. There’s nothing more to it. The second concerns a mission to
enforce cooperation between two alien life-forms (neither, apparently, in the
slightest bit alien – cardboard human beings in animal skins). It succeeds.
That’s it. &c. The third, though I never got that far, probably concerns a man
on another planet trying to make a cup of tea – he succeeds, &c, &c.
Moronic.
The Fenris Device (Brian Stableford, Pan, 60p): “I’m a spaceman. I like
space. I like flying space...” Thus the start of the novel, I kid you not.
Abysmal.
Swan Song (Brian Stableford, Pan, 60p): companion novel to the above.
Enough said, I think.
Sun Stop 8 (Lou Fisher, Dell, $1.50): “He’s a rambler, he’s a gambler,
he’s Chet McCoy, a hard-loving, two-fisted...” &c, &c. Illustrations by Stu
Shiffman – good for you, Stu! (Though, dare I say it, they look rather
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amateurish in the context of a paperback – not that that readers of Sun Stop 8
will notice).
As On A Darkling Plain (Ben Bova, Dell, $1.75): machine-written
hacking. Wasn’t Ben Bova the editor of Analog? Isn’t an ability to write
adequately a qualification for such a job? Well, so it goes. Surprising.
Renegade Of Callisto (Lin Carter, Dell, $1.50): good grief.
Ylana Of Callisto (Lin Carter, Dell, $1.50): enough, enough – I
surrender!
Books for review to: Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish, Devon,
UK.
TAFF FANZINE SALE: Most of the stuff listed last time was sold, so
here’s another bunch; all proceeds (less postage) will go to TAFF, the
Transatlantic Fan Fund. First come, first served, and cash with order please
(cheques payable to me, not TAFF – no foreign cheques). If the fanzines you
want are already sold, money can be returned, held over for future sales, or
whatever.
*Zimri 2, 3, 6, 7, & 4-4½-5 (Lisa Conesa – 1972/5): large UK genzine, attractively
produced with material by Aldiss, Holdstock, Turner, &c. – 35p (75¢) each
and 90p ($2) for 4-5 (bound together).
*Triode 19-20-21 (Eric Bentcliffe & Terry Jeeves – 1974/5): UK genzine with
amazing handcut art by Cawthorn and s&s parody by Moorcock. Bound
together – 85p ($1.90).
Orion 16, 17, 29 (Paul Enever & Ella Parker – 1956/61): London genzine with
plenty of Atom illos – 30p (65¢) each.
Orbit 3 (George Gibson – 1954): Leeds Sf Assoc. genzine – 25p (60¢).
STF Trends 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 (Lynn Hickman – 1953/4): US genzine, 11 & 12
contain Harlan Ellison fan fiction – 20p (50¢) each.
Con Programmes 1959, 1962 (UK Eastercon): attractively produced, covers by
Eddie Jones – 30p (65¢) each.
True Rat 4/5 (Roy Kettle – 1974): indescribable – 20p (50¢).
Zenith 1 (new series) (Harry Turner – 1953): very attractive genzine – 50p ($1).
*Blunt 1-2 (Rowe & Smiths – 1973): eclectic genzine – bound together – 60p
($1.25)
Loncon 53 (Vin¢ Clarke, Slater, & others): single-sheet oneshot – 5p (10¢).
*Magic Pudding 1 (Malcolm Edwards – 1973.): fine personalzine – 15p
(35¢).Icarus 5 (Dave Wood – 1963): genzine – 20p (50¢).
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*Thanks to Archie Mercer for these issues.
GUFF: Dave Langford (22 Northumberland Aye, Reading, Berks, RG2
7PW) is actively attempting to secure money for GUFF, the fund to bring an
Australian fan over to Seacon 79. Apart from the usual methods of blackmail,
threatened violence, and hints of another Eastercon at Heathrow, Dave has
also employed the duplicator as a means of funding GUFF. Gonad The
Barbarian (Part II) (@ 50p or $1), a Silicon one-shot, and Up The
Conjunction (also 50p or $1), a signed article by Bob Shaw, taken from
Drilkjis, have already been published. Send money if you want to stay on the
good side of Mr Langford (should such a position exist). A newsletter, The
Northern Guffblower, is also available. End of advert.
CoAs: Joe Wesson, 5818 4th St, Detroit, MI 48202, USA
Merf Adamson, 3 Spring Tce, North Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE29 0HQ
Kevin Smith, 7 Fassett Rd, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey
John Piggott, 32 Munsterburg Rd, Canvey Island, Essex
John Kerr, 1 Dales Aye, Whitefield, Manchester, M25 6NV
Roy Kettle, 56 Faulkland Rd, London N8
Ethel Lindsay, 69 Barry Rd, Carnoustie, Angus, DD7 7Q9, Scotland
Jim Meadows, 600 Jackson (Apt 2), Peoria, IL 61603, USA
Klaus Johansen, Skibhusvej 208, DK-5000 Odense C, Denmark
Roger Sween, 840 Driftwood Dr (Apt 104), St Cloud, MN 56301, USA
Tim Marion, do 113 Deepdale Rd, Strafford, PA 19087, USA
TAFF: A quick reminder that nominations are now open for the 1979
TAFF race to bring an American fan over to the Brighton Seacon. Anyone
standing must provide three American and two European fans as nominators,
a $5 (£2.50) bond, and a written undertaking to attend the Seacon if elected.
Nominations to me or Roy Tackett.
CONKER: Here’s a splendid little box, telling you all you
need to know about your Checkpoint status. A number indicates
the last issue you’ll receive according to present records; a cross
means that this is that same last issue right here and now.
Anything else in the box probably isn’t very relevant; a blank box
isn’t very helpful, but probably means that I don’t know what’s
happening but you’re safe for the moment. Possibly. All clear?
The Dawlish address continues to function for the moment – next
CP will appear when it does.
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WEIRD FANNISH TALES: The Walter Gillings Travel Fund is a
project of First Fandom designed to bring Wally Gillings to America in 1980,
the 50th anniversary of his involvement in sf (he organized the Ilford Science
Literary Circle in 1930). Contributions gratefully received John Millard, 1886 Broadway Aye, Toronto, Ont., Canada, M4P 1T4 (cheques/money orders
– no cash through post).
* The Sheffield Sf Group was formed this summer, say Terry Jeeves &
Paul Crofts. Meetings are held on the last Wednesday of every month at the
West Street Hotel in the city centre. Terry Jeeves is Chairman, Dave Bridges
is Treasurer, and Pete Hammerton is Secretary. Further details from Pete (485
London Rd, Heeley, Sheffield S2).
* “A charming person and a handsome figure” at Iguanacon? Can that
be Roger Sween’s description of Malcolm Edwards in the USA? Gosh.
Meanwhile Mervyn Barrett says he heard Malcolm on his radio a couple of
weeks ago, which can only mean he’s charming the ears of New Zealanders
too. “Isn’t that amazing?” asks Mervyn. Bloody hell, yes. More Malcolm
Edwards news (preferably foreign) urgently solicited.
* Meanwhile, boring old ordinary Rob Jackson has lost some Mayas or
something equally earth-shattering. Oh yes, here it is: some of the address
labels of Maya 15 have fallen off. Good lord! Well, if you should’ve got a
copy, but didn’t, tell Rob and he’ll send you a new one. Sounds fair enough
to me.
* I forgot and Ian Maule neglected to mention that the wonderful
Roberts TAFF report will ultimately be published in a single volume, so
don’t cry too much if you miss individual episodes in various fanzines. The
first part is in Egg 11, the second part in Nabu 5, and the third has been sent
to Terry Hughes who may or may not publish it in Mota. Relevant photos,
incidentally, would be most welcome for one volume, collected TAFF report.
* Sorry if I’ve missed stuff out of this Checkpoint, but I’m living out of
a suitcase and things are even more confused than usual. See you sometime...
Please do not bend!
or even bow, it’s only:
CHECKPOINT 91
from:
Peter Roberts
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38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish
Devon
UK
Printed Matter Reduced.
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Checkpoint 92, December 1978

Checkpoint 92 is produced by Peter Roberts, still to be reached c/o 38
Oakland Dr, Dawlish, Devon, UK. It’s available for news, selected trades,
fine old fanzines, or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 4/$1 (America & Africa
airmail), or 6/£1 (Australia & NZ airmail). Please pay in sterling, US dollar
bills, or international reply coupons (one = 10½p to me); no foreign cheques
or coins, please. Heading by Taral MacDonald. Restormel Press Publication:
135.
TAFF VOTING BEGINS: Fred Haskell, Terry Hughes, & Suzanne
Tompkins are the TAFF candidates for the race to bring an American fan
over to the Brighton Worldcon next year. Ballots are enclosed with this
Checkpoint and I urge you all to vote or donate – deadline is Easter. If you’re
putting out a fanzine in the next few months, I’d be grateful if you’d
distribute copies of the ballot; if you can print your own (verbatim) version of
the ballot, so much the better (since it’ll save TAFF postage). But if not, or if
you just want a few dozen for distribution at a local group meeting or to send
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out in letters or personalzines, then drop me (or Roy) a note and we’ll be glad
to send copies on to you.
Many thanks to everyone who’s helped so far, through donations of
cash, auction material, and spare time. If you’ve got any old fanzines or
fannish ephemera that are no longer wanted, we’d be pleased to have it (bring
it along to the next con) – after all, Graham England’s New York subway
map fetched over £1 at the Novacon, & that’s not bad going for something
that’s given away free. Dig out your fannish mementos – old beanies, used
zap-guns, antique hektographs – TAFF can use them all.
NOVACON 8: The eighth Novacon was held at the Holiday Inn,
Birmingham, over Guy Fawkes’ weekend (November 3rd-5th). Guest of
Honour was Anne McCaffrey and somewhere around 300 fans attended.
The Holiday Inn, squatting in a wasteland of concrete near the city
centre, was a new venue for the con, and not a particularly good one, either.
Most people seemed to prefer the previous place (the Royal Angus), though
facilities are poor at both hotels & there’s little to choose between them. The
Holiday Inn was at least warmer than the icy Angus, and the breakfasts were
a lot better; as a fan of creature comforts, therefore, I’d go for the Holiday
Inn, if yet another new hotel can’t be found by next year.
Strangest thing at the Novacon was the main bar, which turned out to be
alongside a swimming-pool-cum-gymnasium set in a sort of greenhouse – an
odd idea (not to say dangerous) which gave us the opportunity, during lulls in
the conversation, of watching the more doltish fringe-fans exercising
themselves on treadmills and bikes. No-one fell in, more’s the pity.
The con itself seemed quietly enjoyable, without any particularly
memorable events. Joseph Nicholas’s fan room was the setting for some
pleasantly informal discussions and the main programme presumably went its
way as usual, though in a cramped & poorly laid-out hall (films included
Flesh Gordon & Dark Star). The Saturday evening disco was a mess,
however, being held at the poolside – an open invitation to disaster, though
most people were sufficiently sober to avoid the watery risks of dancing (and
there was I, in my best togs & ready to boogie all night). There seemed to be
a good few parties later that night, though after a close encounter with a
bottle of vodka I didn’t see much of them, and more than the usual number of
people stayed on over Sunday night, when we moved in to the restaurant bar
for a final few drinks. A quiet Novacon, all told.
TAFF FANZINE SALE: Again, most of the stuff listed last time was
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sold, so here’s another list: proceeds (less postage) to TAFF – cheques made
payable to me, please – no foreign cheques, though US dollar bills are
acceptable. If the stuff you want has gone, money can be held over for future
sales, or whatever.
Starling 21 (Luttrells, 1972) @ 35p (75¢); Fantasy Advertiser Vol I, No
2 (Gus Willmorth, 1946) @ 35p (75¢); Sol 42, 43 (Tom Schlück, 1965/7) @
35p (75¢) & 25p (60¢) respectively; Science Fiction Review 4, 14-24, 26-39,
Index to 1-31 (Robert Franson, 1963-65) @ 10p (25¢) each; *A Fanzine For
Atom/Rotsler (Ted Johnstone, 1964) – a cartoonists’ duel @ 50p ($1); It’s
Tycho’s Floor in ’54! (Chuck Harris & Ken Slater, 1953) @ 20p (50¢);
Microcosmos 1 (Claude Held & Ken Krueger, 1944) – one page missing @
15p (35¢); Kangaroo Feathers 1 (David Grigg, 1973) @ 20p (50¢);
Australian Sf Monthly 1 (John Bangsund, 1970) @ 20p (50¢); Checkpoint 0.
00, 1-7, 9-16, 21-25, 27, 30-37, 39, 46 (1971-74) @ five issues for 20p (50¢);
Australasian Sf Society Membership List 1954 + 1954 Sydney con flier @ 10p
(25¢); Jayland UnLtd 4 (Craig Hill, 1976) @ 15p (35¢); Inworlds 9-11 (Bill
Bowers, 1973-74) @ 15p (35¢) the three; Report on the 1961 Festivention, A
Message From The Future! (Forry Ackerman, 1944), Special Delivery
(Ackerman & Morojo, 1944?), E.E.Evans’ 1941 Denvention Talk, and
Consomme, a 1953 Loncon Report (Ken Slater) – all single sheets @ any 3
for 5p (10¢) with other orders; Karass 5 (Linda Bushyager, 1974) @ 10p
(25¢); Chunder 3 (John Foyster, 1972) @ 10p (25¢); Destiny 9 (Malcolm
Willits & Earl Kemp, 1953) @ 25p (50¢).
The following are for sale as well; but only 10p on each copy will go to
TAFF: Cry 136, 140, 146, 146, 150, 152, 153, 164, 160, 163 (Seattle fans,
1960-62) @ 60p ($1.25) each.
*thanks to Mike & Pat Meara for this item.

CHECKPOINT SF – a supplement of book
reviews
The International Science Fiction Yearbook – ed. Colin Lester (Pierrot,
£2.95)
A 400 page handbook of sf & fandom, The International Sf Yearbook is
divided into 29 sections, covering everything from Latin American sf, sf
libraries, and sf pseudonyms, to tv, apas, and fan awards. Each section has
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some sort of an introduction followed, in most cases, by a bibliography or
relevant listing. Contributors include Ben Bova, Ramsey Campbell, Malcolm
Edwards, and Darko Suvin (whose contribution is sufficiently
incomprehensible to deserve a mention in “Pseud’s Corner” for its abuse of
the English language). Strangely enough, most of these guest contributors
receive only hidden credit and their names can only be winkled out by a
thorough reading of the text – they’re not even listed on the contents page.
Still, that’s their problem.
The listings are undoubtedly the most important part of the book and
there’s enough of them to prove useful as a reference source and address list.
If you need someone to translate an sf story into Hungarian, Flemish, or
Turkish, you’ll find your man in here; or if you’ve ever wanted to join the
International Wizard Of Oz Club Inc or even, believe it or not, the mysterious
Astral Leauge itself, you can turn to the Yearbook for help. Many of the
listings need further work, as Colin admits, but if the book is to be published
annually, they should certainly improve over the years.
The main trouble at the moment is the poor layout and dismal
production. The binding is bad for a start – my copy is cracking already and
I’m a member of the League of Careful Bookhandlers; it’s an important point
for a reference work and this sort of cheap paperback is simply inadequate.
The layout and two-column format is also awkward to use and the listings
deserve to be a lot clearer with the information more easily visible. An
excessive number of misprints doesn’t help, either. Finally, there’s the
artwork – book & fanzine covers, fillers, tv & film stills, cartoons (including
specially commissioned ones from Jim Barker), and so on – all of which is
spread in a rather ungainly & irritating fashion around the book, almost at
random; it’s murkily printed, and a lot of the stuff simply hasn’t come out –
you’re just left with gloomy, over-inked shadow pictures.
Anyway, despite the poor production, the Yearbook is a useful reference
volume for anyone involved in sf; and if the project continues and the
printing and layout improves, then the International Sf Yearbook should be a
welcome annual event.
Official Star Trek Cooking Manual – ed Mary Piccard (Bantam, $1.95, 95p)
Right, let’s get on to the important books. This is a collection of genuine
recipes from all the major members of the Star Trek crew plus selected
recipes from the Federation, Vulcans, Romulans, and Klingons. From this we
discover that all our prejudices are entirely correct, and that Kirk likes steak,
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Scottie eats haggis, and McCoy dotes on grits. The Klingons, of course, eat
“kiros kai faki”, otherwise known as “pigs’ feet & pea soup”, which is why
they always lose. Mr. Spock & The Vulcans (yay!) turn out to be vegetarians
(yay!), so I immediately rushed into the kitchen and cooked some “tabsheel”,
even though I didn’t have any “true Vulcan makor tubers” (makor tubers
being hard to come by in Dawlish). The result was edible.
Downward To The Earth – Robert Silverberg (Pan, 75p)
An Earthman revisits a planet dominated by two species, one
elephantine and one simian, in order to witness and understand a mysterious
rite known as “rebirth”. The greater part of the narrative is in the form of a
travelogue, and the novel’s culmination in the alien ceremony resolves both
the problems posed by the planet and those which beset the Earthman
himself. Downward To The Earth is a well-written and neatly crafted novel
with as solid a science fictional background as anyone could wish to read; the
interaction of alien life (in the specific sense of fauna and flora) and of alien
culture on the known physique and mind of a human being gives rise to some
fascinating and memorable scenes. The only thing I can recall having
previously read of Silverberg’s is his novel, Thorns, which has remained
fresh in my memory over the years because of its central image of an
Earthman altered, physically, by aliens; the present novel stays with the same
theme – and it remains a vivid and compelling one.
The Tomorrow File – Lawrence Sanders (Corgi, £1.50)
This is one of those big, thick, ‘best-sellers’ that usually come out of the
popular mainstream and turn out to be tedious rehashes of elementary sf ideas
– this one, for example, claims to be a “gripping novel of tomorrow’s
horrors”, you know the sort of thing. Surprisingly, therefore, and despite its
length, The Tomorrow File is entirely readable. Sanders is a good narrative
writer, baiting his book with enough hooks (mysteries, plots, unresolved
situations, &c) to keep his readers turning the pages out of simple curiosity;
as it turns out, the plot itself isn’t of any great consequence – it simply serves
to give a picture of “tomorrow’s horrors”, a plastic future in a cold,
corporative, cost-effective world ruled by Machiavellian nonentities.
Sanders’ invented jargon, irritating at first, becomes increasingly effective as
the novel progresses, probably because it reflects the society of which it’s
supposed to be a part. That’s neatly done. The only thing is, in the end, that
the novelist’s dystopian vision is no more than conventionally bleak. We’ve
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seen it all before. Our “horrors” have to be a bit more outre to make us sit up
and take notice.
Unreadables:
Star Rigger’s Way (Jeffrey Carver, Dell, $1.75). Spaceship story with an
alien that hisses in fractured English. Everyone else shouts in exclamation
marks. Tired me out after a couple of pages, but I shouldn’t think there’s
anything there, even if you’re resilient enough to withstand Carver’s prose.
The Last Rose Of Summer (Steve Gallagher, Corgi, 85p). Computer
dominates zombie society of the near future. Hero pulls out plug. (I didn’t
read that far, but I checked the last page.) Based on a Manchester radio series.
The Corobite Mines (Peter Roberts, Manor, $1.50). An eldritch plot by
Terry Hughes to make me feel completely paranoid – the bugger sent me this
under plain wraps. “‘On your feet!’ barked one large Zotarian who stood in
the center of the room, displaying his blaster.” I don’t remember writing
this...
... Not The Same Peter Roberts, 1978.
MILFORD (UK): (Dave Langford, literary mobster, reports) “The 1978
Milford (UK) Writers’ Conference rocked the foundations of the universe in
a series of spasms from the 8th-15th of October. Members included some
exotic foreigners – Charlotte Franke from Germany, Patrice Duvic (Leroy
Kettle look-alike, imagine the horror of it) & Marianne Leconte from France,
Duncan Lunan from the barbaric Pictish provinces – and enough boring old
Britons to justify starting a new sentence. These were: John Brunner, Ken
Bulmer, Pamela Bulmer (‘Kathryn Buckley’), Richard Cowper, Dav Garnett,
Jim Goddard, Rob Holdstock* (whose submission included exotic characters
such as ‘Rian Burgess’), Garry Kilworth* (next year’s Chairman), Bobbie
Lamming* (‘Robin Douglas’), Dave Langford* (me), Bob Parkinson, Chris
Priest, Dave Redd (still secret master of Haverfordwest), and Andrew
Stephenson*. Asterisks indicate wretched elitist members of the ‘Pieria
Mob’, the mere mention of which is sufficient to turn Ritchie Smith’s
stomach (no mean feat). Now the greatest force in literature since
R.L.Fanthorpe, the Mob totally controls the ’79 Milford committee... But I
digress.
“The savage criticisms and learned discussions all took place in the
cheap and friendly Compton Hotel, Milford-on-Sea; feared tensions resulting
from the hugeness of one or two (well, one) of the above Names somehow
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failed to materialize. Manuscripts were torn to pieces and flung in the face of
the author, but in the most amiable fashion; virtually the only bit of exciting
scandal was the Great Fire-Alarm Hoax which proved to be Ken Bulmer and
Ken’s pipe committing abominations near a smoke-detector. A micro-party at
the weekend brought along half a dozen publishers’ representatives. All these
people, rather than hang about the writers’ necks offering huge advances,
preferred to play pool, darts, or drunk...” (DL)
PHILCON: (A brief report from Darrell Schweitzer) “Philcon 1978 was
held over Halloween weekend at the George Washington Motor Lodge in
King Of Prussia Pennsylvania, continuing the trend of cons not being held in
the cities they’re supposed to, but in outlying districts. While there were a
few complaints about the motel-style layout of the place (no hall parties for
want of halls) and the relative isolation, the convention went well, got along
with the hotel staff, and didn’t lose money. Michael Bishop’s GoH speech
was humorous and downright fannish, complete with a reading from a noted
sf newszine published in an alternate universe. Also in attendance were Jack
Williamson, Joan Vinge, Norman Spinrad, C.L. Grant, D.G.Hartwell,
Gardner Dozois, and about 500 fans.” (DS)
CoAs: Rob Jackson, 8 Lavender Rd, West Ewell, Surrey, KT19 9EB
Tim Marion, c/o 2032 Cross Bronx Expressway (Apt 3d), Bronx, NY
10472
Alan Sandercock, 44 Glen Rd, (Apt 1009), Hamilton, Ontario, LBS 4N2
OMPA STILL NOT DEAD: Or so says President Ken Cheslin. AE
Keith Walker has been claiming that the twenty-four-year-old British apa has
had its final mailing, but Ken (together with long-time member, Bobbie
Gray) is willing to give the apa “one more go” before conceding defeat.
OMPA has been in poor condition since the late sixties when two AEs
gafiated (the second one in Germany, to make matters worse) and mailings
failed to appear. The association never recovered its membership or morale
after that, despite revivals, and recently OMPA has dwindled to a few diehards. Myself, I’d be delighted to see it revitalized, if such a thing is possible.
If not, then I’d vote for an end to it all pretty swiftly. We shall see what
happens.
THE PIT: Just for a change from the Conker, I thought we’d have the
return of the Final Egoboo – your name in print below means that this is your
last issue unless you do something: Marc Ortlieb, Pat Charnock, Martin
Easterbrook, Roy Kettle, Graham Poole, Pete Presford, Ritchie Smith, Craig
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Miller, Ed Wood, and Jim Kenner. The axe may not fall, of course; but don’t
bet on it – you may just end up on my “if I have enough stamps left” list,
which is almost as bad. For those that survive, next issue will probably sort
out a few fanzines, for a change, and will be published sometime soon. If it
doesn’t come out before Christmas, have a happy one.
WEIRD TALES: Andrew Stephenson (19 Du Pre Walk, Wooburn
Green, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 0QJ – have I got it right this time,
Andrew?) now has the genuine UK rates for Noreascon Two, the Boston
Worldcon in 1980. Supporting membership is £4.10 ($6) and attending
membership is £7.69 ($15) rising to $20 after Dec 31st this year. There are
special rates if you were a pre-supporter or voted in the site selection – ask
Andrew. All cheques should be made payable to “Noreascon Two” and
crossed.
* News from Darrell Schweitzer that’s of importance to humanity in
general – “On November 13th it was discovered that Tim C.Marion has an
asymmetrically located navel, slightly right of center., which clearly indicates
he is a mutant of as yet unknown powers. It was also discovered that Darrell
Schweitzer’s index fingers curved 30° inward, revealing him to be a reject
from the old Invaders tv series.” Darrell also announces that no more of his
books will be published by T.K.Graphics because of problems with the outfit
– so perish all aliens...
* Fantome Press have sent along a catalogue of their expensive little
oneshots – you know the sort of thing, fifty numbered copies of a single
poem set in 10pt Old Caslon & with handsewn wraps, &c. Unfortunately they
forgot to put an address in their catalogue and, even worse, the pamphlet
itself is poorly & smudgily printed. Ken Chapman is their UK agent; but I’d
forget the whole thing, if their catalogue is an example of their craftsmanship.
* Don’t forget to vote for TAFF. Cheers.
Glabrous, glaucous, rarely pulverulent or rugulose,
never pyriform or amygdaloid – so, it must be:
CHECKPOINT 92
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Drive
Dawlish, Devon
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Checkpoint 93, February 1979
A fantastically special, all-fanzine issue, Checkpoint 93 (Feb/March 1979) is
produced by Peter Roberts, c/o 38 Oakland Drive, Dawlish, Devon, UK. It’s
available for news, selected trades, fine old fanzines, or cash: 5/50p (UK &
Europe), 4/$1 (America & Africa, airmail), or 6/£1 (Australia & NZ, airmail).
Please pay in sterling, US dollar bills, or international reply coupons (one =
10½p to me): no foreign cheques or coins, please, or my wrath shall wax
dreadful & yond. Cartoons are by Bill Kunkel and Bill Rotsler. Restormel
Press Thingy: 137.
BRIAN LEWIS died on December 4th. Best known as an artist for Nova
Publications (New Worlds, &c), Brian had in recent years become an
enthusiastic convention-goer and a connoisseur of room-parties. He had a
good fund of anecdotes too – he and I were on a ‘Jim White Chat Show’ a
couple of Novacons ago – with stories to tell of his involvement with Yellow
Submarine, The Muppet Show, and other strange projects and productions.
Some of his excellent and most recent illustrations which originally appeared
in fanzines and convention booklets have been reprinted in Colin Lester’s
International Sf Yearbook. British fandom will miss him.
RON GRAHAM died on February 11th. A veteran Australian fan (he
had a letter in Amazing Stories for May 1928), he was best known in Britain
as the financier and publisher of the Anglo-Australian sf magazine, Vision Of
Tomorrow. His sf library, which has been willed to the University of Sydney,
was vast and known throughout the world. (Information from John Foyster’s
CHUNDER!)
FRANK ARNOLD, fortunately, is still with us. Fears that he’d gone
missing started with a police call to the manager of the One Tun, saying that
the Guest Book (Frank being the long-time custodian of London fan meetings
in the White Horse/Globe/One Tun) had been found, but that they’d been
unable to trace Frank. It turned out, after some investigation, that he’d
collapsed and had been in hospital and was suffering from amnesia. I
understand that he’s ok now and that the amnesia is wearing off – though
Dave Rowe has asked me to check up on some fanhistorical matters (Frank
being one of British fandom’s main historians) which Frank Arnold can no
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longer recall. Anyway, it’s good to see he hasn’t vanished! (News from
Martin Easterbrook & Dave Rowe)
FANZINES RECEIVED: We haven’t had a fanzine column for some time,
so there’s a good stack waiting. The best thing to do is to list them fairly
briefly; then I can pretend that this is a supplement to the Guide to Current
Fanzines, still available from me @ 35p, etc, etc...
Great Britain:
Adsum 1: Mike Dickinson, Flat 7, 301 Chapeltown Rd, Leeds 7. (usual) Dreadful
cover hiding a pleasant personalzine with a Silicon report from John Collick.
Arena 8: Geoff Rippington, 15 Queens Ave, Canterbury, Kent, CT2 8AY. (50p,
$1, or usual) Neat and improving sercon fanzine: contains an entertaining
Danish interview with Kurt Vonnegut, plus reviews and articles by Stableford
and Lupoff.
Benzine 1: Ben Burr, 7 Egerton Dr, Greenwich, London, SE10. (usual) A first
fanzine, being a collection of whatever the editor could collect. The editor
himself claims this issue is “crap”, which won’t exactly encourage his
contributors. Anyway, I’ve seen worse.
Black Hole 15: Immo Huneke & Tony Berry, Leeds Univ. Sf Society, Leeds
University Union, Leeds, LS1 1UH. (30p or usual) Neat clubzine, though
with unexciting contents, apart from some excellent illustrations by Pete
Smith.
Cidereal Times 5 & 6: Allen Boyd-Newton, The Gatehouse, Coombe Florey, Via
Taunton, Somerset. (30p or usual) Two issues of a rather featureless local
clubzine, with book reviews and odds & ends (no fiction, mercifully).
Deadloss 1: Chris Priest, 1 Ortygia House, 6 Lower Rd, Harrow, Middx, HA2
0DA. (whim) After twelve years, a thoroughly entertaining personalzine.
Struth, I even feel moved to loc... RSN, boss.
Don’t Panic 1: Graham England, 1 Fleet Way, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 8BZ. (10p or
usual) A newszine, no less, though mostly taken up with a convention list.
Could this be a challenge to Checkpoint? Could I care, either way? Tune in
again, next issue...
4 & 5: Kevin Smith, 7 Fassett Rd, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, KT1 2TD.
(usual) Two issues of a fine personalzine (which didn’t win the Nova).
Epsilon 5 & 6: Rob Hansen, 22 Llanthewy Rd, Newport, Gwent, Wales. (usual)
Entertaining personalzine, with a bonus of excellent fannish covers.
Fanzine Fanatique 32 & 33: Keith Walker, 2 Daisy Bank, Quernmore Rd,
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Lancaster. (17p or trade) Appalling layout, abysmal typing, semi-legible, and
choked with confused fanzine reviews. I can’t see why Keith bothers to send
copies out.
The Friends Of Kilgore Trout Magazine 3: Sandy Brown, 18 Gordon Tce,
Blantyre, G72 9NA, Scotland. (30p or usual) A well-produced clubzine, but
not very fascinating – though there’s James White’s GoH speech from
Faircon among the contents.
Fusion 1: Jon Cowie, Univ.of Warwick Sf Soc, Arts Fed.Pig.Holes, Union Bldg,
University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL. (usual?) Clubzine with poor
fiction and feebler than usual contents.
Gelatine 1: William Park, 102 Mickelfield Rd, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP13
7EY. (20p or usual) Gosh, now I know what “pseudo-intellectual” means...
This contains nothing beyond some embarrassingly bad poems and
oddments. Raleigh Evans Multog was funnier.
Gross Encounters 4 & 5: Alan Dorey, 20 Hermitage Woods Cres, St Johns,
Woking, Surrey, GU21 1UE. (usual) Excellent and large personalzine (which
did win the Nova). Ought to loc this one too. Heigh ho.
Knockers from Neptune 6: Mike & Pat Meara, 61 Borrowash Rd, Spondon,
Derby, DE2 7QH. (usual) Mostly letters on this occasion, but the layout
doesn’t somehow encourage you to read them. KFN is more usually a
personalzine.
Matrix 19: Andy Sawyer, 59 Mallory Rd, Tranmere, Birkenhead, L42 6QR.
(BSFA members and trade?) It’s a long time since I’ve seen anything from
the BSFA and I’m amazed to see all this activity – a thirty six page news and
comment fanzine, yet. Mind you, it’s not exactly thrilling stuff, but I’d never
expect miracles from officious organizations. At least it beats the N3F’s
dismal magazine.
Nabu 5 & 6: Ian & Janice Maule, 18 Hillside, 163 Carshalton Rd, Sutton, Surrey,
SM1 4NG. (usual) Neat fannish genzine with some bloody wonderful
contributions. The general impression, however, is a bit antiseptic – though
Ian’s come out of the woodwork and written an editorial for the sixth issue.
The Once & Future Worm 7 & 8: Archie & Beryl Mercer, Lyonesse, Post Office
Lane, Mount Hawke, Truro, Cornwall. (locs) A letterzine on all sorts of
subjects, from Camelot to cats.
One Off 6: David Bridges, 130 Valley Rd, Meersbrook, Sheffield, S8 9GA. (35p
or usual) Actually, I’m confused since this is a packet of four oddments –
there’s a booklet containing an account of a bicycle trip to London, another
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wallpaper-covered booklet with a handwritten account of Christmas holidays,
yet another booklet of cartoons, and a couple of sheets of fanzine. I think I’d
rather something a little less chaotic and a bit more readable.
O’Ryan 5: Paul Ryan, Flat G, 10 Springwood Rd, Oakwood, Leeds, LS8 2QA.
(usual) Attractive personalzine – keep publishing, Paul.
Perihelion 2: Steev Higgins, 18 St Austell Ave, Tyldesley, Gtr Manchester, M29
7FY. (usual) New genzine – bit tatty, but has some amiable fannish moments.
Procyon 5: John Collick, The Goosewell Gallery, Westbourne Dr, Menston,
Ilkley, Yorks. (40p or usual) A decent genzine – John promises the end of
indecent fan-fiction with the next issue, which is a Good Thing.
Ragged Heroes 1: Kevin Easthope, 113 Abbey Rd, Erdington, Birmingham, B23
7SY. (usual) Single-sheet personalzine.
Scope 3: David Penn, The Hawthorns, University of Keele, Keele, Staffs. (usual)
Fairly ordinary clubzine, though with Chris Priest interview and decent
artwork by Gordon Wain & Paul Cogan.
Scottishe 76: Ethel Lindsay, 69 Barry Rd, Carnoustie, Angus, Scotland. (50p or
usual) A thin issue – not much more than letters and too brief reviews. Last
haven of the Atomillo...
Seamonsters 2: Simone Walsh, 7a Lawrence Rd, Ealing, London W5 4XJ. (usual)
Excellent fannish genzine. Must loc, very RSN, honest.
S:Film Fantastica 1: Keith Walker – see Fanzine Fanatique. (usual?) This is a
collection of loose sheets having something to do with bad films. A mess.
Tripe Pickers’ Journal 1: Paul Kincaid & Mike Scantlebury, 20 Sherbourne Rd,
Middleton, Manchester, M24 3EH. (usual) Interesting dual personalzine.
Twll-Ddu 13 & 14: Dave Langford, 22 Northumberland Ave, Reading, Berks,
RG2 7PW. (25p or usual) Several paragraphs had me laughing out loud a few
minutes ago – not in a fit of mock, either. Good going. Good personalzine.
Vector 88: David Wingrove, 4 Holmside Court, Nightingale Lane, London, SW12
8TA. (BSFA members, trade?) Consists mainly of an interview with Frank
Herbert and book reviews; doesn’t seem very enterprising for an official
organ, but still.
Waif 2: Tom Jones, 39 Ripplesmere, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 3QA. (usual)
Reminds me of how genzines used to be produced – rather scrappily. This
even has a Bristol Eastercon report (1967)...
Wallbanger 1: Eve & John Harvey, 55 Blanchland Road, Morden, Surrey, SM4
5NE. (25p or usual) Main item in this genzine is the Roy Kettle interview
from Skycon, which I thoroughly enjoyed (the interview, that is).
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Wark 12 & 13: Rosemary Pardoe, Flat 2, 38 Sandown Lane, Liverpool 15. (30p
or usual) Attractively produced reviews of fantasy and fringe publications.
2 & 3: Richard Barycz, 16 Musgrave Rd, New Cross Gate, London SE14.
(usual) R.I. may be the rich fan’s Keith Walker, since he suffers from
impossible layout which stifles reading; actually he can write quite well, but
too whimsically for me. A letter supplement, Skraczes, came with these
personalzines.
Australia:
Australian Sf News 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6: Mervyn Binns, 305/307 Swanston St,
Melbourne 3000. (10 issues/$5Aus, or usual) Locus-style, neat sf newszine.
Boy’s Own Fanzine 6: Leigh Edmonds & John Foyster, PO Box 103, Brunswick,
Vic 3056. (usual) A good deal of Australian fan history, plus an article on
how to fly an Me 262, which should be useful. Strange stuff. Liked it.
Chunder! Vol 2/4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, & 11; Vol 3/1: John Foyster, GPO Box 4039,
Melbourne, Vic 3001. (8 issues/$1Aus or usual) Interesting newszine, with
letters & discussion.
Fanew Sletter 98, 99: Leigh Edmonds – see above. Newszine, now defunct.
Glass Keys (2): Perry Middlemiss, PO Box 98, Rundle St, Adelaide 5000.
(40¢Aus of usual) University clubzine – has text of an Aldiss speech. Not
bad.
Khalespheare 2 & 3: Irwin Hirsh, 279 Domain Rd, South Yarra, Vic 3141.
(usual) Personalzine from ANZAPA.
The Mentor 24: Ron Clarke, 6 Bellevue Rd, Faulconbridge, NSW. (75¢Aus or
usual) Unexpected return of a long-gone genzine. Boasts a Finlay cover.
Rataplan 19: Leigh Edmonds & Valma Brown (see above somewhere) ($1.20Aus
or usual) Large fannish genzine – closely packed, but entertaining.
Sf Commentary 53: Bruce Gillespie, GPO Box 5195AA, Melbourne 3001. (5 for
$5Aus, or usual) Thinner than usual issue of a good sercon fanzine.
Spectre 1: Perry Middlemiss (see above) (50¢ or usual) Fairly average genzine.
Wordy-Gurdy 3: Bruce Gillespie (see above) (usual) Personalzine from
ANZAPA.
Canada:
The Apprentice 3: David Berman, 24 Seguin St, Ottawa, Ont K1J 6P3. (6/$5.50
or usual) D&D magazine – abominable fiction (“emptyless void”?) plus rule
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suggestions.
Borealis 1: John Bell & Alain Chabot, PO Box 3174 South, Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 3H5. ($1.75 or usual) Snazzy looking genzine.
DNQ 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, & 13: Victoria Vayne & Taral, PO Box 156, Stn D,
Toronto, Ont M6P 3JQ. (3/$1US or usual) Variable & rather self-conscious
fannish newszine. A couple of issues of Typo, a letterzine, came with these.
Generally interesting.
Dream Vendor 3: Alan Sandercock, 44 Glen Rd (1009), Hamilton, Ont. L8S
4N2. (50¢, 25p or usual) Self-written genzine – previous issues appeared in
UK and in Germany. Alan, however, is Australian. Is this a record?
2, 3, 4: Taral, 1812-415 Willowdale Ave, Willowdale, Ont M2N 5B4. (OSFic
members, trade?) Local newszine – better than most.
Kratophany 11: Eli Cohen, 2236 Allison Rd, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1T6. ($1 or
usual) Attractive and interesting genzine.
6: Michael Hall, 24-477 Wardlaw Ave, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3L 0L9.
(whim) Local fannish newszine.
Lulu Review 3: Pubbug Press, 11220 Bird Rd, Richmond, BC, V6X 1N8. (8/$3
or trade) Fanzine reviews, including comics stuff.
Pit Rot 1: Steve George, 94 Brock St, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3N 0Y4. (25¢ or
usual) Personalzine.
Requiem 22, 23, 24: Norbert Spehner, 1085 St-Jean, Longueil, PQ, J4H 2Z3.
($1.50 or usual) Sercon fanzine in French. Has fiction, so beware. Useful for
keeping up with Francophone sf.
Rothnium 5: David Hull, PO Box 471, Owen Sound, Ontario, N4K 5P7. ($1.25
or usual) Attractive genzine – I got two, slightly different copies which is a
bit bizarre.
Simulacrum 8: Victoria Vayne – see DNQ. ($2.50 or usual) Large & attractive
genzine – Victoria is intending to make future issues specifically fannish,
which can’t be bad.
Winding Numbers 5½ & 6: Randy Reichardt, 58 Penrose Place, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, R2J 1S1. (usual) Small personalzine.
New Zealand:
Noumenon 22/3, 24, 25, 26: Brian Thurogood, Wilma Rd, Ostend, Waiheke
Island, Hauraki Gulf. (10/£3 – UK Agent: Keith Walker) Regular and useful
sf news and information
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CoAs:
Mike Scantlebury, 45 Brighton Grove, Rusholme, Manchester, M14 5JG
Nick Shears, 63 Northwold Rd, Stoke Newington, London N16 7DS
Joyce Scrivner, 2408 Dupont Ave, Apt 1, Minneapolis, MN 55405
Milt Stevens, 7234 Capps, Redesa, CA 91335
Rich Coad, 781 Castro St, San Francisco, CA 94114
Dan Steffan, 823 N Wakefield St, Arlington, VA 22203
THE PIT: chucked in this time (unless they send cash or other fascinating
things) are: Bernard Earp, Keith Freeman, John Steward, Michael Turner, and
Roger Waddington.
WEIRD TALES: Top of the pile is a Turkish postcard from someone
who seems to be looking for a correspondent. Drop him a line if you are
interested; the address is Cem Kilic, Kiziltoprak, Feneryolu Sok. 16/5,
Istanbul, Turkey. He says “I like to Science Fiction. I think, so you.” Well, at
least his English is better than my Turkish. // Graham England (address
elsewhere) is trying to produce a “Fans Directory” which will list UK fans
willing to host overseas fans (at Seacon time) plus overseas fans looking for
hosts. If you fall into either category, contact Graham. // Recent marriages
include Rob Jackson & Coral Clarke, Janet Small & Bob Wilson, and Patrick
Hayden & Teresa Nielsen. Best wishes to all concerned.
CONVENTIONS: A few progress reports have drifted in. There’s
SFANCON 10 which is being held in Antwerp this year; GoH is Anne
McCaffrey, Fan GoH is Anne-Marie Kindt. The dates are April 27th/28th.
It’s a few years since I’ve been to a Sfancon, but that part of the continent is
within easy reach of London and there are usually quite a few UK fans over
there. Contact Lou Grauwels, Lange Kievitsratte 27, 2000 Antwerpen, for
details. // EUROCON 5 isn’t until 1980, but the Italians have put out a PR
with an English section if you’re interested. It’s usually a pretty serious &
constructive event, but might be worth a look if you’re holidaying in the area.
The location is Stresa, but they don’t give the date in English – it’s 1st-4th of
Maggio, 1980. Hell, I can only guess – my Italian is little better than my
Turkish. Anyway, contact Eurocon 5, c/o Editrice Nord, Via Rubens 25,
20148 Milano, for details. // SEACON 79, the Brighton worldcon (Aug 23rd27th), has its third PR out, together with the Hugo Nomination forms. If you
haven’t yet joined it’ll now cost you £11 or $20 – the address is: Seacon 79,
14 Henrietta St, London, WC2E 8QJ. There are hosts of agents as well: note
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that Ernesto Vegetti (who sent the info on the Eurocon above) is Seacon’s
new Italian agent (Gian Paolo Cossato retiring through pressure of
professional work) and that Judy Blish is our Greek agent and Matjaz
Sinkovec is our Yugoslav agent. This may be the first real world convention
yet... More recent info next time.
Less exciting than Adam Bede! Thinner than The Bible!
It’s...
CHECKPOINT 93
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish, Devon
UK
Printed Matter Reduced
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Checkpoint 94, February 1979
Another all-fanzine issue, Checkpoint 94 (Feb/March 1979) is produced by
Peter Roberts, do 38 Oakland Dr, Dawlish, Devon, UK. Available for news &
things, or cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 4/$1 (America & Africa, airmail), or
6/$1 (Australia & NZ, airmail). Please pay in sterling, US dollar bills, or
IRCs (one = 10½p to me). Heading by Tim Marion. Restormel Press Pub:
139.
YORCON, the 1979 Eastercon, will be taking place over the weekend of
April 13th-16th in the Hotel Dragonara in Leeds (fan historians may care to
note that the first sf con anywhere in the world was held in Leeds in 1937.
This year’s con is likely to be larger than the original one.) Guest of Honour
is Richard Cowper. Fan GoHs are Graham & Pat Charnock. Current
membership is something over 330; if you want to join, send £5 (cheques
payable to YORCON) to: Alan Dorey, 20 Hermitage Woods Cres, St John’s,
Woking, Surrey, GU21 1UF. Supporting membership is £2.50 and a one day
membership is £2.00.
Don West, now back on the committee, adds a few recent notes: there’ll
be a Creative Writing Competition for the best short stories written around
any four of twelve illustrations being sent out with the final PR this month.
“Quote cards on a grand scale,” suggests Don – and there are £25 worth of
prizes. Films have had to be procured by rather devious means, owing to
some sort of ban on distributing stuff within two miles of a cinema. Don says
they have managed to find some films, including the Clarke/Kubrick 2001
(presumably as opposed to the Tharg/Cuckoo 2001).
Gosh. I’ve just noticed that Leeds is in Yorkshire. So that’s why it’s
called Yorcon...
LEEDS IN 1980? In a later phonecall, Don told me he intends to bid for
another Eastercon in Leeds (same hotel) next year. Few other details yet,
since Don hasn’t contacted his proposed committee members; but Don would
be Boss and he intends to run it as an unashamedly commercial operation.
When I suggested he might team up with a certain Mr Stokes, there was an
eldritch silence on the phone. We shall see what happens.
TAFF AUCTION: Remember that there’ll be an auction on behalf of
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TAFF at Yorcon and that anything you might have to auction off would be
welcome (donations would be excellent, but percentages can be negotiated if
you want some recompense. We’re not proud.). Bring any material along to
the con books, fanzines, artwork, wookie suits, or what-have-you. Thanks.
EVEN MORE FANZINES RECEIVED: Being those from beyond the
Empire & Dominions...
United States:
Algol 32, 33: Andy Porter, PO Box 4175, New York, NY 10017. (4/$8, 4/£4.75 –
UK Agent Ethel Lindsay or usual). I suppose I ought to take this out of the
“fnz” section, since it’s nigh well a professional publication nowadays – but
old habits die hard, &c. It’s a glossy magazine, packed with well-known
authors and articles & reviews of sf. Good stuff.
The Alpha Centura Communicator Vol 3/11, 12: Owen Laurion, PO Box 648,
Albuquerque, NM 87103. (35¢ or usual) Feeble Trekkie clubzine.
Baryon 13: Barry Hunter, 8 Wakefield Pl, Rome, GA 30161. ($1 or usual)
Reviews and letters.
De Profundis 101, 102, 103: Leigh Strother-Vien, LASFS, 11513 Burbank Blvd,
North Hollywood, CA 91601. ($3 p.a. or trade) Newszine of the ancient LA
club.
The Diagonal Relationship 6: Arthur Hlavaty, 250 Coligni Aye, New Rochelle,
NY 10801. (usual or $1) Interesting personalzine with massive letter column.
Diehard 10: Tony Cvetko, 24424 Haskell (74), Taylor, MI 48180. ($1 or usual)
Odd double-sided genzine, the other half being Imp 1 from Leah Zeldes.
Ered Nimrais 12: David Merkel, P0 Box 488, Lawrence, KS 66044. ($1 or usual)
Nondescript genzine.
Fanny Hill 5: Dan Joy & Somtow Sucharitkul, 3815 Whispering Lane, Falls
Church, VA 22041. ($1 or usual) Attractively produced genzine.
Fanzine Directory 2: Allan Beatty, P0 Box 1040, Ames, IA 50010. ($1, 60p, or
trade) Bibliography of fanzines published in 1976.
File 770 6, 7, 8, 9: Mike Glyer, 14974 Osceola St, Sylmar, CA 91342. (4/$2 or
usual) Large fannish newszine, with articles and other extraneous oddments.
Pretty good.
Four Star Extra 5, 6, 7: Joyce & Arnie Katz and Bill & Charlene Kunkel, 59
Livingston St (Apt 6B), Brooklyn, NY 11201. (6/$5 or whim) Large joint
personalzine, often containing some fine fannish writing.
Future Retrospective 14: Cliff & Susan Biggers, 1029 Franklin Rd (Apt 3-A),
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Marietta, GA 30067. (75¢ or usual) Genzine, mostly letters and reviews.
Genre Plat 3: Allyn Cadogan & Grant Canfield, 251 Ashbury St (4), San
Francisco, CA 94117. ($1 or usual) Large & attractive genzine.
Gnomenclature 2 & 3: Al Curry, 3904 W.Liberty St, Cincinnati, OH 45205. (50¢
or usual) Personalzine.
Graymalkin 2: Denise Leigh, 121 Nansen St, Cincinnati, OH 45216. (50¢ or
usual) Genzine, though rather empty of content.
Groggy 2, 3, 4: Eric Mayer & Kathy Malone, 175 Congress St (Apt SF),
Brooklyn, NY 11201. (usual) A hektographed fanzine, by god – legible,
bright, & interesting.
Hedgehog 2: Jeff Frane, P0 Box 1923, Seattle, WA 98111. ($1 or usual)
Interesting genzine, with some nice cartoonwork.
Impressions 6: David Romm, 1902 4th Ave S, Minneapolis, MN 55404. (usual)
Personalzine.
The Invisible Fan 6: Avedon Carol, 4409 Woodfield Rd, Kensington, MD 20795.
(45¢ in US stamps or usual) Lively personalzine with a good set of letters.
Janus 12/3: Janice Bogstad & Jeanne Gomoll, c/o SF3, Box 1624, Madison, WI
53701. ($2 or usual) Large, fairly sercon fanzine with smashing artwork and
some interesting pieces on borderline sf and post-modernist fiction.
Karass 37 & 38: Linda Bushyager, 1614 Evans Ave, Prospect Park, PA 19076.
Final issues of a fairly fannish newszine. Now defunct.
Kickshaw 1: Clifford Wind, 304 E.Thomas (14), Seattle, WA 98102. (25¢ or
usual) New genzine with some interesting artwork that’s too faded & should
be run again in a future issue. Checkpoint – the fanzine of helpful
suggestions...
Locus 212, 213, 214, 215: Charlie Brown, Box 3938, San Francisco, CA 94119.
(24/$17 in US, $25 for 24 issues elsewhere, or trade) Expensive, but it’s the
solid sf newszine.
Mad Scientist’s Digest 5: Brian Earl Brown, 16711 Burt Rd, (207), Detroit, MI
48219. ($1 or usual) Amiable fannish genzine.
Michael 2: Mike Bracken, 1810 Ramada Blvd, Collinsville, IL 62234. (usual)
Personalzine.
Mota 26 & 27: Terry Hughes, 4739 Washington Blvd, Arlington, VA 22205. ($1
or usual) A fine fannish fanzine with some unbelievably wonderful
contributors and some damn fantastic letter writers.
Mythologies 13: Don D’Ammassa, 19 Angell Dr, East Providence, RI 02914. ($1
or usual) A huge fanzine, fairly serious, with a massive amount of discussion
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on various topics – The Fall of Rome, Sex Roles, Sf, and so on. Interesting.
The New Port News 56: Ned Brooks, 713 Paul St, Newport News, VA 23605.
(usual) Apazine with some fnz reviews.
Of Such Are Legends Made 1: Joyce Scrivner, Box 1518, North Wales, PA 19454.
($1.50 – proceeds to TAFF) A collection of fannish legends – some new,
some reprints of famous pieces, and most of them worthwhile. It should be
available in the UK now – I’ll make a note somewhere in one of these
Checkpoints.
Personal Notes 9: Richard Harter, 306. Thoreau St, Concord, MA 01742. (whim)
Huge, well-written personalzine with a large bunch of letters.
Phiz 5: Bruce Townley, 2323 Sibley St, Alexandria, VA 22311. (whim)
Personalzine – less eccentric than it might be, though with Good Bits.
Phosphene 7: Gil Gaier, 1016 Beech Aye, Torrance, CA 90501. (3/$2 or usual)
Mostly a personalzine – fascinating photos from Suncon.
Pretentious Sf Quarterly 2: Michael Ward, P0 Box 1496, Cupertino, CA 95014.
($1.50 or usual) Fairly straightforward genzine.
Prothallus 3: Sarah Prince, 2369 Williams (A), Columbus, OH 43202. (usual)
Distinctive personalzine.
Quantum 8: Alan Curry & Michael Streff, 3904 W.Liberty St, Cincinnati, OH
45205. ($1 or usual) Adequate, but not stunningly exciting genzine.
Quinapalus 2: M.K.Digre, 1902 S.4th Ave (1A), Minneapolis, MN 55404. (50¢ or
usual) Mixed ability, but promising, fannish fanzine.
Rune 52, 53, 54: Carol Kennedy & Lee Pelton, 1204 Harmon Pl (10),
Minneapolis, MN 55403. (50¢, 4/£1.50, or usual – UK Agent: Dave Piper)
Minnesota clubzine – varies in quality, but recent issues have been good and
fannish (& of general interest).
Sf Review 26, 27, 28: Richard Geis, P0 Box 11408, Portland, OR 97211. (6/$7.50
in US or equivalent in UK – agent:. Wm Dawson & Sons, Cannon Hse,
Folkestone, Kent) Fine sercon stuff, thoroughly readable, and regular with it.
Scientifriction 10: Mike Glyer, 14974 Osceola St, Sylmar, CA 91342. ($1 or
usual) Large genzine, attractive and mostly sort of sercon.
Short & Pithy 1 & 2: Rich Coad, 781 Castro St, San Francisco, CA 94114. (usual)
All too brief personalzines. .
Simony 3: Simon Agree, 1220 La Plaza, Cotati, CA 94928. (usual) Decent
personalzine.
Skug 3: Gary Mattingly, 864 B Haight, San Francisco, CA 94117. (usual) Large &
also decent personalzine.
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St*r Tract 53: Nick & Alan Grassel, 1385 Connell, Ortonville, MI 48462. (usual)
Strange computer-“personalized” personalzine, intended specifically for
making contact with overseas fans.
Stefantasy 82: William Danner, R.D.l, Kennerdell, PA 16374. (30escudos or
usual) Distinctive, hand-printed personalzine. Like it.
Tantrum 1: Bruce Pelz, 15931 Kalisher St, Granada Hills, CA 91344. (usual)
Personalzine.
Thru Black Holes 4: Michael Roden, 982 White Oak Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45245.
($1 or usual – UK Agent: Terry Jeeves) Grim neo stuff, though the editor’s
artwork isn’t bad. Watch out for the fiction, though.
Voice Of The Lobster 1 & 2: George Flynn, Noreascon II, P0 Box. 46, MIT
Branch P0, Cambridge, MA 02139. (50¢ or bc) Unusual idea – a fanzine
produced by the 1980 worldcon to discuss worldcons in general. Of interest
to con attendees.
Westwind 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23: Kipy Poyser, 503 S Sawyer, Olympia, WA
98501. ($5 p.a. to NWSFS, or trade) Local club newsletter, neatly produced.
The Whole Fanzine Catalog 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: Brian Earl Brown, 16711 Burt Rd (207),
Detroit, MI 48219. (5/$2 or trade) Fanzine reviews – longer& better than
these, but still too bland. I’d suggest a more positive, even crusading attitude;
otherwise you might just as well make a listing like this.
Wild Fennel 15: Pauline Palmer, 2510 48th St, Bellingham, WA 98225. ($1 or
usual) Attractive & distinctive genzine.
Xenolith 1: Bill Bowers, P0 Box 3157, Cincinnati, OH 45201. ($1.50 or usual)
Neat new genzine by an aged past-master.
Norway:
Algernon 15, 16: Øystein Sørensen, 6102 Sogn Studentby, Oslo 8. (10kr or usual)
Usually a large, fairly sercon clubzine (15 comes in two volumes), though the
16th issue is just a newsletter. In Norwegian, however...
Germany:
Fantasia 1: EDFC, Postfach 1371, D-8390 Passau. (DM 16 or usual) Formerly
called Follow, this is a paperback-sized production for the German Fantasy
Club, containing a few articles, stories, and, god help us, poems. In German.
Magira 31: EDFC – as above. (DM 16 or usual) Flashy fantasy publication with a
glossy cover and a lot of artwork – some good., though all fantasy722

conventional. In German.
MRU 147, 148: Waldemar Kumming, Herzogspitalstrasse 5, D-8000 München 2.
(DM 2.50, $1.40, or usual; US Agent Andy Porter) Regular genzine, noted
for its photo-pages. In German, with English supplement.
Sf Times 145: Hans-Joachim Alpers, Weissenburger Strasse 6, D-2850
Brernerhaven 1. (6/DM 22 or usual) Nicely produced, radical, sercon
genzine. In German.
France:
Bulletin du Sffan 12, 13, 14: Jean Milbergue, 17 Sq des Carrieres, La Clairiere,
78120 Rambouillet (10fr membership or usual) Quite sizable club newsletter.
In French.
Fandom 1: Francis Valery, BP 06, 33620 Cavignac. (2.35fr or usual) Brief
newszine. In French.
Starward Ho! 0: Jean Milbergue – as above. (usual) Introduction to a
contemplated genzine. In English.
Belgium:
Octa-Info 10, 11: Claude Dumont, BP 29, Namur 2. (usual) Club newsletter. In
French.
Denmark:
Pulsar 4: Niels Dalgaard Ellen Pedersen, Horsekildevej 13, IV dør 3, DK-2500
Valby. (10 kr or usual) An all-Harry Harrison issue. In Danish.
Tohubohu 8: Niels Dalgaard – as above. (usual) Mostly locs. In Danish.
Under Maanens Overskaeg 3: Niels again. Produced for the Hugo Rumpfstadt
Society... In Danish.
THE GUIDE TO CURRENT FANZINES, 5th edition, with all mod cons,
is still available and contains an introduction to fanzines plus a listing of
current titles from around the world. This edifying publication, neatly printed
& bound, is yours for a mere 35p or 75¢ at the special CP readers’ rate. Rush
your orders to me. The first two volumes of the British Fanzine Bibliography
are also available at 70p ($1.50) the pair. These cover the years 1936-1960.
Later volumes are in preparation and await only enough cash on my part to
pay the printing bill.
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THE PIT: Over the edge this time go Paul Crofts, A.G.Prior, & Sarah
Prince, unless I am bribed into leniency by cash or news or suchlike.
AWARDS: Hugo nomination ballots were distributed with the third
Seacon 79 progress report. To vote you have to be a member of Seacon;
deadline for nominations is April 30th. As Greg Pickersgill has pointed out in
the latest Seamonsters, it’s quite possible for UK fans to make an impact on
the ballot. Last year 540 ballots were returned, but voting in some categories
was low (for example, the spread of votes for the 5 fanzines nominated was
53-15, for fan writers only 42-10, for fan artists just 23-14; even for best
novel, the spread was only 95-25 and for best drama it was a ludicrous 3388). Remember to read the rules before you vote – a fanzine must have
produced at least 4 issues, for example. My own nominations go to: Mota,
Twll-Ddu, Maya, Stop Breaking Down, and True Rat and for writer: Dave
Langford, Roy Kettle, Don West, Bob Shaw, and haven’t-yet-made-up-mymind (a real winner); fan artist: Harry Bell, Jim Barker, Dan Steffan, Alexis
Gilliland, and someone else. Unless I’m reminded of some 1978 sf that I
actually read and liked, I shall ignore the pro stuff. I don’t know about Best
Drama – Trumpton, perhaps?
Victoria Vayne has sent along a copy of the FAAn Award Nominations.
I’m apparently on the award committee, though I’ve only found that out at
second hand and I’ve no idea what the committee is supposed to do. The
basic idea of the awards (that of peer voting, so that only active fans are
eligible to vote) is fine; but for reasons which aren’t entirely sound, there’s a
voting fee of $1 (50p) plus SAE. If you really get a kick out of fan awards,
then contact Ian Maule (18 Hillside, 163 Carshalton Rd, Sutton, Surrey) for
your ballot (or Mike Glicksohn or Leigh Edmonds). On the other hand, if like
me you’d rather buy yourself 5lbs of beetroots or spend the money on a
TAFF vote (or GUFF or DUFF), then I wouldn’t bother. The Checkpoint poll
will be out after Easter, and that’s free.
The Balrog Awards are a new set for fantasy fiction “sponsored by the
Sword & Shield Club of Johnson County Community College”. I’ve been
sent a ballot & nomination form and voting seems to be both open and free.
The only thing is they haven’t left themselves much time and the deadline is
March 23rd for final ballots. Still, there’s always next year. The address, if
you’re interested is: Balrog Award, Student Activities: Office, Johnson
County Com.Coll., Overland Pk, KS 66210, USA.
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Checkpoint 95, April 1979
(Apr/May 1979)
Checkpoint 95 is a Peter Roberts creation, modishly duplicated chez 38
Oakland Dr, Dawlish, Devon, UK. It’s yours for Things or cash: 5/50p (UK
& Europe), 4/$1 (America & Africa – yes, we do have at least one subscriber
there – airmail), or 6/£1 (Australia & NZ, airmail). Please pay in sterling, US
$ bills, or IRCs (one of which = 10½p to me). Cartoon by Dave Rowe.
Restormel Pub: 141.
TERRY HUGHES WINS TAFF: Detailed results and a list of voters appear
in Taff Talk 3 (attached to one of these Checkpoints), but the main results are
as follows:
Terry Hughes
108 votes
Fred Haskell
40 votes
Suzle Tompkins
40 votes
HOF
2 votes
Congratulations, and look forward to seeing you, squire. As for the rest of
you, make a note of his CoA, handily printed elsewhere, and let either of us
know, as TAFF Administrators, of any schemes you might dream up
concerning the fund. I might add that it isn’t too early to start thinking about
a European representative for the next TAFF race; I’ve already had a couple
of approaches and even at this early stage it looks as if TAFF will have some
good candidates in 1980. Drop us a line if you’re planning to make any
nominations – the official time for it isn’t yet upon us, but it’s handy to know
what’s happening.
CHECKPOINT FAN POLL: ballots are being distributed to UK
readers, but if anyone else wants to vote (& feels qualified to do so) they’re
welcome. Deadline June 20th. List: Best UK Fnz (1-5); Best UK fanwriter
(1-5); Best UK fanartist (1-5); Best Single Issue (1); Best Fnz Cover (1); Best
Article/&c (1). Sign the ballot, please.
YORCON REPORT: (of sorts) The con was held over Easter weekend
in the Leeds Dragonara Hotel; Guest of Honour was ‘Richard Cowper’ with
Pat & Graham Charnock as Fan GoHs. Though most active fans attended, the
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total membership was smaller than usual (300-400), probably because of the
forthcoming Seacon.
It’s a long way from Dawlish to Leeds, but, man and boy, I eventually
arrived on Thursday afternoon as the first few fans were trickling in. The
Dragonara was quite attractively laid out with *two* adjoining bars and lifts
that could whisk you unseen from the entrance to the privacy of your own
room. Somebody told me the doors automatically opened at the upstairs
lobby, but we decided that by spreadeagling themselves spider-like on the
ceiling of the lifts athletic fans could avoid detection. After that I always
glanced upwards when entering the things. Actually they were such nice lifts
that a room party, complete with armchairs and tables, was held in one on
Sunday night.
Much of Thursday and Friday was taken up in meeting new arrivals.
Amongst fans not seen for a while were Lisa Conesa and, going back to the
fifties, Dave Cohen (sometime editor of Blue Moon, &c). A traditional brag
& poker session was held late on Friday night when, after watching warily
for a while, Ron Bounds was persuaded to sit in. He immediately started
winning. Rotten foreigner.
Saturday afternoon was enlivened by me finding a comparatively elderly
fringe fan drunk in a Leeds gutter. I think he got to his room by hiding on the
floor of the lift. He was paralytic the following afternoon too, and can’t be
long for this world. In the evening I started chatting to Kees Van Toorn,
ended up at Ron Bounds & Bobbi Armbruster’s LA IN 81 party, and stayed
there, still talking & drinking, till 8.00am, whilst Jim Barker produced more
LA IN 81 cartoons than I ever want to see again. I’d thought I’d sworn off
all-night parties long ago, but so it goes.
Sunday was accordingly quiet. I missed Pat & Graham’s all-action allsinging fan guest of honour spot – the fan room was crowded out – but I hear
it was notably successful. I did go to the bidding session where Don West (ill
& unable to attend) lost his Bradford bid to a well-organized Glaswegian one.
More of that elsewhere.
As usual I missed the banquet (we went out to an Italian place – Leeds
was surprisingly well-served with restaurants), but stepped back in to see Rog
Peyton winning the Doc Weir Award – a popular choice too.
Monday, as ever, was the day most people left. I ended up in the evening
at Bob & Sadie Shaw’s dead dog party. Travelling back to Devon on
Tuesday, Paul Begg and I met a member of the Third Order of Discalced
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Carmelites on the train who invited me to San Diego Zoo. No kidding.
Strange things happen on trains.
A good Eastercon, I’d say, and all honour to the Yorcon committee.
ALBACON 80: Next year’s Eastercon will be in the Albany Hotel,
Glasgow, the bid having won convincingly on a show of hands at this year’s
Yorcon. The Scottish fans had some literature already printed, plus badges (I
was wondering who this Al Bacon bloke was, till I saw the truth), and thus
seem to be going into the Eastercon business with some enthusiasm. Colin
Kapp is to be GoH, with Jim Barker as Fan GoH. The Scottish Bob Shaw is
Chairman and Albacon registration is £5 (£2 supporting) from: Helen Brown,
18 Gordon Tce, Blantyre, Glasgow G72 9NA, Scotland. The first PR should
be out in June. (Details from Bob Shaw)
RECOMMENDED FANZINES: (well, a few of them anyway)
Wrinkled Shrew 8 (Pat & Graham Charnock, 4 Fletcher Rd, London W4
5AY) (usual) Nice to see a Shrew again after a two year gap – I thought they
might have become extinct, what with the bad weather, the price of cat food,
and all. Main item in this issue is Rob Holdstock’s life & times with the
Octopus Encyclopaedia Of Sf – interesting, as most of this inside-publishing
stuff usually is. There’s also an inoffensive piece by Terry Hughes, a
calendar of Charnock events, and some editorial oddments. Not a Great
Shrew (as Shrews go) perhaps, but welcome nonetheless.
Mainstream 3 (Jerry Kaufman & Suzanne Tompkins, 303 16th Ave East
(102), Seattle, WA 98112) (75¢ or usual) Also welcome is Jerry & Suzle’s
return to genzine publishing (the first two Mainstreams were personalzines).
However, the contributions in this issue leave a lot to be desired. Loren
MacGregor tells of cars he has known – which is ok, but not very fascinating;
Jon Singer has some sort of technological column – which I didn’t
understand; and Jessica Amanda Salmonson writes on “feminist politics” – in
such poor English that the whole thing is suspect (does she know “ethnicity”
means “heathen superstition”? Bloody obscure word, even if she does). So,
this isn’t a good issue – I can’t pretend otherwise. But I look forward to the
future when Jerry & Suzle get back into the swing of things.
Rune 55 (Lee Pelton & Carol Kennedy, 1204 Harmon Place (10),
Minneapolis, MN 55403) (50¢ or usual – 4/£1.50 from Dave PIper in the
UK) Being a clubzine, Rune is inclined to be more of a mixture than most
and this issue has several ho-hummy items – a feeble con report, a dull
description of Honolulu fandom (didn’t even mention Jan & Dean), reviews,
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and so on. But the lettercolumn, the cartoons by Ken Fletcher and Teddy
Harvia, and a transcript of a lunatic panel of Minneapolis fan history are all
good and there’s a liveliness throughout the fanzine that makes up for any
shortcomings. It’s frequent too, and that can’t be bad.
Fanhistorica 2 (or 8)(Joe Siclari, 2201 N.E.45th St, Lighthouse Point,
FL 33064) ($1 or usual) I suppose one of the dangers of a fanzine devoted to
fannish reprints is that those most likely to be interested, the fan historians,
are also those most likely to have the original material, and hence not need
the reprints. Thus I’ve a copy of Laney’s “Ah! Sweet Idiocy!” (well worth
reading) which Joe starts reprinting in this issue. Still, it would take a good
collection (and a good memory) to be familiar with all the stuff here and I
was delighted to see a Ted White article on numbered fandoms, a Tucker
thing on the art of the ancient annish, as well as a Willis item, a new article
by rich brown, and a good letter column. I should quickly note that
Fanhistorica isn’t exactly serious & constructive: the reprints are wellwritten, amusing, and immensely entertaining. I enjoyed it thoroughly &
hope that Joe can publish as frequently as he’d wish in future.
Raffles 2 (Stu Shiffman & Larry Carmody, 880 W.181st St (4d), New
York, NY 10033) ($1 or usual) Running out of space, boss, and I want to
squeeze in Rich Coad (don’t we all?), but Raffles is an attractive Noo York
fnz with some splendid hand-cut cartoonwork and a bunch of light but
pleasant articles, notably D.Potter on train fandom (read it yet, Darroll?) and
Jerry Kaufman on con indigestion.
Space Junk 1 (Rich Coad, 781 Castro St, San Francisco, CA 94114)
(usual) Must mention this, since it’s got a Cheryl Cline piece, “The Heat
Death Of Iguanacon”, which is beautifully written and my favourite Good Bit
from any of the fanzines noted here. Bit thin otherwise, but good to see Rich
pubbing his ish again.
THE PIT: Looks like it’s going to be full after this double issue, but if I
don’t hear from you this may be the final egoboo for Edgar Belka, Alan
Dorey, Martin Easterbrook, Steev Higgins, Roy Kettle, Jim Linwood, Tom
Perry, & Marshall Tymn.Meanwhile the pendulum’s coming down for those
only paid up to 96: Richard Barycz, Vernon Brown, Dave Bridges, Al
Fitzpatrick, Colin Lester, Paul Magennis, Alan Smith, Nick Shears, Douglas
Faunt, Jim Meadows, Ron Salomon, William Schroeder, and Rune Forsgren.
Cash will put off the day, so will a response in the fan poll, or news, or
crossing your fingers & hoping I’ll forget or chicken out at the last minute
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(this latter course, not recommended). Do your stuff.
WEIRD TALES: Rob Jackson news is that Maya is being replaced by a
duplicated fnz, Inca (available for 50p or whim) and that the Bob Shaw
collection, The Best Of The Bushel is now published (£1.10 or $2.20 to Rob
Jackson, 8 Lavender Rd, West Ewell, Epsom, Surrey, KT19 9EB or Sam
Long, 1338 Crestview Dr, Springfield, IL 62702); I haven’t read my copy
yet, but it’s some 60 A5 pages long, neatly produced & printed with Jim
Barker illustrations, and contains some 13 pieces with an intro by Walt
Willis. Can’t be bad. Forthcoming volumes include Bob Shaw’s Eastercon
speeches and a UK fanthology. // Colin Lester, meanwhile, has copies of a 35
page name index for professional activity noted in International Sf Yearbook.
If you want the index it’s 40p ($1) from Colin at Pierrot Publishing, 17
Oakley Rd, London N1 3LL. // Odd news from Malcolm Edwards who says
that a musical comedy version of Flowers For Algernon starring Michael
Crawford opens in London in June; Malcolm swears this is true. // Rob
Hansen sends a clipping about Mike Moorcock’s forthcoming five-part BBC
series on sf writers. Mike claims he’ll be discussing some of the authors’
works whilst mountain climbing in Yorkshire. Should be strange. // Finally, a
few Seacon items: Marsha Jones reminds me that Art Show space must be
booked in advance – if any of you are intending to exhibit yourselves at the
con, therefore, I’d recommend contacting Marsha (or Suford Lewis) and
seeing the rules & other information right now. I myself, meanwhile, am
looking for photos of the 1965 London Worldcon for display in the Seacon
fan room; they’ll be well looked after, protected, and returned. Thanks to
Norman Shorrock, we’ve already got some great snapshots of the 1957
Loncon. If you have any films featuring fans or convention slides
(particularly of the two Loncons) you’d be willing to show at Brighton,
please contact me or Eve Harvey (55 Blanchland Rd, Morden, Surrey, SM4
5NE). Eve’s looking for other photos, UK fan artwork, and help in the fan
room as well. Hope to hear from you.
O, I wish I was in de land ob cotton!
but we all have our crosses to bear,
and yours is:
CHECKPOINT 95
from:
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Checkpoint 96, May 1979
CHECKPOINT 96
(Apr/May 1979)
Checkpoint 96 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr, Dawlish,
Devon, UK, and is available for news, selected trades, several other things, or
cash: 5/50p (UK & Europe), 4/$1 (America & Africa, airmail), or 6/£
(Australia & NZ, airmail). Please pay in sterling, US dollar bills, or
International Reply Coupons (one of which is worth 10½p to me, though
they’ll cost you more than that to buy – such are the wicked ways of post
offices the world over). Cartoon by Paul Thompson. Restormel Pub: 142 (I
think).
1979 HUGO NOMINEES – DON WEST DEMONSTRATES TRUTH
OF ASTRAL POWERS! And even I get shivers down my back when I note
that all four of the fan-writing nominees that I put forward in Checkpoint 94
have appeared on the list. Well, strike a light and put out the flags – it’s the
first time I’ve seen the Hugo fan list look anywhere near sensible. All power
to the Astral Leauge. Anyway, here are the official Hugo Award
nominations:
Novel (61-90):
Blind Voices (Tom Reamy)
Dreamsnake (Vonda McIntyre)
The Faded Sun: Kesrith (C.J.Cherryh)
Up The Walls Of The World (James Tiptree, Jnr)
The White Dragon (Anne McCaffrey)
Novella (39-182):
Enemies Of The System (Brian Aldiss)
Fireship (Joan Vinge)
The Persistence Of Vision (John Varley)
Seven American Nights (Gene Wolfe)
The Watched (Chris Priest)
Novelette (34-57):
The Barbie Murders (John Varley)
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The Devil You Don’t Know (Dean Ing)
Hunter’s Moon (Poul Anderson)
The Man Who Had No Idea (Tom Disch)
Mikal’s Songbird (Orson Card)
Short Story (30-50):
“Cassandra” (C.J.Cherryh)
“Count The Clock That Tells The Time” (Harlan Ellison)
“Stone” (Edward Bryant)
“The Very Slow Time Machine” (Ian Watson)
“View From A Height” (Joan Vinge)
(next page for the others)
Dramatic Presentation (62-137):
Hitch-Hiker’s Guide To The Galaxy
Invasion Of The Body Snatchers
Lord Of The Rings
Superman
Watership Down
Professional Artist (44-71):
Vincent Di Fate
Stephen Fabian
David Hardy
Boris Vallejo
Michael Whelan
Professional Editor (52-150):
James Baen
Ben Bova
Terry Carr
Edward Ferman
George Scithers
Fanzine (26-71):
Janus (Jan Bogstad & Jeanne Gomoll)
Maya (Rob Jackson)
Mota (Terry Hughes)
Sf Review (Dick Geis)
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Twll-Ddu (Dave Langford)
Fan Writer (24-61):
Richard E.Geis
Leroy Kettle
Dave Langford
Bob Shaw
Don West
Fan Artist (24-64):
Jim Barker
Harry Bell
Alexis Gilliland
Bill Rotsler
Stu Shiffman
473 ballots were received (the spread of votes in each category is given
above). Voting on the final ballots should begin shortly and will end on July
31st. Only Seacon 79 members are eligible to vote. (Taken from the Seacon
news release)
NEBULA AWARDS: These are the annual peer awards, presented by the
SFWA.
Novel: Dreamsnake (Vonda McIntyre)
Novella: The Persistence Of Vision (John Varley)
Novelette: A Glow Of Candles, A Unicorn’s Eye (Charles Grant)
Short Story: “Stone” (Ed Bryant)
Special Award: Joe Siegel & Joe Shuster (creators of Superman).
(Information from Gerald Bishop)
EVEN MORE AWARD NOMINATIONS: These are a few further
awards that ride along with the Hugos. Nominations for the JOHN
W.CAMPBELL AWARD are: Stephen Donaldson, Cynthia Felice, James
Hogan, Barry Longyear, Elizabeth Lynn, & Charles Sheffield. For
GANDALF GRANDMASTER: Ray Bradbury, Ursula Le Gum, Mike
Moorcock, Jack Vance, and Roger Zelazny (I voted for Don West, but you
can’t have everything). (Also taken from the Seacon news release)
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Inverted World – Christopher Priest (Pan, 85p)
The Perfect Lover – Christopher Priest (Dell, $1.75)
I read Inverted World when it was first published a few years ago and
was impressed then by a single passage (the trip downtrack) where the
normal perception of reality is stretched and grotesquely deformed in some
bizarre images that are impressive and memorable. It’s a Good Bit, in other
words, and I’m a sucker for Good Bits. However, one fine passage isn’t
enough to sustain a whole novel. Inverted World is written as a mystery,
inasmuch as the reader is left to puzzle out the mechanics and rationale of a
mobile city travelling in a world that appears to be the mathematical inverse
of a sphere. Information is doled out sparingly and the key isn’t produced
until the end. That’s just about tolerable on first reading the book, though I
found the ‘solution’ barely comprehensible and less than fascinating; but it
really messes things up when you try to read it a second time. The moral of
that is only to read Inverted World once, I suppose. Seems a pity.
The Perfect Lover (a gaumless retitling of A Dream Of Wessex) also
deals with illusions of reality, but in this later novel Chris Priest puts a lot
more flesh on the idea. We’re presented with a group of people dreaming up
a pooled vision of the future – a vision that, for some of them, is more real
and certainly more worthwhile that “reality” itself. A lot of the interesting
things that ought to have been in Inverted World, but weren’t, are in this
book: the characters and the vision, for example, act and influence each other
– the dreamers mould the dream and vice-versa; we’re also treated to the
paramount question of choice between illusion and reality and, something I
always like to see, the problem of where, exactly’ reality actually lies. No
particular Good Bit in A Dream Of Wessex, but it’s altogether a much more
entertaining novel than the rather skeletal Inverted World.
Ship Of Strangers – Bob Shaw (Pan, 80p)
The Shadow Of Heaven – Bob Thaw (Corgi, 85p)
I’ve just picked these two books up a moment ago and I can put my
hand on my heart and say that honestly, I can’t remember a single thing,
about them – even though I’ve read both within the last few weeks. They’re
pretty lightweight, in other words, and I must admit that I usually find Bob
Shaw’s fiction a lot less interesting than the writing he does for fanzines.
Ship Of Strangers is a collection of fairly vacant space adventures based
around a survey ship and its crew. Train journey stuff, at best. The Shadow Of
Heaven is one man’s struggle against an overcrowded future; quite readable,
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but also quite forgettable. Seems a shame, really.
Swimmer In The Secret Sea – William Kotzwinkle (Corgi, 50p)
After Doctor Rat there seems to be a lot more interest in Kotzwinkle’s
writings. This short story, despite its rather mysterious title, is a simple, in
fact a disarmingly simple, account of a pregnancy, birth, death, & burial. The
style works well and appears entirely unaffected. It’s a bit of a cheek to
publish this as a separate work, but still – you do get a strange and curious
cover on this paperback which, for once, is an excellent accompaniment to
the story.
The Makeshift God – Russell M. Griffin (Dell, $1.95)
You get two sf scenarios for your money with this novel – first an
overcrowded, Arab-dominated, fuelless future earth, and second a plain
space-opera planet, full of monsters and quaint humanoids. I won’t dwell on
the plot itself, because frankly it’s a mess and doesn’t inspire a willing
suspension of disbelief (I don’t, for example, really fall for the idea of the
Wandering Jew being a robot built in the Sirius system); nonetheless, there’s
quite a bit of action and a few pleasantly humorous passages. I’ve seen
worse.
Still I Persist In Wondering – Edgar Pangborn (Dell, $1.75)
I haven’t read Pangborn’s novel, Davy, but these short stories are
apparently set in the same post-disaster world. They’re not at all bad –
certainly readable and of some quiet merit, though they’re also a little
precious and sickly at times, and too frequently dosed with finger-shaking
homilies about our present way of life.
Triad Optical Illusions – Harry Turner (Dover, $1.75)
Harry sent me this some while ago, so I trust it’s still available. It’s a
quarto-sized paperback, profusely illustrated (there are even 32 full-size
plates for colouring, which seems a little eccentric) and dealing with “triads”
– an apparently three-dimensional solid whose principal use is as a building
block for impossible and mind-befuddling designs. Harry used some of these
triads in his artwork for Zimri and this book forms an explanation of the art
and a guide for anyone who cares to experiment with the idea. Should prove
useful to budding Eschers or builders of Lovecraftian monoliths. Interesting
& unusual book.
Magazines:
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Anglica et Americana 4 (Vølvo – Scandinavian Views On Sf): (The
Secretary, Dept. of English, Univ. of Copenhagen, Njalsgade 84-96, DK2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark)
These are papers from the 1977 Scandinavian Sf Festival and include
articles on Danish sf and fantasy & sf in general. Contributors (in printed
discussions) include Brian Aldiss & Philip Jose Farmer. The whole thing’s in
English – can’t see a price anywhere, however.
Sorcerer’s Apprentice 1: (Flying Buffalo Inc, PO Box 1467, Scottsdale,
AZ 85252, USA ($2 per issue)
Slick fantasy-gaming magazine, based on Tunnels & Trolls rather than
D&D. This issue has a Bob Vardeman story, plus some rule-making, and
some rather second-rate fantasy artwork. Ok for a fanzine, but a bit expensive
otherwise.
Unreadables:
Fireship – Joan D.Vinge (Dell, $1.75)
The style of this sf novel has all the bounce & vigour of a cheap comic
book. Unfortunately there aren’t any pictures, so I gave up. Too hard for me,
boss.
Underkill – James White (Corgi, 95p)
Gosh, I thought James White was supposed to be a better writer than
this. Unbelievable & tedious account of aliens mysteriously among us in
some miserable future society. Good luck to them.
FAAN AWARD NOMINATIONS: deadline for voting is July 13th. Ian
Maule (5 Beaconsfield Rd, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 3HY) will be Master
of Ballot-Distribution. These nominations hot over the phone from the same
Ian:
Faneditor:
Fan Writer:
Don D’Ammassa
Arthur Hlavaty
Mike Glyer
Dave Langford
Terry Hughes
Tom Perry
Rob Jackson
Peter Roberts
Victoria Vayne
Bob Shaw
Humorous Artist: Serious Artist:
Jim Barker
Jeanne Gomoll
Harry Bell
Joan Hanke-Woods
Derek Carter
Jim McLeod
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Alexis Gilliland
James Odbert
Stu Shiffman
Taral
Dan Steffan
Single Issue:
loc writer:
Janus 12/13
Avedon Carol
Janus 14
Adrienne Fein
Khatru 7
Arthur Hlavaty
Maya 15
Jessica Salmonson
Mythologies 14
Harry Warner, Jnr
Scientifriction 10
Simulacrum 8
The fact that I’m on the ballot makes me almost excited enough to vote.
However, there’s still a pointless 50p voting fee which serves no good
purpose at all (unless you’re desperate for a solid, three-dimensional award),
so I’d suggest keeping your cash for TAFF or somesuch (though you could
splash out 7p and return your Checkpoint fan poll).
NORTHERN TUN: Don West notes that the Leeds Group, crazed with
power, are establishing a North Country equivalent of the London One Tun
meetings. The pub in question is the West Riding in Wellington St (just off
City Square, by the railway station), Leeds. I did glimpse this soon-to-befamous place at the Yorcon, though it was, as usual with my timing, shut (as
Pete Weston said, it was probably because it was the Eve of the fifth Sunday
in Lent, or something equally reasonable). Anyway, the West Riding should
certainly be open on the last Friday of every month – and that’ll be the date
for regular, informal meetings. Anyone welcome (and don’t let Don breathe
on your Guinness...).
CoAs: Terry Hughes, 606 N Jefferson St, Arlington, VA 22205 Steve
Stiles (as above).
Bryn Fortey, 46 London St, Newport, Gwent, NPT 7BY
Peter Singleton, Martins Ward, Park Lane Special Hospital, Maghull,
Liverpool, L31 1HW.
Ian & Janice Maule, 5 Beaconsfield Rd, New MaIden, Surrey, KT3
3HY.
½r Cruttenden, Idiocy Couchant VI, 17 Knella Green, Welwyn Garden
City, Herts.
Joyce Scrivner, 2528 15th Ave 5, Minneapolis, MN 55404
Elst Weinstein, 12809 Neon Wy, Granada Hills, CA 91344
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CONKER: A cross here .... means farewell (maybe); a number is that of
yr last issue.
NOVACON 9: This year’s Novacon, to be held over the weekend of
2nd-4th November, is returning to the Birmingham Royal Angus Hotel (site
of Novacons 5-7). The first PR has appeared and Guest of Honour will be
Chris Priest, Chairman Rog Peyton. Membership is already 116, though the
organizers suspect that total numbers may be lower than in recent years
(which would be a Good Thing); thanks to Seacon. Attending membership
isn’t yet available, but £2 will do for the moment (as a supporting fee) and
should be sent to: Stan Eling, 124 Galton Rd, Smethwick, Warley, West
Midlands, B67 8QL.
FAIRCON 79: The date for this, the second Scottish convention, is July
20th-22nd. The third PR is now out and, though I’m not 100% certain, it
seems that the con is in the Ingram Hotel, Glasgow. What is certain is that the
GoH will be Bob Shaw and the Faircon chairman is The Other Bob Shaw.
Confusing, huh? There are 81 members so far and the new attending rates are
£4.50 (£1.50 supporting). The address is: Registration Secretary, Gerry
Gillin, 9 Dunnottar St, Ruchazie, Glasgow, Scotland.
PICACON NOT ON: It’s instant past history now, but Dave Cockfield
and Ian & Janice Maule were thinking of holding an informal Easter
convention next year in South London and circulated flyers to that effect.
However, Janice now tells me that response doesn’t warrant the con, so it
looks as if we’ll all have to buy extra woollies for the long trek beyond the
Northern Borders to Albacon. No huge hardship, I suppose – though Devon
is a hell of a way from Scotland.
DUFF: You’ll have to be quick to vote in this year’s race for the Down
Under Fan Fund, since the deadline is June 4th. Anyway Mike Glyer, Cy
Chauvin, and Ken Fletcher & Linda Lounsberry are candidates for the trip to
Australia. Voting fee is $1Aus ($1.50US) & administrators are: Bill Rotsler,
P0 Box 3780, Los Angeles, CA 90028 and Paul Stevens, 305 Swanston St,
Melbourne, 3000.
The Gostak distims the Doshes!
– but we don’t care,
we’ve got:
CHECKPOINT 96
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Not Checkpoint 96, May 1979
Results of the 1978-1979 TWLL-DDU Fan Poll
Twenty-six fans voted in this, the first annual British fan unpopularity poll
since the days of as long ago as I can remember, covering misdoings from
Easter 1978 to Easter 1979. All fans were eligible to vote, though not
necessarily to receive ballots, which were only distributed through TWLLDDU and similar arcane outlets.
The following fans voted: Jim Barker, Tony Berry, John Collick, Alan
Dorey, Graham England, Rob Hansen, Steev Higgins, Coral Jackson, Rob
Jackson, Paul Kincaid, Hazel Langford, Gerald Lawrence, David Lewis, Ian
Maule, Janice Maule, Mike Meara, Lee Montgomerie, Judy Mortimore,
Joseph Nicholas, Celia Parsons, Greg Pickersgill, Bob (fake) Shaw, Paul
Skelton, Kevin Smith, Simone Walsh and D.West.
WORST BRITISH FANZINE: Twenty-nine titles (plus “No Award”) were
nominated, twelve of them receiving more than one vote. Five points were
awarded for a first-place vote, four for a second, and so on down to one point
for a fifth-place vote. TWLL-DDU itself was dangerously eligible, but I’m
grateful that only two of you succumbed to the temptation.
1) YCZ (56 points) edited by Richard I.Barycz, 16 Musgrove Road, New
Cross Gate, London SE14 5PW. (Available for the usual.) Three issues in
1978/9, plus letter supplement Skraczes. The first issue was all about Star
Wars, reported fans who wrestled with the unparagraphed layout and tiny
type; the second widened its scope to deal with not only Star Wars but also
Close Encounters, whilst the editor discovered that wonder of modern
technology, the paragraph. Issue 3 shrank from A5 format to A6, and
observers looked on in wonder as layout began to occur; the subject was still
films, but Ycz began to show dangerous signs of quality. It might never have
attained the giddy depths of success in this poll, had it not been for the
supremely non-linear Skraczes. Fans striving to read this supplement in any
logical sequence found their minds reeling with eldritch geometries of
discontinuous space/time, where virtually every item was either continued
elsewhere or proved to be a continuation of something which started
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elsewhere...
2) TIOFART (54 points) edited by Dave Cobbledick, 245 Rosalind
Street, Ashington, Northumberland NE63 9AZ. (20p or the usual if you don’t
mind filling out the official form explaining with due humility that you really
do want the next issue.) Three issues in 1978/9. Tiofart (said to stand for
“Turn it on, friend, and recycle this”) has surely won a place in the hearts of
UK fans as the archetypal cruddy genzine. Contributors include Dave himself
and Dave Wingrove, both mentioned in the Worst Fan Writer section; artists
include Terry Jeeves and Shep Kirkbride, also to be found below. The
bewildering thing about Tiofart – even more so than the science articles,
seemingly aimed at three-year-olds – is the enthusiastic response appearing in
the letter column. Mind you, those who don’t like it get short shrift: the
mildest expression of doubt in the letters printed brings instant, savage return
fire from the good editor. Joe Nicholas points out quirks of Tiofart spelling,
like “vaccum”; in letters to me, Joe prefers “vacumn”...
3) FANZINE FANATIQUE (49 points) edited by Keith Walker, 2 Daisy
Bank, Quernmore Road, Lancaster. (17p or trade.) Five issues in 1978/9.
Keith offers the mixture as before, with one notable coup as (in issues 31-33)
he sidesteps the problem which litho production offers to persons less adept
in layout than himself: the fearful danger of legibility. It is despite some
genuinely interesting reprint articles that Keith’s writing and reproduction
steal the show to place FF third in this category. The point of FF is its potted
fanzine reviews: Keith observes that, having read many thousands of
fanzines, he is supremely qualified as a reviewer. I can only wonder why the
countless rock records I’ve heard have not made me a rock critic...
4) WAIF (27 points) edited by Tom Jones, 39 Ripplesmere, Bracknell,
Berks. RG12 3QA. (Usual or 12p stamp.) Two issues in 1978/9. The second
issue continued, in part, Tom’s revolt against the vile conformist practice of
giving credit to contributors. These included Dave Wingrove, Dave
Cobbledick, myself and Tom: again, a selection from the elite whose names
fill this poll. The third Waif was notable for a Joe Haldeman interview swiped
from Orbit’s publicity newsletter, and for “Bitch”, Tom’s contribution to the
exciting field of Nasty Subjective Fanzine Reviewing and joint winner in the
“Worst Article” category below. Never mind the logic, sharpen the
knuckledusters.
5) THE FRIENDS OF KILGORE TROUT MAGAZINE (14 points)
edited by Sandy Brown, 18 Gordon Terrace, Blantyre, Scotland G72 9NA.
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(30p or usual.) Two issues in 1978/9. A not especially offensive clubzine
(which last word indeed sums up most of its flaws) featuring work by Jim
Barker, Dave Wingrove, Bob (fake) Shaw (see below) and various locals and
big names. FOKT seems unsure of its direction: the third issue contains both
attempts at funny, fannish writing and a misinformed gripe about the
rottenness of the “faans” who create said funny, fannish writing. Tum-ti-tum.
I remember the attitude, or similar ones, from the Oxford Group.
Next
6) Grok (UMIST SF Soc) (12 points)
five:
7) Ethereal Skie (Tony Cullen) (10 points)
8) Tangent (BSFA/Ian Garbutt) (7 points)
9) Gross Encounters (Alan Dorey) (6 points)
=9) Kipple (David Wingrove)
=9) 101 Ballooning Adventures That Thrilled The World (John
Collick)
WORST BRITISH FANWRITER: Twenty-three people (and “Hold Over
Funds”) were nominated, ten receiving more than one vote. Points were
awarded as in the “Worst Fanzine” section.
I) KEITH WALKER (47 points) Who can say that fandom does not
respect the Old Masters, when Keith is honoured thus? Keith has confined
himself to his own publications, Fanzine Fanatique and S:Film Fantastica;
but even with this restricted exposure, fans know a true original when they
see one. Next, the Hogu. Keith (stop me if you’ve heard this one) is a
supporter of Spelling Reform.
2) DAVE COBBLEDICK (43 points) Another writer whose talents have
shone at their purest in his own fanzine (see the celebrated Tiofart, above).
Dave certainly has an eye for (oops, I nearly said “has his finger on”...) the
well-chosen phrase, as in the most recent Tiofart, where he straightens out
some misguided fool who disagrees with him: “Get your wires out of the
deluding knot they’re in Steev, you’re hooked into the wrong ball game”. To
the sublime beauty of this I can add nothing.
3) TOM JONES (37 points) Tom too has exposed the full range of his
talents in his own fanzine Waif (again, see above). But as BSFA ViceChairman his immense fame and prestige may have weighted the ballot in his
favour. “Bitch” (see below) is in any case a memorable article, while Tom’s
explanation that a criticism of the BSFA could be (a) valid and (b) totally
misguided and wrong... Well, maybe Tom could have made it on his own
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merits at that.
4) RICHARD BARYCZ (36 points) There are mixed reports about
Barycz fanwriting. It depends a lot on whether the fan concerned possessed
an electron microscope to penetrate the mysteries of Ycz; the worst that can
be said about this man’s prose is that it’s monstrously whimsical and tends to
deal with boring old Star Wars. I hate to be a killjoy, but I suspect Richard
doesn’t deserve to be so highly honoured as this.
5) DAVID V LEWIS (20 points) The only one of the top five rotten
writers not to have his own fanzine; yes, it looks as though DVL has made it
purely on his merits! I merely pause to quote a recent letter of his: “What
[Dorey] & other assorted cretins think of me is of little import to me. I could
go on to be really nasty at length but I wont bother... The Twll-Ddu nasty fan
poll. What a great idea. Only 5 names per catagory though. I could fill page
after page with vitroilic remarks about those I loathe and hate. I will print my
death list. I will grind them all down...”
Next five: 6) Ian Williams (14 points)
7) Alan Dorey (12 points)
8) Ian Garbutt (7 points)
9) David Wingrove (6 points)
No-one else received more than five points.
WORST SINGLE ISSUE: Eleven issues of ten fanzines were nominated.
1) Waif 2 (four votes) (Tom Jones)
=2) Fanzine Fanatique 34 (two votes) (Keith Walker)
=2) S:Film Fantastica (two votes) (Keith Walker)
=2) Tiofart 3 (two votes) (Dave Cobbledick) /
=2) Waif 3 (two votes) (Tom Jones)
No other item received more than one vote.
WORST ARTICLE: Six items were nominated.
=1) Tom Jones: “Bitch” in Waif 3 (four votes)
=1) Ian Williams: “Sailing On Down To Skycon etc.” in Nabu 4 (four
votes)
3) Alan Dorey: “Fear and Loathing in Leeds” in 101 Ballooning
Adventures That Thrilled The World (two votes)
No other item received more than one vote.
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WORST COVER: Ten covers from ten different fanzines were nominated,
some for strange reasons (eg. WALLBANGER 2 owing to “offensive subject
matter”); but only one was nominated more than once.
1) David Redd – Dr Faustenstein 2 (eight votes)
WORST BRITISH FANARTIST: Twenty-six people were nominated,
twelve of them receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the
“Worst Fanzine” section. I freely confess to being bemused by one or two of
the results in this section...
1) TERRY JEEVES (49 points)
2) JAKE GRIGG (33 points)
3) DAVID REDD (31 points)
4) SHEP KIRKBRIDE (13 points)
=5) ROBIN HUGHES (10 points)
=5) CELIA PARSONS (10 points)
Next five: 7) Kevin Clark (9 points)
=8) Dave Rowe (8 points)
=8) Ian Williams (8 points)
=10) Jim Barker (7 points)
=10) D.West (7 points)
WORST BRITISH FAN: This was the most popular category of all – this is
the one to which you will most anxiously have turned. Thirty-five lovable fans
were nominated, sixteen of them more than once.
1) ROB CARTER (41 points)
2) IAN GARBUTT (36 points)
=3) TOM JONES (23 points)
=3) DAVID V LEWIS (23 points)
5) PETER WESTON (18 points)
Next five: 6) Charles Partington (15 points)
=7) Bob (fake) Shaw (12 points)
=7) Ian Williams (12 points)
9) Graham England (10 points)
=10) Brian Burgess (9 points)
=10) Alun Harries (9 points)
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SPECIAL ARBITRARY AWARDS: In the interests of total impartiality, I
did not vote in this poll, nor did I exert the teensiest bit of bias in the
counting. (Well, there was a roaring fire at my side for the benefit of anyone
who voted for me in too many categories, but as it turned out I did not need
to consign any ballots to the flames...) Here are some special awards of my
very own.
The FOREIGNERS-SPEAK-WITH-FORKED-TONGUE award,
consisting of a specially and lethally sharpened fork, goes to Taral Wayne
Macdonald for his witty insistence that the TD poll (independently
conceived, I assure you) was a ripoff from his rotten old DNQ poll.
The ASTRAL LEAUGE HANDS-ACROSS-THE-GALAXY COSMIC
PEACE AND FELLOWSHIP AWARD goes to Anne-Laurie Logan for her
work towards American-Berkshire cultural linkages (in-joke: sorry).
The JONATHAN PALFREY TROPHY, of gold and silver threads
cunningly fashioned to represent a wet blanket, will be ceremoniously
presented to the first person to take this poll seriously.
“Here’s the smell of the blood
still...” (Macbeth)
– clearly it’s
NOT CHECKPOINT 96
from:
Dave Langford
22 Northumberland Avenue
READING, Berks. RG2 7PW
UK
Printed Matter Reduced.
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Checkpoint 97, June 1979

Checkpoint 97 is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr, Dawlish,
Devon, UK, and is available for news, selected trades, whim, or cash: 10p in
stamps or one international reply coupon if you want the last issue. Cartoon
by Don West. Restormel Publication: 144. June/July 1979.
LANGFORD KOs CHECKPOINT IN GRIM FAN STRUGGLE! Well,
perhaps not, but it sounds more interesting that way. In fact Checkpoint will
be folding with the 100th issue, that being more than enough for any sane fan
editor, and Dave Langford will be starting up an entirely new publication by
the name of Ansible.
The final two issues of Checkpoint should be out by Seacon, the 100th
issue being some kind of index, with any luck. Subscribers, particularly those
of you who’ve just renewed, needn’t smite your foreheads, since I’ll be
passing on all monies to Dave. That, incidentally, will be the only link
between the two newszines – Ansible will be starting afresh at number one.
The 100th Checkpoint will be sent out as a free issue to all current
subscribers, so the cash being passed on will be for issue 100 and onwards. I
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don’t know what rates Dave will be charging, so you shouldn’t necessarily
expect the same number of issues for your money. Anyone who can’t bear
the idea of a Langford newszine is welcome to a straight refund – if you’ve
already peeked inside this issue you’ll note that he’s won the poll for Best
British Fanwriter as well as the Best British Fnz title with Twll-Ddu, and that
seems a fair enough recommendation to me.
So. Rush your news to me for the last issue and your final chance to
appear in Checkpoint. After that comes the Seacon and a retirement from
newszine editing. Think I’ll write a sequel to The Corobite Mines...

Results of the 1978-1979 CHECKPOINT Fan Poll
Eighteen fans voted in this, the eighth annual British fan poll, covering fanac
from Easter 1978 to Easter 1979. All fans were eligible to vote, though
ballots were only distributed through CHECKPOINT.
The following fans voted: Chris Atkinson, Jim Barker, Alan Dorey,
Malcolm Edwards, Rob Hansen, Steev Higgins, Terry Jeeves, Paul Kincaid,
Dave Langford, Ian Maule, Janice Maule, Joseph Nicholas, Darroll Pardoe,
Ro Pardoe, Greg Pickersgill, Kevin Smith, Simone Walsh, and Don West.
BEST BRITISH FANZINE: Nineteen titles were nominated, ten receiving
more than one vote. Five points were awarded to a first place vote, four to
the second, and so on down to one point for a fifth place vote. CHECKPOINT
itself was ineligible. Last year’s position is in brackets.
1) TWLL-DDU (63 points) (1st) edited by Dave Langford, 22
Northumberland Ave, Reading, Berks, RG2 7PW. (Available for the usual)
Four issues in 1978/9. An excellent example of the art of the personalzine,
Twll-Ddu continues to feature the wit and nonsense of Dave Langford (voted
Best Writer in the poll), interspersed only with letters and quotations –
several of them genuine. The twelfth issue, somewhat briefer than usual,
featured a fan party report, graphically illustrated by Rob Hansen; the
thirteenth threatened to expose the evil that godless people do to themselves
and consequently contained letters from readers, interrupted only
occasionally by the editor (“Me lud, the witness is becoming philosophical.
This will never do.” – “True, true. Let him be suppressed. Attend to it,
usher.” – There is a scuffle in court.). The 14th Twll-Ddu featured a Harry
Bell cover with an extra y in the title, thus confusing thousands of Welsh748

speaking fans. Inside Dave Langford considered the events of the Silicon in
the form of a tv play and also considered the word guve and other examples
of Doreyspeak as practised in Gross Encounters. The year finished with the
fifteenth issue, sporting a Jim Barker cover pillorying the Saxon Bell and
containing a whodunnit investigation of recent fannish oddments. All good
stuff; and anyway, not many fanzines can tell you the Coptic for
unemployment benefit...
2) SEAMONSTERS (60 points) (-) edited by Simone Walsh, 7a
Lawrence Rd, South Ealing, London W5. (Available for the usual) Three
issues in 1978/9. Whilst Dave clings to the first place with an established
personalzine that relies almost entirely on his own skills as a writer, Simone’s
new genzine comes an extremely close second with a fine mix of well-known
writers and comparative newcomers, many of whom (including Simone
herself) figure in the rest of the poll. The first Seamonsters had an editorial
and column by Simone, the first of Chris Priest’s “Condom” column, a short
bit by Alan Dorey, and a selection of letters from the final issue of Greg &
Simone’s Stop Breaking Down. The trick with this sort of thing is to produce
a new genzine that neither apes its predecessor (SBD) nor looks like a
personalzine with articles tacked on – Seamonsters made all this look easy,
which is pretty good going. The second issue had a really good Iguanacon
report by Chris Atkinson, an account of a fannish trip to Calais by Simone, a
trip report to an American Trekcon by Ann Looker (everyone gets to travel in
Seamonsters), a crop of letters, and a fine column – “Billy The Squid” – from
Greg. Chris Priest’s Condom returned with the third issue (rather like the
trout with the wedding ring, I suppose) and Don West contributed an
entertainingly gloom-ridden Novacon report – “Convention Death Wish”.
Best British genzine without a doubt – and at the moment that probably
means Best in the World. Gosh.
3) DOT (28 points) (4th) edited by Kevin Smith, 7 Fassett Rd, Kingstonupon-Thames, Surrey, KT1 2TD. (Available for the usual) Three issues in
1978/9. Another entertaining personalzine, the 4th issue of Dot celebrated its
4th place in last year’s fan poll (by rights, it should’ve come seventh this
year) with a number of anecdotes, fanzine reviews, letters, and a
Bramahesque (blimey) editorial. Dot 5 celebrated its failure to win the Nova
Award and also went to the Motor Show with a look at fans as cars. There are
strange things to be found in fanzines... The sixth issue looked at fanzines
and other topics, rounded off with a letter column. Always enjoyable and
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entertaining, Dot. And published, as ever, by the fourth best fan writer...
4) ONE-OFF (22 points) (9th=) edited by David Bridges, 130 Valley
Rd, Meersbrook, Sheffield, S8 9GA. (Available for the usual) Two issues in
1978/9. At least, I think there was – perhaps it’s easier to say there were
several bits, especially since I’ve got everything mixed up by putting the
whole Bridges’ collection in one pile. At any rate, there was certainly a OneOff 5, published as ever in a strange format (on thin folded paper bound into a
booklet) and containing mostly letters and chat. This issue was notable for an
inspiring account of his mother’s conflict with Mrs Slammitt, his next door
neighbour. Honestly. Good stuff in fanzines is always unpredictable. The
sixth issue may not have appeared yet, but as a prequel (so stated) there was a
brief couple of sheets plus an entertaining booklet called A Ragged Trousered
Pedalcyclist, an account of a bike journey from Sheffield to London (and
winner of the best single issue spot in this poll). With one or other of these
mailings came various booklets and sheets chronicling the adventures (in
strip cartoon) of Super Fan, others concerning another cartoon character,
Farn, plus a booklet called D. Lobster Rampage – The Third High and
another containing a hand-written account (bound in wallpaper) concerning
the Christmas Holidays. Bloody hell, can’t keep a good fan down.
5=) GROSS ENCOUNTERS (20 points) (-) edited by Alan Dorey, 20
Hermitage Woods Cres, St John’s, Woking, Surrey, GU21 1UE. (Available
for the usual). Four issues in 1978/9. A large personalzine with some good,
topical comments on the state of fandom, both in the long editorials and via
the fanzine reviews and letter column. The second and third issues were
comparatively brief, but the fourth issue contained a long Silicon report and
the fifth had the odd bonus of Isaac Astral’s Sf Weekly, containing Arnold
Tharg’s masterpiece, “Death Star Ship Revengence” which nearly got
nominated for a Hugo. Good, solid fanzine – and I always feel like I’m up to
date after I’ve read an issue, which can’t be bad.
5=) DEADLOSS (20 points) (-) edited by Chris Priest, 1 Ortygia House,
6 Lower Road, Harrow, Middx, HA2 0DA. (Available at whim) One issue in
1978/9. And a very fine one as well – in fact I don’t think I’ve seen anything
better in the last year. Deadloss 1 is a beautifully written and thoroughly
entertaining personalzine; I read it quite happily from cover to cover (and
that’s a rarity in itself). Even has a Dicky Howett cartoon, if only to remind
elder fans of Chris’s last fanzine back in nineteen sixty-mumble. It would be
nice to see more.
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Next five: don’t even get a mention this year, since none of them
received more than five points. So it goes.
BEST SINGLE ISSUE: Seven items were nominated.
1) A Ragged Trousered Pedalcyclist (David Bridges) (5 votes)
2) Deadloss 1 (Chris Priest) (3 votes)
3=) Seamonsters 2 (Simone Walsh) (2 votes)
3=) Twll-Ddu 14 (Dave Langford) (2 votes)
BEST BRITISH FANWRITER: Sixteen people were nominated, eleven
receiving more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the Best Fnz
Section and last year’s positions are in brackets.
1) DAVE LANGFORD (68 points) (1st)
2) SIMONE WALSH (33 points) (7th=)
3) DON WEST (21 points) (6th)
4=) CHRIS PRIEST (20 points) (-)
4=) KEVIN SMITH (20 points) (4th)
Next five: 6) Peter Roberts (19 points) (-)
7) Greg Pickersgill (18 points) (5th)
8) David Bridges (17 points) (7th)
9) Rob Holdstock (10 points) (-)
10) Bob Shaw (8 points) (3rd)
BEST ARTICLE OR COLUMN: Seven items were nominated.
1) Peter Roberts – TAFF Report in Egg 11, Nabu 5, and Mota 27 (four
votes)
2) Don West – “Convention Death Wish” in Seamonsters 3 (three votes)
3=) Greg Pickersgill – “Billy The Squid” in Seamonsters 2 (two votes)
3=) Chris Priest – “Condom” in Seamonsters 1 and 3 (2 votes)
BEST BRITISH FANARTIST: Ten people were nominated, six receiving
more than one vote. Points were awarded as in the Best Fnz Section.
1) JIM BARKER (60 points) (2nd)
2) HARRY BELL (59 points) (1st)
3) ROB HANSEN (38 points) (-)
4) DON WEST (12 points) (3rd)
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5) JON LANGFORD (8 points) (4th=)
Next five: are ignored, since no one else got more than five points.
BEST FANZINE COVER: Nine covers were nominated from six different
titles.
1) Anon (but possibly Graham) – Wrinkled Shrew 8 (four votes)
2) Harry Bell – Twll-Ddu 14 (2 votes)
WORST RESULTS: Dave Langford’s TWLL-DDU Fan Poll (for Worst
British Fanzine, &c) attracted twenty-six voters, which is a bit galling. Still,
the results are written up in NOT CHECKPOINT 96, available from Dave
and are well worth reading. The lucky losers are listed below:
Worst British Fanzine: 1) Ycz – Richard Barycz (56 points)
2) Tiofart – Dave Cobbledick (54 points)
3) Fanzine Fanatique – Keith Walker (49
points)
4) Waif – Tom Jones (27 points)
5) The FOKT Magazine – Sandy Brown (14
points)
Worst British
Fanwriter:

1) Keith Walker (47 points)
2) Dave Cobbledick (43 points)
3) Tom Jones (37 points)
4) Richard Barycz (36 points)
5) David Lewis (20 points)

Worst British
Fanartist:

1) Terry Jeeves (49 points)
2) Jake Grigg (33 points)
3) David Redd (31 points)
4) Shep Kirkbride (13 points)
=5) Robin Hughes (10 points)
=5) Celia Parsons (10 points)

Readers of FILE 770 – Mike Glyer’s US newszine – voted recently and
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came up with some pretty strange results. Top fanzines, according to them,
are: File 770, Scientifriction, Mythologies, Janus, and Rune. Now you know.
(File 770 10)
BRITISH FANZINE BIBLIOGRAPHY: The third part has now been
published and covers the period 1961-1970. Like the first two parts (19361950, 1951-1960) it’s an A5 booklet that lists all known British fanzines by
title and gives details of each known issue – number, date, method of
reproduction, size, number of pages, and any other relevant information. 250
titles are covered in the third part – I’ve just counted them. Cover price is 60p
($1.25); but Checkpoint readers can have their copies at 50p each, if they’re
interested. The first two parts are similarly available at the reduced price of
35p (Part 1) and 40p (Part 2); the price for all three is £1.10.
Meanwhile, the fourth and final part (1971-1975) is partly typed up and
may well be completed after the Seacon. Whether I can find enough cash to
pay the printers is another matter, however... But RSN, in any event. 50p
should cover that as well if you want to order in advance (it looks as if it’ll be
as big as the 2nd & 3rd parts – just shows you the recent growth in British
fanzine publishing).
There are still a few copies left of the 1978 Guide To Current Fanzines,
another printed booklet. You can have one at the reduced price of 30p – the
introduction is still valid, though the listing now needs updating. Copies of all
the above should be available at Seacon.
FANZINE AUCTION – there’ll be one at Seacon, so bring anything
along that you want to sell or get rid of. There’ll also be auctions in aid of
TAFF, probably combined with the book and fanzine auctions; if you have
anything to sell or donate – especially odd fannish implements and mementos
– bring them to the con. I managed to sell a block of stone at Yorcon, so
nothing’s impossible (though I think I’ve had enough of stones, thanks all the
same).
***** FAPA Postmailing *****
Yesterday TWLL DDU!
Today CHECKPOINT!
Tomorrow FANzine FanatiUuqxe!
Langford moves in issue of:
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CHECKPOINT 97
still coming (but only just)
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish, Devon
Printed Matter Reduced
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Checkpoint 98, July 1979
Checkpoint 98 (June/July 1979) is produced by Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland
Drive, Dawlish, Devon, UK. Available for trade, news, or cash – 10p or one
international reply coupon for the last issue. Cartoon by Dave Rowe.
Restormel Publication: 145.
JOHN FOYSTER WINS GUFF: John Foyster won the race to bring an
Australian fan over to the Brighton Seacon by a simple majority of votes.
Final results are:
UK & USA Australia Total
John Alderson
6
38
44
John Foyster
8
57
65
Eric Lindsay
9
9
18
(Hold Over Funds)
0
1
1
The full details and list of voters are published in Dave Langford’s Northern
Guffblower. The fund itself seems in pretty good shape with Dave holding
£310 and Leigh Edmonds holding $A1080. Look forward to seeing John in
August.
DOUBLE DUFF WINNERS: Meanwhile, on the other side of the
Atlantic, Ken Fletcher & Linda Lounsbury have won DUFF, the fund to send
an American fan over to an Australian convention. Two winners has caused
something of a problem with funds, but more cash is being raised, so I
assume the trip will be made. (from DNQ).
AND TAFF, ALREADY seems to have two probable candidates in the
shape of Jim Barker and the ubiquitous Dave Langford. Nominations will
officially be opening in the Autumn, so if you have your eye on any other
possible candidates, now’s the time to give them a nudge and start sounding
them out.
WALT GILLINGS DEAD: Walt Gillings, well-known British fan
from the earliest days, died suddenly of a heart attack at the end of July. He
was 67. Walter formed the Ilford Science Literary Circle, possibly the first sf
club in Britain, back in 1930 and later published one of the earliest British
fanzines, the neatly produced Scientifiction, in 1937. Later the same year he
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became editor of the prozine, Tales Of Wonder. After the war his sf activity
decreased, though he remained in contact and produced a short-lived
magazine in the sixties. A fan fund was recently organized to take him to an
American convention.
WOOF: If you haven’t heard of it, Woof is the annual apa that’s
collated and distributed at worldcons. Bruce Pelz is the man in charge and if
you’re interested enough to produce a Woofzine you should make sure that
Bruce gets 300 copies of your contribution to the apa by the Saturday of
Seacon – and he won’t be carrying contributions across the Atlantic,
incidentally, so if you’re not coming you’ll have to make Other
Arrangements to meet the Woof deadline.
ANOTHER BLOODY FANZINE: And that’s the title too; it’s a new
fanzine planned by Joseph Nicholas and Alan Dorey that should be available
at Seacon. A publicity flyer, scourging the current state of fandom and
promising “gouts of steaming arterial blood spurting from any number of
intellectually impoverished nerds in the first issue”, was circulated recently,
but Joseph Nicholas denies all knowledge of it. Like the redoubtable Mr
Pooter he offers some small sum “to know just who it was”. He also notes
that “the supposed parody of my style wasn’t very good – Christ, there were
even two words in the flyer that I didn’t know!” Gosh.
MEANWHILE, IAN MAULE (and Joseph too, for that matter) wants
it made clear that Rob Jackson isn’t involved in the By British fanzine
anthology as suggested in the last issue. The fanthology in fact progresses,
with the pages (80) all on stencil and the giant-armed Ian looking forward to
duplicating 250 copies. Twelve articles are included, plus several fillers,
illustrations, and a survey of fanzines. Price will be £1 with profits split
between TAFF and GUFF.
EUROCON CORRECTION: a letter just arrived from Ernesto Vegetti
notes that the $14 fee is for con membership and not for submitting a
European fanzine for judgement as I’ve suggested elsewhere this issue. The
fault lies in an ambiguous flyer, but in fact the first progress report is now
out, so all should be well. Checkpoint – the fanzine of instant about turns...
WEIRD TALES: John Barry, the British film designer who worked on
Star Wars, Superman, A Clockwork Orange, and other major films died on
June 1st. // The musical comedy version of Flowers For Algernon, starring
Michael Crawford, turned out to be a dramatic flop and folded after only
seven days; apparently people thought that a musical comedy about a
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mentally retarded man didn’t sound like an evening of fun & laughs. // Virgin
Records are setting up an sf publishing line; Maxim Jakubowski is in charge.
// Chris Atkinson and Malcolm Edwards are getting married on Sep 22nd:
congratulations and things.
CoAs:
Nick Shears, 2 Jennifer Ct, 92 The Street, Ashtead, Surrey, KT21 1AW
Suzle Tompkins & Jerry Kaufman, 4326 Winslow Place North, Seattle,
WA 98103
SEACON STUFF: Let’s see – lots of oddments here. Current
membership is 3874, God help us; accommodation must be pretty difficult by
now, though Ron Bennett sends a note suggesting The Touring Hotel (216
Preston Rd, Brighton – 0273-507853) and includes a quotation from the
manager, Martin Fairley, who says: “Being an sf addict myself, I would
certainly welcome the company of others enjoying the same complaint,”
which can’t be bad.
Jim Barker points out that Seacon is not in Glasgow, as apparently the
BSFA’s Matrix suggests. Glad you have that much confidence in the
committee, Jim.
Graham England will be organizing the convention newssheet. Though
we’ve dissuaded him from litho covers, he’s still got great plans for the thing
and has, indeed, already produced a first issue as a trial. My admiration
knows no bounds.
I think Eve and I are ok for still photographs now, but I’m still hunting
after slides of the 1957 & 1965 worldcons and also films of the same (the two
previous British worldcons) as well as other fannish films, particularly from
British conventions. If you think you can help, please drop me a line as
quickly as possible.
1981 BIDDING: There hasn’t exactly been a flood of promotional
publicity pouring into Checkpoint’s letterbox, but what I do have is a letter
from Gary Farber, noting that he’s resigned from the Seattle in ’81 bid, along
with Ross Pavlac, Anna Vargo, Larry Smith, Stu Shiffman, Jack McGillis,
and Loren MacGregor (though Loren’s only partly resigned, I think). Gary
suspects that the bid is now in a bad way, partly because of inadequate
facilities and partly because of lack of experience and lack of knowledge –
“The committee (with two exceptions) is from a group which knows nothing
of fandom – never heard of Harry Warner, never heard of Baycon, LACon,
Lunacon, or even a goddam Westercon, much less a Walt Willis, Roscoe, the
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N3F, or even Mike Glicksohn...” Sounds grim. Gary recommends Denver
and asks what British voters’ estimation is at the moment. I suspect the
answer to that is, what British voters? It seems to me pretty foolish to support
any particular West Coast bid unless you’re well-informed and actively
involved – in any event I’ve not heard of any British fans voicing any opinion
on the 1981 bid so far. LA has the best parties, mind. We’ll see what happens
at Seacon.
OTHER DAYS, OTHER CONS: Latest news release from the 1980
Worldcon, Noreascon Two, puts current membership at 2000+. The first two
progress reports are out and the new rates are now $30 attending, $8
supporting. Noreascon Two’s address is: PO Box 46, MIT Branch Office,
Cambridge, MA 02139; and the UK Agent is Andrew Stephenson. The fourth
issue of Voice Of The Lobster, Noreascon’s fanzine of conventional
discussion has also arrived – worthwhile examining if you’re interested or
involved with conventions, particularly future worldcon bidding. // Jim
Barker, meanwhile, has sent along a Faircon 79 flyer which confirms that the
con will be at the Ingram Hotel, Glasgow, as suggested in the last
Checkpoint. It also confirms the date of July 20th-22nd, which means that
you’ve missed it. Oh well. // Finally, Ernesto Vegetti invites European
faneditors to enter the “Best European Fanzine” prize competition, organized
by the 5th Eurocon to be held in Stresa, Italy (1st-4th May, 1980). All you’ve
got to do is publish a special issue, “bilingual at least”, and submit it for
judgement, enclosing your $14 entry fee. Don’t all rush...
FANZINES FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE: A recent clearout has
revealed a surprising number of duplicates; they’re offered primarily for
exchange (for similar material – send me a list first & we’ll come to some
arrangement), but for reasons of space I’m willing to sell them. Cash with
order, please – no foreign cheques – in sterling or US dollar bills. Please list
alternatives in case what you want has been sold. Items marked with an
asterisk – for sale only, proceeds (less post) going to TAFF. Thanks to
Malcolm Edwards & Archie Mercer for some of these. 20% off orders over
£3 ($6); think that’s it. Prices inc. postage.
*Ashwing (Denton, 1973-7) 12-14, 15-17 (bound in 3s) @ 85p ($2) per set; 18-19
(bound together) @ 55p ($1.40); 20, 21, 22 @ 30p (75¢) each.
*Profanity (Pelz, 1975-7) 8-13 @ 20p (50¢) each.
(Larry & Noreen Shaw, 1961) 1-10 @ £2.50 ($6.50) the set.
Algol (Porter, 1972-3) 19 & 21 @ 60p ($1.50) each.
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Fiawol (Katzes, 1972) 1-3 @ 40p ($1) set.
Null-F (Ted White, 1955) OMPA 1 @ 40p ($1) and 3 @ 75p ($2).
*Maybe (Koch, 1972-4) 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 32, 38 @ 15p (25¢) each.
*Green Egg (Zell, Williams, 1972-6) 48, 67-77 @ 20p (50¢) each.
*Wild Fennel (Palmer, 1976-8) 12/13, 14, 15 @30p (75¢) each.
*Dynatron (Tackett, 1974-5) 57-63 @ 15p (30¢) each.
Shangri L’Affaires (Lasfs, 1959-68) 41, 42, 43, 49, 51, 53-63 @ 40p ($1) each; 75
@ 75p ($2).
Egoboo (Berry & White, 1970-2) 9, 11, 12, 16 @ 30p (75¢) each.
Niekas (Meskys & Rolfe, 1965) 12 @ 75p ($2).
(Lupoff & Stewart, 1963) 10 @ £1.25 ($4).
Beardmutterings (rich brown, 1972) 2 @ 40p ($1).
Grue (Grennell, 1954-7) 21-25, 27-29 @ 60p ($1.75) each.
Savoyard (Pelz, 1962-65) 8, 9, 12 @ 15p (30¢) each.
Speleobem (Pelz, 1962) 16 @ 15p (30¢).
The LASFS Picnic (one-shot, Niven, &c, 1968?) @ 20p (50¢)
*Personal Notes (Harter, 1975-6) 5 @ 15p (30¢); 6, 7 @ 30p (75¢) each.
Salamander (Patten, 1962) 2 @ 20p (50¢).
*Instant Message (NESFA, 1973-8) many unopened, assorted @ 25p (45¢) per
½lb.
*Norman Metcalf fanzines – assorted @25p (45¢) for about ½lb weight.
(Busby & Weber, 1960-2) 136, 140, 145, 146, 150, 152, 153, 154, 160, 163 @
50p ($1.20) each.
Sf Review (Geis, 1970) 38 @ 50p ($1.20).
*Skug (Mattingly, 1978) 3 @ 30p (75¢).
Fantastic Worlds (Sackett, 1955) 8 @ 30p (75¢).
Fantasy Advertiser (Willmorth, 1946-52) 2, 5/1, 5/4, 4/5, 6/1 @ 30p (75¢) each.
The National Fantasy Fan – various from 1949, also committee magazines, &c, @
3 for 30p (70¢) or 50p ($1.20) per ½lb.
*Delta Psi (MacDonald, 1977) 1 @ 30p (75¢).
Australian Sf Review (Bangsund, 1966-7) 1, 2, 4-12 @ 40p ($1) each.
Sf Commentary (Gillespie, 1969-71) 7, 20-22 @ 40p ($1) each.
Australian Sf Monthly (Bangsund, 1970) 1 @ 20p (50¢).
*Calcium Light Nights (Paine, 1975-6) 2, 3 @ 20p (50¢) the pair.
Zenith/Speculation (Weston, 1964-72) 3, 4, 6, 17, 19, 30 @ 50p ($1.20) each.
*Blazon (Bentcliffe, 1974) 1 @ 50p ($1.20).
Les Spinge (Cheslin/Hale/Pardoe, 1960-7) 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 17, 19 @ 25p (50¢)
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each.
*Les Spinge (Pardoe, 1970-74) 22-26 and 27-32 (bound in 2 blocks) @ 50p
($1.25) each volume.
*Lurk (Mearas, 1972-5) 2, 3, 4 @ 15p (25¢) each; 6&7 (bound together) @ 25p
(50¢).
*Inferno (Skelton, 1975-6) 5-9 (bound together) @ 60p ($1.50).
*Not True Rat Ten (Kettle, 1978) @ 15p (25¢)
Femizine (Lindsay, 1959-60) 11, 13 @ 20p (50¢) each.
Good grief. More next time. Remember * = sale for TAFF; otherwise I’d
prefer to exchange the above for similar material.

OPEN FLIE
The Column Where The Truth Lies... Leroy “A” Kettle
Astonishing Things!!!
Ace primal entity, D. “Swine-thing” West, demonstrated his unique
powers recently in failing to win the bid for the 1980 Eastercon against all
odds. Opposed only by self-confessed charismatic thug Scotch Bob “Botch”
Shaw and his gang of mongish primal non-entities, the rather repellent Mr
West spent the bidding session being copiously sick at both ends leaving his
ace accomplice Dave “"” Bridges to cast the powerful spells which succeeded
in giving victory to the oafish Glaswegians. Mr West’s power was so great
that he succeeded in forcing his wife to vote against him. On being asked not
to comment Mr West said “Uuuurrgh, bluhhh, blecchhhh,” at some distance
from your reporter. Mr West is currently trying to replace the bits of his body
which he lost during the aftermath of his revolting excesses. Before being
asked to comment Mr Shaw said “I –” (Very unfortunately at this point all
eighteen ace Open Flie pencils broke simultaneously).
Appalling Events!!!
Misunderstood inebriate John “Wino” Brosnan today scotched rumours
of rum conduct at a recent gathering of otherwise celebrated and interesting
personalities. Open Flie completely believes his grovelling denials that he
drunkenly berated fellow wit Kingsley Amis and gave him slurred pointers to
literary shucshesh. Mr Brosnan’s pathetic refutal of several eyewitness
reports that he collapsed on Mr Amis’s feet were also accepted by your
reporter. It could not possibly be true that the perceptive Mr Amis, after
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lightly booting Mr Brosnan in the stomach to no avail, said “There seems to
be something wrong with this man.” prior to Mr Brosnan’s current employer
spilling coffee over Mr Amis’s wife. Open Flie has complete faith in the
integrity of the intoxicated film buff and no amount of photographic evidence
sent to the editorial address in return for handsome remuneration will change
this.
Incredible Occurrences!!!
Ace Foundation and empire builder Malcolm “Wibble” Edwards has
joined brains with the only science fiction author to be made entirely of
erectile tissue, the newly enlightened Robert “Gristle” Holdstock, in winning
a contract to write eighty two (95) books for Bandwaggon Press. One
hundred and four of these books contain invaluable, originally researched
synopses of every sf book ever written arranged in order of the number of
aliens. The remaining eight books contain invaluable, originally researched
synopses of the other two hundred and seven volumes. Pictures are specially
commissioned potato cuts by Robert’s cat. Ace editor Malcolm Edwards on
being asked to comment said “No comment – so at £2 a word plus V.A.T.
and V.I.P. levy you owe me...” Handsomely rugged collaborator Robert
Holdstock said “Ripoff? Who mentioned ripoff? Oh, no-one did. Oh.”
Stop Press: turn over!!!
Unbelievable Occurrences!!!
Over-articulate quasi-intellectual Dave “Andhazel” Langford today
began a strict course of Hugo acceptance training. Following an intensive
study in how to lip-read the many ways of mispronouncing “The winner is...
Twll Ddu”, Mr Langford will then undertake a short course in nervous lipbiting followed by lengthy training in how to bite back rude remarks after lipreading “The winner is... Maya”. Hazel “Mrs” Langford – the ever-lovely
Mrs Hazel Langford – is knitting a special harness to enable her to pull Dave
back to his seat if he happens to mis-hear the final result or if he feels the
urge to attack the ever-plump and overly-optimistic childish psychiatrist Dr
Robert “Shagger” Jackson. Mr Langford is currently working on a short
acceptance joke which will later form the basis of the next fifteen issues of
Twll-Ddu. “Shagger” Jackson, in the event that Maya wins or loses, will read
all his letters of comment – omitting only short extracts. Meanwhile Dr
Jackson and his lovely wife Dr Mrs Dr Jackson are building an extension to
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their mansion to house the expected new arrival, which they will call Hugo.
...Leroy Kettle...
WEIRD TALES: Amongst visitors to the Brighton Seacon are: Bob Tucker
(arr. Heathrow, BA Flight 299 from Chicago, 10am Aug 16th) who’ll be
staying in London, possibly at the Tavistock Hotel if, says Bob, they’ve got
his reservation, which he doubts; Susan Wood, who’s nipped down to
Dawlish for a quick visit and was last seen heading for the Outer Hebrides
(honest); Frank Denton who was due in Britain on July 26th; Bruce Pelz
who’s arriving August 18th & will be “grummaging about” till Sep 22nd;
John Foyster, arriving on the 20th, going to the German con on the 31st,
returning on the 15th Sep and back home on the 27th; Bill Rotsler, staying in
London for a week after Seacon and then heading south for France and Italy;
Suzle Tompkins, arr. Gatwick on Aug 15th and staying in London; and Gil
Gaier, who congratulates me on my “recent marriage” (there must be some
strange rumours going around) and says he’ll be in the Colonnade Hotel in
London from Aug 9th to Seacon. Think that’s it – I have a few more cards
and letters, but without details. Don’t blame me if everyone changes their
minds at the last moment.
Variable, semi-parasitic perennial,
– occasional, South Devon, waste places,
it’s:
CHECKPOINT 98
(see also: Bristly Checkpoint, Prostrate
Checkpoint, & Common Hog’s Checkpoint)
from:
Peter Roberts
38 Oakland Dr
Dawlish, Devon
Printed Matter Reduced
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Checkpoint 99, August 1979

CHECKPOINT 99 (August/Sept 1979), the penultimate issue from Peter
Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr, Dawlish, Devon, UK. Available if you get it.
Subscriber list and cash in hand has been sucked out of my bones by Dave
Langford (22 Northumberland Ave, Reading Berks, RG2 7PW) who’ll sell
you the new ANSIBLE at 4/50p (UK & Europe), 3/$1 (America airmail), or
5/$1 (Australia & NZ airmail) – note that UK postage rates went up again in
August. All further news to Dave. Cartoon by Don West. Restormel Press
Pub.: 146.
HUGO WINNERS: (thanks to Rob Jackson, since I managed to lose the
results):
Best Novel: Dreamsnake (Vonda MacIntyre)
Novella: The Persistence of Vision (John Varley)
Novelette: Hunter’s Moon (Poul Anderson)
Short Story: “Cassandra” (C.J. Cherryh)
Editor: Ben Bova
Artist: Vincent Di Fate
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Fanzine: Sf Review (Dick Geis)
Fan Writer: Bob Shaw
Fan Artist: Bill Rotsler
Drama: Superman
Gandalf: Ursula LeGuin. First Fandom: Raymond Z Gallun. JWC: S.
Donaldson
SEACON GLIMPSES: (I’ll generously allow ANSIBLE to carry the
definitive report – what follows here is just an amalgamation of unselected
incidents) It started to dawn on me that Seacon 79 was going to be a bloody
big convention when I arrived early on Wednesday afternoon and found the
Metropole already crowded. Behind the scenes, however, the programme
halls were still empty – all clacking footsteps and echoes. Though there was a
frenzy of activity in the fan room, putting up displays and the like, the place
still looked forbiddingly vacant and austere.
Still, it was only Wednesday: time to meet a few people – John Millard
with camera (he’s thinking of producing a photo-book): Ted White, tickled
pink with his new job at Heavy Metal: Rich Coad, back over here at last:
Mike Glicksohn, soon to be seen in his Demis Roussos caftan (he didn’t sing,
thank God): Gil Gaier, still smiling: assorted Flemish fans, idolising Rob
Holdstock: and – well – a whole bunch of buddies, acquaintances, new faces
and total strangers, all of whom are going to hit me since I’m never going to
be able to drop all their names in the next couple of pages, even if I had that
good a memory. The evening ended up with a quiet brag game – Norman
Shorrock and I wandered downstairs at about 5:30 am and appeared to be the
last still up. More fools us, but the con had seemed to start well.
Up fairly early on Thursday for a cooked breakfast – my hands were
already shaking so much that I spilled the coffee. Convention well under
way, therefore. Fan room full of activity, chatter, clink of glasses, and ring of
tills – already felt good in there, so more power to Eve Harvey and her aides.
The opening ceremony in the afternoon eventually started, despite the
professional bandsmen losing themselves all over Brighton. Dramatic
beginning, but I fled to the bar when the pipers started on Tulips from
Amsterdam. First complaints from Jerry Pournelle, so everything apparently
normal. Had a look in the Huckster’s Room – vast, on two levels, all full.
Hucksters smiling – next time I’ll find some stuff to sell too. Fan room and
other parties in the evening – all seemed to be going ok.
Fan programme began Friday. Sound system had blown and I’d
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completely underestimated the number of people casually using the room
whilst the main programme was in full swing. So it goes. The American
Fandom panel (Frank Denton, Suzle Tompkins, Rich Coad, & Joyce
Scrivner) started amidst surrounding hubbub – things looked grim when wellmeaning but long-winded Aubrey MacDermott seized the mike for a detailed
history of US fandom in 1929. Panel survived, however. I chaired an
interview with TAFF & GUFF winners, Terry Hughes & John Foyster, and
then moved on to the first of the British Fandom chat shows (with Ken
Bulmer, Bob Tucker, and Ken Slater), retaining the chair myself since I’m
useless at delegating things: plenty of anecdotes, good stuff – but I bizarrely
had to abandon the chair just before the end to move downstairs for the Call
My Bluff quiz. The hall was packed and thanks to the excellent audience
response everyone managed to conjure up some wit. Gratified that my false
definitions of ludicrous sf terms fooled the opposition. Fan team (Roy Kettle,
Malcolm Edwards, and myself) beat off the pros (Bob Shaw, Chris Priest, &
Rob Holdstock). Having been on the programme for three straight hours, I
left Eve Harvey & Mike Glicksohn to interview Harry Bell, Fan GoH, and
collapsed into a nearby bar.
Out to a Spanish meal with a bunch of fans. Kev Smith demonstrated
how accountants can eat more than was ever thought possible. Serenaded by
strange guitarist; many olives eaten. Back to the Seacon band and disco,
ready to bop. Danced myself silly and was maliciously chosen, along with
Terry “Mr Saturday Night” Hughes, to judge a jiving contest – admired
precision stuff by Rog Peyton & Helen Eling as well as an exuberant Flemish
couple. Few Americans around – seemed to be the one aspect of British
conventions that didn’t find favour (must live lives of sheltered eardrums).
Plenty of parties later on and I was still going strong at 3.30 am when the
night staff closed everything down. I seemed to be the only committee
member around – lots of complaints, so I nervously investigated. “Residents
kicking up a fuss,” apparently. But I thought there weren’t any residents?
Completely unsure of my ground, but fortunately John Steward roused the
sleeping Pete Weston who came downstairs – a Chairman in his wrath –
banged a few tables, wagged a few fingers, and sorted everything out. Fine
stuff. End of harassment & no trouble thereafter. We went off to reassure
remaining fans and found the last remnants of the big sixth floor party in their
secret redoubt – the ladies powder room. Excellent place – very plush and
cosy, with Joseph Nicholas traditionally asleep in a corner.
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Saturday – chaired the fan writing panel (Terry Hughes, Kevin Smith, &
Dave Langford) and took a break listening to the fan artists before chairing
the second British chat show (Eric Bentcliffe, Bob Shaw, & Terry Carr) –
more good anecdotes and odd items. The discussion on producing fanzines
seems a bit futile amidst the fan room bustle (there’ll have to be a separate
room for the fan programme – next time, and that’s a phrase I kept hearing),
but a couple of newcomers are asking around and so a small discussion
actually starts. Enter the BBC (and Arthur C Clarke – coincidence?) to film
the discussion. Sudden crush of potential tv stars. Neos frightened off. Some
fantasy fan hogs the camera; I try to stutter something incoherent as a tv
camera strokes my face, lights burn out my eyes, microphone booms tangle
in my hair, and something is shoved between my legs (is that the BBC or
someone seizing an obscure opportunity?).
There’s the fancy dress in the evening – I missed the beginning by
chatting to Dave Piper (his first convention and he claims he’s not been out
of the fan room yet), but took a a look later on. Drew & Cathy Saunders as
the Tarot King & Queen are excellent and there’s some other items of note –
certainly better than your average Eastercon costumes. Mind you, there’s
always Brian Burgess prancing around. Parties later, but I’m easily befuddled
and don’t remember where. I did get paid 1¢ to attend the Minneapolis in 73
bidding party – that might have been Saturday.
Anyway, Sunday came along and the con seemed to have become a way
of life; my hands were becoming steadier, so my system was adjusting and all
must have been going well. However, the idea of Sunday morning fan panels
no longer seemed all that attractive, so I checked with the panellists and
rescheduled the programme to start with the final chat show (Harry Bell,
Darroll Pardoe, Joseph Nicholas, and – you guessed – me chairing) at one
o’clock; bright audience and receptive to the crop of fannish anecdotes and
arguments. After that the fanzine auction – there weren’t many but good grief
they didn’t half fetch high prices: up to £8 for TAFF reports and Innuendos
and a quid or two for Foulers and True Rats. North American & British fans
even kept up with some lunatic Swedish bidding. I started worrying about
woodlice eating away at my fanzines stored away in Dawlish.
After that there was supposed to be a 1965 Loncon slideshow, but
despite the aid of over half a dozen willing investigators the damn projector
wouldn’t work. This failure of equipment had been bedevilling the main
programme, but I thought we might escape. I tried to postpone the slides till
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the Monday, but the projector remained broken (that’s why, incidentally, the
closing ceremony didn’t repeat the slides of past worldcon logos). I think
there’s an equipment hire firm that may be hearing from the convention –
after all, we didn’t do things on the cheap and we certainly deserved better.
Immediately after the fiddling around in the gloom show I bounced out
onto the beach for the England v. Australia Grand Seacon Cricket Match.
Captains Pete Weston and John Foyster were already on the field (carefully
constructed of pebbles), as were the teams – though separating the latter from
the audience was none too easy. The opposition seemed to have a lot of South
Africans, Americans, and Canadians for an Australian team, but no matter. I
actually got a chance to bowl and get someone out – more than I ever did at
school. We would’ve beaten the Australians, of course, had it not been for
some unorthodox play (Joyce Scrivner thundering down the beach for a wild
baseball pitch – the resulting six only stopped by Mike Glicksohn’s rugby
tackle of the batsman. Is this cricket?).
Banquet in the evening. I got more to eat than usual, even though the
head waiter told me there’d be delays since there were “45 others like you” in
the hall. I thought of asking them all to stand up in a blaze of orange suits –
would’ve been some sight. Afterwards I tagged along to the Hugo awards –
nothing particularly exciting in the results, despite patchy cheering for Don
West. Superman in person was obliged to acknowledge the popular roar that
greeted the nomination of Hitchhiker’s Guide, while SFR’s unloved fanzine
Hugo was presented with such ill-grace (and no one would accept it anyway)
that if I was Geis I wouldn’t touch it with a barge-pole.
There were parties again in the evening – Pete Weston got to see his
favourite belly-dancer once more – and I finally ended up on the early
morning beach with a half dozen or so all-night fans.
From the beach to breakfast, where an allegedly ex-partisan waiter
yelled Viva Zapata! at me when I ordered eggs. Curious.
Anyway, what with one thing or another the fan programme
disintegrated on Monday morning. No one seemed hugely interested in the
final panel and when I found the amplifier still connected to the music system
rather than the mike, I called it a day. No one seemed upset, so I suppose all
was still going well. Certainly the fan room was as packed as ever – the bar
had been drunk effectively dry several times (and there were at least five
others in the Metropole – all open) and the games machines had taken vast
sums of money, as had the sales desk (with its mounds of fanzines, t-shirts,
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buttons, and balloons). As a centre for meeting, chatting, sitting, or just
wandering around it had proved entirely successful.
Monday evening we all fell foul of the licensing laws – a British
tradition – and the bars closed early; but by that time most people had already
found some sustenance and there were still a few parties to go to (including
Joni Stopa’s where I was presented with some interesting seeds – gardening
fandom does ok for itself too).
And that was just about that. By Tuesday afternoon most people seemed
to have disappeared (including me), though doubtless there were a few very
dead dog parties that night. The Metropole’s usual clientele reappeared,
including an elderly Arab in full desert gear who asked for a Scotch at the bar
and then said – no, no, a bottle, idly tossing a £20 note over for a few coins
change. That seemed to mark the end of the Seacon.
UNICON 80: Another British convention, this one is scheduled for July
4th-7th 1980. I certainly hope to be there since the venue is none other than
the University of Keele – a former address for CHECKPOINT as ancient
subscribers may recall. Accommodation is at the university, on campus (£7
b&b), and registration is £4.50 to: Unicon 80, PO Box 92, Derby, DR1 1AP.
Further details in ANSIBLE, I trust (nice to give all this work to Dave, eh?).
FAN POLL – BEST COVER: Credit for the artwork on WRINKLED
SHREW’s poll-winning cover should go to Pauline Jones, says Pat. Graham
only did the limerick, despite his vast artistic expertise (squandered on
Hawaiian guitars & foam rubber totems). Ok.
TAFF AUCTIONS & THINGS FOR SALE: TAFF gathered in a few
bob at Seacon. £28.14 from the book auction: £46.75 from the fanzine
auction (thanks to Ron Bennett, Roy Kettle, Joyce Scrivner, and others (for
donations); £9.00 from the auction off Arthur Cruttenden’s signed t-shirt
(thanks, boss); £5.50 from the auction of fan artwork (thanks to Harry Bell &
Rob Hansen); and £33.00 from the auction off the Seacon 79 banner (thanks
to Kevin & Sue Williams). Thanks too to Joseph Nicholas, Michael Poland,
and everyone else who helped with the auctioning (& buying) of these items.
TAFF loves you.
Meanwhile, a number of items have arrived for which I’m your friendly
local agent. There’s OF SUCH ARE LEGENDS MADE Vol 1, a neatly
produced 56 page compilation of fan history, myth, & legend. Contributors
include: Mike Glicksohn, Harry Warner Jnr, Ginjer Buchanan, Stu Shiffman,
Randy Bathurst, and more than a dozen others; edited by Joyce Scrivner,
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proceeds to TAFF, and available from me at 70p, inc post), and THE
MOFFATT HOUSE ABROAD, Len & June Moffatt’s TAFF trip report to
the 1973 Eastercon in Bristol (available from me at £1.10, inc post).
MYSTERY OF THE MISSING FANZINES: I thought when I
cleared up my room at the Seacon that the piles of fanzines had mysteriously
shrunk and indeed they had. The reasons for this are obscure; but I have two
theories (which are mine): Theory A) – a conspiracy hatched by evial fans to
enter my room and select, randomly so as to avoid suspicion, certain fanzines
and thence make off with them. This is a pretty silly theory. Theory B) – the
chambermaid threw some of my fanzines away; this also seems pretty silly,
but it’s the best I can offer. Anyway, if you gave me a fanzine that’s not
listed below I’m afraid it’s disappeared, and could I have another copy. A
friend for life.
WOOF
LETTERS FROM LENG
DOT
FANDHOME

SUMERMORN
ANOTHER BLOODY FANZINE
STOMACH-PUMP
A FINE MESS

MOTA (2)
EGEO SEXTARIUS
CHUNDER (2)
TSAR 0

ONLY FIVE PAGES because I’ve run out of stencils. Maybe Someone is
trying to tell me something...
CoA: mine, actually – not that I’ve moved, but since I’ve become
marooned here I might as well come clean and use this address (18
Westwood, Cofton, Starcross, Nr Exeter, Devon): the Dawlish one is still ok.
Phone is Starcross 553, by the way.
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Checkpoint 100, September 1979
Pack up the carrots, Igor – it’s CHECKPOINT 100 (Sept 1979), the last, the
very last CHECKPOINT from Peter Roberts, 18 Westwood, Cofton,
Starcross, Nr Exeter, Devon, UK. Available at whim. Cartoon headings by
Bill Kunkel. Restormel Press Pub: 147. What’ll I do in the evenings now that
I don’t have colophons to type?
CHECKPOINT – THE AGONY & THE ECSTASY
Well, maybe not. But it sounds better than “CHECKPOINT – the
interesting bits and the rest” which is a lot closer to the mark, at least as far as
editing the thing goes.
The title started as a brief run of foolscap fanzine reviews, back in 1968,
God help us. It didn’t last long in this format since the fanzines piled up and
yellowed away in a corner before the long & comprehensive reviews caught
up with them. The moral of that is to be short or selective, I suppose.
Anyway, the present series started in 1971 with a couple of trial issues to test
the water, since there hadn’t been a British newszine since Ron Bennett’s
SKYRACK folded (more or less) in 1966. I’d been reading copies of Terry
Carr’s & Ron Ellik’s fannish newszine of the fifties, the original FANAC,
and had decided that publishing a newszine would be a lively and fascinating
project. Well, possibly. At any rate I was enthusiastic, and needed to be –
some of those early issues were typed up and sent off for printing (by Darroll
Pardoe & Gray Boak) since I didn’t have access to a duplicator. It didn’t
seem to be too much to do – even when one issue disappeared in the post and
had to be completely restencilled.
But gradually the enthusiasm waned. A fannish newszine needs a lot of
work, a lot of correspondence, and a lot of wit on tap at regular intervals.
With some issues it would all seem to fall into place; with others there was
just six blank stencils, some Roumanian book news, and a lot of apathy.
Darroll Pardoe took over with the 47th issue and Ian Maule with the 63rd.
They suffered the same fate, I presume, since I got the title back with the 74th
CHECKPOINT.
And that’s just about that. The CHECKPOINT fan poll continues in
ANSIBLE, but otherwise the name will pass quietly into the forgotten
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outlands of fan history. I hope. If you ever see me typing up CHECKPOINT
101 – give me a nudge, eh? Enough is more than enough.
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Aus ... 3, 8, 22, 44, 74, 76, 77, 79, 86, 98
Other ... 6, 18, 55, 56
WELSH FANDOM ... 79
WESTERCONS ... 80
reports ... 84, 85
WOKING GROUP ... 59, 62
WORLDCONS (see also: NOREASCONS, LACON, TORCON, DISCON,
AUSSIECON, MIDAMERICON, SUNCON, IGUANACON, SEACON 79,
CONVENTIONS...)
Dallas-in-73 ... 8
NY-in-74 ... 23
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Britain-in-75 ... 0
San-F-in-75 ... 29
Vancouver-in-75 ... 5
1977-bids ... 50
Stockholm-in-76 ... 24
1977-80 ... 55
San-F-in-78 ... 53
LA-in-78 ... 55
Montreal-in-77 ... 55, 56, 60
Chicago-in-79 ... 61
1979-bid ... 68
Flushing-in-80 ... 78, 82
Agree’s-Backyard-in-80 ... 80
Concord-in-80 ... 84
Hawaii-81 ... 77
Denver-in-81 ... 81
Sydney-83 ... 87
Adelaide-in-83 ... 70, 71
Seattle-in-81 ... 98
Washington-in-84 ... 84
Sydney-in-88 ... 70
YORCON (1978 [really 1979])
report ... 95
news ... 85, 86, 89, 94
***FINISHED***
...mistakes and all...

CHECKPOINT ARTWORK:
Don Allen ... 26, 38, 39
Harry Bell ... 4, 7, 8, 13, [21], 37, 65, 76, 77, 91
Carl Bennett ... 83
John [D.] Berry ... [21], 36, 40, 42, [75]
Dany Frolich ... 0
Mike Gilbert ... 86
Alexis Gilliland ... 79
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Terry Jeeves ... 00
Bill Kunkel ... 82, 84, 89, 90, 93, 100
Taral MacDonald ... 92
Barry Kent MacKay ... 88
Tim Marion ... 94
Bill Rotsler ... 1, 74, 78, 93
Dave Rowe ... 95, 98
Nick Shears ... 20
Stu Shiffman ... 82, 84
Paul Thompson ... 96
Don West ... 79, 80, 81, 85, 97, 99
Roger Woods ... 87
CLOSING DOWN SALE: Positively your last chance to purchase
back issues of this elegant newszine, only worn once and easily maintained, a
boon to the elderly and breaks the ice at parties – yes, CHECKPOINT, the
all-purpose newszine. Must sell now! Soon to be disposed of at conventions
all over the country – a snip at 5/20p or 10/$1: issues 00, 0, 3-7, 9, 11-15, 2125, 27, 30-37, 39, 46, 63a, 76-79, 81-100. Many in short supply (only single
copies left), so give alternatives to avoid disappointment. Not bound in
luxury Skivertex.
AND OTHER THINGS: Like the BRITISH FANZINE
BIBLIOGRAPHY with details of all known British fanzines, by title and by
issue. At reduced rates for the last of the CHECKPOINT readers – Part 1
(1936-1950) @ 35p; Part 2 (1951-1960) @ 40p; Part 3 (1961-1970) @ 50p;
all three for £1.10. There’s also a dozen or so copies left of the 1978 GUIDE
TO CURRENT FANZINES at the reduced price of 30p. Yours to treasure –
an heirloom for your grandchildren...
AND THAT’S JUST ABOUT IT: Thanks to everyone who’s helped
with CHECKPOINT over the years, particularly editors Darroll Pardoe & Ian
Maule. Thanks too to the subscribers (some since the beginning, believe it or
not) and the newsgatherers. Starting to sound like a litany... Anyway, I’ll see
some of you in EGG 12 (RSN). All the best,
Peter Roberts, 1979
Dead! – And never called me Mother...
just:
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CHECKPOINT 100
The last, the very last from:
Peter Roberts
18 Westwood, Cofton,
Starcross, Nr Exeter
Devon, UK
Printed Matter Reduced
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Appendix: First Series
1968-1969
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Checkpoint 0 (First Series),
December 1968
A Sample Copy of ...
Lostwithiel Check-Point
Edited & Produced by:
Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ.,
UNITED KINGDOM
Available for:
trade
1/- per copy
5/- for 6 issues.
Restormel Press Publication: 6
Also intended for 19th APA-45 mlg
WHY?
Well, my genzine MOR-FARCH looks like appearing somewhat
infrequently in future (as usual, because I lack sufficient time to send out
begging letters, etc.), and so I thought I’d separate the fanzine review column
and attempt to clear up the backlog.
That was, at any rate, the original idea. But another factor has also
contributed to my publishing this mini-mag – the almost total lack of fanzine
reviewing in other zines, particularly in Britain. Ethel Lindsay, of course, still
publishes HAVERINGS; but HAVERINGS really only consists of a few
brief comments on fanzines received (and indeed, it was, I believe, originally
intended as a LoC substitute for faneds rather than a review zine). Now, I
don’t receive anything like the number of magazines that Ethel Lindsay does
– and it is precisely because of this that I can attempt to publish
comparatively lengthy reviews of each fanzine I receive... Whether it’ll work
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out ok, or be of any use, I don’t know.
WHAT?
Briefly, I intend to review every fanzine received in relative detail, with
the help, I hope, of several other fans. For this issue my thanks go to Bryn
Fortey and Greg Pickersgill, both of whom contributed at very short notice.
Ta.
I also hope to have space for small ads – if any subscribers want to sell
or buy fanzines, prozines, books, etc.
At the moment, I haven’t any idea how frequent the LOST C-P will be...
I’ll probably put an issue out whenever I’ve got a dozen or more fnz reviews
ready.
HOW?
The LOST C-P is primarily intended for trade – largish fanzines will
also receive the current issue of MOR-FARCH and/or CORBOLLAK (Yes,
Virginia, it does exist...). Money is ever welcome, and so are LoCs: BUT,
although a LoC on this sampler will bring the first issue proper free, I fear
that after that it’ll be money or trade only.
FANZINES REVIEWED in this sample issue:
Canada:
HUGIN and MUNIN 6
G.B.:
BADINAGE 5
PHILE 7
PLINTH 3
STARDOCK 1
U.S.A.:
AMPHIPOXI 8
BEABOHEMA 1
QUARK 7
In the first issue proper, there will be reviews of the following:
CRAB APPLE 7, GOTHIQUE 8, SCOTTISHE 50, SON OF THE NEW
FUTURIAN 2, SPECULATION 19, ALPDRUCK 5, CEPHEUS 1,
GERMAN SF TIMES 89 & 90, EN GARDE 5, SIRRUISH 7, TRUMPET 8,
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WARHOON 24, THE WSFA JOURNAL 60, & RATAPLAN 2.

CANADA
HUGIN AND MUNIN 5 (46pp) Reviewed by Bryn Fortey.
Editor: Richard Labonte, 971, Walkley Road, Ottawa 8, Ontario,
CANADA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, goodwill, 25&cent;.
U.K. Agent: Peter Roberts – see page one. (2/-).
The official organ of ACUSFOOS, the sf club of Carleton University.
HaM 6 also incorporates KEVAS & TRILLIUM 1½ (10pp)
Editors: Alicia Austin, Maureen Bourne, Rosemary Ullyott...
P.O.Box 2427, Station D, Ottawa 4, Ontario, CANADA.
Available for: Trade, interest, contribution, LoC, 35&cent; (3 for $1)
Though HaM 6 and KaT 1½ appear between joint covers, I understand
that this is not normal practise. In all probability the two zines will be
produced separately in the future.
Phew, after all that editorial information, let’s see what I can find to say about
the contents that appear between the ivory coloured covers. HaM 6 first.
This is the first Canadian fanzine I have come across and if you, like me,
didn’t know such a thing existed, it provides an ideal introduction.
Talking about the issue, in his editorial, Richard Labonte says – “... and
it’s a showcase of sorts for Canadian fandom.” A fair enough comment.
The editorial itself, ‘An Editor’s Ravin’s’, plus ‘CSFiC: Testimonial or
Requiem’ by Mike Glicksohn, and ‘Ah, ACUSFOOS’ by Earl Schultz all
help provide the uninformed with an inside review of the current state of
Canadian fandom.
I found the Labonte and Schultz pieces both informative and interesting.
The writing style used by Mike Glicksohn is an acquired taste. I quote –
“Since know won present had even herd of him, he was ejected by
proclamation.” – and – “Next somebody painted out that by making all fore
people who weren’t there officesores the club had been dis-membered so an
all out rekrooting drive was startled.” I’m sorry, Mr. Glicksohn, but not for
me.
And while I’m wielding my critical whip in this particular contributor’s
direction, I’ll move straight on to his fanzine review column, ‘The
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Zinephobic’. I’ve read only one of the four he deals with, the Randy Williams
edited ECCO 4. With regard to this fanzine, I consider Mike Glicksohn to
have committed an unjustified hatchet-job of extreme severity. His comments
amount to bad taste.
I’m sure that Randy Williams would be the first to agree that ECCO is
not the best fanzine currently being produced. But it is better than many, and
nowhere near as bad as this review indicates.
A non-direct source of information tells me that Mike’s main fanzine
contacts have been with the better known ones. The TRUMPETs, YANDROs,
and AURAs, so maybe it’s a case of imbalanced critical standards. If this is
so, I suggest HaM uses a reviewer more familiar with the overall fanzine
scene.
On the fiction front, Ray Nelson provides a very readable story in
‘Strange Mara.’ This author appears to have a penchant for ‘lost love’ story
lines. His ‘Whiskey Sour’ in ECCO 3 was also based upon this theme, though
far different in construction. Well worth reading.
I’m afraid I cannot say the same for ‘On Incongruity’ by Colin Stafford.
This short-short is based on a mathematical definition of the infinite. If this
fact isn’t appreciated then I don’t think the story itself will be either. I didn’t
get it, and still don’t, but I must admit to being rather poor at maths.
Also present are depth film/book reviews of ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’
and ‘Rosemary’s Baby’, various assorted reviews in ‘ExHellinations,’ and a
neat ‘Sherlock Holmes & Forensic SF’ article by Chris Redmond.
Plus a name-dropping letter column, ‘HaMlocs’, which is enough to
send most fanzine editors green with envy. LoCs from such worthies as
Alexei Panshin, George W.Price (of Advent Publishers), and Isaac Asimov
are included.
To sum up; even allowing for the fact that Mike Glicksohn succeeded in
earning my displeasure I feel able to recommend HaM as a fanzine worth
looking at and deserving of your attention.
The KaT tacked on the end is hard to judge. It consists of assorted
funnyisms and reviews by various contributors. Some come off and some
don’t, but a mere ten pages gives an impression of haste.
The front cover is quite unimpressive and the back is a montage of 3
unused cover sketches for Philip K.Dick’s ‘Solar Lottery’ by Jack Gaughan.
Fair fanzine artwork, but nothing more.
So that’s it. KaT: judgement deferred. HaM: recommended.
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Bryn Fortey.

GREAT BRITAIN
BADINAGE 5 (60pp) Reviewed by Greg Pickersgill
Editor: Robert F.Johnson, 175 Oxford Gardens, Stafford, U.K.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 1/6.
The journal of the Bristol & District sf group.
So, with half a new editor, BADINAGE is 5... and it is noticeably
different from the first four issues – most prominently in the proliferation of
editorial remarks which appear in the middle of damn near everything. I am
undecided as to whether this is bad or good; on one hand it is irritating to lose
the thread of a letter; but on the other it saves constant referring back to the
point in question. It makes for a more than usually fannish magazine anyway.
That is another point of indecision. I half equate fannishness with rubbish,
tending more towards the magazines like MOR-FARCH or PHILE, but some
fannishness (e.g. HYPHEN) is very good. This BADINAGE type does not
quite come off, in my opinion, as I found the issue to be rather trivial on the
whole. Trivial, but interesting – the way a Superman comic would be to a
man on a desert island.
Anyway, let’s have a look at it... On the first page, and as though a
harbinger of things to come, we see – “Any correspondence not intended to
reach the editor should be sent to the Mothers Guild of Weybridge.” We
progress, struggling through more of the same inanities, and find that the
editorial has something to say, and interesting it is too. Not what one would
expect... a man of many parts, this Johnson. If you get past the ‘contoon’
things, you will eventually find that you have entered the ‘Saga of the
Mercatorial Move’, which reads like one of the things I wrote for an
OMPAzine I almost published. Does anyone really care about a band of
people moving about the countryside (or town, if you must quibble)? Sure as
hell I don’t. This is one of the cases where a great blaze of pre-publicity can
ruin any effect an article may have. I remember Rob Johnson or someone
writing in something about how brilliant and gripping this bit was. I laughed
at the time, but some things are beyond joking. I gave up about half way
through this one.
Next in line is another offering from Mercer & Mercer, with the highly
original title ‘The Great Miniature Railway Robbery’. It is not all that
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surprising that there should be no mention of railways – miniature of
otherwise – indeed, the only surprising thing about this piece is that it should
be published in a fanzine in 1968. The writing becomes bogged down in
description, and the dialogue is unbelievable. Surely not even fan-fiction
characters should talk like that! It is funny however, but not for the reasons
the author intended.
‘The Way It Is’ (a poem by George Scantlebury) ... hell, man, this is
funny FUNNY – last line reads “no no hey hey hey.” Unbelievable! And
what the hell is he talking about anyway? Still, I won’t forget this one in a
hurry. “no no hey hey hey” indeed!
At last – I knew it – light of sense, and an article on U.S. fanzines,
closely followed by one on the U.K. counterparts. A bit like extracts from
HAVERINGS really, but there are some intelligent comments. Book reviews
are average, nothing inspiring. The letter column is just what one would
expect from a magazine of this sort; I found a lot of it quite embarrassing.
This was not a good issue of BADINAGE, others have been better. My
entire attitude to the magazine can be summed up in a quote from one of the
reviews: “Inoffensive, and mildly interesting.”
Greg Pickersgill.
PHILE 7 (22pp) Reviewed by Greg Pickersgill.
Editor: Graham Charnock, 1 Eden Close, Alperton, Wembley, Middx.,
UK.
Available for: LoCs, contributions, 2/-.
It is a strange fact that the last really good, readable issue of PHILE was
no.5. It was also no.5 in which the worthy Charnock proclaimed that
henceforth he would have to start charging money for the magazine, and gave
out all kinds of wild promises for the future. Oh well, one day perhaps we
may have professionally printed issues of PHILE cascading through our
letterboxes – that is, if there are any subscribers left at that future date,
because, gentle readers, the present PHILE is only worth a fraction of the 2/being extorted for it.
I mean, for god’s sake, look at the cover! It wasn’t until I saw the faint
inscription PHILE SEVEN at the top left hand corner that I knew just what
the hell this was (I had horrible thoughts about those damn Scientologists
again...). But unfortunately, the cover is just about the second best thing in
the magazine...
The best, undoubtedly, is Dick Howett’s ‘Rhubarb Time Revisited’,
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which brings back the flavour of things gone, like HYPHEN, and similar. He
rambles pleasantly and interestingly over various topics, such as the Great
Pimple Problem, Moving, Trains and Spiders. Several of these strike very
near home for this reviewer – especially the latter. This is the only thing in a
fanzine that has ever raised any interest at all among the nonfan friends of
mine, and, as such, I think has slightly greater value than many other fanzine
articles. There was, however, a general opinion that the humour tended to
become a little strained after the first few pages. The layout of this particular
article seems to suggest that the editor was rather short of material, as it is
obvious it could have been compressed drastically. The illustrations, as
Howett’s always are, are brilliant!
The other article, by Gray Charnock, is on the compositions of Paul
Simon, and as I’m pitifully ignorant musically, I don’t feel qualified to make
any comment on the conclusions and opinions expressed. However, the piece
was hard going, it was curiously flat & uninspired – rather if it had been
dashed off in a hurry to fill the space. This is not a bit of ignorant carping, as
I found the article on ‘Herostratus’ in MOR-FARCH 2 to be fascinating, even
though I know nothing about the field in which it dealt.
The rest of the magazine is taken up with reviews by the editor, and one
by Dick Howett which is particularly interesting, on the notorious
L.P.Davies. Gray Charnock’s reviewing cannot be faulted. Unlike a lot of
fanzine review artists, this character knows what he is talking about, and also
has the ability to put it across on paper. I hope the next PHILE has more of
his reviews.
So there you have it – PHILE 7. 7 out of 10 for effort, & worth about 1/I’d say.
Greg Pickersgill
PLINTH 3 (47pp) Reviewed by Bryn Fortey.
Editor: Mike Ashley, 8 Shurland Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent, U.K.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, or 1/9 (25&cent;)
U.S.Agent: Randy Williams, Box 581, Liberty, NC 27298, U.S.A.
Mike Ashley was (is?), for quite a spell, Britain’s Mr.Fandom. He edited
fanzines, encouraged newcomers, and contributed to every ’zine whose editor
asked, and many who didn’t. Renowned particularly for his articles, he also
writes very readable fiction. Indeed, he sold two short stories to GOLDEN
EAGLE PAPERBACKS for a proposed ‘Tales of Terror and Imagination’
series. I was pleased to have been instrumental in these sales, and,
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incidentally, sold them one myself. However, the economics of publishing
caused G.E.P. to postpone publication. To when I have no idea, but if the
series ever does achieve actuality, look out for Mike’s first professionally
sold stories. All of which has nothing to do with PLINTH 3, but does provide
background information concerning its editor.
PLINTH and XERON (Mike’s other fanzine) were originally the product
of Kentish fandom: Mike himself, John Quattromini, and Bob Hough. The
most recent issues of each, as was explained on the PLINTH 3 contents page,
have been solo efforts. The Kentish Trio, through circumstances beyond their
control, are splitting up, and Mike has found the cost of producing two
fanzines on his own too much for his pocket.
So, PLINTH 3 was the final edition. One more XERON has been
promised, and after that the two will combine under a brand new title.
Therefore, in reviewing this fanzine, it does not fall to me to recommend that
you should subscribe or not. PLINTH is dead, there will be no further issues,
so I feel free to talk in more general terms than I would when reviewing a
current publication. And, because the editor in question has been such an
important figure in British Fandom, at greater length than the issue itself
probably deserves.
PLINTH was originally born to provide a regular platform for – a)
Mike’s meticulously compiled checklists; b) Articles that bore certain
relationships to those checklists; c) Book reviews; d) Pertinent fanzine
reviews; e) A question and answer column relating to sf and fandom (similar
to VECTOR’s ‘For Your Information’).
Checklists, articles and book reviews did appear as planned. Lack of
space, time, and maybe reviewers, removed ‘pertinent’ from the fanzine
reviews, leaving them mere lists of fanzines received with a couple of lines
describing the contents. The question and answer column never got off the
ground.
So PLINTH, with regard to its editorial intentions, was, in part at least, a
failure. But a worthwhile failure. Checklist fans will not agree with me, but I
was looking for serious fanzine reviews, something lacking on the fannish
scene, and I was disappointed. Maybe Peter Roberts will do better with the
publication in which this review is intended to appear. I hope so.
Issue number three contained an article on ‘Amazing’ which led into a
checklist of that magazine’s lead stories, and a look at sf in 1967, all by the
editor himself. Various book, TV, and radio reviews followed; these were
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provided by a number of people. Then came the listing of 34 fanzines
received and a final ten pages devoted to checklists.
If you’re a faneditor who wants to establish as many ‘Trades’ as
possible, a writer who wants to contribute to a wider circle of fanzines, or a
fan who wants to receive more zines for reading, then write to Mike & see if
any PLINTH 3’s remain. 34 fanzines and their editorial addresses will help in
any of these directions.
One final word before I shut-up; Mike Ashley might not be as active
within fannish realms as he once was, but I think he deserves serious
consideration as a candidate for the Doc Weir Award at the next British
Convention.
Bryn Fortey.
STARDOCK 1 (24pp) Reviewed by Peter Roberts.
Editor: Stanley Nicholls, 5 St.John’s Wood Terrace, St.John’s Wood,
London, N.W.8, U.K.
Available for: Contribution, LoC, Trade, 2/6.
Beautifully-produced (litho) and amply illustrated, this is one of the
TRUMPET-like fanzines which you tend to frame and stare at enviously
without ever really reading through the contents.
STARDOCK is intended to be a companion to the horror and fantasy
fanzine, GOTHIQUE, and is – to quote Stan Nicholls – to be “devoted to sf”.
Taking this into consideration, it must be admitted that at the moment,
STARDOCK is still too fantasy-orientated for its particular role. Many of the
illustrations, including the ‘Moy – A Portfolio’, are entirely fantasy-based
and the second of the two articles is largely concerned with horror films.
Another aspect of STARDOCK is its emphasis on the film-world (which
is doubtless intentional, since the whole thing is linked to the Gothique Film
Society). John Ramsey Campbell pens a rather disappointing article – ‘But Is
It SF?’ – which quickly degenerates into a listing of sf films with only a
rough attempt to answer the initial question. Far more interesting is Tim
Stout’s piece, ‘The Blurred Borderline Between SF & Horror Fantasy’, in
which he applies the standard definition of the distinction between sf and
fantasy (that a scientific and rational explanation is essential to the former) to
films, and produces some interesting results. Both articles are well illustrated
with stills from several of the films in question.
‘Moy – A Portfolio’, mentioned earlier, is a collection of original
fantasy artwork by Moy Read. Unfortunately, it’s not really up to her best
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standard (the cover of BADINAGE 5, for example, was more impressive) and
the small size of the magazine does not aid the reproduction.
Finally, there are three well-written and intelligent fanzine reviews –
pity two of them were wasted on comic zines, though...
A very fair first issue then, albeit somewhat brief. At the moment,
however, there seems to be too great a resemblance to the parent zine,
GOTHIQUE. It might help if STARDOCK declared its independence more
forcibly.
Peter Roberts.

UNITED STATES
AMPHIPOXI 8 (34pp) Reviewed by Peter Roberts.
Editor: Billy H.Pettit, Control Data Ltd., 22A St.James’s Sq., London
S.W.1.
Available for: Trade, LoC, show of interest)
(U.S. fanzine ‘in exile’).
AMPHIPOXI is (or was) a fanzine devoted almost entirely to fan history
with a particular emphasis on fanzine cataloguing and collecting. As such it
was a valuable aid to faneds, bibliographers, and collectors and it’s thus all
the more sad to see Billy Pettit announce its departure from the scene.
The reason for the fanzine’s folding is given in the editorial, ‘The Last
Word’, together with some striking personal thoughts and opinions which
have resulted from the editor’s recent and extensive travelling. Indeed, it is
this latter element which has finished off AMPHIPOXI – Billy Pettit, it
seems, has become involved in a large number of activities in a great many
countries and no longer has the time or desire to continue this particular
fanzine (though hopefully there seems to be just a vague chance that
AMPHIPOXI might return again at some later date).
Besides the thoughtful and very readable editorial, AMPHIPOXI 8
contains two major articles on fan history. The first is a reprint from the first
series of the Australian fanzine ETHERLINE and consists of a detailed, but
surprisingly interesting account of the growth and development of ‘Prewar
Fanzines in Australia’ by W.D.Veney. As Billy Pettit comments afterwards:
“... the author still had the feeling of wonder, though the article was first
printed 14 years after the events.” The principal reason for the article’s
success (given the unlikely subject matter) probably lies in this feeling that
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W.D.Veney is reliving the events described – he often relates facts to his
personal thoughts and actions, for example. Anyway, it certainly makes a
change to read some fan history from somewhere other than America...
It would be pointless to say that the next article – ‘One Man’s Fandom’
by John Berry – wasn’t interesting; I have to admit it was... But quite
honestly, I found it at times very difficult to stomach such a blatant piece of
self-eulogy as this. I mean, there is (for example) a page-and-a-half long
extract from a John Berry fan-fiction story, of which he himself says “I
reckoned it was a masterpiece”; plus a list of half-a-dozen quotes about the
author from a Robert Bloch prozine column, such as: “The quantity of his
products is amazing, and even more amazing is the quality.”; plus finally a
three page checklist of his own ‘Irish Fandom’ stories, including reprints and
translations!
Walt Willis, I think, in WARHOON 23 called this disease “Berry-berry”
– I only hope it isn’t catching...
The letter column is full of almost unknown neo-fans like Forrest J.
Ackerman, Harry Warner Jnr., Buck Coulson, Rick Sneary, Sam Moskowitz,
& Walt Willis (to mention a few); although the LoCs are mostly confined to
biographical and indexing data, many of them are nonetheless entertaining as
well as informative.
The star-studded lettercol is a sufficient indication of the importance and
value of a fanzine like AMPHIPOXI and I sincerely hope that Billy Pettit can
be persuaded to continue it in some form or other – even if only on an
irregular basis.
Peter Roberts.
BEABOHEMA 1 (18pp) Reviewed by Peter Roberts.
Editor: Frank Lunney, 212 Juniper St., Quakertown, Pa. 18951, U.S.A.
Available for: Trades, LoCs, contributions, or 25&cent;.
Quote from the editorial: “BEABOHEMA heralds itself as the first, last,
and only magazine of Bohema fandom.” – Bully for them, I suppose; but I
fear that if they continue in their attempt to form an in-group, by the fourth or
fifth issue, BEABOHEMA will be so esoteric as to be virtually unintelligible
to outsiders. If this does not transpire, then it’ll be largely because they’ve
failed to convert enough people to their particular segment of fandom...
Anyway, to the issue on hand: the cover, by Jack Gaughan, is not one of
his better drawings, being rather poorly laid out (for those who’ve seen it:the warrior would appear to have thrust his broadsword through the
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octogenarian’s legs – nasty.). It’s nevertheless printed and is obviously far
better than the average first-issue coverillo. The interior ‘artwork’ is of an
unusually loe standard – even allowing for the loss of clarity through
stencilling, and it is not helped by the lack of a planned layout.
The editorial consists of some ‘Bellowings’ concerning the organization;
a list of “I wants”; and some news of current U.S. TV programmes – all
written in a peculiar staccato style, consisting of slang and short sentences
which seems to characterize all but one of the contributions.
There then follows a short and incoherent piece concerning comics... oh
dear.
The remaining articles, however, are all sensible and generally
interesting. Ed Reed writes about ‘The SF Magazines and Norman Spinrad’,
but spoils an otherwise well-reasoned piece by taking a rather patronising
attitude towards the author in question. The article does show though that at
least one person in the U.S. reads and appreciates ‘New Worlds’ – there’s
hope yet...
“Roger Zelazny writes old movies with sf trimmings.” says Gary
Hubbard; it’s certainly a new angle on Zelazny’s work and one which may
very well be true. Not having read very much by this particular author, I can’t
very well make any relevant comments, I fear. An interesting essay,
nonetheless.
Leo Kelly follows with a reasonable, if oft repeated plea for more
characterization in science fiction and BEABOHEMA closes with ‘Minatory
Mimosa,’ the only piece of fiction in the magazine; I should imagine that
Faith Lincoln had more fun writing it than her audience is likely to have
reading it.
Not too bad a first issue, but better layout and some decent editing of the
contributions would probably improve BEABOHEMA considerably.
Peter Roberts.
QUARK 7 (70pp) Reviewed by Peter Roberts.
Editors: Lesleigh & Chris Couch, Rt.2, Box 889, Arnold, Missouri
63010.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
Circulated through: APA-45 (16th mlg) & SFPA (28th mlg).
This is a special ‘St.Louis in ’69’ issue and is also dubbed the ‘SUPERQUARK’ – but apart from its size, I fear that there isn’t that much in the
seventh issue to warrant the ‘super’ prefix.
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‘Hey Fred’, the Midwestercon report by Lesleigh Couch, gives the
impression that the gathering was very dull and lifeless, with a few tired
parties and a host of people to be kept at bay. I feel this probably isn’t the
case and that the fault lies more with Lesleigh’s reporting rather than the
Midwestercon itself. Con reports are difficult things to write interestingly and
I know that I wouldn’t particularly like to try (though I may do yet...). Even
so, ‘Hey Fred’ at times reads like a report on a school outing complete with
name list, and lacks the necessary sparkle to bring the thing to life. Pity.
One thing that QUARK is good at is its coverage and review of
contemporary U.S. groups – particularly the progressive ‘West Coast’ people.
The notorious Ted White writes about an evening spent with Samuel ‘Chip’
Delany and Alex Panshin listening to three somewhat second-rate groups in
The Village. He gives a fine coverage of their performances which rather
bears out my own opinion of some of the people concerned: Big Brother &
The Holding Company are even more pathetic on stage than on record, and
The Who drown themselves in noise (which, considering the standard of their
records, is probably just as well). Another point Ted White makes is that the
sheer volume of the ‘music’ provided by many live groups can be seriously
harmful. I can only agree, since I myself have had to leave concerts before
now because the noise was unbearable – even though the groups concerned
were and are fine on record. Also a doctor that I was talking to a month or so
ago mentioned that he was seriously worried about the volume that many
groups consider ‘normal’; he believed it could very well result in permanent
damage to the ear. So, be warned, or something.... QUARK also contains
detailed record (LP) reviews (over-detailed in the case of ‘Bookends’) plus an
article on the groups Lesleigh Couch has seen recently in St.Louis (St.Louis
to you!).
On its own and out on a limb is James Reuss’s contribution ‘If You
Don’t Love Computers’ in which he attempts to explain to the nontechnically minded roughly what computers are about. I have to admit that I
didn’t read all of it ... just not interesting enough, I’m afraid.
The poems in QUARK 7 are quite fair, if not spectacular and the same
can be said of an article by Mike Noval on ‘The Soviet Union Today’ – a
personal account of a visit he made there.
Finally, there is a long letter column which is interesting, although it
might be improved with some judicious editing, and sections of APA-45
mailing-comments by Chris and Lesleigh.
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As I said earlier, not really a SUPER-QUARK – more like an extra-long
normal issue. For all that, I enjoy the ‘normal’ issues of QUARK and I look
forward to seeing the eighth which is, I believe, out already. Recommended
(as they say...).
Peter Roberts.
This sample copy of the LOSTWITHIEL CHECK-POINT is dated Dec.23rd
1968.
The first issue proper should be out in a fortnight or so (ie. August...).
Happy New Year.....!
IF UNDELIVERED,
Please return to:
Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
BRISTOL,
BS4 5DZ.
(U.K.).
PRINTED MATTER
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Checkpoint 1 (First Series), April
1969
Issue Number One.
20/4/69.
Restormel Press Pub: 10

Edited & produced by: Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol BS4 5DZ
American agent: Richard Labonte, 971 Walkley Rd, Ottawa 8, Ontario,
CANADA
Available for:
trade (large fnzs also receive Mor-farch and/or Egg),
1/- per copy, 5/- for 6 issues (U.K.),
15¢ per copy, 50¢ for 4 issues (U.S.).
WORDS... And as usual, I begin with apologies. Firstly for the lateness of
this magazine – it’s difficult trying, to fit all my fanac into the relatively short
period when I’m at home and can use my duplicator, and Checkpoint has
unfortunately suffered in favour of other work. Still it’ll probably just mean
that the fnz will arrive in bunches in future! Secondly, the reviews in this
issue (and possibly the next two or three) will be more hurried than I’d wish –
there’s a massive backlog of fnzs to catch up on and I’ll have to go through
them fairly quickly. Note that all reviews are by me this time, but if anyone
does want to review a particular fanzine, I’ll be glad to print the review
(thanks to Bryn Fortey for the review of A Bleeding Rose in this issue...)
FANZINES REVIEWED in this first issue:
Australia:
Rataplan 2
Britain:
Crabapple 7
Gothique 8
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Scottishe 50
SoNF 2
Speculation 19
Germany:
Alpdruck 5
Cepheus 1
German SF Times 89 & 90
United States:
A Bleeding Rose 3
En Garde 5
Sirruish 7
Trumpet 8
Warhoon 24
WSFA Journal 60

Australia
Rataplan 2 (23pp)
Editors: Leigh Edmonds & Diane Bangsund, PO Box 19, Ferntree
Gully, Victoria 3156, AUSTRALIA, and Bernie Bernhouse, 62 Military
Road, Avondale Heights, Victoria, AUSTRALIA
Available for: Trade (2 copies), LoC, contribution, 30 ¢ ($1.80 for 6).
With the demise of Australian SF Review and the folding ofEtherline II,
Leigh Edmonds has begun Rataplan in an attempt to provide an Australian
fanzine for discussion and comment on sf, fandom, and anything else that
fans want to talk about. In other words Rataplan is trying to be the focalpoint of Australian fandom, and to judge from its Loc-column and the
liveliness of most of the articles & editorials it should probably succeed. Not
without competition, of course. Leigh has also fashioned another possible
focal-point in ANZAPA which seems to have attracted some pan-Australian
attention (i.e. both Melbourne and Sydney fandom...) even though only in its
fourth mailing. Rivals are already forming within it – John Bangsund’s New
Millenial Harbinger and Gary Woodman’s proposed letterzine.
All well and good, you might say, but of what interest is an Australian
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focal-point fanzine to an outside? Well, Rataplan does have an international
aspect – the early issues have been in the American APA-45 and have been
sent out to many U.S. and European fans, the LoC column containing some
of the results. Foreign fanzines are reviewed, and comments are flung about
pretty freely on sf and fandom abroad. Rataplan, then, stands up as well as
any other fanzine which attempts to fulfil a local and international role at the
same time.
The second issue contains three editorials, a story, and a fanzine review
column, besides the letters. Leigh’s editorial is rather scrappy and rushed, but
by starting off with the blunt statement that “Australian fandom is
staggering.” he is doubtless furthering the focal-point image of the magazine
which must always thrive on a certain amount of controversy. I myself doubt
whether Australian fandom is any more moribund than elsewhere, but local
fans will probably dispute the point with some fervour.
Bernie Bernhouse, for his part, considers the symbolism of 2001 and
seems to reject it in a cynical look at Kubrick and Clarke smirking over
supposed interpretations of the film. Slightly heavy-handed satire, this, but
better reading than the average Space Odyssey review. He follows this with
the thought that a Bob Dylan lp is like a Rorshock (sic) [that’s a sic in the
text, not a sic added by me, Mark] ink blot test – both are created to stimulate
a variety of interpretations. I would think, however that Dylan usually
supplied one distinct meaning to any of his songs, with a variety of subsidiary
views which could be considered, thus limiting the audience’s choice of
interpretations.
Diane Bangsund’s editorial as light and simple introduction to herself
with an account of her entry into fandom with John via ASFR – another small
piece of fan history, perhaps. John himself has a revised reprint from Canto 1
– ‘The Beheading of Basil Pott’ – a curious story which is humorous but only
at an anecdotal level – rather like a spoken word story written out. Too much
verbiage, perhaps, for the content.
The fanzine review column and LoC-column reveal some of the
conservatism Australia is renowned for, with attacks on New Worlds by such
as Ron Graham (‘... a cesspool of scrapings.’), and also brings out some
second-hand thoughts by Leigh on the decline of British fandom (mostly, it
would appear, on the strength of Phile 6 which, as Gray Charnock would
readily admit, is hardly a guide to the state of fandom in the U.K.); there is
also the expected bickering between Sydney and Melbourne fans.
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Rataplan, the, functions primarily on the level of an Australian fanzine,
whilst the general interests aspects suffer to a certain extent as a result.
Rataplan must be considered successful, and since most fans are interested in
what goes on elsewhere anyway, it’s well worth taking a look at.
PJR

Britain
CRABAPPLE 7 (28pp)
Editor: Mary Reed, 5 Park Close, Longmeadow, Stevenage, Herts
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 1/-.
Crabapple fanciers tell me that this issue is way below average, and
even though I haven’t seen any earlier ones, I must agree that this cannot be
the fanzine about which I’ve heard so much. Mary herself apologises for the
lack of a LoC-column and says lack of space meant “no locolumn or no
Crabapple” – so presumably Mary put out this seventh issue in a hurry or on
a tight budget. Even so, the standard of the contributions is generally pretty
poor, with only a few exceptions.
The largest piece is a six-page paraphrase of the story of Yudhishthira
taken from Indian myth and heroic legend – one of Mary Reed’s favourite
subjects. I should imagine that anyone interested in the subject should enjoy
reading this, although I personally found it very heavy going and, despite
several attempts, was unable to penetrate further than a few paragraphs... the
layout doesn’t help either, the pages being solid type – marginless and packed
tight; a forbidding prospect.
I did, however, read the following short story by Pam Storey – ‘The Day
the Plants grew too High for their Pots’. The tale itself is as feeble as the title
and is a particular disappointment after Pam’s excellent piece in Badinage 4,
‘The Poet’. ‘The Day the Plants...’ concerns an attack by household plants on
a girl (rather like ‘The Vengeance of the Great Amazon Creeper’, only
tamer), and reads like a horror story in a school magazine. Pitiful stuff.
The remainder of Crabapple is ‘light-hearted’, which is in many ways a
sad misnomer, since Hertfordshire fandom ‘light-heartedness’ is usually very
in-group, and also somewhat difficult to convey in print... Ramblin Jake’s
‘The Flight of the Dustbin’ (in two parts) is an example of this difficulty – it
just isn’t funny or even vaguely amusing. Similarly, Rob Hough’s ‘The Great
Train Robbery or How to get Rid of Batman and Robin Without Really
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Trying’ whose title demonstrates its level of humor.
The only thing that saves this issue of Crabapple from being of subcrudzine level is the remaining assortment of odds and ends. There is a
section called ‘Laughter Is...’ in which a variety of readers list the things they
find or have found funny (this is in fact a regular feature – next issue should
contain ‘Frustration Is...’) and following this is one of two ‘Fen About Crab’
– a short sort of autobiography by Gray Boak (Adj Cook contributes another
one towards the end). Both pieces are interesting and entertaining, and Gray’s
other article (‘One Possible Interpretation of Bob Dylan’s Mr. Tambourine
Man’) is an intriguing paraphrase of the song’s lyrics suggesting that Dylan is
appealing for Death as the only answer to his world weariness... Entirely
possible, I’d think. Finally there are the ‘Odds and Ends’ themselves –
various bits and pieces from newspapers, letters, and quotes from
conversations – some are highly esoteric, but then so is most of Crabapple
anyway... they’re generally amusing and that’s what matters.
There’s a general lack of artwork and the layout is very crowded, but the
front cover by Dave Griffiths is certainly worthy of an honorable mention,
even though the rest of the contents of Crabapple 7 are (with some already
mentioned exceptions) definitely not.
Fear not though, everybody tells me that this is an off-issue, so I hope I
can say with some assurance that Crabapple 8 will undoubtedly be far, far
better...
PJR
GOTHIQUE 8 (24 pp)
Editors: Dave Griffiths & Stan Nicholls, 5 St.John’s Wood Terrace,
St.John’s Wood, London N.W.8.
Available for: Trade, contribution, 2/6 plus postage (6d).
In the editorial remarks, Dave Griffiths and Stan Nicholls express their
intention of widening Gothique’s scope so that it features other media to the
same extent as it features films; yet in this eighth issue as many as five out of
the seven articles or reviews discuss the fantasy cinema, having said this,
however, I’d like to make it clear that this in itself is by no means bad – there
are, after all, very few fanzines in Britain at the moment that concentrate on
films in preference to books, and Gothique is undoubtedly able to find a
considerable audience for this sort of material (Indeed at 1000, they claim
Gothique to have the largest fnz circulation in the UK).
The eighth issue is the first to be completely professionally printed and
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Gothique’s appearance is, as a result, extremely fine with impressive fantasy
artwork by Brian Frost, David Britton, Moy Reed, and others, as well as
numerous photographs to illustrate the text. As with the sister magazine,
Stardock, the relative small page size prevents the full-page drawings from
being as impressive as the offset litho technique would allow, but there is
obvious ample compensation in improved reproduction.
The Gothique Film Society (see letter column) is now in its third season
and Robin James puts forward its programme (“... the most varied and
adventurous to date.”) for 1968/69, followed by a well-illustrated report on
the progress of the short underground film, Hex, which the Society hopes to
include in the current season. Robin then delves into some rare, vanishing,
and lost fantasy films, bemoaning the neglect which has led to the
disintegration and destruction of many pre-war pictures. The article is
interesting enough, but it is sometimes difficult to sympathize with the loss of
something like the second version of The Phantom of the Opera of which
Robin says “..it is undoubtedly down in motion picture history as one of the
all-time ‘greats’” I honestly doubt myself whether it would be on many
people’s lists of classics (and if it is, the fact that it is lost probably gives it a
mystique which might disperse if the film was rediscovered.).
Stan Nicholls takes a look at the available books on 2001, including the
collection Expedition to Earth, and suggests that they’re an almost
indispensable guide to the understanding of the symbolism of the film. Oh,
but again I bring up the question of the division of interests between Stardock
and Gothique. By publishing straight sf in Gothique, the editors are negating
the opportunities which two magazines give them. At the moment both
publications are too similar – Stardock 1 might as well be named Gothique 9.
Personally an sf/fantasy mixture doesn’t worry me at all, but since the editors
have created the division, they might as well stick to it.
Martin Walsh’s review of Carnival of Souls reveals an intriguing film
which has been unusually neglected. Unlike Robin James’s somewhat
fanatical appreciations of obscure fantasy pictures, Martin takes a more
balanced view of the film and this is supported by an interview which follows
between Matt Davidson and the director of Carnival of Souls, Harold “Herk”
Harvey. Together they form an extremely interesting whole – certainly the
best thing in this issue.
Concluding Gothique 8 is a brief piece on fantasy and contemporary
music – from Bob Dylan to Arthur Brown and ‘H.P.Lovecraft’. Of slight
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interest to the uninitiated, perhaps, but really Stan and Dave only provide an
introduction to what could be a far longer and deeper article.
No letter column, which is a pity considering the circulation of the
magazine, and this is one of the things that seem to prevent Gothique from
being a fanzine proper. It has that semi-professional status which often leads
to a feeling of alienation between reader and writer (a feeling that Vector is
incredibly successful in maintaining, incidentally). The contents are
undeniably good, however, and for the serious fantasy fan (especially the
horror film fan) Gothique is ideal.
PJR.
SCOTTISHE 50 (20pp)
Editor: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton,
Surrey.
U.S.Agent: Redd Boggs, Box 1111 Berkeley, Calif. 94701, U.S.A.
Available for: Trade, LoCs, 2/3 (4 for 8/-), 25¢ (4 issues for $1).
Scottishe is Britain’s oldest surviving fanzine and is quite unlike
anything else in the U.K. outside of OMPA, being a highly personal
magazine almost entirely written by Ethel and centred around her natterings
and the letter column.
The 50th issue is a welcome change from the previous few which have
been entirely unexceptional, reaching a nadir with number 49 (although to
judge from the LoCs, it was an issue which provoked comment). Ethel begins
with some brief book reviews and an interesting look at Bug Jack Barron; I’d
only quibble with the reasons she gives for being “bored” (emphatically not
“shocked”) by the constant repetition of the word ‘fuck’ in the dialogue –
Ethel likens it to the boredom she finds reading dialectal literature and says
that it’s as unnecessary as having every “Southern character’s” “youall”
given. I think, however, there is an appreciable difference between
reproducing dialect words for local colour, and attempting to reproduce
dialect intonation and pronunciation through some form of cumbersome
phonetic spelling. It is the latter that is both boring and irritating – the former
I would have thought was fundamental to much literary character portrayal
and description and Norman Spinrad’s Californian slang comes into this
former category.
The letter column which forms the centrepiece of this Scottishe is mostly
very fine (though the editing was probably too severe – it’s hard to tell
without having seen the original letters) and contains a particularly long and
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interesting piece by John Brunner with his thoughts on America and the
American Dream.
Finally there are Ethel’s ‘Natterings’ this time primarily concerned with
Ted White’s ‘review’ (and I use the word loosely) of Badinage 4 and 5 and
the possible need for a history of UK fandom. I’d certainly disagree with
Ethel’s attempted defence of Ted White “on the grounds that he is reviewing
from the perspective of fanzines that are of a high standard” – had he saved
his venom for Badinage that would be fair enough, but instead he attacked all
Bristol fans (and by implication the Majority of British fandom as well),
personally, indiscriminately, and entirely negatively all on the basis of two
issues of Badinage. The sheer pompous idiocy of this astounds me...
As to whether a UK Fan History is necessary – well I for one would
welcome it. But not as an aid to fanzine publishing – reading about old
fanzines is irrelevant to the contemporary fan editor. Even reading the
fanzines themselves is of little help. Personally I’ve been influenced in my
few publications by fanzines currently being published and to a certain extent
by the ‘New Wave’ UK fanzines like Beyond, Zenith, and Phile. I’ve read
through many of Archie Mercer’s files of old magazines – Hyphens, Apes,
Bems, and Bastions – but they are all concerned with a fandom which has
passed and is gone – their points of reference, both general, science-fictional,
and fannish are entirely different from mine. I find them interesting, but
mostly only as period pieces – God forbid that any new UK faned should try
and ‘learn’ from them...
Anyway, back to Scottishe 50 – as you can see, it is the sort of magazine
which provokes comment in an informal sort of way. If you like discussions,
then this is fair enough (but be prepared to suffer dull issues along with the
bright.). Scottishe is not the place, however, to look for detailed articles or
even detailed reviews.
PJR.
SON OF NEW FUTURIAN 2 (19pp)
Editor: Howard Rosenblum, 7 Grosvenor Park, Allerton Hill, Leeds 7.
Available for: Trade, Loc, contribution, 1/-.
There’s really not very much to say about SoNF, either by way of praise
or condemnation. It’s a grey, somewhat timid sort of fanzine and both points
are neatly emphasized in the pale Radagast cover – half sf, half fantasy – a
figure divided down the middle, part space-suited, part cloaked; a good idea,
but the man is lost in the greyness of the page...
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Inside there is an uninspiring conglomeration of fiction and fact, faanish
and sercon, all jumbled together and with every little space filled with
‘Yeuch’ – an attempt to emulate Crabapple’s ‘Odds and Ends’ but an attempt
which can be largely traced to Denys Parsons’ several volumes of newspaper
misprints and oddities.
Bryn Fortey has a fairly average story, ‘From the Bottom’, which is well
enough written, but is based on a pretty nondescript plot and weak idea.
Nevertheless, it compares well with Jake Stevens’ ‘Ceresian Commuter’ – a
poorly written (I bet Jake is a science student...) piece based on an even
weaker idea, and an idea that’s supposed to be humorous as well.
Finally, there’s a very short article on simple biological life by the editor
himself, entitled ‘In the Beginning’ – but it’s very difficult to see the point of
this short summary; it’s neither for the biologist nor the layman – judge from
this quote:
“Other organelles, like the nucleus, have been formed by the gradual
infolding of the membrane into the cytoplasm, to give a greater surface area
for the absorption of food and oxygen. This has resulted in the formation of
the endoplasmic reticulum, nuclear membrane, and the Galgi apparatus.”
Hurrah!
There are reviews (of 2001 of course), a page of verse, a very short letter
column, and a reprint of part of the ‘Ring Cycle’ – about the most
entertaining thing in this issue...
As I said at the beginning of the review, SoNF 2 is not a bad fanzine,
just very mediocre; at the moment Howard seems to belong to the publishwhatever-I’m-given group and the natural result of this policy (or lack of
same) is a hodge-podge of unconnected oddments. SoNF doesn’t have to be
like this though, perhaps the next issue will see a change. – Any sort of
change would do...
PJR.
SPECULATION 19 (66pp)
Editor: Peter R.Weston, 81 Trescott Road, Northfield, Birmingham 31.
Available for: Trade, contribution, 2/6 (35¢ or 3 issues for $1).
This nineteenth issue marks the fifth year of Speculation (nee Zenith)
and also helps confirm the widely held opinion that Pete Weston now edits
the best science-fiction fanzine, not only in Britain, but in the entire Englishspeaking world. That emphasis on “science-fiction” fanzine is entirely
intentional, sinceSpeculation is centred firmly on the science fiction field –
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and the contemporary sf field at that (unlike – say – Riverside Quarterly
which (as Norman Spinrad says) “has yet to discover the year 1960”).
Speculation 19 contains two particularly impressive articles – ‘Brian
W.Aldiss: A Man in his Time’ by Richard Gordon and ‘The Michael
Moorcock Column’, hurriedly tacked onto the end of the magazine. A
worthwhile study of Aldiss’s work has been long overdue, and even though
Richard Gordon begins his article with The Dark Light Years, there is enough
substance and critical depth within it to satisfy most sf readers (although
conversely it might well generate other articles and critiques, either based on,
or opposed to Richard’s analysis). Some of the conclusions arrived at are
distinctly arguable (even if frequent quotes and comments by Brian Aldiss
himself appear to back them up...): “... I believe that (the books and short
stories) mentioned particularly represent his interests and his changing
attitude towards writing; towards a particularly cerebral attitude to the
world’s problems, viewed in a generally pessimistic fashion.” I know that’s
lifted right out of context, but it does show that Richard Gordon believes
pessimism to be inherent in most of Aldiss’s recent work – just one of several
debatable points in the article, which I can only repeat is of very great
interest.
Mike Moorcock writes “a very indulgent piece indeed” for the first part
of his Speculation column, in which he describes how he became involved
with sf in general and New Worlds in particular. His narration of the events
surrounding the inception and continuation of the “new” New Worlds is of
exceptional interest and provokes some wonder as to how the magazine (and
indeed its editor) managed to survive at all, let alone so successfully (in terms
of content and production). Mike Moorcock concludes with the hope that: “I
might have given you an insight also into why I’ve always felt that most
‘Golden Age’ sf doesn’t satisfy me, that life isn’t as simple as the old sf
seems to suggest, that easy answers aren’t possible, although simple answers
are often arrived at after a considerable time spent investigating the
complications.” He does indeed give an insight into his feelings and motives
for writing, editing, and publishing, as well as present an intriguing account
of the struggle New Worlds has had for survival. Again, an article of very
great interest.
The remainder of Speculation is composed almost entirely of reviews
and comment, with the exception of Tim Hildebrand’s mildly interesting
report on The Secondary Universe – a conference held at the University of
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Wisconsin-Milwaukee which dealt with sf and fantasy and featured speakers
such as Judith Merril and Samuel Delany. The reviews are divided into
several sections; ‘The Critical Front’ which contains: lengthy reviews of A
Torrent of Faces, The Final Programme, Bug Jack Barron, The Reproductive
System, Neutron Star, and Heinlein in Dimension – all deserve comment, but
I obviously haven’t the space; shorter reviews are given in ‘Speculation Book
Guide’, as well as listings of new releases; F.M.Busby attempts to review the
U.S. professional magazines in. ‘The Plough Ploughed Under’; and finally
readers themselves furnish comments in ‘Melting Pot’, the letter column (and
I might add that the LoCs include a large number from pro-authors, although
no particular preference seems to be given their letters (which, of course, is
commendable)...).
Speculation sometimes becomes bogged down in a morass of reviews
which swamp the reader (in marshy metaphors, if nothing else); but the
nineteenth issue is particularly well-balanced and more than well-worth the
2/6 asked for it.
PJR.

Germany
ALPDRUCK 5 (14pp) In German.
Editor: Hans Joachim Alpers: 285 Bremerhaven.1., Weissenburger Str.
6. Germany
Available for: Trade, LOC, contribution.
Distributed through: FAN 21st mlg.
This is Hans’ twenty-fifth publication, his most notable being the
German SF Times, and is also the first to be produced by photo-offset
printing (his previous fanzines were spirit duplicated). This obviously
facilitates illustration and layout, and both are managed quite well – photos of
Hitler, a laurel-wreathed-Kaiser (bearing the splendid legend – “Ich konne
keine Parteien mehr – Ich kenne nur noch Deutsche.”), a couple of ‘girlie pix’
(ugh!), and the comic-strip heroine Pravda, enhance the pages of Alpdruck 5.
Hans begins with a listing of his 25 fanzines and then pens an editorial
in which he criticizes the German apa FAN for being devoid of any personal
magazines and for avoiding the discussions on which it is based and for
which it was founded. This often seems to be the case with some Englishspeaking apas, where members contribute large genzines to the mailings and
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forget or neglect the personal comments and arguments which should be
fundamental to any amateur publishing group. However, Hans’ proposed
solution to the problem (that members of FAN should only vote in waitinglisters who have shown themselves to be actively interested in politics –
whether general or fannish is not too clear) sounds far too dictatorial (and
from what I know of FAN, gleaned from an elderly copy of Pantheon, it’s
already fairly exclusive already – a point of which I don’t approve). As Hans
admits, you shouldn’t lay down any rules as to what fans can or should
publish in apas – it’s simply up to the individual.
Reinhard Merker contributes a lengthy article on the Catholic Church –
a critical view thereof, and the remainder of the magazine is made up of
several LoCs (an interesting one supporting Hans’ views by Gerhard Gadow)
and a selection of quotes and snippets from fanzines.
Altogether an interesting enough, though not outstanding fanzine
(although of a high standard when compared to other apazines). Fancy trying
out your German...?
PJR.
CEPHEUS 1 (7pp) In English.
Editor: Robert Wantke, 45 Osnabrück, Ertmanstr. 14, Germany.
Available for: LOC, interest.
Robert Wantke’s aims in publishing Cepheus are threefold: firstly to
provide information and news about sf and fandom in Germany; secondly to
form contacts between US, British, or Australian fans and German fans, and
thirdly to advertise Heicon 70.
Robert’s information is all to be found in the German SF Times and Fan
Kourier (to which he gives credit), but obviously its being in English makes
it more readily available to his audience, although much of it is duplicated in
Jean Muggoch’s European Link. There is, however, considerable room for
expansion here, since European Link is restricted in its space and reporting,
whilst Cepheus, concerned only with news from Gerfandom, could go into
greater detail and perhaps even feature translations of articles from German
fanzines (not necessarily restricted to fannish events, of course), like Sol used
to do and Heckmeck continues to.
Cepheus 1 itself is extremely brief (although the editor is extravagant
with his paper) and consists of a page of news, a competition, and some notes
on the Helicon. Robert says that it might, turn out to be just a one-shot –
obviously it’d be a great shame if it was. After all, it’s not an easy job to put
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out a magazine to an unknown audience in a foreign language. I only hope
Cepheus gets the encouragement it deserves; it could evolve into something
of great interest to all fans everywhere.
PJR.
SCIENCE FICTION TIMES 89 and 90 (66pp & 80pp respectively) In
German.
Editor: Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1, Weissenburger Str.
6.
Available for: Trade, DM 7.50 for 12 issues.
As its name implies, SF Times is concerned almost entirely with the sf
and fantasy field, as opposed to fandom itself and its monthly schedule
allows full coverage of the field in Germany as well as news and reviews
from abroad.
Both issues start off with detailed lists of new and forthcoming books in
Germany (including the East, Switzerland, and Austria) followed by news of
current films on general release. There are several pages of information about
sf-books, magazines, films, tv, radio, conventions, and so on – from England,
America, Australia, Holland, Roumania, West Germany, Italy, and East
Germany. This, to me, is the most absorbing regular feature in SF Times and
always contains a wealth of fresh information (even about sf in the U.K. – a
sad commentary on the state of newszines in Britain...) Hans Alpers also
takes a brief look at some recent German fanzines.
The bulk of both issues is taken up with lengthy reviews of new German
books, both translated and original, as well as reviews of the available U.S.
prozines. As with the Speculation reviews, I could delve into these in greater
depth, but unfortunately I can’t afford the space in this issue...
SF Times is now completely printed in offset, and although number 89 is
pretty messy (due to experimentation with the new machine), later issues are
perfectly legible.
This is a fine magazine for anyone really interested in international and
particularly European sf, and is certainly well worth taking a good look at.
PJR.

United States
A BLEEDING ROSE 3 (38pp) Reviewed by Bryn Fortey.
Editor: Michel Barnes, 1716 Summerlane SE, Decatur, Alabama 35601,
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USA.
Available for: Trade, LoCs, contributions, 25¢.
This is the first of this particular fanzine I have seen. It appears that
previous issues have been “mainly a review of poetry and other areas”.
Number three is described as an experiment – “while still being a journal of
poetry it will also be an original creation in itself.” The result is a rambling,
untidy fanzine, but the contents make it well worth exploring. Unless you are
a strictly sf fan – there isn’t any in A Bleeding Rose 3.
A large portion of the zinc is devoted to poetry, and this is one field of
literature into which I feel totally inadequate to venture with written
criticisms. Poetry is such a personal thing, and I am anything but
knowledgeable.
However, ‘Ego Id’ by Thomas E. Fuller impressed me considerably, as
did many of the editor’s own stream of consciousness poems, particularly the
long ‘Pinnacle Knight’.
Other poems are by Dalzell (a pseudonym), Mike Maharakis, Douglas
Reardon (President and only member of the local Fat People’s Society around
the Decatur area), Ed Reed, and Jan Jurgenson (known as Janjas).
‘Scarlet Letters’, Michel Barnes’ back-of-the-zine editorial, provides
more of his stream of consciousness; as he says – it’s his bag. This, for me,
says all that Mark Breitbart failed to in his ‘American Comment’ in Morfarch 2. To me, an outsider, a very thought provoking view of the American
Way of life.
English fandom is represented by Tom Jones with an experimental piece
entitled ‘If They’d Only Let Me Cry’ – a mixture of prose and poetry that is
as good as anything I’ve read from this writer’s pen.
One short story is present, yet another contribution from the editor
himself. ‘Places Where We Belong’ is an incident set at a County Health
Centre in what I take to be a typical Southern town. A negro family is leaving
as a white family arrives. Yes, a colour-bar theme, and told in a hard hitting,
strong style that I found perfect for the subject matter. And the forceful
dialogue rang a true note, for a change. This is very, very good.
Also present is an excellent article, ‘The Case for Sexual Privacy’ by
B.A.Johnstone, which discusses in length the existing and proposed
relationships between law and sex.
Celeste Geron provides a record review – Rotary Connections by the
group of the same name. I’m unfamiliar with their work, so cannot comment.
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Michel Barnes completes his own massive involvement with his zine’s
contents by reviewing two books in a competent, if lengthy manner.
When I first saw this publication’s editorial address, I was rather
apprehensive: Alabama! The very name conjures pictures and images not to
my liking. But I read what was offered and I’m glad I did. That Alabama has
produced a person of Michel Barnes’ outlook, and the fact that he is willing
to state his views in print, gives me hope. I can recommend A Bleeding Rose
wholeheartedly as a fanzine deserving of serious attention.
Bryn Fortey.
EN GARDE 5 (87pp)
Editor: Richard Schultz; 19159 Helen, Detroit, Mich. 48234, USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 70¢ (this issue only).
En Garde is a fanzine devoted almost entirely to the television series,
The Avengers. Each to his own, but personally I’m not too happy about the
sort of fanatical mania which can produce 85 or so pages (and this is the fifth
issue) on one highly commercial melodrama which is second-rate mass
entertainment by any standard – there’s just not that much to it. I used to
watch The Avengers three or four years ago, but as a programme produced
for the export market, it was forced to abnegate its standards in order to
appeal to as many foreign buyers as possible; it was never comparable with
such spy/detective series as, for example, The Man in Room 17 or even
Softly, Softly.
As a result, I’m afraid much of En Garde remains unread by me;
nonetheless there are listings of Avengers programmes (with cast and
synopsis) as seen on tv in America and also a large collection of clippings
from various newspapers and magazine about the series – heavy going even
for a fan, I should have thought. Dennis Kawicki gives an edited transcript of
one particular show – ‘Dead Man’s Treasure’ illustrated with some 16 photos
taken by Dick Schultz from his tv set.
Other articles and reprints examine The Avengers or comment on Diana
Rigg’s departure from the series, but amongst all this there are several other
pieces which do make En Garde of interest to the ‘outsider’.
A reprint from Encounter, ‘Tassels and Other Gadgets’ by David
Sylvester, in which he describes the morality of current spy films and tv
dramas, has several thoughtful sections of critical interpretation, though
unfortunately my copy has a couple of pages missing. Richard Schultz writes
a review cum commentary on the BBC’s film of the Royal Shakespeare
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Company’s Comedy of Errors (starring Diana Rigg as Adriana, no less) and
his appreciation is generally entertaining. Having read both Shakespeare’s
and Plautus’s original, I must confess that I by far prefer the latter which,
unlike The Comedy of Errors, manages to retain a feeling of originality even
though the theme has been used and re-used throughout the dividing
centuries. The Comedy of Errors is not a great play (its main distinction lies
in the fact that it is the only play in which Shakespeare makes any reference
to America) and I’d ascribe the success of this production almost entirely to
the RSC actors who could transform any mediocre play into something
outstanding.
En Garde’s letter column has a distinctly one track mind, but it shows
that there are plenty of fans who rate The Avengers highly and Dick tells us
that his circulation has now reached 600. The editorial has been cut down
because of lack of space and consists mainly of adverts for Avengers
material. The illustrations, by the way, range from the very fine to
distressingly poor, but there are plenty of them as well as several publicity
photos from the series.
Unless, like me, you receive it in trade, En Garde isn’t worth the price
asked (and fairly too) for the few non-Avengers items within. If however,
you are an Avengers fan, then here are 87 pages of enjoyment at less than one
cent per page...
PJR.
SIRRUISH 7 (74pp)
Editor: Leigh Couch, Route 2, Box 889, Arnold Missouri, 63010, USA.
Available for: Trade, Loc, contributions, 35¢ (3 issues for $1)
“Sirruish is a large, unexceptionable, and strangely pale fanzine.” – a
rather harsh comment there by Redd Boggs, but one which certainly contains
more than a grain of truth. Sirruish is a very plain, ordinary (for the U.S. at
least) magazine with many excellent items amongst its pages, but nothing of
the cohesiveness and vigour of – say – SF Review (all right, Psychotic),
Shangri L’Affaires, or even Trumpet. It’s rather like that other large Cymry
publication, Quark, which contains a lot, but doesn’t somehow gather it
together...
Sirruish is the official publication of the Ozark SF Association and
Leigh Couch starts the magazine off with a quick run-through of some of the
members of OSFA – guaranteed to gratify the members themselves, but
interesting enough anyway, even to a complete outsider.
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The fiction in this issue is of varying quality, but quite honestly none of
it is likely to astound or delight readers in any way; Don D’Atassa’s
‘Dreamsprite’ is as well written as most of his other published shorts, but has
a pretty indifferent plot with an uplifting, we-must-face-reality conclusion
that is somewhat trite; it’s far, far superior to Hank Davis’s ‘Safe and Sound’,
however, and I suppose this latter might be termed a Feghoot, but if it is one
it’s exceedingly poor (as opposed to wonderfully bad)... Finally Edward V.
Dong offers his ‘C for Cop and Computer’ – competently written, but boring
with it. Of more interest than the fiction is Sirruish’s poetry, the outstanding
items being Roger Zelazny’s ‘Moonsong’ and ‘Dim’, although Jim Reuss’s
‘Chrysalis’ is also very fine, if slight.
Two articles in Sirruish 7 – a straightforward look at a forgotten piece of
sf history, Harry Warner Jr’s ‘Who Was Phil Stong?’ (for the intrigued, he
compiled an early sf anthology) and, a humorous piece of ‘Gaelic Spleen’
from Jack Gaughan in which he describes some of the many trials and
tribulations of a professional illustrator – good.
The letter column is unenlivening with the exception of a long Ted
White piece – a good fan writer undoubtedly, if an exceedingly irritating one.
The artwork is above average (mostly) and there are two good sections –
‘Sketches from NyCon 3’ by Mike Gilbert, and ‘Super Nonsense’ (including
Chickenman, Rabbitman, Skeletonman in his everyday disguises) by Jack
Gaughan.
Finally there are some mediocre book reviews and a massive list of
fanzines received with some comments by Leigh – I myself found this very
useful, and it’s a pity that it’s not to appear in future issues.
There it is then, a large and generally interesting accumulation of fact,
fiction, poetry, and art gathered between two covers and presented as a
magazine. Of course, I realize that there are a great many standards by which
a fanzine can be judged, but I’m now comparing Sirruish to other large U.S.
group-zines and in comparison it falls rather flat. If I judged it by the
standards of – say – the average U.K. fanzine, it would shine brilliantly...
However, I certainly look forward to seeing future issues, and I know I’ll
always be able to find several things of particular interest – perhaps I
shouldn’t ask for anything more.
PJR.
TRUMPET 8 (45pp)
Editor: Tom Reamy, 6400 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas 75230, USA.
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Available for: Trade, contributions, published LoCs, 60¢ (5 issues for
$2.50 – foreign: $3.00).
Trumpet has, I think, the great distinction of being the only fanzine I
have ever given money for and I don’t think I wasted my pennies either... this
is the finest fanzine that I’ve yet seen in terms of appearance and presentation
and this eighth issue is the most impressive so far (how long can they keep on
improving?). The cover is nothing less than a multicoloured photoprinted Jeff
Jones barbarian – a stunning way to start any fanzine... The interior artwork
is also exceptional, with a pseudo-comic strip by Vaughn Bode, ‘Bode’s
Machines:’ (though the ‘dumb’ dialogue is irritating after a short while – “I
think dat dat...” etc), a folio by Stan Taylor, ‘Walden’s Pond’, which could be
described as an illustrated Animal Farm, and plenty of other fine cartooning
and illustration. The only exception is a strip called ‘Og’ which is so totally
devoid of imagination, humour, or ability that it leads to puzzled speculation
as to its purpose...
The trouble with having such excellent presentation is, of course, that
it’s difficult to prevent the actual material in the fanzine from being inferior
in comparison, and unfortunately this is partially the case with Trumpet.
Tom Reamy and Alex Eisenstein both present editorials and these are
probably the most interesting items in this issue. Tom comments first on the
growing backlog of material for Trumpet (envy) and makes several
suggestions for the future of the magazine (incidentally the next issue should
be a Hannes Bok special); he then takes issue with Ted White over the latter’s
statement that Worldcons are for sf fans, and that sub-fandom should not
expect the programme to be tailored to them (film fans had been complaining
about the total lack of pictures at Nycon 3) – as Tom says, however, they
should have part of the programme suited to their sub-fandom, especially as
these fringe-fans (film, horror, comic, etc) now outnumber true-blue sf fans at
conventions. Finally Tom Reamy takes a look at what the reviewers have
been saying about 2001 – I’ll delve no further into that. Alex Eisenstein also
devotes part of his editorial to 2001 and the reviewers (specifically Frederick
Pohl in Galaxy), but spends a good part of his time discussing the Hugos and
the re-introduction of the ‘novelet’ category plus a new ‘novella’ award –
personally I thought the two terms were interchangeable, so apparently did
Alex. He also examines the Australian ballot system and demonstrates its
weaknesses (particularly the near-impossibility of the Hugo being withheld in
certain categories...).
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Outside of the editorials, however, the written materiel is not so
impressive (although as with Sirruish, the standards differ).H.H. Hollis has
an article on space law ‘Pierheads in Space’, taken from a speech made at the
1968 SouthWestercon; as a result it is too rambling and full of side-tracks,
although interesting enough if you can struggle through it (Space law already
exists in the shape of Admiralty law, he suggests). Andrew Offutt (in lower
case – yawn) has a regularly uninteresting column, ‘CPCC’, and this one on
hypnosis is patronizing as well. Dan Bates also has a column, this one on
films (Point Blank, the 5th New York Film Festival, and others) – sadly I
haven’t space to comment, but it’s above average in content.
Finally there’s an excellent letter column, ‘Persiflage’, a detailed
selection of fanzine reviews in Alex Eisenstein’s ‘Compost Heap’, and a very
brief autobiographical piece by the artist Hollis Williford in ‘Trumpet
People’.
This isn’t the best fanzine around, but it’s certainly one of the top ones.
You could do a lot worse than take a look at it... a lot worse.
PJR.
WARHOON 24 (62pp)
Editor: Richard Bergeron, 11 East 68th St., New York City, NY 10021,
USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 60¢.
Distributed through: FAPA 124th mailing (I think).
Warhoon has a strong sense of nostalgia within it, not merely because of
the resurrected BNFs who contribute, but also because of the content of some
of their contributions, and, indeed, Richard Bergeron’s editorial. Contrasting
with this, however, are thorough examinations of the contemporary sf field,
and the two sides of Warhoon form a curious mixture.
Strangely enough, one of the subjects covered in the editorial is just the
opposite to the state of affairs in Warhoon – Robert Lowndes’ Famous SF
where there is nostalgic sf coupled with modern fannish news – Richard
Bergeron speculates on whether the publication might become a “semi-fan
prozine”... He then offers (amongst many reminiscences)several rare fanzines
to the highest bidder, following this with a brief piece centred around the
truism “An artist who does not risk disaster; that is, one who is not exploring
new areas of experience and new aesthetic solutions is a dead artist whether
he knows it or not.” He then applies this to sf, and seems to imply that sf
writers aren’t “risking disaster”... Read any New Worlds lately? (And you can
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take that in any way you like!). Finally Richard suggests that “Hyphen is
alive and well in Warhoon, it seems.”, probably true, since Bob Shaw and
Walt Willis are contributors, and Harry Warner Jnr is writing about Irish
Fandom... Nostalgia is further evoked in ‘The Cosy Universe’ wherein Bob
Shaw examines the differences between reading sf as a teenager (when he felt
‘at home’ amongst the standard descriptions of planets and stars) and reading
it now (when the descriptions have been proved false) – actually the
difference probably lies, as Bob suggests, simply in the age of the reader...
More nostalgia and fan-history from Harry Warner Jnr’s ‘A Wealth of Fable’
– strives a little too hard for ‘clever’ word twisting, however, and it shows.
Yet more reminiscing in the letter column (moist-eyed, hoary old fen happily
listing their Top Ten fanzines), in the Mailing Comments, and ‘Remember
Hyphen?’ fillers (Remember? We’re never ever allowed to forget – even if it
was long before our time!).
Warhoon’s ‘serious’ side thunders out in massive articles like Walter
Breen’s interpretative nine-page ‘look’ at 2001, ‘The Blown Mind On Film’,
followed by James Blish’s ‘2001: A Note on the Music’. Robert Lowndes’s
column, ‘Aufgoknöpt’, deals with the question “of whether or not Knowledge
is in itself a form of evil...” and deals with it very well. Ted White contributes
nine pages of ‘Reflections on Dangerous Visions’, and this is only the first
part... Echoes of this heavy thunder are naturally to be found in the letter
column (discussions on Walter Breen’s earlier article on Philip Dick) as well
as Richard’s FAPA Mailing Comments (which, by the way, make enjoyable
reading).
The only link between the two sides is Walt Willis’s column, ‘The Harp
That Once Or Twice’, in which he writes about an exceptionally curious
author named Flann O’Brien (the thought that this is a hoax is averted by a
solemn declaration to the contrary at the end); of particular interest, anyway.
Despite its dual nature, Warhoon is an excellent fanzine and I wish I’d
seen 2001, read Dangerous Visions, or heard of Flann O’Brien so that I could
review it somewhat more thoroughly... Anyway, along with Trumpet it’s one
of the top few fan publications, and (unlike Trumpet) you can always be sure
of an impressive standard of writing; what with Richard Bergeron’s
psychedelic covers, what more could you ask for...
PJR.
THE WASHINGTON SF ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 60 (38pp)
Editor: Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd., Wheaton, Maryland 20906,
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USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 35¢ (3 for $1, 7 for $2, 12/$3)
Having, as it does, a monthly schedule, The WSFA Journal is primarily a
large newszine with several articles added to the regular news and reviews
columns.
Doll Gilliland examines fanzines received with a certain amount of
comment and criticism (nearly all kind!), but mostly contenting herself with
running through the contents. Banks Mebane’s ‘Magazine Mortuary’ is
described by the author as “a sort of consumer’s guide from the viewpoint of
one consumer.” – nothing objectionable about that policy in itself, except that
Banks Mehane only comments (and very briefly too) on stories he likes. But
since the selection is already done for you, the guide is meaningless unless
you are Banks’ mental double – it leaves you without any references. Alexis
Gilliland’s book reviews, on the other hand, are competent enough and
informative, as is the SF Book Club review by David Halterman. There are
other regular features dotted around: a listing of some new pb releases; club
news; WSFA Business section; convention news (including a piece on
Heicon 70 by U.S. Agent, Fred Lerner) and ‘Odds and Ends’ – miscellaneous
news.
So much for the WSFA Journal in general. In the 60th issue, the
centrepiece is Jay Kay Klein’s ‘Disclave 68’ report. JKK is well-known for
his excellent con photography and the collections of photos he publishes after
each convention. This report is part personal, part general programme
reportage and it’s difficult to link the two sides together without spoiling one
or the other. There is the normal amount of name dropping essential to a good
report, but unfortunately the recital of various amusing incidents,
conversations, and situations loses a great deal in the retelling.
‘The Borrowed Bear’ is a fine little confession by Thomas Burnett
Swann in which he discloses that the greatest influence on his fiction is not,
as one might suppose, Mary Renault (whom he admires greatly none the
less), but of all people A.A.Milne and Winnie-the-Pooh in particular.
Alexis Gilliland takes a cynical look at the U.S. gun laws and suggests
that it would be better for the race as well as the black minorities if they
remained as absurd as they are. Unfortunately it may well be true...
For a newszine, then, The WSFA Journal succeeds quite well; its
emphasis on a monthly schedule prevents it from being anything more, but
then the sum total of a year’s work may amount to the equivalent in larger
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quarterly fanzines. Whatever it is, it’s interesting and that really is all that a
publication should be...
PJR.

Letters –
Some of the comments received on the sample copy of C/p.
Beryl Mercer, 10 Lower Church Lane, St.Michael’s, Bristol, BS2 8BA.
As threate promised, here’s my two-penn’orth. In his review of Phile 7,
Greg Pickersgill writes: “Gray Charnock’s reviewing cannot be faulted.
Unlike a lot of fanzine review artists, this character knows what he is talking
about, and also has the ability to put it across on paper.” Of course he knows
what he is talking about. He’s a faned. He’s been through all the sweat of
coaxing contribs and artwork out of other fen. He knows the labour of
stencil-cutting, the cursing as he applies corflu; he’s experienced the grind of
churning out copies on the duper, collating, stapling, and mailing out. He’s
discovered, as all faneds do, that he can’t expect to break even on the
expenses of producing a fanzine, let alone make any profit. He’s sent out
copies of his zines to people who never even acknowledge receipt, let alone
pay or trade or loc.
“The present Phile,” announces Greg, “is worth only a fraction of the 2/being extorted for it.” If Greg had ever got around to producing a fanzine
instead of just talking about it and then changing his mind, he would know
that Gray still won’t break even – he wouldn’t even if all the people who
received copies of Phile 7 paid up.
I suppose that if I criticize, on the same basis, Greg’s review of
Badinage 5 (60 pages for 1/6!) I shall be accused of grinding a personal axe.
Let me say at once that if Greg had expressed his opinions in a letter of
comment, either to Badinage itself or to some other fanzine, I would have
stoutly defended his right to his own opinions. What I am querying here is the
right of a non-faned to pen an ‘official’ review, when as yet he has absolutely
no idea of the work and difficulties and expense involved.
You may ask, does that mean that all book-reviewers must be
professional authors, all theatre critics playwrights, etc.? Not at all.
Professional art-forms are produced principally for money; authors and
playwrights write for a living, and therefore if their stuff is no good, they
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don’t eat. If their books don’t sell or their plays are flops, only the critics and
the public can tell them why. Faneds produce fanzines as a hobby, and are
therefore entitled to include material which suits their tastes. If readers don’t
like it, they’re entitled to say so – in letters. If other faneds don’t like it, they
can point out where, in their opinion, the erring faned went wrong. The e.f.
doesn’t Lave to take any notice if he doesn’t want to, though, because his
zine is a fun-thing. It doesn’t have to pay his rent or fill his larder.
Now I suppose you’ll say that at least Greg’s reviews have got a loc out
of me – the Mercer who never has time to loc fanzines these days.
And so, as the satellite sinks slowly in the south, I return, muttering
moodily, to the processing of BSFA renewals (hint, hint), and drinking what
You Lot left of the sherry last Saturday ...
BM.
Mike Glicksohn, 87 Bedford Rd., Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada.
I’m sorry my history of the OSFIC club didn’t go over with Mr.Fortey,
but I expected a strongly mixed reaction when I decided to try that style. And
if you think it is difficult to read such a style, I assure you the problems of
writing and stencilling such material are far, far greater than you might
expect. I considered the assignment a challenge and an experiment and I was
pleased with the result, The LoCs on HaM 6 seem to indicate that others at
least noticed the piece, and several favourable comments were received.
However, while your reviewer is certainly entitled to his own preference in
written material, I strongly question his judgement re fanzine reviewing. I
may not have seen all the fanzines currently being produced, but I do have a
knowledge of a fairly wide spectrum of types and qualities of fanzines and I
fail to see any reason why I should recommend a crudzine just because there
may be an even worse crudzine around. I chose to review several better zines
because I feel that fans should try and get the best material around, and I
reviewed Ecco 4 to warn fans away from what, to me, was a zine of
practically no merit at all. The fact that Mr. Fortey has only read Ecco of the
zines I reviewed suggests to me that it is he, not I, who should rebalance his
critical standards. When you’ve never tasted caviar, shit tastes quite good. To
my mind, it would have been bad taste to have given a good review to
something that I thought was garbage, in fact it would have been a betrayal of
my responsibility as a reviewer. A hatchet job? Perhaps, but faneds do stick
their necks out when they send review copies of their zines, and it’s the job of
the reviewer to let the axe fall where it should according to his own
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standards.
MG.
Bryn Fortey, 90 Caerleon Rd., Newport, Mon., NPT 7BY.
When Peter Roberts decided to put out a sample copy of Checkpoint he
asked me to review the Canadian fanzine Hugin and Munin 6. This, poor
innocent that I was, I did. A while later he sent me the above extract from
Mike Glicksohn’s LoM (letter of moaning), and invited me to answer his
answer. This, poor innocent that I still appear to be, I am doing.
As is often the case when a very annoyed person dips his pen in vitriol,
Mike’s moans stray from the facts. To correct his errors I am obliged to
include a few quotes. For example, he says – “I fail to see any reason why I
should recommend a crudzine...” Nowhere in my review did I suggest that he
should recommend Ecco 4, I merely suggested that the issue was nowhere as
bad as he indicated. Further on Glicksohn states – “I chose to review several
better zines because I feel that fans should try and get the best material
around.” His ‘several’ zines totalled three in all – Osfic, Cry, and Fantasy
News. What a wonderfully woolly term ‘several’ is, especially when used to
imply a greater total than the facts bear out. Then – “The fact that Mr.Fortey
has only read Ecco 4 of the zines I reviewed suggests to me that it is he, not I,
who should rebalance his critical standards.” I could claim to have read the 3
zines concerned, but I’ll stick to the truth and admit that they remain
unknown to me – which is why I made no comment concerning them in my
review. I don’t receive every fan publication put out. Nowhere near, but, like
my opponent, I do get a pretty representative selection.
Mr.Glicksohn, I at no time suggested you should recommend anything
you felt did not deserve it. Recommendations are the reviewer’s personal
decisions. I did, however, accuse you of bad taste and committing an
unjustified hatchet job; these accusations I stand by.
You yap about your responsibility as a reviewer. Well it’s not to be
destructive, and you were. If you believe a zine to be poor, say so by all
means, but don’t crucify the issue with the type of ill-mannered attack you
exhibited in the case under discussion. Temper your acute criticism with
tolerance. You will be a better reviewer for it.
With regard to caviar and shit, I bow to your superior knowledge. I’ve
never tasted either, but you obviously have.
And after all this I’ll probably learn that Mr.Glicksohn is planning a
British visit soon!
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BF.
Other letters came from Archie Mercer, Pete Weston, Richard Labonte, John
Hall, Ed Reed, Joanne Burger, and many others. Stan Nicholls pointed out
that Gothique has no direct link with the Gothique Film Society. Sincerely
sorry not to be able to print these letters – no space, no space! Next issue will
appear... sometime. Thanks to all; glad to hear from you.
PJR
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Checkpoint 2 (First Series), July
1969
Issue Number Two.
7/7/69.
Restormel Press Pub.: 12
Edited & Produced by: Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4
5DZ.
American Agent: Richard Labonte, 971 Walkley Rd, Ottawa 8, Ontario,
CANADA.
Available for:
trade (large fnzs also receive Mor-farch and/or Egg),
1/- per copy, 5/- for 6 issues (U.K.),
15¢ per copy, 50¢ for 4 issues (U.S. and Australia),
35¢ per copy – airmailed directly from me ($1 for 3).
FANZINES REVIEWED in this second issue:
Australia:
New Millenial Harbinger 2
Britain:
Haverings 37
Scottishe 51
Speculation 20
Sub-Phile 1
Zine 1
Germany:
Heckmeck 20
German SF Times 91
United States:
Beabohema 2
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Iceni 3
Monstrosities 2
Quark 8
Locus 20
New Newport News News 4
WSFA Journal 63

Australia
THE NEW MILLENIAL HARBINGER 2 (Duplicated – 16pp:UK.Quarto).
Editor: John Bangsund, PO Box 19, Ferntree Gully, Victoria, 3156,
Australia.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
Distributed through: ANZAPA 2nd mlg.
John Bangsund is one of the finest writers active in fandom, having an
impressive ability to inject a curious humour into his articles, editorials,
reviews, and general ramblings. Naturally, this has been somewhat stifled in
his larger and more serious Australian SF Review, but The NMH is a near
perfect vehicle for John’s very individual style.
The second issue has a splendid photo-montage for a front cover which
is described later as ‘Freudian’ (never mind the quality, just feel the
symbolism...), and opens with an interesting letter from a frightened Bob
Toomey who describes the Battle of Chicago, analyses his reactions to it, and
decides to move (or, indeed, ‘escape’) to England. What’s even more
interesting is that he actually did leave America...
R.D.Symons follows this with a review of The Velikovsky Affair,
recounting the affair itself (namely, the abuse Velikovsky received from
established scientists after the publication of his unorthodox findings
resulting from research into cosmic catastrophes and ancient history),
examining some of the arguments, and considering the nature of scientific
belief, An exhaustive review and a particularly interesting one. John
Bangsund himself then writes a ‘Probe on Reportability A’, a review of the
Brian Aldiss novel in the style of the original – a mickey-take naturally, but
without barbs and beautifully done. More undiluted Bangsund in the
relatively brief ANZAPA mailing comments that follow and unlike many
such these are undoubtedly entertaining to the outsider. The NMH’s second
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issue closes with a letter and some final burblings by John, making this quite
small, personal magazine one of the best of its kind. Don’t look for
Australian news and thoughts in here – unlike, say, Rataplan, John’s new
fanzine has little group or national flavour, nor indeed does it need it. It’s just
an ideal personal zine and John’s the ideal person to edit it... Recommended.
PJR.

Britain
HAVERINGS 37 (Duplicated – 8pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton,
Surrey, UK.
U.S.Agent: Redd Boggs, Box 1111 Berkeley, Calif.94701, USA.
Available for: Trade, 2/3 ($1 or 8/- for 6 issues).
Thirty four fanzines are reviewed in this issue of Haverings – thirty four,
mind you, in eight pages... To be fair, though, Ethel has never claimed to
write fanzine ‘reviews’, but simply ‘comments’ on all the fanzines that she
receives – more a letter substitute than anything else. As such, Haverings
functions best as a guide to recent fanzines, their addresses, and their contents
(although the space devoted to the latter subject tends to vary somewhat).
Two things I find rather annoying about Haverings (although the second
doesn’t affect me personally); firstly, the syntax and punctuation tend to be
exceedingly curious (two dots (..) seem to stand in for commas, full stops,
semi-colons, and dashes, for example) and occasionally this leads to very
twisted sentences which require re-reading two or three times before their
meaning becomes apparent. Secondly, the price seems a little high – after all,
Speculation only costs 2/6 and Haverings rarely goes over ten or twelve
pages...
Nevertheless, the reviews are up to date and the magazine is pretty
regular (more than can be said of certain fanzine review zines!). Ethel
receives a very large number of fanzines, and thus Haverings is useful for fan
editors looking for trades, and the curious looking for fanzines. It’s always
interesting looking and that’s something...
PJR.
SCOTTISHE 51 (Duplicated – 25pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton,
Surrey, UK.
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U.S.Agent: Redd Boggs, Box 1111 Berkeley, Calif.94701, USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 4 issues for $1 or 8/-.
Ethel begins this issue with a review of Mailer’s Miami And The Siege
of Chicago – a fine piece of reportage and certainly one of the most
entertaining things I’ve read this year. The review itself, however, is far too
short to do it justice – in fact all the reviews are extremely brief (although
considering some of the books, it may be just as well...). These ‘Nibblings’
(and that fairly describes them) are followed by a short attempt at humour by
Terry Jeeves – ‘This Stately Crumbling England’. It’s a vague take-off of an
English detective thriller writter “..in the leisurely days of the 308s.” (Roman
perhaps?), but it’s a take off that doesn’t come off – it’s clumsy and a bit too
simple (for example: “Then there was the scullion. I gather she performed
skullduggery in the scullery... which was where the skulls were kept I should
imagine.”)
The letters form the central part of Scottishe and as usual they’re what
makes the magazine interesting (together with the Natterings that follow).
Gray Boak makes a very useful point when he says: “Reading present issues
of Shaggy, Warhoon, SF Review, ASFR, etc. will prove more useful to any
budding faned than a boxful of Retributions, Bastions, etc.” This I’ve found
to be true enough – the Good Old British fanzines are only Good Old British
fanzines to Good Old British fans. To the rest of us they’re just old (and I
have read a fair number of them incidentally). There’s a good bit of
discussion over Worldcons as well and it’s all informed and interesting –
Scottishe undoubtedly has a good letter column. ‘Natterings’ starts off on the
wrong foot, however, by thoughtlessly insulting Mike Ashley; Bryn called
him Britain’s “Mr.Fandom” in an earlier issue of Checkpoint and Ethel
dumbly asks why he should even be considered for this title (a needlessly
emotive one, but still). I think Bryn answered that in the original piece: Mike
Ashley and Archie Mercer were the two most active people in British fandom
for several years and did more to help and encourage new fans, aid faneds,
and stimulate friendship in fandom than any of the tired Old Guard that Ethel
mentions. Mike may never have been “Mr.Fandom”, but he deserves
something better than a blunt ‘What did he ever do’.
Anyway, Scottishe as a whole is an interesting enough fanzine, if not a
particularly exceptional one. The fifty-first issue is round about average,
although the quality of the zine has a tendency to fluctuate considerably over
a period of issues. Like Haverings, it’s regular and always quite competent. A
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fair enough virtue for any magazine.
PJR.
SPECULATION 20 (Duplicated – 31pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Peter R. Weston, 81 Trescott Road, Northfield, Birmingham 31,
UK.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 2/6, 35¢ ($1 for 3 issues).
This issue was to have been edited by Pete’s assistant, Bob Rickard, but
owing to a large number of adverse circumstances Pete ended up by doing
most of the work himself (in fact Speculation 20 was later labelled the
‘Special Disaster Issue’ because of the plethora of production difficulties
which the editors faced).
Even taking this into account, however, Speculation 20 can only
compare poorly with its recent predecessors. Principally, it’s a matter of size
– this issue has less than half the number of pages as the previous one and
since very little of Speculation can ever be called padding, this must mean a
substantial loss. Even the promise of increased frequency doesn’t quite make
up for the shortened review and letter columns and a partial lack of variety
throughout the magazine. Still, you can hardly blame Pete for cutting the
work and expense down and even half a Speculation results in a fine fanzine
– certainly the most impressive in Britain and the only U.K. fanzine to
compete with the best American ones.
Bob Rickard’s brief editorial contains some optimistic comments on the
growth of sf and in particular the growth of ‘fringe sf’ – surrealism, fantasy
films, underground magazines, and ‘progressive pop’. Perhaps there is a
strong sf influence in these fields, but is it honestly going to interest the
average sf fan with his nose stuck in Analog and his outlook restricted to “the
incestuous inner-circle of sf”? I fear you’re somewhat too optimistic...
Only one full review this time – David Pringle writing sanely about
Norman Spinrad’s Bug Jack Barron. This is followed with a particularly
interesting reply by the author who also makes a few comments on the novel,
emphasising the conventional sf construction and pointing out that the
language is an extrapolation of current 68 idioms. Other, shorter reviews
follow later in the ‘Speculation Book Guide’ which also gives news of the
latest British and American releases.
Franz Rottensteiner pulls Gordon Dickson’s Soldier Ask Not apart with
comparative ease during his investigation into the failures of traditional sf
(pausing briefly to dismiss the New Wave as poor imitations of dadaists and
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surrealists. Hmmm.). There is more comment in ‘Melting Pot’, the lettercolumn (studded with authors as always), and in ‘Opinion’ – a collection of
excerpts from letters, magazines, fanzines, and so on. All solid sf stuff –
perfect for everyone who enjoys serious discussion of the field.
And that, indeed, sums up Speculation as a whole – even in its new preshrunk size...
PJR.
SUB-PHILE 1 (Printed – 4pp: UK.Quarto – micro-print).
Editor: Graham Charnock, 1 Eden Close, Alperton, Wembley, Middx.,
UK.
Available for: Trade, contribution, 1/-.
It would be a great shame if this turned out to be Graham’s last fan
publication. Phile was always maintained at a high standard and was, in my
opinion and that of many others, the best fanzine in the country, reaching a
peak with the fifth issue. Sub-Phile is another peak, but it looks like it may be
a solitary one...
In a short editorial, Gray considers the Underground ‘From the Topside’ and concludes that the alternative society must always remain an
alternative – to become the real society, it must destroy its own values. Fair
enough, although, as Gray admits, it all depends on definitions.
Tony Palmer’s trendy television film, All My Loving, is admirably
considered in ‘The Pseudodelic Man’ by Chris Priest – the review,
incidentally, is conceived in much the same way as the film itself, but is at
least less pretentious. Other reviews (To An Early Grave by Wallace
Markfield and Nebula Award Stories 3 edited by Roger Zelazny) are well
handled by Gray himself.
Bryn Fortey’s short story ‘The Running Jumping Man’ is the
penultimate piece in a series of five interconnected shorts which have
appeared in Ecco and Mor-farch and which together constitute the best
writing that I’ve yet seen of Bryn’s. Only thing I’d quibble about is the use of
labels for people (rather like a recent Sunday Times Supplement on office
politics), but it’s legitimate enough within the form of the piece itself. Far
better than the usual fiction displayed in fanzines anyway.
The same applies to Gray’s ‘Dial Universe Heaven City Group... Your
Newspaper Ready To Play’ – a look, perhaps, at “media death” a la
McLuhan. Felix Dennis has four arms, it seems, and Dick Howett relates his
attempts at concocting jokes at 2/6 a time – a fine touch of humour to end a
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very fine, but very brief, magazine. Recommended.
PJR.
ZINE 1 (Duplicated – cover printed. 33pp – UK.Quarto).
Editor: John Hall, 124 Punchcroft, New Ash Green, Dartford, Kent, UK.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 3/6 (this first issue free).
Zine is a very curious magazine; launched with quite a lot of publicity
and with the help of a large group of people, it nevertheless managed to fall
rather flat and seems to have produced rather a large amount of silence. The
trouble probably lies with the lack of cohesion between the contents and their
drastically varying quality...
The editorial is, bluntly, confused and naïve: “It would seem that there is
a resurgence of ‘because-it’s-amateur/underground-material-bespatter-withas-many-four-letter-words-as-you-think-fit’ attitudes.” A “resurgence”?
Faneds gleefully inserting a ‘fuck’ here and a ‘shit’ there? I think not John;
‘Success Syndrome’ went to your head. The remainder of the editorial
suggests all book reviews are boring and politics, marriage, and law & order
have no relevance today. Oh. Mind you, that’s not bad going in under twentyfive lines...
Far more profitable are John’s two reports – one of an evening’s UFO
searching at Warminster and another of a drag meeting at Santa Pod. Both a
bit too short though. Greg Pickersgill is represented by a couple of his better
poems and a vaguely amusing section from his saga of Jim (no Jack) Thenit.
The remainder of the verse ranges from the fair (B.M.Birkenshaw’s ‘To A
Life-Long Friend’) to the idiot (‘XXX’ isn’t even amusing gibberish). But
notice that even this far in we’ve encountered stories, odd verse, reports on
drag racing, and a very puzzling piece called ‘Point in Question’ wherein
John makes a fool of himself over the question of the Second World War,
Freedom, and the wearing of Iron Crosses by surfers... it’s a hodge-podge,
I’m afraid.
The remainder of Zine is fiction; C.A.Mackintosh’s ‘Transplant’ is
entirely non-descript, but Bryn Fortey’s ‘Multiplicity’ is a joy to read. A fine
piece of experimental fiction and the most interesting thing in the magazine.
So that’s it. There’s some good stuff in there, but the bad needs editing
out; for a first issue, it’s ok. But if you really mean it when you say that Zine
2 is going to be the best issue of any fanzine ever, you’re going to have to
make a hell of a lot of improvements.
PJR.
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Germany
HECKMECK 20 (Duplicated, some illos. Printed – 41pp:
approx.US.Quarto).
Editors: Mario Kwiat, 4400 Münster/Westf, Stettiner Str. 38, Germany.
Manfred Kage, Schaesberg (Limburg), Achter de Winkel 41, Holland.
Available for: Trade, LoCs (to Manfred Kage), show of interest.
Heckmeck is one of the few continental fanzines that appear in English
(Sol andCepheus being the others) and the only regular one. The English
itself is generally good, although occasionally tangled, and Manfred is, after
all, translating from several different languages.
The twentieth issue has a fine Avengers/Batman cover plus a series of
printed illustrations at the end, any of which could easily have been made
into covers themselves – fair enough if you have that much good artwork to
play around with! The contents otherwise are of varying interest; the editorial
concerns the dangers of stagnation in national fandoms (taking Holland as an
example) and makes a plea for more international contact (backing this up
with a list of fan addresses from Honduras to Switzerland – an excellent
idea). A translation from Dutch concerning Romanian sf is interesting and a
report on the 68 Perkeo-con less son (a bit too short for the personal sort of
conrep that it was trying to be).
‘Who is Who’, a brief piece about the editors, informs readers that
Manfred escaped from East Germany in 1949 with a sentence of fifteen years
hard labour awaiting his return... Somehow I don’t think he’s too anxious to
go back.
Finally there is a rather non-descript letter column and a listing of
fanzines received with a few comments thereon. So that’s Heckmeck – an
average fanzine by English standards, but the fact that it’s all written in a
foreign language raises its importance (and I do believe that furthering the
cause of internationalism is important for everyone). Although Manfred and
Mario most certainly do make contacts through their magazine, Heckmeck
really needs to be a fanzine in which discussion can and does take place if it
is intending to bring fans from different countries together. In this issue only
Franz Rottensteiner’s relatively mild attack on Sword and Sorcery fiction
(and in particular FOLLOW, the German s&s group) is likely to provoke any
comment (for my part, I agree with his views on the juvenility of much of the
sub-genre, although I wouldn’t like to dismiss authors like Moorcock,
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Eddison, and Tolkien as “literary outsiders” – much of their work reflects the
contemporary world if only by accentuating its opposite). A few more articles
of this nature and Heckmeck will become an even better fanzine than it is
already.
PJR.
SCIENCE FICTION TIMES 91 (Printed – 38pp: approx.US.Quarto). In
German.
Editor: Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1, Weissenburger Str.
6, Ger.
Available for: Trade, DM 7.50 for 12 issues.
SF Times is a fine magazine for anyone who is seriously interested in
continental science fiction and fantasy – and I stress the word seriously
because SF Times reviews the field in some depth, leaving fannish material to
the smaller and infrequent Fan Kurier.
This issue begins, as usual, with a listing of recent sf and fantasy books
published in the German language, following this with film news and reviews
(Die Bestie Mit Dem Skalpell sounds intriguing!) – generally German and
foreign films on release in West Germany. A round-up of news follows –
from Australia, Britain, France, East and West Germany, together with brief
reviews of some of the latest German fanzines; to me this is always the most
interesting section of SF Times – even the British nes is news to me (a sad
comment, perhaps, but outside of The BSFA Bulletin there just aren’t any
U.K. newszines).
Finally there are the detailed reviews of U.S. paperbacks and prozines,
and more important, reviews of the latest German releases. SF Times is
always comprehensive and efficient and even manages to be regular
(monthly). I certainly haven’t seen a better coverage of the continental sf
field, anyway. Recommended.
PJR.
LETTERS:
I’ve a little extra space here, so I’ll take the opportunity to thank everyone for
letters and comments received (Archie Mercer, Pete Weston, Bryn Fortey,
Ned Brooks, Kjell Borgström, and several others – I’ll print them at the end if
I have room). Thanks too for the massive response from faneds – I now have
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a backlog of 122 fanzines for review. Ow!

United States
BEABOHEMA 2 (Duplicated – printed covers. 64pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Frank Lunney, 212 Juniper St., Quakertown, Pa.18951, USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 40¢.
Beabohema 1 was plagued by annoying and continued exhortations to
“Be a Bohema!”, but fortunately Frank has dropped that almost entirely,
although he explains its origins in the editorial ‘Bellowings’ (and as I
surmised they weren’t very interesting anyway...). The front cover is a fine
sketch a la Gaughan by Jim McLeod, but the inside artwork is spoiled by
extremely poor layout, overuse of coloured paper, and sheer bad drawing by
two of the contributors – Bill Marsh and Robert Gilbert.
The articles in this second issue are generally of a high standard,
although curiously enough there were too many of them – the whole
magazine is packed with articles, stories, poetry (or rather, verse), and
artwork; like Zine 1, the whole thing is a hodge-podge of pieces lacking
thread or cohesion... Anyway, into the thick I go in a brave attempt to glance
at some of the contents at least.
‘Convention Fanfare’ by Leo Kelley seems concerned with the size of
American conventions more than anything else; in face he criticizes con
committees for emphasizing the professionals rather than the fans and makes
several suggestions for reversing this – suggestions which are already put into
practice in British conventions (which of course are small enough to allow
such things as introductory parties, panels for faneds, and fan panel
discussions – hence my point that he is really criticising the size). Somewhere
there is another piece about cons... ah yes, ‘Baycon Lack Of Progress Report
no.5’ in which Dale A. Goble complains about hippies and other disasters at
Baycon – law & order at St.Louis, eh Mr. Goble?
Will Bog (I wonder if these are pseudonyms..?) reviews The Men In The
Jungle and decides that Norman Spinrad is the “innovator of the Horror
Juvenile” – at least Beabohema always puts forward its own curious views...
Robert Bloch examines Journey to the Unknown and Leonid Doroschenko
explores ‘The Creative Mind of Irwin Allen’ – both look good, although I
know nothing about their subjects. Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?
and The Master Of The Vortex are reviewed in depth and there are also some
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very average fanzine reviews. Now a quick check through to see if I’ve
missed anything... indeed yes – Piers Anthony writing on story contests, Seth
Dogramajian considering artists Jeff Jones and Frank Frazetta, Ken Scher’s
far too brief ‘... So You Want To Be A Soldier’, some poor verse, and ‘Fit’, a
dismal bit of fiction by R.H.Racwain. Phew! All that remains is an overlong
letter column (come off it Frank, you may want to show your LoCs off, but
22 pages?) which contains some points of interest on a quick glance through,
but mostly eminently editable meanderings.
So there’s Beabohema 2; a lot of very good stuff jumbled together with
some very mediocre pieces. What this magazine needs is editing and if that’s
done properly, then it could become one of the top American fanzines – it’s
got the material for it already.
PJR.
ICENI 3 (Duplicated – 29pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Bob Roehm, 316 E Maple St., Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130,
USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 25¢ or $1 for 5 issues.
Unlike Beabohema, Iceni suffers from a drastic lack of contributions and
is forced to fill out pages with editorial chatter, quotes, and gruesome verse.
Bob doesn’t start off too well by stating in his editorial that he doesn’t think
much of this issue – not the best way, perhaps, to humour your contributors...
Anyway, the cover is quite fine (one by Richard Delap) and so are the
film and book reviews (including Wild In the Streets and The Conqueror
Worm), but as for the rest... well, perhaps Bob’s editorial pronouncement was
justified.
There is a Baycon report by Bob (who, incidentally, “hates to write”) –
it’s harmless enough, but lacks vitality or force considering it is the lead
article and the largest piece in Iceni. Linda Eyster’s ‘It’s A Doll’s Life’ is
again entirely harmless – an unexciting, not very original, but competently
written example of fanzine fiction. And that, but for a page of uncritical
fanzine reviews and a mediocre letter column, is that.
Iceni isn’t a bad magazine – just very very ordinary, lacking real
interest, involvement, or enthusiasm. Mind you, I’m only going on the third
issue and the fact that Bob isn’t too happy about it himself may well mean
better issues in the future. I hope so, anyway...
PJR.
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LOCUS 20 (Duplicated – 8pp: US.Quarto).
Editors: Charlie & Marsha Brown, 2078 Anthony Ave., Bronx,
N.Y.10457, USA.
Available for: Trade, News, 6 issues for $1.
The finest American newszine can only be Locus (although to be fair I
haven’t seen its rival, Osfan, in some while); in eight pages of issue 20 there
are news of conventions, obituaries (Boris Karloff), Changes of address, club
news, report on ‘The LASFS Fugghead of the Year award’, news of books
and authors (Isaac Asimov complaining because he wasn’t called a
“pretentious Intellectual”), fanzine news, apa news, and finally some short
but very good fanzine reviews – all interspersed with beautiful cartooning by
Bill Rotsler, Jack Gaughan, Tim Kirk, John Berry, and others.
What’s more it’s regular and well-produced (although possessing a
distinct tendency to fall apart when the staples are removed in order to open it
up) and is often accompanied by single sheet flyers (adverts for cons, Taff,
fanzines, and so on) which are of interest in themselves. Recommended.
PJR.
MONSTROSITIES 2 (Duplicated – printed covers. 78pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Doug Smith, 302 Murray Lane, Richardson, Texas 75080,
USA.Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 35¢ ($2 for 6 issues).
A monster zine in many ways – it deals vaguely with horror-orientated
sf, it’s exceptionally large, and (I’m sorry, Doug, but you chose the title) it is
itself pretty monstrous...
The trouble is probably inherent in the difference between Doug’s
science fictional likes and my own – for example, Planet of the Apes and Doc
Savage are praised in Monstrosities as the twin peaks of the medium. Since I
would consider them as the abysmal depths of sf, there isn’t too much hope
of our seeing eye to eye. Nonetheless, this isn’t a totally valid excuse for the
poorness of the magazine; the production, for example, is not at all good (the
front cover is on a smaller sized paper than the rest, duplication is patchy, and
layout generally is very poor); the art work is terrible (some really pathetic
stuff by Tom Satani and Bob Gersman besides the normally bad Robert
Gilbert) and is relieved only by some poorly reproduced film stills.
‘Red Eye’, the editorial, is a rather dreary ramble through a variety of
subjects largely concerning Monstrosities itself and the editor’s likes and
dislikes. Pat Dhooge’s piece of fiction, ‘The Strange Case of Mr. John
W.Aldon’ is, like most fanzine fiction, of relatively little merit or
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consequence – it’s better than some, but unfortunately that’s not saying
much. Fanzine reviews are conducted without much critical judgement (both
Psychotic and Gore Creatures rate an ‘A’, nothing gets lower than a ‘C’, and
the scale itself descends to ‘F’ – hmmm.) and book reviews are little better
(with the exception of Bill Jonathon’s brief examination of Hodgson’s The
House On The Borderland).
Perhaps I’m painting too dismal a picture, however. Parts of
Monstrosities 2 are not without merit – a review of 2001 is not at all bad
(although, of course, everyone had already gone through umpteen reviews of
it in prozines, fanzines, and even mainstream magazines) and presents a
viable interpretation of the film based on Kubrick’s assertion that he used no
complex symbolism. Only annoying thing is Doug’s insistence on dividing
films into the artistic (2001) and the entertaining (Planet of the Apes) – my
belief is that if a film fails to reach ordinary artistic standards, it becomes as
irritating as a badly written book; and if a film is ‘artistic’, without
entertaining as well, then the artistry is no art at all, but a sham and a failure...
There is also a 35 page review and tapescript of Planet of the Apes
which is competently done and must be of some value to film fanatics – and
at thirty five pages, they must be fanatics!
A poor letter column and the second issue of Monstrosities is over. It’s
the sort of fanzine that recommends going to The Green Berets for its gore
and exciting action – if you can stomach that, you can stomach anything –
including Monstrosities.
PJR.
NEW NEWPORT NEWS NEWS 4 (Spirit duplicated – 22pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Ned Brooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport News, Virginia 23605,
USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
Distributed through: N’APA Sep 68 mlg.
At first sight this pale purple fanzine looks vaguely uninteresting, but in
fact I found it was well produced and quite entertaining – even though this
issue is apparently far shorter than usual (missing a letter column and a
fanzine review column).
‘Yes, I do’ by Dean Koontz is a finely written piece wherein the author
bemoans his treatment as a science fiction writer by fellow teachers and
friends who make idiot judgements whilst lacking any knowledge of the
subject and, for that matter, literature in general (and some of the examples
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Dean quotes are really idiotic...). He then makes several suggestions for
improving public attitudes and ‘spreading the gospel’, but I think I must
agree with Ned (who allows himself room for a short answer) – it’s just not
worth bothering, since people who want to read sf already do... Ned’s
definition of “truly great books” is a bit off, however; the fact that they will
still be read with enjoyment one hundred years hence is irrelevant – after all,
there are plenty of great books which are books of their era (like Lucky Jim,
Catcher In The Rye, Babbitt, The Beautiful And The Damned, etc). Others are
still read and will be read in the future, even thought they are only thrillers or
adventure stories.
Glen Brock’s ‘Half A Gallon Of Water And A Mouthful Of Seaweed’ is
a rather typical piece of fan fiction – very flat, I’m afraid. Apart from some
generally good artwork (including a brilliant cartoon cover by Steve Stiles),
the remainder of The New Newport News News is made up of verse (which
could be worse) and some amusing parodies (suitable, I suppose, for filksinging). It can’t really compete with the best magazines, but for an apazine,
it’s exceptionally pleasant.
PJR.
Ned Brooks comments on the above review of his fanzine by PJR
(Peter Roberts): “I had quite forgotten that I ever published
anything by Dean Koontz. But the reviewer was wrong about THE
NEW NEWPORT NEWS NEWS being an apazine – it did go
through N’APA, but was distributed generally as well and
contained no apa mailing comments.” (circa Spring 2007)
QUARK 8 (Duplicated – 68pp: US Quarto).
Editors: Lesleigh and Chris Couch, Route 2 Box 889, Arnold, Missouri,
63010, USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
Distributed through: APA-45 17th mlg and SFPA 29th mlg.
Quark, the rockzine, is always interesting, always good, but like other
Cymry publications is never outstanding. Even the increased size doesn’t
help – in fact it may well be a hindrance, since what Quark badly needs is
editing. Lesleigh and Chris are having the same trouble as Frank is with
Beabohema – fairly good material junked in with some mediocre stuff and a
large amount of space-filling chatter.
This eighth issue starts off with a very long (too long) Baycon report by
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Lesleigh Couch; somehow there’s something missing though – I’m not too
sure quite what, but it’s a bit flat and pedestrian, tending to develop into
name-dropping sessions and recounts of the exploits of the St.Louis Good
Guys. Anyway, it’s difficult to attempt a conrep and perhaps it may have
meant more to an attendee – I’ll give it the benefit of the doubt... fair enough?
Rock and associated music is dealt with in four sections: an article by
Bill Kunkel, ‘Electronic Music In Rock’ (a far too shallow look, really);
‘Strobe’ (record reviews – lps of course); ‘Hey fan!’ – Lesleigh’s account of
concerts by Jefferson Airplane and Big Brother & The Holding Company
(not too bad at all, though I don’t care for the groups themselves); and finally
discussion in the letter column over Ted White’s reviews in Quark 7,
featuring John Brunner displaying his record collection and plugging the
Incredible String Band (and there at least I wholeheartedly agree).
Jerry Kaufman’s regular column, ‘Non Sequitur’, is entertaining – even
the categorizing of ‘professional fans’ (four classes typified by Samuel
Delany, Jack Gaughan, Harlan Ellison, and Ted White – I don’t agree, but I
enjoyed the arguments...). Jim Reuss also has a column, ‘If You Don’t Love
Computers’ – I don’t (surprise).
Now reread that paragraph and see if it makes sense this time...
Mailing comments, an over-long letter column, some interesting poetry
for a change (Jim Reuss again), and finally some non-descript artwork (and
almost non-existent too...): thus is Quark 8 reviewed in too few words. The
thing is that I can never really find anything much to say about Quark; there’s
rarely anything really bad in it, rarely anything really good – it seems to
provoke comments in others, however, so it’s probably just me again. Try it
anyway, and see for yourselves.
PJR.
THE WASHINGTON SF ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 63 (Duplicated –
covers printed. 44pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road, Wheaton, Md. 20906, USA.
Available for: one-for-one trade, LoC, contribution, 35¢ (3/$1, 7/$2,
12/$3).
The WSFA Journal never seems quite able to make up its mind whether
to be a newszine or a full scale group fanzine – I suppose that in fact
‘Journal’ is as good a way as any to describe it. Anyway, it’s monthly and
regular and usually very good to boot.
The sixty third issue is dominated by Doll Gilliland’s fanzine reviews
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(five pages in the magazine itself plus a ten page supplement) and these are
certainly the best I’ve seen where reviews of all zines received are
contemplated; only thing is that they tend to be slightly too kind and therefore
not exceptionally valuable (after all a reviewer must make some definite
distinction between something like Warhoon and a four page purple
CRAPAzine...). Book reviews are also handled well by Alexis Gilliland and
David Halterman, although Banks Mebane’s prozine reviews are far too brief
to be of much service.
Thomas Burnett Swann rereads some Roy Rockwood juveniles with
some despair, but much affection – a regular and amusing column this.
‘Automaton’, by Bob Vardeman is a slightly heavy satire on the U.S. Post
Office and its expensive, automated inefficiency – the whole thing is written
in the style of an interview and almost comes off, but as far as I’m concerned
just manages to miss. Other contributions include a rather fine piece of comic
fiction by nine year old Stephen Miller; I felt slightly ill when I saw this
coming and was considering skipping it (not being a fan of ‘cute’ kiddie
stuff), but really it’s not too bad at all (although a bit macabre!). There’s a
filk poem and song, a massive amount of news – business stuff from WSFA
meetings, comprehensive convention news, and other bits and oddities.
Finally a short and interesting letter column.
There it is then – The WSFA Journal, an in-between fanzine which I
can’t fully recommend as a newszine (Locus is better), nor as a group zine
(Shangri L’Affaires... for example). Yet as I said last time, in its annual
twelve issues there’s quite a large amount of interesting work which may
then compete with the annual content of bigger, better, but less regular
fanzines. I’m not sure anyway... Like Quark, you’d do best to take a look for
yourself.
PJR.
FANZINES WANTED: (free ads)
John Muir wants new fanzines: LoCs or money guaranteed – send to: 50
Holker Street, Manchester, M13 0DE, U.K.
Hartley Patterson’s University SF Society is also interested in fanzines
and may sub to some (it has an annual grant, no less!). Contact Hartley at
Dalton Hall, Victoria Park, Manchester, M14 5RL, U.K.
WORDS and such.
As I mentioned earlier, I have a great many fanzines on hand for review
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and I’m hoping to cut down this backlog with a series of Checkpoints through
July and August – until I manage to catch up. So Checkpoint 3 should be
available next week... (Did I hear laughter?)
LETTERS (and please note that Checkpoint is not available for LoCs).
Peter Weston, 81 Trescott Road, Northfield, Birmingham 31, U.K.
I received your Checkpoint and honestly thought it was very well done,
and although you did give us a good review this hasn’t entirely influenced my
decision! For instance, I thought your review of Crabapple was very fair,
along with most of the others. Britain needs something like this, so I hope
you can keep it up. On the other hand, Bryn Fortey is, I think, not on such
firm ground as he thinks. Ecco is a crudzine and Bryn hasn’t got the
background to criticize if he hasn’t read the other items mentioned. And I
don’t think Mike Ashley can really be called “Mr.Fandom” in Britain – Bryn
is a little out of touch with the bigger picture!
Archie Mercer, 10 Lower Church Lane, St.Michael’s, Bristol, BS2 8BA,
U.K.
I prefer this last issue to its predecessor. This is mainly because it’s
more consistent. The reviews being (with one exception) all done – and well
– by one person, it is possible to compare the subjects against each other in a
way that is not possible with multiple reviewers.
Good as it is, Bryn’s guest review is out of place. The only excuse for a
guest review should be to review other Restormelzines...
[And that’s all there’s room for – WAHFs on page five. Thanks to all...]
Part of my paperback collection is being sold (lack of room mainly) and I’ll
list a few items in this and future Checkpoints – contact me if you’re
interested:
Ken Bulmer –
The Fatal Fire (Digit)... The Wind of Liberty
(all)
Of Earth Foretold (Digit)... The Changeling
Good condition – Worlds
Postage etc
Encounter In Space (Panther). Above 5 @ 1/6
included.
each.
Behold The Stars (Mayflower) @ 1/9.
Worlds For The Taking (Ace)
The Earth Gods Are Coming/Games of Neith
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(St.Clair)
No Man’s World/Mayday Orbit (Anderson).
Above 3 Ace Novels @ 3/- each.
To Subscribers, Friends and Others – a cross here .... means no more
Checkpoints unless money is received. A number indicates the last C/p that
you are paid up to.
To other editors: the next issue you will receive is number ... when your
fanzine ................ will be reviewed. I’m afraid that you’ll have to sub for
other issues (your review issues naturally free). Ok?
CHECKPOINT 2 from:
Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
UNITED KINGDOM.
PRINTED MATTER ONLY
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Checkpoint 3 (First Series), July
1969
Issue Number Three.
14/7/69.
Restormel Press Pub.: 14
Edited & Produced by: Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4
5DZ.
American Agent: Richard Labonte, 971 Walkley Rd, Ottawa 8, Ontario,
CANADA.
Available for:
Trade (large fnzs also receive Mor-farch and/or Egg).
1/- per copy, 5/- for 6 issues (U.K.)
15¢ per copy, 50¢ for 4 issues (U.S. & Australia)
30¢ per copy – airmailed directly from me ($1 for 4).
(Please note lower airmail rates ...)
FANZINES REVIEWED in this third issue:
Argentine:
The Argentine SF Review 6
Australia:
Rataplan 3
Belgium:
Le Sac A Charbon 5
Britain:
Monolith 1
Oz 9
Relativity 3
Rosemary 1
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Seagull 1
Speculation 21
Canada:
Osfic 17
Germany:
SF Times 92
United States:
Cinquefoil 1
SF Newsletter 11
SF Newsletter 12
SF Review 29

Argentine
THE ARGENTINE SF REVIEW 6 (Printed – 30pp: approx ½ foolscap).
Editor: Hector Raul Pessina, Casilla 3869, Correo Central, Buenos
Aires.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
The first thing that strikes you when looking through The Argentine SF
Review is that the editor must be working in a degree of isolation which
would normally be impossible for anyone publishing a magazine; after all
this is nearly all written in a foreign language (though a certain amount of
Spanish material is present) and with one exception the contributors all come
from abroad – contact must be established and maintained solely through
correspondence (and foreign feedback in the way of LoCs, subscriptions, and
contributions is minimal, as any fanzine editor will tell you).
The magazine is professionally printed, but lacks many of the
advantages made possible by this form of reproduction; the layout, for
example, is competent, but uninteresting – illustrations consisting almost
entirely of book covers and some spindly cartooning by Terry Jeeves. An
improvement here would transform the magazine and give it a vitality which
it now lacks.
The most interesting feature of this sixth issue is an article by the editor
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on time travel and science fictional stories and novels which deal with it (in
fact there is a checklist of books immediately afterwards – though curiously
only of time travel novels published by Ace ...). Douglas Fulthorpe
contributes a time travel story which is sadly unoriginal and is only of
average fan fiction standards (not a great commendation I’m afraid). Sammy
Wolpin, a fellow Argentinian, provides some verse and ‘Adavac 130-M’, a
brief story – both pieces are unfortunately in Spanish.
Finally there are some average reviews of U.S. paperbacks (although a
volume of Argentinian SF sounds more interesting), followed by some poor
‘reviews’ of films which simply relate the plot (not too great an idea with
Planet of the Apes, for example), and a piece by Terry Jeeves on
astrophilately – a subject which should be explored at far greater length,
perhaps with the aid of one of the several special catalogues (not a 1964
Simplified...).
Anyway, the Argentine SF Review is well produced and not without its
interesting points. The English throughout is perfect, and all Hector really
needs to create a fine fanzine is more and better contributions – something
that increased publicity may hopefully bring him.
PJR.

Australia
RATAPLAN 3 (Duplicated – 24pp: US.Quarto)
Editors: Leigh Edmonds & Diane Bangsund, PO Box 19, Ferntree
Gully, Victoria, 3156 & Bernie Bernhouse, 62 Military Road, Avondale
Heights, Victoria.
Available for: Trade (2 copies), LoC, contribution, 30¢.
Rataplan is really a very curious fanzine. At one moment it appears to
be some sort of Australian focal-point magazine, at other times it reads like a
personal apazine, and then again it occasionally gives the impression of being
an ordinary, vaguely international genzine. Put another way – the editorials
are personal, the articles are international, and the letter column is largely
Australian.
Hiding behind a possibly esoteric cartoon cover are three fine, but
entirely uncontroversial editorials – no opinions, no meditations, just three
personal accounts – Leigh’s concerns an embarrassing situation in an office
typing pool (though naturally the incident could have been avoided, ignored,
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or laughed at – it wasn’t however and the result is an amusing anecdote).
Bernie’s recounts a meeting at the Bangsund/Edmonds ‘Slanshack’ – a fine
piece, if overwritten at times. Finally Diane writes a far quieter account of
how the fannish centre was ever formed (and this seems to be the first of
several episodes). All three then are well-written, amusing, and good apazine
stuff.
Three articles – all good, all of interest to any reader. Bruce Gillespie
reviews the film The War Game in some detail and with some thought (and it
is indeed a film worth seeing and considering); R. D. Symons then talks
‘About Dowsing’ and his own ability at water diving (unexplainable by his
own admission); I remember a very boring lecture by a Geology professor
who spent 50 minutes proving that divining was nonsense (with the aid of
personal anecdotes and strata diagrams) – I bowed tiredly to his superior
knowledge, more in defeat than agreement ... Finally, someone unnamed
demonstrates the absurdities of a B.E.A. timetable – a brilliant volume of
asterisked confusion.
Lastly, Leigh reviews some fanzines in ‘Cheap Chippy Chopper’ – quite
well, though I think it entirely unfair to criticise, for example, Oof 10 simply
on the smallness of its print and not mention any of the contents. The letter
column is short and good – all Australian save for a fine missive from Gray
Charnock (provoked by a dismal review of Phile in the previous issue).
Rataplan is good – no doubt about it. But it lacks something which
could make it even better and I’d say it was cohesion together with a positive
editorial line. Not that it’s very likely with three editors, I suppose, but still ...
PJR.

Belgium
LE SAC A CHARBON 5 (Spirit Duplicated – 4pp: UK.Quarto). In French.
Editor: Michel Feron, 7 Grand Place, Hannut.
Available for: Trade, show of interest.
There’s not too much you can say about this – the contents consist
simply of brief reviews of fanzines received within the space of one month
(theoretically – it’s none too regular). Twenty one are dealt with in two
pages, so they’re even briefer than those in Haverings, but addresses and
terms are given in full which is fair enough, I suppose. It’s mainly of interest
to fan editors (who are never averse to a nice piece of egoboo) and is
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particularly noteworthy for its coverage of continental fanzines (nine
German, six Belgian, one French and a Swedish are covered in this issue).
Useful mainly for this latter feature.
PJR.

Britain
MONOLITH 1 (Duplicated – 32pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Mike Ashley, 8 Shurland Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent.
U.S. Agent: Randy Williams, Box 581, Liberty, NC 27298, USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC (plus 7d postage), contributions, 1/9.
Monolith is the result of a combination between two former fanzines of
Mike’s – Plinth and Xeron; the former contained checklists and the latter
fiction, so you can imagine that the resulting hybrid is a very curious creature
indeed.
The cover is pure sword and sorcery by Brian Frost and purposes to
illustrate a scene from a Brak the Barbarian short, ‘The Girl in the Gem’. It’s
not too brilliant, but fair enough resembling something from Brian McCabe
... Anyway, this is followed by an opening story – the second part of an s&s
serial concerning Ulf the Strong. Adrian Cook’s writing isn’t too bad
(although anachronisms appear), but the subject is so typical of 1,000 s&s
stories that any virtues are unfortunately nullified. Perhaps it would be fairer
to suspend judgement until the conclusion of the serial.
Immediately after this, however, there is a massive checklist of sf &
fantasy magazines from 1892 on (complete with full dates, number of issues,
and so on) followed later by checklists and brief notes on two authors: Piers
Anthony and David Redd. Now as far as I’m concerned this is fine – I find
such checklists both interesting and useful; but mixed up with the rest of the
magazine (‘Mirkwood’, a column of odds and ends including book reviews
(s&s and Rapp & Whiting), newspaper cuttings, fanzine listing, and so on it
renders the whole issue into a collection of assorted oddments which look as
if they’ve just been thrown together. The result is naturally rather messy and
could perhaps have been avoided. Still, Monolith is of value for the checklists
alone ...
PJR
OZ 9 (Duplicated – 38pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Beryl Mercer, 10 Lower Church Lane, St. Michael’s, Bristol,
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BS2 8BA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
Distributed through: OMPA 52nd mlg.
Oz (and Beryl thought of the title first) is probably the best fanzine to
appear regularly in OMPA, combining, as it does, personal natterings and
opinions, mailing comments (though not in this issue), and a couple of guest
columns interspersed with the odd article.
In this ninth issue, Beryl describes a fannish visit to London last summer
and a later, return visit by fans to Bristol. There then follows a review of
Votan (an historical novel dealing with Celtic myth and legend) by Beryl
herself, followed immediately by a letter from John James, the author,
commenting on an earlier article by Roberta Gray (on Celtic folklore) who
then follows this letter with a few pages of further comment. Ok? All this is
really a bit obscure to anyone not acquainted with the subject, but it seems
exceptionally well informed.
‘Reader’s Cramp’ is a collection of reviews and comments on some of
the novels and non-fiction that Beryl has read recently. There are long
sections on Miss Thirkell, Frank Yerby (considered as a misogynist), and
myth &magic. All are quite fair, but necessitate some knowledge of the
authors and subjects – something that I don’t possess.
Both guest columns are brilliant; Archie Mercer’s ‘Oh Didn’t He
Ramble’ is the usual Mercatorial investigation of oddities and absurdities
combined with some thoughts and opinions on various new developments (on
this occasion food colouring and the two tier letter system) – it’s always
amusingly written and interesting. Even better though is Don Studebaker’s
‘The Naked Artichoke’ – a magnificent piece of near fantasy concerning a
Californian marriage (his own); it’s one of those rare pieces which should be
in something better than a fanzine, but for some reason isn’t. Oz is normally
an enjoyable & unpretentious apazine (no artwork, little layout), but Don
Studebaker transforms this issue into something exceptionally fine.
Recommended.
PJR.
RELATIVITY 3 (Duplicated – 39pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Bryn Fortey, 90 Caerleon Road, Newport, Monmouthshire, NPT
7BY.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
The trouble with Relativity is simply that the editor is too kind-hearted
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and has a tendency to publish anything that’s sent to him (even a fanzine
editor has to turn down a certain proportion of material received); thus
Relativity suffers in the same way as many other magazines (Beabohema,
Quark, and so on) – there is no real editing. The good stuff is hidden amongst
the bad.
Nevertheless, Relativity’s fiction is usually of a very high standard and
this third issue presents two very fine pieces: Mike Scantlebury’s ‘The Man
On The Line’ (a very short, quiet story like most of Mike’s) and Greg
Pickersgill’s ‘Jitter’ (something of a pastiche perhaps, but a fine attempt at a
cohesive, experimental form which results in a vivid piece of writing – oddly
amusing in places too ...) – the best thing Greg has achieved so far.
Unfortunately the vitality of these two pieces is dispersed in the hopeless
gloom of the remaining contributions. Jack Newman’s article on Arthur
Machen is not without interest, but really any new articles about this author
should attempt something more than the brief perusal of his work presented
here (an out of print Penguin collection, Holy Terrors, should be added to the
paperback list, incidentally). Still, compared to the rest – a childish story by
Pamela Louch, some entirely non-descript verse, a one page ‘article’ on the
occult by Rob Wood, and a poor letter column (the excerpts from parts of
LoCs which followed were far better) – it wasn’t at all bad. Artwork is poor,
except for a simple, bold front cover by Martin Pitt, but considering the
whole magazine was produced on a flatbed duplicator, the reproduction is not
at all bad.
Relativity, therefore, could become a fine, chiefly fictional fanzine,
presenting fewer and better stories; after all, consider the work in previous
issues by Chris Priest, Gray Charnock, Gray Boak, and others – all well
above average. But a lot of weeding out is necessary before that can
successfully take place.
PJR.
ROSEMARY 1 (Duplicated – 10pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Mary Reed, 5 Park Close, Longmeadow, Stevenage, Herts.
Available for: LoC, 1/-.
Distributed through: OMPA 52 mlg.
This is only a small fanzine intended almost entirely for OMPA, but
since copies are available for outside distribution, I’ve included a short
review here.
The ‘Odds & Ends’ sections in Crabapple are usually entertaining and
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Rosemary is more of the same, written in diary form and including quotes,
short reports, jokes, observations, and so on. Perhaps this could have been
achieved in a better way (regarding arrangement, choice, and general
presentation), since the whole thing looks as if it was rushed off in some
haste and the typing and layout is vile. Still, it is primarily an apazine (a subgenre not normally noted for superior format and style) and as such is a fair
and amusing piece of work. Nothing too special though.
PJR.
SEAGULL 1 (Duplicated – 20pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Rosemary Nicholls, 32 Coniston Ave., Headington, Oxford,
OX3 0AN.
Available for: LoC, contribution, trade, show of interest.
There is an unfortunate, but noticeable tendency for new faneditors to
emulate the style and appearance of the fanzines they are most familiar with,
and I must say that Rosemary Nicholls’ Seagull looks very much like
Rosemary (reviewed above) and had a great deal in common with Crabapple
and even Monolith. This, I would suggest, is through lack of knowledge of
other fanzines and hopefully this lack may be rectified through trade and
exchange. Anyway, it’s always a pleasure to see a new fanzine and Seagull
may well develop into something if the editor asserts her individuality.
Like most first issues, Seagull 1 is something of a mixture. Mike Ashley
contributes a short article on ‘prehistoric sf stories’ – a piece which does little
more than list stories without attempting to interpretate [sic] anything from
them or examine their characteristics, themes, or literary value. Ken Cheslin’s
‘Who was Robin Hood?’ is far more detailed and should certainly interest
anyone concerned with mythology and legend, but Rosemary’s own ‘The
Story of Sedna’ (a piece of Esquimaux myth) is somewhat dull in contrast.
The remainder of the magazine is filled out with some average verse,
brief reviews of the first Leonard Cohen lp and The Chronicles of Narnia,
and a mass of oddities and fillers, resulting in an average first issue; nothing
of any real merit, therefore, but holding the promise of future development.
Seagull may yet fly.
PJR.
SPECULATION 21 (Duplicated – 31pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Pete Weston, 81 Trescott Road, Northfield, Birmingham 31.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 2/6, 35¢ ($1 for 3 issues).
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Twenty one issues of Speculation and even in this new reduced size
there’s a lot of very good stuff within its pages.
Highlight of this issue is Jannick Storm’s interview with J. G. Ballard,
originally recorded as part of a programme on sf for Danish radio. As might
be expected, this is as enlightening and informative as any interview can be
and presents Ballard’s views on the nature of sf, his own writing as a
departure from the conventional, the influence of William Burroughs on his
style, the nature of his ‘advertisements’, and finally some opinions of fans
and fandom. On this latter point, I’d probably agree with his assessment of
fans, except where he stated that “... they’re a great handicap to science
fiction and always have been.” Surely the point is that they would be if they
mattered to sf at all; but sf doesn’t need fans – they’re a minority with little
real influence, and fortunately are in little position to block original thinking.
The remainder of Speculation 21 seems devoted to Alexei Panshin with
reviews of his novels by F. M. Busby, Piers Anthony, and Bob Rickard (Rite
of Passage, Star Well, and The Thurb Revolution are discussed). Tom Disch
reviews Black Easter, Charles Platt takes The Daughters of Earth, M. John
Harrison condemns Restoree (and rightly), and F. M. Busby considers Catch
a Falling Star, Now Wait For Last Year, and The Heaven Makers. All
naturally well done.
Finally, Bob Parkinson considers Phil Dick ‘Greater Than Heinlein’ – a
fine comparison of the two authors, but considering the subject it was
somewhat short. Anyway, an incredible letter column featuring Harlan
Ellison savaging Franz Rottensteiner for criticising him in a previous issue
finishes this twenty first Speculation off. Trying to review this fanzine makes
me realise how little of the sf field I’ve explored – with a few exceptions, I
find that I just don’t know enough to criticise or comment. But Speculation
serves to stimulate reading and to inform, and it’s very good at both.
Recommended.
PJR.

Canada
OSFIC 17 (Printer – 23pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Peter Gill, 18 Glen Manor Drive, Toronto 13, Ontario.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 40¢ (10 issues for $3).
Osfic, the Ontario SF Club’s ‘official organ’, is based on much the same
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idea as, say, the WSFA Journal – in other words, it conveys news to members
of the group (and news of the group to outsiders) whilst combining this with
articles, stories, letters, and reviews from outside sources.
The whole thing can therefore be termed competent, but not inspiring;
like other ‘official organs’ it seems divided in its purpose: Book (mainly
S&s) and fanzine reviews are average although only three of the latter are
looked at and then briefly. ‘Through the Glass Lightly’ is a well-written but
slightly obvious ‘twist-ending’ story by Peter Gill himself and besides some
esoteric ‘Club News’ and a non-descript letter column (bad layout made
interpretation difficult) that concludes Osfic 17.
Offset reproduction is naturally good and does justice to the fine Derek
Carter cover and full page Bodé interior illo; it’s a pity, though, that poor
layout and continually atrocious spelling made reading Osfic a little difficult,
but nevertheless it’s an interesting fanzine which could be improved still
more by greater care in presentation.
PJR.

Germany
SCIENCE FICTION TIMES 92 (Printed – 44pp: approx.US.Quarto). In
German.
Editor: Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1, Weissenburger Str.
6.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, DM 7.50 for 12 issues.
As usual SF Times keeps to a high standard, presenting continental news
and reviews in considerable detail. There is a comprehensive list of new and
forthcoming German hard and paperback releases, followed by film and tv
reviews (including one of The Yellow Submarine with the Pepperländer beset
by Blaumiesen ...). The news section is briefer than usual, but includes
sections on Russia and West Germany. Consistently interesting.
The bulk of the issue is devoted to lengthy reviews – first of new U.S.
paperbacks, then English language sf magazines (including New Worlds), and
finally new German sf. That’s it then – an ideal magazine for the fan who is
seriously interested in continental sf; well-produced, regular, and efficient.
Recommended.
PJR.
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United States
CINQUEFOIL 1 (Duplicated – 39pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: James Koval, 7626 Balfour Street, Allen Park, Michigan 48101.
Available for: Trade, contribution, money (unspecified).
Cinquefoil is a curious magazine that looks as if it was directed at a
mainly non-fannish audience – perhaps a student one. But nevertheless, its
content is sf orientated and consists largely of what is normally termed ‘fan
fiction’. It’s slightly better than most and slightly more pretentious (a feeling
confirmed by some of the articles). Anyway, in more detail ...
The editorial is being “used in lieu of the assassination of Senator
Robert Kennedy ...” Now that’s what I call an arresting way to start a
magazine – writing as a murder substitute. But unfortunately, that wasn’t the
case; James writes a rather vague entreaty for the re-awakening of the spirit
of humanity and prays for a return to God. Some of the sentiments are
eminently worthy as indeed is the feeling behind them, but addressed to
something as petty as a fanzine audience, a plea for sanity is sadly rendered
ludicrous.
Bill Kunkel’s ‘A Question of What’s Essential’ is probably the most
interesting thing in Cinquefoil. It’s a post-disaster story which portrays the
stimulation of action in an apathetic survivor of a wondering clown, the
Green Lizard; yet naturally after an atomic war, the virtues of involvement
and action are dubious ... It could have been written better, but it’s an
intriguing piece. The same applies to James’s own ‘Catalyst’ – a short story
centred on a ‘non-sense man’, a man deprived of his physical senses. But the
remaining fiction is unfortunately on a lower level: ‘Freudian Slip’ is too
obvious, too clichéd – “... firm buds of her womanhood ...” blecch! Only
interesting thing is a reference to “his taut groins” – the mid boggles. Ronald
Audette’s ‘Sad Creatures of the Night’ is boring and empty, I’m afraid.
Reviews are competent, but it’s 2001 and Dangerous Visions again
(although Langdon Jones’ Eye is considered). Finally, there’s a transcript of a
tv discussion between Harlan Ellison, Robert Bloch, Norman Spinrad, and
others – they don’t say anything startling though.
A photo of Harlan Ellison constitutes the entire artwork which is a pity
since Cinquefoil just doesn’t look interesting – if I hadn’t started Checkpoint,
I probably wouldn’t have read it. But it’s pretty good – very good for a first
issue, in fact, and I trust there’ll be more.
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PJR.
SCIENCE FICTION NEWSLETTER 11 (Printed – 8pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Don Blyly, 825 West Russell Street, Peoria, Illinois, 61606.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 15¢ (10 issues for $1.25).
It’s something of a misleading title, for this small magazine contains no
news or reviews and is largely made up of fiction; in this issue it’s a piece of
dismal whimsy by W. G. Bliss titled ‘Time of the Ottos – The Job’ which
concerns an anachronistic emigrant character (“Von more screw ...” etc) and
it doesn’t have even the interest that that quote might suggest.
The editor rambles through a brief introduction, pausing to hit out at
‘Blurp writers’. ‘Blurb’ possibly, but I’ve never to my knowledge seen a
‘blurp’ (and it’s repeated too often to be a typo ...). He later reviews a couple
of fanzines in some depth and quite honestly this is the most interesting thing
in SF Newsletter, or at least the eleventh issue. Finally, Don comments on
Han Ellison’s speech at the University of Chicago – not a sufficiently
detailed report to be of any real value, but still ...
Not too wonderful a fanzine, I’m afraid. I can’t even blame the limited
space allowed by the format, since I’ve seen what Gray Charnock achieved in
a four page Sub-Phile. Perhaps the sinister legend ‘Published by the Peoria
High School SF Club’ has something to do with it, but even so ...
PJR.
SCIENCE FICTION NEWSLETTER 12 (8pp) – As above.
More ‘Time of the Ottos’, I’m afraid – ‘A Faire Upon the Spring Aire’.
Still with the “Dot iss...” and “I neffer heard of dot von”, and after reading
this I neffer want to read any more of dot von either ... sadly bad, I fear. Don
Blybly’s editorial concerns ‘communicating’ with other people; it’s a pity,
considering the subject, that he didn’t actually say anything ... But still, it’s a
little better than the ‘blurp writers’.
Randy Powell has been given the job of fanzine reviewing and shows
that he can do it pretty badly. The most interesting thing in this issue of SF
Newsletter is a LoC from Jack Gaughan concerning Ace covers; not much of
a commendation for the rest of the fanzine, I’m afraid.
PJR.
SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW 29 (Printed – 68pp: ½ US.Quarto).
Editor: Richard Geis, P.O. Box 3116, Santa Monica, Calif. 90403.
U.K. Agent: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Avenue,
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Surbiton, Surrey.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 50¢, 4/-.
Not to be confused with the above under any circumstances, and I don’t
suppose SF Review ever will be. It’s a Hugo nominee (best fanzine, natch)
and hopefully should win, since it presents a mixture of straight sf, humour,
and a light examination of fans and fandom, all finely done and carefully
brought together.
‘Dialog’, the editorial, is a cleverly constructed piece of schizophrenia in
which Dick Geis considers J. J. Pierce’s now infamous ‘SF and the Romantic
Tradition’ and condemns it harshly and fairly (following it with some brief
comments on Candy and several other recent films). Ted White’s column,
‘The Trenchant Bludgeon’, is announced as his last, since his new editorship
of Amazing and Fantastic will take up most of his time in future. It’s a great
pity because Ted White’s fan writing is always entertaining, if generally
absurd; absurd because he finds fandom sadly important and gives the
impression of finding the importance it gives him of some real consequence
and even necessary: Big Fish, perhaps ... but the pond is very shallow.
Norman Spinrad’s column, ‘New World Coming’, investigates the
structure of an sf novel, the difficulties in creating characters and a universe
both of which must be real. He then relates this to John Brunner’s Stand on
Zanzibar and discusses the novel at length. This forms an introduction to the
reviews proper: Alexis Gilliland smiles at The Yellow Submarine (the Beatles
did not do the cartoon voices, incidentally) and books are well covered by
Piers Anthony, Dean Koontz, Bob Toomey, and others – just about the right
length too. Banks Mebane rounds things off with a look at recent short stories
in the sf magazines.
On the more fannish side, Arthur Jean Cos writes about ‘Fans we all
know... And perhaps wish we didn’t’ – this time it’s The Old Guard. A fine
piece of carefully barbed humour – only thing is that by the time the column
finally closes, we’re going to wish we didn’t know any fans.
‘Push Pull – Clique-Clique’ is Al Snider’s view of the seemingly
introverted and divided microcosm of Los Angeles fandom – neatly done
with a good sprinkling of controversy. A summation of the whole magazine
indeed – including the excellent letter column (the one the professional chose
to feud in ...) and even the fine cartooning!
SF Review is the finest fanzine now available. What more can I say?
Recommended.
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PJR.
LETTERS: (Checkpoint is not available for LoCs).
Checkpoint 2 came out exactly a week ago, but I have received letters of
comment/interest from Leigh Edmonds, Bryn Fortey, Hartley Patterson, and
John Hall. John Hall’s attack on my review of Zine and reviewing in general
will be printed next issue when I should have sufficient room (C/p should be
back to ten or twelve pages ...). Thanks, anyway, to all who write.
FANZINES WANTED: (Free ads).
John Muir wants new fanzines. LoCs or money guaranteed – send to:
50 Holker Street, Manchester, M13 0DE, U.K.
Hartley Patterson is also looking for fanzines & may take out subs: 31
Sandelswood End, Beaconsfield, Bucks., U.K.
(Note his new address. The Manchester one is now obsolete).
SALE OF PAPERBACKS continues ... Ken Bulmer novels listed last time,
now –
Andre Norton
Galactic Derelict ... Ordeal in Otherwhen
(mint condition.
The Time Traders ... The Defiant Agents
postage included)
Judgement on Janus ... Sea Siege/Eye of the
Monster
– above six Ace books @ 3/- each.
Eric Frank Russell Three to Conquer (Penguin) Dreadful
(good to mint
Sanctuary (NEL)
condition.
With A Strange Device (Penguin)
postage included)
Dreadful Sanctuary (Lancer). All @ 2/- each.
Contact me if you’re interested – PJR.
SUBSCRIBERS, Friends and Others – a cross here ... means no more
Checkpoints unless money is received. A number indicates the last C/p you
are paid up to. EDITORS – the next issue you’ll receive is ... when your fnz
.................. will be reviewed. I’m afraid you’ll have to sub to other issues
(your review issues naturally free). Ok?
CHECKPOINT 3 from:
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Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
UNITED KINGDOM.
PRINTED MATTER ONLY
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Checkpoint 4 & 5 (First Series),
August 1969
Issue number 4 & 5
29/8/69.
Restormel Press Publication: 17
Available for:
Trade (large fnzs also receive Egg and/or Mor-farch).
1/- per copy, 5/- for 6 issues (U.K.)
15¢ per copy, 50¢ for 4 issues (U.S.)
30¢ per copy, airmailed direct – $1 for 4 issues (U.S. & Australia)
Produced by: Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, U.K.
U.S.Agent: Ed Reed, 668 Westover Rd, Stamford, Conn. 06902, U.S.A.
FANZINES REVIEWED in this combined issue:
Australia:
The New Millenial Harbinger 4
The New Millenial Harbinger 5
Belgium:
Le Sac A Charbon 6
Britain:
Erg 26
Haverings 38
Nightmare 1
Oz 10
Scottishe 52
Shades of Evil 4
Transplant 1
Wadezine 3
Canada:
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Riverside Quarterly 12
Germany:
SF Times 93
SF Times 94/95
USA:
Chrome 1
En Garde 5½
Iceni 4
Id 3
Locus 21
Love 7
Perihelion 6
Pure Vomit
Quark 9
Sandworm 6
SF Newsletter 13
SF Newsletter 14
SF Newsletter 15
Shangri L’Affaires 75
Starling 13
Warhoon 25
WORDS:
And so ends my attempt to review fanzines in detail... although I hope
the criticism in this issue may still be worthwhile, it must unfortunately be
shorter and more condensed than I would wish. The reasons are many, but the
sheer volume of material that I must go through to get up to date is ridiculous
– for example, I’ve just finished a list of fnzs to be reviewed in Checkpoint
11. If this magazine is to be useful, it must deal with current fanzine
productions and to achieve that I’ve decided to combine issues 4 and 5, 6 and
7, & 8 and 9 and return to the previous format with number 10. All
subscriptions etc will be duly altered. Perhaps this will enable me to produce
a better future Checkpoint – I hope so, anyway.
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Australia
THE NEW MILLENIAL HARBINGER 4 (Duplicated – 17pp: UK Quarto)
Editor: John Bangsund, PO Box 19, Ferntree Gully, Victoria 3156
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, show of interest.
Distributed through: ANZAPA 3rd mlg.
Interesting as before, John’s shortish apazine centres around an informal
letter column and brief mailing comments – the sort which can be appreciated
by ‘outsiders’. Also in this issue is a short article wherein John attempts to
discover ‘Whatever happened to Canto two?’ – a fanzines of some distinction
which never finally appeared. Bob Toomey’s ‘Letter from another country’
considers the Presidential elections and idiot pot laws, whilst John concludes
with a Trivia Competition – identifying first lines from literature (4 out of 32
for me ... ho hum). Not as good an issue as the second, perhaps, but a very
fine apazine by any standard.
PJR.
THE NEW MILLENIAL HARBINGER 5 (4pp) As above.
Distributed through: ANZAPA 4th mlg.
A very short issue this time and devoted almost entirely to a list of
John’s favourite fiction since 1959... Remainder is brief news, apa notes and
a short letter – all eminently readable.
PJR.

Belgium
LE SAC A CHARBON 6 (Spirit-duplicated – 2pp:approx.US Quarto) In
French.
Editor: Michel Feron, 7 Grand-Place, Hannut.
Available for: Trade, show of interest.
Fourteen fanzines reviewed in this issue – all extremely brief, but with
particulars of address etc. Useful mainly for the obscurer continental
publications not often reviewed elsewhere.
PJR.

Britain
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ERG 26 (Duplicated – 16pp: UK Quarto)
Editor: Terry Jeeves, 30 Thompson Rd, Sheffield, S11 8RB.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC (plus SAE or 4 mint US
commems.)
Distributed through: OMPA 53rd mlg.
Many people will be glad to see that Erg is back after Terry Jeeves’
unfortunate absence from fan publishing and this twenty sixth issue contains
some interesting stuff including a chronological listing of all space shots
(manned) up to January 69, crossword, ‘Carry on Jeeves’ (airforce
reminiscing) and personal notes. Some near-fascist views on Civil Rights
incurred my wrath – perhaps they may have changed after the recent Irish
trouble. ‘Ompaviews’ are unlikely to be of much interest to non-apans or any
outsiders and indeed, although Erg makes a fair apazine, I’m not sure what
sort of reception it might get in competition with genzines. Perhaps the
addition of a letter column might help, or other contributions... it’s only just
been revived anyway, so there’s still time yet.
PJR.
HAVERINGS 38 (Duplicated – 12pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Ave, Surbiton,
Surrey.
U.S.Agent: Redd Boggs, Box 1111, Berkeley, Calif.94701, USA.
Available for: Trade, 2/3, 8/- or $1 for 6 issues.
Haverings is of some considerable value as a fairly regular guide to new
fanzine issues. It’s a pity, however, that given such a wide variety of
magazines plus the will to produce a regular review zine the ‘reviews’ or
comments should be so obscure and carelessly written. Anyway, there it is –
pretty comprehensive and handy for faneds. Now if Checkpoint ever became
regular....
PJR.
NIGHTMARE 1 (Duplicated – 12pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: John Muir, 50 Holker St., Manchester, M13 0DE.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 2/6.
John Muir has been promising a fanzine for some time now and for a
first issue Nightmare is extremely good – worth the wait, in fact. Mind you,
it’s directed towards the film fan (and to a lesser extent, the comic maniac) –
neither field being exactly my particular scene. Nevertheless, things of
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interest include a massive and near complete listing of fantasy and sf films of
the fifties with comments by Charlie Winstone, film reviews by Alan Dodd,
yet another article on the ‘neglected’ Arthur Machen by Tim Stout, and a
short Comicon report (1968). Tim Stout’s column reviews horror film deaths
(assorted), J.R.Campbell has yet another attempted entry for ‘Pseuds Corner’
(“emotional hermaphrodites” indeed...), and Steve Moore contributes a listing
and critique of Magnus, Robot Fighter comics. David Britton’s artwork is
good, if derivative. Altogether then a fine first issue – something like a
duplicated Stardock.
PJR.
OZ 10 (Duplicated – 26pp: UK.Quarto)
Editor: Beryl Mercer, 10 Lower Church Lane, Bristol, BS2 8BA.
Available for: LoC, Trade, contribution, show of interest.
Distributed through: OMPA 53rd mlg.
This tenth issue lacks the Don Studebaker column which made the ninth
Oz a collector’s piece and with this gone the magazine becomes a far more
ordinary apazine. Nevertheless, Beryl’s own writings are as good as always –
bit more neo-fascism again (“put down” the Krays...), seems like OMPA is
the reactionary apa, but still. Archie’s nonsense poems and regular column
are particularly fine, but the remainder is non-descript – an historical article
by Peter Mason, in-group mailing comments, and short letter-column. A
slightly below average issue, perhaps...
PJR.
SCOTTISHE 52 (Duplicated – 27pp: UK:Quarto).
Editor: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Ave., Surbiton,
Surrey.
U.S.Agent: Redd Boggs, Box 1111, Berkeley, Calif.94701, USA.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 2/3, 25¢, 8/- or $1 for 4 issues.
The central feature of Scottishe and the most interesting thing in the
magazine is the letter-column – the only one in Britain which includes any
real discussion; three topics dominate this issue’s:- the question of World
Conventions, supposed control of the news media in Britain and the U.S., and
the ‘generation gap’ in U.K. fandom. Arguments are generally well reasoned
and a genuine sense of involvement come through. The rest of Scottishe is an
anti-climax in comparison – pb and hardback reviews are brief and of little
value, ‘Pedlars I have known’ by Joe Patrizio and ‘How Nigel keeps fit’ by
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Helen Highwater are mildly amusing and nothing more, even ‘Natterings’ is
shorter than usual. Still, Scottishe 52 is worthwhile for the letter column
alone.
PJR.
SHADES OF EVIL 4 (Duplicated – 34pp: UK.Quarto).
Editors: Dave Fletcher & Alan Foster, 40 Whitby Rd., Bradford 8,
Yorks.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 3/-.
As the name suggests, this is another fringe publication dealing, like
Nightmare, with films and comics – the emphasis being on horror. As such it
is reasonably fine – good artwork helps and Dave Fletcher draws well at
least. News of future film releases is comprehensive, although the film
reviews are little more than plot summaries; criticism, such as it is, is
somewhat naive – a word which always comes to mind (perhaps unfairly, but
still...) when considering the comic and horror film sub-fandoms. Anthony
Halstead’s two part story ‘One from up there’ is of little real merit and is
overshadowed by an interesting rewrite of Quatermass and the Pit (from the
BBC tv serial – vintage 1958). The second episode of the comic strip serial
‘The Black Sword’ is too short for any final judgement – the cost of
electrostencils, I suppose. Anyway, Shades of Evil succeeds quite well within
its limits – somewhat irregular, though...
PJR.
TRANSPLANT 1 (Duplicated – 8pp: Foolscap).
Editor: Gray Boak, 7 Oakwood Rd., Bricket Wood, St.Albans, Herts.
Available for: Trade, show of interest.
Distributed through: OMPA 52nd mlg & APA-45 18th mlg.
Transplant 1 serves a dual purpose: as a personal apazine, and as an
introduction to a larger and later magazine, Cynic. It does well in both
directions, since Gray has an easy style of writing which is perfect for his
anecdotes of Hertfordshire fandom, mishaps in Bristol, and hopes for the
future. Quite short, but well done.
PJR.
WADEZINE 3 (Duplicated – 21pp: Foolscap).
Editor: Mrs.E.A.Walton, 25 Yewdale Crescent, Coventry, CV2 2FF,
Warks.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, show of interest.
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Wadezine is a rather curious publication in that it seems to have sprung
up outside the normal fannish circles – at any rate, gaining a copy of this
third issue at the Oxford convention was the first indication I had of
Wadezine’s existence. Inside is a mixture of material ranging from some
appalling limericks by Roy Kettle to intelligent articles on future theatre and
New Worlds; a parody entitled ‘The Coventry Tales’ is of little obvious virtue
and a comparison of the legends of Daedalus and Weyland the Smith will
probably only interest the small fannish band of amateur mythologists...
Illustrations are generally competent, but could be considerably improved by
electrostencilling. Anyway, the mag is quite fair and will doubtless get better
when it takes on a wider distribution.
PJR.

Canada
RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY 12 (Printed – ½US Quarto: 71pp).
Editor: Leland Sapiro, Box 40 University Station, Regina.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 60¢ ($2 for 4).
Along with Speculation, Riverside Quarterly is the magazine in which sf
is discussed with reasonable sanity and intelligence – where it fails in
comparison with the former is in its relative obsolescence and uncalled-for
diversification. The latter point first: RQ 12 has several pages devoted to
verse (and with the exception of Peter Warren’s ‘Epitaph’, mostly bad verse)
plus a short story. Fair enough, perhaps – but it jars when placed next to the
remainder of the zine. On the first point – the articles in this issue concern
H.G.Wells (by Jack Williamson), Tarzan (by T.Henighan), and ‘Sf and the
Symbolist Tradition’ (by Yogi Borel) – not really bang up to date, although
Harry Warner takes an interesting look at the modern super-fanzines, and
Leland Sapiro reviews the Feb New Worlds well and in detail. Nevertheless,
even if it falls short of Speculation, RQ still towers over the average ‘straight
sf’ zine – articles are excellent, the letter-column good if too technical for my
taste... Reproduction and layout is poor for a printed mag, although this issue
has a good REG drawing for a cover – first one I’ve seen. Recommended.
PJR.

Germany
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SF TIMES 93 (Printed – 38pp: approx.US.Quarto). In German
Editor: Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1, Weissenburger Str.
6
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, DM 7.50 for 12 issues.
As usual, this newszine is excellent – not only for information on
German sf either: ‘Nachrichten’ this time has sections of news from
Australia, England, France, Czechoslovakia, Roumania, USSR, USA, Japan,
the DDR, and West Germany. Reviews and listings of German sf – original
and translated – seem to be comprehensive; film news and magazine reviews
are present as well (including a piece on Gandalf’s Garden 2!). For everyone
interested in continental sf (as opposed to fandom), SF Times is ideal.
Recommended.
PJR.
SF TIMES 94/95 (56pp – as above).
A combined issue largely because of its size, this SF Times has the usual
features plus news from Poland and an interview with the famous Polish sf
author Stanislaw Lem. Also included is a survey of Jack Vance by Franz
Rottensteiner with a checklist of German translations... Still the same price,
despite its size. Recommended.
PJR.

United States
CHROME 1 (Duplicated – 40pp:US.Quarto).
Editors: Jim Reuss and Jim Schumacher, 304 South Belt West,
Bellville, Ill.62221.
Available for: Trade, Loc, contribution, 10¢.
Distributed through: APA 45 18th mlg.
This is hardly a fanzine, but since it’s written partially by fans and is
distributed through an apa, it should be considered one. In fact it calls itself
“the literary publication of St.Louis University High School” – whether this
means it’s a school mag or a student mag, I don’t know. For a school it’s
quite good, for a university it’s poor... Anyway, the contents are varied at
least – verse and fiction (neither very inspiring), an analysis of the U.S.
political parties, introductory editorials, and short reviews. All is quite
competent and pretty fair for a first issue I suppose; but I honestly can’t say
that it provoked any real interest at all...
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PJR.
EN GARDE 5½ (Duplicated – 12pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Richard Schultz, 19195 Helen, Detroit, Michigan 48234.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 15¢.
As the title suggests, this is just an interim issue of the Avengers
fanzine, En Garde, and contains little more than news of that programme,
news of Diana Rigg, news of En Garde 6, and a long list of Avengers slides
for sale. Ideal if you’re a fanatic. If you’re not...
PJR.
ICENI 4 (Duplicated – 25pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Bob Roehm, 316 E.Maple St., Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 25¢ (5 issues for $1).
Iceni always seems to be short of material and this issue is no exception,
the main item being a horribly unfunny ‘Lunarcon 2411’ by W.G.Bliss.
Besides this, the zine consists only of letters, reviews (including Yellow
Submarine, which is good), fanzine reviews, and many many fillers. A Jeff
Jones cover index is continued and mention is made of a new novel entitled
Servants of the Wankh... hmmmmmm... Altogether an inoffensive magazine –
nice cover (printed) – but nothing exceptional.
PJR.
ID 3 (Duplicated – some illos printed – 42pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: James Reuss, 304 South Belt West, Belleville, Ill.622221.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 50¢.
Distributed through: APA 45 18th mlg.
A lot better than Jim’s other magazine, Chrome, with fine layout and
excellent illustrations. Contents are good, but not really up to the standards of
the best U.S. mags (although the super-fanzines deserve to go into a separate
class of their own). Jim Schumacher and J.S.Dorr both have columns – the
former political, the latter a mixture of odds and ends which made enjoyable
enough reading. Likewise the fanzine review columns – better than usual,
with Chris Couch considering the U.S. news zines in detail, and James
looking at recent genzines. Book reviews, movie reviews, poems and a letter
column are also in Id. Very neat, quite good reading too. Recommended.
PJR.
LOCUS 21 (Duplicated – 6pp: US.Quarto).
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Editors: Charlie & Marsha Brown, 2078 Anthony Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
10457.
Available for: Trade, news, 6 issues for $1. (18 for $3).
Since I’ve just received Locus 36, I won’t delve too deep into this
rapidly ageing issue. I’ll just say that Locus is the best fannish and sf
newszine that I’ve yet seen, with convention reports, comprehensive fanzine
notes, and a wealth of information on books, apas, people, and happenings.
Excellent. Recommended.
PJR.
LOVE 7 (Spirit Duplicated – 19pp: US.Quarto)
Editor: Fred Haskell, 4370 Brookside Court, Apt.206, Edina, Minn.
55436.
Available for: Trade, LoC, show of interest.
Distributed through: APA 45 18th mlg.
This is more of an apazine than those previously reviewed from APA
45, in other words it is centred around the apa itself and has as its main
feature Fred’s Mailing Comments. These are more interesting than the
average collection, since the format is used largely as a peg for opinions and
general chuntering. Layout is good – fine Gaughan cover and Ken Fletcher
cartoons inside. Letter column and newspaper clippings complete this issue –
a fair one for a personal sort of zine.
PJR.
PERIHELION 6 (Printed – 40pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Sam Bellotto Jr., 40-46B 77th Street, Elmhurst, N.Y. 11373.
Available for: Trade, contribution, 50¢ (12 issues for $5), 6 for $3.50
abroad.
Perihelion attempts to be a professional magazine (it has newsstand
sales) and as such is quite honestly something of a failure. Considered as a
fanzine, however, it becomes quite fine, if pretentious... Layout and artwork
is fine (Vaughan Bodé and Derek Carter), although the latter is considerably
spoiled by some childish scrawls illustrating a Dean Koontz story – which is
naturally a pity. The contents of Perihelion 6 are varied and generally good:
Bob Toomey writes on ‘Sex-F, or, The Uncharted Dimension’, (not very
thorough, but interesting), Astin Wench interviews Ed Forman (ok), and the
editor looks at the new symbolism of mythical beasts. Vaughan Bodé’s
cartoon serial ‘Tubs’ is excellent of its kind... The Dean Koontz story ‘The
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Face in his Belly’ and an article on future rocket propulsion stories I must
confess to not having read. There’s not very much for a professional mag, but
as a fanzine... Recommended.
PJR.
PURE VOMIT (Spirit Duplicated – 12pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Glen Brock, c/o Ned Brooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport News,
Va.23605.
Available for: Trade, show of interest.
Distributed through: SFPA mlg 31.
Pure Vomit is a one-shot only and contains the usual ramblings and
cartooning inherent in such zines. Besides some brief mailing comments,
there are fine sketches and amusing drivel concerned largely with sex and
perversion... I quote: “... what is the right way to fuck an IBM 360, and what
ways are perverse?” Ahh, the machine age...
PJR.
QUARK 9 (Duplicated – 61pp: US.Quarto).
Editors: Lesleigh & Chris Couch, Rt 2, Box 889, Arnold, Missouri
63010.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, show of interest.
Distributed through: APA 45 18th mlg and SFPA mlg 30.
Quark has now established itself as the big ‘rock’ zine and articles in
this issue on ‘The St.Louis Rock Scene’ (by Mike Novak), ‘From a Buick 8’
(Lesleigh Couch), and ‘The Group Thing’ by Chris Couch keep this feeling
alive. Chris’s piece – a listing of the ‘progressive’ groups is quite useful,
though easy to criticize (Hollies and Kinks were there, but no Family or
Jethro Tull... still...) because of its limited scope. Reviews (1p) are good –
Ruben & The Jets is a beautiful album, indeed... Other contents vary –
columns by Jim Rouss and Jerry Kaufman are interesting, mailing comments
struck me as patronising, and the letter column is just average. Somehow
Quark still doesn’t seem to hang together as a magazine... Individually, the
contents are interesting, though. Fine cover too.
PJR.
Room for an odd comment or two: if reviews seem to be getting shorter, my
apologies, but I get the feeling that I’m running out of room – too much for 8
pages, not enough for 10. Never fear, things will eventually stabilize when I
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catch up with fanzines received. Think I’ll go quarto then, as well... Ah,
dreams. Thanks to all who write; more thanks to those who sub – Checkpoint
must have money to continue.
SANDWORM 6 (Duplicated – 32pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Bob Vardeman, PO Box 11352, Albuquerque, N.M. 87112.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 20¢.
Distributed through: APA 45 18th mlg.
A relatively small issue this, after the 5th and anniversary Sandworm; in
fact the larger part of the magazine is taken up with a letter column – a good
one, though – and the remainder with ramblings by Bob, a book review or
two, and Alexis Gilliland considering a curious pop group in curious
surroundings... Thus summed up, it may not seem much, but it’s well
presented, the discussions are of interest, and there’s a fine sprinkling of idiot
humour – it holds together well. Recommended.
PJR.
SCIENCE FICTION NEWSLETTER 13 (Printed – 8pp: US.Quarto)
Editor: Don Blyly, 825 West Russell Street, Peoria, Ill. 61506.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 15¢ ($1.25 for 10 issues).
Having recently received the final issue of this mag, I suppose I
shouldn’t plague Don with unpleasant memories, but this High School
fanzine is really bad (and worse – it’s legible too). W.G.Bliss’s ‘Time of the
Ottos’ continues to wallow in corn and whimsy, the editorial is fearful, and
the only really worthwhile piece is a listing of forthcoming cons. Sorry, but
there’s little news and less sf... wherefore the title?
PJR.
SF NEWSLETTER 14 (8pp – as above).
Two bad stories, some vile illustrations by Schweitzer, and an article on
how to start a High School sf club... a more interesting issue than usual.
PJR.
SF NEWSLETTER 15 (8pp – as above)
More ‘Time of the Ottos’, a couple of plot summaries disguised as book
reviews, and a letter... Three issues within a fortnight – oy!
PJR.
SHANGRI L’AFFAIRES 75 (Printed – 70ppL approx.halfscap).
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Editor: Ken Rudolph, 745 No. Spaulding Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
90046.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 50¢.
It’s curious to think that this is lumped into the same class as SF
Newsletter – both fanzines, both printed U.S. fanzines produced by groups in
fact... Anyway, the comparison is absurd – Shangri L’Affairs is one of the top
American super-fanzines: it looks almost as good as Trumpet (incredible
artwork – fantasy, sf and cartoon – beautiful layout) and reads almost as good
as SF Review. Editorial tells of troubles with the multilith and goes on to
consider tv censorship. Larry Janifer looks at the humourless world of sf – or
at least sf publishers... John Berry rambles about music – pop and classical,
and Dick Bergeron has a long and fannish column. Ted Johnstone’s ‘Slow
Train Through Gondor’ considers civilization (in a fanzine!?) and Len Bailes
tries to interpretate The Prisoner tv series and finally there are reviews of
books, films, and prozines – all entertaining and excellent. Massive letter
column, art portfolio by Dick Bergeron, good piece of fiction by Len Atkins,
and a selection of dragons by Bill Rotsler & Tim Kirk... One of the top three
fanzines – it’s a pity I haven’t more room to look at the mass of contents in
more detail. Highly Recommended.
PJR.
STARLING 13 (Duplicated – 72pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Hank Luttrell & Lesleigh Couch, 2936 Barrett Station Rd.,
Kirkwood, Missouri 63122.
Available for: Trade, contribution, letter, 50¢ (4 issues for $1)
Distributed through: APA 45 18th mlg.
This massive issue is celebrating Hank’s 100th fanzine, but I can’t
honestly say it’s in any way impressive. Like Quark or Beabohema there’s
good stuff inside, but it’s spoiled with poor presentation and lack of general
cohesion: Starling is a collection of interesting oddments. Lesleigh Couch
writes about the morality of the draft – quite well researched, I should
imagine... There then follows a piece of old time fannish reminiscing, a piece
of fiction by Leo Kelley (too long for the content), and a book review. Poetry
section contains some fair verse and the letter column some fair letters. Banks
Mebane has a column, James Dorr looks at 2001 as a computerman, and there
is a rock music section. All quite good, but guaranteed forgettable... No
personality.
PJR.
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WARHOON 25 (Duplicated – 54pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Richard Bergeron, 11 East 68th Street, New York City, N.Y.
10021.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 60¢.
Distributed through: FAPA 125th mlg.
Another one of the top U.S. fanzines – careful layout and fine
presentation, even though it’s the work of one person and a duplicator.
Anyway, it’s the contents that really matter and these are excellent too,
although there’s still a split feeling about the magazine – in other words, it
combines two things which don’t have a mutual attraction: fannishness
(largely reminiscent) and hyper-sercon sf criticism. The editorial is long and
entertaining (includes a consideration of the attraction of writing for fanzines
as opposed to the professional (non sf) publications) and is followed by the
second part of Harry Warner’s ‘Wealth of Fable’ – an Irish Fandom history
and a splendid one too... Bob Shaw’s ‘The Mortal Gael’ is in much the same
vein (a few thoughts on the psychedelic effects of Baked Beans) and so,
naturally, is Walt Willis’s column, ‘The Harp That Once Or Twice’ (the Irish
madness applied to transport...). In entirely different tone, however, are the
more sercon sf articles – a James Blish speech, Robert Lowndes’ column,
‘Aufgeknöpft’, Ted White on Dangerous Visions (Part Two), Harlan Ellison
on Ted White... Excellent letter column and FAPA mcs. No more room to say
more, but Warhoon remains a fine publication. Recommended.
PJR.
I hope to get the next combined issue out by next week... ahahaha..
Checkpoint 1 has been reprinted: 1/- from me, 15¢ from Ed Reed.
To Subscribers, Friends, and Others – a cross here ... means no more
Checkpoints unless money is received. A number indicates the last C/p you
are paid up to. (See first page...)
To Editors – the next issue you’ll receive is ... when your fnz ........ will
be reviewed. I’m afraid you’ll have to sub to other issues (your review issues
naturally free). Ok?
CHECKPOINT 4/5 from:
Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
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Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
UNITED KINGDOM.
Ed Reed,
668 Westover Road,
Stanford,
Conn. 06902,
UNITED STATES.
Please Return if Undelivered
PRINTED MATTER ONLY
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Checkpoint 6 & 7 (First Series),
September 1969
Issue Number 6 & 7.
- 28th Sep.69.
Restormel Press Publication: 19.
Available for: Trade (with Egg or Mor-farch)
1/- per copy, 5/- for 6 issues (U.K.)
15¢ per copy, 50¢ for 4 issues (U.S.)
30¢ per copy, $1 for 4 issues (airmail)
Produced by: Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, U.K.
U.S.Agent: Ed Reed, 668 Westover Rd., Stamford, Conn. 06902, U.S.A.
FANZINES REVIEWED in this combined issue:
Australia:
The New Forerunner 4
The New Forerunner 5
Britain:
Haverings 39
In Retrospect 1968
Interim
The Planet Comicollector 1
The Scarr 122
Scream 1
Son of New Futurian 3
Speculation 22
Stardock 2
Canada:
Hugin and Munin 7
Osfic 18
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Germany:
Luna Times 2
SF Times 97
SF Times 98
U.S.A.:
Beabohema 3
Chrome 3
The Fantasy Collector 123
Granfalloon 6
Harpies 1
L’Ange Jacque 3
Locus 26
Locus 27
Locus 28
Pegasus 4
SF Newsletter 16
SF Newsletter 17
SF Newsletter 18
Troat 8
WORDS:
The abbreviated reviews in this and the previous issue are largely the
result of a fine response to Checkpoint from fanzine editors themselves; in
other words, I’ve been flooded with magazines... True, this is what I
intended, but it has meant that a backlog of material for review has piled up.
To clear this I’ve decided to combine issues 4/5, 6/7, and 8/9 returning to the
original format with Checkpoint 10 (which will also be quarto sized and run
to 12 pages or so). Keep those fanzines coming!

Australia
THE NEW FORERUNNER 4 (Spirit Duplicated – 14pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Gary Mason, Warili Road, French’s Forest, New South Wales
2086.
Available for: Trade, 15¢ (Australia), 20¢ (USA), 1/6 (UK), 55¢-5/- air.
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This Australian newszine also happens to be the Journal of the Sydney
SF Found. and therefore a fair part of the magazine is devoted to group
business – electioneering, formal minutes, and so on. Nevertheless, that
which remains afterwards is of particular interest to everyone concerned with
Australian sf and fandom: transcript of Peter Darling’s speech about the
Sydney SF Foundation, sf and comic news, fanzine news and reviews,
ANZAPA news, and a report on the Melbourne con – with the speech
announcing the Ditmar Awards (The New Forerunner was the first fnz I
received with news of the results). Good.
PJR.
THE NEW FORERUNNER 5 (20pp: as above).
SSFF news and official business, Australian fnz news, details of plans
for Vision of Tomorrow, sf, comic, and ‘censorship’ news, plus consideration
of overseas memberships to Worldcons. Well worth taking a look at.
PJR.

Britain
HAVERINGS 39 (Duplicated – 10pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton,
Surrey.
U.S.Agent: Redd Boggs, Box 1111, Berkeley, Calif. 94701.
Available for: Trade, 2/3, 8/- or $1 for 6 issues.
Haverings continues to arrive with some regularity and at least contains
the latest news of most fanzine releases in the U.K. and U.S. Personally I
think the reviews are somewhat spoiled by lack of care (‘2001’ written
instead of ‘Dangerous Visions’, “This fnz has over 8pp!”, and so on), but I
can no longer complain about their shortness! Anyway, it’s still as useful as
ever for the faneditor looking for trades.
PJR.
IN RETROSPECT 1968 (Duplicated – 10pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Mike Ashley, 8 Shurland Ave., Sittingbourne, Kent.
Available for: Trade, 1/-.
A short but interesting review and magazine bibliography for 1968 (In
Retrospect 1967 appeared in Plinth 3 – from Mike @ 1/9) which contains
checklists of sf/horror magazine issues (frequency, price, etc), checklists of
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pre-1930 reprints, magazine serials, and Hugo, Nebula, Galaxy, and
Analytical Laboratory awards. Also consideration of authors published in sf
mags during 1968, best single issues, and finally 1968 obituaries. All from
Mike’s viewpoint, of course, but fine for checklist and sercon sf fans. Good.
PJR.
INTERIM (Duplicated – 12pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Gray Boak, 7 Oakwood Rd, Bricket Wood, St.Albans, Herts.
Available for: Trade, show of interest.
This is just a shortish one-shot for people wondering where Cynic has
got to, but is nonetheless entertaining in its own right. Gray’s editorial
considers the splitting of British fandom (a point I shall take up in Egg) and is
followed by an excellent account of the birth of Hertfordshire fandom.
Finally there are some limited but good fnz reviews by Jhim Linwood... As I
said, quite brief, but all well written.
PJR.
THE PLANET COMICOLLECTOR 1 (Duplicated – 13pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Dave Womack, 132 Albany Road, Hornchurch, RM12 4AQ,
Essex.
Available for: Trade, 2/-, 12 issues for 19/-.
As the title suggests, this is primarily devoted to comicbook collectors
and carries several pages of ‘wanted’ and ‘for sale’ ads. Printed ‘Green
Hornet’ cover, a few words of intent, and some poor fnz reviews conclude
this brief first issue. Useful for U.K. comic fans... but it doesn’t seem to be
appearing monthly, yet.
PJR.
THE SCARR 122 (Duplicated – 14pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: George Charters, 3 Lancaster Ave., Bangor, Northern Ireland.
Available for: Trade, LoC, show of interest.
Distributed through: OMPA 54th mlg.
The last of the Irish fanzines, The Scarr continues the easy, punning
tradition (refusal to use the decimal system results in the number 122,
incidentally) with cartoons by Atom, an excellent column, ‘The Immortal
Gael’, by Bob Shaw (previous appearance in Warhoon), and an unlikely story
of Irish Fandom – unsigned. George Charters also has a brief editorial and a
column of odds and ends entitled, ‘The Chop-house’. A little short, but
thoroughly entertaining. Recommended.
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PJR.
SCREAM 1 (Duplicated – 3pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Keith Walker, c/o David Sutton, 17 Cocksmead Croft, King’s
Heath, Birmingham 14.
Available for: Trade, 1/- for 2 issues.
A curious and very small horror/sf newszine, containing some news and
adverts, intermingled with a brief attack on faneds who lose contributions, a
naively vicious condemnation of John Ramsey Campbell, and a few words of
anger directed towards fan clubs. I’ve only seen this one, ageing issue, so I
can’t really comment further. Curious, anyway...
PJR.
SON OF NEW FUTURIAN 3 (Duplicated – 20pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Howard Rosenblum, 7 Grosvenor Park, Allerton Hill, Leeds,
LS7 3QD.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 1/-.
Still very much the grey fanzine, I fear. Partially because of the ink,
mainly because of the contents... Bryn Fortey’s ‘Scream! Cry! Tear the
House Down’ (1st part of a serial) looks intriguingly Lovecraftian, though I
doubt whether Bryn will allow it to follow the normal course; a Roger
Waddington poem is the only other contribution of interest – the remainder
varies from bad fiction by Nigel Haslock and Jack Newman to an
unremarkable article on heart transplants and a painfully unedited letter
column. There’s always something of interest in SoNF, but you’ve got to
search for it.
PJR.
SPECULATION 22 (Duplicated – 34pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Peter Weston, 31 Pinewall Ave., Masshouse Lane, Birmingham
30.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 2/6, 35¢ ($1 for 3 issues).
As good an issue as usual – printed Eddie Jones cover, articles, and
reviews by professional authors and well-known fans; Speculation remains
the finest magazine for serious sf readers. This twenty second issue is in
some ways better than those previous, however, since there are distinct
elements of fannishness creeping in. By this I don’t mean the juvenilia
normally associated with this term, but the creation of a slightly easier style
and atmosphere with elements of humour and editorial personality – such,
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indeed, as found in the best U.S. fanzines. Pete Weston’s ‘Science Fiction
Diary’ is an entertaining example of this, as is David Redd’s piece on sfwriting, ‘The Nadge Grummetbogle Story’, and Chris Priest’s commentary,
‘View of Suburbia’. All full of sf information, but carefully presented – not
so blunt as before... The letter-column is still serious, star-studded, and good
and reviews are consistently thorough (Ken and Pamela Bulmer look at
Dangerous Visions). The sf enthusiast is well looked after... Recommended.
PJR.
STARDOCK 2 (Printed – 40pp: approx.½ foolscap).
Editor: Stan Nicholls, 5 St John’s Wood Terr., St John’s Wood, London
NW8.
Available for: Trade, contribution, 3/-. (40¢)
Undoubtedly the best looking British sf fanzine, Stardock’s second issue
is a considerable improvement on the first, although there are still two
distracting points: the lack of a letter column, and subsequent slight
alienation, and the more obvious fantasy work – art and fiction (the point
being that since Stan has split fantasy and sf into two with Gothique and
Stardock, he might as well keep to the respective sub-genres...) Anyway, for
all this Stardock has become one of the top British fanzines (and with a
circulation of 1000 too...) and this issue contains excellent articles on Steve
Ditko’s politics by Michel Parry, and on Mike Moorcock by Mike Ashley
(too short, though) with added checklist. A long critique of 2001 by John
Ramsey Campbell is intriguing, although excessively pretentious and the
same could describe Alan Marshfield’s piece of fiction. Artwork is generally
good, notably pieces by Alan Hunter (ex-Nova New Worlds illustrator) and a
portfolio by David Britton. Still plenty of room for improvement, but good
nonetheless. Recommended.
PJR.

Canada
HUGIN AND MUNIN 7 (Duplicated – 42pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Richard Labonte, 971 Walkley Rd., Ottawa 8, Ontario.
U.K.Agent: me.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 25¢, 2/-.
HaM is a nice fanzine; that’s my first thought when considering it for
review and I think I’m going to have difficulty clarifying it to any sensible
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degree – it’s just a feeling that comes up out of its orange pages... Anyway, to
consider it somewhat more prosaically: HaM seems to be strongest on fiction
– unlike most fan stuff, Crayden Arcand’s ‘Make Mine Murder’ and Marg
Yeo’s ‘This Next Town’ are well-written, the right length in relation to
content, and generally enjoyable. The remaining contents include a conreport
(Philcon) by a surviving neo, reviews and memories of kindergarten sf in
Susan Wood’s column, book and fanzine reviews (the latter of course by the
notorious Mike Glicksohn), and a piece of heavy-handed satire at the expense
of 2001. Letter column is interesting and artwork fair with a fine Derek
Carter cover. Try a copy, anyway – I like it... Recommended.
PJR.
OSFIC 19 (Printed – 32pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Peter Gill, 18 Glen Manor Dr., Toronto 13, Ontario.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 40¢ (10 issues for $3).
Osfic suffers as a fanzine largely because of its layout, faded
reproduction, and massed typoes – it manages to look uninteresting... Mind
you, the contents don’t support this – at least, not entirely: Mike Glicksohn
has an amusing piece of idiocy concerning proliferating fandom (read it and
discover what that means), Phyllis Eisenstein considers ‘Subways I have
known’, and Derek Carter begins a competent if faded s&s comic strip. Letter
column, reviews (books and fanzines) and fiction are pretty mediocre in
comparison. Somehow, I think Osfic could be considerably improved with
better and more obvious editing...
PJR.

Germany
LUNA TIMES 2 (Spirit Duplicated – 75pp: approx.US.Quarto). In German.
Editor: Heinz Ettel, 8261 Winhöring, Oberfeldstr. 51.
Available for: Trade, contribution, DM 1.
A massive magazine this, and somehow rather jumbled – contents are
divided into sections, but they don’t seem to form a unified whole and the
lack of real layout doesn’t help, either... Still the contents are fair enough –
scientific articles on the proposed Russian moonlanding, a plan of the U.S.
moonlanding, notes on Saturn V, and (curiously) the creation of the earth’s
atmosphere. A very short piece on Flying Saucers (not very useful) concludes
this section, and the fannish part of Luna Times begins – the part I find most
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interesting. Waldemar Kumming’s printed photos of the FOLLOWcon
enliven the pale purple pages, there are some brief fanzine reviews, and a
consideration of the SFCD by Heinz himself. Finally some book reviews, an
interesting personal fan history by Horst Pukallus, and some long and rather
doubtful fiction (and verse) conclude this weighty piece of fanac. At the
moment, Luna Times is a bit heavy going – better reproduction, better layout
(especially illustrations), and a rationalisation of contents (there’s just too
much) would, I think, improve it. Still, it’s all quite interesting if you feel like
making the effort – not for the lazy reader, perhaps.
PJR.
SF TIMES 96 (Printed – 30pp: approx.US.Quarto). In German.
Editor: Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1, Weissenburger Str.
6.
Available for: Trade, DM 7.50 for 12 issues.
As usual, this newszine is ideal for anyone interested in continental sf,
containing news of German language book reviews, reviews in depth, and
general news from Poland to Canada. Also in this issue are reviews of
English language magazines and films... Perhaps a little too serious at times,
but a very good sf coverage nonetheless.
PJR.
SF TIMES 97 (34pp – as above).
Some of the printing in this issue is atrocious, but the contents are as
good as always. SF Times 97 was also the first fanzine that I received with
Taff results and gave the nominations for the German Fan Poll as well...
Again I must lament the lack of a British newszine. Still... this isn’t a bad
substitute.
PJR.

United States
BEABOHEMA 3 (Duplicated – 80pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Frank Lunney, 212 Juniper Street, Quakertown, Pa. 18951.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 60¢ ($1.50 for 3 issues).
It’s remarkable just how much Beabohema has improved since its fairly
recent beginning – I still think it’s somewhat jumbled though, better layout,
eradication of the remaining bad artwork, and (like Luna Times) a cut in size
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would probably help. Nevertheless, the standards and contents become more
exact and more entertaining each issue, leaving Beabohema more of the top
twenty U.S. fanzines... ‘The Special Mandroid Section’ is perhaps the
centrepiece of this issue – Piers Anthony, andy offutt, and Robert Margroff
take a few pages each to consider fiction contests (a follow-on from Piers’
article in the second issue) and do so with humour and reminiscing. Leo
Kelley’s column advertises the n3f story contest and then fumes over a
slanderous anti-sf writers reviewer (a creature best ignored, I think) whilst
Piers Anthony utilizes his column (!) to introduce himself and explain his
attitudes (once again) – amusing, though. Dale Goble contributes a mildly
interesting ‘First Impressions of Fandom’ and Gary Hubbard’s look at s&s
and religion in ‘Sunday School Swordsmen’ can be similarly described. Seth
Dogramajian consider’s R.E.Gilbert’s artwork, Al Snider reviews a few
fanzines, and ‘Faith Lincoln’ tears a few books apart – all goodly material.
Finally there is an over-long letter column, and a dismal column by the sadly
untalented Bill Marsh. Altogether an entertaining magazine, climbing quickly
upwards. Recommended.
PJR.
CHROME 3 (Duplicated – 40pp: US.Quarto).
‘Editor’: The Chrome Organization, St.Louis University High School,
4970 Oakland Ave., St.Louis, Missouri 63110.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 25¢.
Distributed through: APA 45 19th mlg.
As I said in the review of the first issue in Checkpoint 4/5, Chrome is
only connected with fanzines through the fannish disposition of its editors –
it’s more like a school magazine in content. Short stories, verse, and reviews
(Steppenwolf & Lion In Winter) are all competent, but not very exciting...
Most interesting thing in this issue is a reprinted letter (anti-student) from a
local fascist – makes the political articles that follow something of an anticlimax. All told, Chrome is a very average, colourless magazine...
PJR.
THE FANTASY COLLECTOR 123 (Duplicated – 34pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: C.Cazedessus Jr, PO Box 550, Evergreen, Colo. 80439.
Available for: 8¢ (16¢ Canada, U.K., Australia), 33¢ airmail (75¢ in
U.K., $1 in Australia).
Massive lists of fantasy/sf material (comics & pulps too) wanted and for
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sale. Caz promises offset repro next issue; for collectors...
PJR.
GRANFALLOON 6 (Duplicated – 64pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Linda Eyster & Suzanne Tompkins, Apt. 103, 4921 Forbes Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.
Available for: Trades, contributions, LoCs, 50¢ ($1 for 3 issues).
Looks nice – except for some two-year old scrawls in the letter column,
and is reasonably well laid out; but somehow the contents don’t quite come
over. I’ve just looked through them once again, and the only thing I found
really interesting was Piers Anthony’s brief little story... The editorials are
fragmented and insipid and are followed by a very curious ‘First Annual Faan
Poll’ by Bob Tucker – neither serious nor humorous, just pointless. Book
reviews by Richard Delap are good, fanzine reviews are adequate. Richard
Delap also begins a review of the professional sf magazines in 1968...
incredible, just imagine reading all that shit – Analog, Amazing, and all.
Other fiction is unexciting and so is most of the verse, leaving only a
contrastingly good letter column. I’d been looking forward to seeing
Granfalloon and the disappointment of actually viewing it might account for
this rather negative review – after all, presentation is very fine and it’s a far
better fanzine than most of the stuff produced in – say – the U.K. Perhaps it’s
just this issue..?
PJR.
HARPIES 1 (Duplicated – 27pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Richard Schultz, 19195 Helen, Detroit, Michigan 48234.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 20¢.
Distributed through: FAPA 127th mlg.
Seems like Harpies was produced mainly to show the Michigan SF
Group that a magazine (or any other project) could be completed quickly and
successfully – fine for the MISFitS, perhaps, but the haste shows up in
reproduction, layout, and (partially) in the contents. Nevertheless, I found it
engaged my interest to a considerable extent... Centrepiece are the editorials
by Richard and Howard DeVore considering convention bidding and fan
groups (the MISFitS in particular). Fanzine reviews are quite thorough, and
there are also a couple of long book reviews, plus a couple of critiques of
2001 (by Steve Harris and Bob Toomey). Quite short, but quite good as well.
PJR.
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L’ANGE JACQUE 3 (Spirit Duplicated – 54pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Ed Reed, 668 Westover Rd., Stamford, Conn. 06902.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 35¢ (3 issues for $1)
You may not believe it, but this issue of L’Ange Jacque comes in ten
parts, forming a “build-it-yourself-fanzine kit” – great idea and it’s almost
successful... Only thing is that not all the contents are up to the same standard
(artwork for example varies considerably in quality) and the reproduction is
not the ideal type. Still, relatively minor points, since I found this a most
enjoyable magazine: ‘Opinions’ is a section of comment – columns, open
letters, and so on; contributors include the sadly sincere prophet of things
long gone, J.J.Pierce – in comparison David Malone and Leo Doroschenko
are a little flat. Dean Koontz’s ‘Dreamlet of the Hawk’ in the ‘Fiction’
section is intriguing, although John Boardman’s contribution is more than a
little obvious. The ‘Verse’ section can be thrown away (ahh, the advantages
of this format...). ‘Reviews’ are a bit incoherent – music and fanzines. Finally
some rather average letters and a fine Gaughan back cover (or front, if you
prefer...). There it is then – different and very enjoyable as a one-shot idea.
Recommended.
PJR.
LOCUS 26 (Duplicated – 12pp: US.Quarto).
Editors: Charlie & Marsha Brown, 2078 Anthony Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
10457.
Available for: Trade, News, 6 issues for $1 (18 for $3).
The finest sf/fannish newszine currently available – mass of news,
Lunacon & Minicon reports, beautiful & idiotic cartooning, fnz rvws, and all
constantly entertaining. Highly recommended.
PJR.
LOCUS 27 (8pp – as before).
Just as fine as the last issue – Ethel Lindsay reports on Galactic Fair
(Oxcon 69 to the less pretentious), fanzine reviews (brief, but good), and
news of magazines, people, apas, and books gathered from a myriad
sources... Highly Recommended.
PJR.
LOCUS 28 (6pp – as before).
Slightly shorter, but naturally good: Disclave report, statement from Ted
White in support of TAFF, and all the usual news (Did you know 2001 has
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been translated into Hebrew..?). HR again.
PJR.
PEGASUS 4 (Spirit Duplicated – 67pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct., Lake Jackson, Texas 77566.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, show of interest.
Curious magazine this, the main item really being checklists of sf books
published in America (in quarterly instalments) – obviously immediately
useful to collectors and other people with money... But I must say that the
remainder of the magazine struck me as sadly non-descript: the editorial is a
rambling and inoffensive one which keeps on appearing throughout the issue;
‘Why SF?’ is a transcript of an idiot Pierce-like speech by Daniel F. Galouye,
Gerald Bishop’s ‘On The Literary Zine’ is a collection of plot summaries of
old novels and it therefore goes without saying that Richard Delap’s section
of book reviews seem extra fine by comparison... There follows an overlong
transcript of a discussion with Piers Anthony largely on Chthon and
Omnivore, and fanzine reviews plus letter column (in need of editing) finish
this issue off... Nothing too much there really – the illustrations are
undoubtedly the worst I’ve ever seen in a fanzine of this size. Pity, but there
it is; perhaps, like Granfalloon 6, it’s just an off issue?
PJR.
SF NEWSLETTER 16 (Printed – 8pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Don Blyly, 825 West Russell St., Peoria, Illinois 61606.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 15¢.
Now I’ll be quite blunt and say straightaway that this was the worst
fanzine that I regularly received (it finished with no. 21) – a school sf club
magazine... shudder. But having said that, this sixteenth issue is a lot better
than earlier ones; ‘Time of the Ottos’ drags on and Darrell Schweitzer has an
inane piece of fiction herein, but a letter column has been added and that
means Harry Warner Jnr. Immediate improvement...
PJR.
SF NEWSLETTER 17 (16pp – as above).
The annish and really quite good (better if the front cover and the never
ending ‘Time of the Ottos’ had been excised), including an interview with
Larry Niven and a comparison of the Ozarkon, Marcon, and Minicon – both
of some considerable interest.
PJR.
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SF NEWSLETTER 18 (8pp – as above).
Back to the old SFN, I’m afraid – ‘fiction’ and a letter from Norm
Masters... Wow. Sorry, but if you want to try an issue, I can only point to the
seventeenth.
PJR.
TROAT 8 (Printed – 6pp: US Quarto)
Editor: Lynn Hickman, 413 Ottokee Street, Wauseon, Ohio 43567.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC plus 6¢.
Distributed through: OMPA 54th mlg.
Nice cartooning, very light chatter – Troat is really just a letter
substitute, but cheerful and entertaining... I don’t quite know why I picked it
out of the OMPA mailing for review, but there it is – just felt like it. Ahhh,
what a way to run a reviewzine..mumble..mumble...
PJR.
LETTERS: (Checkpoint is not available for LoCs, but thanks nonetheless to
everyone who has commented and to everyone who has subbed – I will print
parts of letters concerned with fanzines/reviewing in general...)
John Hall, 124 Punchcroft, New Ash Green, Dartford, Kent.
Yes, there is a “resurgence of ‘because it’s amateur material bung in as
many four letter words as possible’ attitudes”. In one year two major fanzines
find it “for the highest artistic reasons” becomes them to publish stories with
four letter words in them – this is, of course, not to mention what It and Oz
have been doing lately – and don’t tell me they are not in the same class,
because I won’t accept it. And incidentally, you have one of the words I am
complaining about wrong, but I shan’t correct you since it must be obvious to
you that I don’t type these letters myself.
I meant it when I said Zine 1 was the finest mag ever published – as far
as I was concerned it was – haven’t I the right to feel proud of my own mag
no matter what others think? The trouble is, Roberts, Checkpoint has no right
to make comment, good or bad, on any zine – this applies to every reviewer
and review zine in Britain, America (or anywhere else).
I know you will either dismiss this letter as demental ravings because
Zine 1 got a bad write-up, or as another attempt to get something published in
the realms of the ROBERTS’ ORGANIZATION – I shall plead, however,
how sick – sick and fed-up I am with this type of material and it hurts even
more when you throw my own magazine into the maelstrone (sic) along with
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your other unwanted destructive criticisms.
[Small, embarrassed cough – well, let me answer your first point: if only
two fanzines have produced an issue with a four letter word in (I must admit,
I hadn’t counted), then this is but a tiny drop in the fanzine ocean... nothing to
worry the most conservative of fans. Secondly, I try to review fanzines fairly
and even though you spent £50 on Zine 1 and enlisted the aid of a multitude
of sub-editors and assistants (typist even!) I can’t honestly call your first
issue the best fanzine ever... I might add that the ROBERTS
ORGANIZATION, unlike your own, consists of one individual – an
individual who doesn’t like playing silly buggers whilst pretending that he is
a Big Editor who can dictate to readers... Zine holds some promise, but don’t
involve me in your fantasy world.]
Checkpoint 1 has been reprinted and is available from me or Ed Reed at 1/- or
15¢. I still have copies of the Sample Issue and 4/5. Ed Reed has copies of
4/5 and may have some copies left of no.3... Drop a line if you want copies of
no.2 or no.3 – if there’s sufficient demand, I’ll reprint them.
Subscribers, friends and others: a cross here ... means no more Checkpoints
unless money is received. A number indicates the last C/p you have paid for.
Editors: the next Checkpoint you will receive is ... when your fanzine,
............, will be reviewed. I’m afraid you will have to subscribe to other
issues (Review issues naturally being free). Ok?
CHECKPOINT 6/7 from:
Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
UNITED KINGDOM.
or:
Ed Reed,
668 Westover Road,
Stamford,
Conn. 06902,
UNITED STATES.
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Checkpoint 8 & 9 (First Series),
October 1969
Issue number 8 & 9.
5/10/69.
Restormel Press Publication: 20
Available for: Trade (with Egg or Mor-farch).
1/- per copy, 5/- for 6 issues (U.K.)
15¢ per copy, 50¢ for 4 issues (U.S.)
30¢ per copy, $1 for 4 issues (airmail)
Produced by: Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol, BS4 5DZ, U.K.
U.S. Agent: Ed Reed, 668 Westover Rd., Stamford, Conn. 06902, U.S.A.
Australia:
The New Forerunner 6
The New Millenial Harbinger 6 & 7
Belgium:
Le Sac A Charbon 8 & 9
Britain:
The Amazing Dancing Bear
The Chopping Block
Erg 27
Oz 11
Red Cake 1
Seagull 2
Canada:
Osfic 20
Germany:
Impressionen 18
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Munich Round Up 106
SF Times 98 & 99
Slan Nachrichten 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 & 53
U.S.A:
Asmodeus 3
Beabohema 4
En Garde 6
Harpies 3
Iceni 5
Locus 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 & 34
Love 8
Luna 7
Quark 10
SF Newsletter 19, 20 & 21
WSFA Journal 66
WORDS:
Forty fanzines ‘reviewed’ in what will probably be only six pages.
Sorry, but this is the last chance I have of putting out a Checkpoint before
Christmas and I think it’s preferable to clear up this backlog in three short
issues (4/5, 6/7, 8/9) with short fanzine reviews, rather than leave them until
Christmas when they’ll have aged even more. With the 10th issue (in
December), I shall return to the original ‘in depth’ reviewing – sixteen
fanzines in a dozen quarto pages – with perhaps some other contents besides
fnz rvws... Checkpoint 10 will also be a special international edition with
magazines from at least nine countries.

Australia
THE NEW FORERUNNER 6 (Duplicated – 16pp: US.Quarto)
Editor: Gary Mason, Warili Road, French’s Forest, New South Wales
2086.
Available for: Trade, 15¢ (Australia), 20¢ (USA), 1/6 (UK), 55¢ or 5/air.
The Journal of the Sydney SF Foundation as well as Australia’s only
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regular newszine – contents (besides formal SSFF business, minutes of
meetings and so on) include sf and comic news, fannish and fanzine news
and comment, plus notes on the state of censorship in Australia. Ideal for
anyone interested in what’s happening in the Antipodes...
THE NEW MILLENIAL HARBINGER 6 (Duplicated – 4pp: UK.Quarto)
Editor: John Bangsund, PO Box 19, Ferntree Gully, Victoria 3156.
Available for: Trade, show of interest.
Distributed through: ANZAPA 5th mlg.
A very brief issue consisting solely of ANZAPA mailing comments –
amusingly written as always – plus a lovely piece of idiot verse...
THE NEW MILLENIAL HARBINGER 7 (4pp – exactly as above)
Bit of chatter, statement from A Bertram Chandler concerning his
‘Golden Amazon’ stories, letters from Brian Aldiss & Norma Williams, and
mention of ‘a few recent events’ – short again, but just as good.

Belgium
LE SAC A CHARBON 8 (Spirit Duplicated – 4pp: UK.Quarto). In French.
Editor: Michel Feron, 7 Grand Place, Hannut.
Available for: Trade, show of interest.
35 fanzine reviews – even shorter than these! Details of address are
given, so it’s useful for faneditors looking for new possibilities for trading –
especially useful for the obscurer continental fanzines.
LE SAC A CHARBON 9 is four more pages of the same...

Britain
THE AMAZING DANCING BEAR (Duplicated – 13pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: John Hall, 124 Punchcroft, New Ash Green, Dartford, Kent.
Available for: LoC on previous issue of Zine, show of interest.
This is Zine 1’s letter column – detached and sent out before the second
issue of the magazine. Limited circulation and limited interest: if seven LoCs
are all you received for Zine 1 (with 1000 copies printed), it rather proves my
point, John, that despite your rather hysterical claims, your first issue was not
“the greatest fanzine ever”. Sorry...
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THE CHOPPING BLOCK (Duplicated – 36pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Bryn Fortey, 90 Caerleon Road, Newport, Monmouthshire,
NPT 7BY.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, show of interest.
Bryn calls this a supplement to Relativity – a supplement of book and
fanzine reviews by a variety of people, all competent and entertaining. One
short piece of fiction is uninspired, but I must admit to liking John Hall’s
short poem, ‘Linda’. Duplication is fine when you consider it was the product
of much hard toil on a flatbed... a dying art! Anyway, the magazine is a good
idea in itself, and the result reads well – good.
ERG 27 (Duplicated – 16pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Terry Jeeves, 30 Thompson Rd., Sheffield, S11 8RB.
Available for: Trade, LoC plus SAE (LoC plus 4 mint commem. stamps
– U.S.)
Distributed through: OMPA 54th mlg.
Quite brief, but an entertaining personal apazine; this issue sees the start
of ‘Down Memory Bank Lane’ which looks at some obscure, old pulps, the
continuance of ‘Carry on Jeeves’ (airforce nostalgia), plus OMPA mailing
comments and a brief article on rocket/spacecraft plastic models. Nothing
exceptional, but pleasant nonetheless.
OZ 11 (Duplicated – 20pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Beryl Mercer, 10 Lower Church Lane, St. Michael’s, Bristol,
BS2 8BA.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, show of interest.
Distributed through: OMPA 54th mlg.
A shorter issue than usual, but certainly better than the previous one.
Main item is a Oxconreport by Beryl – quotes, anecdotes, and plenty of
name-dropping... liked it, myself. Archie’s column is as fine as ever –
comment on the AA/RAC and their attitude to motoring, thoughts on being
an sf fan, and so on. Finally there are some sf magazine reviews – Analog and
Amazing. Oz is a very fine apazine – probably the best in OMPA.
RED CAKE 1 (Duplicated – 9pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: John Muir, 50 Holker Street, Manchester, M13 0DE, Lancs.
Available for: Trade, LoC on previous issue of Nightmare, show of
interest.
Distributed through: OMPA 54th mlg.
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Like The Amazing Dancing Bear, this is a collection of LoCs on John’s
first magazine, Nightmare – unlike John Hall’s effort, however, Red Cake
also contains some chatter from John, brief mailing comments, and a long
article on The Time Tunnel by Charlie Winstone (he actually liked it!). All
right, but badly presented and rather unexceptional...
SEAGULL 2 (Duplicated – 36pp: UK.Quarto).
Editor: Rosemary Nicholls, 32 Coniston Ave., Headington, Oxford,
OX3 0AN.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 1/-.
Another one of these curious British fanzines which contain a complete
mixture of articles, fiction, chatter, and odds & ends – rather like a cross
between SoNF and Crabapple... I still don’t think this is a good policy for
any magazine – it results in loss of personality and lack of cohesion. Still,
Seagull 2 looks better and is better than the first issue: contents are somewhat
chaotic – there is a short Oxconreport, a couple of inferior stories (by Nigel
Haslock and Bram Stokes), interesting articles on unicorns (by Rosemary)
and Hadrian (by Ken Cheslin). A piece on tv sf by Mike Gutteridge is
abysmal... but ‘Reader’s Tern’ (letter column) and a review of the British
fanzine situation by Gray Boak are both entertaining. I just think that if
Rosemary was a little more selective, Seagull would improve considerably; at
the moment it’s pleasant, but nothing more.

Canada
OSFIC 20 (Printed – 31pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Peter Gill, 18 Glen Manor Dr., Toronto 13, Ontario.
Available for: Trade, LoC, contribution, 40¢ ($3 for 10 issues).
Yet another curious magazine, but in a slightly different way – contents
are mixed, but layout helps alleviate the feeling that Peter Gill will publish
anything you might care to send... No, Osfic is curious in that it doesn’t
actually seem to contain anything – all I can remember without reopening
issue 20 is that there is a letter column, fanzine reviews (by Mike Glicksohn),
and more excellent artwork by Derek Carter (including ‘Flynn’, a serial)... In
fact there’s a piece of poor fiction, an article on Atlantis, and a lot of editorial
ramblings. Once again, I judge this one pleasant, but only that.
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Germany
IMPRESSIONEN 18 (Printed – 4pp: approx. US.Quarto). In German.
Editors: Harald Fischer & Hans-Werner Heinreichs, 6079
Sprendlingen, Frankfurter Str. 129.
Available for: Trade, 5 issues for DM 5 (10 for DM 7).
A very short international newszine plus fanzine reviews (not much use
without addresses) – nothing much in this issue, but later issues seem better...
MUNICH ROUND UP 106 (Spirit Duplicated – 44pp: approx. US.Quarto).
In Ger.
Editors: Waldemar Kumming (Walter Reinecke, Gary Klüpfel,
Willibald Kossler), 8 München 2, Herzogspitalstr. 5.
Available for: Trade, contribution, DM 1 (DM 5.50 for 6, DM 10 for
12).
Highlight of this issue is a long Oxconreport composed largely in
dialogue form – very fine and enhanced by two pages (four sides) of photos
(one page has been reprinted in Speculation 23). There’s also a brief report in
mad German by Ramblin Jake (also a literal English translation of same...).
The remainder of this issue consists of book reviews and a couple of
translations (Arthur C Clarke’s piece on 2001 from Cosmos, and ‘Stranded in
Lunar Orbit’ from Astronautics & Aeronautics). I learnt at least one new
German past participle – ‘gehandicapt’! and enjoyed the magazine as a
whole. Recommended.
SF TIMES 98 (Printed – 40pp: approx. US.Quarto). In German.
Editor: Hans Joachim Alpers, 2850 Bremerhaven 1, Weissenburger Str.
6.
Available for: Trade, DM 7.50 for 12 issues.
Book news, international sf news, film news and reviews, magazine
reviews, and German book reviews in detail – plus letter column this time. A
very good coverage of the continental sercon sf scene.
SF TIMES 99 (26pp – as before).
Contents as usual – plus results of the 1969 fan poll, and added
supplements (Slapstick 6 and Heicon Nachrichten 3 – first news I had of the
guests of honour). Good.
SLAN NACHRICHTEN 48, 49, 50, 51/52, & 53 (Printed – 8pp each (no.50
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– 12pp, no 51/52 – 20pp: ½US.Quarto). In German.
Editor: Peter Skodzik, 1 Berlin 19, Dernburgstr.17.
Available for: Trade, 20pf (DM 4 for 20 issues, DM 6 outside
Germany).
Masses of news in this weekly newszine (these issues all appeared
within the space of a month) – with particular emphasis on sf films,
especially the Trieste sf film festival (reviews, plenty of stills, and
reproductions of posters). Also news of what’s being shown on German tv,
book news and reviews, and fanzine news. Besides this, there’s some small
amount of fannish stuff, newspaper clippings, and brief articles. There is in
fact so much stuff in Slan Nachrichten that I can’t do it justice in the space I
have at my disposal in this particular Checkpoint – I’ll just say that it’s the
best looking German newszine and remarkably regular. Recommended.

United States
ASMODEUS 3 (Duplicated – 77pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Doug Smith, 302 Murray Lane, Richardson, Texas 75080.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 50¢.
This is, of course, just the sort of massive fanzine that I’d have to find
when attempting to do forty ultra-brief reviews in one issue – Doug Smith
surely fills his fanzine up and it’s a massive improvement over the former
Monstrosities, but like the little U.K. mags, it’s all jumbled together;
Asmodeus reads like Beabohema used to... With a bit more editing, and less
emphasis on sheer size and quantity, this could be a lot better. Anyway, space
only allows a contents listing: columns by Mike Benton, Pat Dhoogo, and
Gary Grady, news from the Argentine by Hector Possina, a little bad fiction,
book and film reviews (Barbarella and Yellow Submarine), fanzine reviews
all over the place, and articles on films, stealing traffic signs, and warlocks.
Hmmmm... Most of the writing is fair to good, and artwork ranges from Mike
Gilbert to Robert E. Gilbert (who contributes an atrocious, printed cover
amongst other things) – slightly overinked all the time... Altogether, an
entertaining fanzine; the contents are there, but the editing isn’t – I daresay
it’ll improve eventually.
BEABOHEMA 4 (Duplicated – 76pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Frank Lunney, 212 Juniper Street, Quakertown 18951.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 60¢ ($1 for 2 issues).
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Another giant-sized fanzine and one that’s improved to a remarkable
extent over the last few issues; this issue has excellent columns by Piers
Anthony, Dean Koontz, Gary Hubbard, and Leo Kelley – Bill Marsh and
Seth Dogramajian also have columns, both fair enough. Al Snider reviews a
very few fanzines in detail, there is a section of book reviews and a large
letter-column. Only fiction is by James Koval – better than some, but
somewhat overwritten. Anyway, an excellent fourth issue – fine layout now,
as well as a generally good standard of illustration. Recommended.
EN GARDE 6 (Duplicated – 110pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Richard Schultz, 19159 Helen St, Detroit, Michigan 48234.
U.K. Agent: Alan Dodd, 77 Stanstead Rd., Hoddesdon, Herts.
European Agent: Michel Feron, 7 Grand-Place, Hannut, Belgium.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, $1, 7/-, DM 4, 5 NF.
Well, I called the previous two fanzines “massive”, but this one...
Anyway, the contents can be described with relative ease, since En Garde is a
magazine devoted almost entirely to The Avengers – news, cuttings,
drawings, photos, indexes, programme listings, and articles: how to take
photos from a tv screen, a tapescript of ‘Forget-Me-Knot’, and ‘How to Take
a Trip’ (John Mansfield’s account of a visit to The Avengers’ studio and
publicity department). More interesting as far as I’m concerned is a brief
piece on The Prisoner and Patrick McGoohan, but all this depends on
personal taste. If you’re an Avengers fan, this is all you could wish for; if you
didn’t think much of the series, well... Me? I’m afraid that I tend towards the
latter category.
HARPIES 3 (Duplicated – 13pp: US.Quarto).
Editors: Roger Sims & Richard Schultz, 19195 Helen St, Detroit, Mich.
48234.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 20¢.
Not quite sure what happened to the second issue, but I think this third
Harpies is a little disappointing – there’s hardly anything in it: book reviews,
letter column, and some ideas on the 1969 Hugo nominations. What there is
is reasonably well written, but the sum total hardly adds up to a fanzine...
Still the fifth issue (which I’ve just received) is better – some consolation,
anyway.
ICENI 5 (Duplicated – 35pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Bob Roehm, 316 E. Maple Street, Jeffersonville, Indiana 47137.
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Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 30¢ ($1 for 4 issues).
This issue looks better than previous Icenis, but it’s still suffering from
lack of content – just the opposite from Beabohema and Asmodeus in fact...
Jerry Lapidus reviews several fanzines, there’s a lot of film news and reviews
(by Larry Stewart and Richard Delap), poor articles on the Cthulhu mythos
(by Kenneth Scher) and on ‘SF in Music’ (by Elmer Douglass), a letter
column, and not much else. Pity really, since I think Iceni deserves better
contributions; but still, it’s of some interest and there’s a fine printed cover as
a bonus...
LOCUS 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, & 34 (Duplicated – 11, 8, 11, 8, 10 & 10pp:
US.Quarto).
Editors: Charlie & Marsha Brown, 2078 Anthony Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
10457.
Available for: Trade, news, 6 issues for $1 ($3 for 18).
Locus is easily the best sf and fannish newszine currently available,
covering people, happenings, books, apas, conventions, fanzines (news and
reviews), and films. A coverage of the professional sf mags started with issue
29 (by David Malone) and continued as a supplement (monthly, Locus itself
being fortnightly) by Anthony Lewis – no, I fear, very worthwhile. No.30
contained Meskon VI and Pghlange reports, 31 – an obituary for Willy Ley
and names of all Taff voters, 32 – Southwestercon, Midwestcon, and
Westercon reports, 33 – the first part of a Bob Tucker column and Nebula
Award results. The whole thing is always entertaining – both the writing and
the cartooning – excellent. Highly Recommended.
LOVE 8 (Spirit Duplicated – 29pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Fred Haskell, 4370 Brookside Court, Apt.206, Edina, Minn.
55436.
Available for: Trade, LoC, show of interest.
Distributed through: APA 45 19th mlg.
This is a short personal apazine, the contents being largely mailing
comments during the course of which Fred rambles and discusses a multitude
of subjects. A letter column, a fine printed cover, and mad Ken Fletcher
cartoonwork make this a pleasant, unpretentious kind of zine.
LUNA 7 (Printed – 28pp: ½US.Quarto).
Editors: Frank & Ann Dietz, 655 Orchard St., Oradell, N.J. 07649.
Available for: Trade, $1 for 3 issues.
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Distributed through: OMPA 54th mlg.
Another of the curious magazines – no editorial or chatter, just four
transcripts of speeches by Joanna Russ, Fred Pohl, E. E. Smith, and a
‘Whither Worldcons?’ discussion (Anthony Lewis, Bruce Pelz, Jay
Haldeman, and Ted White). Quite interesting, but for an apazine it’s
ludicrous – not a gramme of personality or feeling... Useful just as a record of
those speeches, I suppose.
Just room for a note of thanks to all letter writers & subscribers – as I’ve said,
things should be back to normal next issue, but at least I’ve managed to get
reasonably up to date! Back again in December with 10, 11, & 12.
QUARK 10 (Duplicated – 50pp: US.Quarto).
Editors: Chris & Lesleigh Couch, Rt.2, Box 889, Arnold, Missouri
63010.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, show of interest.
Distributed through: APA 45 19th mlg and SFPA 31st mlg.
Better than the usual Quark, although the layout still doesn’t really look
interesting – something that seems to affect nearly all the St.Louis fanzines
(must be the paper or duplicator or something)... Anyway, contents include
columns by Greg Shaw (on rock), Jerry Kaufman, Jim Reuss, Creath Thorne,
and Lesleigh herself – all fair to fine... Record reviews, letter column, and the
over patronising mailing comments, finish this issue off. It doesn’t quite click
with me, somehow – don’t know why, though, since it’s certainly good
enough. Ah well, colour me irrational...
SF NEWSLETTER 19, 20, & 21 (Printed – all 8pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Don Blyly, 825 West Russell Street, Peoria, Illinois, 61606.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 15¢.
The last of the worst – no longer will Don’s High School SF Club
magazine come through the post with horrid regularity... Nothing of any real
interest in any of these issues, just ‘Time of the Ottos’ again, fanzine & book
reviews, and ‘The Masked Nemesis’. Try SFN 17 for the best issue of the
series and forget the rest.
THE WASHINGTON SF ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 66 (Duplicated –
90pp: US.Quarto).
Editor: Don Miller, 12315 Judson Rd., Wheaton, Maryland 20906.
Available for: Trade, contribution, LoC, 75¢, 8/- (3 for $1.10, 6 for $2,
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10 for $3, 3 for 10/-, 7 for £1). 40¢ normally.
U.K. Agent: Peter Singleton, Block 4, Broadmoor Hospital,
Crowthorne, Berks.
Australian Agent: Michael O’Brien, 158 Liverpool St., Hobart, Tasm.
7000.
I seem fated to be faced with reviewing these huge fanzines quickly –
here goes with a quite incomplete listing of contents: columns by Thomas
Burnett Swann, Ivor Rogers, & Alexis Gilliland, a report by Jay Kay Klein
on the SFWA Nebula Awards banquet, a bibliography of Clifford Simak,
book reviews, letter column, good fanzine reviews (by Doll Gilliland), and
fiction by Connie Reich, Alexis Gilliland, Jan Slavin, Leroy Markstrom (a
very obvious chess piece), Ray Ridenour, Lewis Sanders, and David
Halterman. It’s mostly good stuff – all Worldcon propaganda (for 1971) of
course, but still ... if it results in good, if overcrowded zines like this – fair
enough. Recommended.

I DID IT!
To Subscribers, friends, & others: a cross here ... means no more
Checkpoints unless money is received. A number indicates the last issue you
are paid up to. To Editors: the next issue you’ll receive is ... when your
fanzine ............ will be reviewed. Although this issue will naturally be free,
I’m afraid you’ll have to sub to others. Ok?
CHECKPOINT 8/9 from:
Peter Roberts,
87 West Town Lane,
Bristol, BS4 5DZ,
UNITED KINGDOM.
or:
Ed Reed,
668 Westover Road,
Stamford, Conn. 06902,
UNITED STATES.
Printed Matter Only.
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Please Return if Undelivered.

The End
This free ebook version of The Complete Checkpoint is exclusive to the
unofficial TAFF website at taff.org.uk. If you enjoy reading it, a donation to
TAFF is a fine way to express your appreciation.
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